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The Special Judicial Commission to Investigate Gende1
Disc1imination in the CoUits of Pue,to Rico, in concluding its investigation, submits its Repmt, conclusions and
recommendations to you and the full Supreme CoUit.
Our inte1pretation of infmmation in this Repmt regarding
the legal, doctrinal, and sociological aspects related to
different manifestations and dimensions of gender disc1imination, and the standpoints we have adopted represent the consensus of both male and female Commissioners ..Although most of us coincide with the overall Repmt,
we have included individual exceptions to some of the developed ideas and conclusions ..
The Commission is grateful to you for the oppmtunity to
explore a matte, of such social impmtance for our country.. The investigation became a true leatning process fo1
us; ce1tainly, it broadened OUI perspectives .. We were es;
pecially proud to have collaborated with the Judicial
System on this matter because we believe that to undertake this kind of self~evaluation takes moral coUiage and
shows genuine commitment to the values and p1inciples
that the Judicial System represents ..We a,·e confident that
this pioneering attempt in Pue1to Rico will lead othe1
public institutions to undertake similat self'scmtiny.
Many persons, institutions and organizations collabmated
with the Commission in the pe1fo1mance of its work and
we ate deeply grateful to them. We ai·e especially grateful
to you and the Hon. Miriam Naveita de Rod6n who, as
Ex-Officio Presidents of the Commission, knew
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how to give us the necessary support and stimulus to accomplish our mandate ..
We ar·e aware that our commitment to the Judicial Branch does not conclude with the delivery of
this Report to the Supreme Co111t.Presenting this Repmt to the Judicial Conference of Puerto Rico
and the development of a plan of action to eradicate every manifestation of gender discrimination in
the co111tsof the country are also impmtant parts of 0111mandate ..We are moving in that dirnction
with determination and p111pose We are aware of the fact that sensitivity to the problem is a prerequisite to overcoming it. We hope that this Report serves as a foundation for that eventual victory
Respectfully submitted,
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Introduction
This repott is the result of a Judicial Branch decision to examine itself to identify possible
manifestations of gender discrirrrination at its heart in order to eradicate them. The Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court, the Hon. Jose A Andreu Garcia, ent:Iusted the design and undertaking to the
Special Judicial Commission to Investigate Gender Disc1imination in the Courts of Puerto Rico-comp1ising members of the judiciary, lawyers, professors of law, and specialists in the diverse disciplines of the Social Sciences .. The inquiiy itself took two years .. The fiuit of om inquiiy has been
delivered to the Judicial B1anch, which in tum, has made the repmt accessible to the community in
order to help the Judicial Authmity to fulfill its objective of fairness and justice, its commit:Inentto
this dimension of Pue1to Rican social life ..
Thus it is imperative that we explain the context in which the wmk was put togethe1
In recent decades, both in Pue1to Rico arid the rest of the wmld, social resear·ch has focused renewed efforts to exaniining diverse mariifestations of discrimination in society, among
them: discrirrrination because of race, socio-econorrric conditions arid sex, The latter, now te1med
gender discrimination as a consequence of ce1tain theoretical arguments, 1 has received special attention since the decade of the seventies .. Studies by social scientists and by male and female feminist researchers as a sequel to the women's lights movement, turned up clear and persuasive evi-

1 See the chapter General Iheoretical Framework of this report
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dence of the existence of disciiminatmy practices and policies based on prejudices, myths and
multiple stereotypes related to women.
The Judicial Branch of Pue1to Rico, as an integral part of Puerto Rican society, responds
to the same cultmal and sociological patterns that govern it. Therefore, it is safe to infer as a mat'
ter of logic, that every prejudice that exists in our society must be reflected to a greater

OJ

lesser

degree in the Judicial Branch. Since this is about an institution whose ptimary function is the administrntion of justice, a ministty that must be accomplished with the greatest possible degree of
impartiality, the existence of any type of prejudice, however minimal m spmadic, is absolutely intolerable and must be eradicated ..Fm this reason the Judicial Branch, motivated by the result of the
multiple investigations nndertaken with regard to gender discrimination, decided to exantine itself
and investigate both the manifestations and the magnitude of such discrimination in the judicial
system of the Island and, at the same time, study available alternatives and options to prevent it.
Essentially this is an acconnt of the first Puerto Rican institution to carry out this kind of
self~exantination, in orde1 to confront the problem and contribute to a solution .. Ihe Judicial Branch
and the Commission are confident that this Repmt, the result of serious and profound deliberation
and thought, will serve to motivate other government institutions to carry out similar self-analysis
to eradicate any discrimination based on gender m any other premise ..Unquestionably a democratic
regime such as that upheld by the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, cannot be
rooted in cultural and social patterns that, in any way, create discriminatmy stereotypes and biases
With this pmpose in mind, the Commission decided to devote its efforts to examining everything
related to gender themy and to establishing a theoretical framework broad enough to serve as a
starting point for future studies.
The problem of subordination and gender discrimination in Puerto Rican society has been
amply documented, paiticularly concerning women, who histmically have suffered the consequences of a culture implanted from a male point of view In 1958 the Civil Rights Commission of
2
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Pue1to Rico issued its Report on di,criminations on the basis of mce, color; ,ex, origin, and ,o-

cial condition Although the Investigation itself did not reveal problems of "sex" discrimination,
that Commission recommended a study on the likelihood of amending the administrntion of movable community prope1ty It also suggested considering the possibility of co-adminisl!ation by both
spouses ..2 Undoubtedly, this action maiked the awakening of a new awaieness, one which would
lead to the definite acknowledgment of gender discrimination in Puerto Rican society, and to the
eventual sanction of a se1ies of refmms.
Dtuing the decades of the sixties and seventies the feminist movement, which was very
productive in the suffragist snuggles at the beginning of the century, was actively revived on the
Island, as it was in other counliies ..Reverberations were not long in coming. For example, in 1969
the Legislative Assembly of Pue1to Rico created a Special Commission to investigate "an alleged
discrimination against the wmking woman in different sources of employment in the counliy:
manufacturing, indusliy, professions, agriculture, and government entities". 3 Aftet holding public
heaiings, the Commission recommended that the Civil Rights Commission undettake a more complete and exhaustive study. That is how the first repmt on The equal rights and opportunitie, of

the working woman in Puerto Rico, undet the prnsidency of attorney Baltasar Conada de! Rio,
caine about. 4
In that repmt, published in 19 72, the Civil Rights Commission concluded that
"disc1imination against women who wmked outside of the home and inside the home exists, and

2

Civil Rights Commission, Report on discriminations on the basis of race, colo1, sex, origin, and social condition, 22
REV. COL AB PR 299 (1962).

3

Concurrent resolution of the House of Representatives No 5, approved in the House on April 1, 1969, and in the
Senate on April 31st of the same year
4

The other members of the Commission were: lawyers Efrain Gonzalez I ejera (Vice PI'esident),FernandoPefez

Col6n (Secretary), Hector 1 affitte and Alfonso Miranda Cardenas. Acting as special advisors were attorney Maria

Genoveva Rodriguez de Carrera,and Dr. Belen M. Serra.

3
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that disc1iminat01y prnctices take on the most subtle and deceptive appearances" ..5 It recommended
that existing legislation be revised to cmrect disadvantages faced by women.
Among other concerns, the repmt pointed out:
"The increased incmporation of women into the diverse economic, cultural, social and political activities of the country is undeniable. Howeve,, the
absence of women is obvious at the highe1 levels of all work activities: industrial, commercial, professional, and technical. Even in those activities in which
the paiticipation of women has been traditionally sanctioned by our society
because they rue deemed related to the so-called "feminine qualities," women
ai·e denied the economic benefits and personal recognition top positions
rnean.''6

In that respect, the repmt emphasized that this was analogous to the situation of women in
the judiciaiy.
Paiticulaily interesting is the recommendation to the Depaitrnent of Public Instruction regaiding the "total revision of the pre-school, elementaiy, and technical-vocational academic cmIiculum, with the aim of eliminating the institutionalization of feminine and masculine roles in activities and professions, emphasizing instead full professional development"

7

Also the recommendations made to the Legislative Authmity with the purpose of "revising
the legislation regaiding fainily relations with special attention to Book I of the Civil Code, and
regarding the community prope,ty laws"; "revise the laws and mies of ciiminal procedme to eliminate areas of disc,imination, in favor of and against women"; revise "all the laws with the intent of
eliminating vestiges of the rationalized belief of the sexes as opposites and antagonistic in the view
of society and with the objective of opening doors to the paiticipation of women in the daily routine
of om social and political life, and, in that way, incmporate the focus and contributions of the laigest sectm of the population"; and others

8

5 THE CIVIL RIGHTS COM1vllSSION, The equal rights and opportunities of the working woman in Puerto Rico, p
195 (1972)

6 Id p 196
7 Id. p. 208
8 Id. pp. 209-210
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In 1972, the Federnl Equal Employment Oppmtunity Commission assigned a study on dis-

crimination on the basis of race, sex and national migin in the piivate sector in Puerto Rico to a
group of Puerto Rican professionals ..9 Their investigation revealed the existence of discrimination
against women, blacks and foreigners Their findings prompted, for the first time in Puerto Rico,
an intense public debate over specific measures to eliminate gender and race discrimination. TheiI
recommendations had a deep impact on anti-discriminatmy policies that were later developed.. That
report, with some urgency, proposed amending existing laws and enacting new ones to address the
problem.
That same year, the Commission f01 the hnprovement of Women's Rights was cr·eated by
law in Puerto Rico, to study, investigate and initiate legal proceedings against transgressms of antidiscrimination laws rn
Subsequently, and also responding to its own initiative, the Commission for the hnprovement of Women's Rights and the Puerto Rico Department of Labor co-sponsored a study to identify labor legislation that disc1iminates against women.11 As a consequence, in 1975 various bills
were enacted into law by the Legislative Assembly.

12

In 1976, Tufts University School of Law and Diplomacy (Boston, Massachusetts), enabled

attorney Jeannette Ramos Buonomo to compile and analyze Puerto Rican law in the ar·eas of public

9 Center for Social Investigations of the University of Puerto Rico, STUDY TO DETERMINE THE SCOPE AND

RAMIFICATIONS OF DISCRIMINATION ON TJlE BASIS OF COLOR, SEX, AND NATIONAi ORIGIN IN THE
PRN ATE SECTOR IN PUERTO RICO (1974) The study's working team was composed by Isabel Pico de
Hernandez, Marcia Rivera, Carmen Parrilla, Jeannette Ramos Buonomo, Isabelo Zen6n, Roberto Bus6 Ahoy and
Roberto Aponte
10 Act No. 57 of May 30, 1973
11 JEANNETTE RAMOS BUONOMO, STUDY ON THE EQUAIIIY
(1974)
12

OF THE SEXES IN LABOR LEGISLATION

Among others, amended were Act No. 100 of June 30, 1959, 29 l.P.R A. sect. 146 et seq, to prohibit that employers and labor unions discriminate on the basis of gender; Act No. 417 of May 14, 1947, 291 PR.A. sect. 564 et s·eq,
to prohibit that private business discriminate on the basis of gender; Act No .. 49 of May 22, 1958, 291.P RA sect
353 et 'jeq., to eliminate differences on the basis of gender regarding the maximum weight a person can lift, transport, or carry on his/her person; Act No. 73 of June 21, 1919, 291.P RA sect. 457-460, also to eliminate differences
on the basis of gender regarding work night shifts. For a review of this legislation, see Jeannette Ramos Buonomo,
Women and Puerto Rican Law, 231-237 (March, 1976) (study done for The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at
Tufts University in Massachusetts

5
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administrntion, family law, penal law, health, education, and Iabm law to determine the full extent
of equality between the sexes.B Her study also hoped to "awaken consciousness in framers of
public policy, as well as in Puerto Ricans at every level of society, about the need to revise some of
our laws and to change attitudes to confmm to the reality of equality of the sexes". 14
The investigation revealed the existence of gender-based discrimination against women in
the separate ar·eas that were examined Among other things, and for the purpose of illustration, it
confirmed once again the conclusion of the Civil Rights Commission in 1972, in that the participation of women in the judiciary is restricted, largely confined to infe1ior positions .. The Report
pointed out "It is significant that a woman judge has never been assigned to preside a Criminal
Comt, which illustrates the cultural pattern of protecting women; of her image as sensitive and pliant, incapable of dealing with the harshness of life" .15
Conversely, regarding the composition of the jury, it stated: "Rule 108 stipulates, among
othe, things, that the court should recuse from jury duty any woman who asks to be excused due to
her obligations at home" Clearly, whenever occupations and professions ar·e mentioned the masculine term is utilized, while only the woman is referred to when a petition forjury relief stems from
obligations in the home .. A situation could arise where a woman wmks outside the home and the
man helps with the chores at home This Rule should be amended to include the male .." 16
All of these studies and reports helped to awaken consciousness and create the necessary
conditions in 1976 for the Legislative Assembly of Pue,to Rico to embark on a broad reform of the

13 Ramos Buonomo, supra note 12
14 Id. p. 2
15 Id p. 27

16 Id p 29

6
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Civil Code and amend each legal statute, particularly in family law, that could entail gender discrimination against women ..1 7
Many other reports have followed in the wake of those earlier reports They were conducted by, among other 01ganizations, the Women's Commission, the Women's Studies Project at
the Cayey Campus of the University of Puerto Rico; the Center for Women's Studies, Resources
and Services at the Rfo Piedras Campus of the University of Puerto Rico (C.ER.ES.,, its acronym
in Spanish); and the Center for Social Research at the University of Puerto Rico, Prestigious
scholar·s in Puerto Rico also carried out studies and investigations ,
During the eighties the 01ganized women's movement in Puerto Rico demonstrated new resolve and took on new issues and problems for their struggles and analyses, The women's movement hoped, in this way, to call attention to the extent gender discrimination had received little 01
hardly any consideration in the past Most remarkable were the en01mous eff01ts to approve legislation to prohibit sexual harassment in the work place, and the struggle against domestic violence.,
These phenomena became more clearly understood as unequivocal gender discrimination, Those
processes, the debates on abortion and other proposals related to women's reproductive rights, incited intense public reaction, as shown by media emphasis on these issues in recent years, This
public debate helped to generate new insight into the breadth and depth of the sometimes invisible
mores of gender discrimination in Puerto Rico.,
In 1988 the Sexual Harassment Law was passed. 18 In 1989, Law No. 54 on Domestic
Violence was passed.

19

The Women's Commission of the Office of the Governor was instrumental

17

For a study of the approved legislation, see: COMMISSION FOR IHE IMPROVEMENI OF WOMEN'S
RIGHTS, SPECIAI. REPORI NO. 2: WOMEN AND IHE NEW FAMILY LAW (March, 1977) Ihis report was
preparedby attorneyJeannetteRamos Buonomo
18 ActNo 17ofApril22, 1988,
19
Act No. 54ofAugust 15, 1989

7
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in developing the law and defending it. 20 The Domestic Violence Law has gained international attention as a cutting edge law and a model for otherjurisdictions.

It has engaged both governmental

and non-governmental agencies in the Umted States, Latin America and Europe, and in the Umted
Nations
The Domestic Violence Law, however, raised new dilemmas for Puerto Rico's cowls
which must take part in its implementation.. Demands and efforts, both inside and outside the
courts, were made for the Judicial Branch to critically exarmne its adrmmstration of this law. During the eighties, and also at the beginning of the mneties, more gender discrirmnation cases, notably
regar·ding sexual harassment, than ever before were filed in the cowls and in the corresponding
adrmmstrative agencies ..
1he kind of self-evaluation that the Judicial Branch became interested in carrying out,
based on the historic cowse of studies and investigations, has also been tried out in other jwisdictions ..It is fitting to emphasize, with regard to the Umted States, the country that with Canada imtiated important investigations on the subject, that by 1971 the studies of John Johnston and Charles Knapp, professors of law at New York University, had already called attention to the impact of
those prejudices, myths and stereotypes about women on the decision-making process of every
male and female judge:
Sexism-that
is, the development of unjustified presnmptions (or at
least those that are baseless) regar·ding the capacities, interests, goals and individual social 'roles' that ar·e based only on the differences of the sexes-ar·e
as easily perceived in contemporary judicial decisions as was racism .21

lO The work team of the Commission that took the initiative in the development of this project was integrated by,
among other persons, Doris Vazquez, Psychologist and Executive Director of the Commission in the beginning of the

process, her successor, Yolanda Zayas, Social Worke1, attorneys Margaret Wochinger, Esther Vicente and Mildred
Braulio, the psychologist Mercedes Rodriguez andMarta Elsa FemaDdez, the Commission's Researcher The project
also received the active support of many women and men and of numerous organizations dedicated to the defense of
women's rights,
21 John D. Johnston, Jr. and Charles L Knapp, Sex Discrimination by Law: A Study in Judicial Perspective, 46

NY UL. REV 675, 747 (1971)

8
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Ensuing studies added new data regarding the influence of gender in terms of cultural and
social values that go beyond biology to differentiate between the masculine and feminine-that

is,

attitudes, values and beliefs of the members of the Judiciary. Norma Wilder, an eminent sociologist
from the United States, summarized the most important findings on this topic ..22 Among other
matters, she noted a pattern of imposed expectations about sexual roles in both the climinal ar·ea
and in the juvenile justice system For example, women who commit climes that ar·e believed feminine are treated with greater leniency in the comts, especially if these women prove they are fulfilling traditional feminine roles, such as wife or mother. That is not the case, however, for women
whose crinrinal acts are believed to be less than feminine (that is, violent) These women, apparently, are tr·eated more harshly than males in similar situations, especially if they do not conform to
conventional female sexual roles.
On the other hand, Wilder pointed out, victims are also discriminated against Studies done

dming the seventies detected hidden prejudices and myths in the reactions of judges to victims of
tape or domestic violence. For example, the notion that women ar·e masochists, or that violence
committed against a woman and tape ar·e climes prompted by the victims themselves It was also
found that the pernicious effects of gender-based myths, prejudices and stereotypes function with
greater force in Family Law, the area in which most women come in contact with the comts.
Among other indications, empirical studies on long-term consequences of divorce revealed an
alarming fact: unknowingly, through a series of seemingly minor decisions, the courts were helping
to create a new economically inferior class composed of divorced women and their dependent chilclr'en. Insufficient child support pensions and inadequate measures to enforce their compliance,
consign thousands of women and children to poverty ..

22

Nonna Wilder, Identifying and Correcting ludicial Gender Bias, in EQUALITY AND JUDICIAL NEUTRALITY
13-14 (Mahoney and Martin eds., 198 7), (Notes omitted)

9
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Completed studies and investigations point to the need to make male and female judges
aware of multiple manifestations of gender discrimination in the courts, not only regarding women,
but also men. In 19 79, with the active participation of the American Association of Women Judges,
promoting educational programs on this subject gained impetus The Association decided to cosponsor with the National Organization of Women's Legal Defense and Education Foundation, a
National Judicial Educational Program to specifically attack the problem in the comts In coordination with national educational judicial institutions and state programs, many seminars and trainings cropped up across the United States ..The judiciary' s range of responses was broad: from those
who rejected the idea because they saw no problem of discrimination in the comts, to those who
saw the problem and became instrumental in developing seminars to address it
As a result of these initial effmts, the Hon Madlyn Loftus, Justice of The Supreme Comt
of New Jersey, asked her state's Judicial Branch to help suppmt investigations on gender discrimination in the courts, to develop a state judicial education program. Responding in the affirmative,
the Court named a broadly representative Committee to look into gende1 disc1imination and find
ways to abolish it
In 1984, the Committee issued its fast repmt. Its findings confiimed suspicions about the
variety of gende1 disc1imination, often unconscious, in the state's comts Publicity generated by the
repmt caused other states to create similar committees. That is how the committees from New
Y mk and Rhode Island got started ( 1984)
These committees found that greate1 discdmination towards women stemmed from the
traditional subordination of women in a world histmically dominated by men. The study Committee of New Jersey, comprising thiity-two persons, including male and female judges (of fast instance and appellate), attorneys, professors of law, judicial educatms, and community leaders, inguiled into three specific ar·eas: (1) Do gender-based myths, discdminations and stereotypes have
any effect on substantive law or in the judicial process of decision making?; (2) Does gende1 affect
10
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the way women and men are treated in the legal and judicial environment (in the courtrooms, in
chambers, and in professional meetings)?; and (3) If so, how can male and female judges assure
themselves that equal treatment is given women and men in the courts? 23
In its 1984 Report, the New Jersey study Committee said in that regard:
With few exceptions, the conclusions and findings from the Committee
on Substantive Law, from the sampling of attorneys, and from the regional
and state meetings of lawyers were mutually corroborative ..Although, in te,ms
of gentle, the wtitten law is fundamentally neutral, it was found that on occasion the existence of stereotypes, myths, and disc,irninations affect the decision-making process in the rueas of: torts, domestic violence, juvenile justice,
matrimony and the adjudication of sentences ..Also, persuasive evidence exists
that women and men receive different treatment in the courtrooms, in chambers, and in professional meetings ..24
New York's report coincided basically with New Jersey's:
The work team has concluded that gender disc,irnination against women
litigants, lawyers and employees of the courts is widely exhibited and has se,ious consequences .. Women ru·e frequently denied equal justice, equal tr·eatment, and equal opportunities .. The cultural stereotypes regru·ding the 'role' of
women in mru,iage and in society distmt the application of substantive law
every day In a unique and dispropmtionate way that is frequently unacceptable, women have to endure an environment of condescension, indifference,
and hostility. Whether as attorneys or employees of the courts, women rue all
too frequently denied the oppmtunities to develop their potential to the maximum.
The problems women face-mated
in a web of prejudices, piivileges,
traditions, misinfmrnation and indifference--affect women of all ages, races,
regions and economic situations .. When women rue poOI or economically dependent, their pmblems ru·egreate,
On many occasions, women traverse the judicial system by themselves,
corning up against indiffernnce and scorn. The problems rue pmlonged due to
the e,roneous belief of some attorneys and judges that women's complaints ru·e
inventions of overly active imaginations and hypersensitivities ..25

23

NEW JERSEY SUPREME COURT TASK FORCE ON WOMEN IN THE COURTS, THE FIRST YEAR RE-

PORT (Trenton, New Jersey, Administrative Office of the Courts, 1984)
24
Id. As cited by Lynn Hecht Schafran, in Documenting Gender Bias in the Cowts: The I ask Force Approach, 70
JUDICATURE 280-283 (1987), where the author summarizes the findings and conclusions of reports from New York

andNew Jersey
25

Report of the New York I ask Force on Women in the Courts, 15 FORDHAM URB. l I 17-18 (1986-87).
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The authmity the National Judicial Education Progrnm attained as these investigations got
underway, led the Conference of Chief Justices of the United States to include the topic of gender
discrimination in its wmk agenda for the first time in 1986., In 1988, the Conference took another
rndically impmtant step when it approved a formal resolution recommending that study committees
be created in every state judicial system 26 The Conference of State Comt Administrators followed
suit Since that time, committees have been established in many states of the nation,
According to a smvey done in 1992, and revised by the Information Service of the US,
National Center of State Comts Infmmation Service the following year, by 1993 thirty-four states
and two Comts of Circuit Appeals had established study committees

01

special commissions pri-

marily to look into gender discrimination in the cmnts ,27 Many of these study groups had already
completed their respective inquiries and were proceeding to implement measmes to address the
problem's multiple manifestations; others were in different phases of their investigation, In fom
additional states, affomative steps of another kind had taken place, as well as in 10th Cir'Cuit Court
of Appeals ,28 More recently, The First Circuit Comt of Appeals, to which the Federal District
Court in Puerto Rico cmresponds, also decided to resear,ch this subject and is cmrently doing so .29

26 Resolution XVill of 1988 adopted by the Conference of Chief Justices of the United States, 26 CI. REV 5 (1989)
27 See: INFORMAIION SERVICE OF THE NAilONAL CENTER FOR STAIE COURT'S, STATUS OF GENDER
BIAS TASK FORCES AND COMMISSIONS IN THE STAIE AND FEDERAL JUDICIALSYSTEMS 2-16 (2da
ed, May, 1993). The following states named special committees to investigate gender discrimination in the courts in

the year identified in parenthesis: Alaska (1992), Arizona (1991), Arkansas (1990), California (1987), Colorado
(1988), Connecticut (1987), Delaware (1992),District of Columbia (1990) Florida (1987), Georgia (1989), Hawaii
(1986), Idaho (1990), Illinois (1988), Indiana (1989), Kentucky (1989), Louisiana (1989), Maine (1993), Michigan
(1987),Minnesota (1987), Missouri (1990), Montana (1991), Nebiaska (1991), Nevada (1987), New Jersey (1982),
New York (1984), Texas (1991), Utah (1990), Vermont (1988), Washington (1987), Court of Appeals of the D,.C
Circuit (1990), Court of Appeals of the Ninth Circuit (1991) Some of these study committees were reorganized or
amended in some form at dates later than indicate
28 Id. Although North Carolina and New Hampshire had not established study committees or special commissions,
they had reviewed or adopted the conclusions of other state repmts ..In the States of New Mexico and I ennessee, the
respective lawyers associations had assumed this initiative
29

The range of the investigation of working Commission of the Court of Appeals of the First Circuit includes discrimination on the basis of gender, by race and ethnicity. This Commission was subdivided in tum in two Committees, according to areas The Committee investigating gender discrimination is presided by the Hon Carmen Vargas
de Cerezo, Presiding Judge of the Federal District Court in Puerto Rico The Committee investigating discrimination
on the basis of race and ethnicity had Atty. Antonio Garcia Padilla, Dean of the Law Faculty at the University of
Puerto Rico as one of its members
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Investigations of the stndy committees have covered a wide range of areas related to gender disctimination and women's studies .. Among them: women in the legal profession and in the
judiciary, the treatment of women lawye1s in the comts, their employment possibilities, gender discrimination in law schools, domestic violence, sex-related crimes, aspects related to the comts administration, jmy selection process, civil compensations for tmts, the comts environment, sexual
harassment, employment prnctices in the comts, the nanring of comt-appointed counsel, access to
justice, child suppmt, paternal-maternal filial relations and custody, wage discrimination, selection
and evaluation of judges, impartial language, judicial ethics, treatment of women witnesses and
jurors, women victims of crime, credibility given to women, analysis by gender of sentences that
ar·e imposed, the relation between race disc1imination and socio-economic position and genderbased discrimination ..30 Every repmt of the stndy committee that finalized its task, and the preliminary repmts of the rest, confumed the conclusions of the New Jersey and New Yo1k repmts on the
existence of multiple manifestations of gendet discrimination in the comts that mostly affect
women

As a result of these inquiries, numerous measmes have been taken by different states:
many bills have been presented, including one prohibiting mutual protection orders (Flmida), another that recognizes the legality of the battered-woman syndrome (Maryland), and still another
permitting suppmt personnel for victims in domestic violence cases in comt (California).. Another
bill prohibits admission of female clothing as evidence of consent to sexual relations (Flmida) Still
another amends laws related to divorce and the payment of suppmt awards (Rhode Island).31 Special educational and sensitivity programs on gender discrimination, domestic violence, sexual harassment, aspects of family law have also been developed. Comses, workshops, seminars and con30

INFORMATION SERVICE OF THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR STAIE COURTS, supm note 27, pp 36-4331
Id. pp. 60~61 The report of the National Center for State Courts presents a wide catalogue of proposed legislative

measure
32 Id. pp 62-69
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forences are targeting male and female judges and lawyers in addition to other court personnel.
Other programs address problems related to domestic violence, pruticularly violence against
women, and design protective measures in both civil and c1iminal spheres ..By 1993, sixteen states
had initiated specific programs, not counting the national programs about the subject aheady in
place. 33
By the same yeru·, fifteen states and two circuit comts of appeals had taken affamative
measures to establish procedmes for complaints and lawsuits in cases of gender discrimination and
sexual hruassment in the workplace ..34 Another group of states (eighteen) and one circuit court of
appeals proposed runendments to their respective Canons of Judicial Ethics to expressly prohibit
any kind of disc1irninat01y conduct based on gender ..35
In Arizona, for example, amendments such as the following, were proposed to several canons: "Each male and female judge must dischruge his or he1 judicial responsibilities free of bias
and prejudice. No male or female judge shall show ve1bally or by behavior any kind of bias or
prejudice in crurying out her or his judicial functions, including, but not restricted to, bias 01
prejudice on the basis of gender, nor pe1mit bias or prejudice from any member of her 01 his staff,
officers of the comt 01 any other person under he, 01 his supervision" .36 Similruly, amendments to
professional codes of conduct for lawyers were proposed in vruious states

37

33

Id. pp. 70-73. Ihe following states had taken measures on this matter: Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Maryland,Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, New Mexico,
Rhode Island,Washington and Wisconsin
34
Id. pp. 74-76. The listing provided by the National Center for State Courts includes: Alaska, Arkansas, California,
Nmth Carolina, Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Nebraska, New Jersey, New
York, Iexas, Washington and the Ninth and Tenth Circuit Courts of Appeal
35

Jd..pp 74-76. Ihe listing includes: Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Idaho, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, New Mexico, Rhode Island, 'I exas, Washington,
Wisconsin and the I enth Circuit Court of Appeal
36 Id p. 77
37
Id. pp 80-81 Ihirteen states: Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, New Mexico, Rhode Island, Iexas, Washington
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By 1993 eighteen states and the Ninth Circuit Cowl of Appeals had aheady begun to develop specific policies in regard to sexual harassment .38 Seven states actively promoted the appointment of women to the Judiciary 39 and ten others specifically asked that gender discrimination

°

be evaluated by the way the Judiciary did its job. 4 Further, twenty-one states and the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals inserted guidelines on gender-neutral language in their working agendas.
Many states have published educational pamphlets on the subject; others have proposed the adoption of court rules; and still others have submitted forms, regulations, and official documents for
revision ,4 1 The list of measures we've summarized in no way exhausts the measures the National
Center for State Courts lists in detail.
With such a background of studies, investigations and developments, the Institute of Judicial Studies of the Office of Courts Administration of Puerto Rico prepar·ed a proposal to investigate gender discrimination in the courts of Puerto Rico for then Chief Justice Victor M. Pons Nufiez .42 The Institute enlisted the aid of the Womens' Studies Project of the University College of
Cayey, 43 The proposal was received with great interest by Chief Justice Pons Despite his resignation from The Supreme Court, he included it in the work agenda of successor, Hon ..Jose A. Anckeu
Garcia, Shortly after, the new Chief Justice created the Special Judicial Commission to Investigate
Gender Discrimination in the Cowts of Puerto Rico to be presided by Associate Justice Miiiam

38 Id pp 82-85: Alaska, California, North Carolina, Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Idaho, Maryland, Massachu-

setts, Michigan, nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, 1exas, East Virginia, Washington and Wisconsin
39 Id p 89 Ihe states were: California, Florida, Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey and Washington
40 Id ..pp ..90-91. The States were: Arizona, Connecticut, Hawaii, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey,

Rhode Island, Washington and Wisconsin
41 Id pp. 92-94 .. The states' listing includes: Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida,

Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Rhode Island,
Texas, Washington and Wisconsin
42 The person responsible for initiating this effort is Attorney Rafael J. I orres I orres, Director of the Institute of

Judicial Education
43
t The persons in charge of developing the Project's collaboration were its past Director, Dr Yamila Azize Var·gas,
and the past Rector of the University College of Cayey of the University of Puerto Rico, Dr. Margarita Benitez
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Naveira de Rod6n. Meanwhile, the Institute for Judicial Education of the Office of Comts Administration was ordered to serve as a suppmt resource to the new Commission.
Assisted by the Women's Studies Project, a donation of $25,000 was obtained from the
Notarial Bond Fund of the Puerto Rico Bar Association almost immediately. Shmtly afterwards,
and again with the suppmt of the Women's Studies Project, a proposal to the State Justice Institute
of the United States argued that it would be wmth carrying out this kind of investigation in Spanish
America, using Puerto Rico as a point of departure ..The proposal was approved, and the Commission was gt anted an additional $40,000 to carry out this mandate ..
The fust phase of the pr~ject was concluded in October of 1993 ..It reviewed wmk done by

the Nmth American State Commissions and the proposal to the State Justice Institute .. To fully
proceed with the investigation, the Commission reorganized itself. Following recommendations
made by male and female scholars on the subject, the Commission was broadened to include representatives of the judiciary and the legal profession, and specialists in psychology, sociology, statistics, and research .. The Hon .. Jeannette Ramos Buonomo, Judge of the Appellate Comt, became
president Associate Justice Miriam Naveirn de Rod6n and Chief Justice Jose A Andn:u Garcia
became ex officio presidents,
The Commission did not limit itself, in its analysis, to identifying practices that could
constitute legal disc1imination.. The framewmk of study was enlarged to include situations and
customs that, although not typified by law as illegal conduct, sociologically do reflect gender bias
and discriminatory attitudes .. The Commission did not confine itself to incidences of intentional
discrimination. The Commission also tried to identify practices and processes-many
operate on an subconscious level-that

of which

could reflect stmctural discrimination within the Judicial

Branch because of broader social, economic and cultmal patterns in Pue1to Rican society The
Commission had to examine every aspect of the judicial system, substantive as well as procedural,
to determine which laws, regulations, nmms, practices
16
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dice the comt-which

is why the scope of the Repmt is so broad and the areas it studies are so

many: Judicial Administration, Internction, Labor Law, Rights of the Individual and the Family,
the Ciiminal and Juvenile Justice System, Domestic Violence, and the System of Juvenile Justice
The sheer magnitude of the Report forestalled greater detail in certain areas, which, as we repeatedly indicate, remain subjects for futrU'einvestigations ..Each area also required distinct approaches
involving special considerations that are reflected in the content and how each section of the repmt
is mganized.
Conversely, on many occasions because of the obvious netwmk within the justice system,
our study, findings and conclusions went beyond the borders of the judicial system itself.
Appropriately enough since this is a seif'evaluation of the judicial system, the participation
of its members throughout the investigation was indispensable. Female and male judges, and officers of the system were appointed to the Commission.. The judiciary and other personnel wmked
together, contributing valuable infmmation, points of view, and interesting perspectives in the diagnostic phase of the dilemma ..They also provided impmtant recommendations to solve it
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Chapter 1

General Theoretical Framework
Introduction
This chapter presents the general theoretical framework the Commission used to guide its
investigation. It explains the conceptualizations, categories, terms, suppositions and key premises
the Commission adopted to identify, explain, and evaluate the practices it studied. The theoretical
framework was developed through a dynamic discussion process that took place from the start in
the heart of the Commission ..It was revised and modified tlnnughout the investigation and took into
consideration the contributions of participants in the hearings, group interviews and the participatory investigation sessions as well as the findings the whole process confumed Relevant literature
on the subject was also reviewed.

Definitions of Concepts Used
The work of the Commission required the application of various basic concepts .. The
meaning of each concept is explained as follows.
A

DISCRIMINATION .. In this report discrimination means any unwarranted de--

valuation of a person or group of persons, that results from any act or practice, including verbal
behavior, by virtue of that person or group of persons belonging to a group or particular sector of
society

GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN THE COURTS OF PUERTO RICO

Consideting its effects, an act or custom is judged discdminatmy, independently of the intention of the person who incurs in it Although the intention may be important at the moment of
imputing responsibility of some smt, it must not be taken into account to determine if the practice
is discriminatmy. This is so especially when institutional practices are detrimental to a pruticular
sectm. A practice is discriminatmy even when it is att1ibutable to custom, habit,

01

any other kind

of customruy behavior that does not necessruily respond to intentional formulations on the prut of
the person incuning in the practice.
B.

SEX AND GENDER. The Commission decided to make a distinction between the

terms ,ex and gender because it understands each te1m has different meanings
The te1m sex in the report refers only to the biological chruacte1istics that differentiate men
andwomen ..1
In recent theoretical literature on this subject, however, the te1m gender has been generalized with a broader meaning. Not only does it mean the strict biological differences between
women and men, but it also connotes the body of attributes that rue socially and culturally assigned
to one and the other.. The te1m gender thus refers to a social and histmical construction that has
been made from chruacte1istics of men and women that rue considered defining, and from behaviors expected of them in our society .. We are refening to the assignment that has been made
throughout Histmy of qualities, tights, responsibilities, and behaviors that have been required of
women and men, as such. Gender, thus, according to this conception is not a "natural" reality, but
the result of the beliefs and interpretations that have been socially and culturally generated in regrud to what should be the behaviors and functions of men and women in all aspects of life, from

1

The emphasis on the biological differences between men and women, as defining features of both groups, hides the
fact that numerous biological similarities exist between one and the other, including aspects related to body reactions
associated with sexuality The political function that has historically underscored biological differences should not be
overlooked, as justification in the differences in the distribution of social functions and power. Emphasizing biological simihuities may contribute to dismantling myths and uncovering stereotype
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those related to sexuality to those having to do with petforming specific activities and occupations
in a given conununity .2
The Commission has adopted this definition of gender because it understands that it has a
greater explicatory force than the te1m sex when refening to the circumstances and problems related to the differences in the treatment toward men and women in our area. 3
C.

GENDER PERSPECTIVE This concept refers to the group of knowledge, intui-

!ions, learning, and attitudes that women and men have accumulated through time as a consequence
of theiI placement in a social setting and from theiI particular expe1iences that ar·e the result of
theiI sensory life expe1iences in a wmld divided culturally because of gendet.

2 See, for example, ALDA FACIO, "CUANDO EL GENERO SUENA CAMBIOS TRAE: METODOLOGIA PARA
EL ANAIISIS DE GENERO DEL FENOMENO LEGAi "(San Jose,llANUD, 1991); Marta lamas, "Usos, dificultades y posibilidades de la categoria gCnero" (photocopy of monography, undated); SYI. VIA WALBY, THEORIZING
PATRIARCHY (Basil Blackwell, 1990). For a critical opinion on the recent distinction between sex and gender, see,
Stephanie Riger, Rethinking the Distinction Between Sex and Gender, in LESLIE BENDER AND DAN BRA VEMAN, POWER, PR!VllEGE AND LAW: A C!Vll RIGHTS READER (1995) Io summarize, Riger argues that
there is a close relationship of mutual influences between biology and cultme. making it a mistake to establish a
marked difference between both. Notwithstanding the element of truth that this criticism may have, it continues to be
useful to distinguish between sex and gender to highlight that the differences between men and women, far from
being "natmal", most of the time respond to cultural attributes that end up justifying the social consequences that are
assigned to perceived biological differences It should be noted that the majority of female and male judges that participated in the investigation sessions administered by the Commission, established a difference between the strictly
biological cha.racte1istics and the cultmal meanings asc1ibed to each of them. In these sessions, the male and female
participants were asked to define the te1ms "sex" and "gende1" Aside from the differences in the way the definitions
were expressed, to sum up, the cons_ensus was inclined toward the need to distinguish between the physical characteristics of men and women and the cultw·al attributes that are assigned to each of them regarding functions and expected behavio1s
3 Ihe Commission is aware that in Spanish the term gender has seve1al meanings For example, the DICCIONARIO
DE USO DEL ESPANOL by Malla Moliner (Ed. Gredos, Madres, 1983) indicates that gender is understood to mean
"class, species 01 kind" In that sense, one usually speaks of "the different kinds of ships " The concept also refers to
the different kinds of literruy works (one speaks of "literary genders"), One pruticular use, however, is tangible with
the generalized use in the most recent sociological and philosophical lite1atm·e. It is the use that designates the term
gender to a specific grammatical accident by which means names, adjectives, articles and pronouns may be masculine, feminine or, in the case of ruticles and pronouns, neutral. According to MOL INER "such a division responds to
the nature of things only when those words apply to animals, which may be masculine (masculine gender) and feminine (feminine gender). But, one can also assign masculine gender some times and feminine gender other times to the
remaining names". (See pps. 1386-138 7 of the cited work} ThC:reis a great affinity between this traditional grammatical use in the Spanish language and the use of the term as a category of analysis in sociology, philosophy, and
contemporruy lite1ruy theory to designate the group of attributes that ru·e applied to men and women in social life
These multiple definitions may cause confusion whenever one speaks of sex discrimination. For this reason, it is
clarified in this theoretical frarnew01k, that the te1m gender used in this report has the specialized meaning that we
have described in the text.
·
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We part from the premise that when people live performing specific activities assigned to
them by reason of their sex, particular experiences ar·eproduced that somehow condition their way
of seeing and evaluating the world .. The differences in the functions and activities that men and
women perform may produce different perspectives on their lives and the world in which they live..
Men and women end up seeing and feeling the world and its circumstances in a different way. That
is, because of their gender, they may develop different perspectives in many of the aspects of their
lives .. Ordinarily, this may lead them to evaluate certain practices, behaviors, situations and circumstances in a different marmer..That is what is known as gender perspective ..
The theoretical-methodological perspective that emerges from the particular placement of
women in the social world is also usually called gender perspective This is the perspective that
has permeated many of the studies on the problems of gender that have been performed in the most
diverse disciplines .4
D

EQUALITY, EQUITY AND DIFFERENCE Traditionally, the problem of dis-

crimination has been observed as related to inequality or the lack of equality. However, there are
many diverse forms to comprehend equality. For example, one must distinguish between the concepts offormal equality and real (or tangible) equality.
1.

Formal equality-Consists

of the equality before the law. It responds to the

proposition that all persons must be treated equally. This is the conception of equality that dominates the jmidical world as we know it

5

The criticism made of this conception is that it is insuffi-

cient. The mere formal equality may coexist with real inequality in society.. Experience demon-

4 For a more elaborate explanation of the proposed methodologies

that part from the perspective of women, see, for

example, CATHERINE MACKINNON, TOWARD A FEMINIST THEORY OF THE STAIE (1989); FACIO, supra
note 2; Katherine E Bartlett, Feminist Legal Methods, 103 HARV, l REV .. 829 (1990); Ute Gerhard, Women's
Experience of Injustice: Some Methodological Problems and Empirical Findings of Legal Research, 2 SOC & LE-

GAL S'IUD. 303-321 (1993)
5 According to this conception, it would suffice that all laws be redacted in a neutral manner, to include men and
women, to apply to them equally, In that way, for example, it would suffice that the Domestic Violence law protect
men and women from aggressions on the part of couples, for it to be understood a fair law
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strates that the mere recognition of equality before the law does not eliminate, in itself, the problems of inequality that exist in society. 6
2.

Real or tangible inequality-The

real condition of the people is what is important

here, according to this conception The aim is to place all persons in equal tangible situations, and
not only at the level of formal recognition, fu order to reach the same result, unequal treatment is
often required to achieve real equality,. That is, in order to eliminate the real inequalities in life's
situations or in the access to society's resources, opportunities, assets or services, it will be necessary to treat persons who ar·e unequally situated differently 7 This is a mute by which many situations of injustice can be transformed., One should keep in mind, however, that the mad toward
achieving real equality is not free of obstacles,. Therefore, for example, in the case of inequality
between genders, it is possible that the standard applied in determining how things should be-that
is, what situation should be reached in order for all men and women to be the same--take as reference the situation of one of the poles, say, the masculine, Although real equality will be reached, it
shall be by terms dictated by the masculine vision, 8
3,,

Equity-It

has been stated that neither formal, tangible or real equality ar·e, by

themselves, sufficient to achieve just treatment Often, just treatment utilizes the term equity .. The
object is not to make anyone truly "equal", but to provide tr·eatment the peculiar conditions of each
person require to satisfy theit singular needs or address theit special claims

6

Fo~ example, to satisfy the criterion of formal equality, it would suffice that the body of laws recognize all persons
right to be assisted by a male or female attorney in criminal cases That in itself, however, would not be sufficient
from the perspective of material equality. Persons who could not affOrd to pay the legal services of an attorney, even
when they have that right formally, would be in a situation of real inequality To satisfy the criterion of justice based
on real equality, economic resources would have to be allocated to provide free legal services to whoever does not
have the means to pay for them
7
An example of this kind of solution are the different programs of affirmative action to level off the historical inequalities in the hiring or promotion of women in specific kinds of occupations or positions in public or private employment
8
One such example would be to require that women behave the same as men in order to gain access to specific pro~essions and occupations In this case, facilitating access to women to a field traditionally reserved to men could be
mter?reted as a step in the direction of material equality, But, it would be unjust from the perspective of equity to
requrre that, as a condition, women adjust to norms and standards established by, and developed for, men
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Equitable tt·eatment--different from equal tt·eatment--always requires the contextualization of decisions That is, it is necessruy to keep in mind the differences, the pruticula, expe1iences,
the social context of the relations and the conditions fm existence of each person ..9
4..

Evaluation of the difference - The pruadigm of equality-that

justice is realized by tt·eating all men and women equally-is

is, the notion that

being smpassed by a new proposal

that raises the need to assign a value to differences..It involves accepting the fact that there a,·e dif~
forences between persons and groups, and that those differences can be positive and should be respected ..Justice, in this sense, requires that differences be recognized positively. These differences
should be considered-not for the pmposes of oppression and subordination-but

to promote pe1-

sonal development and potential ..This requires providing the necessruy conditions for those diffe1ences to be respected and allowed to develop ..10
Ihe Commission understands that the t!eatment of justice requires a combination of these
approaches to the problem of equality and differences..Fmmal equality is necessruy, but not sufficient. Solutions that promote real equality, equity, and the positive evaluation of distinctions rue
also requirnd.. Some problems will have to be analyzed from one perspective, and others from another.11

9 The following are examples of equitable treatment: (1) taldng special measures so that persons with physical handi~
caps can have access to places (e g buildings), services (e.g. education) and resources (e ..g jobs), that, without such
special measures being taken, they would be impeded; (2) taking into consideration the pru:ticulru:circumstances
10 One such example of how to evaluate a difference positively is to appreciate and give importance, in the analysis
of labor problems, to the particular perspective that a female worker may have by viitue of her experience as a
woman and as a worker Another example of this approach to the problem of justice, in countries with indigenous
communities, is respecting the differences and incorporating them positively into the decision-making processes of
the persons affected Still another example is to recognize the positive contribution that persons of a homosexual
orientation or lesbians can make to our understanding of the problems of gender
11 The literature on the diverse conceptions of equality and on the new nonnative paradigms that require the positive
evaluation of differences is already abundant. In regard to applying these concepts to the question of gender, and to
appreciate the different theoretical approaches that have been developed surrounding these problems, the reader may
refer to, among others, the following: FACIO, supra note 2; MACKINNON, supra note 4; MARTHA MINOW,
MAKING All THE DIFFERENCE; INCLUSION, EXCl USION, AND AMERICAN LAW (1990); IRIS MARION
YOUNG, JUSTICE AND THE POlITICS OF DIFFERENCE (1990); Sylvia A law, Rethinking Sex and the Constitution, 132 U PA L REV 955 (1984); Deborah 1 Rhode, Feminist Critical 7heories, 42 STAN 1 REV 617
(I 990); Christine A Littleton, Reconstructing Sexual Equality, 75 CAL L REV 1279 (198 7); Wendy W Williams,
Equality's Riddle: Pregnancy and the Equal Treatment/Squal Treatment/Special Treatment Debate, 13 N Y.U REV
L & SOC CHANGE 325 (1984-5); Ann C Scales, The Emergence of Feminist Jurisprudence; An Essay, 95 YAlE
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E

GENDER DISCRIMINATION The Commission, in accordance with previous

definitions of disciimination, gender, equality and equity, considers that the following general
situations constitute sex discrimination:
1.

Any unequal and unjustified trnatment12 against persons, on the basis of their gen-

der, that has unfavorable 01 undermining effects ..
2.

Any equal treatment, however, that is dispropmtionately unfavorable,

01

under-

mines persons on the basis of their gender This includes decisions or acts that do not take into account the particular needs that arise from a person's particular situation because his

01

her job

OJ

behavior requires functions attributable to their gender ..This would be an example of inequity
3.

Any act, decision or practice that, in effect, suppresses the women's perspective in

matters that affect them In other words, any action based solely on the masculine perspective, even
when it affects women ..
F

SEXISM. The Commission has used the term iexism asciibing to it the usual sig-

nificance that it has come to acquire in the Spanish language 13

Thus, it refers to the group of

attitudes and beliefs that convert the sex or gender of persons into the determining element, or that
keep from recognizing in them value, capability

01

particular acknowledgments.. These attitudes

and beliefs tend to manifest themselves best in expressions used to refer to the persons, or to the

L J.. 1373 (1986),"Robin West, Jurisprudence and Gender, 55 U CHI. l REV 1 (1988); Patric.ia A. Cain, Feminism
and the Limits of Equality, 24 GA 1 R.Ev. 803 (1900); Anne Bottomley, Feminism.:·Paradoxes of the Double Bind,
in THE CRITICAL LA WYERS' HANDBOOK (Ian Grigg-Spall and Paddy Ireland, eds., 1992); Liana F iol Matta, On
Teaching Feminist Jurisprudence, 57 REV JUR U ..PR 253 (1988) ..Please note that some authors, however, like
Catherine Mackinnon, reject that the problem should be considered in terms of equality or difference Mackinnon
states that the central issue is that of domination, in this case, of women by men, and that the proper strategy to
achieve justice should be directed toward dismantling the structures, norms and practices that make that domination
possible. MACKINNON
, supra note 4
12
By ''treatment" we understand, practice, norm, disposition or other act that is directed toward, or applies to, a person or group of persons. I his includes the way a person addresses another, such as a judge to a witness, or the acts
that one person realizes in relation to another, such as a bailiff against a female prisoner, or the treatment of her by
the establishment through the application of a rule or a particular group of rules, toward a legal person, such as the
rights that are recognized or not, say, in the case of lesbian mothers.
13
El Dicdonario General Ilustrado de la Lengua Espafiola, for example, deines sexism as the "tendency to evaluate
persons according to their sex" and, in a second definition, as a "discriminatory attitude in sexual matters" VOX,
DICCIONARIO GENERAL 11US I RADO DE LA LENGUA ESPANOLA 1004 (ed. 1987)
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behaviors toward them 14 Sexism leads to disc1iminat01y acts on the basis of gender and is reproduced through those same acts. Sexism manifests itself in daily life, and in the internctions that
occur in the heait of institutions and in the production, itself, of wisdom and knowledge
G.

15

SEXUAL HARASSMENT Practices constituting sexual haiassment have previ-

ously been the object of definition in vaiious legal statutes and judicial decisions 16 The determination of whether a practice constitutes an infringement on the legal right not to sexually haiass others, must be made in accordance with the state of law. However, from a sociological point of view,
specific practices can be identified, within multiple contexts that, although they have not yet been
embraced by the comts, share sinrila, chaiacteristics with those that have been defined as harassment by the state of law Although these practices have yet to be the object of legal sanction, they
can have effects as detrimental as those sanctioned by law.
Therefore, the Commission has decided to exaniine all those practices that can be chaiacte1ized as constituting sexual harnssment or harnssment on the basis of gender, independent of
whether or not there exists a law that expressly prohibits it In this more general tr·eatrnent, we
consider as a manifestation of sexual haiassment any act

01

practice that consists of making un-

wanted sexual approaches, 01 requests of sexual favors, or any other verbal or physical behavim of

14 In this way, for example, phrases such as "women should stay in the home" or "the practice of labor law is more
suited to men" are expressions that denote sexist attitudes, in as much as they only recognize the capacity to realize
specific activities to men or underestimate the capacity of women to work in certain fields of social activity. Similarly, not employing a woman because of the mere fact of her being a woman to occupy the position of bailiff of a
court, or to deny the opportunity to a man of custody of his children because of the mere fact that he is a man, would
be considered behaviors or acts that reflect sexist attitudes
15 ALDA FACIO Y ROSALIA CAMACHO offer the following classification of the forms assumed by sexism in the
area of criminology: 1. familiarism: the identification of women with the family; 2. the double parameter: evaluate
same behaviors with different parameters for each sex; 3 the sexual dichotomy: treat the sexes as diametrically opposed, without attributing similar characteristics; 4. the manner of each sex: the establishment of a specific manner
for each sex; 5. the over generalization: present the results of studies that only analyze the behavior of the masculine
sex as valid for both sexes; 6. the insensitivity to gender: ignore the gender as a variable that is socially important or
valid; 7 .. androcentrism: the approach or analysis that is made from only the masculine perspective VIGILADAS Y
CASIIGADAS: SEMINARIO REGIONAL "NORMAIIVIDAD PENAL Y MUJER EN AMERICAlAIINA Y El
CARIBE" 33-40 (Lima CLADEM, Latinamerican Committee for the Defense of Women's Rights, 1993)
16 Please consult the analysis made of the legislation and jurisprudence included in this Report's chapter on labm
law
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a sexual nature that places a person in a particular situation of disadvantage, discomfort, or vexation, or that creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive envirnnment for one or several persons
Sexual harassment is a modality of sex discrimination. This is so because though this kind of harassment a person is subjected to a specific treatment, that results in theiI underestiination, solely on
the basis of theiI gende1..A women that is requiI·ed to submit to her male supervisor's sexual advances within the performance of her job, or that must suffer offensive comments related to sex or
to the fact that she is a woman, is being submitted to unequal detriinental tr·eatment in comparison
to that of men. Even when the harassment is forthcoming from a person of the same sex, the

woman that suffern the harassment has been chosen as its object by viitue of her sex. It is a foregone conclusion that what we have before us is a situation of sex disc,imination

Sexual Orientation Discrimination
Ihe Commission concluded that sexual orientation disc,imination is a form of sex discrimination 1 7 Discriminatory tr·eatment is dispensed in these cases against a person on the basis of
theiI having chosen behaviors, including those related to theiI sexuality, that are different from
those that have been traditionally assigned to men and women by viitue of theiI sex.. I his assignment of expected behaviors includes standardized nonns on sexuality, lifestyles, ways of a pernon
relating to others of theiI own sex and to the opposite sex, dress codes, body demeanor and many
other aspects of human conduct that are evaluated in reference to the sex of the person In othe,
words, in these cases the discriininatory treatment, based on stereotypes, falls on those pernons that
have questioned the social construct of the gender that characteiizes societies in which only heterosexual relations ar·e considered normal .. In fact, the social attiibutes of gender that dictate guide-

17

It should be noted that this same conclusion was arrived at by an overwhelming majority, almost unanimous, of the
male and female judges participating in the investigation sessions administered by the Commission. Please see the
Report on the Participatory Investigation Sessions for male and females judges of the judicial system that is an addendum of this Repmt. Also expressing themselves in this manner, were several of the persons that gave presenta-

tions duringthe hearingsheld in differentpartsof the Island
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lines and force persons to act in a ce1tain manner and exclude others, and that conf01m expectations of how women and men should interact, establish more Iigid and punitive parameters if trnnsgiessed by homosexuals and lesbians. Homosexuality and lesbianism contradict the accepted characte1istics because of the prevailing visions of what it means to be a woman 01 a man, and on how
the sexes complement one another .. Homosexual and lesbian behaviors challenge the dominant order in many ways, among others, because of what those behaviors symbolize for the established
orde1 of subordination of women, and f01 the p1ivileges and advantages tlris order confers on the
majmity of men ..18
One should not lose sight of the fact, however, that in many ways sexual mientation discrimination exhibits its own characteristics. Persons submitted to this kind of discrimination suffer
specific experiences of underestimation that are not identical to those of women and male heterosexuals who suffo1 disclimination on the basis of their gender. Particular stereotypes occur in relation to homosexual men and lesbian women ..Even more so, the discrimination often assumes peculiar fo1ms, and can manifest itself in contexts that ar·e different to othe1 fo1ms of sex disc1iminalion. Those sexual mientation disc1imination particulars should be studied more car-efully and specific measures should target their eradication. 19

18 See, for example, Sylvia A law, Homo.sexuality and the Social meaning of Gender, 1988 WIS, 1. REV. 187

(1988) for the relation between sexual orientation discrimination and the social construct of gender See SUZANNE
PHARR, HOMOPHOBIA: A WEAPON OF SEXISM (1988) for an analysis of the forms in which homosexuality and
lesbianism challenge the existing order and the consequences that this has on those persons who choose to construct
their sexual identity in this manner
19The study of sexual orientation discrimination in the Judicial Branch was not envisioned as partof the original task
of this Commission During the course of this investigation, however, the Commission became aware of the close
relationship between sexual orientation discrimination and the social construct of gender. Given the progressive discovery of this aspect, it was not possible to design the investigation in a way that allowed a more thorough examination of the issue Although, progress was made in the area of theoretical and jUiidical conceptualization of the matter,
the investigation did not produce extensive or detailed :findings or conclusions on existing discriminatory practices, in
this regard, in the courts ..The Commission decided to infonn its conclusion that this kind of discrimination constitutes sexual discrimination, and to point out its scarce findings on this particular, with the recommendation that future, more comprehensive studies on the matter
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Gender Discrimination and Social Condition
Often, gender discrimination manifests itself by closely overlapping with other forms of
discrimination, such as discrimination on the basis of social condition .. That interrelation creates
peculiar or specific experiences and has effects that cannot be reduced to a mere addition of one
discrimination on top of another Peculiar experiences of discrimination impress upon a life situation a character of its own. In that way, for example, it has been found that women who ar·e poor
suffer specific experiences of discrimination for the sole reason that they are women and poor at
the same time These situations present special problems that must be addressed specifically 20

Aspects of the Problem to be Studied
The basic problem that the Commission was charged with investigating was the following:
To what degree, if any, does sex discrimination occur in the Judicial Branch? If it does exist, what
ar·eits manifestations? When these questions were first approached, a working hypothesis was proposed that, if it existed, discrimination would assume, as in the rest of society, multiple forms, and
that these forms would manifest themselves in the diverse dimensions of the structure and work of
the comts .. It was agreed that the operations of the Judicial B1anch ar·e constituted by a group of
practices that occm within a dete1mined normative and structural context, and form part of a se1ies
of relationships that conform the social fab1ic of that part of government Consequently, the
Commission prepared itself to exantine the possible manifestations of discrimination in each kind

ZOPlease see, BENDER AND BRA VEMAN, supra note 2, especially Section C of Chapter 4, entitled Intersections
and Patterns of Power and Privilege on the interrelation between experiences conditioned by race, gender, and social
class in the United States Also, please see Celina Romany, Ain't I a Feminist?, 4 YALE J.L & FEMINISM 23
(1991). On the specific experience of women who are poor, see, Blanca Fernandez, Feminizaci6n de la pobreza and
Rosa de la Asunci6n, Las mujeres y la pobreza, in LA SOCIEDAD DE LA DESIGUALDAD (I ercera Prensa, Gipuzkoa, 1992) Numerous proponents at the Commission's hearings referred to the special problems encountered by
women who are poor before the justice system. The Commission made some findings related to these problems, but
suggests they be studied more thoroughly
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of activity that is perfmmed within the Judicial Branch, in its laws and fundamental strnctures and
in the relationships that characterize it
More specifically, the Commission decided to examine to what degree can sex discrimination be produced and 1eproduced in the following instances:
a. In the process of drafting mies of jmisprndence and in the inte1pretation of the law; 21
b. In the adjudication of real controversies;
c.

In the occupational structure of the system;

d.. In the distribution of functions;
e.

In the organization of physical space, and setting up installations for the provision of
services to all male and female users of the system;

f

In the daily interaction of the many persons that participate in the activities that are

pe1fo1medin the comts.
With 1egard to relationships and interactions, a decision was made to include those that
occur between all persons that perfmm functions or that come into contact with the activities of the
institution Included in this group were female and male judges, male and female attorneys, male
and female prosecutors, female and male bailiffs, female and male secretaries and other Judicial
Branch personnel, defendants m persons who have had complaints filed against them, or victims of
crimes or offenses, civil plaintiffs, witnesses, visitors and other persons who use the se1vices of the
comts.

Discrimination, Patriarchy and Power
Eve1y social phenomenon is the result of multiple factors that converge to produce it. Most
of the time one cannot point to just one factor to explain its existence. On the othe1 hand, its repro-

21

In view of the fact that courts are obliged to apply the existing law, which constitutes part of the normative framework within which the judicial function operates, it became necessary to analyze the applicable legislation to detect to
what degree said legislation contained dispositions that were gender discriminatory
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duction occurs by the repetition, thmugh the course of time, of diverse practices, in some cases
over generations or centwies Particular practices reproduce as a result of deliberate acts committed by some sectors so as to advance, protect or strengthen their interests Others, ar'e the consequence of recuuent acts that are committed unconsciously as a result of tradition, custom or habit
Gender discrimination also responds to this dynamic of social life,, Instances of intended discrimination exist But it is not necessary that discrimination be the result of deliberate acts to exist. It is
explainable, many times, by profound cultural and political patterns, and by the effects of deeplyrooted historical processes,, There are, thus, stmctwal factors that cause discrimination which must
be examined if one wants to truly understand the problem
The Commission has been aware that the problem of gender discrimination revolves
around the problem of power.. Pulsating deep within are issues related to the meaning, structure,
use and management of power, In this case, primarily, the relationships of power between men and
women When aspects of power that are intrinsic to the manner in which the relationships between
men and women have been historically structured combine with other instances of circulation of
power, such as economically large businesses, social organizations or government institutions, the
situation can become especially complex., Within all institutions dimensions of power become
manifest; even more so when their decision-making instances are hierar,chically structwed, In government institutions, in this case the Judicial Branch, the use and management of power are aspects
that ar'e central to its function,, It is in this sense that the problem can acquire special contours that
merit attention
Men and women can be the object of gender discrimination However, in ow society, the
form it most frequent! y assumes is against women,, Discrimination against men and women homosexuals or lesbians is also frequent

I

II

22

Gender discrimination is a manifestation and consequence of

22

See, supra note 18, for studies that link sexual orientation discrimination with patriarchy, sexism and the social
construct of gender
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a society in which men have dominated the areas of powe,~both
tors-and

in the public and p1ivate sec-

have stmctured the wodd according to their pruticular vision. This reality, which has

been abundantly studied in recent yerus, affects all the activities of om social life.
The studies on gender that have been made in the past two decades have developed a se,ies
of analysis categmies to explain the systemic subordination of women phenomena in a wmld dominated by men. One of these key categmies is pat, ia,chy According to this cm rent use, the te1m
patriruchy is used to refer to the system of structures and social practices whereby the subordination, oppression, and exploitation of women by men is maintained. 23 Walby points out that the reference to social structures is irnpmtant, because not only does it discrud biological detenninism--in this case the idea that subordination is dete1mined by biology-but

also "the notion that each

individual man is in a dominant position and each woman in a submdinate one"

24

We are speaking

about a system of social relationships, cmresponding to an aggregate of practices that opernte to
reproduce the system. This group of practices, the accumulation of which c1ystallizes into social
structures, is produced and rnprnduced in the workforce, in the wmld of politics and of the family,
in cultural institutions, in sexuality, and in the diverse modes of masculine violence against
women. 25 The practices and ideology of a patriruchy can be reproduced by men as well as by
women

In the case of the Judicial B1anch, one must keep in mind that like other political, economic, and social institutions, and also like the jmidical profession itself, an instance of powe1
histmically controlled by men is involved. Only in recent yerus has women's input been felt as

23 WALBY, supra note 2, p 20 See, also, GERDA LERNER, II-IE CREAIION OF PATRIARCHY (1986)
24 WALBY, supra note 2, p. 20
25 Id; FACIO, supra note 2, atpp. 38-39. Al.MAL SPOT A, IGUALDAD JURIDICA Y SOCIAL DE LOS SEXOS
(Mexico, Ed. Pomia, 1967) explains, with an extensive bibliography, how the unequal treatment of men and women
was developed in the heart of family and social relationships and its eventual impact on juridical institutions. Also

see, 1 & 2 SIMONE DE BEAUVOIR, EL SEGUNDO SEXO (Pablo Palant trans. Buenos Aires, Ed Siglo Veinte,
1984) andJobn Stuart Mill, Ihe Subjugation of Women, in ON LIBERTY AND O11-!ERESSAYS (1991), both
classical works on this subject
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judges, attorneys, prosecutors, aud iu the exercise of othe1 bianch functions It is not smprising
that the operations, structures, practices and relationships of the Judicial Brauch respond to the
view, perspective, aud the gender that has histmically controlled it: the masculine gende1
Paradoxically, the recent arrival of women to diverse levels of the system, has probably let
loose the deep androcentric cmrents-that

is, the masculine view of the wmld-that

once went

unquestioned. This same circumstance has probably raised new forms aud expressions of gender
discrimination that must be challenged aud eiadicated
Finally, it is irnpmtaut to understand that eve1y phenomena of discrimination has an ideological dimension. That is to say, discrimination reflects aud reproduces ideas, conceptions aud
values that are used to justify practices that are manifested Mauy of these ideas, conceptions aud
values have deep histmical roots that ar·e acquired dming the socialization process. Therefore, we
are facing a phenomena that is manifested externally, in behavior, as well as subjectively, in internal dimensions within a person's consciousness

Generally, these ideas, conceptions aud values

adopt the form of stereotypes that are used to perceive aud evaluate the objects of discrimination
These stereotypes lead us to compare each humau being to a categmy-woman,

mau, etc.-

assigned specific traits .. How each person should be tr·eated is de1ived from the alleged existence of
those traits .. When stereotypes confmm au image that, somehow, is considered inferior, less capable, of less impmtauce, the subsequent tr·eatrnent tends to be discriminatmy, in effect, del!irnental
aud injmious to the person so characterized This is exactly what takes place in the phenomenon of
gender discrimination as it has histmically been manifested in om society ..

The Social Production of Stereotypes
Because of the radical impmtauce of stereotypes in the discrimination process, a cardul
study of the concept and its implications is indispensable.
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1he development of conceptual schemes to categorize ce1tain human attributes ou the basis
of sex, ,ace, class and other traits is a phenomenon that has been manifested in the most diverse
societies over time ..Those classifying systems tend to project the idea that a person's way of being
is inimutable that some people often tiy too ground on biological ciiteiia These constiuctions of
ways of being are 1igid systems that categorize human and social attributes on the basis of a stiict
dichotomy that is either negative or positive (for example, passive-active, emotional-rational,
stiong-weak, industiious-indolent). They aie also based on unfair decontextualized generalizations
of the persons or social groups to which they refer. Stereotypes aie precisely those conceptual
schemes of gender, race, ethnic and social group that tiansntit the idea that human ways of being
aie unchangeable and aie defined in reference to dichotomies, such as the ones previously desc1ibed, abstiacted from their actual social contexts .2 6
The injustice of tieating a person or group on the basis of stereotypes lies, therefore, in
that such tieatment is realized on the basis of a generalization that asc,ibes a tiait or dete1mined
role to a person or a group If we conside1 that women, by natuie, or an inimutable cultural tiait,
aie less rntional than men-a classic example of a stereotype-then

all women, and each woman in

paiticulai, will be tieated as inational beings If we limit women's role to the domestic sphere, decisions related to work, politics, the family and othe1 a,·eas of social life will restiict, or at least tiy
to cmtail, each woman to the domestic sphere .. Stereotypes, therefore, a,·e not merely ideological
phenomena ot siniple contents of consciousness Their social force has real effects on men and

women victims.
Gende1 stereotypes have vaiied according to histotical pe1iod and place Nonetheless, several recmrent themes can be identified unde1 three laige banners: (1) the alleged intellectual supe1i01ity of men; (2) the attiibution of chaiacte1istics and behaviors deemed appropriate to a gende1

26 See JOSE MIGUEL SALAZAR EI AL, PSICOLOGIA SOCIAL 107, (Mexico, Ed. Trilla, 1979)
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(for example, women are emotive, sweet, generous, alttuistic, resigned", men are Haggressive, rational, strong"; women belong to the domestic, men to the public, arena; and (3) the sexual double
standard that has various dimensions (such as establishing different parameters to evaluate similar
conduct in both sexes; promoting sexual aggressiveness in men and submission in women; justifying male approp1iation of female bodies), 27 Fm women to break with theh assigned boundaries
often causes them to feel guilty and cause men to blame them as a group ..28 The force of stereotypes on gendet in societies such as ours stems from ways of organizing advantages and disadvantages, social p1ivileges, and control and power at social and institutional levels-all

derived from

the distinction between masculine and feminine. 2 9
Stereotypical contents hnpressed upon gender chculate in a society m different fotms
They can be deliberately employed as an instmment of power, to expressly undermine the credibility and effectiveness of a woman or a man They may also be disseminated by the belief that the
trnits atl!ibuted to women and to men are "natural" 01 are an adequate expression of an iinmutable
culture (for example, a "national" culture}. Used in this manner, stereotypes are not considered
sexist Finally, stereotypes can be expressed through ignorance or lack of inf01mation and want of
empathy for the perspective or the situation of the victim. 30

27 See Clara Corea, El sexo oculto del dinero:· Form.as de dependenc.iafeminina, Buenos Aires Colecci6n Controvei:sia, 186)
28 From these stereotypes also rises the belief that in some way women provoke violence or sexual harassment of
which they are victims. Actually, stereotypes that "explain" women's professional success by primitizing their physical attributes over their professional and intellectual capacities have been getting more attention.
29 Nancy Andes, Social Class and Gender.: An Empirical Evaluation of Occupational Stratification, 6(2) GENDER
& SOC'Y 231-251 (1992)
30 Illustrating this last comment, is the inte1pretation made by judges and prosecutors of the withdrawal of charges
made by a woman complainant in a domestic violence case., The judges« and prosecutors<<lack of knowledge of the
social, economic and ideological barriers that retard the definitive rupture between women and their abusers, makes
these officials think that the withdrawal of charges at any given time is an "autonomous and free" act exercised by
these women. Also, it is deemed an "irrational" act, as they do not see the factors that explain how a woman who has
been physically abused can retwn to her abuser, if only temporarily ..In the I ask Forces·· reports that have studied sex
discrimination in the courts of the United States, it is pointed out that a considerable number of the women interviewed indicated that they had been the object of discriminatory acts, and shared experiences of being treated differently from men ..fu the case of men, however, a large group of them claim not being aware of the existence of any
discriminatory treatment against women, or think that the system operates in a neutral manner in regard to gender
Ihe fact that many lawyers allege the non-existence of discrimination (for example, that instances of sex discrimina-
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The diffusion of stereotypes can have negative consequences for the targeted gmup, for
those that circulate them and for institutions ..31

The Importance of Language
An important development in the social sciences dming the 20"' Century is the discovery of
the importance oflanguage in the constitution of social life. Many scholars of the social order, relying on works by linguists, 32philosophers of language33 and, more recently, on semioticians34 have
incorporated into their theoretical constructs and empiiical works, the notion that language not only
expresses realities, but also creates them. 35 To the extent that language creates meanings, it also
molds, directs and structures social relationships and human identity ..Hence, language is an important instrument of power. The categories that it creates constitute gender based divisions in the real
0

world .. Therefore, language is an important medimn to create the social divisions of om society on
the basis of gender.. Thus, feminine and masculine categories do not refer to a given, pre-existing,
natmal reality, but to the way language has created differences between behaviors, styles and ways
of being of men and women ..Language also suppresses the perspective of women and makes men's
privileged.

tion do not exist), give us an idea of the subtle, but deeply penetrating, character of discrimination in our actual pe-

riod of history
31 More on this particular in the chapter on interaction in the courts
32
For example, Charles Sanders Pierce, the initiator of the field lrnown as "semiotics." See CHARLES SANDERS

PEIRCE, THE SCIENCE OF SEMIOTICS (Bueno Aires, Ed Nueva Vision, 1986)
33J. L Austin and Ludwig Wittgenstein, among others. On AUSTIN, please see HOW TO DO THINGS WITH
WORDS (1962); on WITTGENSTEIN, his TRACTATUS LOG/CO-PHILOSOPHIC US (D F Pears & B F. McGuinnes, trans, Routledge, London, 1974)
34 Semiotics is the study of the system of signs through which the meanings of words are created in a culture. Please

see, among others, UMBERTO ECO, TRATADO DE SEMIOTICA GENERAL (Mexico, Ed Nueva Imagen, 1978)
35 This includes besides theorists of discourse such as Michel Foucault, as well as thephilosopher Jurgen Habermas,
the principal exponent of contemporary Theoretical Criticism. By FOUCAULT, please see, among others, LA VER-

DADY LASFORMAS JURIDICAS (Ed. Gedisa, Barcelona, 1988); THE ARCHEOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGEAND
THE DISCOURSE ON LANGUAGE (1972); POWER/KNOWLEDGE (Colin Gordon, ed.,1972). By HABERMAS,
THE THEORY OF COMMUNICATIVE ACTION (1991). See, also, PIERRE BORDIEU, OUTLINE OF A THEORY
OF PRACTICE (1977); IN OTHER WORDS: ESSAYS TOWARD A REFIEXIVE SOCIOLOGY (1990)
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The te1m language, in its broadest sense, includes gestures, oral and wiitten expression and
the graphic ruts. All these fmms conl!ibute to the reproduction, circulation and reinforcement of
stereotypes .. This is one way fmms of language reproduce the power that is socially confeired on
men over women. Therefore, it cmcial to any study on the impact of gender in an institution's operations, in this case the Judicial Branch, that a 1igorous analysis be made of the forms and contents of the language employed by the institution

36

The Force of the Law
An idea has been spreading runong themists on the sociology of law, that the law is not
merely a neutial obse1ver in constituting gende1°based categmies in society .. Like language, law is
a constitutive fo1ce and is capable of creating social realities .37 The categmies established by law
to classify social actors-known

as legal persons-help

produce a social order of legal persons

with powers, competencies, 1ights, privileges, and different prerogatives and, consequently, with
dissimilar access to power mechanisms power and society's resources .. Standruds influence the
content of consciousness, that is, they affect how people perceive and evaluate reality. 38 Yet the

I

law defines practices, including how a standrud is obeyed, that condition how we see and evaluate

36

A considerable body of literature already exists on the relationship betweenlanguage and the law, between language and juridical institutions. Please consult,among others, PETER GOODRICH, LEGAL DISCOURSE: STUDIES
IN LINGUISTICS, RHETORIC AND LEGAL ANALYSIS (1987); OSCAR CORREAS, CRIIICA DE LA IDEOLOGWURIDICA: ENSAYO SOCIOSEMIOLOGICO (Mexico, UNAM, 1993); LEGAL HERMENEUTICS: HISTORY,
THEORY, AND PRACTICE (Gregory Leyh ed, 1992); C1<THERINE A MACKINNON, ONLY WORDS (1993);
Elizabeth Mertz, Language,law, and Social Meanings: linguistic/Anthropological Contributionsto the Study of
Law,26(2) LAW & SOC'Y REV. 413 (1992)
37

See, among others, Pietre Bordieu, The Force of Law: Ioward a Sociology of the Jmidical Field, 38 HASTINGS L.
I. 805 (1987); Robert W Gordon, Critical Legal Histories, 36 STAN 1. REV. 57 (1984); Susan Silbey and Austin
Sarat, Critical Traditions in Law and Society Research, 21 LAW & SOC'Y REV. 165 (1987-88); P NERHOT, LAW,
INTERPRETAIION AND REALIIY (Dordrect, Klewer, 1989); Efren Rivera Ramos, The legal Construction of
American Colonialism: An Inquiry into the Constitutive Force of Law (1993) (doctoral thesis, University of London);
Efren Rivera Ramos, The Legal Construction of American Colonialism: The Insular Cases, 1901-1922, (manuscript,
s.f, soon to be published)
38
Efren Rivera Ramos, The Law and Subjectivity, paper presented in a seminar on the same theme given at the Institute International de Sociologfa .Jurfdica de Ofiati, Gipiizkoa, Espafia, in the summer of 1994; Efr6n Rivera Ramos,
The 1 aw and the formation of the contents of consciousness, Paper presented at the ITCongreso Mun dial de Sociologia, given at the University of Bielefeld, Germany (July, 1994)
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the wmld of those who incur in the practice. 39 Therefore, what the law says or does not say regarding the expected behaviors of men and women, is of cardinal impmtance in the reproduction of
gender-based categmies. Likewise, the prnctices generated in fmmulating, inte,preting and applying standard behaviors-which

are prut of the substance and operation of the law-affect

how hu-

mans construct their vision of the appropiiate place and behavim for women and men in society.
What judicial officials, men and women alike, do and say in that process, is prut of the dynamics in
producing and reproducing experiences of equity or inequity of the men and women in our society.

The Consequences of Discrimination
The wmk of the Commission struts from the premise that any manifestation of disc,irnination has impmtant consequences in the administration of justice.
In the first place, discriminatmy acts infiinge on the p,inciple of justice itself Unjustified
disc,irnination is an injustice.
Secondly, sexist and discriminatmy attitudes and practices, based on gender, can se,iously
affect the outcome of cases
Thirdly, the existence of disciimination affects the institutional respect that the comt owes
itself, and demands from others.
Fomth, because of the power and impmtance of the Judicial Branch in our society, any
discriminatmy practices in its arena will tend to reproduce sexism and gentle, discrimination in the
rest of society ..Likewise, to the degree that the Judicial Branch eradicates discrimination in all of
its components and processes, it contributes to the rest of society doing the srune
Awareness of these effects more than justifies the Judicial B1anch' s self-examination, and
presenting the fmit of its deliberntions to Pueito Rican society.
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Chapter 2

Methodology
lntroduction

1

Conceptual Framework
To carry out the study ou gender-based discrimination in the courts, the Commission followed the most recent tendencies in Social Sciences reseaich These aie based on theoretical suppositions that are described below.
Each social phenomenon, which discrimination is, has multiple dimensions .. Therefore, it
can only be recognized and understood by a combination of investigative methods that permit observation and analysis of each dimension of social reality ..To do that, a conceptual distinction between three complex entities must be maintained: (1) practices OJ social behaviors (regaiding tangible traditional conduct); 2 (2) categOJies, meanings OJ interpretations that refer to those social
practices (attitudes, preconceptions, theOJies, beliefs, discourses)3 and (3)the enduring relationship
between both domains ..4

2 In

the subject being analyzed, gender discriminatoryacts are referredto, such as hiring a person for a.job using sex
as a criteria instead of the person's competence
3 Ihe stereotypes of women or men illustratethis dimension. For example, in our culture it is acceptable for a woman
to be sentimental and emotive; however, a man who does the same is considered weak and less of a man
4 IAN PARKER, DISCOURSE DYNAMICS: CRITICAL ANALYSIS FOR SOC!Al AND INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY 17-19 (1992)
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This relationship refers to how the sphere of meanings produce and reproduce social customs as well as the importance these meanings have. We must understand which human categories
of persons are affected by one or another inte,pretation of reality. 5
The study of meanings, or inte,pretations confeired on social practices, is of great importance to research for severnl reasons: In the first place, to a large extent, social reality consists of
endUiing inte,pretations humans make. This refers to human thoughts, feelings, beliefs, theories,
discomses, stereotypes, and pn,judices about reality, including gender.. Inte,pretation is a cmcial
aspect of social reality since humans rue constantly using and creating preconceptions to interpret
the world, and questioning how others think about the world ..6 It is important to clarify that interpretation can be obse,ved, as ar·e practices or social actions, because they too a,·e tangible: in both
Wiitten and spoken language (doc\lIIlents, laws, expressions)

7

Secondly, what is expressed or spoken in social relationships has consequences for the persons about whom, or to whom, it is said .. We must remember that expressions not only describe
reality (events that have happened), but also construct it Depending on their context, expressions
greatly influence future prnctices where orders are given or anticipated, or behavior is presc,ibed ..
And, in selecting some elements to the exclusion of others, an expression can construct a reality. 8

5 For example, believing that women in general are less intelligent than men undermines their credibility Norma J.

Wilder, Credibility in the Courtroom: Doe Gender Make a Difference? (unpublished document provided by the
author) On the subject of the interrelation between these two dimensions, see the following works: PARK.ER, supra

note 4, at pp, 3-22; VANDAN SHIV A, ABRAZAR LA VIDA: MUJER, ECOLOGIA Y CIENCIA 23-61 (Instituto de
Iercer Mnndo, 1988); STANLEY ARONOWITZ, SCIENCE AS POWER: DISCOURSE AND IDEOLOGY IN
MODERN SOCIETY 3-34 (1988); Ruth Silva Bonilla, Debate de teoria y metodo en los trabajos de investigaci6n en
las Ciencias Sociales 1-13, Paper presented in The Encounter of Investigators, Decanate of Academics, University of

Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras Campus (1986)
6 THOMAS KHUN, THE STRUCTURE OF SCIENTIFIC REVOLUIIONS 197-215 (Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica,
1962); PETER BERGER AND THOMAS l UCKMAN, THE SOCIAL CONS IRUCT OF REALITY (1984); SANDRA HARDING, THE SCIENCE QUESTION IN FEMINISM 197-215 (1986); RICHARD J. BERNSTEIN, BEYOND OBJECTIVISM AND RELAIIVISM: SCIENCE, HERMENEUTICS, AND PRAXIS (1983); ARONOWITZ,
supra note 5, pp 315-352; CHRIS WEEDON, FEMINIST PRACTICE AND POSTSTRUCTURALIST THEORY 1242 (1987); FEMINIST RESEARCH METHODS (Joyce McCal Nielsen ed, 1990)
7 Audio tapes are an example of how to capture expressions with investigative purposes.
8 For example, the expression of a phrase in place of another can direct conversation toward another direction or lead

the other person to respond in a certain manner PARK.ER, supra note 4, at p 12
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I

I

Thirdly, no empirical reference exists (data or evidence) without a theory influencing what

II

is obse1ved, how it is obse1ved and measured, and how a social trait is inte1preted .. Preconceived
interpretations always intervene because reality is not mechanically reflected in thought. 9 Not even
male and female scientific or legal researchers escape value and theoretical judgments when
speaking of evidence or information What we may call infmmation m evidence is shaped in the
same way we choose our themies, since every inte1pretation of information is made within a theoretical context Even though many male and female researchers say that the information "speaks
for itself', facts always contain an element of inte1pretation 10 This does not mean that the social
ieality unde1 investigation cannot be known, 11 or that only different inte1pretations of that dimension exist, depending on the different themies employed. What it does iniply is that to fully know
that reality, it is necessary to study the theoretical dimension and schemas from which we analyze
data and submit these theories to scientific thought as well
Irnditionally, the Social Sciences prefoued quantitative methods, because it was possible
to know reality apart from the way people interpreted social prnctice. Today, howeve1, we know
that measure human acts is impossible unless we understand the dimensions of what they mean. 12
We can exemplify this by asking ourselves how is the degree of disc1imination measured
when a good number of persons interpret the act of stereotyping m the act of disc1iminating as belonging to a categmy they deem "natural", i.e. , that it is "culturally acceptable" to flirtatiously

9

All scientific information parts from suppositions, rules and theories learned by the male or female scientist as a
member of the scientific community ..EZEQUIEL ANDEREGG, TECHNIQUES OF SOCIAL INVESIIGAIION 1730 (El Cid Editor, 1980); FRITJO CAPRA, THE TURNING POINT: SCIENCE, SOCIETY AND II-IE RISING OF

CUl IURE (1983): ARONOWI1Z, supra note 5, at p. 332: Glmia Bowels, The Uses Hermeneutics for Feminist

Scholarship, 7(3) WOMEN'S STUD INT'l
FEMINISM 197-215 (1986)
10

185-188 (1984); SANDRA HARDING, II-IE SCIENCE QUESTION IN

This is proven when we observe that the rules of evidence have changed according to the cultural development of

the Law.

11 Parting, of course, from the suppositions that are employed to know it
12

The opposite is also true, interpretation can be quantified. The experiences, attitudes and interpretations that are
repeated over and over again by interviewed persons are quantifiable
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compliment a woman.13 That, of course, does not mean that dimensions of human behavior - disc1imination or bias - cannot be measured; rather, it does alert us to their complexity and to considerations that a questionnaire or survey must take into account
It follows, then, that to study meanings and interpretations - what is understood by gender
discrimination, for example - requires that male and female researchers favor qualitative investigative methods. Qualitative methods include analysis of documents and responses during individual
or group interviews to open-ended questions ( that is, when the person is able to state all the infmmation that he or she considers pertinent in response to a question by the female or male researcher), case study and participatmy investigative sessions (SIP, in Spanish) 14
Quantitative methods, in turn, emphasize surveys, questionnaires or closed-question interviews ( when options to respond ar·e integrated within the mechanism, and can be easily measured),
observable behavim m demographic data with an observation guide, and laboratmy-controlled experiments Qualitative methods are geared toward identifying, desctibing, and explaining profound
and subtle aspects of an event or experience, 15 the context within which they occur, 16 the histmy of
the event, its subjective dimensions (motivations, feelings, beliefs and how these influence social
practices), how an event is inte1preted, who benefits from the interpretation, the logic or the discourses that reinforce certain social practices and how those practices ar·e reinforced .. Qualitative
measures, much more adequately than their quantitative counterparts, can account for the com-

13 NORMA J. WIKLER, DATA COllECTION:

SURVEYS (National Center for State Courts (1990) In this work,

the author expresses that the smveys do not capture that behavior which those who answer interpret as "natural" and
not prejudiced .. In hex work she analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of the methodology
14 It supposes that we can get closer to knowing a reality with the active participation in the investigative process of
those sectors that are included in a given social situation
15 For example, it is difficult to capture the subtleties of prejudiced attitudes, the common elements in the narratives

of incidents of prejudice through the use of quantitative methods. WIKLER, supra note 13, pp. 17-18
16 The context within which an event occurs is crucial in the attribution of a meaning; a comment made as a compliment means something different if it is expressed within the courtroom, or within an informal environment among
friends
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plexities hidden in any aspect of social reality and the relationship between the parts of a whole ..17
However, a preference for qualitative techniques does not mean that the scope of the investigation
has been sacrificed. In our case, the Commission has interviewed enough persons, and has performed the necessary observations, reaching conclusions only after ample consultation with the
judicial population.
Participating were 75 male judges and 44 female judges for a total of 119 judges
(including every level of The Comt of Fir st Instance and the Circuit Comt of Appeals, and male
and female presiding judges), which is an adequate representation of the system. Also participating
were 56 female attorneys and 42 male attorneys, for a total of 98 (including prosecutors, male and
female attorneys, and female and male attorneys in private practice); 68 female users of the system
and 39 male users for a total of 107 persons (including victims, aggressors, policemen and other
support professionals); and 2 male and 25 female employees of the Judicial Branch .. This represents a total of 351 persons, many of whom offered written presentations that were amply documented, In addition, a critical analysis of laws, procedural rules and jmispmdence related to the
topic of gender discrimination was made, Reality comprises aspects that can be better understood
through qualitative measures; other aspects that can be better understood with quantitative measures; and still others, witli a combination of both .. Quantitative methods are extremely valuable in
generalizing the result of a sample in order to apply it to a population or establish the nmnerical
relationship between two variables,, As we mentioned previously, the distinction between the qualitative and quantitative methods is not absolute--one method can buttress the other for a complete
accounting of the total phenomenon under study,

17 1he reality, or the material order, is constituted by complex entities composed of various interacting structures. For
example, a human being is a complex of biological structures who moves, talks, monitors her/his movements and
his/her expressions and can analyze all this simultaneously. For this reason, the lineal perspective of cause and effect
is considered very limited to explain the plurality and multicausality of any social event.. PARKER, supra note 4, p

26
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Based on the above, the Commission has preforrnd to ground its investigation on a combination of methods that, together, could better render an account of gender discrimination in the
cowls Included are qualitative, quantitative and critical methods. 18 Regarding the latter, it is important to emphasize that it is not enough to analyze events and interpret them-it

is fundamental

to analyze their consequences as well. 19 It is also impottant to recognize that the consequences of
information can be very dissimilar: dettimental for some social groups and favorable for others ..
That is why researchers must be certain of the scope and implications of the information that they
generate.. Thus, in studying gender discrimination, for example, not only ar·e the practices that
constitute it identified and their frequency noted, but the most affected persons and groups are also
analyzed. It is also necessary to see how gender discrimination even affects privileged sectors ..
The Social Sciences propose that a greater degree of comprehension is achieved in any
study which incorporates the social perspective of every sector .ZO
These sectms, of course, possess
extt·emely valuable information, at both anecdotal and explicatory levels, about the topic under
study This information emiches, modifies and adds elements to the theoretical framework of the
study. This form of investigation is based on the dialogue (and democratic) model21 of science,
which catalogues the communal character of knowledge, that is characte1ized by deliberation, interpretation, judicious weighing of evidence, criticism and communicating disagreements Precisely
because of the communal characte1 of knowledge that members of the judiciary had to participate
in doing this study, in conjunction with the members of the Commission.. I his investigation is a

18 BERNS IEIN, supra note 6
19 For example, to discredit the credibility of women as a group can result in or explain the rejection and/or their
reluctance to go before the courts to denounce criminal or civil situations
20 In the case of the courts, there exists a broad range of involved persons: female and male judges, male and female

attorneys, prosecutors, victims, male and female employees, bailiffs, suppmt staff, among others
21 On "dialogue"; see BERNSTEIN, supra note 6, at p 1 72
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self~evaluation.22 Its most impmtant pm poses are to suppmt those judicial practices that foster the
most humane and equitable relationships that benefit us all, male and female ..

Organization of Work and Methodological Design
To achieve the established objectives of this study, and as a point of departure, the Commission made an exhaustive analysis of the methodological designs and the results generated by
diverse special state commissions that had studied gender discrimination in the comts ..23 After also
examining, the content of those repmts and other literature on the topic

24 ,

the Commission de-

cided to divide itself into wmk committees, consonant with some substantive ar·eas of Jaw, that is:
(1) penal Jaw (particularly in the area of domestic violence), (2) family law and (3) labor law

(particularly in the area of sexual harassment) A committee was also 01ganized to wmk on the
theme of court interactions, inside and outside the courtroom Also organized was a committee on
methodology and findings which, together with other committees, selected, designed and put into
effect the different methods of investigation used, and coordinated as well all of the research efforts
of the committees,
In October of 1994, the Commission relied upon the advice of sociologist Dr Nmma
Wilder, an expert on the subject of this study and a consultant to similar commissions Wilder's
assistance was impmtant to the investigative phase since we were able to shar·e the methodological
bases of the study and the stmcturing of the findings
The combination of methods utilized were the following: hearings; focus group interviews;
obse1vance of proceedings in the comtroom or comt watching; participatmy investigation sessions

22 In other words, the judicial branch understood that it was necessary to examine its own practices on gender discrimination and decided to design a methodological model that would permit it to study itself, thereby achieving the
most participation of its members This wasn't about female and male researchers outside of the branch approaching
it to investigate it, but that the branch itself provided the mechanisms for its self-evaluation
23 Studied in detail were the reports of California, Florida, Massachusetts, Michigan, New York, New Jersey and the
preliminary report of the Circuit Court of the District of Columbia, Washington (on gender, race and ethnicity)
24 See the Introduction to this Report
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for male and female judges of the judicial system; analysis of pe1tinent legislation; analysis of ju1ispmdence in the areas of family relations, penal law and labm law; compilation and analysis of
statistical data of the Office of Comts Administrntion and other diverse studies This combination
of methods permitted extensive cmroboration of the infmmation obtained.

Differences Between Social Investigation and Determination of Facts m the
Judicial Process
The process of acijudicating controversies of facts is to determine what occmred in each
pruticular case .. To achieve this aim, evaluation and procedmal criteria rue used to receive information, such as the rules of evidence and of civil and cdminal procedures.
However, when the pmpose of investigating is not to determine beyond reasonable doubt
or by the preponderance of the evidence, or for any other standrud of adjudication what occmred in
a given situation, othe1 methods of investigation, administration and evaluation ru·erequired.
Investigation in the social sciences aims to exrunine, from a social, histmical, and cultural
point of view, what practices or behaviors are taking place, with what regulruity, why they occm,
and how they affect the pruties or groups involved ..
This is why social investigation requires different methods. Reliable information is sought
in social investigation, but the crite1ia utilized to measure its dependability are different from the
judicial Social investigation is based on: (1) 1igorous selection of the srunples, (2) definition of
concepts and methods according to valid and reliable c1ite1ia, (3) compilation of information so
that it can be ve1ified by an independent observer, and (4) balanced judgment of data by male and
female reseru·chers As a mle, herusay is not admissible in the field of judicial adjudication Howeve1, that is a type of proof, subject to other forms of conoboration, that histmians and sociologists handle ..It deals with another kind of standrud of reliability since the objective is different. Om
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o~jective is to examine, with regard to social phenomena, practices and behavior related to gender
disctirnination in the courts, explore and explain their magnitude and manifestations.

Description of the Methods Used 25

A.

Hearings

According to the literature we consulted, heaiings are one of the most approp1iate methods
for this kind of investigation, because it peunits persons to relate their own expe1iences, or those
they know about, on the subject of the study. The heaiings held by the Commission allowed it to
obtain testimonies on gender disc1i:rninationfrom persons related to the judicial system.

Participants26
The heaiings were open to the general public to pruticipate, but were held in p1ivate between the Commission and each presenter to guaiantee the confidentiality of the testimonies and
thus promote more effective paiticipation ..
To convene paiticipants, notices were published in the press and letters sent to all the personnel of the judicial system. Nonetheless, a gene1al lack of inf01mation on the subject of the study
led the Commission to invite specific individuals, representing diverse sectors, without any c1ite1ia
other than their paiticulai interest. Each presenter was given a detailed explanation of the pmpose
of the investigation.
Taking the factor of geogiaphy into consideration, it was decided that the heaiings would
be held in the following judicial regions: Humacao, Utuado, Aibonito, Ponce, Mayagiiez and San
Juan ..Responding were female and male judges, male and female attorneys, court personnel, prosecutors, representatives from ptivate and public organizations, and the general public A list of the
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total number of heruings held and the number of pruticipants by iegion is included below (see Table!) ..We also include a break-down by profession or organization and by sex ..(See Table 2)..

Table I Hearings held

Humacao

May 13 and 14, 1994

17

I Aibonito

May 20, 1994

7

Ponce

May 21 and 22, 1994

12

Utuado

May 27, 1994

9

Mayagiiez

June 3 and 4, 1994

9

San Juan

June 10, 11, 17, 18 & 24, and July 1, 1994
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Table 2.

Breakdown ofparticipants who appeared at hearings by sex,
and profession or organization

•

·

·.<.•'"••<>

•·\/····.
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. ilt~............

'\.
11irl&t~#ltiiuqfi!
;j~f~~J8ii
/;·.. ...; ·•/ ,;,,...,.,
·.•.·

.;

.

,~,;--:-~-'.'-/.
__,:_;.,,. ;,'--/>~~-~~\
:;

Presiding Judges

2

1

3

Appellate Unit Judges

1

-

1

Supetior Comt Judges

2

8

10

District Comt Judges

1

3

4

Municipal Comt Judges

I

4

5

Comt Administrative Officer

-

1

1

Child Suppmt Examiner

-

1

1

Law Clerks

-

3

3

3

4

Bailiffs

1

Comt Secretaries

-

4

4

Comt Librarian

-

1

1

Juvenile Solicitors

-

1

1

Family Division Office

-

1

1

1

2

Prosecutors

1

Police Agent

1

Lawyers (Juvenile Division)

-

-

1

1

1

Lawyers in private practice

8

13

21

Legal Services Agency Lawyers

4

2

6

2

2

-

Psychologist
Social Workers

I

2

3

University Professors

2

3

5
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•

.I

Rape Victims

>

J.'

<

>~.i

. •

i ·.

< •·Jvomen
:·

'.'

,-··,

·.

-c,

.
total
. ...··
>·

·

-

1

1

Women's Commission:

•

Office of the Governm

-

1

1

•

House of Representatives

-

1

1

•

Municipality of San Juan

-

1

1

1

2

1

Pro Bono
Families with Children Se,vices Pro.
grnm

-

2

2

''CasaPensamientoMuje1''

-

1

1

Grnpo Colectivo Mujer

-

1

1

"Asociaci6n Pro Derechos Igualdad

-

1

1

Feministas en Marcha

-

1

1

"Coordinadora Paz para la Muje1"

-

2

2

Organizaci6n Mujer Trabajadora-

-

2

2

Puerto Rican Civil Rights Institute

-

1

I

Organization of Female Law Students, UPR

-

2

2

Center for the Study, Resomces, and
Se,vices to Women

-

3

3

Hombres"

1

Repmter
--·---

TOTAL

· 1,. gj,
...
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Information Leaflet
The Commission produced an Informative leaflet for deponents in the hearings which contained a description of the origin and purpose of the investigation and a guide for the development
of the hearings., This leaflet was distribnted prior to each hearing

Procedure
After a brief introduction, each participant had about 20 minutes for his or her presentation, followed by a session of questions by members of the Commission In most cases, the testimony included a thoughtful analysis of gender-based discrimination in the courts,, Some participants presented corroborating data in addition to recommendations to address the problem All of
the testimony was taped, In addition, 24 written presentations were received: 12 from organizations
and 12 from individuals

Ana(ysis
A summary of issues considered in each presentation was prepar·ed and gronped under the
following subjects:
I.

Administration of justice orjudicial administration

2 . Interactionin the courts
3 ,, Issues concerning minors
4, Domestic violence
5,, Family relations
6, Social workers
7, Law schools

8. Recommendations
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The smmrnuies were distiibuted to different study committees for their cmresponding
analysis.

B.

Focus Group Interviews

The focus group inte,view is an investigation technique charncteiized by the participation
of a group of persons with common interests who speak among themselves about a particular
theme, in this case, gende1°based discdmination in the comts of Pue,to Rico. The dialogue constitutes the text that is later analyzed
Group interaction distinguishes the focus group interview from othe, resear·ch methods,
Meanings arise in group interaction that are not generally present when only two persons internet
The encounter between knowledgeable individuals on a particular theme helps to clear up arguments and elicit related incidents and situations ..Experiences and points of view are revealed within
a wide range of perspectives. Ihe group inte,view is a mag:rnficentmethod to analyze and compar·e
the expe,iences of each participant in depth.

Selection of Participants
To obtain the broadest possible panorama about the problem of disc,imination in the
comts environment, the Commission organized 18 meetings, each lasting about two hours, Pruticipants we,e selected either for their interest and knowledge about the problem or because they represented diverse groups related, in one way or another, to the subject of the investigation. These
included male and female lawyers, judges, support professionals, prosecutors, victims of domestic
violence, aggressors, p1isoners and support networks. Table 3 provides a nume,ical distiibution of
participants by category.
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Table 3 FocuJ Group InterviewJ

1. Female and Male lawyers for employers

9

4

13

2. Female and Male lawyers for employees

1

8

9

3 . Male family litigation lawyers

10

4 ..Female family litigation lawyers

10

5. Female trial lawyers and prosecutors

4&5

6. Male trial lawyers and prosecutors

5&5

7 In women's issues

10
9

8 Male judges

10

19Female judges
10..Victims of domestic violence

1L Aggressors (domestic violence)

9

9

10
4

4

9

9

11

11

12..Counselors of women victims of rape

6

6

13. Specialists in women's issues

4

4

14. Socio-penal officers: psychologists and counselors

9

9

10

10

15 Female institutionalized minors (Industrial School, Ponce)
16. Male institutionalized minors (Industrial School, Ponce)

10

17..Jailed women (Jail of Vega Baja)

10
11

18. Jailed men (State Penitentiary)

12
TOTAL

73
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Procedure
Each focus group inte,view relied on the assistance of at least two facilitators, who were
eithe, members of the Commission or knowledgeable on, or related to the subject of the study and
the group management process .. Female focus groups were facilitated by women and male groups
by men. The facilitators were trained in the objectives of the investigation, its guidelines and applicable standards.
At the beginning of each group meeting, pruticipants we,e told about the mig:in and pmpose of the Commission and about its objectives..Also discussed were the mies and procedures for
ca,rying out the investigation, emphasizing the fact that om intent was not to reach a consensus m
make decisions but to exchange ideas, expressions and reflections about a subject with complete
confidentiality.. To do so, we told pruticipants not to refer specifically to individuals and that the
meetings would be taped and transciibed without identifying them

Information Leaflet
The following three (3) questions served as guidelines fm each group discussion:
1 . Have you had any personal expeiience or situation in the comts that could be
inte,preted as discrimination because of gende,? Give details
2. How do you explain the occmrence?
3 . What recommendations do you have to modify or eradicate that type of expe1ience or situation?

Analysis
Once the tapes were transcribed, each wmk committee received the transc,iptions of the
meetings m focus groups cmresponding to their ruea of study 27 Afte, all the transcriptions were

2 7 The transcripts were distributed as follows:

Labor:

Male and female lawyers for employers
Male and female lawyers for employees

Family: Male trial lawyers
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examined, the Commission prepared a summruy according to the categmies of analysis devised by
each committee as a point of depruture for the theoretical framewmk of each theme' Observations,
expressions and recommendations of the participants were grouped according to specific themes
This infmmation was the basis for drawing up this repmt

C.

Court Watching

Court watching is a technique that consists in duly trained persons visiting previously selected conrtrooms to identify and interpret, on the basis of direct observation, the practices they're
interested in studying.
The technique permits an appraisal of behavior as it develops in true scenruios Ordinruily,
the individuals observed ru·e not told about the pmpose of the conrt watch so as not to influence
their behavim This technique is especially viable in observing public events, as judicial processes
usually rue, since they don't require the consent of pruticipants to either be observed or informed of
what was observed

Selection of Participants
Court watching was cruried out by a group of 17 students in a course on the Sociology of
Law given by Prof Efren Rivera Ramos of the University of Puerto Rico Law School dming the

Female trial lawyers
Surviving victims of domestic violence

Penal:

Surviving victims of domestic violence
Aggressors (domestic violence)
Female counselors of rape victims
Sociopenal: female psychologists and counselors
Minors, male and female, in institutions
Prisoners, male and female
Interaction:
Female trial lawyers, specializing in women's issues
Female judges
Male judges
Female criminal lawyers and female district lawyers
Male criminal lawyers and male district attorneys
Specialists in women's issues
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second semeste1 of academic year 1993-94. These students, male and female, acted as court
watchers ..
Six courtrooms of the San Juan Judicial Center were selected Two were c1iminal courts,
two we1e civil comts and two were family relations comts Included were courtrooms presided by
both male and female judges If a designated comtroom was not in session, court watchers were
instmcted to go to previously selected alternate comtrooms If these alternate comtrooms were also
not in session dming their assigned shift, watchers were to go to any other comtroom that was in
session. If any of these situations took place, the comt watchers were to say so in their rep01ts.
A calenda, was prepaied f01 the comt watching sessions. An attempt was made to conduct
comt watching dming consecutive days and, as fa, as possible, the entiTe day ..1he pmpose was to
obse1ve each comtroom during a considerable ainount of time so as to avoid reaching conclusions
on the basis of isolated incidents Fmther, each comt would be obse1ved by different teains to
benefit from inte1pretations from different people ..
A total of 30 hours of comt watching was conducted. Procedmes were obse1ved in 11
comt rooms because the 01iginal six were not always in session
The Commission decided not to conduct comt watching on the basis of prepaied chaits as
is usually done in this type of exercise We believed that the chaits could limit the capacity of obse1vation and that it was bette1 to let the teains concentrate on ohse1ving and wiiting thei1 notes
freely while they registered the situations that me1ited their attention .. Blank sheets of pape1 were
provided for their notes .

Procedure
Before they began thei1 comt watching exercise, the students were trained as to what
constitutes disciimination because of gende1 For seve1al weeks, they studied readings on the subject and discussed them in class. They also read vaiious rep01ts from commissions in the U.S that
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were similar to Pue,to Rico's ..Each meeting lasted two hours. During the discussions, they came to
understand the theoretical framewmk that would guide the investigation. Its elements are the same
that figure in the general theoretical framewmk adopted by the Commission

The technique of court

watching was also discussed, pointing out its advantages and limitations ..
A paiI of students, male and female, designed a discussion exercise that consisted in
drawing up a list of hypothetical disc,inrinatmy situations in the context of a court's procedure ..
The entire group amply discussed each one of the situations to dete,mine if, in trnth, it could be
considered a manifestation of gende, based disc,inrination. The purpose was to shrupen the per0

ception of both male and female court watchers and, as fru as possible, resolve probable differ··
ences in inte,pretation beforehand
The teams were paired in male and female couples .. The composition of the couples was
also alternated so that each observer would eventually pair up with mme than one person. We expected that would contribute to a lruger combination of similruities in our analysis of the situations.
Neruly halfway through the process, the class met and discussed the obse,vations of each
team to evaluate the exercise up to that moment and to incmporate suggestions that could make the
obse,vations more precise. After this evaluation, the students continued their visits to the courts.

Analysis
At the end of each observation session, court watchers compru·ed notes. Each team gave a
joint repmt. Ihe repmts were discussed in two sessions of two hours each. Several members of the
Commission pruticipated in the discussions.
The sururnruy of the observations, as well as theirjustification

and explanation, is found in

Appendix D of this repmt.28

28 Each working committee made use of this report according to the specific subjects under analysis
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D. Participatory Investigative Sessions for Male and Female Judges
of the Judicial System
This method consists in holding group discussion meetings, led by facilitators, to foste,
individual and collective reflection about a subject or issue under investigation ..It se1ves to increase
direct pruticipation of a wide range of groups in an investigation, Since this was a case of self
study by the Judicial Brnnch, the Commission decided to use this method to assure the widest possible pruticipation of the judiciruy,

Selection of Participants
Out of 284 judicial positions, a srunple of 113 male and female judges was selected from
an official list of judges by judicial region and courtrnom, provided by the Office of Courts Administration, The following were eliminated:
•

•

vacant positions,

• male and female judges whose te,ms had expired,
• male and female judges relieved of their duties,
male and female judges who had pruticipated in the investigation, eithe, because they had
given a paper on the subject or because they had pruticipated in the Focus Group Interviews,

•

and male and female judges who were members of the Commission,,
Io select the srunple, the technique of random srunpling was used, 29 A key code numbe, to

select the name of the first judge was deteunined by chance The sampling was 50 per cent for
male and female judges .. These were selected, alternately, struting with the code number, until the
determined number of judges was reached,
To guruantee the pruticipation of the persons selected, Chief Justice, Hon Jose A, Andreu
Gruda, sent individual administrative orders to each of them,

29 The sampling at random is based on chance.

It implies that all of the elements have the same possibilities of being
selected, and that therefore, a statistically representative sample will be obtained DICCIONARIO DE CIENCIAS

SOCIALES (Instituto de Estudios Politicos, Madrid, 1976)
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Of the 113 persons complising the sample, 82,

OI

73 per cent, paiticipated ..The remaindet

excused themselves fat valid reasons related to their judicial functions. Following, in Table 4, is
the disttibution of the sampling by comt and sex of the paiticipants.

Table 4 Distribution of the sample by court and sex

Municipal

8

8

16

Disttict

6

21

27

10

29

39

Supe1im and Appellate

Document
In designing the sessions the following docmnents were used:

1

Consultation sheet-to inquire into the opinion of the pa1ticipants regaiding the existence
of gender-based discdmination in the comts It was used at the statt and at the conclusion
of each session.

2

Evaluation sheet-to obtain the impression of paiticipants regai·ding the activity, its content and the realization of its objectives It was disttibuted at the conclusion of each session.

Procedure
At the stait of each session, info1mation was provided about the migin of the Commission
and the pmposes and objectives of the investigation were summaiized The difference between the
dete,mination of facts in a judicial process and in a sociological investigation was also explained.
After those present inttoduced themselves, the Commission asked their opinion regaiding
disc1iminatmy practices on the basis of gender in the comts. To cai1y out these activities, paiticipants were grouped by gende1 in small groups of between five and twelve persons. Each group was
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assisted by a facilitatm and a repmter

30 ,

IN THE COURTS OF PUERTO RICO

previously selected by the Commission according to perti-

nent criteria. For the general discussions, a spokesperson fen each group was named ..
Three activities were designed and developed by clinical psychologists, Dr.. Edwin B
Fernandez Bauz6 and Dr .. Matya Mufioz Vazquez and law professor Dr .. Efren Rivera Ramos, all
members of the Commission. The aim of the first activity was to consider and discuss definitions of
sex, gender and discrimination based on gender. The second aspired to evaluate whether hypothetical situations constituted gender-based discrimination. The third was designed to share experiences
and situations that could constitute examples of gender-based discrimination in the courts and devise reconunendations to overcome them.

Analysis
Fm the results of these activities, see Appendix C of the Repmt on the investigation sessions with both male and female judges

These include accounts of participants'

experiences of

gender based discrimination in the courts, their perceptions about the problem and alternatives to
0

combat the situation The report also includes a tabulation of responses to both the consultation
sheet and the activity evaluation sheet.

E. Analysis of Legislation
The Commission determined that it was indispensable to examine relevant legislation in
each ar·ea of study for various reasons. In the first place, to examine the constitutional framework
on gender-based discrimination starting from the basic principle that the dignity of the human being
is inviolate. In addition, an analysis of the legislation in the ar·eas under study was undertaken

In

3o Facilitators and reporters had the following functions:
Facilitatorto explain in detail the purpose of each activity and to give instructions, to distribute the necessary
material for each activity, lead the endeavors of each group, controlling the time-and assming the participation of
everyone
Repmter- to observe and listen closely to the participants during group discussions, take notes about what was
discussed, including the non-verbal communication of participants
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I

the second place, the study of the problem of discrimination, especially in the area of court interaction, also required a study of the applicable judicial framework and regulations Similarly, specific
ar·eas such as labor laws that prohibit discrimination and domestic violence, an area of development that is still new. The legislation was studied in compliance with the general theoretical
framework of the investigation In the third place, to analyze the development of legislation in each
ar·ea, paying particular attention to the process of elimination and the inclusion of stipulations that
may be discriminatory from the standpoint of gender and whose language, qualified by the use of
gender terminology, could present problems.

F. Analysis of Jurisprudence
The analysis of jurispmdence, as a means of investigation, can have different pmposes. In
the study entrusted to the Commission, its purpose was to study the response of Puerto Rico's
highest judicial fomm to discrimination or to underlying issues related to gender-based discrimination in the country's comts, such as language, criteria of interpretation and the solutions and alternatives provided .. Jmispmdence related to Personal Rights and Family Law, the Criminal and Juvenile Justice Systems and Labor Law, particularly in the ar·ea of sexual harassment. In the ar·ea of
domestic violence, Appeals Court mlings were given special attention

Procedure
Regarding the jurispmdence of the Supreme Court, every important case related to classifications on the basis of sex or those in which gender was somehow involved, were selected in each
ar·eaof study .
1he cases selected were analyzed within the judicial framework of each area of study and
the general theoretical framework of the investigation.
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G.. Analysis ofDatafrom the Courts Administration Office
An investigation on gender-based disc1imination in the courts would be incomplete if the

following areas were not subjected to scmtiny: available data on the distribution by sex in positions
at different levels on the judicial ladder and of other posts in the General Court of Justice; the assignment of courtrooms, subject matte1 jurisdiction (civil suits, family relations, minors, criminal),
and of administrative tasks between male and female judges; other info1mation of possible significance for the study.

Procedure
We asked the Comts Administratm fm all available infmmation on a list of issues of an
administrative nature. In some cases, given the difficulty of managing info1mation accumulated
over Jong pe1iods of time, specific dates were selected that allowed compaiisons to be established.

On the Method of Reporting the Results of the Investigation
The Commission's investigation produced two kinds ofresults: (1) those obtained through
analysis of relevant JegisJ.ationand jmispmdence of each subject of study; (2) findings that aiose,
basically, out of the heaiings, focus group inte1views, paiticipative investigation sessions, court
watching, analysis of inquiries and the compilation and analysis of statistical infmmation.
Each chapte1 opened with the result of our analysis of legislation and jurispmdence. We
then proceeded to analyze the findings obtained by othe1 methods of investigation ..
In presenting the findings of the investigation, the Commission took into account, ainong

other factms, recurrent observations related to the subject and the measures taken to conoborate
them These were not the only ciiteiia, however We also took into account the seiiousness of the
incidents or practices repmted to the Commission, even when they occurred infrequently In a subject such as gender-based disc1irnination, which occasionally implies not only improper
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able behavior but also violations to the Constitution and the laws of the coun!Iy, the occurrence of
just one discriminatory act, even if isolated, is sufficient cause fot wony and me1its being brought
to the attention of the Judicial B1anch.
Ample testimonial examples explain ow findings. This is consonant with om methodology,
which 1elies heavily on qualitative methods of investigation.. As explained previously, these methods seek to fully comprehend the way people inte1pret their reality. These narratives or stories ar·e
intpo1tant in understanding how persons, affected by 01 involved in the situations described, imp1int their experiences: how they desc1ibe, explain, inte1pret and value what has happened to them
and what they have obse1ved Fmther, specific examples allow readers of this repo1t, particularly
members of the Judicial Branch-to

which the 1epo1t is ptimarily ditected-to

identify and asso-

ciate with theiI daily routine and inunediate context, those practices that the Commission has
deemed disc1irninato1yand whose elimination it recommends Without these sto1ies and narrntives,
the report would lack the vital forces that characte1ize these situations and that clearly ttanscend
ciphers and concepts.
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Constitutional Framework

The dignity of the human being is inviolable .. All men are created equal
before the law.. No disc,imination shall be made on account of race, color, sex,
birth, social migin or social condition, or political or religious beliefs.. Both the
law.s and the system of public education shall embody these p1inciples of essential
human equality ..1

The Bill of Rights of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Pue,to Rico consecrates
the p1inciple that the dignity of the human being is inviolable ..2 As a corollmy to this, other principles and prohibitions embodied in the Bill of Rights, w.ere elevated to constitutional rank to assme
the protection of that dignity The Bill of Rights singulmly emphasizes the following mticles: Equal
Protection of the Law., Due Process of Law. 3 and the Right to Piivacy. 4 These mticles w.e,e influenced significantly by the Ameiican Decimation of Human Rights and Responsibilities and are
closely related to the Universal Decimation of Human Rights ..s

1 Const. Commonwealth, Art II, Sec. I Of note is the fact that the Constitution itself incorrectly utilizes masculine
forms to refer to men and to women ("All men are created equal before the law") in a clause that applies to all human
beings, which responds to and at the same reinforces, conceptions and cultural patterns that are at the foundation of

gender discrimination
2 Id

3 Art II, Sec 7
4

Art. II, Sec 8: "Every person has the right to the protection oflaw against abusive attacks on his honor, reputation

and private or family life "
5 FigueroaFerrerv El A, 107PRR
(1975)

250,258(1978);E.1

A v.HermandaddeEmpleados,

104PRR436,440
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The scope of individual rights in the Constitution of Puerto Rico aspires to universality.
Our Bill of Rights is " .of broader scope than the traditional one because it harvests the connnon
sentiment of different cultures about new categories of rights .." 6 As a result, om Supreme Court
has established that the protection granted to the dignity of the human being in our code of laws is
not "

a wayward entity in sear·ch of an author

01

a juridical pigeonhole .." 7 The principles that

prohibit sex discrimination, 8 among others, and those that consecrate the rights to piivacy and to
the equal protection of the laws are mutually complementary and are aimed at the protection of the
physical, psychological and emotional sanctity of every person. 9 The delegate to the Constitutional
Assembly, attorney Jaime Benitez, in discussing the inviolability of human dignity, said:
This is the basic cornerstone of democracy. Within it lies its profound
str·ength and moral vitality .. Because before anything else, democracy is a moral
force, and its mmality lies precisely in its acknowledgment of the dignity of the
human being, in the high respect that dignity deserves, and the consequent responsibility that every constitutional order has to depend on it, protect it, and defend it
That is why in our first disposition, besides initially establishing the basis for the
profound equality of the human being------equalitythat transcends any difference,
whether biological, ideological, religious, political or culturnl-above such differences, is the human being in his transcendent dignity... 10
The Constitution of the United States neither contains an Equal Rights article that expressly prohibits gender discrimination nor an article that refers explicitly to a person's right to
privacy. Ihe protection of equality of human beings has been charmeled, consequently, tluough the
Equal Protection of the Laws article of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution, and of the
Due Process of the Law article of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments .. In view of citizen pres-

6 Figueroa Ferrer.

7 Id atp 283.
8 The concept that was adopted in the text of the Constitution and that has been l~ter utilized in the laws and juris-

prudence is "discrimination on the basis of sex" However, in this report the concept "sex discrimination" shall only
be used when the Constitution is textually cited, any law or case in which it is specifically so noted. This Commission
wishes to call attention to the fact that the discrimination that it investigates encompasses more than the biological
sex of the person Similarly, the Commission emphasizes that the principle underlying the prohibition of sex discrimination in our Constitution, and in our laws, that is, the inviolability of the dignity of the human being, would
lack meaning if it only referred to the biological sex and were not extended to gender See the chapter on +the general
theoretical framework for a discussion on the meaning of the concept "gender"
9 4 Diary of Sessions of the Constitutional Convention 2566 (ed 1961)
10 2 Diary of Sessions of the Constitutional Convention 1103 (ed 1961)
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sure to protect theiI dignity, the Supreme Comt of the United States has found sources for the
protection of privacy within the "emanations" and "penumbra" of various amendments to the
Constitution

11

In the interpretive development of the United States Constitution, the U,S, Supreme Comt
has perfected a procedure to evaluate the constitutionality of statutes and of government prnctices
that are impugned by those who feel aggrieved by them, to the extent that the classifications ar'e
established that affect them The structure of this analysis is based on different scmtinies, depending on the classification and the tights involved,
In most cases that involve economic and social regulation, the U ,S Supreme Comt utilizes
the so-called "traditional"

01

"rational" scmtiny which is the least demanding of the three devel-

oped so far, This analysis presumes that the measure is constitutional, thus the person who questions it must prove that the government interest sought in the deposition is not legitimate, and, if it
is, that the classification it establishes does not hold a reasonable relation with the declared objective., In other words, according to this assessment, a classification should not be declar'ed invalid
unless it is clearly arbitrary and no rational connection exists between it and a legitimate inte1est of
the state,
However, when measures affect fundamental tights, 12 or create a classification that the
Comt considers "suspect",

13

the traditional standard of deference yields to the possibility that the

state has violated the equal protection of the laws ..In these cases, "strict" scmtiny is utilized, which
requil'es that the state show that it pursues a compelling interest, and that the relation between the

11 Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S 486-99 (1965) (Goldberg, J., concurriug); Roe v. Wade, 410 US 113, 153
(1973); Doe v. Bolton, 410 US. 179, 200 (1973) See LAURENCE H. IRIBE, AMERICAN CONSIIIUIIONAL
LAW 893 and ss (1978)
12

Among these are the right to vote, Harper v. Virginia Board of Elections, 383 U S 663 (1966); the right to travel

between states, Shapiro v Ihompson, 394 US. 618 (1969); United States v. Guest, 383 U.S 745 (1966); and the
right to marry; Zablocki v Redhail, 434 US 374 (1978)
13

The Supreme Court of the United States has considered suspect those classifications that are based on race or national origin. Loving v. Virginia, 388 US 1 (1967); Brown v. Board of Education, 34'7 U.S 483 (1954); Korematsu
V

US,, 323 US. 214 (1944)
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established classification and its interest is essential. To achieve its objective, the state has to prove
that a less onerous remedy does not exist With this analysis, it is ve1y difficult to defend the constitutionality of a law or a government prnctice,
The thiid scmtiny, known as "inte1mediate," is more exacting than "rational" but less than
the "strict," and was later established as an analytical technique for measUI'esthat establish genderbased classifications., This followed failed attempts to place gender disc1iniination on a pa, with
other disc1iminations based on "suspect classifications,," Dming the seventies, the United States
Congress sent the Equal Rights Amendment to the states for approval. The ERA expressly prohibited gender disc1iniination,, In accordance with the constitutional amendment procedUI'e of the
United States, approval by three fomths of the state legislatures was needed to rntify it, a goal that
was not achieved,
Nor was a judicial decision achieved to the effect that gender disc1iniination constituted a
suspect classification, Not until 1971 did the Supreme Comt of the United States first declrue gender-based disc1iniination uncoustitutional.,14 Two yerus later, in F,untiero, 15 fom of the Justices
were willing to uphold that gender-based classifications were inherently suspect, but the majmity
of the comt refused, Finally, in 1976, the Supreme Court announced the application of a new standrud, that of "intermediate" scmtiny, for those cases where gender disc1iniination ruuse. 16
This evaluation technique stipulates that to support the constitutionality of a law establishing a gender-based classification, there should be an "important" government interest and a substantial relation must exist between the classification and the objective of the law. 17
Pue1to Rico's Supreme Comt, however, established only two scmtinies, the strict and the
rational, as evaluation techniques of classifications that have been constitutionally impugned, In-

14 Reed v ..Reed, 404 U.S 71 (1971)
15 Frontiero v Richardson, 411 US 677 (1973)
16 Craig v Boren, 429 US 677 (1973)
17 Id p,217
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te1mediate scmtiny, applicable in the United States to classifications that are based on gender, cannot be applied in Pue1to Rico because the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Pue1to Rico expressly prohibits sex discrimination in its Equal Rights Clause

18

As a result, om highest comt has

qualified gende1°based classifications as suspect and has applied strict scmtiny to claims of gender
disc1imination based on that clause ..19
In Zachry International v Supe1iOJComt, 20 it was pointed out:
In Pue1to Rico, our Constitution not only guarantees equal protection of
the laws in Art. II, Sec 7, but contrary to the federal Constitution it expressly
prohibits disc1imination based on sex in Art. II, Sec .. 1 Consequently, upon facing
the dichotomy that the c1itical dete1mination as to which analytical fOJmula should
be applied to cases on the basis of sex represents, we are inclined in favOJ'----<lue
to
the interaction of the values contained in om Fundamental Law against disc1imination based on sex and the equal protection of the laws-of the fo1mula of strict
judicial supe,vision ..21

In the following paragraph, the Comt cited Wackenhut v.. Superior Court, 22 and stated
that:
There are areas in which because of its tangency with human dignity and
with the p1inciple that eve1y person is equal before the law, eve1y classification is
inherently suspect and is subject to the most meticulous judicial scmtiny .. These
areas include the classifications OJ disc1iminations ou the basis of race, colOJ, sex,
birth, OJigiu or social condition, political OJreligious ideas, and nationality 23

Consequently, in tetms of the underlying p1inciples that uphold them, and of their effects
on reality, all legal dispositions that embody explicit classifications

01

subtle differentiations on the

basis of gender can and should be analyzed strictly to dete1mine if they pursue a compelling government interest and, should that be the case, if the means chosen to achieve it have been the least

18 Const. of the Commonwealth, Art II. Sec 1
19 Zachry International v. Superior Court, 104 D.P.R 267 (19'75); Women.,s Commission v. Secretary of Justice, 109

DPR 715 (1980); Mihin v. Munoz, 110 DP.R 610 (1981); Amador Avila v AC AA., 117 D.P R 829 (1986);
Pueblo v Rivera Robles, 121 D P.R 858 (1988); Pueblo v. Rivera Morales, 93 J. I S 83
20 104 DP R 267 (1975)
21 Id p.279
22 100 D PR 518 (1972)
23 Id p. 531
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onerous. This is the only way to save the objective of the statute without violating the rights of persons to be treated equally to protect their dignity
Likewise, the measmes 01 acts that discriminate on the basis of sexual 01ientation should
be subject to the 1igorous analysis of strict scmtiny Although there is no jruispmdence on this
matter in Puerto Rico, 24 the Commission has concluded that discrimination on the basis of sexual
01ientation is a form of gender discrimination-because

it is a discrimination against a person on

the basis of non-compliance with expected behaviors, including those related to sexuality, of men
and of women, because of their sex ..25
Since the Judicial Branch is part of the government of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
it should be kept in mind that any of its actions that imply discriminat01y tr·eatrnent toward persons26 on the basis of their gender, could give rise to a claim under the Constitution ..27
Our code oflaw recognizes the right to be compensated for damages caused when the State
01 a private citizen interferes with an individual's rights 28 This claim for damages does not prevent
persons affected from safeguarding and protecting their rights through the use of an injunction 29

l

24 The only case of the US. Supreme Cowt related to the rights of homosexuals is Bowers v. Harwick, 4 78 U.S 186
(1986), in which it was determined that the law that prohibit voluntary sodomy between adults do not violate the
fundamental rights of citizens under the concept of privacy in the United States« Constitution We understand that
this case is not of direct application with respect to protection of the rights of homosexuals under the constitutional
regime of Puerto Rico, because the concept of privacy in our Constitution is broader. Also, Bowers does not discuss
the problem from the perspective of gende1 disc1imination Soon after the decision, Justice Powell, who had voted
½
_.
with the majority, expressed that, the decision had been wrong. The case of Bowers should be revaluated as occurred
1
with Dred Scott v Sanford, 60 US 393 (1857); Plessy v ..Ferguson, 163 U.S 537 (1896); and Korematsu v United
rStates, 323 U .S 214 (1944), decisions of the United States Supreme Court that accepted types of discrimination that
have been since rejected.
j
25 See the discussion of this in the General theoretical framework and the discussion of this matter in the chapters on
Labor law, Family and Interaction
26 Persons in this context include, not only the personnel that works in the Judicial Branch, but also the clientele that
it serves and the general public
·_.
27 This principle applies to any .of the rights consecrated in the Bill of Rights of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
ously, those acts that are protected under the principle of Judicial Immunity, are no included .
29Arroyo v. Rattan Specialties, 117 DPR 35, 64 (1986)
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Ultimately, it is the Judicial Branch that is compelled to protect the rights of persons, the
freedom and dignity of the individual, before the extraordinary presence and the powe, of the State
and before the pressure of majmity forces ..

uerto
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Judicial Administration
Introduction
This section of the Repmt examines certain aspects of the General Court of Justice as employer of several thousand male and female personnel, and of the judicial administration in its
broadest meaning., Withio such latitude, external factors, such as the appointruent of judges, are
covered as are internal factors such as the assignment of courtrooms and subject matter jurisdiclion, appointruent of presiding judges, judicial evaluation and discipline, even court facilities., The
Commission did not contemplate an exhaustive report in any way, Rathe, we sought to address
ce1tain ar·eas of specific interest, such as occupational segregation by sex, and those topics that
spontrmeously arose dwing ow investigation, However there ar·e some aspects akin to judicial administration that, given their close relationship to other areas of investigation, are examined in
other sections of the Report; i.e. the internal politics of sexual harassment in the wmk place, the
chess code in the cowts, and others,
The information that grounds some of our findings stemmed directly from the hearings, focus group interviews, and the participator investigative sessions held by the Commission Although
valuable information was collected regar·ding judicial appointruents and employment in the Judicial
Branch, at times not all of the necessary information was readily available Nor was it possible to
engage in profound analyses of the material to reach definite conclusions, That is why the Commission believes that an ongoing investigation of this matter is essential.

GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN THE COURTS OF PUERTO RICO

As a general mle in the study of gender disc1imination, one aspect receives the most attention-occupational

segregation by sex, This terminology refers to the way socially-identified jobs

are distributed between men and women, There is men's work and women's wmk This differentiation is based on the same cultural patterns and sexist stereotypes that govern gender discrimination.1 The segregation of men and women into different work groups reinforces the idea that they
should be tr·eated differently because they "rue" naturally and essentially different in intellectual
and physical capacities, emotional attitudes and reactions ..2
The result of this segregation is that, histmically, it is exceedingly difficult for women to
gain access to ce1tain wmk categmies with greater authmity, powe,, and social and professional
prestige traditionally identified as proper for men The negative consequences of this process have
been lower salruies, lesser status and fewer oppmtunities fo, advancement fo1 women.
Vruious factms rue at play in the process of integrnting women into piedominantly male
occupations. These factors emerge, for example, when male-dominated occupations become fragmented and discredited. Fragmentation occurs when the tasks of one occupation rue broken down
and configmed into a new job. At times, the new job is then devalued when compru·ed to others ..
This was the case of "office administrators" who, at the end of the last centu1y, were men and perfmmed secretruial duties, among other tasks As that occupation began to disintegrate, higher levels of the newer office tasks continued to be filled by men Secretruial tasks that now became a new
job, but with a lower pay scale, began to be occupied by women .. Another recmrent scenruio is
common to professions or occupations that, without being dismantled, ru·e devalued economically
and professionally for economic and technological reasons, and other demands of the mruket When
that happens, the doors to that occupation rue opened to women or to rncial and ethnic minmities,

1 Alice Col6n, 0 serd cielto que hemo5 invadido el mercado de empleo?, MUJERES EN MARCHA, No. 2, May,

1989, atpp 2 and 5
2 See, as an example, Judge Bradley's comments, reproduced at note 6, infra, on the reasons why, in his opinion, it

was justified to exclude women from the legal profession
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who until then had been excluded from that occupational domain .3 A similar phenomenon is noted
when an industrial sectm needs additional labor or a broader rese1ve of skilled wmkers to keep
salaiy levels low. In these cases, access is extended to women and other groups excluded until theu,
but who were willing to wmk for lower salaiies ..The field is also opened to women when an industry grows substantially but lacks enough male wmkers to absmb that growth .. In Puerto Rico this
has happened in the service industry and with the keyboaid operators in the electronics industry

4

Occupational segregation by sex should be analyzed within each wmk sector and the
analysis should address such aspects as: 1) the position each gender occupies within the hierai'Chy
of the organization, institution

01

business; 2) the position of each gender within a paiticulai pro-

fession (in the case of women lawyers, for exainple, the kind of law fam or the company in which
they rue placed, their assigned meas and tasks); 3) the kind of position filled from the perspective
of occupational categmies (white collai, blue collai, professional, executive, etc,); 4) the kind of
responsibility assigned, ainong others,

An important aspect exainined in this matter is the role ofjudicial inte1pretation in occupational segregation Vicki Schultz, who has gone into this angle in detail, points out that United
States comts have developed an inte1pretive preconception that limits their potential for achieving
changes favorable to women, According to her investigations, many judges do not believe that statistical evidence of occupational segregation by sex indicates discrimination. Instead, these judges
say, discrimination is the outcome of job choices women themselves have made. 5

3

See the Introductionto the chapter on Labor 1 aw of this Report

4

In this respect, see BarbaraF, Reskin & Patricia A. Roos, Status Hierarchies and .Sex .Segregation, in INGREDIENTS FOR WOMEN'S EMPLOYMENT POLICY 3-51 (Christine Bose & Glenna Spitze eds., 1987); Alice Colon,
La participaci6n laboral de las mujere'J en Puerto Rico: Empleo o sub-utilizac.i6n, 7 (44) PENSAI\.1IENI'OCRIIICO
25-30 (1985)
5

Vicki Schultz, Women "Before" the Law. Judicial Stories about Women, Work, and Segregation on the lob, in
FEMINISTS THEORIZE THE POLIIICAL 297-338 (Judith Butler & Joan Scott eds, 1992)
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In validating this argument, the comts take for gianted that women's job interests respond

exclusively to personal factors, independently of economic and social forces that operate in the
background including existent job oppmtunities .. On the contrary, the evidence shows that women
develop their occupational hopes within the wmkforce and in response to those structural dynamics
previously discussed that ar·erelated to the process of occupational disqualification and devaluation
and to the identification of some as "masculine" and others as "feminine .." It is irnpmtant to note
that over time, neither the occupational interests of women nor those of men have remained static ..
In exercising their inte1pretive faculties, the comts can validate or change those precon-

ceptions that govern the workforce which to a large degree determine women's options, expectations and aspirations ..6 When the comts become conscious of the fact that occupational segi·egation
by sex is a reality that is disciiminatmy and acts accordingly, they will become agents of change
who can make possible access for women thmugh equal oppmtunities in eve1y occupational field.
Consideiing the above, various factors rue of further interest. In the first place, at the moment of examining the way jobs were dist:Iibuted in a given institution, it was impossible to either
abst:Iact an analysis from the broader social structmes it was inse1ted into, m from the macrosocial factors that influence the st:Iuctu1ing of the work The lopsided representation of women and

6 A classic example of the contribution of the courts to maintaining occupational segregation in the professional field
in the United States, related specifically with the exclusion of women from the practice of the legal profession, is the
famous case of Bradwell v. lllinois, 83 US. (16 Wall.) 130, 21 LEd 442 (1872) Ihe U.S Supreme Court denied the
claim of a woman to be admitted to the legal profession, which had been denied by the State of Illinois, on the sole
basis of her being a woman. even though she had passed the exam Judge Bradley, in the concuuing opinion, signed
by two other judges, wrote the following:
The natural and proper timi'dit:yand delicacy which belongs to the female sex evidently unfits it for many of the occupations of civil life The constitution of the family organization, which is founded in the divine ordinanc.e, as well as in the nature of things, indic.ates the
domestic sphere as that which properly belongs to the domain and function of womanhood
I
am not prepared to my that it is one of her fundamental rights and privileges to be admitted
into every office and position, including those which require highly special qualifications and
demanding ,;pedal responsibilities [J]n view of the peculiar characteristics, destiny and mission of woman, it is within the province of the legislature to ordain what offices, positions, and
callings shall be filled and discharged by men, and shall receive the benefit ofthme energies and
responsibilities, and that decision and finnnen which are presumed to predominate in the sterner
sex Id atpp. 141-142
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men in a certain social task, especially within the context of employment, can easily respond to
intentional, discriminatmy acts by decision-makers. But an intention to discriminate is not essential
to judge the fairness of a particular case of inequality This could be the result of cumulative histmical processes that have long maintained a sector of society-in

this case men or women-

removed from access to specific chores m occupations That disparity has socio-historic explanations But this fact notwithstanding, it does not cancel the discriminatmy make-up of the situation,
nm the obligation to act in relation to it All this must be kept in mind in making this kind of
analysis ..
As a framework of general reference for this chapter of the Repmt, some data about the
labor force in Puerto Rico and in the Judicial Branch is appropriate. The participation of women in
the island's labm force has been gradually increasing in recent year·s. According to available statistics, the rate of participation 7 increased from 24% in 1980 to 33 5% in 1993 .. Nonetheless, the
wmk force is still predominantly masculine: by 1993 men constituted 60 ..9% of the labor force and
women, 39 ..1% ..s
The increase of women in the wmk force has occurred primarily in occupations traditionally considered as "feminine": service professionals, administrative assistance, and clerks According to the Department of Labor and Human Resources, by 1993-94 women occupied 73 5% of
those positions, but only 32..2% of positions of "administrators and officials," still believed to be
more fitting for men. 9 A good part of the increase of women in administration occurred within the
government sector, which offers special attributes that set it apart from the overall picture.

7 Ihe rate of pru:ticipation states the proportional relation that exists between the labor group (constituted by em~
ployed and unemployed persons) and the population of 16 years or older
8 Department of Labor and Human Resources, Employment and Unemployment in

Puerto Rico: Average fiscal years 1993-94 and 1991-92, Special Report No E 86,
Table 1
9 Id Table 7
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The government of Puerto Rico employs .37% of working women and only 23% of male
workers Women (153,000) constitute 53% of the government workforce compared to the 4 7%
constituted by men (135,000)..10That is to say, more women than men hold government jobs in
absolute and proportional terms Steady hours, vacation benefits and the values that prevail in society are mentioned as drawing women into public service .11On the other hand, it is important to
state the existence in the public sector of numerous jobs traditionally considered feminine, even at
professional levels, including teaching, social work or nursing is probably influential. Likewise, the
fact that government salaries ar·eusually lower than those in the private sector, making the latter an
occupational sector in which men compete harder for available positions, leaving more options
open to women in government 12
Judicial Branch employees,13 represent only I A% of the total labor force of the government sector ..As of November 30, 1994, the General Comt of Justice employed 3,666 persons, not
counting the Judiciary. Of these, 2,465 or 67% were women, and 1,201 or 3.3% were men. Obviously, the general government pattern repeats itself here, although with greater female participation
by a proportion of two to one.
Within the Judiciary, however, the proportion is the inverse ..As we shall see in detail in the
section on findings, there are two male judges for every female judge. Remember that judges have
the greatest authority, hierarchy and prestige in the judicial system.
The Judiciary, on the other hand, presents ve,y special circumstances .. In the first place,
the appointment of its members is a constitutional faculty of the Governor of Puerto Rico who

lO Id I able 5. Statistics are not available regarding the distribution of work by
category and sex for the Executive and Legislative Branches
11 See EL NUEVO DIA, January29, 1995, at p 41, for statementsmade by the Director of
The Office of Women's Affairs, and by the Executive Director of the Women's
Commission
12 Col6n, supra note I
13 The data included below on the Judicial Branch is provided by the Office of Courts

Administration
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must exercise it with the advice and consent of the Senate

14

Thus, it is about a factm that is be-

yond the control of the Judicial Authmity ..Now then, the fact that a judicial ladder exists with vatious mngs m categmies, suggests possible discrimination regruding available options for men and

women.
Secondly, considerations must be given to the constitutional powers of the Chief Justice ,
in a unified and consolidated system, to assign cmrrtrooms and subject matter jmisdiction, to make
administrative designations of judges to wmk at different levels of the ladder (the so-called inter

curia movement) and to appoint presiding judges. In all these rueas, where control is internal, cases
of discrimination can occur because of gender ..
It should be emphasized in the following analysis that, although the Judiciaty is a prut of
the labm force of the Judicial Branch, it is exatnined as a sepruate group ..The remaining personnel
of the system is considered as suppmtive of the Judiciruy, that is, personnel who do not exercise
actual acljudicative powers since the Judicial Authmity is the very body entitled and empowered to
do so. Meanwhile, all the statistical data that follows, except when otherwise stated, ru·e as of November 30, 1994,

Analysis of the Findings on Judicial Administration
1

The phenomenon of occupational segregation by sex is manifested in the wmk force of the
Judicial Branch

This finding refers to the composition of the so called suppmt personnel of the Judicial
Branch .. That is, it includes all persons employed by the Branch, excepting the Judiciaty, which
will be analyzed sepatately. 15

14 Const Commonwealth, Art V, Sec. 8
15 The composition of the Judiciary is analyzed in finding number 4, infra
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This general finding about occupational segregation presents very cleru signs, such as the
sttildng impruity in the number of female and male bailiffs and, as we shall see, in the number of
female and male secretruies .. Other aspects ru·e not so evident and call for a deeper investigation
than the Commission could do .. Primruily, these aspects require deeper analysis, not only from a
statistical point of view, but also from a sociological perspective that takes into consideration the
great diversity of histmical and social factors that have shaped this whole issue.
It is impmtant to emphasize, as Table 1 shows, that of a total of 3,666 male and female
employees of the Branch as of November 30, 1994, 67% were women and 33% were men.

Table 1
DISTRIBUTION OF SUPPORI PERSONNEL
OF THE JUDICIAL BRANCH BY OCCUPATIONAL CAIEGORY* AND SEX

2,036

55.5

1,888

76.6

92 7

148

123

73

Bailiffs

550

15.5

47

1.9

8.5

503

42..0

9L5

MIC**

273

75

60

25

22

213

17.7

78.0

Professional

258

70

207

SA

802

51

4.2

19.8

Adm've

253

69

131

5.3

518

122

IO.I

48.2

Technical

89

2.5

59

24

66.3

30

2.5

33..7

D!M/G***

64

L7

2

0I

31

62

52

96 9

Executive

51

1.4

31

L2

60.8

21

L7

39 I

L6

43.5

52

43

565

Secretarial

92

Others****
::;,:,,"•,•·----,,•-.-

'TOTAL

...

r

25

40

--·-

,:,"·;_•,,_,.

,i

·~\465 ..
3,666•t~()··•.

-----:------..,,...

'.100

32,8

Source. Office of Courts Administration
*In 01de1 to comply with the Federal Law on Reasonable W 01k Standruds, the Office of Comts
Adnrinisttation maintains a list of the types of positions included in the following occupational
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categ01ies: professional, administrative and executive. Additional categ01ies that sustain the analysis are included in the table.
**Maintenance/Janit01ial
***Diive1s/Messengers/Guaids
**** "Others" includes a vaiied range of jobs that don't fall under the laiger categ01ies.
Of the 3,666 male and female employees, 2,036 or 55 .5% hold secretaiial positions; of
these, 1,888 01 92 ..7% were females, compai·ed to 148 or 73% who were males. More than three
fourths of the women employed in the Judicial Branch ai·e secretaiial personnel. If these facts aie
taken into consideration, together with the traditional notion that secretaiial duties ai·e propel to
women and thus hist01ically under valued, as we've pointed out previously, then the perspective
changes drastically It is possible to believe that more women aie employed in the Judicial Branch
because most of the available positions c01respond to a group identified as "feminine," to such a
degree that, in Spanish, we n01mally speak of "secretaiies" as female, and not as male.
The other occupational categ01y in which women seem to be over-rep1esented in the Judicial B1anch is that denominated as "professional," even though this categ01y represents only 8.4%
of the women employed ..An employee is considered professional if his or her piincipal duty (more
than 50% of an employee's w01king hours) entails perf01ming any of the following duties:
a

Work that requires advanced knowledge in the field of science or gene1al studies, n01mally
acquired through prolonged courses of specialized education and study, or

b. Work of an 01iginal and creative nature in a recognized branch of a.it, or whose result depends principally on imagination or talent. 16
Of the 258 male and female employees that as of November 30, 1994 beld positions within

the professional categ01y (7.0% of the total non,judicial labor force), 207 01 80.2% were women
and 51 01 19..8% were men. In analyzing these numbers in te1ms of the above definition, it would
seem to indicate that the system acknowledges that women have been successful in entering the

16

Circular No. 4 of the Administrative Director of the Courts, Year 1985-86 on Norms for the implementation of the
Federal Law of Reasonable Work Standards There are other requirements, among them, that the male or female
employee consciously exercise discretion and judgment, and that he or she perform work that is predominantly intellectual and diverse work
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professional field, and that they are a good resource that should be put to use .. Howeve,, when
these professional positions are analyzed, that perspective may change. A good number of these
positions cmrespond to social wmk, a field that traditionally has been considered "feminine," and
to legal professionals .. 17 Officials of the Office of Comts Administration who were consulted repmted that female attorneys have been hired to fill many of these positions. These are primarily
judicial investigative positions whose salaries cannot compete with those of law firms and the p1ivate sector.. That is why these positions are not as highly valued as others in the judicial profession. 18 From this point of view, we could ask ourselves if the greater presence of women in these
positions responds to the same factors related to the social structming of work that we refeired to
in the introduction of this section.
There are other occupational categmies of greater authm ity and value in the system that
require greate1 technical 01 professional proficiency in which women appear to be, without a doubt,
in a favmable situation. These categmies include technical, executive and, on a Jesse, scale, administrative personnel. The classification of technician includes, for example, administrative technicians I, II, III, IV and V that are employed in such areas such as Statistics, Planning, Administralive Analysis, Budget, Finances, etc ..These ar·eprofessionals with special skills fot pe1f01ming duties that ar·eneither manual, mechanical nm physical ..
The categmy of executive personnel is defined on the basis of the requirements that each
employee should have, among them:
a

That then ptincipal duty (or more than 50% of the:it wmking hours) be the supe1vision
of an office, center, institute, area, division, section 01 unit of wmk recognized by the
General Comt of Justice ..

17 Among them: Legal Advisors I, II, III, and N; Legal Advisors to the Secretariateof the JudicialConference I, II, ID;
Law Clerks Assistant Director of Legal Matters;Assistant Director of the JudicialEducation Institute, Director of
Judicial Evaluation In this respect, see Circular No. 32 of the Administrative Director of the Courts, Year 1994-95
18 Except for the positions of law clerk of the Supreme Court and of the Appellate Court (today Circuit Comt of Appeals), that tend to be very much in demand as an important step to acquire some professional experience before
entering the private practice of the profession. Law clerksare not expected to stay very long in their positions
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b

That they usually and regularly direct the work of two or more male or female employees in the same area.

c.. That they have the authority to hire or fire or to recommend hiiing 01 firing.
d.

That they usually and regularly exercise discretionary faculties.19

The category of administrative personnel is also defined on the basis of the requirements
employees ought to possess, among them:
a. That then principal function (more than 50% of theiI w01king hours) be office work
that entails responsibility or w01k that is not of a manual nature directly related to
administrative policy.
b. That they usually and regularly exercise discretion and independent judgment, and
have the authority to make imp01tant decisions.

c

That they regularly assist an official or a bonafide executive or an administrative employee; that they perform, only under general supervision, w01k of a technical nature
and special assigmnents. 20

The statistical data relative to these categ01ies reveal the following: Of a total of 89 technicians, 59 or 55.3% are female, compared to 30 or 33 ..7% male. Of a total of 51 executives, 31 or
60.8% are female compared to 20 01 391 % male Of a total of 253 employees in the administrative categ01y, 131 or 5L8% are women and 122 01 48..2%, men ..It is w01th noting that the largest
concentration of male and female employees of the above-mentioned categ01ies is not in the courts.
They are concentrated in t_heOffice of Courts Administration and in the administrative units attached to the Supreme Court. According to statements of male and female officials of the Office of
Courts Administration consulted on this matter, these administrative units represent a good option
for females who see funited possibilities in equivalent positions in the private sector because of
male competition for better salaries.

19

Circular No ..4 of the Administrative Director of the Courts, Year 1985-86

20 Id
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Although the Judicial Branch has a certain appeal fm employment-greaterjob

stability as

the only apolitical branch of government, for example----salaries tend to be lower than those that
could be earned in similar wmk categmies in the private sector. Evidently when an analysis of oc·cupational categmies takes into account the social structuring of work, the preponderance of
women in the Judicial Branch can also be perceived as a product of gender discrimination that
permeates employment in general,
It is also impmtant to point out that, in terms of real authority, positions of greater administrative authotity for non-judicial personnel-such

as those classified as executive-fall

way be-

neath the level of judges who perform administrative functions and who ar·emostly male.21 That is,
within the preconception of authority in the judicial system, the positions of administrative authority, held largely by women, are lower in rank.
We will now examine what occurs with the positions traditionally identified as "male .." For
example, in the category of bailiffs, out of a total of 550, nearly all, 503 or 91.5%, are male ..Only
4 7 or 8..5% ar·e female A similar result occurs with maintenance and janitorial personnel: out of a
total of 273, most, 213 m 78..0%, are male, and only 60 or 22.0% are female. The same occurs
with respect to the categmy of d1ivers/messengers/guards: out of a total of 64, practically all, 62 or
96 ..9%, are male, and only 2, or 3 ..1%, are female. A marked inclination in favm of men is evident,
one that is associated with sexist stereotypes ..Women are believed to lack the necessary conditions
to fill some of these positions and, if they are selected fm the job, they are assigned duties that are
not the same as those assigned to men in identical positions ..22
2

The judicial ,y,tem re,pond, to ,exi,t itereotypes with regard to the hiring ofperionnel, the asiignment offunctioni and responiibilitie,, and promotions.

21 Of thirteen (13) Regional Presiding Judges, fifteen (15), including the Director of the Juvenile Program and the
Presiding Judge of the Circuit CoUit of Appeals. By November 30, 1994 only two were women (Source: Office of
Courts Administration) Ihe male and female judges of courts that had only one male or female judge, also perform
administrative functions and are, in the majority, men
22 See Conclusion number 2 of this chapter of the Report
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Testimonies about this subject were numerous It was asse1ted, for example, that a veiled
disc1imination against women exists in the hiring of personnel. 23 Also, that the appointment of
candidates to different available positions in the comts conforms to stereotypes and traditional
roles that society assigns to men and women. 24 This predicament occms chiefly with specific positions: bailiffs and maintenance personnel.
Regmding the position of bailiffs: a gene1al idea prevails that women caIUlot do this job
because they Jack the prerequisite physical build for it, even when they fulfill the requirements of
the position and show that they know how to use physical force .25 One female judge, for example,
did not want women assigned to her comtroom as bailiffs because she would not feel safe.26
It was also brought to light that women m·e not hir·ed as bailiffs in some judicial regions ..
The reason given is that women me at fault because they do not want to pe1form certain duties,
even though in reality it is the supervisors who dete1mine their duties

27

One judge noted that when

women are appointed it is usually to alleviate a need; for example, checking women's purses at the
entrances to the judicial centers ..28 Or, to attend female minors in the juvenile justice system where
a special demand exists for women bailiffs .. Even so, few female bailiffs m·e available ..29 When
some judges request women bailiffs, they m·e not appointed ..30
Although the same qualifications and training me the same for female and male bailiffs,
women bailiffs as a rule me assigned Jess relevant tasks such as being put in chmge of the entrance
to the comts or providing information in the mea of child suppmt. 31 The prevailing notion is that

23 Hearings, May 27, 1994, at p. 10
24 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p 24
25
Hearings, lune 24 and July l, 1994, at p 13
26

Participator Investigation Session, District Judges

27 Hearings, lune
28
Hearings, May
29
Hearings, lune
30
Hearings, June
31
Hearings, lune

l7 and 18, 1994, atp. 7
21 and 22, 1994, at p 3
3 and 4, 1994, at p 36
24 and July 1, 1994, at p 13
17 and 18, 1994, at p. 14
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women are not suitable for dangerous wmk such as citations, arrests, serving summons and seizures. Nm ar·e they believed capable of serving in the courtroom

01

transpmting prisoners

32

This

state of affairs affects the advancement of women bailiffs .33 In fact, there are no women bailiffs in
supervismy positions ..34 The Commission learned that when personnel heard of administration
plans to name a woman to a position supervising men, men argued against it because they didn't
feel comfo1table in such a situation. 35
Yet, there are indications that disciplinary sanctions and the requirements fo1 promotion
ar·e applied more rigorously for women bailiffs ..A woman bailiff, for example, was repmted to the
adniinistrative authmities because of alcoholism, but no male bailiff has been repmted, despite the
patently obvious alcohol consumption by some.36 In another case, a woman bailiff was turned
down fm promotion because she was ove1weight but, that same yardstick was not applied to two
ove1weight male bailiffs ..3 7
A female executive director of a judicial center surnniarized what seems to be the general
rule regar·ding male and female maintenance employees, a judge told the Commission. According to
the judge, the official said that " janitors had to be men because they had to be strong to wmk the
machines that clean the floors". 38 Another reason given fo1 favming male maintenance wmkers is
that janitors have to cart many boxes. 39 Ihe Commission was also told that when women are appointed janitors, they are assigned easy tasks. From this standpoint, men are discriminated against
because they are assigned the heavier tasks ..4 0

32 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 36; Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 4; Hearings, May 27, 1994, at p 10;
Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at pp 7-8.
33 Hearings, May 2 7, 1994, at p 10
34 Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p. 2; Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 7.
35 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994 at p. 7
36 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 19
37 Id
38 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 4
39 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p 24

40 Hearings, May 27, 1994, atp 9
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Women are, without a doubt, overly represented in secretarial positions in the system
Until mid century the position was filled by men but as more women entered the field earning typically low salaries, its value decreased., This is a typical manifestation of discrimination against
women in the workforce 41
Today, few men hold secretarial positions within the system and, when they do, they are
usually classified according to sexist stereotypes: in ar·eas considered apt for males, such as control
of valuables and support monies ..42 Stereotypes sometimes operate against men, A male secretary,
for example, was not promoted because the only available position was that of "secretary" of
courtroom services, and it was not considered appropriate for a male to fill it. 43
3,, Ihere are male and female officials within the judicial s:ystem who, at the time of selecting personnel, use the possibility of pregnancy as a negative criterion,

The Commission was told that within the judicial system women job seekers will often be
asked if they plan to have children.44 In one case a judge asked a candidate for the position of judicial officer if she was married, and if she planned to change the composition of her family in the
near future ,45 In another case, a female employee was asked similar questions by the supervisor
who interviewed her ,46 The reasoning in these cases is that pregnant women ar·e frequently absent,
and that, appar·ently, justified denying them employment One former presiding judge recalled how
he had to intetvene with several officials of the court because they asked potential female employees if they had small children or whether they planned to have children. 47
41 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p 16
42 Hearings, May 21 and 22, at p 3,
43 ld
44 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at pp. 30 and 35
45 Hearings, May 27, 1994, at p 25
46

Hearings,June 17 and 18, 1994, atp. 4
4 7 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 8,
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The Commission also heard about a woman bailiff who became pregnant dilling he1 probation period ..As a consequence, apparently, she did not pass he1 probation, even though her performance up to the moment of her pregnancy had been rated excellent. 48
These practices are prohibited by law, which is why this kind of question is usually asked
with much care and in a veiled manner The fact that the Commission received such unequivocal
examples causes us to speculate that the situation is more prevalent than we would like to believe.
4.

During the last twenty-five year:, there has been an absolute and relative increase in
the number of women named to the judiciary, but these still represent a minority
portion of that body, especially in po ,itions of higher hierarchy.

Although the power to make judicial appointments, as previously mentioned, is not contained within Judicial Authmity, in a study such as the kind assigned the Commission, the composition of the Judiciary in terms of occupational segregation by sex carurot be exempted from the
investigation.. In attempting to do so, however, the Commission was limited by the lack of basic
infmmation, and the difficulties in studying the area histmically because of the multiple variables
that had to be considered. In view of the broad scope of its project, the Commission could not devote the necessary time to this detail nor give it the indispensable sociological analysis to adequately interpret the statistics .. Nonetheless, the available data is exanrined in what follows, and
certain aspects to consider in a future analysis of this material are highlighted.

48 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p 24
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Table 2
DISTRIBUIION OF MALE AND FEMALE JUDGES BY COURT AND SEX
by Novembe1 30, 1994

Supreme

7

1

14

6

86

Appellate

14

5

36

9

64

Supe,ior

111

34

31

77

69

Disllict

95

27

28

68

72

Municipal

58

33

57

25

43

Total

285

35

100

185

65

Source,' Office of Courts Administration

As can be seen in Table 2, by November 30, 1994, out of a total of 285 members of the
Judiciaiy, 100 m 35% were women, and 185 or 65% were men The dispropmtion is obvious:
there are approximately two male judges fo1 every female judge in the system, If the different judicial levels are analyzed, one observes that women only surpass the men at the municipal level,
which is the lowest echelon and, therefore, of less impmtance and lesser salaiy,
The most recent appointments made by the Governor pursuant to the new Law of the Judiciary of 1994 (Januaiy 25, 1995), has modified somewhat the disttibution at some levels

49 See 1 able 3
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Table 3
JUDICIAL POSillONS FILLED BY JUDICIAL LEVEL AND SEX
by May 18, 1995

:MASC:,?
Supreme

7

1

14

6

86

Appellate

33

7

21

26

79

Superior

127

38

30

89

70

District

81

22

27

59

73

Municipal

69

41

59

28

41

Source: Office of Courts Administration

Comparing the data previously analyzed with the most recent appointments, the participation of women in the judiciary has declined significantly-by

3 percentage points This decrease

occurs especially at higher levels , declining by one percent in the category of superior and district
court judges: from 31 % to 30% and from 28% to 27%, respectively, and by 15% in the new Appellate Circuit Court: from 36% to 21 % An increase was registered only in the category of municipal
judges: from 57% to 59%.
This breaks a pattern of improvement in the appointment of women to the judiciary .. As
can be observed in the following table, in 1972 women constituted 8..8% of the judicial body, while
in 1994 they composed 35%
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Table4
COMPOSITION OF IHE JUDICIARY BY YE!l.RAND SEX DAIES SELECTED

1972

159

14

8.8

145

912

1974

174

24

13..8

150

86..2

1978

172

26

15..l

146

84..9

1980

234

47

20 ..0

187

80 ..0

1991

261

79

30.3

182

69 ..8

1992

286

92

32..2

194

67.4

1994

285

100

35.l

185

64 ..9

1995

317

101

3L9

216

681

Source .. Office of Courts Administration

The increase in women in the judiciary until 1994 coincides with the process of then increased access to the legal profession over the last fifteen years, as can be seen when we compare
Table 4 with Table 5
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Table 5
TOTAL MEMBERS OF BAR ASSOCIATION BY YEAR AND SEX 1980-1995
,_;--'

'•-'.:_.:·;;:-.--'./?'. •.<:::;;:.cc,, ···••··.1'
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I
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,'

::·.

• •.:':·

' ' ;:.:c::.:' ,:::.

·.:••:··
Ii
;

'.

•/;/•Zi: ·:cc
':

',

'

·,,i{I< tz1

cce;:.;:•::·:,
,;:.:,'

,,

',

. _.,,·.<·'.·

11?•)
.•.·.!{:·:

1980

5,789

1,027

17.74

4,762

82.26

1981

6,045

1,126

18.63

4,919

81.37

1982

6,270

1,193

19..03

5,077

80,97

1983

6,423

1,261

19 ..63

5,162

80.37

1984

6,505

1,322

20.32

5,183

79 ..68

1985

6,710

1,403

20 ..91

5,307

79.09

1986

6,990

1,513

2165

5,477

7835

1987

7,221

1,626

22.52

5,595

7748

1988

7,464

1,745

2338

5,719

76.62

1989

7,710

1,871

24..27

5,839

75 73

1990

7,958

1,992

25 ..03

5,966

74 ..97

1991

8,137

2,122

26..08

6,015

73..92

1992

8,424

2,305

27..36

6,119

72.64

1993

8,631

2,428

28.13

6,203

7187

1994

8,954

2,603

29 ..07

6,351

70.93

1995*

9,109

2,672

29..33

6,437

70.67

*Until April 4, 1995
Source. Puerto Rico Bar Association

Available data on the number of male and female attorney members by year and sex show
that the profession, until recently identified as only appropriate for men, admits more and more
women each yea, .. A percentage review of the number of new members of the Bai Association by
yea, and sex, cleaiiy verifies the dimensions of this process.
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Table 6
NEW MEMBERS OF THE BAR ASSOC/AITON BY YEAR AND SEX 1985-1994

1985

241

80

3320

161

66.80

1986

326

117

35..89

209

64.11

1987

292

121

4144

171

58 56

1988

291

123

42..27

168

57 73

1989

303

131

43.23

172

56.77

1990

306

128

41 83

178

5817

1991

267

142

5318

125

46 82

1992

369

157

42.55

212

5745

1993

314

143

45..54

171

5446

1994

389

182

46.79

207

53 21

Source. Puerto Rico Bar Association
Considering the evident trend towards an increase of women in the legal profession, the recent decrease in u'leir pmticipation in the judicial profession becomes disturbing, especially when
up to now, their appointments reflected a rise in the proportion of women in that profession.
We must point out that some studies on occupational segregation by sex in the judicial
field, analyze the statistical data in relative terms based on the number of men and women in the
legal profession

50

Other studies use the number of female and male lawyers with the requisite

SOThe U. S Supreme Court uses a similar analysis to evaluate allegations of job discrimination under Title VII of the

Federal law of Civil Rights. See Hazelwood School Dist v United States, 433 US 299 (1977)
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years experience in the practice oflaw to hold a position at the different levels ofthejudiciary.s1 If
we apply these methods to the preceding data, it is possible to conclude that, in general terms,
women ar'e proportionally represented in the Judiciary, According to data provided by the Bar Association,52 as of 1994, out of a total of 8,954 members of the Bar Association, 2,603 or 29 .07%
were women and 6,351 or 70..93%were men,, Approximately the same proportion of two and a half
to one in favor of men holds in the Judiciary, A similar proportion holds between the percentage of
male and female lawyers with the requisite experience for each judicial position and those appointed judges by November 30, 1994, with the exception of the Supreme Court, 53

Table 7
DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS FILUNG JUDICIAL POSIIIONS, AND MALE AND FEMALE
LA WYERS WITH REQUISITE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE TO BE CANDIDAIES TO SUCH POSIIIONS, BY COURT AND SEX
as of November 30, 1994

%

M

%

1,279

22

4,577

78

64

1,476

23

4,947

77

77

69

1,851

25

5,458

75

28

68

72

2,121

27

5,761

73

57

25

43

2,603

29

6,351

71

F

%

M

%

Supreme

1

14

6

86

Appellate

5

36

9

Superior

34

31

27

33

District
Municipal

I
I

Source,5:

F

Pue,to Rico Bar Association
Office of Courts Administration

51 By 1994 these experience requirements were: Municipal (0 years), District (3 years), Superior (5 years), Appellate

(8 years), Supreme (10 years) ..One should remember that the new Law of the Judiciary, Act dated July28, 1994,
modified these requirements I oday 3 years of experience are required for the municipal level, 7 years for the Superior, IOyears for the Appellate In order to be named judge of the Supreme Comt a minimum of 10 years of experience is required. Const. Commonwealth, Art V, Sec, 9 The District level will slowly disappear as the tenns of the
appointments of the judges who occupy positions at that level are fulfilled within a period of eight years
52 See supra I able 5.

53 See I able 7
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The Commission believes that these c1ite1ia are not sufficient by themselves to comprehend
the problem in all its complexity.

54

For example, to make an analysis based only on the available

persons with the requisite years of expe1ience could be inadequate Remember that appointment to
thejudiciruy is a process in which numerous factors intercede ..Several of these facto1s have to do
with the access that potential male 01 female candidates have to the sources of political powet brokers ..An analysis has to establish the extent women in our society enjoy or have enjoyed, to a lesser
extent than men, that kind of access despite the ttaditional obstacles they encounter in the so-called
public world. This can have a definite influence on the possibilities of appointing female lawyers to
the Judiciruy.. This is an area that requires further explmation. Thus other data, such as the following, needs to be analyzed: What is the total pe1centage of applications to the Judiciruy filed by female and male lawyers at each judicial level? What propo1tion exists between the number of male
and female candidates selected and appointed and the number of applications by sex and by judicial
level or categmy? How do the expe1iences and qualifications of female and male judges compate?
Answers to these questions could help reach conclusions at a deeper level Unfortunately, this data
was not available to the Comrnission ..55

It is also necessruy to address other questions related to developments in the jmidical profession and in the rest of the economy. Arn male lawyers conceivably moving into other areas of
the legal profession? How ru·e the economic patterns of society affecting all of this? What is the
profile of the men and women who apply to the Judiciruy? Why is women's access to judicial positions at the highest level of the Judiciruy so limited? Why is it that the level that has most opened

54 Notwithstanding the above, these criteria could have validity, above all, to judge whether or not there is intentional
discrimination, even to determine legal responsibility in given contexts
55 Ihe Commission requested this information from the Office of Judicial Appointments of the Office of the Gover-

nor, but was unable to obtain it; not even for the years before the creation of such Office
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its doors to women is precisely the municipal level, the lowest in the judicial hierarchy? All these
questions and more remain for later studies that require an interdisciplinaiy approach.
Moreover, using only the criteiion of the actual propmtion of female lawyers in the profession to analyze the problem excludes impmtant histmical considerations from the investigation
that serve to imbalance the Judiciaiy We will address these considerations shmtly in this Repmt
Even without the kind of analysis that allows us to gain deeper insight into the patterns of
segregation by sex in the Judiciary, some conclusions that emerge from the transcribed data must
be placed in context.
It is obvious that, over the last two decades, the number of women entering the Judiciaiy

has increased significantly ..Just as obviously, however, a maiked dispropmtion between men and
women, in favor of men, remains within the composition of the judicial body This dispropmtion is
similai in the legal profession, a source for hiring members of the Judiciaiy ..From that perspective,
it reflects the reality of the profession ..In view of that parallel, it is difficult to conclude that gender
disciimination is not evident in judicial appointments .. It is more factual to say that the Judiciary
still suffers from the impact of historical discrinrination which has excluded women from the juridical profession or kept them at a mirrirnum.56 The upshot of the social discrimination that turned
the juridical profession into a prevailing male-dominated field is that women in our society remain
under represented in the practice of the principal function of the Judicial Branch, i.e. settling con0

flicts and adjudicating claims that affect women and men alike. Once they are appointed to the Judiciaiy, women suffer additional forms of discrimination that become appaient in other findings
repmted in this chapter.

56 For a judicial opinion of the prejudices that supported that discrimination, see the conc111rentopinion of Judge

Bradley in the case Bradwell v Illinois, 83 U.S (16 Wall.) 130 (1972), to which note 6 of the Introduction of this
chapter makes reference
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In view of the important function of the Judiciary, whose decisions affect both women and
men, and mindful of the historical exclusion of women from it, the nominating authorities can and
should take positive steps to increase the numbe1 and iatio of women in the Judiciary, especially to
positions of higher iank, despite the actual make-up of the legal profession Not to do so would
unnecessarily retard the process of imparting equal access to men and women in our society to the
important function of dispensing justice.
Due to the complexity of this subject, the Commission recommends that it be studied moie
deeply and broadly and that suitable measures address and remedy the effects of this exclusion or
historical discrepancy.

5.. Discrimination exists against female judges regarding work assignments particularly at
the superior judicial level of the Court of First Instance ..

The Commission received numerous testimonies from both men and women, within and
outside the judicial system, to the effect that established judicial work assiguments reflect disc1iminatory treatment against female judges and respond to sexist stereotypes
A female tiial lawyer told the Commission the following:
I believe that there is also an element .that I consider.. . important and it
is ....the fact that in a way ce1tain areas of law have become feminized, and that we
women attorneys have largely assumed specific kinds of cases[,] such as[,] for example, family law cases[.] It is seen as women's tJial, and in a way that work is
belittled[.] Also, Family Division is perceived as a less important comt, judges of
family law as less impmtant, as if it were a punishment of judges ..
...and I believe that this has a Jot to do with gende1[:] that's women's tJial, that's
an area for women ,5 7

Testimony was also received about the case of a male judge who had repeatedly asked to
be assigned to a juvenile or family relations comtJoom. Each time, the reply was that assigument
"would be a waste"

57

58

Focus Group Interview, Female triallawyers: in matters pertaining to women, at p 71

58 Hearings, June3 and 4, 1994, atp. 33
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This suggests that as women have moved into the legal profession and the Judiciruy, some
specific ru·eas of law previously handled by males, were left more and more to women. As a consequence, those areas began to lose value or wDith within the profession. They began to be seen as
more approp,iate for the temperament and interests of women, such as were, for example, the areas
of juvenile proceedings and family relations ..
One lawyer explained it as follows:
For example, in the wDild of criminal law, of criminal trial, it is not common to
see women dedicated to the private piactice of c,iminal law, and I am speaking
from my perspective. Even, until recently, it was rnre in the regions I am speaking
about, it was uncommon to see a female lawyer in the Legal Aid Society ..Now, at
least, there is a group of female lawyers wDiking, at least in Ponce, Aguadilla and
Mayagiiez ..But still, the [larger] number of criminal lawyers in Legal Aid Society
ru·emale. But in p1ivate prnctice, I repeat, it is rnre to find a female lawye, ..
But, there are other fields where one sees that daily trial is controlled by female
lawyers, such as, for example, the field of family law, DI the field of minors law. I
have been in a mixed comtruom in Ponce, of minors and dmgs-that was a pr~ject that lasted fomteen months-and at that time, the median of trial lawyers going to Minors, were women Most of the Juvenile Solicitors who litigated were
women ..It's as if that area oflaw was being contrulled by . .women, no? 59
Actually, instead of being contrulled by women-which
tion or an act of volition-it

to a certain degree implies inten-

would be better to say that it is an ruea of law in which women law-

yers have either been allowed to enter,

DI

have agrned to enter because othe, ru·eas rue still basi-

cally occupied by men ..
Another lawyer who pruticipated in the Commission's Heruings pointed out that "female
judges rue assigned to the family division justifying this discrimination by saying that women know
how to deal with that" ..60 One lawyer remruked:
Several years ago, it was iare to see a female judge heruing a case and presiding a criminal
comtruom. It was more common to see them in civil comtruorns-in the comtruom that handled civil matters if there were no male judges- and then in family law division and in the juvenile division. They were
assigned to that kind of wDik. For judges, it's possible that there were fewer challenges in those two rueas .. 61
59 Focus Group Interview, Male trial lawyers and prosecutors, at pp. 24-25.

60 Hearings, June 24 and July I, 1994, at p 12
61 Focus Group Interview, Male trial lawyers and prosecutors, at p 18
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Precisely because of that, Depattment of Justice personnel genernlly use the feminine, in
Spanish, to refer to Juvenile Solicitors and Family Solictors as if they were at·eas solely reserved
for women .. This further demonstrates what we have previously repmted. One female judge said
that women judges ate nmmally assigned to family relations iirespective of their expe,ience, and
that women at'e kept in those assignments whether they like them or not

62

Another female judge

said: "I sent out the message that my area of expe1tise was civil, that I had litigated all my life in
civil law, and that was what I was interested in. But they sent me fast to family. Yes, woman .....,
fam.ily"..63
Sexist stereotypes at·e also behind the assignment of judges to criminal comtrooms. One
female judge noted: "Female judges at-enot assigned to criminal comtrooms ..It is believed that, due
to their tempe,runent, women catrnot tolerate shocking situations" 64 On the other hand, a lawye,
pointed out: "That is, you used to think that ladies could not heat criminal cases by jmy, and mix
with all those defense lawyers. Because of all these things, the lady judge has to be protected, she
must be protected"

65

A female prosecutor natrnted an interesting case about a sodomy committed on a boy by a
group of fishe,men At the prelim.inaty heating, the defense attorney asked the female judge to inhibit herself because she was a woman and, as pa,t of the evidence for the defense of his clients,
they had to show their genitals Although the defense attorney explained that the clients would feel
uncomfortable in exposing theiI private patts to a female judge, it is not hatd to believe that, fun-

62 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, atp. 4.
63 Focus Group Interview, Female Judges, at p 16.

64 Hearings,May27,

1994, atp 10.

65 Focus Group Interview, Male trial lawyers and prosecutors, at pp. 1 7-18 Note the use of the term "lady" to denote
specific attributes and stereotypes associated with women, that, ultimately, end up imposing limitations on them
After all, it is believed that, there are areas that are "proper of the ladies", and others that are not
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damentally, the lawyer espoused the notion that this was not the smt of situation that a woman
should be exposed to,66
A female judge testified about how difficult it is fm women to reach and preside a criminal
comtroom; it is considered a man's field. Ihe female judge recalled how she had to "break the ice"
as a prosecutor because a woman's capacity to cauy a felony case was in doubt As a judge, she
had long been denied a chance to preside in criminal comt despite her previous experience in that
field, She declared that she had been displaced, even by less-experienced judges,67
Another female judge recalled the following experience:
I remember that I wanted to go to a comt and I was told that the presiding
judge said that he didn't want any female judges in the criminal area,,,,All I wanted
was a criminal comtroom, and I said that. ,J even offered to take the night shift if
no one wanted it. They told me no because the presiding judge didn't want women
in a criminal comtroom,,, ,because all they were going to do was cause problems
for him, 68
What problems? Although the female judge was not more explicit, anothe1 female judge
provided a prutial explanation:
My expe1ience, as a judge, has been,,,,,that the female lawyers rue not resentful when a male judge is a disciplined person, a strict person giving them orders, but they do resent - I don't know if in the civil, but in the climinal ru'ea-they
do resent a woman giving these orders, directing the criminal process, and demanding a specific kind ofbehavim in the courtroom..,,69
This suggests that oppmtunities for advancement in the Judiciruy rue more limited for female judges, Likewise, their possibilities of performing in specific rueas ru'elimited
Disproportionate assignment of subject matter jmisdiction shows up cleruly in applicable
statistics,, Right now in the Judiciruy, as we have shown, the propmtion of male judges to female
judges is two to one ..Even in comprumg that conelation, which we do not accept, the distribution
of subject matter jurisdiction reflects a cleru bias based on gender In the ciiminal ru'ea, twenty-

66 Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers and prosecutors, at pp 15-1'7.

6? Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p.4
68 Focus Group Interview, Female Judges, at p 122
69 Di. at p, 31
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three (23) men and eight (8) women preside these comtrooms. 70 This constitutes a propmtion of
2 .9 to I in favm of men, greater than the propmtion of 2 to 1 that the total composition of the Judiciary reflects 71 There arn thirty-eight (38) judges and fomteen (14) female judges in the civil
arna, which produces a propmtion of 2 7 to 1, also higher than the total propmtion of the group. In
family relations, however, the relation is 1 to 1 (nine (9) women and nine (9) men) 72 This means
that women ar·e over represented, in proportional terms, in the area of family relations .. Evidently,
women ar·e more represented in the area of family relations than in the areas of cdminal
law

01

civil

73

70 As of November 30, 1994, there were 111 positions filled in the Superior Cowt, of which 34 (31 %) were women
and 77 (69% ), were men Data was submitted by the Office of Courts Administration Io this we must be added a
male judge who presides over both civil and criminal matters. See I able 8, infra.
71

The propmtion is exactly 3 to l if we add the male judge who presides over both
civil and criminal matters. See the previous note

72

There are three (3) male judges that preside over civil matters such as family relations, which would raise the
number of male judges in this area to twelve (12) The exact proportion would be of 1 3 to 1
73 See Table 8, that follows
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Table 8
ASSIGNMENT OF SUPERIOR COURT JUDGES BY REGION, SEX AND CASES
by November 30, 1994

,,

._,,,, __
F

M

F

F

M

F

M

San Juan

3

15

3

4

3

1

Bayamon

3

3

2

4

1

3

Ponce

2

2(a)

1

3

1

Carolina

2

2

1

2

1

Caguas

1

2

l(a)

2

Aiecibo

3

-

2

-·

2

F

M

3

-

-

F

M

M

9

23

32

28

72

1

-

7

10

17

41

59

1

-

5

5

10

50

50

1

-

5

6

11

45

55

-

1

2

6

8

25

75

-

-

1

4

3

7

57

43

1

-

1

..1111

Hnmacao

-

3

-

2

-

l(b)

-

-

-

6

6

-

100

Mayagiiez

-

4(c)

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

6

6

-

100

Aguadilla

-

2

--

1

1

4

5

20

80

Guayama

-

3(d)

-

1

3

4

25

75

-

l(a)

-

1

Utuado

-

l(a)

-

1

Subtotal

14

38

Temporary
placement

-

-

Aibonito

I

Total
%

73

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

2

-

100

-

-

-

-

-

2

2

-

100

76

110

1

1

-

8
-

52 I
27

1

23
-

9
-

I 31 II
261

74

9

50

3

-

-

I

18

50

1

I

6

-

-

91
33

34

111 I

6711 31 I

I
691

(a) The judge, or one of the judges also presides over family relations matters,

102

111

31
-

31

69
100
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(b) The judge also attends to minors' cases ..

(c) One of the judges also attends to c,iminal matters .
(d) One of the judges also attends to minors' cases; another judge also attends to criminal matters.

Source. Office of Courts Administration
Contrary to the numbers and the statements reported above, some judges, always men, expressed opinions similar to the following: There is no discrimination against female judges in assignments to criminal courtrooms; what happens is that most female judges don't want the assignment 74 Or, the assignment ofjudges by subject matte, jurisdiction is not made on the basis of gender; the selection is based on the interest of each candidate, the position that exists at the moment
of his or her arrival, and waiting lists, or traditions that exist in the judicial center. 75 Or, it is not
that women judges ar·e not prefoired; what happens is that presiding judges prefer judges whom
they know, who won't have specific problems, who can work as a team and who already know the
system.76
Sexist stereotypes are clearly evident here: as a general rule women don't have major
knowledge, they have "certain" problems, they can't work as a team, and they do not know the
system. However, the assignment of judges by subject matter jurisdiction follows the same pattern
with newly appointed male and female judges who cannot be accused of negative work because
they ar·etotally new to the system. Requisite work experience for each judicial categmy is the same
for men and women, which means that a female superior court judge like male judges in that categmy, albeit newly appointed, must have already accumulated the requisite experience and know!edge.

74 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, atp. 18
75 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p. 2
76 Diatp
16
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One judge argued that overt discrimination in the assignment of female judges to family
relations courtrooms has to do with the susceptibility of male judges, that most males suffer stress
in these courtrooms, and that others have personal problems that could influence their decisions ..77
Those explanations, of course, are equally applicable to female judges; they do not really establish
a difference between men and women.
6

Instances of unequal treatment that are ba,ed on gender and occur in the as ,ignment
of courtroom, from a territorial point of view and in Judicial transfer, within the
system ..

Traditionally, the length of time in a position and the needs of the system are two criteria
that are primaiily advanced, to justify courtroom assignments and judicial transfers Nevertheless
the Commission repeatedly heaid testimony on gender discrimination in the assignment of female
judges since assignment sometimes responds to another kind of criteria including specific preferences of presiding judges, some of whom have openly expressed their preferences for male judges
and do not want female judges in their regions. 78
Beyond the pn,ferences of presiding judges, views and beliefs that have nothing to do with
the appropriate criteria for the assignment of courtrooms are also influential. For exainple, the
Commission received several testimonies about a specific court that had plenty of female judges,
and was even administered by a woman This court was called "the court of the Amazons" 79
Many persons said that no more female judges should be sent to that court. One person even
pointed out: It has never been said not to send more male judges to courts that have a majority of
males, or all the judges ai·e male, or to courts called by a special naine ..80

77 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p. 18
78 Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p. 1
79 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 14
BOD; atp.8
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The preceding is a good example of how sexist criteria can intervene, or is inserted, to determine courtroom assignments from a territorial point of view.
Concerning Supe1ior Court judges, courtroom assignments and transfers are conditioned
by subject matter jurisdiction of available courtrooms ..In speaking of criminal courtrooms, for example, this fact is often used to make decisions based on gende1, an aspect amply discussed in the
section on disc1iminatory treatment in the assignment of courtrooms by subject matter jurisdiction
As we pointed out then, there are judges who refuse to consider women fm criminal courtrooms. 81
In those cases, the alternatives for courtroom assignments from the territorial point of view are
limited ..
That also is the tendency, examined before in another pait of this Report, in assigning female judges to certain ai·eas of law, such as family relations and minors, before assigning them to
others .. That fact conditions the territorial assignment. The same sexist stereotypes that operate in
other a,·eas rue, from that point of view, at the basis of these dete1minations
One female judge recalled the following expe1ience:
Out on the Island (inte1im of the country) it was the customaiy to go and
stay one yea, [in a specific place] and [after a while] another judge comes to replace you. [ It's like a rotation ...because ......
it' s normal. Then we a,·e placed where
we rue going to be.. more or less permanently .....
in what this means in the Judicial
Branch I stayed because, for reasons that I have never understood, there never
was space for me ..There was space for everyone else except me 82
The testimony given by another female judge is also significant to see the stereotypes at
work:
When the judge of [such a place] resigned the position and the position
was vacant, the presiding judge was told that he should try to fill it with a
judge from the region. He first spoke with men, but no one wanted iL ...There
were two female judges left ...When he didn't have any other options and was
told that he had to fill it [the vacancy], he fast spoke to the other female judge
who had less time in the system and he asked her....She told me that he asked
her in this way: "Judge, the position of [such a place] is vacant I was told to
81 Focus Group Interview, Female Judges, at p 122

82 Di. at pp. 13-14.
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fill it with someone from the region ..I know that you are not going to want to
go because [....the trip J it's very dangerous for women" .. That's how he told
her.. ltold her: "But I'm interested" ..It looks like she told him. Then ... welLhe
asked me ......
he said ....in the same way: "Judge, you know the judge [of such
place] resigned ...and the position is available [of such a place] But I know
that women do not like that [to make dangerous trips] and that trip is so long
to [that place]". That's what he told me I told him: "Well, look, judge, I'm
not afraid [of the trip J "83
This case could be interpreted as an example of preferential tr·eatment to women because
they are being shown special considerations, i.e .., that women should not be subjected to dangerous
trips But it is based on a stereotype, so ingrained that women arn not even given a chance to say
how they feel about it They are simply dismissed
Obviously, the fact that sexist stereotypes like this one exist, operating at every level of the
system, is a somce of disc,iminatmy behavior towards women ..
However, there are those who say that those same stereotypes operate in favor of women
when they arn assigned to comts near their homes and of easier access, taking into consideration
their gender, that they are single or divorced with the custody of childrnn, that they are married and
their husbands not willing to move, or that they remain for long periods of time away from home,
and many othe1 circumstances. The Commission consulted with officials of the Office of Comts
Administration on this matter and their response was that, overall, women receive the same treatment as men. The criterion of proximity to the home is applied to both males and females if the
comtrooms are available Othe1wise, both male and female judges, particularly new appointees,
must be sent wherever a vacancy exists. Under those circumstances, both genders have the same
chance of being assigned to places far from their homes and less accessible, like Utuado, Jayuya,
or Maricao for those judges who live in the metropolitan area ..84

83 Di. atpp. 49-51
84 The Judges Assignment Unit of the Office of Cmnts Administration was consulted.
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Since women, as a general rule, take charge of child care and assnme custody in separation
or divorce cases, the Commission believes this aspect should be given importance in order to eliminate differences in opportunities for men and women .. This entails equitable treatment that takes
into account every circumstance that conditions the potential of men and women in om society ..85

7

The notion that unequal treatment exists against female judges is prevalent regarding the distribution and retention of administrative positions

Regional presiding judges of the judicial system are simultaneously administrators of the
judicial centers located at the head of pmported judicial districts. Traditionally, this post has been
filled primarily by men. As a female judge told the Commission, no more than two women have
ever administered the regions at the same time. 86 This is the case despite the fact that, until recently, there were twelve judicial regions plus the Director of the Juvenile Program, who also holds
the rank of presiding judge

87

The above datum was confumed by the Office of Com ts Admini-

stration. At other times there has been only one female judge regional presiding judge
It should be noted, however, that the biggest concentration of female superior court judges

occurs in the large, courts; there are small courts like Utuado and Aibonito where female supeiim
comt judges are not represented This limits then options when appointments are made. See Table
9 below.

85 See the definition of "equity"in the chapter on General theoretical framework of this Report.
86 Focus Group Inte1view, Female Judges, at p. 18 By November 30, 1994 there were only 2 female presiding judges

(Source: Office of Courts Administration)
87
At the date of this Report's publication, there were thirteen judicial regions with the creation of that of Fajardo
Thereis also a position of Presiding Judge of the Juvenile Program and the position of Presiding Judge of the Circuit
Court of Appeals Nevertheless, there continue to be only two female regional presidingjudges (Source: Office of
Courts Administration)
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Table 9
ASSIGNMENT OF SUPERIOR COURT JUDGES BY REGION AND SEX*
by November 30, 1994
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Sou1ce Office of Cou1ts Administration

A female judge told the Commission that, based on her personal expeiience, a system of
unequal treatment exists against female judges in designating p1esiding judges. 88 One man's testi-

88 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p 14
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mony is significant in this respect; he recalled a female judge in a ce1tain comt who was slightly
older than he and a person of great professional respect and very competent.
To my smp1ise ...., I anive as presiding judge of that comt. I mention it
as an example of (possible discrimination) .....
perhaps .....seeing it now. At that
time I didn't see it in that way. I'm seeing it in that dimension ..now, after
twenty-two years in this activity .89
Yet, it was also pointed out that male p1esiding judges are "allowed" to stay administrating
"foreve1" "because they are fiiends, or for other consideiations" ..90 Terms for female judges tend
to be shortei ..91 A case in point was that of a female presiding judge who was retired from the position under pressmes from the region's lawyers The system did not respond in the same manner,
however, when similar pressmes were exerted against male presiding judges 92
Attitudes assUIIled by the system against female presiding judges often reflect sexist
stereotypes .. A female judge told the Commission that when she was an administrator, eveiytime
she spoke about the problems in her region, she'd receive reactions like the following : ''These
women really don't know how to manage, because they're always complaining Girl, you sure ask
for a lot" ..93
Several people also said that associate presiding judges receive unequal treatment too A
female judge recounted the following experience:
This presiding judge named as second in command a fiiend of his who
anived about the same time I did ..That didn't bothe1 me too much But when
he left, I was the person with the most seniority." .. Then, anothe1 younger
judge anived, with less professional and judicial expe1ience and he was
named .. (The presiding judge) at one time confronted me and said: ''I'm going
on vacation. I'm going to name so and so Associate Presiding Judge.

89 Focus Group Interview, Male txiallawyers and prosecutors, at pp 11-13
9

°Focus Group Interview, Female judges, at p

18

91 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p 14

92 Di at p. 14; Focus Group Interview, Female Judges, at pp 45-46
93 Hearings, June 17 and 18, at p 6
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You don't want the position, 1ight?" I replied: "With all due respect,
Judge, I understand that to be yom decision , not mine." And obviously, he
passed me over.....and did so over andover again ..94
Some persons said that stereotypes also rue reflected in ce1tain types of functions assigned
to women in gene1al, and to women who take on administrative duties .. One judge pointed out that
runong her duties as deputy administrator was to organize pruties.95
The administrative direction of the comts has always fallen to male judges, with only one
exception who, although a lawye1, was not a judge .96There had never been a female judge in the
administrative direction of the system The fast woman to hold the position was nruned recently, 97
an appointment that has been viewed with reservations solely because she is a woman ..The Commission herud testimony about a judge who, regruding a memorandum from the female Comts
Administration Dfrector, said this: "I don't have to listen to that woman ..Who is that woman to tell
me what to do?" 98 The person offe1ing that testimony, painted the following general pictme:
The tendency in the system is for women to occupy positions unde1 the
supervision of men. The system tends to suppress, or to gloss over, any discrepancies of opinion between men and women, encomaging the woman to yield, to
back down. The system is operated and the problems addressed, by giving preference to solutions and suggestions offered by men. If a woman is nruned to a position of authority, she is watched constantly; any problem tmns into a clisis ..But if
a man is involved, he is transferred without being censmed. 99
8

Decisions and negative administmtive reactions especially towards female judges
occur in the judicial system which are either founded on sexist stermtypes and the
application of different standards to women or ,espond to notions about how women
act

94 Focus Group Interview, Judges, at pp. 10-11

95Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, alp. 5
96 A. Tmres, Esq., Administrative Director of the Courts, under Chief Justice Jose TriasMonge, was not a judge.
97 Mercies M , Esq

98Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p 3 and paper
99Di ..atp 2
100 Hearings, May 27, 1994, atpp 10
101 Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, pp
IOZ Di alp 3.
103 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, pp -4.
104 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p. 6
105 Di. atp 6
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By this, we are not refeuing to the problems related to the assignment of subject matter
jmisdiction or to comt assignments from a tenitmial perspective, subjects which are discussed
separately elsewhere in this Repmt. We are dealing here with considerations of a different nature,
presented primarily by female judges ..Taken together, these considerations led the Commission to
conclude that incidents of disc,iminatmy treatment of female judges by system administrators do
occm in the comts .
Female judges, it was noted, tended to be more supervised than male judges ..Female judges
were expected to justify eve1ything, even attending seminars and training. One deponent asse1ted
that a female judge having lunch outside the comt and taking more than the allotted time to retrnn
is questioned while male judges are not

100

One female judge contended that women are disc1iminated against regarding assignment of
shifts, administrative appointments and authmization for seminars and trips ..101 The impression the
Commission received is that, if female judges were available, they'd be considered favorably fm
night

OJ

weekend shifts for the determination of cause .. Meanwhile, male judges am prefeued for

administrative designation to act in higher judicial ranks in, what is known as the "inter curia
movement of judges." In the fit st case, it could be believed that women, unlike men, are less likely
to object to taking orders, especially if the person doing the ordering is a man .. In the second case,
as the Commission was often told, the idea that male judges ate perceived as more knowledgeable
and expe,ienced, may very well be at the bottom of it
It was also noted that when male judges are not willing to handle difficult cases that take
them outside their comtroom, they are assigned to female judges ..102
Still, the statements of some deponents suggested that judicial evaluation by both male and
female presiding judges can be affected by the application of different moral standards and by sexist stereotypes One woman judge testified that some mat1ied judges have affaiis with other women
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that are public knowledge and are not called "to task", unlike the way women judges are treated for
anything that could be viewed as a breach of court decomm

103

Another woman judge shared the following expe,ience: Despite statistical evidence that she
had resolved the largest number of cases in a certain court, the p,esiding judge always singled out
two male judges as the most productive. When he was finally confronted with the statistics, he was
surprised .. "I thought that she (the judge) was only capable of organizing parties," he said, " but
she resolved the most cases." 104 Beyond any doubt, general inrpressions rooted in stereotypes can
influence judicial evaluations .
The same predicament can occur with conventional opinions about how male and female
judges conduct themselves with each other.. In that regard, it was asse,ted that discussions and
problems among female judges are desc,ibed as "gossip" by "foolish" women, unlike arguments
among men which ar·e seen as se,ious discussions from a professional perspective .105
Also raised was the question that on occasions administrative decisions favor male judges
reflecting obvious bias against female judges A female judge, fo, example, recalled the following
expe,ience: She was assigned to a civil courtroom in a ce,tain court that was slow in expediting its
cases and in a short time she brought them up to date. A male judge was subsequently assigned to
her courtroom while she was moved to another civil courtroom with similar problems of speed ..She
brought this new court up to date and the previous situation repeated itself when another new male
judge ar,ived Ihen the presiding judge announced that he had reconsidered assigning a family
courtroom to a male judge and would assign it to her.. She refused to accept the assignment because
she believed she was being discriminated against
9.
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The judicial system doe, not adequately inte,vene with certain discriminatory conduct by judge, that violate the Canons of Judicial Ethic,.

106

Di. at p. 5. It is interesting to note that the female judge apparently endorsed the opinion of those who devalue the
area of family relations, as pointed out in other chapters of this Report, as a result of viewing this field of law as "a
woman's thing"
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Ihe Commission received ample testimony regarding judges who incur in ce1tain kinds of
prejudicial conduct without being dealt with adequately, or in some cases, not at all. 107 The general
understanding is that since many cases deal with acts that, by themselves, are not sufficient to justify disciplinruy action, this type of conduct has no repercussion fm those who incur in it, meaning
that they continue to behave in the same way. However, the recmrence of this smt of conduct could
justify an initial administrative investigation to dete1mine disciplinruy action. Pe1iodic evaluations
of the judiciruy should also be taken into account Under many circumstances, nonetheless, prejudicial conduct is so se1ious or ominous that the system should act inunediately
Incidents denigrnting to women who tum to the courts were recounted at Commission
heruings.. These incidents emphasized the insensitivity of the courts towruds them One deponent
commented on the case of a male judge who asked female c1irne victims to accompany him to a
p1ivate place so he could vedfy theiI injmies and contusions ..This same judge asked a woman with
a breast injmy to let him see the othe1 to comprue the two. This situation was fully known to the
cmresponding presiding judge, but no measures were ever taken to cmrect his behavim 108
One deponent pointed out: "The curious prut of the judicial system is
that the most brubruic and atrocious anecdotes about the things judges did,
continue to be told, herud, applauded, and treated like a big joke .." 109 The
same deponent added: "The judges who exhibit this problem don't have major
dissuasive measures to modify their behavim .. The power that they have and
the lack of conective measures, assure them that they don't have to change
theiI behavior"110
The response of the system-if

there is one-is

to transfer the judge to another comt in-

stead of piessing chruges..Sometimes he is transferred to a comt where the1e is minm supe1vision,
increasing his chances to cause majm damage

107

1 11

See findings 2 and 6 of the chapter entitled Interaction in the Comts

lOSHearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p. 3
109 Di
110 Di.atp

11

111Diatp8.
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Most of the time, the situation is about remarks, reactions and sexist expressions that trunish judicial procedures .. The Comts Administration Office tries to combat this situation through
seminrus and judicial ethics orientations and, when it leruns about individual accusations, by pe1sonally speaking to both male and female judges who incur in such behavior or to then supe1visors ..
Nonetheless, the lack of real and effective restraints, such as an inquny into the dilemma and applying disciplinruy sanctions if the evidence suggests a genuine problem, makes judges of both
genders indifferent to then obligation to modify then behavior.
It is nnportant to remember that, according to the Canons of Judicial Ethics, all judges, especially those in administrative positions, ru·e obligated to ensiue that the behaviOJ of then· colleagues is in keeping with the canons Further, they must "promote disciplinruy procedures that
proceed against any Judge or lawyer who acts improperly or dishonestly, when they personally
know it fOJ a fact." 112 Only in that way, in the absence of complaints from outside the system, can
the Office of Courts Administration get involved in the matter and initiate an investigation Still,
the Commission believes it is essential that existing complaint mechanisms be exanrined so that
individuals offended by a judge's prejudicial actions can count on agile and accessible means to file
then complaints ..
IO. Court facilities have certain deficiencies that especially affect women employees,
visitor:s and users

Court facilities were designed primruily for its male clientele. As a consequence, women
who go to the courts as pruties or witnesses or in seruch of a service OJ who apperu as the accused
OJ as the defendant confront multiple problems that are specific Female employees of the court
experience the same problems.
First, individuals who go to the court with then children, most of whom ru·e women who
rue forced to do so due to special circumstances, confront problems in sessions when then children

112 CANONS OF JUDICIAL ETHICS OF PUERTO RlCO, Canon IV (1977), 41.PN
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in some way , disturb court proceedings either by speaking, crying, standing up or moving around.
This is made worse by the fact that preferential shifts for people in such situations are non-existent
in the courts 113
1he Commission heard testimony to the effect that male and female bailiffs and judges
tend to be severe in these situations, loudly scolding mothers for the behavior of their children and
ordering them to abandon the courtroom.114 1hese scoldings affect women, making them nervous,
even possibly having a negative impact on those who have to testify ..115 A trial lawyer pinpointed a
similar situation in child support units located in the courts, where women have to stand in long
lines with their children as they wait to be attended .116
The Commission received many recommendations on the need fo1 waiting rooms and child
care centers .117 This recommendation was repeated with regatd to employees of the courts. During
school vacations and when the boys and girls at·e out of class, many female, and a few male, employees have to b1ing them to their offices 118 This is a source of many problems
Second, female inmates and minor defendants who must appeat before the bench face the
problem that, generally, there ate no special or sepatate cells for women. The cells in the courts ate
not equipped in any way for women .. Sanitaty services at·e exposed, for exainple, and their cells
adjoin those of men which is a somce of many undesirable situations : exhibitionism and sordid
expressions of a sexual nature, ainong them In the court rooms fo1 minors, the situation is even
worse: usually they have only one cell.119

113 Hearing, June 10 and 11, 1994, atp 20
114 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 5; Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p ..20
115 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 37
116 Focus Group Interview, Male family triallawyers, at pp. 82-83. This particular situation shall change by virtue of
the Organic Law for the Administration for Child Support, Act No .. 86 dated August 17, 1994, that transfeued the
responsibilities related to child support to the Department of Social Services of Puerto Rico

117 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 37; Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p. 18; Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994,
at p 1; Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 5, among others.
118 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 9
119 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at pp. 31 and 37; Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at pp 3 and 5; Hearings, June 24
ND July 1, 1994,atp.5
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Recommendations
1. The Judicial Brauch should foster the development of training aimed at supervisory
personnel, male aud female presiding judges.. These trainings should include modules
about occupational segregation by sex aud discrimination in employment because of
gender.

2

The Office of Courts Administration must take affirmative measures against occupational segregation by sex, especially in those areas of employment that affect services
to court clientele such as the office of the bailiff

3 . The Office of Courts Administration should endeavor to prepare statistical reports on
occupational segregation by sex in order to examine the patterns aud existing tendencies in diverse wotk categories, so that pertinent administrative aud educational measmes cau be taken ..
4.. The Office of Courts Administration should issue specific directives regar·ding the illegality of using pregnancy or possible pregnancy as a criterion in hiring personnel
5. The Office of Courts Administration should emphatically cir'culate its public policy on
gender discrimination in employment and the availability of a procedme for such
complaints aud legal action.
6

The Executive Brauch, thmugh its Office of Judicial Appointments, assigned to the
Governor's Office, must engage in more profound studies about occupational segregation by sex, particularly judicial nominations, addressing the different categories on the
judicial ladder ..

7. The Office of Judicial Appointments, assigned to the Governor's Office, should develop au information system about applications forjudicial positions aud appointments
that facilitates investigations about the subject.
8

The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court should be alert to the diverse mauifestations of
gender discrimination in employment when he exercises his constitutional powers to
assign courtrooms aud appoint male aud female presiding judges.

9. The Office of Courts Administration, all presiding judges of the system must be alert
to the possible manifestation of discriminatory tr·eatment, particularly regarding female
judges in assigning subject matter jurisdiction
10 The system of judicial evaluation of the Judicial Brauch should evaluate the perfo1m-

auce of all judges regarding diverse mauifestations of gender discrimination, especially
in what is related to judicial temperament
11 . The Office of Courts Administration should be more emphatic in investigating situations that reflect discriminatory attitudes on the part of members of the judiciary aud
the system's support personnel
116
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12. The Office of Comts Administrntion should study the possibility of establishing day
care centers for all children, at least in the biggest and most crowded comts, that are
open to all employees and to the geneial public
13. The Office of Comts Administration should fulfill the need for adequate facilities in
the comts for their female clientele, especially in the areas of criminal cases and the
juvenile justice system.
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Chapters

Interaction in the Courts
Introduction
In fulfilling its commitment to examine the Judicial Branch, the Commission learned how
gender reveals itself in the daily interaction between men and women in the cornts of Puerto Rico
In some respects, however, the results of orn investigation went beyond the cornts to cover the
whole system of justice .. Interaction is generally understood to mean "the reciprocal action that is
exercised between two or more objects, agents, forces, functions, etc .." 1 In social sciences, and
within the framework of relationship theory, the term refers to interpersonal relations ..2 This study
alludes to the way some persons usually relate to others within a specific social space, that is, the
daily contact and the exchange of information between them, in its broadest sense, parting from the
analysis of the social production of gender.
As the chapter on the General theoretical frarnewmk of the Repmt pointed out, it was decided to include relationships and interactions that occur between every person who performs duties in the Judicial Branch

01

who come into contact with its activities. Included, then, ar·e the inter-

actions between male and female judges, male and female lawyers, prosecutors, bailiffs, clerks,
secretaries and other personnel of the judicial system, persons accused, or defendants, or victims of
crimes or minor offenses, civil litigants, witnesses, visitors, and other persons who use the services

1 REAL ACADEMIA ESPANOLA, DICCIONARIO DE LA LENGUA ESPANOLA 832 (21st ed 1992)
2 DICC!ONARIO DE CIENCIAS SOCLALES 1145 (Madrid, Institute of Political Studies, 1975)
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that the Judicial Branch provides That interaction takes place in the different spheres

.

01

physical

spaces of the courts: in offices, hallways, reception areas, in different wmk units, in courtrooms, in

iI
I

cafeterias and on the premises of the court
The Commission examined incidents that show

01

suggest the presence of stereotypes de-

rived from attributes socially assigned to women and men. 3 On most occasions these attributes take
the form of dichotomies, whose elements are chruacteiized by their polruity: positive and negative ..
For exrunple, the dichotomies "active - passive," "rational - emotional," "strong - weak" In the
patriruchal system that chruactetizes our society, the positive attributes that we usually associate
with the superiority of one human being over another in terms of intellect, temperrunent and physical or spiritual str·ength, ru·e generally identified with men, in obvious detriment to the image of
women ..The force of these stereotypes is based on the fact that the distinction between the masculine and the feminine is one way of organizing advantages and disadvantages, social ptivileges, and
power in society in general and at institutional levels. 4 The results of this distinction have traditionally been disctiminatory against women.
Stereotypical conceptions related to gender can ruise at any moment in routine interpe1sonal relations Stereotypes can be explicit or surreptitious in expression, speech and social practice .. Stereotypes can even be inte1woven in discourses that contradict the stereotype itself, hence,
exerting enormous power.. That is why the forces that change stereotypes are necessruy elements in
projects of equity and justice in modern societies .5
Historically, obedience to established demands based on gender, even by persons prejudiced by them, was imposed after much struggle and by manifold sanctions applied to men as well

3 Id. In this respect, see the part entitled The rncial produc.tion of stereotypes in the chapter of the General theoretical

framework in this Report
4 Nancy Andes, Social Class and Gender, An Empiric.al Evaluation of

Oaupational Stratification, 6(2) GENDER
SOC'Y 231-251 (1992)
5 IAN PARKER, DISCOURSE DYNAMICS: CRITICAL ANALYSIS FOR SOCIAL AND INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY 47 (1992)
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as women who violated established nonns. More recently, the blaming of victims is the most advanced control mechanism ove1 behaviors that have to do with gender. "Blaming the victim" reasons that a victim of disc1iminatmy practices, provokes or desires them and, therefore, dese1ves
them. This kind of reasoning is employed especially when women am objects of tape or sexual hatassment In many cases, women feel guilty when theit assigned space is violated. At the saine time,
men pmpmtedly blatne them, "because they ai·e provocative bodies, disobedient bodies, or bodies
that ai·e where they should not be .." 7
Regaiding the negative effects of such stereotypes in the wmk place: studies have been
made, atnong others, on the different ways men and women routinely interact ..8 Stereotypes intpose
burdens on men and women At the saine time, stereotypes promote a double standaid about theit
behavior.. A body of evidence on the emotional development of men shows that our society does not
allow young men to express theit ange1 in positive ways that pe1mit interaction and solidaiity. 9 To
the cont, aiy, the it anger stimulates an aggressive reaction consonant with perceptions of strength
and powe1 that supposedly chaiacte1ize a man. The man who acts in this way does so within socially established paiaineters of masculinity If a woman did the satne thing, she would be contradicting what society expects of her.. I hat is why different words ate used to desctibe each case .. A

7 Madeline Roman, Prindeme fuego si quiere,sque te olvide

del delito pasional a lo pasional del deli to, in lvIAS
ALLA DE LA BELlA (IN)DIFERENCIA: REVISION POSI FEMINIS IA Y O'IRAS ESCRIIURAS POSIBLES 153
(H. Figueroa-Sauiera et al, eds., 1994)
8 Among other studies that demonstratethe presence of stereotypes, discrimination, 01 discussions regarding gender
in work centers io Puerto Rico, see: MARYA MUNOZ VAZQUEZ & RUIH Sil VA BON!llA, EL HOSTIGAMIENTO SEXUAL: SUS MANIFESTACIONES Y CARACTERISIICAS EN LA SOCIEDAD, EN LOS CENTROS
DE EMPLEOS Y LOS CENTROS DE ESTUDIOS (Rio Piedras: CERES, Center for Social Investigations, UPR,
1985; LOURDES MARTINEZ & RUTH Sil VABONlllA,
El HOSTIGAMIENI'O SEXUAL DE LAS TRABAJADORAS EN SUS CENTROS DE EMPLEOS (Rio Piechas: CERES, Center for Social Investigations, U PR,
1988); Milagros Bravo et al, La Construcci6n social del g6nero y la subjetividad:Educaci6n y trabajo,in ALICE COLON, GENERO Y MUJERES PUERTORRIQUE,,AS 56-83 (Interchange City University of New York and University of Puerto Rico, 1994). HELEN I. SAFA, THE MYTH OF THE MALE BREADWINNER: WOMEN AND INDUSTRIALIZATION IN THE CARIBBEAN (1995)
9 Jean Baker Miller, The Construction of Anger in Women and Men, in WOMEN'S GROWTH IN CONNECTION
181-196 (Judith V Jordan et al. eds, 1991); EDWIN CRUZDIAZE1 AL, REFLEXIONES EN I'ORNO A LA
IDEOLOGIA Y VIVENCIA MASCULINA (Center for Social Investigations, U.PR, 1990); ANDREW I'OLSON,
THE LIMITS OF MASCULINITY: MALE IDENIITY AND WOMEN'S LIBERAIION (1977); CAROL Gill!GAN,
IN A DIFFERENT VOICE (1982).
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man expressing anger, fm example, is assertive., A woman expressing her anger is seen as aggressive and forceful, adjectives that cauy a negative connotation,
Studies on gender also prove that the dissemination of stereotypes has negative effects on
their targets, on the persons who circulate them and on institutions,, A much debated and researched
effect has to do with the credibility of women in the courts., A woman's credibility is impaired
when what she says is filtered through the stereotypes subscribed to by her audience,

01

when her

perspective is omitted from the process of analysis and judicial decision A woman's credibility
implies "that what she says be accepted as fact or that he, motives be accepted as truth " 10
In the context of the courts, the negative effect of stereotypes on credibility has also been
acknowledged by Nmma Wikler based on commission reports on gender discrimination in Mruyland and California.,11 Judges tend to think that, under similar circumstances, women merit less
credibility than men referring to "aggressive" women attorneys, "emotional" women witnesses,

01

women expert wituesses in traditionally "masculine" professional fields Interestingly, says, Wikler, credibility is affected differently by a cmrelation of gender between the speaker and the listener
depending on the subject matter ..Fm example, in testimony of victims of domestic violence in the
California study it was shown that mme male judges than female (53% comprued to 25% for female judges) felt that many women exaggernted their cmrobmative decimations and testimonies,
However, it is impmtant to exercise greater caution in analyzing sexual controversies since these
cases evoke such powe1ful cultural stereotypes that both men and women presume that women lie
and "incite" the sexual aggressions involving them. 12 An impmtant source of bias in evaluating
women's credibility has to do with what is called the "language of women", For example, it has
been proven that more women than men tend to qualify their statements with such expressions as

10

Norma .J Wikler, Credibility in the Courtroom: Does Gender Make a Difference? (unpublished document)
11 Id atp 13
12 Id
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"about", "perhaps", "probably." Women also tend to use such polite fo1ms as "please" and "thank
you"; and to employ adjectives steeped in emotion such as "fabulous" These fo1ms of expressions
tend to diminish women's credibility in men's eyes because men perceive such language as devoid
of strength and power 13
Another aspect of recent investigations on gender that merits notice is the attention given
language analysis in the transmission of stereotypes ..14 Language objectivizes shared expe1iences
and makes them accessible to eve1yone in a linguistic community; in this sense, language symbolizes realities, but because of its semiotic function, 15 it constructs realities at the same time. That is,
language creates new 1ealities because it selects meanings, it denotes, inte1prets and establishes
expectations. Language is not a passive element: it molds, directs and structures social relations
and individual identities .. Its semiotic character pe1mits language to denote power and, at the same
time, be an instrument of power..
In studies on language, definitive and distinct patterns have been found in ways men and
women communicate ..In general, men evidently talk more often and fm longer pe1iods than women.
Men speak in a shaipe1 tone of voice and intenupt others more often than women do .. Men also
tend to fill more space-tenitmy than women. 16 Neve1theless, it is women who ai·e stereotyped as
talkers monopolizing conversations ..Men also tend to vaiy their topics of conversation more than
women do ..These different language patterns between men and women have to do with powe1, becau~e language confers ce1tain advantages on men Language "imposes" male ideas, male ways of
thinking and of wmking, male wmk goals and male expectations regatding the behavior of other

13 Id
14 See the part titled The importance of language in the chapter General Theoretical Framework of this Report
15 For a definition of "semiotic". see note 34 in the chapter on General Theoretical Framework of this Report
16 Nancy Henley & Barrie Tome, Womanspeak and Manspeak: Sex Differences and Sexism in communication, Verbal and Nonverbal, in BEYOND SEX ROLES 201-221 (Alice G Sargent ed, 1977); Candance West, Rethinking
"Sex Difference," in Conversational Topics, in IHE WOMEN AND LANGUAGE DEBATE 263-282 (Camile Roman et al, eds., 1994)
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men and of women. As we mentioned earlier, modes of speaking ar·e inte1preted as marrifestations
of "authOJitative language," appropriate for men but not for women
Another aspect of language that currnnt literature has adcfressed with special attention and
interest is about the meaning of gender in appellatives ..These words ar·e divided into masculine and
feminine, and designate male and female respectively. We identify them as such, piimarily , on the
basis of the masculine and feminine fOJms, of the articles "el" and "la" and of some pronouns that
ar·e directly grouped with the substantive or allude to it 17 Howeve1, "the masculine plurals of articles and pronouns, the, they, these, etc .. [in Spanish "ellos," "ellas"], can also designate a plurality
of females and males, whatever their number and combination, by virtue of the general or genetic
idea that is inherent to the masculine .. 1he appellative nouns of a name, on the other hand, have
these and other limitations. Not only can the masculine plural, such as sons, brother,, [in Spanish],
signify males, but also males and females together.. The masculine singular man means male, but
can also designate women and men when employed in its general OJ gene1ic use" 18 That is, when
we say: "I have seen them today," the pronoun "them" can either refer to men ouly, OJ to men and
to women ..And when we say: "Language distinguishes man from the animals," the gene1ic rnasculine singular "man" in this case refers to both men and women ..
Expe1ts on women's issues have pointed out that such linguistic usages reinforce a vision
of the world from a male point of view and patiiarchal concepts that cause gender discrimination.
Language can make women invisible and bolste1 the idea that she is subordinate to man .. The mere
fact of invariably putting male fOJms before female forms when using both, reafforns this notion.
This obse1vation is not an exaggerated feminist ideology if we remember that, in effect, histOJically

17 REA!. ACADEMIA ESPANOLA, ESBOZO DE UNA NUEVA GRAMAIICA DE LA LENGUA ESPANOLA 173
(1973),
18 Id. atp 174
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women have been invisible, and that historically the relevant and protagonistic role has corresponded to the male
On the other hand, the gender distinction regarding certain types of nouns has shown that
language has lagged behind social developments, particularly in reference to women's achievements, recognition of their rights and their entry into the labor force, including fields traditionally
considered propel to men and controlled by them Consequently, language lacks many of the feminine fmms that can be applied to jobs and professions Feminine forms that have been incorpmated
into some circumstances, are neithe1 socially nor officially accepted by the Spanish Royal Academy of Language., This dilemma also tends to make women invisible and to reaffum the idea that
certain professions and jobs ar·e more approp1iate fm men and, at the same time, becomes an intpediment in the struggle of women to overcome obstacles erected by the social constructs of gender..
Thus the proposal to use, as far as possible, gender neutral language; to insist in the use of
both feminine and masculine plmal fo1ms thereby eliminating the latter's genetic characte1.,To say,
fo1 example: the fathers and the mothers, the male and female prosecutors (in view of the fact that

fiscala, the feminine expression of prosecutor in Spanish, has not taken root), the male and female
judges., Also, a movement to create and generalize feminine fo1ms of nouns that refer to professions
m occupations has been persistent,

l9

It is notewmthy that language is not immutable although conscious change may seem difficult to achieve., Language varies according to social and cultmal change. That is why it is necessary to understand that language is not fixed, but in constant flux ..,.Language is a product, ah=
construction, as is any other hUlllan conduct Those changes, that histmically have been p1imarily

19

See: Isabel Pic6 and Idsa Alegria, El texto libre de prejuicios sexuales y raciales, EL SOL 14-15 (Official Review
of the Puerto Rico Teachers' Association, XXVIlI Year, No 2, 1983)
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unconscious, can be steered through processes of mientation and awarnness .. That, precisely, is
what has been attempted in this case ..
A third fmm of language usage that illustrntes its quality as an instrument of powe, has to
do with attributing meanings to words .. Behind every word is a social construction. For example,

the words "man"and "woman,"''masculine''and ''feminine"do not have inherentmeanings of universa! value; to the contraiy, their meanings vruy from culture to culture and from epoch to epoch.20 The socially dominant meaning of a te1m in a given epoch and culture concerns ways in
which their different meanings compete in an extended plliview (for example, employment, family,
man-woman relations) to make sense of reality and to organize social institutions and then processes ..For many persons, for example, the feminine te1m is associated with such concepts as weak,
feeble, soft, delicate, feminist So much so, that even the Diccionario Espanol de Sin6nimo, y

Ant6nimo, correlates them .21 However, for many women the feminine is not associated with
"feeble" 22 01 "weak," words that convey negative values in neruly eve1y context
Fm many women, the term "feminist" is, in fact, coupled with the history of struggles for
social equity between men and women; for others, however, the term "feminist" means conflict
with men ..These definitions compete to predominate, and it is that competition-to
and Olli wmld-that

define Ollibeing

makes language retain its prominent position as another weapon in the snug-

gle that could lead to greater social equity in labor organizations and in society
Language responds in many ways to the cultural conceptions of each society .. In a society
such as Pue1to Rico which places so much emphasis on the vhginity of women, the word "Miss"

(senorita) together with the wmd "Mrs .. " (senora) also apply, respectively, to single women and
spouses ..This type of distinction does not exist for men. Conversely, the word "Miss," tacitly con-

°

2 CHRIS WEEDON, FEMINISJ PRACIICE AND POSI'SIRUC1URAI.ISI

THEORY 12-42 (1987)

21 DJCCJONARIO ESPANOL DE SINONIMOS Y ANI'ONIMOS 507 (1981)

22 "Feeble" is defined as lax, oflittle strength or resistance. MARIA MOLINER, DICCIONARIO DE USO DEL
ESPANOL, (Madrid, Ed. Gredos, 1984)
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I

veys in its diminutive the idea of smallness, of irnrnatwity, of a woman who has attained pnbe1ty
but is unfulfilled All these connotations apperu, in one fmm or another, in the interaction between
women and men, mruking differences that frequently have disc1iminat01y aims or outcomes
The use of the diminutive in general, applied consistently and more frequently to women,
reflects sirnilru conceptions and produces the srune results .. The "dinrinutive" deflates, lessens and
shrinks .. The diminutive 1:Iansrnits a st:Iung emotional chruge that in its negative aspect can be
sharply pejmative or contemptuous ..In its positive aspect, however, the diminutive can either suggest affection 01 allude to delicate, pliant, tender, sweet and gentle notions It can also belittle the
object of its affection Sentiments of affection, especially when exercised outside of a st:Iictly family or intimate setting, can be condescending and underestimate the person refetred to. Yet, refe1ences to dainty and delicate notions can and do have negative effects on women in that they reinforce sexist stereotypes that buttress discrirninatmy treat:Inent
Ihe diminutive is often linkedto "te1rns of enderument," that is to say, words of affection,
that ar·e commonly used in family or in intimate relations, Depending on the occasion and the ciIcumstance, however, "terms of enderument" take on different meanings .. Expressions such as:
lovey, negrita, 23 deruie, my child, giII ar·e good exrunples .. These words, applied primruily to
women within certain gruups, can even have sexual connotations, and emerge as an impmtant element in creating what legal doct:Iine has defined as a hostile enviiunment in the wmk place within
the ftrunework of sexual harassment More than affection and special considerations unde1lie these
expressions Often, there is also a kind of manipulation that aims to gain favor for those who use
them. In a professional enviiunment, "terms of enderument" can discredit the intellectual and professional capacity of the persons so espied. These expressions also crystallize painful sexist
stereotypes and, when said by superiors, bolste1 notions of infe1iority, of diminished worth or irn-

23 An adequate translation to English of this term does not exist
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portance in their subordinates ..Many of these situations occur at conscious levels, oblivious to the
hatm they may cause ..That is why consciousness-raising is so important in combating discrimination in all its vatiations ..
The way people routinely treat each other constitutes another form in which discrimination
reveals itself. Ihe informality between fiiends and family has no place in official settings where
relations rue more formal, or wheie tradition and custom require formality ..In those circles fatniliatity or infmmality, applied chiefly to women, responds to sexist stereotypes and rouse vruious
forms of discrimination.
Non-verbal language, comprising gestures, poses and body movements, looks and facial
expressions, greatly impact interactional dynatnics ..Body language tends to reproduce, consciously
or not, the same prejudices and attitudes reflected in the spoken word. A mocking smile, a raised
eyebrow, occasionally says as much or more than a word ..If both resomces are used, the result can
be dratnatic
It is well-documented that stereotypes relative to women occur every day at their jobs. It is
also cleat that Puerto Rico is no exception to the rule ..The specific signs of stereotypes ru·e Va.tied:
pejorative jokes, out-of~context flattery, non-verbal sexist language, subtle sexist expressions, sexual hruassment and more.. Our investigation of the interaction between men and women in the
courts revealed that they rue not exempt from harboring stereotypes

Juridical Framework Applicable to Court Interaction
The Constitutional clause that prohibits sex discrimination in Pue,to Rico

24

and Sections

I and 8 of the Bill of Rights, that protect the "dignity" of the human being and the "honor, [the]
reputation and [the] private or fatnily life of Puerto Ricans," provide the parameters for the appli-

24 Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Art, II, Sec. 1
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cation of the Canons of Judicial and Professional Ethics and the legal statutes that embody the interaction between female and male officials, employees, and the public that daily inteuelate in the
courts of the country. Surely, one cannot abstract constitutional precepts when interpreting the
scope of legal or ethical requirements prohibiting conduct that is harmful to human dignity and demanding dignifie,;1,compassionate, respectful and honorable tr·eatrnent toward persons who turn to
the court out of need or for work-related reasons ..
As the Constitutional framework of this Report points out, the clause that supports the inviolability of the dignity of the human being operntes ex proprio vigore, that is, it does not require
any specific statute to enforce it before the courts, and can be invoked in acts of the State and in
certain cases related to private individuals

25

In that regard, since the Judicial Branch is part of the

government of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, any of its acts that imply discriminatory tr·eatment toward any person because of gender could give rise to a cause of action guaranteed by the
Constitution .. Our Supreme Court has recognized the right to be compensated for prejudices that
arise when the State interferes with any individual rights recognized by Constitution itself This
cause of injury, however, does not prevent the individuals affected from safeguarding and protecting their rights through some other available legal recourse, such as interdictory action 26

A.. Canons of Judicial Ethics
The Canons of Judicial Ethics of Puerto Rico regulate the interaction of judges with every
person they relate to in the performance of theirjudicial functions, as well as in their personal lives.
These Canons, adopted by the Supreme Comt in 1977, constitute "minimum mies of behavior that
every judge must follow faithfully 27

....[and]

they do not exclude other forms of con-

25 Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, A.It. II, Sec 1

26 See Arroyo v. Rattan Specialtie< Inc, 117 D PR. 35 (1986)
27
CANONS OF JUDICIAL EIHICS OF PUERTO RICO, CanonXXVI (1977), 41 PRA. Ap IV-A
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duct ,..established by law or that are inherent to the traditional decorum of the Judiciary". According to Canon I, in addition to adrniniste1ing justice, the comts have the mission to maintain the faith
of the people in them, "to the highest levels of public responsibility," "as an essential value of democracy." Because of this, the canons impose on judges the duty to "watch that their acts respond
to norms of conduct that honor the integrity and independence of its ministry and stimulate the respect and the tmst in the Judiciary." 28 Fmther, the canons require that judges' conduct also be correct in appearance "Recognizing that the strength of the judicial system and, with it, the str·ength
of democracy, depends on the tmst that its people have in its integrity and the independence of
judges," this fost Canon requires judges to uphold their own image of integrity and independence
and that of the whole judicial system. 2 9
Canon XI also underscores the importance of impartiality and integrity of the Judiciary in
concrete and extraneous te1ms: "A Judge should not only be impartial, but his conduct must exclude every possible appearance that he is susceptible of acting under the influence of persons,
groups or parties, or that he may be influenced by public clamor, by considerations of popularity
or notoriety, or by improper considerations .." His only endeavor "shall be to administer justice ....with absolute equanimity" This Canon compels, in tum, all judges, to ensme that all officials, employees of the comt unde1 their direction act in accordance with those principles ..30 That
is, they must ensme that the deportment of those persons is just as scmpulous in form and content
so that the image of integrity, impartiality and independence of the judicial system is not tarnished
rnanyway

28 Id. Canon I
29 Rafael J, Torres I orres, Canons of Judicial Ethics of Puerto Rico, FORUM 7 (9th year, Nos 1-4, October 1993),

See: In re Brignoni, 84 D PR 385 (1962); In re Rodriguez, 81 DP R 643 (1960); In re Mar'n Baez, 81 DP R 274
(1959)
3o CANONS OF JUDICIAl ETHICS, supra note 27, Canon XI
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Canon II stipulates that judges be industrious, pmdent, serene, impattial and cat-efuL The
impattiality, objectivity and pmdence required ofjudges at all times implies that it would be absolutely improper fOJ them to incur in, OJ give the impression of incurring into, any kind of discrimination in performing their judicial functions, whether it be on the basis of sex, race, religion, nationality OJ socioeconomic standing By the satne token, judges ru·e requir"ed to take measures to
prevent any person from making derogatOJy rematks in the court that suggest any kind of discrimination .. To allow such rematks could give the impression that the judge shat·es the opinion of the
person who expresses them and, consequently, the entire judicial system as well. It would contradict this Canon, and others, to treat lawyers, patties and witnesses discourteously; to treat court
personnel in an abusive manner; to use improper language as to another person; and to not pay
attention to the testimony of witnesses or give them the credibility they deserve because of personal
prejudices ..31
For its patt, Canon IV states that judicial conduct "shall be chruactelized by mutual respect, cordiality, and professional collabmation" and that judges should avoid making "unfounded
ot unnecessaty criticism that may tend to discredit his fellow judges" ..32 This canon also requir·es
judges to initiate appropriate disciplinaty proceedings against any judge or lawyer whose improper
01

dishonotable conduct is personally known to them. Each judge must be vigilant of the system's

ir"nage.That is why judges cannot be indifferent to improper conduct of their" professional colleagues. Cleruly, this reasoning includes any conduct based on discrimination because of gender
The behavior of a judge in the courtruom is governed by Canon XVI, which stipulates that
"[a] Judge should be considerate and respectful to lawyers ...to witnesses, jurors, comt officials,
and to all those who appeat before him" Likewise, judges are required to ensure "that lawyers and

31 I orres I orres, supra note 29, at p. 8
32 CANONS OF JUDIC!Al ETHICS, supra note 27, Canon IV
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other comt personnel and employees under his direction obse1ve the same conduct" ..33 As the central figure in the judicial system and the comt' s maximum authotity, the judge must enforce the
mle of respect for the dignity of every human being. from the moment the comtroom opens, the
judge must treat the public and the lawyers, officials, employees of the comt with the consideration
and comtesy that they dese1ve. Judges must also ensme that each one act according to uniform
n01ms of behavior To that effect, the judge "must not permit in his comtroom any attorney, patty,
official or employee of the comt to utilize inappropriate language, words, or abject behavior concerning victims and witnesses, especially against vulnernble persons,. 34
With respect to this Rep01t, Canon XVII, titled "General attitude; praise or censme of

":
I

conduct of attorneys," is essential:
A Judge should direct the work of the comt with orde1 and decomm and
he shall be ale1t to avoid at1y conduct that might affect the dignity at1d respect
due to the comt. He shall inte1vene to prevent improper conduct of the patties,
lawyers, 01 at1y other person, at1d shall take the action which, at his discretion,
is in order pmsuant to the law, the cat1ons of professional ethics, at1d the best
traditions of the judicial system,

f
f

It

,,
I
l'

Dming the comse of [a] comt proceeding, a Judge should maintain his
general attitude, his expressions at1d his tone of voice within due prop1iety at1d
circumspection, without showing excessive impatience or seve1ity,, He shall
not makecomments 01 gestmes alien to the judicial process, including dedsive
or mocking comments, expressions 01 gestures; neither shall he 1idicule lawyers, patties, witnesses, comt officers, 01 othe1 persons who apperu before
him.35

..::'>:

' I
i
{

[,

Judges ru·e obliged to establish guidelines of approp1iate conduct in comts, Since judges

lii·.

.:1
'I
1----

rue centrnl figmes of auth01ity, as we have said, their conduct will se1ve as a model for the rest. In
line with this responsibility, judges should avoid "at1y expression that may reflect p1ejudice of at1y
kind and that may cast doubt on theiI capacity to act imprutially, These expressions include jokes

i

-/"

i-.

j,__'.

f;

if
.,.,
33 Id. Canon XVI
34 I orres I orTes, supra note 29, at p. 21
35 CANONS OF JUDICIAL ETHICS, mpra note 27, Canon XVII
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l

or derogatmy comments based on race, sex, religion, nationality, migin, age, sexnal mientation, a
physical impediment,

01

socioeconomic standing"36

The Canons of Judicial Ethics do not expressly refer to incidents of gender disc1irnination
in comt interaction such as, fo1 example, sexual harassment in its contom of a hostile environment,
sexism in language 01 denigrating or stereotypical remarks. However, to the extent that they require
judges to be impartial and objective in administering justice, and obligate judges to prese1ve an
environment free of anything that contravenes human dignity, any remark

01

action based on gen-

der discrimination is forbidden in the comts because such remruks and actions counteract the spirit
of the Canons ..The Canons also require judges gurud against dishonorable and improper conduct such as sexual harassment or calling into question personal

01

professional credibility on the basis

of gender - occmring in their· comtroom. The Canons also requi.t·ejudges to initiate disciplinary
proceedings against any judge, lawyer, or employee incuning in this kind of conduct
Although the prohibition of gender-based discrimination is implicit in the canons, the
Commission considers that the Canons of Judicial Ethics should be runended to make the prohibition categmical and to make the couesponding reference to gender-based disc1imination throughout
the text. Aside from that, the language of the canons should be revised to eliminate the generic
masculine and, as far as possible, to use gender neutral language.

B.

Code of Professional Ethics

The Code of Professional Ethics governs the interaction of lawyers within the comts, and
outside the comts regruding theit clients and colleagues As a general obligation, it imposes on
them:
the responsibility of seeing to it that the different legal procedmes of
society embody and consecrate effectively and adequately the principles of
36 Torres Torres, supra note 29, at pp. 20-21
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democratic living and of respect fo1 the inviolable dignity of the human be-ing..37
It also stipulates that "[i]t is always incumbent upon eve1y lawyer to see that an atmosphere of dec01um and formality shall always prevail in the courts and to strive to improve the
quality of justice."38
Canon 9 requires lawyers to supe1vise the conduct of comt officials:
Approp1iate respect toward the comts also includes the obligation to
take legal measures against judicial officers who abuse their prerogatives or
who do not propedy perform their duties, and who do not obse1ve a comteous
and respectful attitude ..39
Likewise, the Code of Professional Ethics obliges lawyers to tr·eat adverse witnesses and
litigants with respect and considerntion; it deems improper using legal procedures unreasonably or
to harass the opposing pruty; and requires lawyers to ensure that every person, including their own
clients, complies with these standruds of behavior towrud witnesses and opposing pruties

40

The last pa1t of the Code of Professional Ethics, pertaining to the duties that members of
the legal profession have towrud each other, points out that "to uphold the honor and dignity of the
profession and good relations between colleagues is the unavoidable responsibility of eve1y membe1 of the legal profession ...." 41 Lawyers should behave in a respectful and honorable manner towrud their professional colleagues ..42
Like the Canons of Judicial Ethics, the Code of Professional Ethics does not contain any
specific reference to disc1iminato1y conduct based on gender. Nonetheless, this kind of conduct is
contrmy to these canons in that it goes against "the ptinciples of democratic life and the inviolable
dignity of the human being," the bedrock of conduct required of every lawyer. The Commission
37CANONS OF PROFESSIONAL ETHICS, Part!, General Purpose (1970) (amended 1980), 41.P.RA,
38

Id Part II, General Purpose
39Id. Canon 9
4o Id Canon 15
41 Id. Part IV, General Purpose
42 See the case of In re Calder6n Marrero, 122 DP R. 557 (1988)
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recommends that the Code of Professional Ethics also be revised in the same manner as the Canons
of Jndicial Ethics ..

C.

The Judicial Branch as Employer; the Policy of the Office of Courts Administration on Sexual Harassment in the Work Place

According to the explanation given in the legislative analysis that forms pait of the section
on labor in this Report, sexual harassment in employment has been explicitly prohibited in Puerto

I

Rico for decades The General Court of Justice, as is every employer, is subject to the laws that
regulate the workaday aspect of life. Among other laws, Act No 69 of July 6, 1985 specifically
prohibits discrimination in employment for reasons of sex ..43 It's worth noting, however, that neither affirmative measures have been taken to make the system's employees awai·e of that prohibition, nor have procedures been developed to channel and facilitate the presentation of claims about
iL

By the same token, the General Court of Justice is subject to the stipulations of Act No .. I 7
of April 22, 1988,44 which prohibits sexual haiassment in employment and holds civilly responsible both private and public employers, as well as individuals who paiticipate in discriminatory
conduct. 45 In compliance with the law, on Februaiy 27, 1989 the General Court of Justice adopted
its Policy on Sexual Harassment in Employment and applied it to every employee of the Judicial

43 291 P RA secs. 1321-1341 (Supp. 1994)
44 29 L .PRA. sec 155 et seq. For a broader explanation of this law's text and the inte1pretive jurisprudence, see the
pertinent discussion in the chapter of this Report on 1 abor 1 aw
45 See Arts 11 and 12,291 PR A. secs. 155j and 155k, respectively
Art. 11 states, in part, that:
Any person responsible for sexual harassment in employment as defined by sections 155-1551 or this title shall incur
civil liability:
(1) for a sum equal to double the amount of the damages that the action has caused the employee or job applicant; or
(2) for a sum of not less that three thousand (3,000) dollars at the discretion of the court, in those cases in which
pecuniary damages cannot be determined
Art. 12, in tum, states:
The party that is found guilty of the behavior prohibited pursuant to the provisions of sections 155-1551 of this title
shall pay the attorney fees and costs of the proceedings as established by a competent court
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Branch, iirespective of rank m position, According to Memorandum No, 117 of March 2, 1989,
the document was ciiculated to all Presiding Judges and Judges of the Coutts of First Instance,
Municipal and of Peace, all Coordinators of Administrative Affairs, Executive Diiectors, Secretaties, Bailiffs, and to the Supervismy Personnel of the Office of Coutts Administration, with specific
instructions from the Administrative DiI'ector that they give the document runple publicity "so that
every job applicant and every employee know the rights and protection conferred upon them by the
law".,46 Patt N of the document establishes and declat'es as public policy that sexual hatassment
on the job or job-related is illegal and discriminatmy because of sex and would not be tolerated
from any employee, regatdless of rank m position Patt V of the document also establishes the procedure to be followed by every Judicial Branch employee or job applicant who conclude they at'e
victims of sexual hatassment, either from supervisors, co-wmkers or clients,
Despite the foregoing, the truth is that the policy on sexual hatassment has not been adequately ciI'culated since 1989, which is why it is practically unknown,, Still, the established procedure, as will be seen later in this Repmt, sins by being incomplete and inadequate, The Commission recommends that the Judicial Branch act more affiimatively than it has by statting to redefine
more cleatly its policy on sexual hatassment, and to establish an effective claims procedure easily
accessible to those who wish to use it,
In keeping with Judicial Ethics Canon V, members of the Judiciaty ate obligated to catry
out said policy "cat'dully and diligently" and to ensure that it is faithfully performed

4 7 The

judicial

system is also a wmk center. The atnple discretion conferred on judges by the vatious procedutal
laws and regulations that control judicial proceedings-to

iI'npose sanctions, adjudicate controver-

sies, recommend contracting employees of trust and recommend promotions and increases in sala-

46

Seethe discussion of this matter in the chapter of the Report on Judicial Administration

47

"A Judge shall carefully and diligently discharge the administrative responsibilities imposed upon him by the laws
and regulations applicable to the judiciary and he shall follow the instructions of the Office of Courts Administration."
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ties-places

them in the position of control that cmresponds to the position the Law of Sexual

Harassment categOJizes as "supe1vis01" 48 That statute assigns absolute responsibility to the employer, understood here as The Geue1al Comt of Justice, fo, acts of sexual harassment between
employees in the WOJkplace if the employe,, its agents OJ supe1vis0Jy personnel knew or should
have known of such conduct and did not act in an "immediate and approp1iate" way to cOJrect the
situation ..49
In addition, Aiticle 7 of the law holds responsible The General Comt of Justice fOJ acts of
sexual harassment committed in the WOJkplace by non-employees as well as employees, as long as
the organization, its agents m supe1vis0Jy personnel knew OJ should have known of such conduct
and did not take "immediate and approp1iate action" to cmrect the situation .50 In exacting such
responsibility from the General Comt of Justice, according to Aiticle 7, "the extent of the employer's control and any other legal liability that the employe, can have with respect to the behavior of persons not employed by him" must be taken into account. This legal responsibility, as we
have seen, OJiginates in the Canons of Judicial Ethics, which compels Judges to vouch for the conduct of all persons who come befme their comtrooms, whether or not they are comt officials unde,
theiI supe,vision ..51 Specifically, Canon XVII requires that judges inte,vene to prevent any improper conduct by pa.ities, lawyers, OJ any othe, person, and obliges them to react, at theiI discretion, according to "the law, the Canons of Professional Ethics and the best ttadition of the judicial
system"

52

48 See Art 2(4), 29 L PRA

sec 155a(4):

"Supervisor" means any person that exercises some kind of control or whose recommendation is taken into consideration for the contracting, classifying, discharging, promoting, transfer, fixing compensation or working hours, places
or conditions or the tasks or duties that an employee or group of employees perform or may perform, or on any other
terms or conditions of employment, or any person that performs day to day supervisory tasks "

49 See Art 6, 29 L PR A sec !55e.
5029LPRA
sec 1551
51 Canon XVI
52 See also Canon N
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D.

The Bill of Rights of Victims and Witnesses of Crime

On Ap,il 22, 1988, the Legislature of Pue1to Rico enacted Act No., 22 to incmporate into a
single body of law, whlch it called "The Bill of Rights of Victinis and Witnesses of C1ime," the
responsibility of government agencies and persons and p1ivate entities in ce1tain cases to provide
victims and witnesses with the necessruy protection and assistance .53 The Bill gathers all the lights
that until then had been recognized in diverse legislation ..These weie complemented by other guruantees recognized in otherjUiisdictions, and adapted to the reality of om system. 54
Act No 77 of July 9, 1986 was one of the laws that was so incmporated, This law had already declared the public policy of the Commonwealth of Pue,to Rico: to "provide protection and
assistance to the victims and witnesses dUiing coUit proceedings and also dUiing investigations
cauied out to promote full cooperation and pruticipation free from intimidation in those proceedings .." Thls public policy responded to the need to cmrect the imbalance that existed between the
protection of the accused and the protection of the victims, recognizing that "the effmts of the
Government and of the community should be directed towrud satisfying three basic needs of the
victims: that their dignity respected, that they be protected and that they be consulted" ..
For its pa1t, the Bill of Rights established by Act No .. 22 recognizes that eve,y person in
our country who is a victim of a crime or a witness to it has the following 1ights, runong others: Io
":receive compassionate and dignified treatntent from the public officials and employees that represent the agencies that compiise the ciiminal justice system" dUiing eve,y stage-from

the initial

investigation to post sentencing-of any c1intinal case filed against the accused. To "receive mientation about all medical, psychological, social and economic assistance progra,ns that a,·e available
in the Commonwealth of Pue,to Rico, to receive cm:rect information from officials and employees

53 25 L P R A. secs. 973-973c
54 Statement of Motives, laws of Puerto Rico, 1988, at p 93.
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of public and piivate agencies that administer those programs, and to be miented about the procedures to apply for such services" To "rnceive at all times they are testifying in comt or before a
quasicjudicial body, respectful and dignified treatment from lawyers, prosecutors, judges, and pertinent officials and employees, and the protection of the judge

OI

official in cases of harassment,

insults, attacks and abuses to the dignity and honor of the witness or of his family and relatives "
This includes the right of rnpe victims to not be questioned on their sexual history, pmsuant to the
provisions of Rule 21 of the Rules ofEvidence.

55

hnplicit in the 1ight of every c1ime victim and witness to dignified and compassionate
treatment from all agency officials in the c1iminal justice system, is the right to not be discriminated against on the basis of gender.. It is also implicit in their ,ight to receive respectful and honorable treatment from lawyers, prosecutors, judges, and other persons in the judicial process .. In
acknowledging the right of victims and witnesses, as well as their family and relatives, to demand
that the judge or official of the judicial or administrative heruing in which they rue providing testimony, protect them against hruassment, insults and attacks against theit honor and dignity, the Bill
also entitles them to protection against disctiminatmy attacks based on gender..

Ana(ysis of Findings
L

We did not find that any effort had been made in thejudicial system to use feminine
forms of language or gender neutral language in daily ipeech, in proceedings,
documents and the formulation of internal regulations

The Commission received innumerable testimonies to the effect that, as a general nmm,
personnel of the entire justice system-judges,

prosecutors, lawyers, officials-ru·e not conscious

in any way of the fact that the mere use of language helps to registet differences between women
and men and to strengthen patterns of disctiminatmy treatment

5532LPRA

56

App N,R.21

56 See the Introduction to this chapter of the Report; see, also, Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p. 6
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Indeed, the fact that the use of the feminine fmm of judge "jueza" [in Spanish] has not
been widely accepted in the legal profession and is not even accepted by women, is an example of
the above. The same rebuff occms with the word "notary" [in Spanish notarial, to the degree that
it is customary for women lawyers to use the phrase "abogada notario" in then adve1tisements. A
female lawyer told the Commission that when she ordered her notary seal with the wmds "abogada
notaria," even the owner of the company where she had ordered the seal thought the use of femi-

nine form was inapprop1iate5 7
Even though women have been able to become, to an extent, bailiffs and prosecutrices, the
words for female bailiff (alguacila) and female prosecutor (fiscala) have not been gtanted acertificate of citizenship in the language.. To the contrary, there is a general resistance to those terms.,
It should be noted, however, that the feminine form prevails in certain positions such as secretaria
(secretary) and secretaria de sala (court secretary), This occurs, of comse, in those areas of wmk
that today ar·e priinarily occupied by women.58 This also occurs with "family solicitors"
(procuradoras de familia) and "juvenile solicitors " (procuradoras de menores), titles for which

the feminine form is preferred even though men are dedicated to these areas of wmk. 59 Obviously,
that responds to the relationship established between the ar·eas of family and juvenile law and female aptitudes.60
The generic use of masculine words, on the othe1 hand, is an established nmm of the system: the legislator (el legislador), the lawyer (el abogado), the judge (eljuez), the prosecutor (el
fiscal), the bailiff (el alguacil), applicable only to men, as well as to both men and women, A

glance at the Canons of Professional Ethics and the Canons of Judicial Ethics suffices to know that

57 Hearings, lune 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 20
58 See the discussion of this matter in the chapter of this Report dedicated to Judicial Administration.

59 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p 17
6 0 See the discussion on the assignment of wOik to judges in the chapters of this Report dedicated to Judicial Administration and the Rights of Persons and Family
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the use of the generic masculine dominates the complete text Likewise, the generic masculine plurals that make women invisible ..For example, "[t]he judge (el juez) should be considernte and respectful with the lawyers, especially with those who are starting in the profession" 61 Notewmthy
linguistic aspects in this guideline can be obse1ved. The gene1ic "luez'' in this case means both
male and female judges The pluase "lo, abogados" (the lawyers) refers to both male and female
lawyers as does the masculine pronoun "aquellos" (those}. All of this makes women judges and
lawyers vittually invisible, and reinforces a conception of the wmld and reality from the male point
of view
One detail brought to the attention of the Commission on several occasions is that every
fmm used by the system is aitned at men, making women totally abstract, except in matters that
can only affect women. The use of the generic masculine also dominates the regulations of the system, among them: Rules for the Administration of the Comt of First Instance, Regulation of the
Circuit Comt of Appeals, Regulation for Personnel: and in the Manual of Instructions to the Jmy,
a situation that, under certain circumstances, could even confuse that body ..
A study conducted in the United States about giving a jmy instructions on self defense and
drawn up on the basis of the genedc masculine, offers a good example A mock trial was prepared
using an actual situation. Two jmy panels were selected. One panel was given instructions on self
defense that were fmmulated on the basis of the generic masculine ..Instructions given to the other
panel, however, were fmmulated using both the masculine and feminine genders The results were
different; the persons on the fast panel tended significantly to believe that the woman had not acted
in self defense, contrary to the second paneJ..62

61CANONS OF JUDIC!Al ETHICS OF PUERTO RICO Canon XVI(1977), 41.PRA

App IV-A

62 Mykol C Hamilton et al, Jury Imtructions Worded in the Masculine Generic: Can Women Claim Self-defenS'e

When "He" is Threatened?, in THE WOMEN AND LANGUAGE DEBATE, A SOURCEBOOK 340-347 (Camille
Roman et al. eds , 1994)
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The comt watching study carried out for this Corrunission demonstrated that in every procedural aspect the use of the masculine forms of language was predominant Feminine forms were
rare. It was obse1ved, for example, that members of the jmy were referred to in the masculine:
"Gentlemen of the jmy" or "Gentlemen of the paneL"63 According to the observation group, the
language situation was not simply about the dominance of traditional grammatical standards: there
was also the prevalent conviction that the central figmes in the judicial process are male ..64
It is essential to make the system aware about these aspects of language and their relation

to gender disc1imination and to revise the forms, regulations and other documents of the system to
include the feminine fmms of language, or to draft them in gender neutral language ..
2.. Daily interaction in the courts i, marked by ,exist attitudes that go undetected or are
not questioned and generally work against women, The,e attitude, assume many
forms:· u,ing the familiar form of ,peech when addressing a person (tuteo) and informality, the use of term, of endearment, the particular me of certain linguistic
forms, non-verbal language, ,exist joke, and expressions, and coquetry (piropos),
among others,

The Corrunission heard multiple testimonies to the effect that women are usually subject to
coquetry and info1mality in the comts, whereas men are not 65 In the formal environment of a
comtroom, where the judge is referred to as "yow honm" or by such expressions as "the honmable
comt," male attorneys, male parties, witnesses or expert witnesses are also tr·eated formally,, Similarly, male judges and lawyers are also treated formally outside the comtroom, The situation dif'
fers, apparently, for female lawyers and for women in general, even from bailiffs and other lowranking comt officials Female lawyers are even addressed by their first names, especially by certain persons, while male lawyers ar·e generally addressed by their surnames-usually

preceded by

their pmfessional title ..To the degree that this takes place, the fixed impression that men should be

63 Report on the Observation of Proceedings in the Courts (Appendix D of this Repmt)

64 Id

65 For example, Hearings from May 13 and 14, 1994, at pp 6-7
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tieated with greater deference and with personal and professional respect 1s reaffirmedsubsequently underestimating women
Closely linked to the above are the so called terms of endearment and certain linguistic
forms, such as the diminutive 67 Particularly numerous were testimonies received by the Commission about dissimilar tieatinent women receive in the courts in the way they are referred to, with
especially inappropriate expressions in that context These include expressions such as: "lovey",
"dear", "negrita," "mommy," "girl," "love," "beauty," "my life," "my love " 68 These plnases,

charged with affection, are not used as frequently with men, much less in the courts .. They often
conceal condescending attitudes and negative perceptions regarding the intellectual competence of
women, or reinforce sexist stereotypes that work against them 69
This situation, of course, primarily occurs outside the court, but occasionally it is even
heard within the court itself especially words like "girl" and the much generalized "my child"
(mijeo)

70
Female judicial officials, among others, testified that they are frequently called "girls" by

male judges, lawyers and other court personnel, a word that encloses multiple negative connota•lions, even though they may not be intentional ..However, when applied to women, the word "girl,"
reinforces notions of lesser value and importance, of diminished intellectual and professional abilities when compared to men. This kind of tI·eatment is not afforded male judicial officials, who are
usually addressed by their professional title of attorney.
The use of the diminutive, already present in these terms of endearment, produces greater

impact, since it's taking place in the courtroom itself According to the testimony of several depo-

67 Id

68 This resulted from the Focus Group Interviews carried out by the Commission with litigating lawyers, female
judges, domestic violence victims, and also with lawyers and judges. Also, from the hearings held and from the study
of direct observation of the proceedings in the courtroom
69 See the Introduction to this chapter

7o Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 6
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nents, male as well as female, expressions like "young lady"; "little lawyer (female),"" little prosecutOJ (female)" are not unheard of in court pmceedings ..Seldom heard are their masculine counterparts. These pluases take away credibility and impOJtance from women and underestimate their
intellectual and pmfessional competence. On the other hand, these words a.r·ealso used as a tactic
OJ strategy in the adversarial process that characterizes our legal system; the irony, ,idicule and
underestimation implicit in these linguistic forms can cause women to "lose their cool" emotionally
OJ divert then attention, distracting them from their line of argument.
The non-verbal language of some men in the court pmduces similar results, especially
when it is accompanied by expressions that try fOJ a derogatOJy effect Derision, an occasional
chOJtle, facial and cOJporeal gestures, and other fo1ms of non-verbal expressions, a.re considered
pa.rt of the game of strategy in these adversarial proceedings and, generally, do not move the court
to prevent OJ reprimand such conduct even when the presence of sexist attitudes a.re clearly behind
them The lack of consciousness that has traditionally prevailed in these a.r·eascauses much of this
conduct to go undetected, OJ be incurred in without considering the implications and the effects on
the targeted persons ..
Ihis is the dilemma of many expressions and sexist jokes that a.re spoken and permitted in
the courts, and in which some judges take pa1t, without considering the effect they have on women
A female prosecutOJ bmught this example to the attention of the Commission: In a c1irninal case
she gave her name and told the court that she represented the public interest. The judge asked he,
mguishly if she was a Miss or a Mrs. Ihe prosecutor looked at the courtroom filled with men, and
replied: "Honorable Judge, I am a prosecutor.." 71 Appa.r·ently, the prosecutOJ recounted this case
because she was either annoyed or somewhat surprised by the question, since her status as a mar-

71 Focus Group Interview, Female litigation lawyers and prosecutors, at p. 11
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ried or single woman had no relation whatsoever to the professional duty for which she had appeared in court
A similar case was observed in a courtroom during a dirnct investigation carried out by the
Commission: In a courtroom procedure, a male defense lawyer referred to the two representatives
of the public interest, both women, as "the little ladies of the Prosecutor's Office .." Both women
protested vehemently, but the judge did not address the matter.. Later, one of the women complained to the cmnt watcher about the judge's passivity regar·ding behavior she considered inappropriate .72
Many female and male participants in the hearings and in the focus group interviews spoke
about gender discrimination made manifest in expressions, comments, insinuations and jokes told
by male court employees and officials, even judges, about women lawyers, clients, witnesses or
visitors. For example, in family or criminal cases in which the affected persons are women, some
bailiffs will call them "crybabies" and "hysterics," which responds to stereotypical visions that
hide a lack of sensitivity toward problems that women face in these ar·eas..73 Also brought before
the Commission were examples ofjudges who, in hushed tones, make remarks like the following to
male prosecutors and lawyers: " And the victim? Is she pretty? because if she is ugly, I'll absolve
him;" or ''I'll have to see if its worth it to hear the case, or if that guy had good taste " 74
One female judge told the Commission of having listened to a male judge say: "Women
should be washing dishes in the house and having children". Although the male judge said it was a
joke, the female judge felt that he had verbalized his true feelings. 75 No matter, he did not take into
consideration the effect of his "joke" on his female colleagues, nor that this kind of comment exacerbates the difficulties encountered by women who work outside the home.

72 See Report on the Observation of the Proceedings of the CoUits
73 Focus Group Interview, Male litigation lawyers, and female prosecutors, at p 84
74 Focus Group Interview, Female Judges, at p 23

75 Id. at p. 45
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One female judge said that when she was a prosecutor she had to resist jokes by male
prosecutors about women witnesses who came to the prosecutor's office .. For example, wheneve,
there was a woman in the waiting room who alleged to have been raped, word got mound and eve1yone showed up to look at her Subsequently remruks such as the following were made: 'Who
would think of raping such an ugly woman?" Or, if the woman was pretty: "Anyone would rape
that woman" ..76 A judge, on the other hand, told the following stmy: Anothe1 judge presiding a divorce hea,ing, looked at the woman, and told the spouse in open session: "Don't tell me you want
to divorce yomself from this monumental icon " 77
Sexist expressions mn the gamut For example, it was remruked that male attorneys and
prosecutors in the comtroom who say they have no objections to allegations made by a female lawyer yet allude to the fact that the lawyer is a female and pretty It was said that judges allow this
kind of comment instead of rep1imanding those who make it 78
The Commission hea,d many stories about judges and lawyers who, even in the comtroom,
alluded to the physical atliibutes m the elegance of some female lawyers ..The situations were inapprop1iate because of the locale and because the female lawyers were pe1fo1mingprofessional duties
and expected to be treated professionally. 79 In addition, the impact of these comments and that coquetry on women is not taken into consideration Some female lawyers tolerate or ignore them,
however, so as to not affect their cases .80
It was also pointed out that secretruies and the rest of the female comt personnel a,·e silent

victims of chauvinist attitudes of men They must bea, the "wit" of chauvinist male judges and
76 Hea1ings, June IO and 11, 1994, atp. 12
7 7 Hea1ings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p. 8
78 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 8
79 Hea1ings, June 24 and July I, 1994, at p 16
80 Hea1ings, June IO and 11, 1994, at p 40
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lawyers, theiI insipid jokes and theiI constant and guarded allusions to theiI [women's] physical
atttibutes and sex life.81
The fliltatious remark was singled out fm serious discussion during the participatory investigative sessions with female and male judges from the different judicial categmies ..There were
those who alleged that these come-ans were not about gender discrimination; rather they were of a
cultural nature. Others argued, that coquetry was indeed discriminatmy. The consensus, however,
was that the flirtatious remark is inappropriate in the courts, especially when the court is in session. This Commission believes inappropriate flirtation to be a discrilninatmy practice based on
sexist stereotypes It does not consider the discomfmt and displeasure of women. Rather it considers the satisfaction of the man who voices the flirtatious remark and thus, reduces the credibility
and effectiveness of the woman who appears before the comt as a professional or in other matters.
On the other hand, there were those who argued that pretty lawyers could be the object of
discriminatmy tr·eatrnentby judges in theiI favor, which can be seen in the flattering way judges
address them Clearly, we ar·e talking about the bad ilnpression that fliiting with a female lawyer
can have on a third party who hears it. Surely purging coquetry from the courts would help prevent
these bad ilnpressions and the discomfort that they cause.
3

Ihe absence ojclear and uniform drell codes in the courts has gender-based discriminatory effects that are even reflected in the treatment of women in the courtroom

A unifmm code on dressing appropriately to appear in court does not exist in the General
Court of Justice of Puerto Rico 82 This matter has traditionally been left to the discretion of the
presiding judges. Consequently, a diversity of administrative nmms on dress codes exist whose
interpretation and enforcement vary from courtroom to courtroom and from person to person Eve-

81 Hea,ings,May27,

1994,atp

82 Information was supplied

8

by the Office of Cowts Administration
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1ything appears to indicate, however, that existing standards are not circulated adequately, a situation that causes multiple incidents between the public in the courtroom and the security bailiffs.
This situation affects women p1ima.Iily.They are often taken to task by the bailiffs in an inapprop1iate tone and manner, thereby affecting court interaction .
A female lawyer said the following:
There is a lack of mientation on what constitutes adequate dress before the courts,
and the enforcement of standards in that respect is not consistent This affects a
woman more, pruticulruly because of the way in which they call her attention in
public. More subtlety and respect on the pa1t of the court officials are required.
They [cmut officers J make persons feel nncmnfmtable; they address individuals
inapprop1iately, and this occurs more often in the case of women The public
should receive mientation on the proper mess code through the use of fliers, adve,tisements placed in the courts, etc ..83
A male lawyer rema.Iked:
There ru·e administtative nmms on dressing, but there isn't a directive on the decolletage and the length of the skiit. This depends on the bailiffs' discretion ..They
inte1vene with women when they apperu in court 84
A female lawye, added:
There is a lack of consistency with regrud to the dress that is pe,missible in court.
Women ru·e admonished strongly in regrud to the length of their skiits, although
the norm is enforced differently if the woman is a professional; she is allowed to
ente, [the court mom], bnt she is subject to embrurassing remruks. A certain lack
of sensitivity occurs wheneve1 a woman is chastised, especially when her financial
situation is ignored. A poor woman is required to mess according to the social
sttata of the judge. 85
The above comment was repeated on many occasions .. It was pointed out that often the
nmms rue Iigorously enforced, without taking into account the socio-economic migin of the persons who apperu in court, or then level of education ..However, when a woman is pretty, m is an
employee of the court, the nmms rue enforced with greater discretion ..This last chcumstance leads

83 Hearings.May
84 Id. at p 9

13 and 14, 1994, atp 8.

85 Id
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some persons to believe that the system is more rigorous with men In that respect, the following
testimony was received :
The regulation on the proper dress in the comts is enforced more rigorously with
men than with women: men in shmt pants or T shirts are not allowed to ente1,
women in shmts enter..86
Bailiffs demonstrate sexist behavior when perfomring their assigned duty of enforcing the regulation on prope1 ckess that all persons who visit or w01k in the
comt must abide by Bailiffs allow women to enter who are in violation of the
regulation, for example, with sh01t skirts, but enforce the n01m in the case of men,
It's as if they let women enter so that they can look at them, or to make them more
obligated to them because of the favor they did them 8 7
It is iinp01tant to mention that outside of situations dealing with sh01ts and T shirts, men's
dress is not regulruly subject to as many vruiations and fashions as that of women,, Also, social
demands of dress for women are greater in compruison; nomrs include such aspects as the length of
the skirt, the fit of the clothing, the kind of neckline, the transpru'ency of cloth, the style of clothing
(tailored dresses, drnsses with sleeves, pant suits), the fact that clothing leaves certain aI'eas of the
skin visible Many of these aspects do not apply, or apply differently, to men, Thus, the absence of
elem standruds, especially regruding women, grants bailiffs a high degree of discretion,, The problem stems from how this discretion is used and the way the bailiffs address persons to indicate
whether they rue complying with regulations; and this apperus to affect mainly women
These attitudes and patterns of conduct aI'e also mrurifested by some judges,, The Commission was told that occasionally judges in pruticulru aI'e insensitive in their comments on how
women dress in their comtroom. For example:
Women rue criticized publicly because of their dress; they suffer the
comments of witty judges., The greatest problem that happens is the way
women aI'e approached when they apperu in comt dressed inappropdately, 88
Frequent inapprop1iate comments said publicly suchas: "Colleague,
yom skirt is distracting my attention"., The woman feels attacked and intimidated, It is considered a fact that the intention of he1 dress is to provoke 89
86 Heatings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p .. 19
87 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at pp. 9 and 22
88 Heatings, May 27, 1994, at p. 9. See also, Hearings, May 20, 1994, at pp 5 and 6
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The personal expetience of a female lawyer deponent is illustrative, A judge told het:
"Colleague, you either lack fabtic or you've gained weight" ,90 What has been said about the attitudes of male and female bailiffs applies equally to public comments and reptimands by judges
4,

The court frequently applies standards to women that are different from those applied to men, based on stereotyped ideas about one or the other that clearly discriminate again.st women.

A large number of accounts and testimonies presented to the Commission shows that different standruds of behavior for men and women exist in the com ts,, That is, a pruticular conduct is
evaluated in a different way depending on whethet it is undettaken by a man or a woman, The consequences of this value judgment are in many cases disctinrinatoty, especially against women,
A specialist in women's issues smmnarized the problem, from the point of view of society
in general, in the following way:
A woman is often questioned on her personal habits: if she dtinks, if she
has had a companion, ,, Men are not [., ] In this country, how many men can
you ask if they have had an extrrunarital affair? That gives them status., What
ar'e you going to ask them for? That gives them status , The woman is the one
who is hmt by the question 91
In the comts, this srune line of questioning occurs regar,ding female judges, lawyers, employees and women who appear as witnesses or pruties,, A female judge offered the following exrunple: At a Chtistmas party, she wandered around with a glass in her hand as did her colleagues
She dtank Penier while the male judges dtank hard liqum ,,After the party, it was rumored that she
always had a glass in her hand, and that she was "plastered",. 92
Conversely, a female lawyer pointed out:
I have seen women judges transfened because they have become sentimentally involved with another judge m a lawyer, while this does not apply
89 Hearings,May 13 and 14, 1994, atp. 9
90/d

9l Focus Group Interview, Women specialists in women's issues, at pp 43-44
92 Report on Participatory Investigative Sessions for Male and Female Judges of the .Judicial System (Appendix C of
that Report)
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when the judge is a male Single female judges suffe1 greater pressure regruding their conduct 93
Similruly, a female judge pointed out that the "administration" is more indulgent with a
male judge who goes out with a mru1ied woman thru, with a female judge who goes out with a
mru1ied mru,. She even asserted that the womru, is asked to resign .94
Regruding the female employees of the system, a male judge described the "adjustment that
one makes towruds the behavior in each instaIIce, since no one doubts that if the female employee is
mru1ied, the mmors, the comments, even the effmts to get rid of that employee ru·e greater thru,
when a man is in the srune situation ..." ..95 Another judge also disclosed that in cases of sexual hruassment of a secretruy by a judge, the secretruy is always trru,sfeired, never the judge 96
That is, the system tends to apply more rigorous stru,druds towrud women regruding then
sexual behavior ru,d they ru·e the ones who rue affected most adversely. It was also revealed that
applying different stru,druds also affects the evaluation process .. One deponent recounted the case
of a male presiding judge who gave a negative ,ecommendation to a female judge because she was
a fiiend of a female "friend" of a mru1ied male prosecutor, a fact the judge considered immoral.
However, that srune day the srune judge gave a positive recommendation to a mru1ied male judge
who had a female "friend," a fact that was public knowledge .. That srune deponent also recounted
the case of a single female judge called to the office of the presiding judge who questioned why her
boyfiiend had spent three nights at her home. Meru,while, mru1ied male judges whose relationships
with other women ru·eknown, rue not questioned ..97
The double stru,drud that gives way to gender discrimination comes about when women
have to explain ru,d justify then actions, while men rue not only exempt, but receive the solidruity

93 Focus Group Interview, Female litigation lawyers and prosecutors, at pp 76-77
94 Report on Participatory Investigative Sessions for Male and Female Judges of the Judicial System.
95 Focus Group Interview, Judges, at p 3'7

96 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p.4
97 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at pp. 3-4
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of other men .. Generally in our society the sexual behavim of men is not judged; rather it is reinforced as a symbol of their manhood.
It is iinpmtant to emphasize that women also internalize all these concepts of gender and
that many of them, including female judges, confmm to what is expected of them. For example, a
female judge pointed out:
Also, women are in a very difficult position. And a single woman ..., that
is, I have to be very careful also I am very careful; I en on the side of even
being anti-social, not sharing, so that they can't say late, that you .. . are having relations with lawyers ..98
Other women, reacting to the same stereotypes and value judgments about women's behavior, take on even more severe and demanding postures than men. This was repeated to the Commission over and over, especially with reference to female judges in the daily performance of their
judicial duties ..
More demanding standards regarding the sexual behavim of women are strongly manifested in cases of sexual assault and family relations, where the custody of children is in dispute ..
Although this matter will be discussed in later chapters on the criminal and juvenile justice system,
and the tights of persons and family, it is oppmtune to offer an example now. A female judge recalled her experience as a prosecutor in a rape case of a young woman, a case that she has seen
repeated in the courts .. She recalled how painful and disheartening it was for her to notice the attitudes that accompanied the comments of men and women toward the victim: "What was she doing
around there at that hour. If she had been living with he, par·ents, it probably wouldn't have happened to her" .99 In other words, the rape was the woman's fault because women, unlike men,
should not be walking or living alone, and she's looking for trouble if she does that, hence, she had
it coming.

98 Report on Participatory Investigative Sessions for Male and Female Judges of the Judicial System
99 Focus Group Interview, Judges, at pp. 2 7-28
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Obviously, this kind of logic which reflects the application of clifferent standards based on
stereotypes could affect a judicial decision to the degree that a judge responds to them The implicit
message in the foregoing case is that a single woman, in not belonging to anyone, is subject to vialations of her body and emotions The attention of the protagonists in the judicial process is drawn,
to the behavior of the woman, obviating that of the man who is really responsible for the aggression. Occasionally, this may even extend to justifying the aggression, since, if the woman "looks
for it," the male aggressor is not as much at fault
This possible effect of a double standrud in judicial decisions also mises in exainples like
the following: A female judge recalled a case of liquidation of community property in which the
petitioner, a female lawyer, was forced to apperu before several judges without resolving the controversy. The petitioner was pregnant by a man other than the man she had just divorced .. The deponent perceived the male judges as punishing her for her pregnancy, an issue that had absolutely
nothing to do with her petition The female judge also declru·ed that gender based discrimination
0

takes place in attitudes related to torts in the death of the spouse. In these cases judges have asked
if the widow has remruried or lives with a man, even when she may have done so long after, implying that if that were the case, she didn't really suffer the death of her spouse too much.WO The female judge understood that this kind of questioning does not occur with men. That is, the social
nmm is that women should sexually relate with only one man and he should be her husband The
implicit message is that the woman "belongs" to the man ..
The bonds of solidruity that exist between men come into play in these cases and can influence judicial proceedings:
The male judge finds it more clifficnlt not to identify with the male figme, in other words if I aIIl capable of doing it, then I can understand it in
him. But, I cannot understand it in a woman . Returning to the practice of
how we socialize.. .through chinking, infidelity ....the male judge can accept the
JOOHearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 14
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infidelity of the man, but not that of the woman because he identifies more
with the man and accepts that pt actice more in the man than in the woman, 101
Conversely, the application of different standards operates strongly regarding female lawyers, patticulatly in relation to styles of litigation,, It must be kept in mind that by the ve1y nature
of om adve1satial system the style of litigation to a great degree is aggressive, which tends to be
identified with masculine patterns , It is expected that men be strong and aggressive in litigation,
But if a woman is aggressive, she faces c1iticism; by assuming that kind of behavior she is perceived as masculine, As a female lawyer explained, comments such as this at'e frequent: "you're so
sweet in your manner, while in yom letters, documents and the motions that you [file] you insult
us" 102 Aside from the content or style of the documents, what's impmtant about this exmnple is
that it shows female lawyers ate expected to act according to the stereotype of a sweet, soft, feminine woman., A female prosecutor pointed out that female lawyers should be "gentle" in the comt,
but cat'eful to not send a message that could be misinte1preted as being coquettish towatd the
judge.,103
Of interest, nonetheless, one female deponent said, is that "for a woman to be admitted and
be recognized in ce1tain special circles of the profession, she has to wmk more and be more aggressive than men,," In the words of another female deponent: "When a woman obtains the recognition of some men because of her pe1fo1mance, one of the compliments is: "since you litigate like a
man (macho), I don't see you as a woman", 104 This appeats to imply that to litigate like a woman
is, for some male lawyers, synonymous with being weak and letting the other lawye1 get away with
things,, But, if women "litigate like machos," they ate then often c1iticized fm being extremely aggressive, problematic, foolish, that is, for not complying with a woman's role., According to some

101 Hearings,May 13 and 14, 1994, atpp 3-4,
102 Focus Group Interview, Female tami]y litigation lawyers, at p 76
103 Hearings, May 27, 1994, at p. 6
104 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at pp. 15-16
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male and female judges, that double standard affects the vision others have regarding judges' job
performance and the way they interact in the courts .. One judge commented, fm example, that a
male judge can look serious or annoyed and those facial expressions will still be seen as normal, to
be expected. When that happens, it is said that "The judge is in a bad mood;" or "The judge has
characte1".

If a woman does it, they say: She's ovulating, a hyste1ic, it's her period,
must be menstmating ..And that is heaid in the hallways of the comt. It's tme .. A
man ......
he' s expected to punch, strike the gavel hard, he's expected to scream and
insult, and that is acceptable Not in women. And that I understand to be highly
disc1iminat01y.105

The Commission also received many testimonies about how female and male judges of
similai temperament or personality were depicted differently. While forceful male judges were
pmtrayed as persons with chaiacter or as asse1tive, female judges, in turn, were said to be aggressive, problematic.

5

An attitude based on gender to downgrade the credibility of women ii evident in the justice sy,tem

Credibility is a basic element in the adjudicative process insofa.1as the seai·ch for truth is
also an essential factor in the process of achieving justice. Credible persons, indubitably, have
greater power to make theiI positions prevail
Nonna Wikler holds a doctmate in sociology and is an expe1t on issues of gender. In an
aiticle, she surnrnaiizes several studies that prove that women as a group aie presumed as having
less credibility than men as a group.106 The Commission's own investigation has verified that a
similai predisposition to minimize the credibility of women also occurs in the comts of Pue1to
Rico .. According to the testimony of a female judge, many men, and some women, presume that
105

Focus Group Interview, Judges, at p. 33

106

Nonna J Wilder, Credibility in the Courtroom: Does Gender make a Difference? (Unpublished document received from the author) In the same manner, the task forces of the States of New Jersey, New York, Michigan, Florida and Minnesota have confinned that statement
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womenlie.10 7 Women are frequently depicted as persons who are essentially sentimental, emotional
and hyste,ical, incapable of sustaining valid, rntional or objective postures,.108 As a female lawye1
said, the veracity of women's expositions are frequently disputed: do they have me1it or are they a
"simple attack of hyste,ia?" To this lawyer, that view has caused some male lawyers to avoid legally representing women. Bette, for women to be 1epresented by female lawyers, these lawyers
say, "because women understand each othe1 better ," 109
Ihe devaluation of women's credibility occws chiefly in cases and situations where gender-related concepts mediate more strongly, for example, in acts of domestic violence or sexual
assault or in ce,tain kinds of family relations cases, In other contexts, however, the potential fo1
detrncting from women's credibility could be allayed, as when a female specialist se1ves as an expert witness, or when a woman is a witness in other kinds of civil and c1irninal cases
Discrediting credibility because of gender is evident when justice system officials mininrize
and ttivialize women's accounts of domestic violence 110 In gene1al, seemingly trifle matters are
trivialized, diminishing the credibility of women
The testimony of battered women is often belittled by both male and female judges, prose-,
cutors, lawyers who see those cases as "foolishness"

OI

"women's gossip ,"111 Fm example, a fe-

male judge infmmed the Commission about a male prosecutor who told her: "I don't believe in domestic violence cases and I am not going to file it [sic]", The judge added: "The perception is that
those cases are about women's nonsense., That's what they say It's women's nonsense, fights between husband and wife [in which one] should not get involved.,"112 Such statements respond to the

107 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p 14
lOS Focus Group Interview, Female litigation lawyers and prosecutors, at p. 84

109 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p 8
110 Focus Group Interview, Female specialists in women's issues, at p. 23 See also the chapter on Domestic Violence in this Report

111 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p. 21
112 Focus Group Interview, Judges, at p 64
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fact that aggression is socially perceived and justified as part of a couple's daily and private life. In
addition, this example arises from the sexist stereotype that women ar·e gossips and tend to exaggerate, therefore, their testimony should be taken with a grain of salt
Conversely, there ar·e those who suggest that women, in the spirit of revenge against their
mates, make up stmies, "like in a novel "

113

One female judge pointed out: "since most of the vic-

tims are women, then, the perception is of a kind-that

women will always lie

01

that they will

concoct a story for some reason " 114 One male lawyer said that the credibility of a battered woman
is diminished even when the physical attack is evident:
[T]he fact that the woman has a swollen eye, is missing a tooth as a result of an aggression, is not sufficient evidence to convince a judge that it is
imperative that he issue a restraining order .115
Loss of credibility is closely related to the general attitude of holding women responsible
for domestic violence, a condition that is also discussed in this Repmt

116

Inherent in this condition

is the tendency to see a woman's own behavior as provoking violence against her, ignming the aggressm's actions as if he were not responsible for them. Obviously, if we start from the premise
that the woman is responsible, doubt will be cast on the veracity of her version of the facts and on
her reliability., Her testimony will be seen as predisposed in her favm, and hardly trustwmthy 1he
fact that her own body bears the signs of violence only serves to proclaim "she must have done
something to have been beaten .."
Regar·ding sex crimes, the testimony of a female judge illustrates how this prejudiced view
transpir'es in comt:
I remember. .a specific case,, This girl wmked in a Chinese restaurant in
San Juan, When she left [the restamant], a neighbor was waiting for her with other
men and they took her away, They sodomized, raped and beat her. [It turned out]
that he had done it because she had been a witness in an incident that affected him,
113 Focus Group Interview, Male litigation lawyers and prosecutors, at p. 14
114 Focus Group Interview, Judges, at p 64
115 Focus Group Interview, Male litigation lawyers and prosecutors, at p. 35
116 See the chapter on Domestic Violence
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He planned it all.to take her and get even and attack her in that manner, to rape
and sodomize her.
When I took her case before a male judge to determine probable cause to
airest, he told me that this was a Corfn Tellado soap opera and that he did not believe her story
of rape .. He would determine cause in sodomy, because he had no other
alternative, because sodomy, even if she had consented, is still a crime .. But
not the rape because what probably happened was that she had gone with
those guys and that later, for some reason 117
Conversely, the Commission received testimonies about frequent attempts in sex cnme
cases to present information about the sexual history of the victims. Even though this information
is inadmissible in court, the aim is to dispruage the woman's credibility. A female judge and a social worker were runong many who pointed out that in cases of rape and incest the victim is ques-

tioned about her virginity at the moment of the crime, whether she had engaged in sexual relations
with several men, whether she lived a "cru·efreelife"--questions that have absolutely no beruing on
the possibility of rape.

118

With that information in hand, the questioners then propose to convince

the judge that a woman who has had sexual relations plior to the rape is less credible in having
refused a subsequent sexual relationship
A female psychologist testified that many persons even believe that women enjoy sex
crimes ..119 That belief leads them to suspect statements by women who allege rape This is definitely a strategy to undermine women's credibility, but it is based on negative concepts about them.
Mandatory corroboration of a victim's testimony in sex crimes originates in these negative concepts .. 120

117 Focus Group Interview, Judges, at pp. 24-25.

118 Id. at p ..214; Hearings, June IO and 11, 1994, at p 14; Hearings, June 24 and July I, 1994, at p. 25

119 Hearings, June IO and 11, 1994, at p. 20
120 See the chapter in this Report on the Criminal and Juvenile Justice System
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Besides sexuality, a woman's consumption of liquor is also used against her, unlike in the
case of a man. 121 Obviously, a double standard is at play here, an issue discussed in detail further
on in this chapter
These stlategies to undermine credibility are tailored for women witnesses. A female lawyer described the stlategy as follows: "if a woman is shown to be dishonest, she will be less credible .." The term "dishonest" in this case relates to a woman's sex life, especially a manied woman.
This lawyer recalled how that strntegy was utilized in an incest case to invalidate the mother's testimony: the mother was constlued as an adulteress 122 Apparently, this stlategy assumes that anything can be expected from a woman whose sexual behavior does not confmm to society, even false
testimony. For a man, however, the perspective is different Traditionally, his word is credible, not
hers ..Neither his sex life nor other excesses affect his credibility ..,
In sexual harassment cases, however, a woman's credibility is apparently linked to her
physical features ..For example, the Commission was informed about a male judge who asked: "Is
yam client pretty or ugly?" 123 suggesting that an ugly woman could hardly be the object of harassment. A similar expression repmted was: " It is impossible to harass that woman "

124

The credibility and competence of a woman witness are also in doubt when she is associated with feminist organizations or viewpoints, especially in cases of domestic violence and sex
crimes ..Antagonistic preconceptions await feminists in favor of women's rights. One deponent explained that when a woman lawyer in the comtloom identifies herself as a feminist, some judges,
both male and female, assume she's a tloublemaker, there to cause problems instead of resolving

121 Focus Group Interview, Women specialists in women's issues, at p. 44

122 Heruings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p. 26; see, also, Heaiings June 3 and 4, 1994, at pp 7 and 28 The lawyer was
not referring to dishonesty in the sense of lying, but to its other meaning of shamelessness, or lack of modesty.
123
Focus Group Interview, Female litigation lawyers and prosecutors, at p 59

124 Heaiings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at pp 13-14
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them 125 Feminist lawyers are stigmatized as lesbians, as demented, castrating women who hate
men..126

The Commission also heard testimony suggesting a relationship between impugning a
woman's credibility and her socio-economic background ..A deponent stated:
With regard to who has more credibility between a man with economic
power and a woman of a lower economic level, the tendency would be to believe the man has more It is assumed that a man with economic power and the
appearance of seriousness does not lie and that he keeps his word. A woman's
credibility as a witness is associated with her sexual conduct and her economic
station ..127
It remains to be asked what happens when a case requires testimonies of men and women
from similar socio-economic levels .. Although the Commission does not have an answer, it is
worthwhile to remember that the result would also depend, as previously discussed, on the kind of
case or situation presented.
Io conclude, the following words of an expert in women's issues summarizes the opinion
of many of the deponents:
[T]he experiences of the victims and survivors of sexual violence (incest,
rape, sexual harassment, domestic violence, among othe1 c1imes), and women who
appear before the court in family relations cases (in matters of divorce, support
and custody), and those who request civil remedies (restraining orders), or those
who file civil lawsuits (sex discrimination cases in employment because of reasons
associated with pregnancies or sexual harassment [are those who] suffer the impact of a system that appears to have agreed to not see what they see, to question
their credibility, to dishearten them in their efforts to seek justice in that system, to
silence them, to place words in their mouths to say whatever the system wants to
hear, to not allow them to express themselves in their own words, to confuse them
in their intentions, and, above all, to not protect them in the exercise of their
rights .128
6. As in other work places, the courts of Puerto Rico reflect the prevalence of sexual hara, ,ment which affects daily interaction and work performance.
125 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 14
126 Focus Group Interview, Women specialists in women's issues, at p. 58; Focus Group Interview, Male litigation

lawyers and prosecutors, at p 33 Ihe reference to lesbianism as a stigma and as proof of lacking credibility reflects
the double weight of discrimination that women carry who do not adjust to the stereotype of the adequate social behavior for a woman in this society

127 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 28
128 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p. 17
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The courts are a complex environment to analyze the problem of sexual harnssment This
is so, first, because it is a context of myriad people, all with specific duties, tasks, and obligations
which do not couespond to the typical hierarchical and administiative stlucture of the employeeemployer relationship ..For example, both lawyers and prosecutors are officials of the court, but a.re
not employees of the Geneml Court of Justice.. Conversely, every day many persons tum to the
court for services or as parties or witnesses in judicial proceedings and face typical patterns of
power and authmity that are not subject to the employee-employer relationship.
That is, in judicial proceedings and in the context of the comts, judges, officials, and employees of the judicial system have a reciprocal relationship with each other, with other professionals who wmk in the courts but ar·enot employees and with the court clientele ..
The foregoing suggests that the problem of sexual harassment, as was studied by the
Commission, overstepped the conventional wmk environment that is safeguarded by the labm laws,
to include instances of sexual harassment that could be understood as violations of specific provisions of the Penal Code, of the canons of judicial conduct and of the legal profession as well as the
Bill of Rights of Victims and Witnesses and the basic mores of social coexistence.
Article 3 of Act No. 17 dated Aptil 22, 1988 129 assembles tluee manifestations of sexual
harassment in the wmk place:
[A]Any type of undesired sexual approach, demand for sexual favms and any
other vetbal 01 physical behavior of a sexual nature when one or mme of the following circmnstances occm:
a) when submission to said conduct becomes, implicitly or explicitly, a term
condition of the person's employment.

01

b) when submission to or rejection of such conduct by the person becomes
grounds fot decision-making on the job, 01 about the job, that affect that person.

129 291PRA

sec. 155
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c) when that conduct has the effect or purpose of urn easonably interfeiing with
that person's job perfmmance work or when it creates an intimidating, hostile
or offensive wmking environment
The provision does not exhaust, however, the manifestations of the problem from the social
point of view. Studies on the subject indicate that sexual harassment is manifested in numerous
ways .. Its simplest manifestations include ffutations, winks, and unsolicited sexual innuendoes.
These more subtle forms of assault tend to be replaced by more direct and aggressive expressions,
such as repugnant verbal displays, body rubbing, pinches, and other undesired and unsolicited
physical approaches .. At its most extreme, the victim of harassment encounters the worst kind of
physical and psychic violence as do rape or attempted rape victims ..130
The problem with the more simple and subtle kinds of harassment is that they have not

been traditionally seen as manifestations of sexual harassment, but as behavior that is often acceptable and accepted in the interaction between men and women In that interaction, men generally
assume the active role. They do not think that their unsolicited actions could be unwelcome to
women recipients and can cause them to feel discomfmt, shame

01

anger. Nm do men take into

account the effect of then conduct on other obse1vers.
Judges, lawyers and secretruies told the Commission that the work envnonment in the
court is one of "ffutation," of unwelcome and unsolicited "coquetry" of many males - judges, lawyers, prosecutms, bailiffs, policemen- towrud women, be they judges, lawyers, prosecutors, bailiffs
and secretruies, even the system's clientele.

131

For example, there were known incidents of male

bailiffs preying on women employees and visitors,132 including women minors in the juvenile jus-•

BO MARYA MUNOZ VAZQUEZ & RUTH SILVA BONILLA, EL HOSIIGAMIENI'O SEXUAL: SUS MANIFESTACIONES Y CARACI'ERISTICAS EN LA SOCIEDAD, EN LOS CENIROS DE EMPLEO Y LOS CENIROS
DE ESIUDIO 3 (Center for Social Research, UP R, 1985)
131

Focus Group Interview, Female litigation lawyers and prosecutors, at pp 24 and 61~66; Hearings, May 12 and 14,

1994, at p 27; Hearings, May 27, 1994, at p. 12; Hearings, June 17 aud 18, 1994, at p. 21
132

Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 8; Report on Paiticipatory Investigative Sessions of Male and Female Judges
of the Judicial System.
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tice system 133 The impression received by the Commission in this regard was that salient sexual
behavior is unusually frequent in the comts with the system failing to take measures to prevent it
One male lawyer told the Commission that some male lawyers habitually seek special
trnatment from the secretaiies wmking in the comt in exchange for gifts and invitations..134 And
one female lawyer pointed out: "Some female employees of the comt still believe that they have to
allow their boss to hug them at parties in order to be in good standing. Likewise, you hear carping
that there are lawyers who date the secretary of Judge so-and-so and that this then gives them an
advantage" ..135 Similar connnents suggested that the easy-going relationship between men and
women in the comts pmduces a fertile environment for inappmpriate comments and flattery, for
sexual innuendoes that are neither solicited or pmvoked and for uttering terms of endearment, as
we discussed in other parts of this Repmt.
Of note, however, is that very few employees, female or male, appear·ed before the Commission. Going beyond subtle allusions, they spoke candidly about different kinds of sexual harassment in the comts
The Commission, however, perceived a high degree of fear and dread in these employees,
although several recounted incidents that were clearly examples of sexual harassment in the work
place, particularly as a hostile environment One example is the judge who told a secretary, in unusually vulgar terms-and

in her understanding, with ulterim motives-that he enjoyed having oral

6
intercomse with women .13

The fear and apprehension we have referred to is perfectly explainable if we remember that
comt interaction develops within the framework of an hierarchical organization based on respect of
authority This turns the comts into a scenario in which women, especially those in an employee-

133 Hearings,
134 Hearings,
135 Hearings,
136
Hearings,

May 13 and 14, 1994, at p. 27; Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p. 25
May 21 and 22, 1994, at p 6
June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 14
May 2 7, 1994, at p. 5
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employer relationship, can be more vulnerable and feel more helpless in a sexual attack in its multiple dimensions.. The court can hide and, in fact, does hide behind the mantle of respect due
authority figures and to the chains of command. As we shall see further on, women lawyers and
prosecutors themselves are fearful of confronting in a positive way the innuendoes or sexual advances of some judges-even though they are not employees of the system, even though their profession makes them better able to defend themselves. It's logical then to presume that the female
employees of the system are even more apprehensive.
According to a female judge, when sexual harnssment comes from a
judge ......No female employee, no secretary of the court, nobody is going to
complain, because nobody ousts what the administiation will do with their
complaint Everybody thinks that it will be hushed up because a judge is involved, "they'll cover it up," as they say. 137
For a child suppmt examiner, the problem is one of hierarchy;138 according to a female
judge, the incentive is to protect the system's lmage ..139 To this is added the fact that the internal
policy on sexual harassment in the work place has not been adequately divulged, nor is there an
accessible and effective procedure to file and process this type of claim. 140
According to Charney and Russell the victim in a sexual harassment situation can
"choose" between submission or ignoring the harassing behavior. She can eithe1 avoid or confront;
she can change he1 job, inform her supeiior or the corresponding complaint committee; she can
seek legal assistance

141

However, as Munoz Vazquez and Silva Bonilla point out, most women

understand that they have to accept this kind of pressure, because they often have no other option

137 Focus Group Interview, Female Judges, at p 93

138 Hearings, June 24 and July I, 1994, at p. 13
139 Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p 8
140 In this respect, see the chapter of this Report on 1 abor 1 aw
141 Darn A. Charney & Ruth C Russell, An Overview of Sexual HaraHment, 151 AM. I. PSYCHIATRY IO (199 4 )
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than to yield since effective measures to avoid humiliation are nonexistent: "her submission, more
than indicating consent, is considered a precondition to her smvival "r42
Contrary to what transpired with female employees, the Commission received abundant
testimonies from female judges, lawyers and prosecutors, and from some men as well, These testimonies described how the behavior of male judges at decisive moments, including the present,
evinced harassment and how the deponents simultaneously felt rejected and discouraged because
they often felt nothing could be done,
Following are some examples: A female judge recalled the following expe1ience as a trial lawyer: I iemember that a judge called me [to] app1oach the
bench with the lawyer [from the opposition] and then told me that he had dreamed
about me, but that he could not say publicly what the drnarn was about I was outrnged I told him so and I also told him that I was leaving the comtroom at once
and was going to inform the district pmsecutm that I would not retmn to that
comtroom. He had been mde to me,.143
A male pmsecutor told of having endmed the adverse consequences of sexual harassment a
female colleague received from a "gallant" judge before whom she had several cases., According to
the prosecutor, the judge suspended her cases so that she had to appear in his comtroom more frequently, and thus have an excuse to have coffee or dinner with he, On one occasion the prosecutor
was sorely inconvenienced: he had to substitute for his female colleague, because she could not
tolerate the distress and had asked to be replaced and he had to tolerate an angry judge whose lunch
plans-as

he told the court bailiff-had

been ruined.,144

Io many, this kind of situation may seem to be moie a case of a ffuting judge than of harassment-which,

in truth, is a funited inte1pretation of what constitutes harassment It is important

to emphasize that this kind of behavior occms within a relationship of authmity and, in this case as
in othe1s, with persons who neither want, nor initiate this type of approach .. Judges persisting in

142 Muiioz Vaquez and Silva Bonilla, mpra note 130, at pp. 23-24
143 Focus Group Interview, Judges, at p 22
144 Focus Group Interview, Female litigators and male prosecutors, at pp. 22-23
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this kind of behavior obviously create hostile environments for targeted female lawyers and prosecutors ..The fact that the prosecutor in this case, as happens in similar cases, opted to be replaced
rathe1 than file a complaint, shows that even a ranking official of the comt, finds it difficult to act
against a judge. Consequently, judges continue to act in that way because they are never sanctioned. 145
One male lawyer said the following:
If an attractive woman is representing the opposition, although I can't
say that they'll definitely adjudicate in that person's favm, you can be sure
that the conference in chambers that usually takes five minutes, lasts at least
an hour. And that's one hour that I have to be there, hearing him [the judge J
compliment and fliit with her You're, like, painted on the wall and there is
that constant fliitation and attack. Sometimes I'm saddened, because they'ie
young giils just starting out They don't even know what to say. 146

This testimony, generously revealing, clearly suggests a faiily frequent kind of behavior
that takes place, even in the presence of othe1 lawyers, without any qualms ..The fact that the situation of the victims often produces feelings of pity fm them suggests that the harassment is indeed
fierce, that then environment has become intimidating, hostile and offensive. On the other hand, the
testimony also suggests, that the harassment is aimed primarily at young woman lawyers ..If that is
so, these young women lawyers are likely to be more fearful of the authmity and power that the
judge represents ..
One male lawyer told the Commission about a male judge who used the power of his position to insist that a female colleague assist him in legal research I errified by the judge's authmity,
she dared not refuse. 147 A female lawye1 recalled how two male judges on separate occasions sent
her messages letting her know they were at her "complete disposition." She inte1preted this behavior as highly improper, especially since she had cases before those judges at the time. 148

145 An ex-judge administrator made clear comments to that effect Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at pp. 9-11
146 Focus Group Interview, Male litigation lawyers and prosecutors, at pp. 43-44

147 Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p 5
148 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p. 32
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Similarly, a female lawyer recalled the case of a male judge who told another female lawyer in his office, how he would like her to clTess.. The lawyer, although annoyed, remained silent
because she did not want to affect the result of the case that she soon would at gue before that
judge ..149 This exainple is illustrntive of situations whereby undue attempts ate made to create a
climate of intimacy through allusions or comments about personal matters. These at·e cleatly
strategies of enticement, that is, dropping subtle hints that at·e intimidating when proposed by persons of authmity who have the power to make decisions that could affect the persons involved.
The Commission heatd testimony on the prospect of comt litigations being influenced by
these attitudes and behaviors, thus compromising impattiality-the

highest ainbition of a justice

system. Fm exatnple, a female lawyer told the following stmy:
Dming an incident in chambers, the judge flattered her several times
She felt uncomfortable. The prosecutor of the case told the judge that he didn't
stand a chance in the case .. If she was the lawyer of the accused, then he was
licked. Instead of discussing the pending motion, the judge and prosecutor engaged in discussing the elegance of the attorney. She was upset and felt uncomfmtable and said so ..As a result, the judge was offended and the prosecutor got upset. Consequently, the motion was resolved against the accused that
she represented, and she could never be sme if the case was resolved on the
merits of the atgmuents of each party, or because the judge was angry at her
attitude 150
Interestingly, many stmies about this subject were told by third patties and not directly,
apparently, by the persons who experienced them. The Commission was not smprised .. This suggests that this is the kind of subject victims have difficulty in presenting and discussing before
strangers, especially if they represent the system in some way, as happened in this case ..In fact, the
Commission often perceived a certain reluctance on the patt of the deponents to expound upon
these incidents which allows us to presuppose that the problem of sexual hatassment is greater than
perceived

149 Hea,ings, May 13 and 14, 1944, at p. 27
150
Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at pp 10-11
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Occasionally, harassing behavim is also ditected at female judges ..A female judge, for example, recalled how she was the object of a smeai campaign and how she became the victim of an
hostile wmk envitonment for refusing to date a peer who was mairied. Another judge told her:
"She had left hiin high and chy in his best suit and best cologne " That same deponent recalled another incident with another maitied judge, who was her supervisor.. He insisted that they go out
together, alone ..After she refused several times-rather

elegantly, she noted-the

judge invited her

on four consecutive days by way of his courtroom bailiff. To avoid a fifth invitation, the female
judge went to the office of a law clerk just before noon. The judge stationed himself in the hallway
until 2:30 p.m. Later, he found her lunching with women friends and, wjthout an invitation, sat at
the table. That same day the female judge notified the presiding judge about the incident and the
situation was cmrected ..151
Notwithstanding administrntive intervention in the foregoing example, many female judges
feel that the system fails to emphatically respond in these cases The following comment by a female judge was echoed by several associates and colleagues:
[W]hat happened in the federal court -where a sexual haiassment case
against a judge was investigated- would never happen here Here if someone
should complain about sexual haiassment, they would look fot a way to cover
it up, that nothing would happen, that it would end there. In other wmds, I am
completely certain that what happened [in the federal] court, would not happen
here ...And that is the general opinion, because I have discussed it with other
judges, and they say the same thing Why complain if they're not going to listen to us? In other words, what happened there, the quick attention it received
.Afterwaids, they will isolate you, they'll send you to Jayuya [the boondocks]. They tell you, "Don't complain, they'll send you to Jayuya or to Las
Maifas" So, you keep quiet. I don't want to go to Las Maiias .Jn otlter
words, [if] tltat' s what happens from judge to judge, inlagine a secretaiy. if
she dai·ed complain about a judge ..152

l5l Hea,ings,June 17 and 18, 1994, atp. 21
152 focus Group Interview, Judges, at p. 92
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Recommendations
L The Office of Comts Administration should revise the fmms, internal regulations, and other
documents of the system in order to eliminate gender tainted language Also, to determine to
what extent, these documents respond to stereotypical notions of gender, and in what way their
implementation presents problems of gender discrimination.
2.. With the same purpose, the language of the Codes of Judicial and Professional Ethics should
be revised and amended to explicitly prohibit all manifestations of discrimination by the Judiciary and members of the legal profession
3. With the same purpose, the Supreme Court should order the revision of language in the Manual of Instructions to the Jury
4. To raise the consciousness among members of the system, the Office of Courts Administration
should develop educational pamphlets on the problems presented by the use of the masculine
generic and on the use of neutral language from the standpoint of gender It is irnpmtant to
sensitize male and female judges about this matter, because their position and authority in the
system have a great multiplier effect on other components of the system
5. Particular attention should be given in seminars and orientations on judicial ethics offered by
the Office of Courts Administration to sexist manifestations reflected in daily comt interaction:
using the familiar form of address and informality, using terms of endearment, the particular
use of certain linguistic forms, non-verbal sexist language, sexist jokes and expressions, and
flirtations, among others .. The example judges set in that regard should be underscored as well
as the corrective duty they must exercise from the bench ..
6

The employee orientation and continuing education programs of the Training Division of the
Office of Courts Administration, should be revised to include modules, aimed at employees and
supervisms of the system, on the sexist attitudes that are manifested in daily comt interaction,
with particular attention given sensitizing and changing attitudes

7

In complying with its duty to promote the education of members of the legal profession, the
Bar Association should develop workshops and seminars for male and female lawyers to sensitize them regarding discrirninatmy behaviors and patterns that occur in daily comt interaction, law firms and other work centers. The Bar should also develop manuals and protocols of
acceptable behaviors that address such aspects as language usage that recognizes the presence
of women in the courts and that is neither sexist nm offensive and problems of behavior

8

The system of evaluating judges and support personnel should take into account different
manifestations of sexist attitudes that transpire in the comts and in the rest of the judicial system. Specific questions on the subject should be included in evaluation questionnaires

9

The Judicial Branch should develop procedures that permit the gathering of information and
complaints about sexist behavior and attitudes in the system in order to guide their strategies in
eradicating the problem
169
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10. The Office of Courts Administration should review the Manual of Bailiffs' Procedures to incmpm ate nmms and protocols on the appropriate treatment bailiffs should provide to persons
who turn to the courts, especially women.
11 The Judicial Branch should develop seminars and mientation for all the system's personnel,
especially judges and social wmkers, on stereotypical ideas that dete1mine different standards
of behavior and credibility for men and women ..The Depmtment of Justice should do the smne
for prosecutors, including those practicing in family and juvenile divisions.
12. Judges should develop a greater awmeness of different manifestations of gender discrimination
and their cultural foundations, and should be more alert to ensure the cmrect and appropriate
development of the doctrine in this regmd. The judicial system should stimulate awmeness that
stereotypical and prejudicial ideas, pmticularly in cases of domestic violence, sexual hmassment, sex crimes and family relations, can cause misca11iages of justice

13 .. Law schools should cmry out their formative duty awm·e of the histmic alienation and subjugation of women and of the need to change attitudes and values to allow the full incmporation
of women into the legal profession. To do this, law schools should review the curriculum and,
wherever possible, incmpmate courses that address these needs ..Further, study and discussion
of such issues that so directly concern justice as a fundmnental value should be a part of eve1y
course .. This should be done by university divisions in chmge of the revision and approval of
curriculum. Interaction of the different components of the university community should also be
taken into account
14. The Judicial Branch should mnend its policy on sexual hmassment to make it clemer and more
forceful, and to clmify concepts and procedures .. The oppmtunity should be seized to address
the requirements of the Constitution and the laws prohibiting different manifestations of discrimination, so that the public policy of the Judicial Branch can be broadened to include them.

15. The Office of Courts Administration should give adequate publicity to its public policy on
sexual hmassment and on the different manifestations of discrimination, including the proper
mientation fo1 job applicants to the Judicial Branch.
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Chapter6

Personal Rights and Family Law
Introduction
Gentle, disciimination is produced within the family setting when stereotypical behavior is
based on sex and roles are socially and legally assigned

1 Many

of these roles and behaviors are the

result of configurations of domination and powe1 of some human beings over others, especially of
men over women, in every relationship of human coexistence,2 a subject developed in the chapte1
on the General theoretical framewmk. These relationships have been especially clear and powe1ful
within the framewmk of the family in neady every known culture

3

Pl The work !GUALDAD JURIDICA Y SOCIAI DE LOS SEXOS by ALMA 1 SPOTA (Mexico, Ed Porriia, 1967) explains
with an extensive bibliography how the unequal relationship of men and women was developed in the midst of familiar and social
relations, and its eventual impact on legal institutions. Other works of special importance on this subject are: SIMONE DE
BEAUVOIR, THE SECOND SEX, Vol I (The facts and the myths) and Vol. !I (The lived experience), (Pablo Palant trans., Buenos Aires, Ed Siglo Veinte, 1984); and John Stuart Mill, The Subjection of Women, in ON LIBERTY AND OTHER ESSAYS
(1991) are classics in this matter. From the legal perspective of the civil law tradition,prevail the works of SPO'IA, mentioned
before, JOSE CASTAN I'OBENAS, LA CONDICION JURIDICA DE LA MUJER (Madrid, lnstituto Reus, 1955) and Pl UTARCO MARSA V ANCEll S, LA MUIER EN El DERECHO CNIL (Pa:rnplona, Editions University of Navarra, S A , 1970)
2 SPOTA, supra note 1, at p 6: ''Thereis no doubt that from the biological and psychic point of view there are differences between men and women, but these differences cannot constitute the basis for legal differences. ", specifically atp 30 and ss;
CASI.AN I'OBENAS; andMARSA VANCELLS, supra note 1. See, also, Nadine laud & Elizabeth Schneider, Women'5 Subordination and the Role of Law, in THE POLITICS OF LAW 150 (rev. ed, 1992); Efren Rivera Ramos, Derecho y Cambia ~ocial:
Algunas reflexiones criticas, 56 REV. JUR UP R 251 (1987).
3 FREDERICK ENGELS, THE ORIGIN OF THE FAMILY, PROPERIY AND SI ATE 41-105 (Madrid, Ed. Funda:rnentos,
1971); WILLIAM GOODE, IHE FAMILY 1 (Mexico, Eteha, 1966) points out:
In all known societies, almost everyone lives his lifo involved in an
amalgam of rights and obligations called functional relations. From infancy, a
person learns of these kind of relations through a long period of socialization,
a process in which is learned how the other members of the family expect one
to behave, and in which a person comes to feel that this is the way that a person should, as well as wants, to act.
See, also, SYLVIA WALBY, THEORIZING PATRIARCHY (Basil Blackwell ltd, 1990)
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For centuries, women have been deprived of the possibility of developing their maximum
potential as human beings .. Often, women's wmk and capacities have been restricted to duties of
the home, raising children, and attending to the needs of their husbands

4

Although women perfmm

other roles, the domestic role, paradoxically, is seen as exclusively theirs. Like many other cultures, Puerto Rican society also adopted ideas, conventions and legal institutions that have long
maintained discriminatmy tr·eatment towards women. Laws, judicial decisions and the daily practice of petitioning authorized organizations for personal 1ights reflect that reality, because the Law
responds to dominant values, premises, and expectations in the society in which it prevails .5
The Law is generally conceived as a mechanism to pe1petuate and impose ideas and behav10rs .. However,

it can be an important tool to accomplish changes in social attitudes, behaviors and

beliefs ..6 Pue1to Rico's experience is a good example of the benefits of this "educational" effort
Family Law is an area of Pue1to Rican Law that has received utmost attention from the Legislature
and in jmisprudence .. Enmmous efforts have been unde1taken and significant imoads attained in

4 GOODE, supra note 3, at p 21 Goode states that:
[T]he darkest area of the biological effects on the human family is
that of the sexual differences. This debate has held the attention of man for
thousands of years, the modem accumulation of scientific evidence explains
that many of the apparent differences may be due to social conditioning .Biological differences need not completely determine a familiar pattern
as complex as the division of labor Id. at p. 31
5 See El Derecho como produc.to de/ Pattiarcado, in SOBRE PAIRIARCAS, JERARCAS, PAIRONES Y OTROS V ARONES
5-20, specifically at p. 24 (Rosalia Camacho & Alda Facio eds., San Jose, Costa Rica, 1993); WALBY, supra note 3;
CHARLOTTE BUNCH, HACIA UNA REVISION DE LOS DERECHOS HUMANOS 11-26 (Ediciones de las Mujeres No 15,
Isis Internacional, 1991); Alda Facio, Sexismo en el Derecho de lo,sderechos humanos, in MUJER Y DERECHOS HUMANOS
EN AMERICA LAIINA (CLADEM, Lima, Peru, 1991); Riane Eisler, Human Rights Towards an Integrated Theory for Action 9
Hum RTS Q. 287 (1987)
6 SPOTA, supra note 1, atp 33 Ihis author states:
Discrimination manifests itself in acts that are prejudiced against
persons who belong to a certain collective category, because of the mere reason of belonging to it This is the case of the legal discriminations suffered
during so many centuries by women that were imposed by men with impunity
It has been said that the external discriminatory behaviors have an
internal origin in the prejudice that is consistent in an unfavorable mental and
hostile attitude against those discriminated against
It h clear that the law cannot suppren thoughts, emotions or intimate attitudes, but legislators, philoS'Ofer;sof law, mciologists, and also educators must analyze the causes that produce these intimate attitudes to S"eek
the moH effective means to fight them. (Emphasis added)
See, also, supra note 5
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Family Law to reduce the social disadvantages of women with regards to men, Although many areas remain in drastic need of reform, the truth is that substantial reforms of basic juridical institutions that regulate the family have helped accelerate social and behavioral change, which, in turn,
have improved the juridical conditions of the Puerto Rican wife and mother, The new state of law
altered the traditional rules that governed the male-female relationship, so that both genders could
mutually demand fair and equitable treatment before the law in many of the areas 1egulated by the
Law on personal and family rights,
To fully and responsibly investigate gender bias in the courts, specifically in the area of
Family Law, the Commission used vruious investigative methods, which rue explained in the
Chapter on Methodology,. Throughout our study and investigation, we were able to corroborate
manifestations of gender discrimination in our system of justice and other institutions and processes of our society, in both procedures and behaviors as well as in the basic law that justifies
them The purpose of this analysis, then, is to identify aI'eas that still need legislative or judicial
reform and to propose approp1iate statutes to strunp out gender bias, in any way it manifests itself
within the institutions that establish Family Law in Pue1to Rico,,
In the development and evolution of specific Puerto Rican law, the Civil Code has undergone runendments, exclusions and inclusions, alterations, adaptations and interpretations that have
rectified some of the bias and differences in the rules which were justified by the gender of the per9

son on whom the full force of the law or judicial sentence fell-whether

he or she was an actor,

creditor or debtor in the pruticulru action, suit or debt. From the colonization era to today, the
process of adopting, revising, and re-evaluating the regulations of Pue,to Rican Family Law, then,
has been accidental, as we explain below
The Roman-Germanic juridical tradition that inspired the law that we inherited from Spain
conceived the mies governing the family institution as centered on the paterfamilias., As head of
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an autonomous family unit, with wife and children, the man held sole authmity over the patiirnony
and persons, including the right to decide whether they lived

01

died., The husband's authmity, then,

"was included in an assmtment of powers of the paterfamilias, titled manus maritalis

01

potesta,

maritali, that gradually diminished dming the imperial era." 7 "The special and petpetual tutela
mulierum applied to women" also existed in Roman law to protect their patiirnony.

8

That is,

among the institutions that subjected the wife to the husband, the tutelage that deems he1 incapable
because of her gender, and maiital authotity that bases her incapacity on her position in the family,
ai·e prominent

9

In contiast, the influence of Canonical Law in shaping institutions and mies that govern
individual behavior in social environments, reproduced schemas of submission, obedience and ecclesiastic domination at the core of the family, Mattiage became the basic and fundamental institution of human social development and, within that relationship, the male became the protector of
Chtistian virtues that prescribed the stability of that me1ger and of the family that emerged from it,
The precepts of conjugal fidelity, of obedience to maiital authmity, of procreation as the ultimate
pmpose of ma.triage, and protecting the integrity of the family unit by the petmanence of the
riage bond-all

inspir'ed by 1eligion-were

ma.t-

also adopted by Civil Law as jmidical mies to govern

the institution of the fatni!y10
The Napoleonic Code of 1804 c1ystallized matital authmity in modem western codification

11

From thence comes the civil codification that reaches Puetto Rico by way of Spain Fm

Castan Tobeiias, the Napoleonic Code consecrnted in wti1:Ien law the "authmity of the husband
ove1 the family, with attiibutes of strict legal authmity over the wife and the children"; the

7 CASI AN I'OBENAS, supra note 1, at p 117 et seq.; and SPOT A, supra note 1, at p. 57 et seq
8 Id

9/d

lO See, in this regard, CASI AN TOBENAS, supra note I, atpp, 67-76
11 CASI AN TOBENAS, supra note I
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"extension of that marital authmity to the family's patrimony, on the basis of presumed mental
frailty and subsequent need for protection" of the woman, placed between "the incompetent, next to
the insane and to minors, making her a kind of "perpetual child"; and "the projection of the preceding two principles on regulating property within the maniage" .. According to Castrui, in the new
system that is usually attributed to the personal influence of Napoleon, "the husband concentrated

lI
I

the entire property of the marriage under his control" and with that, he controlled the woman, as
wife and subordinate ..12
The influence of the Napoleonic Code on subsequent Codes in Emope and America, particularly on the Spanish Civil Code, is part of the judicial histmy of those nations This is the migin of Puerto Rico's actual state of law in the ar·ea of family relationships and in other aspects of
civil relationships.
The Spanish Civil Code was extended to Puerto Rico through the Royal Decree of July 31,
1889 .. It went into effect January 1, 1890, and was in force for eight years preceding the Nmth
American invasion. 13 In 1901, the first revision of the Civil Code was made to adapt existing rules
of private rights to the newjmidical reality of the country. 14 The first textual changes to the Code,
whose outcome we know as the Civil Code, 1902 edition, affected primarily the institutions of
marriage, filiation and birthright

15

In 1930, legislation enacted between 1902 and 1930 was in-

12 Jd atpp.121-122.
13 See Rodiiguez v San Miguel, 4 D PR 208 (1903); and Torres v Rubianes, 20 D PR 337 (1914); Luis Munoz
Morales, El C6digo Civil de Puerto Rico: Breve res·eiia hist6rica,
1 REV JUR U.P R 75-78 (1932) The Spanish Code continued in force, with the consent of the new political power, with regard
''to the determination of the private rights of individuals and properties [while] they were not incompatible with the change of
conditions carried out in Puerto Rico, in which case [it's enforcement could be suspended] by the chief of the Department''. See
General Order No 1 dated October 18, 1898, signed by Mayor John R Brooke, Chief of Ibe Department of Puerto Rico Cited
and translated by Mufi.oz Morales, 5upra ..Several basic institutions of the Civil Code were altered through militru:yorders. For
example, divorce for civil marriages was introduced; the terms for adverse possession were reduced; legal age was reduced, and
wills regulated
14 See report of D. Juan Hernandez L6pez, only Puerto Rican of the three members of the Commission, in C'omentar io al C6digo Civil Revimdo pre~entado a la Ajamblea Legislativa de Puerto Rico in December, 1901, 14 REV

JUR U PR 276 (1945)
15 The revised Civil Code was effective July 1, 1902 After this first initiative, some additional efforts to reform other civilist
institutions were made on the part of the Legislature of the new colony, for which several special laws were enacted, many of
which reestablished the old statutes of the Spanish Civil Code which had been substituted by statutes copied from Louisiana and
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setted into the Code, and all the aiticles re-enumerated into one integrated who!e16 This is the edition of the Civil Code that is the basis for this study
Mairiage, as defined in the Family Law that we inherited from Spain, was indissoluble,
celebrated with supreme solemnity between a man and a woman who, by legal fiat, contributed
their talents, productive capacity and the fruits of their Jabot to a common enterptise ..Protected by
the mantle of the law, the husband becaine the sole administrator of every economic and legal activity that the ente1ptise generated ..This concession expanded the central role of the eve1°dorninant
male into domestic, social, political and religious spheres ..17 A woman owed absolute obedience to
her husband, she had to take his surnaine, and follow him wherever he established residence,
submit to sexual intercourse, even though forced, and cede exclusive authority over their childten.
Termination of mairiage left women even more dependent and vulnernble, aside from the
social stigma that accompanied divorce. Ending her legal subse1vience to the male returned the legal capacity that her maitiage had diminished--or worse, had canceled-to manage he1 financial
affairn. 18 But systematic prejudice, or discrimination in other ai·eas, did not allow women to pai-

other United States jurisdictions and that, in practice, did not adjust themselves to the j111idicalframework of the count:Iy.See
detail of amended legislation that is described in 11 UIS MUNOZ MORALES, RESENA HISI'ORICA Y ANOTACIONES Al
COD!GO CIVIL DE PUERTO RICO 92-96 (Rfo Piedras, Junta Editora U PR, 1947) Ihe edition is based on the
COMPIIACION DE E5TA1UTO5 REVJSADOS Y CODIGO5 DE PUERTO RICO of 1911. Ihe author points out that provisions
related to inheritance, filiation, the private propertyof spouses, among others, were amended..Also, see Castiin I obeiias, En torno
al Derecho Civil de Puerto Rico, 26 REV !UR UP R 7, 9-11 (1956)
16 Luis Mufioz Morales, Anotacione~ al C6digo Civil de Puerto Rico, appearpublished in 14 articles of the REVJSTA
JURIDICA DELA UNIVER51DAD DE PUERTO RICO, between the years 1938 and 1945, Vols. 8 to 14 In 1930 all
the laws correlative to the areas of the Civil Code were added, and the necessary adjustmentswere made for the renumbering of all articles. For a complete analysis, by the same author,of the amended legislation of the Civil Code
from 1930 to 1948, see Enmiendas al COdigo Civil de Puerto Rico posteriore5 al 1930, 13 REV COL AB P.R. 4
(1950) and RESENA HIS1ORICA Y ANOTACIONES AI COD/GO CIVIL DE PUERTO RICO, mpra note 15, at pp
25-121
17 Migdalia Fraticelli Torres, Un nuevo acercamiento a lo.'iregimenes econOmicos del matrimonio:· La soc.iedad legal
de gananciales en el Derecho puertorriquefio, 29 REV. TUR U.I 413 (1995) Also, see, GuaroaVel.izquez, Alcance
de lm poderes del marido como administrador de la sociedad de gananciales, 22 REV. COL AB PR 281, 282
(1962); Augusto Malaret, CondiciOnjuridica de la mujer puertorriqueiia, 7 REV JUR U>P>R 7 (1937); Mufi.oz
Morales, El COdigo ., supra note 13, at p. 86 et seq; Isabel Pic6 Vidal, Derecho de Familia y cambio soc.ial. Una
interpretaciOn histOrico-social de la reforma de la adminiHraciOn de lo.s bienes gananciales, 54 REV. JUR U .P>R

537, 541-545 (1985); and the opinions of Perez v. Hawayek, 69 DP R 50 (1948); and National City Bank v De la
Torre, 54 D.P R 233 (1939), for an extensive discussion on the state of the law during those fir"stdecades
18 Id
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ticipate equally with men, except for some business activity, always subject, however, to the husband's judgment. 19 Change in a woman's legal status was imposed from within and outside the
maniage,
In 1976, substantial reform was achieved in the articles of the Civil Code whose North
Star aimed to "match" or offer women equal treatment and consideration with regard to the administration of community property, par'ental authority and tutelage and the basic obligations of

°

mar1iage ,2 Frnticelli Torres identifies four key factors that brought about this refo1m:

1 , The inttinsic injustice of a system that recognized only one of the partners or members
of the conjugal ente1p1iseas administtator and head of the family unit, thus diminishing the intellectual and jmidical capacity, personal status and dignity of the woman
within the institution of mar,iage.,22

19 Velazquez, supra note 17, at p 282 et seq. On her capacity to act in her own interest: Armando Martinez, La es/era de poder del comerciante casado: Necesidad de delimitar el dmbito de la gesti6n mercantil, 18 REV .JUR. U I
289,291 (1984); PF Entenza Escobar, La capacidad contractual de la mujer casada, 4 REV DP 61, 63 (1962)
Art 6 OF 1HE COMMERCE CODE OF 1932 stipulated:
A married woman may freely engage in commerce and industry without other formalities than those required for men. In the
business or industry in which a woman may engage, her liability shall be confined to her private property, with its fruits, the income therefrom and interest thereon, the immediate and direct profits obtained from such industry or trade, and the property acquired with such profits; and she may dispose of all such property without her husband's consent. Community property shall be
liable for the results of the trade or industry undertaken by the woman provided there is express or tacit consent of the husband If
the husband wishes to express his will that such community property shall not be liable, he shall by means of a writing duly certified, notify his wife and the
Mercantile Registry, where an entry thereof shall be made in the margin of the registration of the merchant 10 1 P R .A. App I,
sec 1006
On the jmispudential interpretation see Gimenez v. Registtador, 21 D PR. 329 (1914); Peraza v Registrador, 30 D.P R. 537
(1922); Sojo v, Registrador, 35 D PR 855 (1926); Fuster v Paonesa, 43 DP R 760 (1932); Silva v Corte, 57 D,P R, 725
(1940); Quinones v Cmte, 59 D PR 438 (1941); Segaua v Vivaldi, 59 D PR 803 (1942); Rarufrez v Registradm, 61 D PR
311 (1943); Lanausse v. Silva, 84 D PR 546 (1962), among others
20 Excellent summaries of all the approved legislation may be seen in Eduardo Vazquez Bote, Reforma del Der echo
de Familia:· Avance de unjuicio cr(tico, REV D.P. 13, 61-62 (19'76-77); and Emilio Menendez, Direcciones contempordnea, del Derecho de Familia, 38 REV. COL AB PR. 207,218 et seq, (1977). On Act No, 51 dated May 21,
1976 that creates coadministration, see Olga Cruz Jimenez, C6mo disuiminan las leyes contra la mujer puertorriquefia, 37 REV. COL AB PR 469 (1976); JEANNET1E RAMOS DE SANCHEZ, LA MUJER Y LA NUEVA LEG/SLACION SOBRE DERECHO DE FAMILIA (San Juan, Commission for the Improvement of Women's Rights,
1977); JEANNETTE RAMOS DE SANCHEZ, IA MUJER Y EL DERECHO PUERTORRIQUENO (San Juan, 1976);
and many other articles on the subject that were published during the seventies; Olga Resumil de Sanfilippo, La
condici6njurfdica de la mujerpuertoniquefia en el siglo XX: Continuam05 interpretando la parte de la leona ?, 54
REV. COL AB PR, 5 (1993).
In addition to the articles cited, from the constitutional perspective see Pedro Ramos L6pez-Oliver & I eresa
Saladise, La diS'criminaci6n S'exual y la sociedad legal de gananciales en el Derecho puertoniquefio, 8 REV JUR
UI 198 (1974),
22 Fraticelli I orres, supra note 17
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2.

Ihe increased incorporation of the Pue,to Rican woman into the labor force, in many
cases constituting the family's only consistent support. 23

3

The adoption of universal p1inciples that recognize full equality of eve1y human being,
regardless of origin, race, sex or social condition, in the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Pue,to Rico of 1952 ..24

4. The influence of the Pue1to Rican and international feminist movements aimed at attaining full recognition of women's 1ights in eve,y categmy: social, political and economic ..25
The impact or effect that these factors had on Pue1to Rico Family Law Refo1m from 1976
is indisputable. The changes adopted constitute indispensable and significant breakthroughs for full
jwidical, social and inte1personal equality fm women

26

Despite effmts to eliminate unequal treatment of men and women in amended legislation
since 1976, the social premises that sustain or pe1mit existing inequality have not been completely
erndicated from the wiitten law, from recwrent jmidical relationships, or from lasting litigation or
judicial practices in Pue1to Rico.
I his reality motivated the Commission to evaluate the jmidical text of the cmrent Family
Law from the perspective of gende1. This study does not exhaust the topic ..It is only an attempt to
illustrate with concrete examples how w1itten regulations and the judicial processes that enforce
them rue not always c1ystal cleru in treating women as fairly as men Rather, they often help pe1petuate unfai, treatment on the basis of gende1

23

Id Also see, Shaben Yamhure, supra note 21, at p 77 et seq.; Pic6 Vidal, supra note 17, at pp. 550-554; Irias
Monge, supra note 21, at pp. 44-46; and Resumil de Sanfilippo, supra note 21, at p 7

24 Id See the deliberations in 4 DIARIO DE SES/ONES DE LA CONVENCION CONSTIIUYENTE DE PR 25612562 (ed. 1961) See criticism by Shahen Yamhure, supra note 21, at p 75-?8 and of Ramos L6pez-Oliver &
Saladise, supra note 21, at p. 230 et sCq Also, see Pic6 Vidal, supra note 17, at pp..554-560; Irias Monge, supra
note 21, at p. 46; Cruz Jimenez, supra note 21, at p 472; Resumil de Sanfilippo, supra note 21, at p. 12 et seq
25
Id. Also, see Shaben Yamhure, mpra note 21; Trias Monge, supra note 21; ISABEL PICO VIDAL EI AL...., ESTUDIO PARA
DETERMINAR EL ALCANCE Y RAMIFICACIONES DE LA DISCRIMINAC1ON POR RAZON DE COLOR, SEXO, Y ORIGEN
NACIONALEN LA EMPRESA PR/VADA EN PUERTO RICO (San Juan, PR, Center for Social Research, 1972)
26 Fraticelli I orres, supra note 17
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Despite its flaws, advances in Pue1to Rican Family Law establish a good starting point to
direct legislative effmts towards full equality of spouses in the different processes of marriage, and
no less urgently, towards equality and equal treatment in designating and distiibuting other social
and political responsibilities that women and men in this countly commonly share.

Ana(ysis of Legislation and Jurisprudence
Usage, style and inte1pretation of the body of law are crucial in analyzing and evaluating
gendei disc1imination in the Pue1to Rican jmidical code, especially in the area of Family Law.
Even at the dawn of the 21st Centmy, the Civil Code of Pue1to Rico and the special legislation that
complements it, still proclaim and recognize rights, acts, powers and duties for which gende1 is, or
could have been, an essential

OJ

constitutive element, paiticularly in statutes that went into effect at

the end of the last centuiy.
The Pue1to Rican Legislative Assembly has made conscientious efforts to recognize and
explicitly reflect the jmidical equality of men and women in the ar·ea of Family Law by amending
the language and content of its regulations. 27
Fo1 its pait, the Supreme Comt of Pue1to Rico has either prompted many of these changes
or has recognized equitable tJ·eatment for both genders even when the literal text of the law repudiates the premise of equality. 28 Even so, much remains to be done to completely erndicate manifestations of unequal treatment that om laws have tolerated fo1 yea,s.
To analyze the rules of Family Law in order to evaluate gender-based content and discriminatmy practices, the Commission set off from the constitutional framework that prohibits all
discdmination on the basis "of sex" We have dedicated an impmtant part of this Repmt to this

27 We shall see various examples of Legislative initiative in this work
28 Ihe recent amendment to the Civil Code [C. CIV .] Art 109 by Act No 25 of February 16, 1995, is a clear example of this

"judicial provocation", generated through the case of Mildn Rodriguez v. Munoz, 110 D ..P R. 610 (1981) 311 P RA. sec 385
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subject Yet to place it witlrin the system of more signilicant regulations, it is irnp01tant to remember that the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Pue1to Rico categ01ically stipulates that "[ a]ll

men are created equal before the law No discrimination shall be made on account of. sex,
Both the laws and the s:ystemof public education shall embody these principles of essential human equality." 29 Eve1y analysis of the language and content of the laws and jurispmdence of
Family Law should 01iginate, then, with "the profound equality of the human being", 30 that in the
pe1formance of their activities as woman or man, wife or husband, mother 01 father, daughte1 01
son, contributes equally to the development of the family and to the society to which they belong,
always protected by that constitutional guarantee whose universal value is inescapable.
The Supreme Court of Puerto Rico has evaluated legislation in the area of Family Law
from the perspective of gender and the 1ight to privacy. 31 Consistent with previous jurispmdence
on equal protection of the laws and disc1irnination in the areas of labor and clirninal law, the Court
confirmed the doctrine of Puerto Rican law that any classification based on gender is suspect and
requires evaluation under strictest jndicial scmtiny

32

In the case of Mildn v. Rodriguez v. Munoz

33

the Court confronted a challenge to the

constitutionality of Aiticle 109 of the Civil Code, because it countenanced a disciirninat01y classification on the basis of sex and deprived men of the equal protection of the laws .. It should be remembered that until this case was resolved, Aiticle 109 conceded only to women the right to claim

29 When explaining the Constitutional framework,

it was previously emphasized in this Report that the linguistic formula used by
the constituents, "All men ", ah'eady reflects an androcentric conceptualization or cultural pattern, that is, centralized around the
masculine figure

°

3 Cited in the chapter on Constitutional framework Words of attorney Jaime Benitez, 2 DIARIO DE SES10NES DE LA CON-

VENCION CONST/1UYENTE 1103.
31 See Figueroa Ferrer v. E .1 A , 107 D P.R. 250 (1978)
32 See other references on the subject identified in the Chapter on Ihe Constitutional framework of this Report. Although the

scrutiny in North American Law is less rigorous, the Supreme Court of the United States has said that any discrimination based
on gender "establishes a classification subject to scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause" Reed v Reed, 404 U .S 71, 75
(1971); to qualify as subject to scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause, "classifiwtions by gender must serve important governmental objectives and must be substantially related to achievement of thos-eobjectives", Califano v Webster, 430 U.S 313,
316-317 (1977); Orr v. Orr, 440 U.S. 268,278,282 (1978)
33 110 D PR 610 (1981)
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I

support afte1 divorcing her male ex-spouse ..34 Before evaluating the constitutional argument, the
Court clearly established the parnmeters of analysis by pointing out:
In Zachry International v. Superior Court, 104, DPR 267 (1975, and
the Commission on Women's Rights v. Secretary of Justice, 109 D.PR 715
(1980),-under Art. II, Secs. I and 7 that are prohibitive of discrimination on
the basis of sex and the equal protection of the laws-we resolved to apply the
formula of strict judicial scrutiny to cases of this kind. In both decisions we
made note of the ineversible tendency of women incorp01ating in a substantial
way into the diverse phases of economic, professional and social activity.
There, we seriously questioned the validity of subjective, erroneous, traditional and stereotyped premises that derive from the masculine point of view
that consciously or unconsciously gets its raison d'etre from the characterization of women as the weaker sex' .35
In resolving the controversy ove1 Article 109, the Court states:

You do not need to make a great mental eff01t, 01 a profound analysis to
conclude that the legislative scheme of the article in question represented in its
text, without a doubt, a different, unjustified and discriminat01y treatment
against men by reason of their sex, that at this time ......
cannot prevail. Its background demonstrates that its text responds rather to an archaic and
stereotyped idea of the traditionally limited function that was erroneously
attributed in the past to the woman. home and mother. The precept reflects a
view that was discarded with the modernization and reform oj the juridical
condition oj women that the Legislative Assembly, in its desire to achieve a
balance and give effectiveness to the deal of the Constituent Assembly to acknowledge the arrival of women to their full rights, and to equal opp01tunity
with men, methodically brought about during the past years ..36
In Amador v. A.C AA.,

37

in evaluating the definition of the concept "housewife," defined

as "a woman, independently of her civil status, whose principal occupation is to administer;

maintain and control a home and who ....
is not engaged in a regular remunernted occupation
or .does not attend regularly to an employment outside of her residence ", the Supreme Comt held
that:
Regarding the Constitutional mandate that guarantees equal protection
of the laws, 01 the constitutional clause that prohibits disc1imination on the
basis of sex, and being before a suspect classification based on sex, inhe1ently
34

Not until February 16, 1995 was the text of the law amended to adapt it to the constitutional precept and to the cited jurisprudence

35 Milan Rodriguez, 110 D PR at p. 615 (emphasis added)
37
91 PRA sec 2052(8);Amador v. A CAA., 117 D PR 820 (1986)
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suspect and subject to st:Iict judicial scmtiny[,] in accordance with cotrect
adjudicative technique, we decide that pa1t of the statute that defines that
housewife "means a woman" should be read in such a way as to include pe1sons of either sex . Therefore, we recognize [petitioner] his 1ights under the law
and om Constitution.38
According to the Supreme Comt, in an opinion by Justice Negron Garcia, "When you have
a Constitution that prohibits sex disc1inrination .. [the emphasis and inte1pretation of the laws must
be different" ..39
More recently, in the case of I'oppel v. Tappe/ 40 the Supreme CoUit held that:
Pue1to Rico has a st:Iong policy to protect women and to equalize the
wife with the husband. A1t. II, Sec .. I of the Constitution of Pue1to Rico provides in patt that "all men [read 'human beings'] 41 are equal before the law.
No discrimination shall be made on account of ....sex ......
" Many laws have been
passed under this legislation.
A fundat11entalp1inciple of this case, which establishes the mies to govern legislation on
the liquidation of community prope1ty in a ma11iage where the miginal conjugal domicile has been
changed, is "the need to achieve equality between the spouses and to protect the wife, who has been
excluded fo1 so many centuiies, against a possible manipulation of mies, and other injustices"-a
bechock that, as indicated ahead, justifies other opinions of the CoUit regatding the economic matters of mat1iage.
Ihe doct:Iine of the Supreme Comt, then, is not alien to the premises and jmidical foundations on which this Repmt is based. Couoborated by exat11ples of recent decisions, the Supreme
Comt has acknowledged the presence and effects of the p1emises that suppmt the conclusions of
this Repmt: the condition of social, political and jmidical infe1imity of women, pe1petuated by
laws and judicial practices, does not have a place in our juddical frat11ewo1k.No othe1 unjustified
disc1inrinat01y manifestation against gende1 shall be tolernted within om system of law. The

38 Amador, l 17 D P.R. 825 (citations omitted)

39Milan Rodriguez, 110D PR at p 617
40 114 D p R 775 (1983)
41 Clarification made in the text of opinion, Id. at p 793
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Commission evaluated the legislation and jurisprudence included in this part of the study under this
jmisprudential prism42
Io analyze the legal grounds that govern Puerto Rican Family Law from the perspective of
gender, existing regulations were grouped according to the basic relations and institutions that they
regulate, that is: I) the jmidical capacity of persons and the social and jmidical values that are reflected in the law on gender differences; 2) the personal relationship between the couple, be it a
marriage, a homosexual and lesbian relationship, or concubinage, and the dissolution of that relationship; 3) the jmidical relations generated by paternity and maternity, specifically (a) filiation,
(b) legal authority over childrnn (patria pote,ta,) and cnstody, (c) maternal and paternal filial relations and (d) adoption. Also examined are 4) Civil Code Articles on support obligations between
par·ents and ex-spouses; 5) special legislation on child support; and 6) the economic lifestyles of
marriage.
The analysis is developed in the following way: the language or writing of the legal stipulations is evaluated first, then the effects of their application on both genders and, finally, the jurisprudential inte1pretation of those stipulations

A.. On the Language of Law
In analyzing the legal language regulating relationships, 1ights and responsibilities that
apply equally to men and women, the Commission would like to call attention to the impact on our

42

Othermethods of analyzing the language and androcentriccontent of the law have been recommended Among them, those of
sociologist Alda Facio, previously cited in this work, stand out The readeris referredto those works for a broader vision of the
phenomena, since, for lack of space, the discussion of all the schemes suggested cannot be included in this Report
Alda Facio develops a very particularmethodology for the analysis of legal texts that disc1iminate againstpersons on the basis of
gender, based on six specific steps. The authorconsiders a law is discriminatory[against women] if its result is discrimination even though that same law has not been promulgatedwith the intent of 'protecting' women or of 'raising her' to the same
condition as men. In that manner,a law that treatsmen and women exactly alike, but whose results diminish or nullify the enjoyment or exercise by women of their human rights, shall be a discriminatorylaw But, "a law that benefits a historicallyalienated group can never be considered discriminatory,because its effects on society would not be discriminatory" ALDA
FACIO, CUANDO El GENERO SUENA, CAMBIOS 1RAE 17-18 and 80-81 (1992).
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institutions of careless use of concepts that do not apply equally to women and men who are active
and passive subjects of the law
On the other hand, if the Legislative Assembly did not take into full account the presence
of men as well as women in the spectrum of juridical equality that, by superior decree, must pervade all our legislation, the Commission sought to examine the jmispmdence of the Puerto Rico
Supreme Comt to see how this forum, as interpreter of the law ,-in

determining the sense, impact

and scope of the laws-has reacted to the presence of sexism and discrimination that endmes in the
legislated statute: whether the Supreme Comt rejects or accepts sexism and discrimination as a
part of our jmidical, social and cultural heritage .. It is important to point out that this process of
interpretation allows ethical-moral, social, economic and ideological values to surface and be perpetuated as binding mies that are supposed to shape the relationship of persons who co-exist in a
society in a given space and time-in

our case, in Puerto Rico on the eve of the next century ..

None of the mies of interpretation in om Civil Code establishes that the male gender also
comprises the female in the chaffing of stipulations. The all-inclusive male gender is accepted as a
given, as a common mle of language The entire text of the Code, then, is worded in the male gender, which justifies the constant reference to such terms as "administrator" and not "person who
administers," "possessor" and not "person who possesses," "diligent father of the family" and not
"diligent person," to mention a few obvious examples.
The masculine wording of written regulations has been frequently justified, on the basis of
the aforementioned mle of hermeneutics that includes the female gender in the male substantive
whenever it mises from the context of an expression .. In reality, the mle of hermeneutics was not,
or is not, always the direct cause of regulations chawn up from the masculine substantive or perspective.
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The social, economic, political or religious values prevailing in the era in which a specific
regulation is approved determine its conception, phrasing, content and scope ..43 When the Spanish
Civil Code was approved, the supremacy of the male over the female at every level-social,
nomic, political and religious-was

eco-

evident, as we have aheady pointed out That alleged male su-

periority, histmically sanctioned and accepted in western civilization, is the undet!ying reason for
the presence of male values and concepts in the creation and classification of jUiidical figures 44
Therefore, it was proper to refer to the "diligent father of the family" as a c1iterion to exclude
women from responsibility in the ruea of obligations

01

for thinking of "inipugning paternity," be-

cause only the husband was authmized to challenge the legitimacy of the offsp1ing of the mrutiage.
Fm years, this formal male representation of the law was accepted as natUia] and approp1iate45 Today, that kind of wording is no longer admissible, much less if the effect is to pe1petuate dissimilru and unjustified treatment of one gender and maintain the invisibility of that gender in
the face of histmy and everyday life. The following pruagraphs examine how the Supreme CoUit
has confronted the grrunmatical construction of the law, and has restructUI·ed the value of language
to certify it as an effective resource for achieving justice.

B.

The Capacity of Pe,~ons to Act According to their Gender

The first reference to gender in the Civil Code of Puerto Rico is found in Aiticle 22, which
establishes that "Civil laws ru·eequally applied to all without distinction of person or sex, except in

43

Ihe phenomenon of the invisibility of women in history and in law occurs because it is the male who always appears as the
protagonist in both fields Ibis explains the so-called androcentrism in the theoretical field, which degenerates into male chauvin-

ism (machismo) in the real world. See FACIO, CUANDO EL GENERO SUENA ..supra note 42, at pp. 35 et seq
44 See SPOTA, supra note!, at pp ..45 et seq; CASI AN TOBENAS, supra note!, at pp. 95 et seq
45
In the case Ex parte J A A, 104 D PR. 551 (1976), the Supreme Court evaluated the Petition for Adoption of a mother who
was single and pointed out: Even though the Article does not refer to the female adopter, no one would believe that women are
excluded Because, as an elementary rule of hermeneutics, except when indicated otherwise in the text of a statute, the singular
includes the plural, and vic.e versa,, and the masculine the feminine .."
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the cases othe1wise specifically provided in the law .46 This phrase anticipates that some laws may
not be equal "fo1 all, [with] distinction of persons [and] of sex".
Article 25 of the Code enumerates the causes and factors that can limit a person's capability to act individually. Among them "minority, insanity, prodigality, habitual drunkenness ....." 47
Gendet is not mentioned as a limitation to the juridical capacity of the person, however, until 1976 ..
In the first case, the Pue1to Rican "manied woman" or "mother" did not have the same active le-

gitimacy or juridical authority to give her consent in a contract, and in the second, to exercise
jointly with the father the patria potestai ove1 their children. That is, many aiticles of the Civil
Code made distinctions based on gender or on position in the fainily, such as those related to the
adrninistI ation and disposition of conjugal prope1ty, the exercise of tights and powe1 over the childr·en or the guai·dianship of minors and incompetents, to mention only a few
Not until 1976, as explained below, was eve1y allusion to marital authority eliminated and
the full prerogatives of the Pue1to Rican woman regaiding her actions and authmity as mothe1,
wife, and prop,ietor were acknowledged.

C. The Value of Women's Work in the Family and in Puerto Rican Society
In analyzing the statutes of the Civil Code and the special legislation that complements its

text, we became awaie that these legal bodies have adopted the historical, cultural and juridical
view that places women in a state of submission or subjugation to men, or, at best, places them in
an hierai·chically infe,ior state to men in family, social, economic and political relationships .. The
man is conceived as head of household, adrninistiatm of family prope1ty, as representative of its
interests and the chief provider of the fainily nucleus .. It is taken fo1 granted that it is the man who

46 31 L .P RA. sec 22, This Article does not come from the Spanish Civil Code It was originally adopted by the Revisory Commission of 1902 since it "does not have an equivalent in the Spanish [Civil Code] nor in that oflouisiana" MUNOZ MORALES,
supra note 15, at p. 135
47 311.PR A sec. 25. Act No. 140 dated December 14, 1994 amended Article 25 to exclude deafness in cases in which "the
deaf cannot separate reading from writing and cannot understand and communicate effectively by other means".
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leaves the home to earn the suppo1t fo1 his family Consequently, it is he who is usually protected
by labor laws and social legislation ..Positions of leadership and of social and political prestige are,
generally, conceived as proper to the man, with the woman relegated to less impmtant positions
such as the service professions that confmm to the mothe,ly image and of solidaiy suppmt still
associated with he1. Three exainples serve to illustrate our appraisal:
First, in Pue1to Rico it was essential to alter specifically the state of law to give women the
"status" deserved in Puerto Rican society, because for decades, society did not validate the changes
that were necessaiy to eliminate the existing disc1iniination.
Second, the existing laws still typify a woman's work within the family as having less social and economic value than that of a man, as shall be discussed later in this chapter.
Third, some of om laws still linguistically reflect some conducts and behaviors as approp1iate for men and some as appropriate for women in om society, thereby foste1ing gender-based
stereotypes and attitudes. Let us look at each exainple sepaiately.

1.. The Educational and Reformer Ejfect of the Legislation o/1976
The refo1m of 1976 was necessaiy to initiate radical social change in Pue1to Rican society
that would pe1mit the jmidical equality of men and women in the heait of the fainily and in othe1
ai·eas: domestic, as well as social and economic. The legislation did not merely constitute an acknowledgment of an order of things "alive and real", which was contraiy to the actual state of law.
It was essential to change the very content of the law because the actual laws and judicial deci-

sions kept women in a state of juridical inferiority .. That is, d111ingthree quaiters of this centmy,
and a few more in the past century, our laws imposed marital authority or supremacy over the

woman in her role as wife and mother; until the state of law changed. It is with that legislative
initiative, that the j111idicalcondition of women truly began to change in Puerto Rico.
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Although Atticles 89 to 94 of the Civil Code were amended substantially in 1976, giving
way to "the new jmidical orde1 of things", in reality the conceptions that shaped the "old order"
still smvive in the minds and the daily practices of many sectors of our society
In order to place the subject in its propel perspective, the ruticles just mentioned used to

stipulate that [t]he husband [must] protect his wife and satisfy her needs according to his condition
and financial means (Alt 89); [t]he woman [was] obliged to obey and follow her husband wherever
he establish[ed] his residence (A1t. 90); [t]he husband [was] the administratOJ of the community
prope1ty, except when othe1wise stipulated Pmchases that the wife [would make] with such property [were] valid, whenever they [were related] to things that were destined for the use of the family
according to its social status. But the real property of the conjugal society [could] not be alienated
OJ encumbered-subject

to nullification--except with the express consent of both spouses (A1t

91); and [t]he husband [was] the legal representative of the conjugal society (Alt 93 and 1313).
As fOJ the duties of the woman as mother in the exercise of her juridical prerogatives with
respect to her chikh'en, the pertinent references will be made in the section on maternal-filial relations
From 1976, the law imposed as basic postulates of the personal relationship within the
mruriage that [t]he spouses were obliged to mutually protect and satisfy their needs in propOJtion to
their conditions and fOJtune (Alt 89); [t]he spouses would decide by mutual agreement where to
est'!blish their domicile and residence fOJthe attainment of the best interest of the family (Alt. 90);
[b]oth spouses shall administe1 the community property, except when othe1wise stipulated, in
which case one of the spouses shall grant a mandate to the other to act as administrator of the
community prope1ty .. Purchases made by either of the spouses out of said property shall be valid
when they comp1ise things OJ ruticles for personal OJ family use according to the social and economic standing of the family ..The law also provided that eithe1 spouse can make said pmchases in
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cash or credit The real property of the conjugal community may not be alienated or encumbered
under penalty of nullity, except with the written consent of both spouses, Nothing above shall be
construed as to limit the liberty of the futrne spouses to execute articles of marriage (Art. 91);
[e]xcept as provided in Article 91 of this code, either of the spouses may legally represent the conjugal community.. Any unilateral act of administration by one of the spouses shall bind the community prope1ty and shall be presumed valid for all legal effects (Art, 93)
That is, the law aheady perceives the marriage as a joint social and economic process, in
which control is dual and equal, with its benefits equally distributed between the two For the real
and practical impact of the new legislation on the basic institutions of family law that we consider
in these pages, it will be necessary to reintroduce the issue when analyzing the text and rules that
regulate each one of them,

2.

The Devaluation of Women's Work within the Home

In evaluating the social legislation that protects the person who joins the workforce outside
the home, we realize that women, as eithe1 housewives or successful operators of lucrative businesses in theiI homes, are excluded from that legal protection or it is inadequate, almost nominal
In that way, some recent social legislation, such as the Automobile Accident Social Protection

Act, 48 constitutes an interesting means to corrobm ate the above and to confiim that there are still
situations in the law that adversely affect women, due to the traditional roles that society assigns
them, when compared to the tr'eatrnent that men gene1ally receive, This law provides for compensation for the loss of income, due to automobile accidents, and provides that "[i]f within the twenty
days following the date of the accident the injmies received disable a victim other than a house-

wife, the Administration shall pay to him a benefit for loss of income by disability, ,.,Section (a) of

48 Act No. 138 dated June 26, 1968, as amended, 91 PR sec ..2051
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Article 4(3) of the law.49 Section (g) of the same article states that "When the disabled victim is a

housewife the Administration ;hall pay her a benefit of $25 weekly subject to a maximum of 12
weeks .."50

The law provides in its Article 2(8) that:
Housewife - means a woman, independently of her civil status, whose
principal occupation is to administer, maintain and control a home and who:
(1) is not engaged in a regular remunernted occupation 01 (2) does not attend
regularly to an employment outside her residence .51
The W01kmen's Compensation Act was drafted in similar te,ms. 52 This law excludes
"those persons who w01k in their homes" .53 It is common knowledge that the maj01ity of persons
who work in theit homes ar·e women who, by these means, attend to theit different responsibilities
as homemakers, custodians oftheit children, and providers oftheit family's supp01t.
If our society were to evaluate the w01k of women within the home as they do the w01k

outside it, it could offer adequate protection in situations of disability, accident 01 other cases of a
decrease in w01k capacity .. To not do it has the effect of perpetuating prejudices and is prejudicial
by not hist01ically evaluating the w01k petformed by women in their homes, and by depreciating
the real value that this activity represents from the economic and social perspective 54

49 9 L P RA sec ..2054(3)(a)
50 9 LP RA sec. 2054(3)(g)
51
9 L.PRA sec ..2052(8) Amador v. ACAA,

117 D.P R 820 (1986).. In this case the Supreme Comt, when interpreting the

provision of law that defines "housewife" as "a woman", also concluded that according to the purpose and reach of the legislation, it was inclusive of both genders
52 Act No 45 dated April 18, 1935, as amended, 11 L PRA sec. 1 et ,eq

53 Id Art 2, 11 LPRA
sec 2
54
MARLENE DIXON, THE FUTURE
timate made by a California attorney of
Manhattan Bank, showed the following:
Job Hours Rate $ Per Wk
Food Buyer 7 .0 5 .75
$40.25
7 14
Nurse
2.0
14 28
Tutor
2.0
643
12.86
Waitress 2 ..5
341
853
Seamstress
1.0
3 75
laundress
5.9
310
Chauffeur
35
550
Gardener2.3
5 00
11 50

OF WOMEN 8-9 (San Francisco, synthesis Publications, 1980) Dixon says: A 1980 esa maIIied woman's average working week, based largely on an earlier study by Chase

3.75
1829
19.25
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Although in recent years the jurisprudence of the Supreme Comt of Puerto Rico has protected and rnised the social and jmidical condition of women, to the degree that the present legal
structme allows it, it is important to make the following distinction:

In the case of Mildn Rodrfguez v. Munoz, the Comt quotes jmist Jose Luis Lacruz Be1dejo55 to illustrate his idea on the conditions that actually propitiate equal treatment for women.
The Court struts the Mildn opinion with the following words:
As a conceptual background for the solution ofthis case and with refe1ence to the jmidical evolution of the condition of women the following words
are useful: "[t]he amended rutic!es assume the recognition, by the legislator, of
several social realities that until now had not transcended the field of law (the
law, almost always, comes after the social need): the new identity of the wife
who is no longer defined exclusively as mother and domestic animal or for labor within the house, but as a being with dignity and liberty equal to that of
man and as a result with the right, as a general rule, to the srunejmidical possibilities and opportunities ..
Unfortunately those words reflect a certain disdain towrud the position that women should
occupy today in society. The Commission respectfully considers that the reference that woman "is
no longer defined exclusively as mother and domestic animal",-(Is

the categorization of domes-

tic animal valid?) (What value does the adverb "exclusively " have in this analysis?)-,
"being with dignity and liberty equal to that of men"-(Should

Family Cousel
Maintenance
Childcare

2500
4.90
I 00
1680
321
Cleaning Woman 75
Housekeeper
100
Cook
13.1
62.23
475
379
ErrandRunner
35
Budget manager 40
643
32 00
Decorator
1.0
7.71
11.57
Caterer 15
Dishwasher
3.10
62
Dietician 1..2
8.16
6 ..80
Secretary 2.0
500
10.00
Maid/Hostess
3.0
20.00
Total Weekly Value
255 9
Iotal Yearly Value $41,22 7 08
7.0

1.7

17500
8 33
168 00
2408
4 75

who is a

she not have a right to her own

4750

1327
2572
32.00
19.22

60.00
$793.79

55 El NUEVO DERECHO C!Vll DE LAMUIER CASADA 23 (Madrid, Ed. Civitas, S.A, 1975), as quoted in the opinion, 110

DPR

atp.611
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dignity and liberty without having to depend on the masculine framewmk?)---and who "as a gen-

eral rule, [deserve,] the same juridical possibilities and opportunities [as men]"-(What
how could the exceptions to that general mle be justified?)-all

and

are highly pejorative toward

women and to the law that helps them. In fact, the quotation diminishes the valuable arguments that
suppmt the opinion that should have been upheld without "this conceptual background" that reflects the same attitudes and prejudices that the opinion so effectively rejects for both genders ..
Another instance in which the Supreme Court analyzed the position that women ordinarily
occupy in society is Sanchez Cruz v.. Torres Figueroa, 56 in which a Superior Court sentence that
dec1eed the dissolution of a marriage on the grounds of cmel treatment by the woman toward the
man is questioned ..The majmity opinion, wiitten by Associate Justice Naveira de Rod6n, assesses
the evidence presented during the divorce hearing based on the piemises of equality of the spouses
within the institution of marriage .. The most significant manifestations are the statements of the
plaintiff spouse on the conduct of the defendant that give rise to the cause f01 divorce .. Upon
evaluating this testimony Justice Naveirn concluded:
The position of subordination and servitude that the plaintiff kept his
wife in is clear from his own testimony. Even though it was he who paid the
bills in the home, he did not allow his wife to participate in the administration
of the family prope1ty, to the extreme that [w]hen she went to buy something,
they went togethe1" ENP , p .. 2 He apparently conceived the relationship
with his wife as one in which he, as the dominant pa1t of the conjugal community, had absolute control of the decisions that affected the couple; while
she, was subordinated to a setvile role, to be petformed according to the demands and c1ite1ia of he, husband
..,[T]his conduct .., of underestimation , .constitutes an affront to her
dignity, s1

56 123 D PR 418 (1989)
57 Id at p. 430
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In the dispositive prut of the opinion, the Court "grants" the divorce to the defendant because it considers that the plaintiff's treatment towruds his wife shaped the cause of crnel treatment
It should be said that the text of the opinion mentions that the action by the court of in-

stance was not approp1iate because, "although the emphasis discussed should prevail in the decisions before our courts, in the present case the sentence from the forum of instance favors the subordination of Pue1to Rican women ...." when it concluded that a woman who does not have a meal
on the table when her husband comes home, does not iron, and visits with her gitlfriends exhibits
cruel treatment towrud her husband.
The Commission considers that this is a good exrunple of the real ptactices that "resist the
law" 58 and perpetuate discrimination. On the one hand, women's work is not valued equitably and,
on the other, it is seen as an obligation towrud the husband and other members of the frunily nucleus that cannot be delegated.

3.. The Law Reflects Stereotypes in the Performance of some Dutie5 and Professions
One of the most interesting findings of this investigation was to evaluate the legislative
language to desc1ibe persons and processes, above all in the professions and public service
The legislation that refers to the benefits of the descendants or dependents of teachers, 59
female and male police officers60 and other public se1vants, or those that refer to the position of

58 Jose Irias Monge, Los derechos de la mujer, 44 REV COL. AB. P.R. 43, 44 (1981); Sdnchez Cruz v Torres Figueroa, 123
D.PR alp 424
59 Act No 218 dated May 16, 1951, as amended, 18 LP RA. secs 362 and 263
60 Act No. 169 dated June 30, 1968, 25 LP RA sec 391 et seq. See especially secs 397 and 401.
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Govemor, 61 Comptroller 62 or to the Speaker or President of the House of Representatives or of the
Senate, 63 respectively, present some very interesting and particular linguistic variations ..
The laws refening to teachers and police, exceptionally so, although not car·efully or systematically, use language that includes both genders. The teachers' law refers to "when the retired
teacher i, survived by a widow or a female teacher by a widower ...while they remain in widowhood'' The police officers' law provides that the "right to the widow', or widower', pension ,hall
cea,e if either ,hould marry", in this way including, although not linguistically perfect, both gen-

ders in the law's provision.
The law of retirement of Ex-Governors, however, uses the term "the widow of every exGovemor. ..", as if it is expected that it will always be a man who occupies that position.64 A similar situation occurs with the law that created the pension "to the widow of any legislator [whoJ
would have occupied in property the Presidency of the Senate or of the Hou,e of Representatives
of Puerto Rico .." This provision oflaw was amended in 1991 to substitute the term "widow" for

"surviving spouse", 65 a neutral concept that applies to men and women equally. The legislation
that creates the position of comptroller refers to the comptroller in all its provisions in the masculine substantive 66
Other social or labm laws also contain references to the widow or concubine in the feminine, taking for gr anted that the man, as wmker

61

01

employee, is generally the provider in the home.

Act No. 2 dated March 26, 1965, on the Retirement of Ex-Governors, 31.P RA. secs. 21-24

62 Act No 9 dated July 24, 1952 eff July 25, 1992, 21 PR A sec. 71 et<eq
63

Act No 82 dated May 2, 1941 referred to "the widow of any legislator
law was amended in 1991 to change the language 2 L. P RA. sec 24

while she remains in the state of widowhood". !he

64

In Art. 24 the term ex-Governor is defined as "any person who has held the office of Governor under the provisions of the
Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, by popular election, who has not been removed [sic],. " As we can see, the
clarification is still unclear in that the substantive "person" [in Spanish noun appears in feminine form] does not coincide with
the term "removed" [in Spanish verb appears in masculine form]
65 See Act No 106datedDecember20,

1991, 2LPRA

sec. 24

66

No person may be Comptroller unless they are thirty years of age and are a citizen of the United States of America and a bona
fide resident of Puerto Rico

21 PRA

sec 72
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With the integration of women into the wmkforce, the Supreme Comt has had to interpret similar
provisions on some occasions and conclude that the feminine noun in social legislation necessarily
includes, when applicable, the cmresponding reference to man, whenever he has requested protection under similar provisions, drafted originally in the feminine, such as "widow" and the previously mentioned "housewife".
In the case of Fraticelli v. Jndultlial Commission, 67 where the word "widow" is interpreted, the petitioner, as stated in the opinion, questions the constitutional validity [of Article 3,
subsection 5(3)(c) of the Wmkmen's Compensation Act], 68 on the basis that it constitutes discrimination against women in violation of Article II, Section 1 of the Constitution, which prohibits
all sex discrimination. She bases her challenge in that "the text of the provision transcribed refers
only to the widow and does not mention the widower, which constitutes a discrimination based on
the sex of the beneficiary ..She alleges that the grammatical rule is to the effect that "the masculine
gender includes the feminine but not the reverse, so that one cannot interpret that widow includes
the widower." To this argument, the Supreme Court replied that "[t]he Workmen's Compensation
Act applies to all wmkers or employees-men

or women-who

may suffer injmies, are disabled m

who lose their life in wmk-related accidents " After transcribing the legal provision, the Comt
points out:
We wish to warn here that the transcribed text refers exclusively to the
widow only because of the order of the wording in the sentence. The subject of
the sentence is the masculine "wmker OJ employee" [in Spanish J and the logical relation of the words makes it necessary to refer only to the feminine gender, that is, the widow ... It would be absurd and contrary to the pmpose of the
law to interpret that since the text only refers to the widow, the dependent
6 7 105 DP R 363 (1976)
68 The Article stipulates:
The right to compensation of the widow or concubine as a dependent
of the deceased wmkman or employee shall cease if she marries or
lives in concubinage with someone else In such case or in the case
of the death of the widow or concubine the monthly payments
to the dependent minors shall be increased and monthly payment
which the widow or concubine received shall be distributed among

the dependent minors

11 LPR A sec 3, subsec. 5(3)(c)
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widower does not have a right to compensation when a female worker
dies.,,,,Thedependency i, the indispensable condition, not the sex..69
The correction in the final chafting of the wiitten rule can avoid this kind of attack on the
text of legal provisions, which we have exemplified by the cases of Mildn, Amador and Fraticelli,
The reality and casuistry demonstrate that, as said by Justice Torres Rigual in the Fraticelli opinion, "[t]he problem is not so simple that it could be resolved with the application of a mere grammatical rule" It transcends the field of legal hermeneutics to invade the field of stereotyped perceptions that a society has of its members and that the law must help to correct
On the basis of the above regarding the language of the law and jurisprudence, the Com-

mission concludes that:
1

Although one cannot always conclude that the text and application of the aforementioned laws, and others similar to them, expressly represent prejudice against a gender,
it is important to point out that subliminal discriminatory values that retard the total
eradication of prejudice and discrimination in the field of law underlay language,
which perpetuates them 70

2., Although legislative history and the rules of hermeneutics can lessen the impact of
chatting laws using the "masculine subject", this can and must be avoided ..Because of
this, the revision of the contents, language and stereotyped premises of all our laws is
imperative, as part of a conscious, intense and coordinated effort aimed at cleaning up
old social and juridical concepts that for centu1ies have obstructed the total ban of
gende1-based discrinrination in our society 71
3

The wmk of women as housewives is devalued by wiitten laws and achninistrative and
judicial practices, which become prejudicial in personal, social and economic te1ms,
and deny women the protection of important social legislation

69 Fraticelli, 105 D PR. at pp 365-366 (Emphasis added),
70 A similar effect results by calling Secretary's [female fmm in SpanishJWeek to the period that acknowledges the labor of persons of both genders who perform that work in the public and private administrationfield, or to call College of [female] Nurses,
or the College of [male] Lawyers or of [male] Engineers and Surveyors, when persons of both genders constitute the membership
of the professional group
71 In Spain Act No 11/1990 dated October 15, 1990 (B O.E October 18, 1990 No. 250) modifies various articles of the Civil
Code to apply the principle of no discriminationon the basis of gender, by changing the language or establishing criteria other
than of gender to grant or acknowledge rights and responsibilities
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D.. Relations Between the Couple.: Marriage, Concubinage and the Homosexual Relationship

1.

Maniage;· Difference of the Sexes

To many in Pue1to Rico, it is necessary that 1) the parties be "man and woman"; 72 2)
have the jUiidical capacity to mar1y; 73 3) freely consent to be spouses; 74 4) comply with p1ior administrative steps that the law provides 75 and, 5) solemnize then matrimonial vows before an
authmized official 76
Aiticle 68 of the Civil Code stipulates:
Mariiage is a civil institution, originating in a civil contract whereby a
man and a woman mutually agree to become husband and wife and to discharge toward each other the duties imposed by law. It is valid only when
contracted and solemnized in accordance with the provisions of law; and it
may be dissolved before the death of eithe1 party only in the cases expressly
provided for in this title.77
Although only Aiticle 68 of the Civil Code of Pue1to Rico makes dfrect reference to the
difference in sex, it is ll'llpmtant to note that all of Book I of the Civil Code has as its premise the
celebration of marriage between a man and a woman The reference continues with a husband and
wife, father or mother, parting from the legal concept that it is only possible to speak of marriage
when it occUis between persons of opposite sexes ..
As we shall see in this Repmt, Pue1to Rican law does not protect concubinage between
homosexual persons, although it sanctions and protects some of its consequences .. The mariiage or
the consensual union of persons of a same sex or of transsexuals is not provided for by the legisla-

72 31LPRA
73 31 LPRA
7431 LPR A
75 Id
76Id
77 31 LPR A

sec 221
sec 222
sec. 223.

sec 221
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tion of Pue1to Rico 78 We can conclude that any legal analysis of this area must necessarily be
made taking into account fundamental dispositions of Constitutional Law: the right to p1ivacy,
equal protection of the law, due process of law, reasonableness of the prohibition of marriage on
the basis of considerations of public orde1, ar·e all aspects that should be considered in a matter of
this kmd 79
In the United States no state court has recognized the right of marriage between persons of

the same sex, although the union of t:rnnssexuals has been pennitted. 80 Some courts have based
their decisions on public policy in denying a request of this kmd. 81 In some jurisdictions within and
outside the United States, for example, Denmark and Holland, marriages or similar unions between
persons of the same sex have been admitted. 82
In the chapters of this Report related to the General theoretical fiamework, the Constitutional fiamework, and the Analysis of legislation and jurisprudence in the field of Lahm law, the
Commission has expressed its belief that discrimination on the basis of sexual mientation is a
manifestation of gende1 discrimination. Regarding the subject in the area of the family, it has been
said that homosexuality, lesbianism, heterosexuality and bisexuality are all concepts constmcted to

78

A distinction is made in that the juridical conditions that determine the treatment of homosexuals and lesbians and of transexuales are different. Each classification is detennined by different physical, intellectual and psychic circumstances. The law
must address these differences to do justice to the persons who find themselves immersed in a juridical situation that merits a different treatment
79
Already in the case of Zablocki v Redhail, 434 U.S. 374 (1978), the Supreme Court of the United States held that the right to
marry is a fundamental right, implicit in the right to liberty and protected by the clauses of due process of law and the right to
privacy Any law that imposes a requirement on a group that unjustly restricts that right violates the guarantee to the equal protection of the laws and would be subject to strict judicial scrutiny
80
The Supreme Cowt of Hawaii in the case of Baeher v Lewin, 852 P 2d 44 (Haw 1993), resolved that the mauiage law of
Hawaii is presumed unconstitutional because it creates a classification based on sex, and therefore would be subject to a strict
judicial scrutiny. The Supreme Court retwned the case to the court of instance for it to apply such scrutiny when analyzing the
constitutional allegation
In the case of M r v. J.T ., 355 A.2d. 204 (1976) a marriage of a transexual was validated The court stated: "It follows that such
an individual would have the capacity to enter into a valid marriage relationship with a person of the opposite sex and did no so
here. In so ruling we do no more than give legal effect to a fait accompli, based upon medical judgment and action which are in·e-versible ."
81
Adams v Howerton, 486 F. Supp 1119, 1123 (C.D. Cal. 1980), aff' d, 673 F 2d 1036 (9th Cir.) cert denied, 458 U S I 11 I
(1982); Singer v Hara, 11 Wash App 247,259,522 P 2d I 187 (Wash .. Ct App 1974); Baker v Nelson, 291 Minn 310, 191 N
W. 2d. 185 (Minn. 1971), appeal dismissed, 409 U.S 810 (1972)
82
Note, A More Perfect Union. A Legal and So(ial Analysis of Dome">ticPartnership Ordinances, 92 COL UM 1 REV 1164,
1991 (1992) See article of Sheila Rule, Right for Gay Couples in Denmark, N. Y IIMES, Oct. 2, 1989, at p AS
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account for the human fmms of sexual expression and affection that acquire ve1y pruticulm irnpmtaut events in the relationships between persons ..These expressions and behaviors have always exisled thmugh human histmy These impmtant events will be influenced by the socio-histmical
constructions that occur to genders in each society and a pruticular moment in histmy. Fm exampie, heterosexuality has a dominant place because of its role in pe1petuating the human race
thmugh procreation, acquhing cultural values that propose to devalue all that which does not approximate it. 83 It is precisely this basis that is presented when rejecting the legal matrimonial union
between persons of the srune sex or in not recognizing the juridical, physical and sexual identity,
with all the attributes of the gende1, of the transsexual.
In Pue1to Rico it has not been acknowledged that the relationship mme uxorio can occur

between persons of the srune sex. Yet, according to actual state law, the srune community relationship that is now recognized regmding property accumulated by heterosexual couples must also be
n:cognized regmding property that homosexual or lesbian couples have jointly accumulated .. The
law must re-evaluate schemas that do not comply with the new social realities, especially if the ef'
feet of the inaction is to perpetuate discrimination, intolerance, and the prejudice of some persons
against others ..
Howeve1, as we explain extensively in the chapte1 on Domestic Violence, Alticle I .3 (i) of
Act 54 defines the relationship of a couple as a relationship between spouses, ex-spouses, persons

who live or have lived together, those who maintain or have maintained an intimate consensual
relationship and those who have procreated children between themselves This definition allows the
provisions that protect victims of domestic violence to be applied to srune-sex couples .. This inte1pretation is a fmwrud step in the equal tr·eatment of persons who are voluntmily situated in diverse

83 Edwin FernandezBauz6 & Francis Pefez Cuadrado, El discrimen por orientaci6n sexual como unaforma de discrimen por genero. Homosexualidad y la custodia de ni-fios/as ante el sistema de justicia (1995) (unpublished work)
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minority sectors and social tendencies . The extension of this view to other manifestations of human
socialization is obligatory.

2.

Maniage.: Minority of the Spouses

Ihe Code contemplates other premises in which gender is of special importance to the institution of maniage. They concern those laws that regulate the marriage of minors ..The validity of
these marriages depends to a great degree on the gender of the minor. We know that minors who
have not obtained their parents authorization carmot contract a valid mar1iage.. This impediment
stems from subsection (4) of Atticle 70 that refers to all minors under 21, without distinction in the
circumstances of the mar,iage, and Atticle 74 which emphatically states that in order to mar1y,
minors under 21 need the permission of persons with parental authority or tutelage, unless they
have aheady reached 18 years of age or if the woman has been raped, seduced or is pregnant. 84
Atticle 70 stipulates in subsection (3), which is pe1tinent to our analysis:

(3) Males under eighteen years of age, and females under sixteen years of age Mar1iage
contracted by persons under the said age of pube1ty shall, nevertheless, be valid ipso
facto and without an express declaration, if one day after having ar1ived at the legal
age of puberty the parties shall have lived together without the representatives of either
of them having brought suit against its validity, or if the woman shall have conceived
before the legal age of pube1ty or before having established such suit; and provided,
that every woman over fourteen and under sixteen years of age who has been seduced
may contract marriage with the p1ior consent of her parents or tutor and if these refuse
it, with the consent of the part of the Supe1ior Court of the place where the seduced
woman resides; and every man over sixteen and unde1 eighteen year·s of age who is
under an accusation of having seduced a woman over fourteen and under sixteen years
of age, may also contract mar1iage with the prior consent of his par·ents or tutor; and if
these refuse it, with the consent of the part of the Supe1ior Court of the place where
the seduced woman resides; and such marriage shall be considered sufficient to bar all
84 31 L PR A. sec. 242
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prosecution, in the same form as in the other cases refe!l'ed to in Art. [101] of the Penal Code, sec. [4063] of Title 33 85

As we can see, neither men under 18 years nor women under 16 years can many .. This
impediment stems from the fact that legal puberty-which

determines the physical aptitude of the

married parties to procreate children and assume the responsibilities of the family-ranges

from 18

years in the case of men and 16 in the case of women .. It springs to mind that the law accepts as
valid that in a relationship , the man should be older than the woman.
Several justifications pmportedly support the differences in the ages of men and women
minors who are to contract marriage. The following stand out: psycho-biological, because women
develop physically and emotionally earlier than men, therefore the male should be older than the
female; 86 cultural and social, because from fomteen years of age women can procreate and take
car·e of a home-those

ar·e the "duties proper of her sex"-but

the male would be too young to take

over the responsibilities of provider and protector of the family outside the home environment; 87

political, because the young male's first political or pattiotic obligation is to fulfill his military
service while celibate, and marriage and offspring are dissuasive factors for that essentially masculine activity, 88 in which case, by delaying the age that makes him eligible for marriage, he can
comply with military service celibately and without the emotional or economic ties that may disttact him from his pattiotic duty; economic, the male should have completed his high school studies
before taking on the responsibilities of a family, which would allow him, in turn, to be better prepar·ed and more stable economically to cany them out.

85 31 LPR A sec 232
86 GOODE, supra note 3, at pp. 32-33
87 Id
88 Id ..Goode says, "the definition of "maturity" is not based on the physical differences of maturing between the sexe5, but on the

different social roles that must be performed"
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For the woman, the requirement that she be younger than he to contract mauiage struts
with the premise that he1 main social and personal goal is mattiage and procreation ..For her, there
ru·e no special considerations over the possibility that she may not have completed her studies ot
that, while still in full adolescence, she may not have the emotional maturity to assume such a demanding social responsibility that other expedeuces, such as militruy service, could supply. Whatever the reasons that otiginally justified these differences, especially if they were founded on gender, the Legislative Assembly should revaluate such premises and equalize the circumstances required of the contracting patties, women and men. Not to do so perpetuates a disctimination that
could not withstand the scmtiny of strict judicial supe1vision .89
On the other hand, it would be useful to reactivate the debate regru·ding the establishment
of legal age at 18 yerus ..That age has aheady been established as the legal age in all the states of
the United States and in Spain The adoption of that mle would make uniform those rueas of law
where age is an impottant factor in dete1mining tights and obligations ..

3,

Maniage: Sanction for the Seduction ofa Woman

Article 70 of the Civil code also requires salvaging the honot of a woman who has been
seduced by obligating the man to assume social responsibility for his acts .. The fact that the penal
sanction that the law imposes on the man who has seduced a woman younger than 18 yeats is easily lifted, if he mruries her, illustrates two things: first, that the c1itne has a basic moral justification; the second starts from the premise that the woman does not have sufficient capacity to consent
to the sexual act and that, should she consent, she does so anticipating mattiage. Once again the
woman is perceived as a being who, because of her emotional and intellectual limitations, needs
special protection to cru·e for her body and het honor Fmthe1, these provisions foster a cult to vir-

89 See the Puerto Rico Supreme Court jurisprudence cited in this part Already the Supreme Court of the United States, in the

case of Stanton v. Stanton, 421 US 7 (1975), determined that no distinctions would be allowed between men and women based
on age with regard to the right to support
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ginity,90 applying the concept and expedence of virginity only to the woman, which tnrns her into a
special entity if she keeps that atttibute or into a socially devalued being if she "loses it" .. Flom
thence comes the social conception that the man must "save the honor of the woman", through
maniage. Thus the detennination whether to give or deny a woman the status of "dignified," remains in the power of the man, parents, tutors, and even the Superior Com!.
A case that exemplifies this social conception is D(az Freyte, v.. M.M.M. 91 In this case, a
young couple had sexual relations before martying and the father of the minor forced them to
marty, although they did not live together after the marriage. The Supreme Comt based its opinion
on precedents from the beginning of the centnry, judging the conduct in question through the prism
of seven decades of prior history. In the relevant part of the opinion, the Comt sustained: "From
the beginning of the centUiy we decided in Lopez v Valdespino, 6 D.P R 354 (1st ed.), 172 (2 nd
ed.)(1904), that to have warned a person of the criminal sanctions that he would be subject to
should he not contract marriage with that person whose honor he had offended, does not constitute sufficient intimidation to nullify consent "92

Ihe Comt concluded that the man, "because of his legal age and university academic
background", was not intimidated by the young woman's father when he told him that if he did not
marty her, "he would have problems" The fact that the youths did not live together shows that the
act of matrinrony only setved to "save the honor" of the woman, which the law sanctions by giving
the appearance of legality to an essentially fictitious marriage.
This problem is very complex because of its religious, moral, emotional and social connotations ..However, it is necessary to confront it head-on because of its pertinence to this stndy, since

90 See on this subject J L Simmons, Ibe Virginity Cult in the Civil and Oiminal Law of Puerto Rico, 40 REV. U .P .R 103

(1971)
91110 b p R 187 (1980)
92 Id. at p 189. (Emphasis added)
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gende,~what

is expected of a woman in this society, especially of a viituous woman-allows

un-

acceptable jrnidical iiregulaiities to occm, such as forced ma,1iage.
On the other hand, the thiid paiagrnph of Aiticle 74, as ainended in 1975, effectively
equips minors older than 18 yearn, with the necessaiy capacity to consent to mai1iage, without the
consent of theiI paients, "in those cases in which it is proven that the contracting woman has been
raped, seduced or is pregnant" Although the provision represents a fmward step towa,d the equal
treatment of young men and women, it still struts from the premise that the woman who has had
sexual relations or is pregnant has mai,iage as a fast social option, the only condition that appeais
to grant her a socially acceptable status.

4.. Marriage: Consent of the Abducted Woman
One of the most striking provisions of the Code regarding the subject of mauiage, and
which reflects the romantic vision of the man who wins the love of a woman by force, is fonnd in
Aiticle 73 of the Civil Code ..93 This ruticle states:
Consent is not valid [to mru,y]:
(1) When it is given to an abductor by the abducted before the latter has fully recovered

her libe1ty ..
(2) When obtained by violence

01

intimidation.

(3) When there is a mistake with respect to the person with whom mru1iage is to be contracted.
We know of no case in which that rugument has been used to challenge the validity of
mruital consent. 94 Its presence is an anachronism that reminds us of old and stereotyped notions
regru·ding the relations between men and women in om society and about their intellectual and psy-

93 31 LPRA

sec. 241

94 See Diaz Freytes v. M.M.M, 110 D PR

187 (1980), for an analysis of what constitutes intimidation regarding the consent for

contracting marriage
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chological attributes, among them, the idea that the woman can be possessed by a man who wants
her, or that the woman enjoys being hurt, subjugated and dominated by a male .95
The Commission considers that subsection (1) should be abolished.. Subsection (2) of this
provision is sufficient to cover any case in which a woman is induced into marriage within a defenseless state as described in subsection (1}. Other penal provisions punish any conduct that impedes the freedom of movement, activity and consent of a person

96

From an analysi, of the provisions of the Civil Code regarding the institution of marriage and the per,onal relations between the spouses, we can conclude the following

1 . The law imposes as an indispensable jUiidical condition for contracting marriage that
the contracting persons be of different sexes 1n light of the arguments presented
throughout this Repmt and particularly in this section, this requirement could present
substantial constitutional problems that should be examined car-efillly,by the Legislative Assembly as well as by the courts ..
2 .. The law requires different ages to determine the legal aptitude of a person to contract
marriage, although such differences disappear when the person reaches legal age .. The
disc1inrinatmy conditions that arise from subsections (3) and (4) of Aiticle 70 of the
Civil Code ar·e:
a) That the minors referred to in subsection (4) are minors of both sexes who have
not reached 21 years, but are at least oldet than 16 if they are women, m at least
18 if they are men, the minimum ages-legal pube1ty-to contract mar1iage. The
traditional justifications to suppmt the differences would not withstand a strict judicial analysis.
b) Ihat eve1y minm needs the consent of their par·ents to contrnct maniage, but the
Code recognizes some exceptional cases in which the minors can have special circumstances that make that authmization unnecessary, and in these gender has a
significant impmtance.
c) That the minors who have not reached the minimum age that is required to contr act matrimony, can validate the mar1iage already celebrated m mar1y in the
95 In the chaptet on the General theoretical framework other similar conceptions are explained that are not necessary to repeat

here
96 Article 137 of the PENAL CODE [PEN. C..] prohibits the person who "by force, violence, intimidation,fraud or deceit [a person extracts from] another to deny them their liberty" 33 L PR A sec. 4178. Art. 130 of the PEN. C describes the crime of re-

straintof liberty and who commits it as "[a]ny person who in any way unlawfully restrainsthe liberty of another,the victim
knowing of the restraint.." 331.P RA. sec. 4171 Art 131 of the Pen. C describes the commission of the crime of aggravated
restraintofliberty. 33 L.P RA sec 41'72
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cases specified by law, qualified by social and cultural values, and influenced by
the behaviors expected of each sex.
3

The law does not define the obligations of a husband or wife, a matte1 that society itself detennines according to the traditional roles that it assigns to each person within
the social or familial milieu Behaviors that do not adjust to the social stereotype become a reason for the denial of rights or the imposition of sanctions, often of great
consequence, because of their severity, to the person affected ..

4.. There still remain traditional premises within the text of several laws that suppmt the
view of the dependency of women on men and society ..The Legislative Assembly and
the courts should revise the current laws to eradicate all vestiges of dependency based
on gender and to reconstmct juridical concepts and figures that are founded on the essential equality of all human beings before the law .
5. A re-evaluation should be initiated of the premises and sanctions that suppmt the notion of seduction in Pue1to Rico in keeping with the findings previously mentioned.
6

E.

The debate should be reactivated on the establishment of the legal age at 18 years, a
disposition that could b1ing unifo1mity to all areas of law in which age is an impmtant
factor to dete1mine lights and obligations ..

Concubinage

The Civil Code of Pue1to Rico does not iecognize the validity, effectiveness m protection
of common law relationships. 97 The Supreme Court has established some mies to regulate and resolve conflicts between the cohabitants regarding prope1ty that they accumulate togethe1 during

97 For an histmical analysis of this institution in Puerto Rican law, see MUNOZ MORALES, supra note 15, at pp. 316-33 7
The law dated March 12, 1903, p 119, on natural marriages, defined the natwal marriage and established the procedure for legitimizing and registering such union Section 1 provided: •~rhat when a man and a woman lived publicly together under one roof
as husband and wife, and a child was born as a consequence of that union, if the parties comply with the legal requirements and
are capable to contract matrimony, and there exists no legal impediment, it shall be considered in all and by all as a legal marriage, having the same civil effects of any other legal marriage .. " Ihis law was abolished by the one dated March 7, 1906, p
103, which authorized the free legalization of rights of the marriages of persons who cohabitate as husband and wife before
March 7, 1906, by request dated before July 1, 1907. In this way, legal marriage remains as the only union of a couple that is
protected by all effects of the law
Several articles that discuss the outstanding aspects of this institution of Puerto Rican law are: Ariel Curet Cuevas,
La divisi6n de los bienes concubinarios en el Derecho puertorriquefio, 34 REV JUR U.P R 61 (1965); Lillian de la
Cruz, Aruilisis para una legislaci6n del concubinato "more uxorio" en comunas y el derecho de familia, 42 REV
JUR U>P.R 345 (19'73). I wo excellent wmks analyze the institution from the comparative perspective: EDUARDO
A ZANNONI, EL CONCUBINAIO, (Buenos Aires, Ediciones Depalma, 1970); ENRIQUE AREZO PIRIZ, CONCUBINATO, (Montevideo, (2 tomes) 1983)
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their common law relationship. 98 However, this forum has refused to acknowledge other obligations that ordinruily, socially and jmidically ru·e attributed to legally mru,ied couples, such as the
reciprocal obligation to suppmt each other,99 the presumption of paternity of the children born in a
stable and public relationship, 100 or the inhe,itance 1ights of the smviving male or female concubine, 101 because there is no legislation that recognizes it as such ..102
In Ortiz v.. Vazquez Cotto the Supreme Comt affitmed that: Never have
we recognized, however, that the concubinage relationship, by itself, can generate a "factual matiimonial regitne" with eve1yjmidical aspect that it entails,
including, the obligation to suppmt. The se1ies of ruticles of our Civil Code
that regulate the institution of suppmt, in pruticulru those that have to do with
the spouse m ex-spouse in financial need, strut from the premise of a legally
constituted mru,iage. The comt of instance, therefore, eued when it itnposed
on the appellant plaintiff in the present case the payment of a sum of money to
the appellee defendant for the concept of support 103
There is, however, social

OI

special legislation that grants some economic rights to the

concubine, as long as the concubine is dependent on the wmke1 or the insured employee, m protected by its provisions, as we have previously seen .. Such is the case of the Wmkmen's Campensation Act, 104 that in Aiticle 5, section (2) and (3) provides:

98 Several relevant cases on this subject are: Correa v Quinones, 29 D.P R 52 (1921), Morales v .. Cruz Velez, 34
D.P.R. 834 (1926), Torres v Roldan, 67 DPR. 367 (1947), Perez v Cruz, 70 D PR 933 (1950), Pereles v. Martino,
73 D PR. 848 (1952), Dans v. Suau, 82 DP R 609 (1961), Reyes v. Merlo, 91 DP R 136 (1964), Cruz v Suen

Landrau, 97 D PR 578 (1969) and Caraballo v. Acosta, 104 DP R 474 (1975)
99 Ortiz v. Vazquez Cotto, 119 DP R 547 (1987)
lOOId. In P. R, as we saw, at the begining of the century and for a shmt period of time the natwal marriage received validity
Later, some vestige of the human relationship remained that could produce legal effects in Art. 125 of the Civ C. that allowed
evidence of the fact of concubinage in filiatory actions, or of forced recognition as a factor to prove paternity This article was left
inoperable by the Supreme Court in the case of Ocasio v. Diaz, 88 D .PR 6 76 (1963), because of reasons that were important and
of juridical consideration.
'Ihe Civil Codes of Mexico, Venezuela, Guatemala, Bolivia, Honduras, paraguay and France, among many other jmisdictions acknowledge validity and determine the rights and obligations of this human relationship. For example, the Civil Code of the State
of Mexico recognizes the concubinary relationship, the hereditary rights among concubines, Alt 1635, and its Arts 283 and 383
also recognize the presumption of paternity of the children born or conceived during the concubinage relationship
101 Art .. 1635 of the CNIL CODE of Mexico provides that: ''The woman with whom the author of the inheritance lived as ifhe
were her husband during the five year·s that preceded his death or with whom he had children, whenever both have remained free
from marriage during concubinage, have a right to inherit. ''
102 Several bills have been filed in the Legislative Assembly of Puerto Rico that have attempted to protect stable concubinary re-

lationships. None have received legislative approval
103 Ortiz v Vdzquez Cotto, 119 DP R at p 549 (emphasis suppressed and quotation marks omitted)

104 Act No 45 dated April 18, 1935, as amended, 11 LPR A. sec. I et seq
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(2). Should the deceased worker or employee leave a widow; parents; children, including
posthumous, adoptive and foster childr·en; giandparents; foster father or foster mother;
giandchildren; brothers or sisters, including foster brothers or sisters; concubine, and
relatives within the fourth degree of consanguinity or second degree of affinity they
shall receive, upon qualifying under the regulations established herein, a compensation
equal to sixty-six and two-thirds (66-2/3) percent of the wages the worker or employee
received or, but for the accident ....except as hereinafte1 provided for cases in which the
beneficiaries of the deceased worke, are the widow, parents or children ..
(3)
(a) ...

(b) For the purposes of the compensation, to the woman who at the time of the death of
the workman or employee, and during the last three year·s prior thereto has lived with
the workman or employee honorably as husband and wife in a status of public concubinage, shall be considered entitled to the corresponding shar·eof the compensation.
(c) The 1ight to compensation of the widow or concubine as a dependent of the deceased
workman or employee shall cease if she marries or lives in concubinage with someone
else. In such case or in the case of the death of the widow 01 concubine the monthly
payments to the dependent minors shall be increased.... 105
No matter how the institution of concubinage is treated in the legislation of Pue,to Rico-

more uxorio 106 or queridato 107-both

classifications represent inferior and disadvantaged treat-

men! for the woman, due to the genernlized idea that the principal provider in the relationship is the
man, who, in most cases, is presumed to be the owner of the prope,ty 108 In order to rnceive the
assistance or compensation that the special legislation grants her, the woman must prove that she

105 11 L P.R A sec 3 (emphasis supplied). The rules established for the concubine are described in Sections (b ), ( c ), and (f) of
Article 3 Sections (i) has to do with preference to the widow, and does not mention the concubine.
106 The concubinage more uxorio refers to two persons Who, having no legal impediment to many, cohabitate as husband and
wife, without contractingmarriage.
107 In "queridato" there exists an impediment to contract marriage It occurs when one of the persons is marriedbut maintains a

factual marital relationship with another without having previously dissolved his/her marital bond
108 Culturally, "paramour" (chilla) or "mistress" (querida) are terms that refer in a stereotyped or pejorative way to a woman dependent on a man, to whom she remains united because of relationship that is essentially sexual, which makes her diminish in
social esteem and appreciation Ihe man is not pr~judiced to the same degree, because it is socially expected that men sustain
sexual relationships outside of marriage without his social or professional esteem being affected
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pruticipated in the accumulation of the fortune, which will determine her rightful proprietary pruticipation in the assets and, that she depended on the man W9
Economically, the common-law wife is adversely affected in the division of accumulated
property, if the evidentiary and procedmal demands are applied wjthout considering the behavioral
patterns of the couple ..In most cases, men exclude women and keep them ignorant of their financial
condition ..On other occasions, the common-law wife contributes effort, talent and work to the accumulation of wealth, whether large or small. This specific situation has come before the Supreme
Court on many occasions. The case of Camba/lo v, Acosta,

110

is, however, the best example of

how the law, through rules or by theiI absence, can be unjust if the judiciary is not ale1t and receptive to existing inequalities between persons because 'bf gender and social status,
In Camballo v..Acosta the plaintiff, a concubine, claimed, after the death of her companion, proprietary rights to property that they had accumulated, alleging "that when theiI relationship
started neither had any property; and that dming the relationship the woman contributed he, eff01t
and w01k as much as 01 more than he to produce capitaL ..." ..The claim was filed against the estate
and the wjdow of the deceased, from whom the latter had not divorced, although he always lived
with the concubine.
The Comt resolved the controversy by applying the doctrine, established in various precedents, that an atypical community of property, above the prope1ty that both had accmnulated together, existed between the cohabitants .. The criteria established to reach this determination ar·e that
an express or implicit agrnement between them toward that end could be proven, and in its absence,
the theory of unjust emichment would apply, forcing a distribution of prope1ty so as not to deny

109

Opinion No 69 of 1958 of the Secretary of Justice denied the concubine of a teacher the benefits provided in the law for the
widow of a retired teacher. Ihe laws on benefits upon death, be they by titled inheritance, o on the basis of dependency criteria
must propitiate an equal treatment to all human beings. A situation as the one indicated can reflect prejudice and signify a real
and serious prejudice to the affected party if she/he depended on the deceased or maintained with him a stable personal relation-

ship
llO 104 dP R. 474 (1975)
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one of the patties his or her propiietruy right in propmtion to the funds or wmk that she or he conttibuted to the acquisition

01

accumulation of the property in controversy In this case the pre-

sumption that the property cmresponded equally to the concubine and to the community property
that the deceased had with the defendant applied, in accordance with the precepts of Articles 326
and 327 of the Civil Code ..111 The majmity opinion, with great sensitivity, weighed the conttibutions of the concubine in its value and in its human, economic, social and juridical dimension. In
the only dissenting opinion in the case, this analysis is described as "the sentimental and romantic
flight of the majmity opinion" ..
However, the language and tone of the dissenting opinion of Justice Jorge Diaz Cruz grabs
our attention ..In it he refers to:
[t]he insignificant conttibution of the concubine which doe, not exceed the works
incidental to mruried life, is set against the effort and work of the man who was
described by the ttial judge as an industtious and skilled mechanic, ......
employee in
the Psychiattic Hospital ..[a]cquired two buses devoted to public ttanspmtation .....[did] ironwork.
Vis-a-vis the husband's conttibution, that of the concubine is described
as prepruation of lunches and dinner for the workers who built the pavilions of
the insane asy!um; animal raising, cows and hens (without specifying how
many) and two or three pigs which she sold; and prepruation of alcapurrias
and other fiitters, and coconut candy that she sold to the employees of the
Psychiattic Hospital ..It should be also credited to the "conttibution" [emphasis
added by the dissenting judge] of the concubine that the husband brought up
he, four nephews, three of them orphans 112
Justice Diaz Cruz concludes his opinion with this question: Has the concubine been extended the benefit of a presumption that does not apperu in any legal precept,

01

has she been con-

secrated as a plaintiff who does not have to prove he, case?
The Commission considers it prudent to reproduce these pruagraphs, although, fortunately,
they rue not legally binding, because they rue the most eloquent expression of discrinrination,

111 31 L .PRA secs. 1271 and 1272
112 Caraballo, 104 DPR at pp. 487-488 (Emphasis added)
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prejudice and bias against persons because of gender and social status. Why is a woman's work
looked down upon when compared to that of a man? Why is her effort as a cook less dignified in
economic worth than that of a male mechanic, chauffem, or mantainence worker? Why are some of
the tasks performed by women always appropiiate to their "sex" and, as such, socially and economically insignificant? Why is the work of a businesswoman less important that the work of a
businessman? Why does the mere fact of marriage give the wife (legal, not affective) full rights
over the property of "a man," her husband before the law, that he accumulated with another
woman? Why would the common-law wife have fewer proprietary rights than another person?
These questions should make us ask if judges ar·e above prejudice, or, human after all, if
they ar·e alert to their own moral, ethical, religious, ideological or social prejudices interfering with
their work of doing justice.

The preceding analysis permits us to conclude regarding concubinage or consensual
relationships that.
1 . The Civil Code of Puerto Rico establishes that marriage is the only legal union that is
protected between a man and a woman and that it is the only one permitting birth and
the reciprocal demands of personal, economic, and inheritance rights of the spouses,
simply by its observance and IituaL
2.. Heterosexual concubinage is not adequately protected by the law, which causes the
woman, generaUy, to suffer prejudice compar·ed to the man in the relationship because
of social stigmas and limited legal protection.
3. The common law relationship is the only available option for persons of the same sex
who wish to live together and shar·e affection, property and prospects of a life together,
although not all these prospects ar·eprotected by law.
4.. Protection recognized by law of persons who are not legally married, be they heterosexual or of the same sex, falls only on the title to the property that they have accumulated together
5

In re-evaluating legislated norms regarding the relationships of couples who are not
married, be they heterosexual or of the same sex, constitutional guarantees of the right
to privacy, prohibition against gender discrimination, liberty of association, the equal
protection of the laws, and due process of law must be taken into consideration
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F. Filial Relationships

1.

Filiation.~the Presumption of Paternity and Filial Action

The first motion that the subject requires us to make is that certitude of maternity is a ha-sic premise of our filiation law. Although filiation establishes a paternal as well as a maternal-filial
bond, our system of law has given greater thought to regulating the bond between the children and
the father.. The mother-child relationship is taken for granted .. It is clear, free from ambiguity or
challenge 113
From the biological point of view, it has been justified that it is more difficult and questionable to effectively establish paternity than to determine maternity ..There is no need to presume
maternity because the naturnl act of delivery takes car·e of establishing the maternal-filial bond ..114
From the moment marriage became the basic institution of human cohabitation under civil
law, with a stmcture comparable to religious sacrament, behavioral rules were adopted to guarantee its integrity and indissolubility, and procreation as its primary purpose. The need to establish
with certainty and celerity the civil status of persons and the rights and obligations that arise from
this condition, generated presumptions and rules that attribute the paternity of a child to the legal
spouse of the progenitor
Our legal order adopted the maxim "pater i, est", by which the husband of the mother is
identified as the father of the children begotten by her. 115 Over time, this presumption has been

113 In Almod6var v. M6ndez, 90 J.I ..S 11, at pp. 7354, 7361, the Court said: '~The procreation is of easy determination with regards to the mother, the fact of the delivery and the identity of the child proven. 31 L..P R A. sec ..504. The
identity of the father, however, is not as easily solved. Two situations coexist: that of the child protected by a presumption Oflegitimacy, for having been born within an "actual" mruriage, and that of the non-marital child "
114 In Ramo5 v Marrero, 116 D.P.R 357 (1975), the Supreme court said: "Maternity, on the contrary, has always been an easily
verifiable fact since pregnancy and childbirth are externally physical realities, proven with relative ease." See FRANCISCO

RIVERA HERNANDEZ, LA PRESUNCION DE PATERNIDAD LEGIT/MA 63-64 (Mad.rid, Ed. I ecnos, 1971)
115 ALVARO CALDERON, LA F1LJACJON EN PUERTO RICO (San Juan, Ed. Colegio de Abogados, 2nd ed, 1978) See, also,
FRANCISCO RIVERA HERNANDEZ, LOS CONFT.ICTOS DE PATERNIDAD EN DERECHO COMPARADO Y DERECHO
ESPANOL 25-26 (Madrid, Ed Iecnos, 1971); RIVERA HERNANDEZ, LA PRESUNCJON DE PATERNIDAD LEGIT/MA, supra
note 114, at pp. 327 et al, 354
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variously justified Biological, religious and social justifications are predominant. 116 This maxim is
conceived as a necessary postulate to protect family unity and assure the civil status and filiation of
the children born within a duly constituted mar,iage., That is, legally and socially it is accepted as a
basic premise that the finality of a mar1iage is to constitute a family through procreation and that

I

family union is protected by presuming the woman's fidelity towards the man and attributing the

j

pate,nity of the children she procreates to him

I

The presumption does not opernte in cases of biiths outside of mar1iage, because the filiation action was conceived only against the man who is not covered by it, that is against the man
who fathers childien outside the maniage ..117 Thus, two burdens ar·e iniposed on single mothers.
The first is to give ptiniruy and solitruy attention to the children, independently of any inclination
of the biological fa the, to recognize them or not The second is to "pursue" the fathe1, not only to
recognize his child, but to shar·e the expenses of the child's upkeep, which turns into a second
mruty,dom. Although it may be argued that the single mother knows the disadvantages of he1
situation and could ve1y well have prevented it, the reality is that "single parents", even many mar1ied couples, don't ,eceive the same legal or comt pressure, sanction or onus to take car·e of the

116 RIVEO HERNANDEZ, LA PRESUNCION DE PAIERNIDAD lEGIIIMA,

supra note 114, at pp 206 et al The author

identifies various theories, from which the dominion of man over woman always stands out as a basic premise:
1) Domini cal theory or by right of accessory - this theory is the first to appear in history ''1his is based on the theory of pre-

sumption of paternity,or the attibutionof a child to the husband of the mother, based on the right that the husband has over her,
from which the child is a "fmte" or something accessory. The child is of the husband, or belongs to the husband by rightof accessory: .....not on the basis of "genitor" but as "dominus". At p 207
2) Theory based on the fidelity or innocence of the wife - is based on the "primary and fundamental matrimonial obligation, and
on a certain presumption of innocence of the crime of adultery that could destroy this presumption of paternity, innocence that the
woman should, in principle, enjoy." At p 211
3) Theory founded on the marital cohabitation and fidelity - is seen "as a consequence of the sexual relations between the
spouses, that should be, on the other hand, exclusive and excluding The living community that the marriage represents and the
moral and juridical obligations that it carries, allow to presume that the spouses consummated the marriage and continue cohabi-

tating and fulfilling said duties, and that the wife has faithfully guarded her oath.," At p 214,
4) Theory based on the authority and vigilance of the husband - '~Thereare several authors that at the moment of justifying the
rule "pater is est", in addition to talking of the obligations of cohabitation and of fidelity, refer to the authmity of the husband
over the wife. , or to the vigilance that the husband exercises over his house, whose order and policing he is charged with "At

p.223
117 CALDERON, supra note 115; JOAQUIN V AlDES, IA PROC11EACION IRREGULAR Y EL DERECHO 64 et al. (Madrid,
Ed nacional, 1972)
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A woman not legally united with the father of her children, in their name, 01 they representing themselves, will have to prove paternity of the defendant, even if the plaintiff and defendant had
lived togethe1 in a stable and public relationship at conception 01 birth, a disc1irnination that results
in inconveniences, humiliations and hostile procedures against the mother and childJ"enplaintiffs ..
Although the scope of Aiticle 125 of the Civil Code 118, as we shall see, was revoked for all
legal effects by the Supreme Comt in 1963, 119 in that the nmms 01 requirements of proof of said
aiticle were no longer required in a filiation action 01 proceeding, its text identified public concubinage as potential evidence of paternity in a filiation action .. Today, the female concubine plaintiff
can prove her case with any available and admissible evidence, although medical proof is still the
best available evidence

no

Gender in the area of filiation gains impmtance through two procedural mechanisms. First,
since the presumption of pate1nity is a presmnption juri s tantum, legal action to impugn pate1nity
is admitted by p1esenting any proof that shows the impossibility of the husband's pate,nity, 121 not
just the "physical impossibility of the husband to have use of his wife", according to Aiticle 113 of
the Civil Code 122 In an action to contest paternity, the law only concedes active legitimacy to the
alleged father 01 to the mothe1' s husband, excepting legal provisions regai·ding his prematme death
before the action is begun.123 Jmispmdence has had to broaden the list of persons who, fm all

118 Ihis article required indubitable written proof, continuous possession as the child, public concubinage or authentic proof of
paternity.

119 ocasiov

Diaz,88DPR

676(1963)

120 Ortiz v Pefia, 108 D .P .R 458 (19'79), Moreno Alamo v Moreno Jimenez,

112DPR

376(1982)

121 Moreno Alamo v. Moreno Jimenez, 112 D.PR 376 (1982)

122 311 PRA

sec 461 Art. 113 provides:

Children born one hundred eighty days following the celebration of marriage and before three hundred days following its dissolution are legitimate.
No other proof shall be admitted against this legitimacy other than the physical impossibility of the husband to have access to his
wife dUiing the first one hundred eighty days of the three hundred that would have preceeded the birth of the child

123 Art 116 of the CIV CODE, 31 LPRA

sec464

Legitimacy can only be disputed by the husband or his legitimate heirs The latter can only contest the legitimacy of a child in the
following cases:
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prnctical purposes, can legally challenge the presumption established by Article 116, in that way
recognizing the ,ight of the offsp1ing as well as to the mother and the biological father
Second, without maniage, the woman has to initiate the filiation action in the name of her
child if the father refuses to recognize it, with all the difficulties mentioned above, although her
personal relationship with the alleged father allows one to sunnise that he is, cleaily, the father.
On the othe, hand, the shmt expiration periods of the Civil Code and the provisions of the

Special Act on Child Suppmt on the effects of the alleged father's refusal to take a paternity test 124
should be mentioned as possible mechanisms to relieve women from the 1igors of proving paternity
before she requests child suppmt, and to protect her offspring from a paternity suit that provides
for childrnn born within a maniage.,
Regarding the fost issue, one case law must be singled out, In Agosto v., 1avierre 125 it was
said that on their own, children can contest theiI legitinlate paternity secondruily in investigating
and leruning theiI true filiation. 126 Although not the majmity opinion, because the court was divided, it is the opinion that has been favornbly cited in subsequent cases to justify the seruch for
filiation by other interested pruties, besides the husband or his heiI's,

(1) If the husband has died before the terminationof the period
fixed for instituting his action in court
(2) If he shall have died after presenting his action without
having desisted from it
(3) If the child was born after the death of the husband
124

See the Child Support Act, as amended, Art. 11 (B)(3)(c), section 2: "Paternityshall be presumed incontrovertiblein cases
where the alleged father refuses to submit to the genetic testing orderedby the Administratoror the Administrative Judge."Alt
20 of Act No .. 86 dated August 17, 1994 amended Art. ll(B)(3)(c) of Act No. 5 dated December 30, 1986
125
77 D.PR 471 (1954)
126 In the case of Ortiz Rivera v. Suen. Gonzalez martinez, 93 DRR. 562 (1966), our Supreme CoUit described ve1y graphically
the decision to look for own' s filiation: '~Thispiinciple of the complete sovereignty of the child to determine his/her familial state
causes, as a consequence, that no one can recognize someone as a child without counting on the recognized person's consent,
since it is known that children have obligations with respect to their parents that may become mortifying to their dignity and burdensome to their interests, such as are the interdiction tutelege and supportaccording to the financial circumstances of the provide1 Also, there are children who prefer to maintain their natmal filiatmy state before throwing their mother's histmy of intimacy to slander" At p 598
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In Perez v. Superior Court 127 it was said that Ago,to v.. Javierre had only one latitude, to
pennit the children themselves to look for theit true natwal filiation and, in passing, contest the
legitimate patenrity that protects them, but that auth01ity was not granted the mothe1

01

the natural

fathe1.
This docttine was recently revoked in the case of Ramos v. Marrero, 128 where it was resolved that the naturnl or biological father can challenge the presumed paternity of his children,
despite the language of A1t. I I 6 of the Civil Code that apparently limits the legitimacy action to
the husband and his heits, as long as they do it in time.
No jmispmdence

auth01izes a natu1al mother to file a filiation challenge, although in

Ago,to v. 1aviene and, more recently, in Roble, Lopez v. Guevdrez Santo,

129

it was said that the

mother could file the action in he1 child's name ..But if her mterest conflicts with that of the child's,
a judicial defender must be appointed for the latte, The dete1mination of non-paternity will dep1ive
the child of the protection the presumption g, ants he1/him.
The imp01tance of the decision of Ramos v.. Marrero is that it recog,rizes the 1ight of the
biological fathe1 to investigate the filiation of his children, born of manied mothers and protected
by the presumption of paternity of another man, a 1ight that for decades was not explicitly recogruzed ..The Court holds that the old notion that gave only the husband the power to impugn the paternity presumption of children born to his wife, responded to:
[A]n old idea of the family where the husband, as chief or palliaich,
possessed an absolute legal autho1ity to decide all matters that affected the
family relationship It has also been understood that the impugnment implied a
question of hon01 of which the husband is the only judge, m which case it
should only be him who resolves whether to reveal 01 not his wife's adulte1y ...Jt has been said, also, that since the husband, after conside1ing the unfaithful conduct of tlris wife, can decide to forgive he1 and assume the pate1ruty of the child born by he,, third parties should not be allowed to interfere
with his decision .
127 81 D PR 832 (1960)
128 116 d PR. 357 (1975)
129 109 D PR. 563 (1980)
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One author points out that a system of this kind loses whatever value it
could have by making situations possible where the husband, even though he is
aware of his non-paternity, keeps it as a means of pressure, of revenge, 01 of
blackmail against his wife, impeding in this way, that the child acquire his/her true
filiation ,.. 130
By resolving that the biological father could reclaim paternity over his children, and in
passing, impugn the presumption of paternity of the husband of the mother of his child, the Comt
"ensures once again the llimnph of the humane meaning of the law" ..
With respect to the second issue, mentioned, on the difficulties that the woman encounters
when putting into motion legal mechanisms to seek the filiation of her children, two opinions of the
Supreme Comt stand out: Almodovar v. Mendez 131 and Calo v. Cartagena.1 32
In Almodovar v..Mendez, the Comt faces the claim of a man who, after having voluntarily

and expressly recognized a minor as his child, later alleges that he had made "multiple inquiries",
that he had "doubts" and that he finally "proved that he is not the father of the child". Four year·s
had passed since the inscription of the minor's birth in the Demographic Regislly and the filing of
the action to impugn the recognition .. After an extensive analysis, the Comt concluded that "that
recognition could only be impugned on the basis that there was a defect in the consent given because by reason of enm, violence or intimidation; that is, that it was given involuntarily

01,

if vol-

untarily, that it was uninfmmed" and that the plaintiff can only file an action within thrne months
after the insc1iption of birth if the fa.the, who recognized the child lives in Puerto Rico, or six
months since learning of the birth, if he lives off the island. 133
In Calo v.. Cartagena , the Comt faced a similar situation This time the petitioner was the

husband .. He challenged the paternity of a child born to his wife while they were separated and

l30 Ramos v Marrero, 116 D.P R atpp. 361-363
131 90!.I S.. 11,atp. 7354

132Art 117 oftheCN.
133 Art.117oftheCN

CODE, 311 PRA
CODE,311PRA

sec 465
sec.465.
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while she was living openly with another man, He filed the action two and a half years after the
inscription of the birth in the Registry. He argued that the presumption of paternity violates the
constitutional precepts that guarantee the dignity of the human being, due process of law and equal
protection of the laws
When resolving this constitutional controversy, the Coutt concluded that the short period
to impugn the presumed paternity is justified because:
Today, it is still a pressing matter of State to establish with celerity and
certainty the filiation status of its citizens,,,,.[w]hat the constitutional and legal
provisions and also the judicial interpretations have done is to strengthen the
lights of children-of marriages or out of wedlock-to have a quick, certain,
sure and stable filiation status,, In this way, the judicial power has once again
intervened to protect children from the historical phenomenon of their rejection
and absolute and arbitrary abandonment by their father !34
Both decisions ar'e important for the protection of childr'en' s rights and to facilitate the
processes that the mother must initiate to declare their true paternity,
In the case of men who recognize as theirs childr,en born from extramarital relations, the
law has almady offered several reasons to impugn successfully the recognition made invalidly, that
is, if there is a defect in the consent which annuls the will of the declarant The periods of expiration for these cases, although identical to those of Article 116 granting the husband and other
authorized parties to file the action of impugnment of paternity, start to count from the moment the
declarant knows of the defect that annuls his consent to recognize a child he thought his own,135 In
the case of impugnment of presumed paternity that Article 113 establishes, several jmidical difficulties ar'e presented, The Commission's concern that, in regard to the defendant husbands or defendant biological fathers, the periods and conditions established by law can cause injustices to
those cases in which the men could have a valid reason to be late in presenting the action of direct
impugnment,-in

the case of a husband-or

the action of subsidiary impugnment when the bio-

134 Calo v. Cartagena, 91 J.I .S at p. 8958 (emphasis provided)
135 Almodovar v. Mendez, supra
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logical paternity of a child born in a maniage is claimed-as

is the case of the biological father..

The Commission considers that, if the moment in which the legal period starts is determined by
conditions or circumstances as objective as the mere registration of the birth in the Demogrnphic
Registry, its computation would not adjust to the general principle that time periods start from the
moment the affected party was able to file the action or knew of the facts that justified his cause of
action. In the case of a congenital sterility unknown by the man, he would be deprived of filing an
action for impugnment if he learned of the impossibility to procreate after the legal period had expir'ed, which would expire thrne months after the minor was registered in the Demographic Registry,,
The protection of an interest so pressing as the determination of a "quick, certain, sure and
stable filiation status" must be based on good faith and the aspiration of justice to all the protagonist parties in a conflict. A reasonable balance of legal alternatives regar·ding the time periods and
necessary conditions to initiate actions to impugn paternity in all cir·cumstances guarantees to all
affected parties a more just and equitable tr·eatrnent before the law and judicial forums.

2., Filiation: the Particular Case of the Divorced Woman
A particular case that also represents discrir'ninatory tr·eatrnent against the woman is the
text of Article 301 of the Civil Code ..Although the divorced woman or widow no longer has to wait
301 days to contract marriage as the old text of that statute provided, today that right is still subject to the prior accreditation that she is not pregnant at the moment of the new marriage, and that
in the case that she is, the presumption is that the child was fathered by the previous husband ..136

136 After the enactment of Act No. 108 dated June 2, 1976, Art 70-A provides that:
After dissolution of the mru:riage for whatever cause, man and woman are apt to remarry at any time
Notwithstanding, to the end of facilitating the determination of the paternity, the woman whose marriage has been dissolved and
who is prepared to remarry before the lapse of 301 days from said dissolution shall present to the person authorized to perform
the marriage a medical certificate showing whether or not she is pregnant
This certificate, if positive, shall constitute presumption of paternity of the spouse of the dissolved marriage
If the woman has given birth before the said 301 days, it shall not be necessary for her to present such certificate to remarry
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This imposition, when so many evidentiary mechanisms that adequately prove the true paternity of
a child exist, appears to be unconstitutional because it limits the libe1ty of persons to many and
violates theiI 1ight to piivacy.137

3..

Filiation;· the Particular Case of Adoption by a Single Person, and the
Use of the Paternal Surname

One fact that should not be forgotten, although it does not seem to present specific objections, is the use of paternal surnames as the patronymic that identifies a family. A practice that has
been raised to jmidical rank, it is also the most obvious manifestation of masculine domination
within the heart of the family. The law does not requfre that the surname of the father be placed
before that of the mother, but no one has questioned that placement, because socially and cultmally
it has always been accepted that it be done that way. 138
One of the few times in which the Sup,eme Comt has had to evaluate a matter that refers
to the paternal surname of a person happened within the context of a case of adoption by an unmar1ied woman. In Ex parte ]AA,

a!,·eady mentioned, the Comt concluded that an unmarried

woman who has maintained bonds of affection and the custody of a minor can adopt her without
the latter having to break jmidical ties with her biological fathe, and his family. The Comt organizes the attribution of surnames in a way that creates "a situation that to the degree possible approaches the natural condition of the human being". The adopted person shall always cany the
smname of the father while she or he keeps the previous paternal relationship or acquires it through
adoption The same shall occm with the mother's surname, carrying both her surnames if the
137Loving v. Virginia, 388US 1 (1967);Zablocki v Redhail, 434 U.S 374(1978)
138 Art 32 of Act No 24 dated April 22, 1931,as amended by Act No. 22 dated April 19,1983says that the Secretary of Health
"shall prepare and keep up to date an alphabetical index [of births]. by the surnames of the parent!"1,or of the mother, in the case
of natural children " This disposition provides that both surnames, maternal and paternal, identify every person inscribed in the
Demographic Registry Through the Commission's investigation, no provision oflaw was identified that expressly required that
the father's surname be placed first and the mother's later, in the birth certificate or in any other official document. 24 L P ..R A
sec 1232
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adopted person has not been recognized by the progenitm . The regist:Iar should place each surname
in the corresponding place in the ce1tificate
It is interesting to note that, while in the case of Ortiz v. Vazquez Cotto protection is denied the human relationship that constitutes concubinage, in not extending to the concubine the obligation to support his/he1 ex-partner, in the case of Ex Parte JA.A. the maternal and paternal filial
relationship is protected as if it were a family constituted under the cloak of a legal marriage .. In
fact, this n·eatment justifies the dissident opinion of Judge Diaz Cruz because the majmity opinion
extends to unmarried couples the authmity that is granted to married couples who adopt children
Judge Dfaz Cruz opined that to allow single persons to adopt would give way "to concubinage and
unmarried persons living together", when "[a]doption should not be available like a tailored drnss
for those who are not in the framewmk of juridical alignment" 140 Had the themy of Judge Diaz
Cruz prevailed, many persons, primarily women, would not have been able to claim the right to
adopt children, as was recogrrized in the case of Ex Parte IA.A.
Acts No ..8 and 9 dated January 19, 1955 currently regulate adoption in its substantive and
procedural aspects These laws ar·e not clear· on whether unmar,ied persons can adopt, although an
interpretation of the new text of Articles 130 and 131 of the Civil Code, as amended by Act No .. 8,
leads us to conclude that they can ..141 A majm difficulty presented by Article 133, as amended, re-

140 Ex parte I AA., 104 D.P R at p. 564 (Diaz Cruz, J., dissenting)
141 The text of Art 138, as amended, provides that:
Noiwithstanding the previous atticle, the jmidical ties of the adoptee with
his previous paternal or maternal family shall subsist when the adoptee is
a child of the spouse of the adopter, although the father or mother should
have died by the date of the filing of the petition for adoption, or when the
adoptee has only one filiation and is adopted by a person of the opposite sex
of the father or the mother who has recognized him/her as their child
Ibis provision partially covers the situation decided in the case Ex Parte J.A A , It is, however, confusing because there the girl
had the filiation of the father and of the biological mother, but was only renouncing the
filiation of the maternal biological filiation to adopt another, always
keeping the paternal biological filiation Ihe new provision appears to
allow the adoption without affecting the previous family ties when the
adoptee has been recognized by only one of the biological progenitors and
goes in search of another through adoption
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quires that two persons who want to jointly adopt another person must be manied to each other. 142
This provision can present constitutional problems in denying a person the authmity to adopt another because he/she is not married to the adoptee' s adoptive mother or the father. We consider that
this legal provision holds back the advanced position initiated in the opinion of Ex Parte !AA.
It is interesting to note that the new legislation does not allow the adoption of persons of

legal age or those emancipated by mar1iage, although they could be adopted had they lived in the
home of the adopters before they reached the age of 18 year·s and that situation had continued to
exist at the date of the filing of the petition for adoption, according to the new text of Aiticle 132 of
the Civil Code ..Since the legislation is recent, we do not anticipate, in substantive terms, any difficulties in its interpretation, although it should be pointed out that both drafts ar·e confusing and,
occasionally, inarticulate ..
On the othe, hand, regarding the family surname, by revoking Alt. 94 of the Civil Code, 143
which ordered that the woman use the surname of the husband, the custom adopted by many
women to car1y her husband's surname with the [Spanish] preposition "de", was somewhat re!axed, or she substituted her own surname as in the United States .. Each day more mar,ied woman
ar·ekeeping their own two maiden names as is legal after revoking the previously cited Aiticle 94.
As far as is relevant to the object of its study, the Commission concludes, in regard to
the filiation aspects previously discussed, the following
1

It is perceived in the legal provisions that there still exists in om society the patriarchal

01-

ganization of the family: the presumption of paternity of the children born within the marriage, the paternal smname as patronymic of the family unit, and the almost exclusive
delegation to women of the care and satisfaction of the needs of the members of the family
group, husband and children.
2.. Even when the judicial wmk has strengthened the equal treatment recognized by the Constitution of all children born in this jmisdiction, disc1imination still is manifested in the
stmcture of processes and institutions that penalize the maternity outside the marriage, the
142 Art 133 provides in its first parragraph:

No person may be adopted by more than one person, except where the adopters are manied to one another, in which case the
spouses shall adopt jointly.

143 311 PR A sec. 287. Revoked by Act No 93 dated July 9, 1985
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concubinage relationship of the progenitors and the delegation by the mother of her responsibilities regarding the children.
3.. In view of these circumstances, the mother, the unmarried one especially, must carry the

emotional, social and economic burden of the children because the judicial and legislative
processes do not bring about effectively the equitable distribution of responsibilities and
obligations between the mother and father
4.. To cmrect these three situations, the courts must develop themies of analysis and ofjudicial evaluation that take into consideration the real differences that exist in our society regar·ding the tr·eatrnent that men and women receive in their different social manifestations,
in a way that can propitiate solutions that promote the equitable distribution of responsibilities between both genders and a more just tr·eatrnent for one and alL

5.. The time pe1iods and necessary conditions to initiate the actions of impugnment of paternity must guarantee for all the affected parties a more just, humane and equitable tr·eatrnent
before the law and the judicial fomms .. The start of the legal periods fo1 these actions
should take into account extraordinary circumstances that can justify filing an action of
impugnment after the period established for ordinary cases.

4.. Parental Authority and Custody: a Joint Exercise by Both Progenitors
The subject of par·ental authmity over the children who ar·e minors has four ar·eas of particular impmtance that ar·e significant in studying gender discrimination
First, the joint exercise of the rights and obligations that constitute the patria potestas

01

legal authority by both progenitors, after having revoked the legal provision that granted the prerogative exclusively to male par·ents.. Before, mothers exercised legal authmity and custody over
her children only in the father's absence or disability
Second, the manifested preference for the mother during the divorce case

01

after the dis-

solution of the mar,iage, when both progenitors are fit to exercise parental authmity, and its exclusive exercise is disputed between them.
Third, the imposition on women of more rigorous ciiteria of appropriate sexual and social
behavior to achieve or retain legal authmity and the custody of her children.
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Fomth, filial relationships are governed by different criteria when evaluating the conduct
and behavior expected of each gender in their role as mother-woman or father-man. Let us discuss
each area separately.
Parental authority or patria pote,ta, constitutes the group of duties and powers legally
granted the father and the mother over the person and over the property of the children who are
unemancipated minors ..144 The custody is an inherent attribute of the patria potestas and refers to
the "physical holding or care of the minor", the tending to their inlmediate daily interests ..145
The rule that the patria potesta, belongs to the father and, in his absence, to the mother
originates in Roman law The idea that it is the man who has the patria pote,tai comes from the
Roman institution of the pater familia,, accepted as an economic, religious and juridical postulate
in the Spanish Civil Code.
The conception that the father or man holds the patria potestas over the children existed in
Puerto Rico until 1976, when legislation was adopted to allow the exercise of the legal authority
jointly by both progenitors. 1his norm formed part of the legislative agenda to eliminate the juridical differences between men and women in Puerto Rico. When the law established that the patria
pote,tas corresponded to both parents jointly, the basic premise that sustained the exercise of patria potesta, by the father was radically altered: the male would not be the principal

01

only

authority of the family. These powers must be shared between the couple, on equal footing, at all
levds: title of property, authority over the children, and personal relations between the spouses. 146

144

MUNOZ MORALES, in his RESENA HISI'ORICA, supra note 15, at pp. 479 et al, has an excellent exposition on the historical development of this institution
145

Dwing the decade of 1920, in Chabert v. Sdnchez, 29 D.P R. 241 (1921), the doctrine that initiated questioning the identity
or integrity of the concepts of custody and parental authority(patria pote stas) was introduced:the custody is separatefrom the parental authority and it is possible that between the married 01 divorced progenitors one of them has the parental authority over the
child or children, while the other keeps the guardianship or custody Ihe latter will always be founded on the best interests of the
child In 198'7 this vision will be reconfrrmed in the case of Ex Pane Torres Ojeda, 118 DP R. 469 (1987)
146

Any of the progenitors shall exercise alone the authority that the patria potestas grants in cases of emergencies or as an ex~
ception, in the following cases:
I)
Admission of the minor to medical treatment or hospitals
2)
Death, absence, legal impediment
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Articles 152 and 153 of the Civil Code of Pue1to Rico 147fmm the content and scope of the
concepts "patria potestas" and "custody" of the children who are minors.
Article 152 provides:
The patria potestas ove1 the children who are not emancipated cmresponds to both parents jointly, each one being authmized to practice it alone in
cases of emergency ove1 the minm in custody.
Any public or p1ivate hospital shall accept the consent of either parent
with patria potestas over children who are not emancipated in cases when
emergency medical treatment and an operation may be recommended by an
authmized specialist. The Secretary of Health shall establish the administrative procedures necessary to comply with these provisions ..
The patria potestas shall belong to only one of the parents when:
(1) the other has died, is absent, or is legally incapacitated.

(2) only one par·ent has recognized or adopted the
child.148

This legal provision has done justice to mothers by granting them the authmity and decisional powe1 over the persons of their children. It required, as a consequence, greater jmidical responsibilities of them
According to Article 153:
The father and the mother have with respect to their unemancipated
children:
(1) The duty to support them, keep them in their company, educate and teach them according to their fortune, and represent
them in the exercise of all the actions which may redound to
the benefit of such childr·en..
(2) The power to cmrect and punish them modeiately or in a reasonable way. 149

3)

When only one parenthas recognized or adoptedthe child

147 3I 1 PR A secs. 591 and 601,respectively
14S 31 L PRA. sec 591. (Emphasis added)
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The Civil Code provides that "[t]he administration of the children's property that is under
patria potestas belongs, in the absence of judicial decree to that effect, jointly to both parents or to

the one who has the minm under his or her guardianship and potestas" ..150 Similruly:
The property that the unemancipated minor acquired 01 acquires with
his wmk or industry, or by any lucrative title, belongs to the child in title, and
in usufruct to the pru·ents having the potestas and custody over the min01; but
if the child, with the consent of his pru·ents, should live independently from
them, he shall be deemed, with respect to all effects as regruds the said property, and he shall be the full owner and have the usufmct and administration, 151
The above synthesizes the meanings of the jUiidical concepts of pruental authmity and

custody and then consequences on family relations,, The greatest change that occUired to this institution is permitting the mother to be on equal footing with the fathe1 in the exercise of then tights
and prerogatives over the children, This nmmative hrumony, however, disapperus when two legally
mru1ied persons with children who ru·e minors decide to divorce, or when they ru·e unmru,ied and
one of them claims the exclusive authmity ove, the children of the relationship
Since pru·ental authmity is subordinate to the coUits' exercise of the power of parens patriae of the State, the practice of that authmity is deteimined by the well-being of the children., If

that well-being is in jeoprudy, the comt may limit, suspend or deny a father or a mother the power
granted by pru·ental authmity at any moment of the paternal 01 maternal-filial relationship

5,

Parental Authority and Custody,; the Preference for the Mother

Whenever the mother and the father rue in similru positions-any
attend to the best interests of the minors-the

of them considered fit to

coUit shall grant custody to the mother.. This doctrine

14 9 311 PRA sec. 601 (Emphasis added)
150 Art 154 of the CN CODE, 311 PRA sec. 611
l51 Art. 155 of the CN, CODE, 31 LP RA sec. 612. (Emphasis added)
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was established in the case of Nudelman v Ferrer Bolt'var. 152 In this opinion, the Court confirmed
the nmm that custody determinations must always be guided by the criterion of the best interests
and well-being of the minm, and declared that this cliterion continues to be the guiding light of
every judicial determination on the custody of minors in our jurisdiction. 153
In Marrero v. Garcfa 154 the Supreme Court established the following factms to determine
which progenitm is most appropriate to be the guardian: the preference of the minor; the sex of the
minor, the age of the minor, the mental and physical health of the minor, the love that can be given
to the minor by the parties in controversy; the capacity of the parties to adequately satisfy the emotional, moral and economic needs of the minm; the degree of adjustment of the minor to the home,
school and community in which he/she lives; the interrelation of the minor to the parties, hen'his
siblings, and other members of the family; the psychological health of all the parties.
When applying these criteria, the following jurisprudential rules have been developed in
our jurisdiction to guide judicial discretion:
First: Each crite1ion is not decisive alone; it is necessary to weigh all of them to achieve a
just balance for a more just decision ..(Marn,ro)
Second: If after analyzing all the factors, the mother is essentially in the same position as
the father, custody should be adjudicated to her in absence of othe1 exceptional cir·cumstances that
justify a different decision. (Nudelman v..Ferrer)
Third: Even when the mother is considered to be the person who takes care of the childrnn
with the most fervm and dedication, that does not underestimate the impmtance of the paternal fig-

152 107 D PR. 495 (1978)
153 Studies carried out demonstrate that in Puerto Rico in the majority of cases custody is g1anted the mother. See Marcia Rivera
Quintero, Las adjudicaciones de custodia y patria potestad en lo.s tribunales de familia de Puerto Rico, 39 REV COL AB PR

177 (1978)
154 105 D PR. 90 (1976)
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ure The father is on equal footing with the mother when evaluating his adequacy as a guardian ..
(Nudelman v. Ferrer; Ortiz v. Vega 155 )
Fomth: Although the economic resources of one patty may be limited when compared to
those of the other, by itself it is not a detetrnining factor since the imposition of a reasonable suppott ainount on the non-custodial father or mother rectifies and remedies the existing monetaty inequality. (Nudelman v. Ferrer)
Fifth: Judges at·e not obliged to personally interview the minors on their preferences with
respect to the progenitors; they can leatn of their choice through other ways. What is impottant is
having certainty regat·ding the detetmination of the child and to weigh it along with the remaining
elements of proof (Nudelman v. Ferrer)
Sixth: The previous existence of extrainatital relations does not catry the probability of a
future environment of irnmotality or cotruption such as to injure the motal chatacter of the minor
to the degree that the mother be denied the custody. (Munoz v. Torre,; 156 Nudelman v. Ferrer)
These norms justify several additional comments on appreciating maternal conduct in
custody cases, a matter that we will analyze shottly
In Nudelman, the Court organizes the main questions alleged against the maternal prefer-

ence as follows:
Among the principal reasons for this focus, ate: (a) the fact that in contemporaty society, the woman has assumed roles-voluntaty or involuntatily-that have improved her financial position; (b) the lack of compelling scientific evidence that demonstrates that as a general rule the mother plays a
greater role than the father in the development of the children; (c) the doubt
over whether the preference for the mother is constitutional. 157

155 107 D PR 831 (1978)
156 75 DP R 507 (1953) See also Fernandez v Martinez, 59 DP R 548 (1941).
15 7 Nudehnan v Ferrer, 107 DP R at p 510 (Citations omitted)
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When the Court resolved on this occasion that if "the mother is at essentially the same
position as the rest, including the father~in the absence of other exceptional circumstances that
justify the contrary-the

custody must be adjudicated to her", it concluded, as basis, that:

Our feeling in this matter is influenced by the fact that generally the
mother, by unwtitten natural law that sp1ings from biological imperatives, and
profoundly rooted in our conscience-with almost universal recognition-is
the person who with the greatest fervor, dedication and love cares for her children.. We carrnot obviate the fact that in Puerto Rico our vision of a people
founded in the reality of a culture of Hispanic migin, in its hierarchy of community values, still perceives the woman as the soul around which family life
revolves .. This does not underestimate the impmtance of the paternal figme.,
Fathers, although they may be ordinarily and in appearance less expressive,
also share the hope and ideal toward the well-being of the children. 158
In this case the Comt confitmed the dete1mination of instance that granted custody to the
mother because it was in harmony with the fact "that the children were in very sensitive ages with
respect to their development and growth, the stages of pre and adolescence, of which psychologists
have expressed that the mother can be of significant help, especially to the girl " 159
This vision, besides indicating an obvious discrimination against the father, reflects values,
aspirations and a reality of people that grants the woman the best and the worst of two worlds: the
authmity to keep the children with her and the deprivations inherent to that authmity, when the
children ought to be the responsibility of the two persons who gave them life To the extent that this
stereotype signifies a different treatment for women regarding oppmtunities and personal development, the same society, the law and legal doctrine create discrirninatmy conditions for the woman
who is a mother

158 Id atp. 512 (Citations omitted),
159 Id, alp, 516
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6.

Parental Authority and Custo~y.: the Relations with the Children During
the Divorce Proceeding

The legal provisions that govern the nmmative status of custody and parental authmity
over the children, during a divorce case and after the sentence is decreed, are ruticles 98 and 107 of
the civil code.160
a.

Article 98 of the Civil Code

Article 98 cleruly favors the mother as gurudian of the children who ru·e minors when the
divorce case is initiated. In this regrud, it provides:
If there rue children from the mrutiage whose provisional cru·e is reqnested by both spouses, they ,hall be placed in the care of the mother, while
the case is substantiated and decided, unlell the Supexior Court finds that
there rue compelling reasons to deny the mothet the cru·e of her children completely or prutially .161
This provision has a dual purpose. On the one hand, to prevent the children from suffoting
personal traumas caused by the judicial conflict between their progenitors to gain and keep then
custody; on the other, for the woman to keep the ptimruy responsibility for the immediate cru·e of
the minor-aged children, because it is socially understood that the mothet should assume that role.
By limiting the custody issue by this summruy judgment, the litigating pruties will not be able to
use the children as an object of dispute or haggling in the personal struggle brought on by the divorce. However, this purpose is not always achieved, and the battle for provisional custody can be
ruthless, more often than not, becoming a humiliating and dehumanizing expetience for the woman,
since it involves proving "compelling reasons to deny the mother the care of her children com-

pletely or partially." Her sexual histmy, her tastes, customs and behaviors rue judged according to
the traditional image of the devoted and selfless mother who sacrifices all fot the constant cru·e of
her children No one asks if the man has or had periodic sexual relations with a woman, if he is

l 6l 31 LP R A sec 341 (Emphasis added)
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accustomed to having a dtink with his friends, who will take care of the childt'en while he works or
attend to them in the evenings, who will take them to the doctor

01

help them with their school as-

signments But the woman will be asked these questions, as judicial practice proves,, Deponents
gave extensive and vruied statements on this matter dming the heruings and focus group interviews.,
A woman always suffers the effect of the stigma if she does not adhere to what society expects of
her, because of her gender,
Therefore, what at first glance appears to be discrimination in favor of the woman and
against the father, becomes a double-edged sword when the male 1:Iiesto gain temporruy or permanent custody of the childt,en of the mruriage,, Gender, or the perception of what constitutes the appropriate behavior of a person, according to their gender, is the determining factor in understanding
the claim of a litigant for pru,ental authmity

01

custody over children who rue minors The srune

occms if the custody case develops after the divorce is decreed,,
b

Article 107 of the Civil Code

Article 107 is part of the provisions related to the consequences of divorce,, As we have
mentioned previously, the basic concept or premise maintained by the institutions that shape the
Puerto Rican family, including those related to the offspring, is that it originate in the mruriage
between a man and a woman
The ruticle provides: In all cases of divorce, minors shall be placed under
the care and pru'ental authority of the spouse whom the court, in the exercise of its
reasonable discretion, considers best serves their interests and we!fru,e; but, the
remaining spouse shall have the right to continue family visits with his or her
childt'en in the manner and frequency that the court decrees, according to each
case.

The spouse who has been deprived of custody and pru'ental authmity shall
have the right to regain them if he or she proves, in any competent Superior Comt,
the death of the other ex- spouse or demons1:Iatesto the comt' s satisfaction that the
best interests and welfru'e of the minors aJ'e better served by the recuperation of the
pru,ental authority requested,.162
162 311 PR A. sec 383 (Emphasis added)

'.
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In analyzing Aiticle 107, what was established is that once the maniage is dissolved, the

provisions that determine the individual or independent practice ofpatemity and matemity of the
children must be resolved, since these persist even after the divorce. What "the fact of maniage"
does is pe,mit these powers to be exercised jointly by the progenitors ..To cmroborate this fact, note
that Aiticle 107 refers to spouse and ex-,pou,e, although the relationship that is regulated is that
of fathe, or mother with respect to their child!en, a relationship that the divorce of the parents, according to Aiticle 108 of the same Code, cannot affect..163
In cases of divorce, before 1976, the innocent spouse was awarded parental authmity. Act

No 100 of 1976 eliminated all ieference to the concept of culpability to giant

01

deny parental

authmity and custody of the minors to the divorced parents ..The crite,ion of culpability was substituted by the gove1ning ciiteiion of se1ving the best interests of the minor. That is, culpability in
divorce cases has been separated from the dete1mination of who is best suited to care for the childI·en Even the actual state of law in Pue,to Rico pe1mits shared custody and parental authmity
decrees of the minors after the divorce ..To compensate for the loss of parental authmity, the provision that giants the non-custodial father or mother the 1ight to continue visitation 1ights with the
children was kept.
Ourjmisdiction has been emphatic in determining that parental authority and custody corresponds to the father

01

mother who can best serve the interests of the child.164 That is, although

the mother as well as the fathe1 may be considered fit to care for and tend to the childrnn of the
maniage, custody shall be gi anted to the person who can best "satisfy" the interest and best take
charge of their general welfar·e. Only in extraordinary cases, with p1ior 1igorous scmtiny of the
deciding comt, could shared par·ental authmity and custody be gianted

163 31 L PRA sec 383 (Emphasis added).
164 Llompart v. Mesorana, 49 D.PR 250 (1935); Rosell v Melendez, IOI DP R. 329 (1973); Marrero Reyes v. Garcia, 105

DPR

90 (1976); Nudelman v. Ferrer, 107 DP R 495 (1978); Santana v Acevedo, I 16 D PR 298 (1985)
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The current state of the law in Puerto Rico permits decrees of shared custody and parental
authmity of children after the divorce of the progenitors In the case of Ex Parte Torres Ojeda165
the Court outlines the proper rules of this kind of relationship, by pointing out that shared parental
authmity and custody is an additional alternative to attain the welfare of the minor, and that no
legal impediment exists for that power to be shared by the progenitors who expressly agree and
request it of the court. Several c1ite1iashould be met:
First, the courts must ve1ify before accepting the agreement of shared parental authmity
and custody, in cases of divorce by mutual consent as well as by other traditional causes, that the
agreement is not the result of rashness or coercion and that the paities who agree to sha,e these
duties possess the film pmpose, ability, and availability to assUIUesuch responsibility ..
Second, the following factors should be considered before authmizing the agreement:
1)

The degree of hostility and substantial tension that exists between the paimts,

2) The real probability of future conflicts that make the agreement inopetable,

3) The childien' s feelings,
4)

The true objectives and motives of the request for shai·ed parental authmity
and custody,

5)

How the profession, wmk
tion of the agreement,

6)

If the paities can assume the additional costs generated by the relationship,
and

01

occupation will affect the effective adrninistta-

7) If the place and distance between the homes affect the education of the chil-

d,·en.
Third, absent an agreement between the progenitors to shai·e pai·ental authority and custody, the comt must adjudicate it to only one, under the crite1ia previously outlined regaiding the
hest interests and welfai·e of the child

165 118 D PR. 469 (1987)
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In the dissident opinion in Ex Parte Torres Ojeda, Justice Rebollo says that "the award of

shared paiental authmity to the divorced father and mothe1 with all ce1tainty has caused more
problems than it can resolve, with consequent prejudice to the minors"

166 Justice

Rebollo held that

the Comt based its opinion on "an ideal situation that is far from reality ..It staits from the utopian
premise that two persons, who could not resolve then matrhnonial problems

01

continue to live

togethe1 with their children who aie minors can, in complete haimony, without prejudice to the minms, deal with the se1ious responsibilities that paiental authmity and custody entail afte1 the divorce". 167

The Commission believes that each case dese1ves special and paiticulai consideration on it
own me1its..Judges must look upon shaied paiental authmity and custody as one more alternative,
but must asce1tain beforehand that every agreement to shaie responsibilities is evaluated considering all the cdte1ia and wainings outlined in Ex Parte Ojeda. If the judicial conviction is that all the
c1itetia in favm of the minms have not been met, the pai·ental authority and custody of the children
should not be shai·ed..Each case must be evaluated with the sensitivity and attention that the paities
deserve, but with the welfaie of the minors as the Nmth Stai.
In considering this controversy from the perspective of gender, it is perceived that, as an
outcome in the comts, women generally acqun·e paiental authmity and custody exclusively, together with the primaiy responsibility of reaiing and suppmting the offspring Gauging the possibility that both progenitms could shaie these tasks, even afte1 the divorce, could lead to a greater
commitment to then responsibilities as fathers and mothers It can also mean, on the one hand, relief from the exclusive responsibility that a greate1 number of woman have today, and on the other,
the acknowledgment that fathers should continue to have a constant, active and impmtant presence
in the daily lives of then childrnn.

166 Id. at p 493
167 Id at p 489
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7.

The New Law Regarding the Denial of Patria Potestas and Cu~tody

Conscious of the fact that patria potestas is a great :responsibility in the development of
children, the law provides a mechanism to deny 01 suspend that authm ity from the progenitor who
does not adequately comply with it.
The prevailing legal doctrine in Puerto Rico is that "for a vital change to occur in the custodial relationship there must have occrn:red a sufficient change in the quality of care that was received, or the existence of another analogous risk to the minm" .168 The approval of new legislation
could affect this jrn ispmdence.
The :recently amended Civil Code of Pue,to Rico, provided in Aiticle 166 and in the others
that have been added-166A,

166B and 166C-the following: 169

Alt. 166 Parnntal authority entails the obligation to be a good family parent in
accordance with Aiticle 153 of this Code and the applicable special laws, and to
watch for the welfarn and best interests of the minor ..
The cornts may deprive, suspend 01 restrict the parental authority of the
parents in the manner and unde1 the conditions provided by law.
Whenever parental authority is denied, suspended or restricted; the corn!
shall also dep1ive the parent in question, or both, from administe,ing or using
the prope1ty of the child; shall appoint a tutm wheneve, necessaiy; and shall
adopt any measure that it considers in the interest of protecting the minor ..
Alt. 166A. The causes or omissions that could dep1ive, :restrict or suspend a person's patria potestas over a child a,·e the following:

I
To cause haim or risk substantially the minor's physical, mental or emotional health.
2 ..

3.
Io neglect their responsibilities or not exercise the powers as provided in
paiagrnph (1) of Aiticle 153 of this Code .. These :responsibilities include, but a,·e
not limited to, keeping the minor in their company according to law, supervising
thei, education and development, or providing adequate food, clothing, education
or health cai·e, according to his 01 her means, or with the means that the State or
any othe, natural orjrnidical person provides ..Health caie includes :required tr·eat168 Marrero v. Garcfa, Col6n v..Melendez, 87 DP R 442 (1963)
169 Act No. 8 dated January 19, 1995, amending the Civil Code articles concerning adoption, some sections of Act
No. 75 dated May 28, 1980, known as Minors Protection Act, and the refe1ted articles of the Civil Code about patria
potestas
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ments to attend any physical, mental or emotional condition, or to prevent the
same, A person shall not be deprived of the patria potestai because of his or her
religious beliefs.,,,
[T]he article enumerates 6 other causes that are not necessary to mention here for
the effects this Report]
Art. 166B, The court should deprive a father or mother ofpatria potestas, upon
request by one party, m motu proprio, if the father or the mother, , have an illness, or defect, or emotional m mental condition, m a condition of alcoholism m
addiction to controlled substances, or manifest behavior that disables m impedes
them from giving the minor the supervision and physical, mental and emotional
care; unless it can be shown that the previously described conditions can be addressed within a reasonably shmt period of time,, To determine what constitutes a
reasonable time, the court shall take into account the kind of condition in question,
the age of the minm and of the father or mother, and the total set of circumstances
of the home to which the minor would return should the father or mother not be
deprived of pattia potestas,,
Art, 166C, The court may deprive any per:son of the custody dejure or de facto
for any of the causes or ciI,cumstances included in Articles 166A and 166B of this
Code., (Emphasis added,)
The new provisions have not yet been evaluated by the Supreme Court, The Commission,
after having evaluated them, anticipates the following difficulties:

a.

Regarding its Drafting

A quick analysis of the three ttanscribed articles demonsttates the absence of a urrifmm
writing style, conceptually and in the choice of words, Article 166 discusses the good father and

father or fathers, in their generic sense Article 166B refers to both progenitors and makes continuous use of father or mother in all its sentences,. Articles 166A and 166C refer to the perwn, a
neuttal concept, who can be deprived of custody m par'ental authmity, The law does not contain
definitions, which would have complicated even more the proper identification of protagonists in
the intense child custody dramas that take place every day in the comts
The cardess drafting of this law, not to mention multiple stylistic defects in Laws 8 and 9
of January 19, 1995, is just one example of ignorance of the impmtance of drafting mies that ar'e
applicable to both genders who coexist in society,
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b.

Regarding its Application

Just as temporruy custody is deternuned dming a clivorce case, it is interesting to note that,
regruding the forfeiture of patria potestas , most of the time that male behaviors will be judged

I
I

with greater rigor or hru·shness when exhibited by a female.. This unfair treatment is often justified

l

for cultmal reasons, for the same reasons that perpetuate prejuclices and encourage or fuel clis-

I

crinuuation .. For example: Imagine a man who chinks socially and occasionally becomes intoxicated, who leaves his chilch-eneveryday with their patemal granchnother while he works, or does
"male" things, who is absent from his home for prolonged pe1iods of time because of his wmk, - which suggests that "he doesn't supervise their education or development", accorcling to the new
law-who

gambles, is "strong willed" and uses improper language, lives with a woman with whom

his chilch·en relate to periodically. For the courts, neither under the new law or the old, this man
does not necessruily present a portrait of abuse or neglect for which he could be depiived of pru·ental authmity or the custody of a child.
In fact, so far~and

we hope that the new legislation changes this view-NEVER

has a

judge in ourjmisdiction concluded, either as a matter of fact or of law, that not to visit a child, pay
support or be in rurerus in suppmt payments, is child abuse which, incidentally, also constitutes
abuse of the custoclial mother m father. It should be remembered that the right to receive suppmt is
sustained by the constitutional light to life.17° Diligent and affirmative attention by every component of the juclicial system and the new Administration of Child Support is essential to do justice to
om country's chilch·enwho depend on compliance with ajudicial decree for their subsistence ..
Evaluating and cmroborating the experiences many deponents shru-ed, the Comnussion is
convinced that in many cases, if the mother exhibited behaviors analogous to those desc1ibedimbibing alcohol, going out with fiiends, leaving the chilch·en to the cru·e of another person-

!70 Milan Rodiiguez v Munoz, 110 D PR 610 (1981); Martioez v. Rivera, 116 D PR 164 (1985); Negron Rivera
andBonilla,ExParte, 120DPR 61 (1987)
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probably society and the cowt would conclude that she is not a good example for her children, thus
justifying the temporary suspension of custody and the deprivation of her parental authority ..
Should that be the case, it would clearly reflect gender disc1imination
Of interest is how, in the Per Curiam opinion dictated in Ortiz v. Vega, the Supreme Cowt
underscores the fact that the custodial father "is mar1ied, works from 3:00 p.m to 11:30 pm .
.and his mother helps him car·e fot the childien, especially the gill because she is sickly"; but that
she [his mothe1] "is single, employed m a company where she does work on diplomas and laminating, and also collects debts .. She lives alone in a condominium", although he, parents "would also
be willing to take care of theiI grandchildien " Tme to stereotype, this case shows that even in the
country's highest forum of appeal, this conduct dete1mmes which progenitor will have the custody
of the children. Pitting the stability of a married father who has a wife and a mother baby sitter,
against the supposed instability of a smgle mother working outside her home, is a recwrent picture
in our cowls, whose epilogue is siinilar· to that of this case .171
If we add the culturnl differences between the social strata of Puerto Rican society to this

appreciation-that

is, behaviors accepted in some groups ar·e not accepted in others-the

greater

llllpulse of scmtiny to suspend or deprive parental authority will occw in the most socially and
economically depressed stratum, signifymg double prejudice and disc1immation.
Even when they never constitute a final decision, decrees that award patria potestas and
custody to only one parent create a STATE OF LAW that should not, except in extraordinary
cases, be summarily altered. The father and the mother should be heard before any changes are

1 71

It is cmious to note how it's explained in one of the findings that follow in this chapter of the Report, that in this case the
husband alleged as part of the reasons to avoid the award of custody to the mother, that she had been unfaithful to him and had
abandoned the children, criteria that the court of instance did not take into account, resolving that the mother should recover the
custody of the minors
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made to the original decision, according to the mle that modifications should be based on a substantial change in the existing custodial relationship 172
In the case of women, some decisions imply that this extraordinary status can be constituted by simply initiating a stable intimate relationship, or remarrying, which are considered a
threat to children, especially girls ..A man's stable intimate relationship and his eventual marriage,
generally qualify him to be an adequate custodial parent; for a woman, however, these experiences
can compmmise her morality before society, and endanger the custody decree that permits her to
keep her children ..
In view of this reality, judges could be more sensitive and just in evaluating those qualities
that make men and women adequate resources to tend to their children, when they exclude from
their evaluation old and recurring prejudices that originate in stereotypical behaviors and conducts
that society expects from each gender

8

Maternal and Paternal Filial Relations

Article 107 of the Code explicitly establishes that the "non-custodial parent shall have
visitation rights with the children, in the manne1 and extent that the court decrees in the divorce
judgment"
Relating and co!Th,mnicating with those childr·en whose custody and parental authority
have been assigned by judicial resolution to only one parent, is a natmal right that corresponds to
the non-custodial father or mother.. 173 These visitation rights, pmtected constitutionally, cannot be
pmhibited, except for extraordinary reasons, and can only be regulated to benefit the minor Visi-

172 Santana Medrana v. Acev.edo Osorio, 116 D PR. 298 (1985); Nudelman v. Ferrer, 107 D PR 495 (1978)
173 Sterzinger v..Ramirez, 1 16 D P R 762 ( 1985)
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tation rights of the non-custodial father

DI

mother appears to be almost absolute, although it can be

modified according to the circumstances of each case. 174
Visitation rights, custody and parental authD1ity of the homosexual father and lesbian
mother is an area in which the Supreme Court is beginning to define applicable mies ..

In Figuema v.. Colon, 175 decided in a published non-precedent-setting judgment, the Supreme Court of Puerto Rico, for the first time, faced the claim of a lesbian mother to keep custody
of her daughter, a minor.. The court of instance, following the recommendation of the social
worker, determined that the mother could retain provisional custody, with the condition that the
minors would not be exposed to the presence of the partners of their respective parents, and that
these would abstain from giving the children negative information about the other. It ordered a new
social repD1t for a final decision The father of the minor appealed to the Supreme Court. He alleged that the court of judgment erred in awarding provisional custody based on the social WDlker's
RepD1t on Provisional Recommendations without holding an evidentiary hearing and for revoking a
previous determination that awarded him custody of his child. The Supreme Court, emphasizing
that the right to custody is governed by the cardinal principle of the welfare and best interests of
the child, confirmed that the mother keep provisional custody, and ordered an evidentiary hearing
be held as soon as possible to determine to whom permanent custody should be adjudicated ..176
After hearing the case on it merits, 1 77 the court of first instance dictated aii extensive and
solid resolution in which it declared the father's motion requesting custody of his daughter without
basis and resolved that the sexual D1ientation of the mother did not demonstrate any prejudice

DI

174 Id.
175 94 I.I S 85, at p 12022
1 76 Justice Rebollo L6pez dissented because he understood that the girl should be separated immediately from what
he considered was a situation that could cause great confusion and irreparable hann to a little girl of five years of age,
while waiting for the expert's report on the situation's impact on the mental health of the minor.
177 Testifying in the hearing were the parties and their witnesses, a doctor in psychology and a social worker, both of the Family
Relations Program of the Judicial Center, and a psychiatrist as a witness for the mother. The initiator-father did not present any
eXpert evidence even when the court of instance suggested he do so
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harm to the minor, having shown that, on the contrary, the git! was better car·ed for and had a better relationship with her mother than with her father.. It ruled, among other things, that Mrs .. Colon
must abstain from having sexual relations with her partner under the same roof she shared with her
children .1 78
In its resolution, the forum of instance stressed the singularity of the case, since it dealt
with the custody awarded an admitted lesbian, and emphasized the tangency that it could have
"regarding the recognition of fundamental constitutional tights like those that oppose sex discrimination and the right to ptivacy of groups as well as individuals who come before the CourL ...". 1 79
Ihe comt resolution SIIIU!llarizesa case resolved by a comt in the United States sustaining
that the mother's lesbianism "could bring certain inconveniences to the minors, but not because of
the fact of living .....
with the mother[,] but by her lesbian condition, something that will not change
by the simple fact of changing the custody in favor of the father" ..180 It pointed out that "[t]he
mother would not stop being a lesbian and, however, the removal of [the minor] could[] provoke in
the latter a sense of shame for the mother".. 181
The Court continued by saying that "[ a ]II expert testimony coincided and unanimously
recommended that the custody remain with the mother, since the identification with, closeness and
preference that the child has for the mother strengthen and cause her best development, and any
change in custody would affect it"

182

The experts also "indicated that homosexuality was not an

illness, is not learned and does not make it more probable that a child would become a homosexual
by living with a homosexual par·ent, which, therefore, should not, in itself, be disqualifying.

183

178 See Resolution dictated by the Superior Court, Bayam6n Court (Hon. 1 uis Rosario Villanueva, J .) July 6, 1994 in

Civil Case No. DD193-1308, alp 24.
179 Id.atp
18
180 Id. at p 20 (citing MP v SP, 404 A.2d 1256 (1979)
181 Id
182 Id. atpp. 21-22
183 Id. at p 22
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Similaily, they suggested that "closeness with the homosexual father

01

mother facilitates commu-

nication should the child, at any time, present any doubts that require explanation" 184
Not satisfied with the decision, the father again appealed to the Supreme Comt alleging
that the fomm of instance eued in awaiding the custody of the minm to the mo the,, by not taking
into consideration that in our society homosexuality is condemned and socially reproachable, inIplying that the girl would suffer hrum by suffering social rejection
The Supreme Comt, through a resolution 185, denied the father the issuance of the requested wiit of certiorari and resolved that it would not intervene with the evaluation that the comt
of instance made of the crite1ia to awaid the custody of the min01, according to those stated in the
opinion of Nudelman v. Fener 186 The Comt understood that said evaluation justified the concession of the custody of the child to her mother, independently of he, sexual preference,
The Supreme Comt also said:
Any dete1mination regru·ding the custody of the minor must be based on
his 01 her welfai·e; for that reason, a mother should not be dep1ived of the custody
of a minor because of the mere fact of the fmmer' s homosexuality if such objective is best met that way, as the court decided in this case, allowing that the mother
continue to exercise the custody of said minor ..See: SNE v. RL.B, 699 P2d 875,
879 (1985) and Stroman v. Williams, 353 S ..E. 2d 764 (1987) where the previously mentioned mle was expressly used and the following was said:

0We therefore find no abuse of cliscretion on the patt of the trial comt in
refusing to change custody from the mother to the father, Bezio v Pastenaude, 381
Mass. 563, 410 N ..E. 2d 1207 (1980); see Guinan v Guinan, 102 App Div 2d
963, 477 N YS 2d 830 (1984) (the mere fact a paient is a homosexual does not
alone render the paient unfit and a paient's sexual incliscretions aie a consideration in a custody clispute only if they rue shown to adversely affect the child's welfare); In the Matter of the Mruriage of Cabalquinto, 100 Wash .. 2d 325, 669 P2d
886 (1983) (holding that homosexuality in and of itself is not a bai to custody 01
to reasonable 1ights of visitation); DH. v. l.H, supra (homosexuality standing
alone without evidence of any adverse effect upon the welfai·e of the child does not
render the homosexual pru·ent unfit as a matter of law to have custody of the
child), Nadler v Superim Comt of Sacramento County, 255 Cal. App ..2d 523, 63
184 Id
185

Justice Rebollo L6pez, consonant with this previous position, did not join the rest of the Court in the resolution
On the contrary, he made known that he would issue the writ of certiorari
186 107 DP R 495 (1976)
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Cal. Rptr .. 352 (1967) (a mother who is homosexual is not an unfit mother as a
matte, oflaw}.[]187
The Supreme Comt held that the case of Roe v..Roe, 188 cited by the appellant to base his
position, did not vaiy the mle previously mentioned and that it is distinguishable from the circum-

-,I
l

I

l

stances of this case since here the mother is not relating to her paitner in her home , or in front of
her children .189
A caidinal p1inciple in the United States and Pue1to Rico regaiding custody decisions is
the general welfa,·e and best interests of the child ..However, the tmth is that, under the guise of the
child's welfare, judges occasionally tend to interject their own prejudices regaiding the mies and

°

morality of society ..19 Consequently, vaiious aiguments have been used to justify restrictions regaiding custody or visitation rights of a lesbian mother or homosexual father. One is the social intolerance that the relationship can cause and its impact on the socialization of the child .. The effects
of raising a child in a home where a lesbian mother and her lover live have also been studied ..Those
studies have revealed that the children of lesbian mothers who live with their paitners aie emotionally healthier than childr-enwho live in homes with only one of the parents, irrespective of their
gender 01 sexual mientation

19 1

The decisions issued in the case of Figueroa v.. Colon by the Superim Comt of Bayain6n,
and by om Supreme Comt a,·e, basically, advanced decisions.. However, both decisions expressly
rest1ict, although in different ways, the sexual conduct of the mother with he, paitner under the

187

See Resolution issued by the Supreme Court on October 21, 1994 in Case No. CE-94-554, at p. 2

188

324 SE 2d. 691 (Va. 1985) In this case the Supreme Court from the state of Virginia deprived a homosexual
father of his visitation rights with his daughter, a minor, in his home or in the presence of his companion, while the
father continued living with said companion because the homosexual relationship was considered illegal and immoral
189
In Bottoms v. Bottoms, 444 S .E 2d 276 (Va. App. 1994), a case decided by the Court of Appeals of the State of Virginia, the
case of Roe v. Roe was interpreted. By unanimous decision, a panel of three judges resolved that it cannot be presumed that the
homosexuality of a father or a mother shall adversely affect a child

190

David M. Rosenblum, Comment, Custody Rights of Gay and Lesbian Parents, 36 VILL.1 REV. 1665, 1666 (1991) In this
article, Rosenblum quotes a theorist who indicates "[t]he more subtle issue in these cases is to what extent the court has given
tacit approval to social and moral proscriptions against homosexual expression." Id. n.8
191

Nancy D Polikoff, This Child Does Have Two Mothers· Redefining Parenthood to Meet the Need:,, of Children in Lesbian~

Mother and Other Nontraditional Families, 78 GEO 1 J. 459, 563-564 (1990).
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same roof that she shares with her daughter. The Superior Comt decided that the mother ",hall

ab,tain from having ,exual relations with he, partner under the same 10of under which her children live"; the Supreme Comt based its detennination on the fact that "the mother does not relate
with her partner in the home in front of the children" If indeed explicit sexual relations, be they
heterosexual, homosexual or lesbian, in front of the children are impropet and unacceptable, 192 that
should not inrpede the demonstrntion of hU!Ilan love and affection between couples in the presence
of childten. Various cases resolved in the United States on this particular point out that the sexual
conduct of the father or the mother can only be taken into consideration if it is proven that it adversely affects the welfare of the children. 193 Demonstrations of affection generally create a secme
environment for the childrnn. In this way, it encomages that the chilchen be informed at an early
age of their father's homosexuality or their mother's lesbianism. Several studies have show that the
more sincere the father or mother, the better adjusted the child will be; thus the child will be better
equipped to handle social intolerance more wisely and with greater understanding ..194

192 Gottlieb v. Gottlieb, 488 NY.S. 2d 180, 182 (AD 1 Dept. 1985). See, also, Gloria M. Custodio, The Dis·course ofDis·aimination: How Lesbian Mothers Are Judged in Child Custody Disputes, 63 REV JUR U PR 531,535 (1994)
193 In Gottlieb v. Gottlieb, 488 NY.S. 2d 180 (AD. 1 Dept. 1985), the appellate division of the Supreme Comt of the State of
New Yark, first department, sustained that the decisive criterion to be applied in a custody case where the father of the minor was
a homosexual is not a criticism to the morality of the lifestyle of the father, but the welfare of the child. It pointed out that in the
protection of this welfare, the father should be discreet and not expose his daughter 01 involve her in his sexual conduct In that
case, the coUit of instance had awarded the custody of the minor to the mother and had imposed restrictive conditions on the father or on any other homosexuales in the home of father during the visit 01 that even outside the home, these persons should not
any contact with the girl and that the girl should not be taken any place where there were homosexuals, and that they should not
include her in homosexual activity In appeal, all the restrictions were eliminated, except that the girl could not be involved in
homosexual activity In one of the concurring opinions, it was pointed out that the father and the mother of the minor lived in the
same building and that, therefore, the giil would necessarily learn that her father had a lover living with him and that to exclude
said lover as a condition of visitation did not have any other purpose than to punish the father. Gottlieb, at p 182 In another concurrent opinion, it was made clear that the girl should not be exposed to any sexual heteros·exual or homosexual c.onduct that
could affect her emotionally. Id
Regarding the effect that the homosexual relationship of the mother could have on her child, a minor, in Guinan v. Gui'nan, 477
NY S. 2d 830 (AD. 3 Dept. 1984), the appellate division of the Supreme Comt of the State of New York, third department, decided that the fact that the mother has bad sexual relations with other women was not a determining fact in a custody case It
provided that the sexual indiscretions of a father or a mother should be taken into consideration only if they can be proven to adversely affect the welfare of the child. Similarly, in Stroman v Williams, 353 SE. 2d 704 (SC. App 1987), the Comt of Appeals
of the State of South Carolina confirmed the decision of instance to keep the child under the lesbian mother's custody, since there
was no evidence that the lesbian relationship that the mother had with another woman in the home of the child was exposing the
latter to deviant sexual acts, nor that her welfare was adversely affected
194 Polikoff, supra note 191, at p. 565. It is important to note that the problem of social pr~judices and their impact in custody
cases also tend to occur for other reasons For example, in Palmore v Sidoti, 466 U ..S 429 (1984), the Supreme Court of the
United States revoked a dicision of the State of Florida where, under the guise of the welfare of the child, custody was awarded to
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The separation of the parents because of sexual otientation is damaging to the development
of the child and does not climinish the effects of the social stigma. Instead, it increases the levels of
social intolerance, misunderstanding of homosexuality and of lesbianism as social phenomena, the
violence against these groups and antagonism within the family context

195

According to the decision in the case of Figueroa v Colon, the Commission is confident
that these circumstances can be evaluated on merit, and not on prejudices
what is considered morally

01

01

judgments based on

personally correct or incmrect from the perspective of heterosexual-

ity, the dominant view in om society.. The guiding light should be the best welfare of the child,
which can be well served by either the father

01

the mother, notwithstanding the differences or in-

clinations that distinguish them from others ..
Regarding paternal and maternal-filial relations, in every aspect we have discussed, the
Commission concluded that:

the father for no other reason than that the mother of the child had manied a man belonging to the black race According to the
opinion, the court of instance deemed that:
DThe father's evident resentment of the mother's choice of a black
partner is not sufficient to wrest custody from the mother It is of
some significance, however, that the mother did see fit to b:ring a
man into her home and cany on a sexual relationship with him
without being married to him Such action tended to place gratification
of her own desires ahead of her concern for the child's welfare This
Court feels that despite the strides that have been made in bettering relations between the races in this country, it is inevitable
that
Melanie will, if allowed to remain in her present situation and attains
school age and thus more vulnerable to peer pressures, suffer from the
social stigmatization that is sure to come. D

Palmore, at p 431
I he federal Supreme Court pointed out that the matter to be decided was if the p1ivate prejudices and possible harm that might
be inferred, are considerations that are pe1missible to remove a child from her mother's custody . The court decided no. It provided that although the Constitution cannot control said prejudices, it cannot tolerate them either. Private prejudices are perhaps
outside the reach of the law, but the law cannot, neither directly nor indirectly, give them effect. Id. at p. 433 Io these
effects, see Gonzalez v Superior Court, 97 D.P R. 804 (1969).
195 As an example, see MP. v. S.P, 404 A2d 1256 (1979), where a superim court in the State of New Jersey decided that the
lesbianism of the mothe1 or any intolerance or joke that her sexual orientation could signify for the children was not a reason to
change custody On the contrary, the change of custody would not reduce the prejudices that the community would have regarding
the lesbianism of the mother It also pointed out that nothing indicated that the lesbianism of the mother in itself presented a
threat to her daughters, or than in the ordinary course of their development they would be unable to deal with any problem that
the community could cause them. See, also, Fernandez Bauz6 & Perez Cuadrado, supra note 83
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I.

The current legislation does justice to father:s and mothers by recognizing that they have
equal rights, power:s and obligations over their children.

2

It is necessary that judges accept as a question of fact and of law that for a father or
mother not to visit a child, not pay child support or be in anean in the payment of support constitutes child abuse and non-compliance with an obligation shared with the
custodial mother or father .. It should be recognized that the right to receive support has
been sustained by the constitutional guarantee of the right to life. The new legislation is
a statutory source of this conclusion.

3

Conscious of the different treatment that men and women receivefrom society regarding
socially acceptable behavior and behaviors ,elated to their sexuality, judges could be
more sensitive and just in the evaluation of the attributes that make men and women be
adequate resources to take care of their children, if they exclude from the evaluation old
and recurrent prejudices that originate in stereotypical behavio,:s and conducts that society expects from each gender.

4

In those cases where the progenitors are of homosexual or lesbian orientation, extreme
care should be taken so that the criterion of the welfare of the child be that which truly
prevails and not the stereotypes or prejudices related to the sexual orientation of the father or mother ..

G. The Obligation to Support
The obligation to provide support mises in om law from the notion that blood relations and
those of affinity create mutual rights and obligations between the persons so related
Article 143 of the Civil Code establishes those who roe obliged to provide each othe1 suppmt196: 1) the spouses; 2) the ascendants and descendants, 3) the adopte1 and adoptee and their
descendants and 4) the siblings when due to a physical or emotional defect, or to any other cause
that is not the fault of the suppmt provide,, he m she is unable to secure his or her own subsistence.

Article 144 establishes the order of the persons from whom support can be clairned. 197
When two m more persons are obliged to give support, the order shall be the following: 1) the
spouse; 2) the descendants to the closest degree; 3) the ascendants also to the closest degree; 4) the

196 31 LP RA. sec.562
19731 LP.RA. sec 563
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siblings.. There is no distinction regarding maternal OJ paternal lines, those who are in the same
order should share the obligation jointly.
The obligation to suppOJt the ex-spouse emerges from Aiticle 109, as an economic result
of divorce, and is not justified on the basis of the previous provision. 198
The outstanding aspects on the subject of gender disc1imination in suppOJt legislation are
the following: first, the legal requirements of paying alimony to the ex-spouse because of the divorce; second, the stipulations that regulate alimony of the spouses pendente lite dming divorce
proceedings, and third, the procedures established to claim child support which are extremely
burdensome fot mothers who, generally initiate them to get fathers to suppOJt their children.

1.

The Support of the Ex-Spouse (Alimony)

The provision that establishes post-divorce suppOJt for an ex-spouse does not derive from
the Spanish Civil Code, but from Aiticle 160 of the Louisiana Civil Code. It was inse1ted into our
Code as pat! of the mies that would govern the divorce, an Anglo Saxon impOJt, in our jmisdiction.
Aiticle 109 of the Civil Code, as amended by Act 25 of Febmruy 16, 1995, 199 provides:
Once the divorce is decreed for any of the reasons established in Aiticle
96 of this Code, and any of the ex-spouses do not have sufficient means of
snppOJt, L'J.eSuperior Court may assign the spouse discretionruy suppOJt from
the income, rents, salruies OJ prope1ty of the other spouse.

198

311.P RA. sec. 385. Regarding the legislative precedent of this provision, see CNIL CODE of Louisiana, Art 160 and the
cases of Rubio Sacarello v Roig, 84 DP R. 344, 358 (1962); Suria v. Fernandez, IOI D.P R 316 (1973); Milan Rodriguez v
Mufioz, 110 D PR. 610 (1981); and Toppel v. Ioppel, 114 DPR 16 (1983)
199 Provided before:

If the wife who has been granted divorce does not have sufficient means
to subsist, the Superior Court shall assign he1 discretionary support from the
income, rents, salaries or property of the husband, without said amount exceeding the support amount of one fomth part of the
income, rents or salaries generated. If the divorce was decreed because of the cause of separation, the wife may request the support mentioned in the previous parragraph, if she does not have sufficient means to subsist. The support amount shall be revoked
if it is no longer needed, or when the divoned woman marries for a second time, or when she lives in public concubinage 01 incurs in a licentious life

31 LP RA sec. 385. (Emphasis added)
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The CoUit shall award the support referred to in the previous paragraph,
taking into account, among others, the following: circumstances:
(a) The agreements reached by the ex-spouses
(b) The age and state of health.
(c) The professional background and the probabilities of gainful
employment.
(d) The past and future dedication to the family.
(e) The collaboration in the mercantile, industrial or professional
activities of the other spouse.
(f) The dmation of the marriage and of conjugal coexistence
(g) The wealth and financial means and the needs of one and the
other .
(h) Any other factor that is considered appropiiate within the circumstances of the case ..
Once support is established, the judge can modify it whenever substantial changes occur in
the situation, income and fortune of one or the other ex-spouse .. The support amount shall be revoked through judicial resolution if it should become necessary, or when the divorced spouse, who
benefits from support, marries again, or lives in public concubinage.
The cases and files examined by the Commission to meet its mandate, were resolved under
the previous mle, therefore, it is necessary to refer to that jUiidical framework in this area, before
examining: the scope of the new regulation
The notion of dependence of women on men justifies the drnfting and application of Article
109, before it was amended. It remained so until the Supreme CoUit decided the case of Milan Rodrfguez v.. Mufioz, 200 in which it extended the right to receive post-divorce support to any man who

200 110 D p R. 610 (1981)
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i

was in the same situation as that desclibed in the precepts of the old mle. We have previously discussed in this Report the impact of this case on the subject of gende1.
Before Milan Rodr(guez v. Munoz, the doctrine that justified the drafting and the legislative pmposes of Atticle 109, had been expressed in Suria v. Fernandez Neg,6n, 201 where the
Comt adopted the historical view of dependence of the woman on the man:
[I]he pmpose of human solidaiity that indubitably inspired the drafting of Atticle
109, that is none othe1 than the projection beyond the happy days, of the obligation
of the man to aid and help his wife; a canon of nobility and gratitude inse1ted in
the Civil Code for the benefit of that person who in a past fantasy gave of herself
sweetly, in love and even in personal sac1ifice to the man who made he1 his wife.
Those ai·e the personalized valnes that se1ve as moral and ethical aimature to the
inte1preted precept and that convey a vital and essential chaiacter to the man's obligation to this woman who having kept herself pure and honest, languishes as victim of illness, pove,ty, and the other vicissitudes of existence
Ihe Law is to a great extent the most visible external sign of the intricate morals of a people, and the inte1preted precept honors the Law of our
land ..202
The theory of the romantic and traditional image of the submissive and selfless wife totally
dependent on the man was, in 1973, a jmidical basis to support the validity of that regulation. In

Milan Rodrfguez v. Munoz, the Comt reconsiders that view and recognizes, that with the passing
of time, it is not the dependence of the woman that supports its validity, but the pressing interest of
the State to shai·e with the citizens the obligation to give support to those who need it It struts from
the premise that the need for support is not exclusive to the woman and states the reason for
changing the mle of law as follows:
[T]he central hypothesis is that the woman is in a situation of economic
infe1i01ity.. This premise, valid possibly several decades ago, formed pail of
the jmidical aimature and design that placed the woman in a position of strict
submission and absolute frailty before the man, which, at the same time, required a supe1ior and legal defense and greate1 economic protection .....

201 101 D p R 316 (1973)
202 Suria v Fernandez, IOI DP R at p. 320
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...ina world of changing realities, cleatly a person's need to receive "food
and shelter" to subsist with a minimum of dignity, is not a p1ivate condition of the
female sex .. More so, it is an inherent and neutral circumstance that originates in
naturn itself and that crudely projects itself at any age over all of humanity, male
or female ..203
The Collit adopted the reasoning of the collit of instance: Today, the two
[a woman and a man] have the saine opportunities, which also implies obligations.
A woman can, because of special circumstances, have the need, according to the
requisites oflaw, [of] using the protection that Article 109 provides he,, and in the
saine way, the men of today, with whom women have been put on the saine level
economically, intellectually and socially, have the necessity for ve1y patticulat
reasons, and according to the requisites of law, to use the protection that Article
109 offers him. 204
In the opinion of the Commission, a great difficulty hovers between the original view and
the new perspective of the Supreme Collit: although, on its face, the conclusion of law regatding
the disc1iminatory chat acter of Article 109 and extending the provision to men is applauded, the
Collit sets out from the mistaken premise that women enjoy equal opportunities and find themselves in the saine economic at1d social condition as men .. Still, they have a long road to travel
Doors have been opened, at1d many women today enjoy bette1 opportunities at1d conditions, but
many others continue at a political, social at1deconomic disadvat1tage..This jlliisprudence could be,
on the other hand, a good stait for the genders to move closer to the law and theiI shai·ed society
Even the abolishment of discriminatory treatment favoring women at1d excluding men did
not, under the old aiticle, end the disc1iniinatory tr·eattnent towaids women, which the new regulation does not correct from a cultllial at1d social perspective, the thiid paiag:raph perpetuated a
difference in the tr·eattnent of women in Olli society and, as a result of stereotypes, how they ai·e
tr·eated in Olli collits .. The new aiticle repeats the above provisions: The support ainount shall be
revoked through judicial resolution if it should become necessaty, or when the divorced spouse,
who benefits from suppmt, mai,ies again, or lives in public concubinage.

203 Millin Rodrfguez, 110 DP R. at pp 613-615
204 Id atp. 617
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Since 1981, apparently the previous draft could be applied to both genders, but it must be
remembered that the draft was originally conceived for its exclusive application to "a wife", the
original reason why it was adopted and integrated into the Civil Code ..A woman's sexual life became reason to deprive her of several rights-support,

custody, parental authority, visitation-

solely by behaving in ways that were socially accepted and tolerated in the case of men. Hopefully,
when courts interpret and apply this new article, they will not reproduce this practice.
On the other hand, as the study of files from the proceedings of the courts of first instance
and from the jurisprudence of the Supreme Court demonstrate, the daily practices in our courts
show that the immense majority of ex-spouses claiming support after divorce are women, many of
whom need those resources, either because maniage kept them out of the workforce or because
their income is less in comparison to that of the men, This reality is compounded by the fact that
the immense majority of child custodians ar·e mothers, forcing the conclusion that Article 109 is
almost exclusively applied to women, and rarely to men,
The new drafting takes into account the criteria outlined by researchers on the problemwhich is more social than juridical-of

family support after the progenitors divorce The criteria of

the new law are:
(b) age and state of health; (c) professional background and probabilities of gainful employment; (d) past and future dedication to the family; (e) professional, industrial or mercantile
collaboration with the other spouse; (f) duration of the maniage and conjugal coexistence; and (g)
wealth and economic means and the needs of each spouse, are particulaJly important because they
do justice to women who suffer the experience of divorce
By excluding the criterion of the plaintiff's innocence , the new provision tends towaJd
eliminating the criterion of culpability in the determination of such a special matter of human content as is support
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The criterion (a)--the agreements that the ex-spouses have reached-should

be carefully

evaluated, since the impact of this legislation will influence agreements 01 stipulations between
couples on the future suppmt of ex-spouses, and thus, avoid judicial intervention. Those stipulations must be carefully evaluated in the post-divorce economic relationship to avoid violating 01
prejudicing the party at a greater disadvantage, generally, women ..

In the opinion of the Commission, the criteria of the new Article 109 permits the judge to
evaluate the condition of the divorced ex-,pou,e from a more ju,t and humane perspective.

2.

Support Pendente Lite

The rule that regulates the award of alimony during a divorce case is Article 100 of the
Civil Code which stipulates:
If one of the ,pou,e, does not have sufficient resources of her or his
own during the case, the Superior Court shall order the other ,pou,e to provide suppmt in propmtion to his 01 her property .205

As occurs with Article 109, the immense majmity of those who claim suppmt under this
provision are women ..Usually dUiing the marriage, the man administers de facto the property 01 is
the principal provider of the income of the marriage. fu financial matters, both circumstances place
the male in a position of advantage over his spouse at the moment of litigation, since he is the one
who knows and maintains control of the sources of income ..206
The obligatmy analysis of this provision requires that we remember that in mar1iages that
ar·e subject to the regime of community property, both spouses ar·e titled owners of the total property accumulated by said community ..207 The wife claims her own property, not property from the

205 311 P RA sec. 343
206 Ibis situation gained attention when the Supreme Court issued judgement in the case of Kantara v. Castro, 94 J.I.S 4 A bill
was _filedbefore the Legislative Assembly, P. of the C 1171, that proposes to amend Art 100 to the effect of specifying the cases
in which support pendente lite shall be established and to provide for the coadministrntion of the community property during the

case
207 Arts. 1295 and 1296 of the CN. CODE, 311 P RA secs 3621 and 3622, respectively
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husband, to which the law recognizes her access. We should also remember that Article 1308 declares that the "support of the family ....." shall be charged to the community prope,ty. Therefore,
neither the support pendente lite nor the liti s expensa is taken from the husband's property, but
from the community prope1ty, whose administration is joint as long as the conjugal community is
not dissolved and the prope1ty liquidated
In Kantara v.. Castro 208 we see two different views in that respect, through the opinions of

Associate Justice Naveirn de Rodon and associate justice Negron Garcia.. Each opinion can be
tempered by the paiticular perspective of gender and expe,ience ..Although the ainendments to the
Civil Code turn both members of the legal community property into co-administrators, the facts of
the case show that the letter of the law can consecrate jmidical equality without automatically implementing a change in the condition of the woman before he, husband.
In the opinion ofJustice Negron Garda:

It is illusory to believe that, where both spouses a,·e mutually disappointed, where profound differences, intolerance, stubbornness, and even
hostility exist, they will be able ex proprio vigore to resolve their differences
of opinion, particu]a,ly their needs and personal expenses .. Ihe coadministration and adoption of cordial reciprocal decisions ceases .. Without agreements
to this effect, the support pendente lite-based or not theoretically on the
equality of use and access to the community prope1ty- by imperative, must
be channeled tlnnugh the comts ..209
Justice Negron Gruda' s affirmation regarding the cessation of co-administration dming
the divorce proceeding could present significant jmidical difficulties, since it affects the property
rights of a title owne,, whose recognition was the explicit cause for broad and intense reform in
1976 to give both women and men equal 1ights and powers over the property that both accumulate,
and over the actions that affect them while they have such title.

208 94! I.S 4,atp
209 Jd alp. 11439

11437. (Judgement)
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Perhaps, because of this clifficulty, the judge expressly affumed that "[t]his circumstance
was not created by the Legislative Assembly or the comts. It doesn't have to do with sexism OJ a
legal economic outline of suborclination " He held that "it is an unquestioned datum that she [his
wne J could not do, nor clid equal professional wOJk" and adds that the fact that she "should have
had to come befme the court-even

though she was going through a situation that was painful,

critical, with feelings of guilt, loss of affection and defeat-could

hardly be characte1ized as

"humiliating" .....
[T]he same would have happened in reverse " He considers the regulation of these
difficulties by the courts necessruy, because to allow the spouse free use of funds "is to invite

chaos"..210
Justice Naveirn de Rod6n, fo1 he, prut, struts from the premise that:
[W]omen still ru·e in a situation of suborclination caused by the same juriclical order For the pmpose of awru·clingsuppOJt before the divorce, the economic disadvantage that one of the spouses suffers vis a vis the spouse who has control of the
community property is, gene,ally, damaging to the woman ..211
F\nther on, she continues that:
[I]t is incompatible with the purpose of the refeued Refo1m to inte1pret that the
spouse who does not have control of the property must come before the court to
justify that she or he be given suppOJt in cases where prope1ty exists that belongs
to the community property, such as for example, salruies and rents, and on the
other hand, not to demand from the spouse with control of the property that he OJ
she also justify his own needs OJ the use that she or he gives to the community
prope1ty to cover those personal needs One must ask: why is it necessruy that one
of the spouses ask for pe,mission to make use of the community prope1ty patrimony, while the other is granted the 1ight to make use, with impunity, of the patrimony that belongs to both ofthem?" 2 12
The judge concludes with an exhOJtation to sentencing judges:
In summruy, the comts rue obliged to inte1pret the ruticles of the Civil
Code that govern the suppOJt between the spouses in such a way that gives life
to the intent that encouraged the RefOJm of the administration of community
prope,ty approved in 1976 .. This demands an interpretation of the ruticles of
210

Justice Negr6n Garcia's position contrasts with those assumed by him, generally, in other cases that allege gender
discrimination against women, as evidenced by this Report
2l l Kantara, 94 J T S at p 11440
212 Jd alp 11444.
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the Civil Code that promotes and allows the equal access and use of the community propeity ..213
Fm Justice Negron Garcia, the bUiden of proving the need for suppmt and the plausibility
of the clainied amount falls on the spouse who is not the p1incipally the produce, of those funds,
who in

DUI

society, is usually the woman .. The more pmductive person, usually the man, should

retain or take control of the funds to avoid their squande1ing by the woman, what Justice Negron
Garcia calls "the chaos", because that apperus to be fai1 The difficulty that this position presents
is that joint ownership regruding the total prope1ty is seen as a powe1 that is merely fo1rnal; true
ownership is exercised by the person who produces

01

promotes the income .. Although the law de-

termines equal ownership of community property, this position holds that the person with talent
and industry should keep direct control, and struts from the premise that the woman receives all the
benefits of her husband's wmk and gives back ve1y little .. This position is rooted in the stereotypical idea that the woman depends on the husband the breadwinne1 and the provider of the community prope1ty fmtune.
Justice Naveira held that the ability of women to administe1 what she owns be recognized,
and that controls, if they ru·e necessruy, be imposed on both .. The power, authority and ownership
of the administration ru·enot temporruily limited by the law ..Any existing contradiction sterns from
the co-existence of old and new laws that strut out from different histmical premises It is the duty
of the judge to inte1pret them hrurnoniously, according to conternporruy values, respecting the
equality of both spouses ..
The Commission considers that the judge should not presume that women seek to squande1
the community prope1ty fmtune when they ask for suppmt pendente lite,

01

1ightful claim access

to the co-administration; nor can it be said that men are more suited to protect said prope1ty ..Both
affirmations respond to stereotypes in om society. Reality shows that the concealment of prope1ty

213 Id
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01

its fraudulent disposition, actions that the Supreme Court has heard, are produced by the person

who controls them , usually the man ..214

The Commission adopts a, its own the exhortation of Associate Justice Naveira de
Rod6n that judges be alert to situations in which spouses in divorce proceeding,, principally
women, claim the use of the community property, whose owner,hip and coadministration they
share, in order to act in accordance with the premises on which the Reform of1976 is based.

3..

Child Support

In the case of Martinez v. Rivera Herndndez 215 the Supreme Court voiced its concern over
the "slowness of the proceedings in child suppmt cases." It desc1ibes the situation in the following
way:
It is alaiming. Recent studies confam it The notable effmt of judges and other
officials to remedy the problem have been unsuccessful. Pait of the complex
problem de1ives from the attitudes of the protagonists, lawyers and judges .. But
also the nature of the matter.. A substantial number of divorce decrees include imperative orders regaiding suppmt. Their consequent execution generate in the
shmt and long term innumerable incidents related, among them, to their noncompliance, and an increase 01 decrease in the suppmt amount The classic
method to requir·e a demonstration of cause of the suppmt provider who is in aireais, along with the usual hiring of a lawye1 by the plaintiff, filing of documents,
notice and citation, is costly, complex and complicated. Also, it goes against the
inteiest of the children-true tutored subjects of the law- by promoting undue
taidiness ..216

The Comt immediately required the "urgent intervention of the Legislative Power". Act
No. 5 of December 30, 1986, as amended, known as the Special Act on Child Suppmt, 217 was the
Legislative Assembly's response. But the procedures did not speed up. In 1994, Act 86 of August

214
The cases of Banco de Ahorro v. Santos, 112 D.P.R. 70 (1982); Quintana v Longmia, 112 D.P.R. 276; and Quetglas v.
Carazo, 93 J.I .S 146, at p. 11265, are examples of these outlines The Commission did not find cases where a woman was alleged to squander the community property or of fraudulent plans to dilapidate the property during the divorce proceedings or the
liquidation of community property regime Should they exist, they would represent a smaller percentage in comparison to those
who present situations similar to men
215 116 D P.R. 164 (1985)
216 Id at p 171. (citations omitted.) Recently, in the case of Rodriguez v Soler, 94 J.T S 59, at p. 11819, this concern was reit-

erated
2 17 8 LPRA

sec 501 etseq
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17, 1994, known as the Organic Law for the Administration of Child Suppmt (ASUME, [its acronym in Spanish]), was approved, 218 which amends Act No, 5, with the intent of removing suppmt
cases from the ordinary judicial process and creating an administrative body and appropriate corresponding procedures to deal with the serious problem of non-compliance with suppmt orders in
Puerto Rico,,219 Fundamentally, the law intends to establish !Iuly speedy processes, effective and
aggressive mechanisms to collect child suppmt and !Iacking systems for absent parents who do not
comply with their suppmt obligation.,220 It promises to resolve the serious problem of delays in the
receipt of periodic payments that persons, mostly women with custody of minms, suffer..
The procedures established by Aiticles ll(B)(3)(a),(b) and (c) are irnpmtant in establishing o the paternity of out-of-wedlock minors., Presumptions of paternity where the alleged father
refuses to cooperate, assuming costs, and sanctions established dming the processes, should foster
a better and quicker assignment of paternal and maternal filial responsibilities to provide relief
from the burden that ordinarily falls to women,,
Since the legislation and inaugmation of ASUME are too recent, the Commission was unable to judge the efficiency of the new mechanisms and how they affect the processes and tI'eatinent
of the persons who request, m will request, suppmt for minors under their custody We encomage
any effmt that promotes or initiates an effective public policy to resolve this problem, which is
more social than legal., Only with a line and committed effort from the officials of ASUME and the

218 Ihe name by which the Administration shall be known
219 Ibis law was drafted in the same androcentric language (the father, the parents (padres), the minors (los menores), the provider (el alimentante), although, occasionally, it refers to a person (la persona), support recipient (alimentista), etc., concepts that
have a neutral connotation. By experience, the vast majority of persons in this country who are child support providers are men,
which doesn't make the references too difficult. The Commission's position, however, is that non-sexist rules should be established when drafting new legislation, irrespective of the fact that numerically speaking the subjects affected or represented by
their provisions belong to one gender or the other.
220 Although, this is not the appropriate place to bring this up, due to the limitation on the scope of this work, some of the meas-

ures are so aggresive that they may present problems of a constitutional nature, in that they violate the right to privacy and the
due process of law of the persons The need to speed up and make for effective some processes cannot be a justification for violating other fundamental guarantees that protect all citizens, irrespective of their personal or social results The deprivation of professional licenses, the publication of photographs in the newspapers, just to mention two examples, as measures should be used
with much discretion and caution
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Judicial Branch, wmking together will this be achieved. Several considerations regarding Supreme
Comt jmisprudence on the subject of suppmt are in order because they demonstrate the judicial
system's commitment to more sensitive and effective processes and attitudes in resolving the problem of delays in suppmt payments. To the extent that these processes become more adequate and
agile, the system will treat woman and their children more fairly.
In Guadalupe Viera v..Morell, 221 the Supreme Com! clearly established that the obligation
of the pamnts to suppmt their children stems from two statutmy somces-Article

143 of the Civil

Code on suppmt between relatives, and Article 153 that establishes that the suppmt obligation depends on the responsibilities miginating in parental authmity (patria pote,tas )..222 The essential
difference of both stipulations is that the obligation that rises from Article 153 is not subject to the
dual scrutiny of the needs of the person with a right to receive support and the resources of the
suppmt provider, which is what occurs with the obligation that Article 143..generates.
This jurisprudence lost practical effect since the Mandatmy Guidelines to Establish Child
Suppmt 223 was predominant in determining the applicable criteria to establish child suppmt in
Puerto Rico: under the new law, the monthly income of both progenitors and the number and ages

221 115 DP R. 4 (1983)
222 Art. 143 provides:
All persons, to the extent described in the preceding section, are reciprocally obliged to provide support:

( 1) I he spouses
(2) The ascendents and descendents
(3) The adopter and adoptee and their descendents

(4) The siblings
The siblings are reciprocally obliged to provide support when, because of a emotional or physical defect, or because of any other
cause that is not imputable to the sibling who requests support, the latter cannot provide his or her own subsistence. Amongs
these needs are comprised the costs indispensable for acquiring elementary instmction and the learning of a profession, art or vocation

31LPRA

sec 562

On the other hand, Art. 153 provides:
The father and mother have, with respect to their unemancipated children:
(I) The responsibility to feed them, keep them in their company, educate and prepare them in accordance to their"fortune, and to
represent them in the exercise of any action that may be to their advantage
(2) The authority to discipline them and to punish them moderately or in a reasonable manner

31 PPRA
sec 601
223 Act No 47 dated August 5, 1989, which amended Art. 19 of Act No. 5 dated December 30, 1986 81 PRA
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of the dependent children became the principal criteria to determine the basic support amount that
the support provider had to pay

In Lopez Mart(nez v. Ramon Yordtin224 the Supreme Court established that the support
obligation falls on both parents and should be distributed according to theit resources .. When the
connnunity property is liquidated, the father shall be accredited the proportion he paid that corresponds to the mother for the support of the childrnn. That proportion is established by the court of
instance, after the share of each ex-spouse in the connnunity property is determined. Under the new
legislation, after the conjugal society is liquidated, the independent income of each progenitor determines the amount of support that each should pay each child, although a proportional distribution according to each one's income will be made to address the extraordinary costs that the law
itself acknowledges .. The basic support payment is based on the monthly income of the noncustodial fathe1 or mother and on other factors that we have mentioned.
Although these cases followed a tr~jectory parallel to the special law, othe1 jurisprudence
decisively introduced efficient measures into the special legislation on child support
As a general rule, Rodriguez v.. Vazquez Flores 225 established that modifying child support
not be retroactive. Situations can occU1 in which retroactively reducing support is appropriate .. A
factual question arises in these citcumstances .. It can be made retroactive, the CoU1t concludes, if
the appellant's incapacity to satisfy the support payment was clear before the request
A sitnilar issue was cleared up in Ex Parte Valencia and Riollano ..226 Here, the Supreme
Court clarified that nothmg can itnpede a sentencing court from hearmg a matter of support reduction with consequences, even though the plaintiff's support payments ar·e not on time. Despite its

224 104 DP R 594 (1976)
225 113 D PR 377 (1982)
226 116 DP R 90 (1986)
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decision on suppmt arrears, and in light of new evidence, there is no reason for the comt of instance not to resolve whether light child suppmt should be reduced
The Supreme Comt warned that comts of instance should abstain from intervening in the
total suppmt owed before the presentation of the request for reduction, unless the support provider
could show-besides

the legitimacy of the actual reduction-that

due to illness or an incapacitating

accident, he m she could truly not present the corresponding request to reduce the time .. The new
legislation gathered this legal doctrine ..
The Child Suppmt Act emphatically establishes in Article 19 that fixed suppmt "is not
subject to a retroactive reduction in Puerto Rico nm in any state, except that in extraordinary circumstances the Com! m the Administrator may make the reduction retroactive to the notification
date of the petition for the reduction to the person with a right to receive suppmt or creditor or the
notice of intention to modify, whichever the case may be .. No retroactive reduction of the total unpaid suppmt obligation" shall be permitted ..This is why the petition for reduction can not be retroactive to a date prior to the request, guaranteeing the diligence of the suppmt provider when making this kind of request
This provision of law has generated much opposition on the part of suppmt providers,
usually men, especially when they accumulate a considerable debt and want to reduce the current
suppmt amount to compensate for the arrears, or to reduce the accumulated and expired debt
When we discuss the findings in the third part of this Chapter of the Repmt, we shall see that reductions ar·e usually permitted and arrears canceled to the detriment of minors and of the custodial
party Evidently, the Supreme Court doctrine forged a more rigid rule in favm of the minor. This
premise should guide the courts of instance in decisions on adjusting suppmt
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In Mundo v, Cervoni ,227 a new view of the value of the mother's contribution in the care
and daily attention to her chilcfren is introduced
give suppmt falls on two

01

The prevailing mle was: when the obligation to

more persons, in this case the father and the mother, the suppmt pay-

ment shall be divided between them propmtionate to their respective capital, Therefore, when the
community property is liquidated, a suppmt provider could reclaim a credit against the other party
obliged by the payments in excess of the fair pension agreed to or established by a court, This case
evaluates the wmk of women from another perspective, The personal labor of a spouse

01

ex-

spouse (usually the mother) who converts the suppmt and applies it to everything that is indispensable to her children's sustenance, room and board, clothes and medical assistance as meeting her
own suppmt obligation, is an appreciable element when the judge decides the claim for credit between the joint suppmt providers,
This decision is of particular impmtance for doing justice to custodial women, since fo1 the
first time, the Court determines that:
The father conttibutes to providing periodic amounts of money toward
the suppmt of the children, as much as the mother who with her wmk and energy achieves the pmpose and destiny of suppmt by preparing and serving the
food of her children, keeping the home clean and neat, taking them to school
for their education and to the doctor when they become ill, There is no jmidical or mmal basis to conclude that a mother who behaves in this manner does
not conttibute to he1 duty to support her unemancipated children that Article
153 imposes on hei, nm should he1 physical and emotional suppmt to her
childr'en be underestimated to the point of zero, when the moment of the liquidation of the community property arrives, and granting a credit against her to
the husband because she did not contiibute proportionately with money .228

The Comt makes the exception that:
Of course the mother, who has at her disposal such a large amount that
allows her to hire employees delegated to perform such important functions of
head of household and coadministiator of the society, may not offer her work
227 115 D p R 422 (1984)
228 Id at p 426. (Emphasis omitted)
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[to claim] a credit from the husband but, a, a general mle, this situation does
not occur 229
This jmispmdential determination was included in the new law, which in the appropriate
paragraph points out that "non-monetruy contributions of each pru·entto the cru·e and welfrue of the
minor shall be taken into account" In these cases the non-monetruy contributions of a father may
liberate the mother from certain duties that society ordinruily expects of her, such as providing af!er-school cru·e, transportation to and from school, academic tutoring, visits to doctors and going
with the children to sports practices or rutistic activities .. On the other hand, it values the work
mothers have traditionally performed without recognition, by acknowledging its tme economic
value ..
The case of Martfnez v. Rivem Hernandez, previously cited, is of special importance ..This
case resolves two pivotal matters on the subject of child support. First, that the judgments and
resolutions in cases of support generate legal interest due to default This is a natural consequence
of a money obligation These ru·e computed from the moment in which the judgment is issued or, if
it is monthly, from the moment it expired or becrune due. This determination has not been persuasive for the great majority of support providers in rurerus, but, it is really the laxity in the judiciruy
that has permitted that this resource not be the coercive instrument the Supreme CoUit wanted to
implement.
Second, the Comt makes "an appeal to the comts of justice of the country to creatively
and imaginatively try to solve these disputes more quickly and with a greater sense of priority"
In Quiiione, v. Jimenez, 230 the Supreme Comt also encomaged the comts of instance to

implement "those procedures or systems that make viable giving automatic follow-up to the cases
[of child support]; that is, mechanisms that do not allow situations as that occuning in the present

229 Id (Emphasis added)
230117 dPR I (1986)
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case" to prevent the accumulation of money to the extent that these sums can not be easily recovered In

thiscase, the judge

required the father to make an initial payment and guarantee the re-

maining amount, which the Supreme Court called "a creative and efficient mechanism". In fact,
Act No ..5 adopted this mechanism as an alternative form and guarantee of payment. In Key Nieves
v. Oyola Nieves, 231 justice was done to the children who, upon entedng legal age, still depend on

the economic aid of the father to finish a professional career; the suppmt obligation is extended to
the children after they have reached legal age. The legal duty of every father and mother to provide
the necessary economic means for the education cannot cease "ipso facto" by the fact that a child
has reached twenty-one years of age. When a child has started studying a trade or profession while
a minor, he or she has the light to request from the support provider the means to finish, even after
reaching legal age.
The child who requests support or economic assistance for postgraduate studies must af~
fumatively show that he or she is worthy of such economic assistance by their efforts, an attitude
reflected by the studies that she or he wishes to pursue based on academic achievement, and
whether the desired objective is reasonable. Only when the prior circumstances or criteria have
been proven to the satisfaction of the court, can that forum establish the amount that it considers
apt and reasonable for support. If necessary, the court can use its coercive power to force the support provider to comply with the established obligation. When the children have reached legal age,
the courts have determined that it is they who should file the legal action and authorize the requisites described.
The Child Support Act is written with the needs of minor aged children in mind, but its
0

definition covers suppositions that jurispmdence had foreseen for the direct descendants who have
reached legal age A person with the right to support is defined as "any person who according to

231116DPR

261 (1985)
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the applicable provisions of law has a tight to receive suppmt ,,"..The legal doctrine established by
the Supreme Court is a mle of!aw established for the effects of that definition ..
It is necessaty to underline the impmtance of this decision because of the impact it has on
the families of custodial mothers who usually become the only source of economic suppmt and
guatantms of student loans incmred by their childten who pursue university studies. Many men
liberate themselves from then suppmt obligation when then childten reach legal age. The law requn·es that they sue the father for continued suppmt, but if they decide against the action for moral
considerations, or because they feel humiliated by these proceedings,

01

to not furthe1 affect the

aheady deteriorated paternal-filial relationship, it is usually the mother who will feel obliged to
help them get ahead,
The Commission believes that the comts should provide fairer procedmal mechanisms to
resolve these situations, Remembe1 that generally mothers act on the behalf of the minors, with
respect to child support claims, within the srune proceeding

01

case file of divm·ce. Why not con-

sider the mother the representative of the children, as if it were an agency contract, an express or
tacit mandate, or a voluntaty representation, without the need for the minors who reach legal age to
replace the mother as indispensable plaintiff patty in order to continue with the claim of suppmt?
This resource would avoid the delay and complication of these processes, the unjustified liberation
of some fathers who do not assume then paternal responsibility, and further deterioration in family
relations The claim for support would go forwatd as what it is, a family matter, regatding which
there ate two progenitors who are juridically, socially and morally obliged, and where one of the
solidaty debtors claims that the other continue with the payment of his patt of the debt-thus
avoiding a juridical imperative, such as reaching legal age, that would pit the children against their
father in a court of law, and the betrayal of a moral and legal obligation ..
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In Rodr(guez v..Rod,iguez,

232

the Court makes elem that the expiration of Article 1866 of

the Civil Code to claim child support mrems does not apply against minors
The Court reaffirms that, wheneve1 the claim to child support refers to debts that me old
and remote and the defendant is cuuently paying the support obligation, and the minor does not
have an immediate need that needs to be addressed with the claimed debt, a plan should be approved for its payment, without forcing the suppmt provider to go into economic min ..If and when
the support provider obstinately and voluntmily refuses to comply with the payment plan, he shall
be declm·ed in contempt
The Court ieminds lawyers that in child suppmt litigation, they must advise custodial progenitors to make any suppmt claim quickly and to info1m the suppmt provider of his m her responsibility, the consequences of non-compliance and the obligation to go before the Court to request a timely reduction, if the economic conditions change The judges, in their duty of parens

patriae, should instruct the pmties on their tights and obligations.
This case deals with a situation that was brought up by several deponents dming the hearings held by the Commission, the tmdiness of women in claiming child suppmt and the effect that it
has on the judicial procedures and the personal situation of the suppmt provider One reason given
to explain these situations is the helplessness that women often feel before the judicial system. A
prompt claim does not gumantee adequate and diligent attention to he1 request nor to the support
provide!' s compliance with the court order. Wheneve1 the need compels the woman to judicially

claim the payment of the debt, the mother is blanted for the defendant's non-compliance and he is
given new and recuning oppmtunities to delay the payment The "automatic follow-up system", if
intplemented thtough the new administrative body, may be the solution to this dilemma.

232 117 D PR 616 (1986)
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One opinion that greatly influenced the drafting of Law 5 is Lopez v.. Rodr(guez. 233 This
case confitmed two old mies: first, that the community property regime is responsible for the support of the children of prior maniages of any of its patties and, second, that for a petition for reduction of support to proceed, the plaintiff must demonstrate that a substantial change has occmred in the citcumstances that were present at the moment the support order was established,
which has affected his or her capacity for providing support.
The most important aspect of the opinion is that to determine the economic capacity of the
provider, the comt may consider aspects such as his or her lifestyle, their capacity to generate income, the natme and quantity of properties that she or he has, the nature of his or her employment
or profession, and his or her other sources of income. Based on the citcumstantial evidence presented to the Comt, it may infer that the support provider has sufficient means to comply with the
support obligation itoposed. This criterion was incorporated into the law to establish the fair and
adequate runount of support for the provider.
Regatding the subject of gender, it is important to point out that generally, it is women
who have difficulty identifying the support provider's sources of income This criterion allows
them to demonstrate, by inference, that the obliged person has sufficient property to pay the support runount, which means an advance in the establishment of a fair support runount This criterion
was confitmed in Rodriguez v.. Zayas, 234 where the Supreme Comt authorized courts to take into
account other criteria than those requited by the Personal and Economic Information Form, 235 even
that of the underground economy.
On the subject of support, the Commission considers that:
1

Any judicial, administrative and legislative effort that helps to resolve the jmidical and
social problem of rurerus in the payment of child support in Puerto Rico contributes

233 121 DP R 23 (1988)
234 931.1.s 75,atp.10719
235 Known as PIPE. [in Spanish].
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toward a more equitable and just treatment between the men, women and children who
coexist in our society
2

Diligent and assertive attention to all the components of the judicial system and the
new Administration for Child Support is necessary to establish expeditious and efficient processes and resources for the collection of child support auears.

3

The courts should consider, at the time of establishment of support of the noncustodial parents (absent parents), the non-monetary contributions that these make to
give the children the daily attention they need, in a way that the non-custodial parent
contributes fairly and sufficiently toward the true, recmrent, and special costs of his or
her children. Not to do this imposes on custodial parents, usually women, a true burden, often more onerous than that imposed on support providers, usually men.

4

The system of justice or the new Administration for Child Support should carry out
studies that help to identify the ways in which persons obliged to support minors can
more equitably share this obligation, keeping in mind the economic resources, the special actions, the particular attributes, and the personal and professional deprivations of
those obliged of the daily car·eof the minors.

H.. The Exercise and Enjoyment of Patrimonial Rights in Marriage 236
Laws 109 and 111 of June 2, 1976 amended Articles 89 and 90 of Book I, respectively,
regar·ding the mutual obligations between spouses and the establishment of the conjugal domicile ..23 7 The actual reading of these provisions is the following:
Art. 89 ..The spouses must protect and satisfy their needs mutually in proportion to
their respective conditions and means of fortune.
Art 90.. The spouses shall decide by mutual agreement where to establish their
domicile and residence according to the best interests of the family.

Here, the concept that the husband must protect and support the woman, and that she must
follow him wherever he takes her is eliminated..By making the personal and jmidical status of both
spouses equal, a new concept of what constitutes the personal and economic contribution of each
spouse in marriage began Now then, the most significant contribution to Puerto Rican law by Act

23 61he analysis of the changes in economic aspects comes from the article published by Commissioner Migdalia
Fraticelli Torres in 29 REV IUR U I 413 (1995), supra note 17

237 31 LP RA sec 282 and 283
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No. 51 of May 21, 1976, hence Law 51, was "the jmidical institution of coadministration of the
community property"

1.

,238

The Administration of the Community Property 239

To protect the woman and her pat:Iimony from the abuse

OJ

negligence of the husband who

was the only legitimate manager and administ:Iatm partner, without diminishing the marital powers
bestowed on him by his pat:Iiarchal position, the legal doct:Iine recognized the community property
regime's own, distinct and separate-from-jts members, jmidical personality. However, this differentiation of three distinct juridical personalities constituted the only legitimate barrier that would
allow the husband to cont:Inl the financial management, conforming to the common expectations of
the spouses and family The presumption of diligence of the marriage management was always present, and it was difficult for women to accumnlate and present to the competent authority evidence
of negligence or intent to defraud, for the restitution of her proprietary rights when these had been
damaged, always at the time of the liquidation of the society .240
Law 51 amended the language and text of Alticles 91 and 93 of Book I of the Civil Code,
to read as follows:

Art.. 91.. Both spouse, shall administer the community property, except when otherwise stipulated, in which case one of the spouses shall giant a mandate to the
other to act as the administ:Iator of the community property.
Purchases made by either of the spouse, out of said property shall be
considered valid when they are things or articles for personal or family use in
accordance with the social and economic standing of the family. Except that
either of the ,pause, may make such purchases in cash or in credit
The real property of the conjugal community may not be alienated or
encumbered, under possibility of nullification, without the written consent of
238 Law 51 revokes Articles 1312 and 1333 of Book

N regarding the powers of the exclusive administration of the
society by the husband Several commentators of the new legislation identify the following basic purposes and objec~
tives of the law: making the wife and husband equal in the administration of the community property, protection of
the conjugal patrimony, and to a lesser degree, the protection of the third parties who Contractwith the society Isabel
Pic6 Vidal, Sentido y alcance de la reforma de la aministraci6n de los bienes gananciales 18 REV JUR. U.I. 241,
244 (1984)

°

24 Fraticelli I orres, supra note 17
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both spouse, .. Notlring above shall be constmed as to limit the libe1ty of the
future spouses to execute articles of mar,iage.
Art 93 Except as provided in Atticle 91 of this Code, either of the ,pou,es may
legally represent the conjugal community ..Any unilateral act of administration by
one of the ,pou,e, shall bind the community prope1ty and shall be presumed valid
to all legal effects 241
Law 51 also amended A.tticles 1308 and 1313 of Title III of Book IV of the Civil Code,
which crnrently provide:

Art. 1308 The following shall be charged to the society of community prope1ty:
( 1) All the debts and obligations contracted drning the mauiage by any of the spouses.

(2) The arrears or credits drawn drning the mar1iage, of the obligations to which they are
obliged of the p1ivate and community prope1ty of the spouses
(3) The repairs, of minm or simple conse1vation, made drning the mar,iage on the p1ivate
prope1ty of any of the spouses .. Majm repai1s shall not be charged to the society of
community prope1ty.
(4) The majm or Ininm repairs of community prope1ty ..
(5) The suppmt of the family and the education of the children from the mauiage and of
any of the spouse, from previous mar,iages ..
(6) The personal loans incrnred by any of the spouse,.
Att. 1313. Notwithstanding Atticle 91 of this Code, none of the two spouses shall
donate, charge or oblige by onerous title, the personal 01 real prope1ty of the society of community prope,ty, without the wiitten consent of the other spouse, except
those things destined fo1 the use of the family 01 personal in accordance with the
social or econoinic position of both spouses
Any act of disposition 01 administration made regarding such prope1ty
by any of the spouses contrary to this section, and the othe1 provisions of this
title, shall not affect the other spouse or his or her heirs .
I he spouse who dedicates him or herself to business, industry or a profession shall acquire or dispose of the personal prope1ty dedicated to those
ends, fm just cause, without the consent of the other spouse ..Notwithstanding,
he or she shall be responsible for the damage that these acts cause the com24 1 311 P R A. secs. 284 and 286, respectively (Emphasis added)
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munity property. Thls action shall be exercised exclusively at the time of the
dissolution of the community property .24 2
For the woman President of the Jmidical Commission of the House of Representatives, the
legislative body where the new legislation originated, Law 51 "establishes within our legal jmidical
order a new regime that regulates the society of community property, permitting, as a general
principle, the joint administration by both spouses of all of the property of that society and, consequently, making the woman equal to the man in the socio-economic relations within the marriage" ..243 ''The legislation .....
constitutes a healthy advance ....although .....
the reform [could] have had
a broader scope", 244 some say; for others, it was far-fetched and a greater source of problems than
solutions .245
Clearly, the contribution with the greatest impact of Law 51 was recognition of equal access of the spouses to the common patrimony. By viitue of the amendments to the cm rent legislation, both spouses can, jointly or separately, administer, dispose and oblige the common or community property, a power previously recognized only for the male. As administrators of the society,
with equal prerogatives except when both agree that only one shall administer, an exception and
temporary decision, the woman and man have equal rights and responsibilities as parts of the legal
society of community property regarding then personal needs and the administration and disposal
of the property both have accumulated.
Joint management protects the patrimony from dilapidation or bad administration that
could be prompted by only one acting individually The law also provides mechanisms to protect
the jmidical traffic and thiid parties who contract with the conjugal society, especially when the
spouses act separately: dual consent; the regulation of the use and disposal of the property in the

242 311 PRA

secs 3661 and 3672, respectively. (Emphasis added)

243 Cruz de Nigaglioni & Hosta de Guzman, rnpra note 20, at pp. 701- 702
244 Menendez, supra note 20, at p 218
245 Vazquez Bote, supra note 20; Rafilel Iorres Torres, La coadministraci6n de la rnciedad legal de gananciales en

el Derecho Puertorriqueiio, 64 REV DP 413,420 (1976)
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practice of the profession, industry m commerce by one or both of the spouses; and the limitation
of the purpose m destiny of transactions that any one of them cany out regarding the common
property These are mechanisms that harmonize the interests of the domestic enterprise, and of the
third parties who contract with it.
Extensive jurisprndence recognizes this new state of law, but the hues exhibited by many
of the opinions present many questions., Ihe case of Kantara v. Castro, previously cited, is one of
them, The cases of Trabal Morale, v, Ruiz Rodr(guez 246 and Perez Mercado v, Martfnez, 247 resolve that contracts where miginally only one spouse consented to the transaction when both should
have jointly are merely nullible, may reinstitute in some cases the defenseless position that previously placed women under the authority and control of her husband in economic affairs,
In general terms, the 1976 reform retains the liberty to select the economic regime before

the constitution of the marital bond, but maintains the society of community property as a legal or
substitute regime The innnutability of the regime after the celebration of the marriage and the absolute prohibition of con tr acting between the spouses under the regime of the legal society of community property or of one of the spouses with the society, remain in force ..248
The equality of both spouses in the exercise of the powers and responsibilities required by
the economic management of the marriage celebrated under the society of community property, is
certainly an advance in our legislation., Within the known juridical framewmk, the changes promote
ne':" alternatives to the couple's relationship, promote the implementation of equitable treatment for
women and men acting together and projects a fairer image of our fundamental juridical institutions 249 The judges, however, should be alert to the social reality that still exists in our country, to

246 901.1.s 15,atp, 7405,
247 92 I.LS 32, atp. 9330
248 Int'/ Charter Mortgage v Registrador, 110 DP R 862 (1981); Umpierre v. Iorres Diaz, 114 DP R 449 (1983)
249 Fraticelli Ton·es, supra note 1 7
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1espond to the letter and spirit of the law, p1imaiily through affomative actions, thereby, opening
the dom to equality.
Let us look at othe1 questions and ciicumstances that affect the pmpose and application of
the 1976 Refo1m and its intetpretation by the Supreme Comt.

2.

Regarding Individual Action

Severn! questions still remain latent a,nong ttial lawyers regaiding some aspects of the
law. Atticle 91 appeais to proclaim co-administtation or joint administtation of both spouses, if
indeed that was what was desiI·ed, but leaves an escape valve that allows the sttunger spouse,
usually the man, to demand a mandate or authmization from the other to exclusively administe1 the
property of the society, which existed before the "ref mm"

250

The problem of statutmy interpretation is complicated by the absence of c1iteria to dete1mme the way and moment in which the mandate could or shall be given. A simple agreement of the
wife could convert it into a valid tacit mandate that could validate the individual act of the husband, 251 especially since it refers to the disposal of personal prope1ty.
It should be noted, as Vazquez Bote points out, that said clause or exception, as wiitten,
was conttaiy to the refmm because it promoted the act that permitted retaining the status quo of
many mairiages where the husband continued to administe1 and dispose of the propetty of the

250 Cruz de Nigaglioni and Hosta de Guzman point out that "by virtue of the new law, all the provisions of the mandate apply whenever a spouse signs a mandate to the other, and therefore 1 aw 51 is no longer applicable One must
examine the signed mandate to identify the powers granted for those purposes." Further on they say: "we are inclined
to believe that by following the wording of these articles of law, the mandate for administration must be express, by
public or private instrument, since for acts of disposal of personal or real property, the actual Law 51, supra, requires
written consent" I hey point out in a footnote that the alternative of the mandate was an amendment introduced by
the Senate. See supra note 20, at p. 705 See, also, Vazquez Bote, supra note 20, at p 56 et all.; Pic6 Vidal, Sentido. ., supra note 238, at p. 246; I orres I orres, supra note 245, at p 429 et al
25 1 Arts 91 and 1313 of the CIV. CODE, according to their previous drafting, required the "express" consent of the
wife The jwisprudence held that said consent did not signify written, but clear, indubitable, which could derive from
the conduct or acts of the woman indicating her ratificatin of the husband's action. Io understand the implications of
the case of Madera v. Metropolitan Const., 95 D PR. 637 (1967, see Jose A. Fuste Perez & Roberto Boneta Carri6n,
doctrina de la ratificaci6n tacita y los artfculos 91 y 1313 de! C6digo Civil, 37 REV !UR. U PR. 807 (1968)
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maniage. 252 The revocable chaiacter of the mandate would not be, therefore, a reason to uphold
that the woman m the husband were protected from the unilateral acts of the other. The revocation
could not undo a consummated act of administration or disposal that was unfavm able to the other
spouse.253
Because of the uncleat drafting of the law concerning the requisites of the mandate required in Aiticle 91, and in hatmony with the spirit of the refmm, the Supreme Court has said that
acts of administration must have an express mandate that oblige the patrimony of the society and
an express and written mandate for the disposal of real property situated within the jurisdiction of
Puerto Rico 254
In the opinion of WR. C Propertie,, Inc v. Santana 255 our Supreme Court explains that

''the capacity of exclusive administration by one of the spouses can only be conferred by virtue of
an express mandate by one spouse to the other" ..In this case, one spouse issued a bond in favor of
the plaintiff to solidaiily guatantee the obligations contracted by a third, but the wife did not sign
the contract to assume the obligation ..In the absence of an express mandate to exclusively administer and represent in the person of the defendant spouse, the written consent of the other was necessaiy to validate the transaction and oblige the society
In two later cases, 'Zarelli v. Registrator 256 and Gorbea Valle, v. Regi,trator,

257

the Court

established legal doctrine concerning the mandate required by Aiticle 91 that, in cases where obligations aiise from Aiticle 13 13, the mandate must be express and written because Aiticle 1604 of

252 Vazquez Bote, wpm note 20, at pp. 38 38 et al, seep 42 specifically

253 In the case of Quintana Tirado v Longoria, 112 D.PR 276 (1982), the Supreme Cmnt admitted the validity of a
contract because of the existence of an express mandate of the wife, although a credit is given to the society in the
internal liquidation. Although the contract is subscribed under the previous legislation, under which the mandate was
not necessary, the interpretation by the Court should be applicable to the new situation

254See Alts. 1600-1617 of the CIV CODE, 311 PRA
255116 DP R. 127, 136 (1985)

secs 4421-4449, that govern the institution of mandate

256 124 DP R. 543 (1989)
25 7 92 J IS 112, at p. 9884.
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the Civil Code of Puerto Rico requires an express mandate to carry out any act of rigorous dominion. In Gorbea, the Court stresses that the requisite for the mandate to be express and written shall
have future character, effective from June 30, 1989, date of the Za,elli opinion, because, although
the conclusion was correct in law, in terms of the interpretation of the precepts of the Code, a body
of integrated rules, its retroactive imposition "would imply an injustice, provoke multiple rejections
in the Property Registry and could sigrrify the nullity of several business transactions" ..258 It should
proceed from the document whether the real property is situated in Puerto Rico, although its registry description is not required ..
By adding this requisite to that of written consent for the alienation of real property, which
was imposed by the legislation of 1976, the purpose of the law is met because it assures m guarantees that the wife know of the transaction and has agr·eed to it In this case, the mandate was not
sufficient to sell a community real property because it was "prepar·ed" in general terms, thereby
only delegating power to administer and not to dispose, alienate or place a lien on the property of
the society .. However, the impact of Trabal Morales v. Ruiz Rodrfguez and Perez Mercado v

Martinez concerning the woman's position before her husband when disposing of property, should
be kept in mind ..

3.

Regarding Charges to the Regime

Article 1308 says that: (I) All the debts and obligations contracted by any of the
spouses ...and (6) The personal loans incurred by any of the spouses [s]hall be charged to the regime of community property .." Although section (6) transcribed should be understood as comprised
within section (!), the Legislative Assembly wanted to "clarify", 259 especially for banking institu-

258 Id. alp. 9887
259 Vazquez Bote, supra note 20, at pp. 50 et al The following dialogue occmred in the Legislative Assembly:
Mr Jarabo: The question, colleague, once amended section 1 in which are all debts and obligations contracted during
the marriage by the husband or the wife, [sic] once that is amended,(?), what is the purpose of section 6 that provides
(?) .
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lions, that the husband as well as the wife can take out a loan, to avoid, or better, eliminate, existing disciimination against the married woman in the financial field, where she could only obtain
credit with her husband's express consent. 260 That explains the wording of the second sentence of
the second paragraph of Article 91 which says that "any of the spouse, may make such purchases
in cash 01 on credit"

Article 1308 does not have any clauses of exception and strictly limits the situations in
which the society of community property will be obliged by individual or joint actions of both its
members. Article 93 and Article 1308 could lead us to conclude that the Legislative Assembly
wanted to establish the equal authority of the man and woman to represent, administer, and oblige
separately and not jointly, the property of the community society, excepting the acquisition and sale
of real property. Thus, the woman would be made equal to the husband and third parties protected
by the presumptions of validity that Articles 91, 93 and 1308 recognize ..The person who represents
acts in the name of and for the person represented. When one spouse represents the society in acts
or legal acts, whether administrative or of alienation, it is the society who is acting. The Commission understands that this is the true meaning of the reform and the language used legitimizes the
realm of possibilities that the law confers on both spouses to act to the benefit of the society

4.. Regarding the Active Assets of the Community Property of the Marriage
The Civil Code of Puerto Rico begins this identification or characterization of the property
that is contributed to the mar,iage or acquired dUiing its existence in Article 1295, by stipulating
that "[t]he husband and the wife, upon the dissolution of the maniage and by means of the community prope,ty, shall make theirs by half the profits or benefits obtained indistinctly by any of the

Mrs. Cruz de Nigaglioni: It's purpose is for clarifying So that it is clear that the woman can take out a loan, that is,
that it remain clear the capacity of the woman to adquire credit
260
See Isabel Pic6 Vidal, La equiparaci6n de la mujer en el credito financiero. Andfoi~ de Banco de Ahorro del
Oeste v. Santos Cintron, 17 REV JUR UL 313,316 and 318 (1983)
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spouses during the maniage". In Atticles 1301 to 1306 the prope1ty reputed by express legal provision to be community prnpe1ty is identified ..To evaluate the assets of the conjugal society and to
dete1mine which conform to the community prope1ty mass which is subject to the division by half
between the spouses at the moment of the dissolution, the Civil Code provides the c1ite1ia that
pe1mits characte1izing the accumulated prope1ty in p1ivate, belonging to each spouse, or community, belonging to both ..
Fm Fraticelli Toues "the assets that the Civil Code reputes as community prnpe1ty respond to an agrarian society, where salaries, land, cattle, uses, wages, and government

01

military

pensions appear·ed to suppo1t the marital economy sufficiently." Today, however, "modem Pue1to
Rican society imposes the recognition of other tangible assets, that can signify vital economic elements fo1 a marriage and, in the case of its dissolution, constitute for only one of the spouses a
contribution of incalculable value." If the law does not provide adequate protection, the dissolution
can represent "for the other [spouse] the considernble loss of economic resources and the denial of
oppmtunities, almost always accompanied by many fiustrations in the human social, emotional and
economic expectations that the mar1iage represents" ..261 The laws of Pue1to Rico lack adequate
ctite1ia fm the charactetization and distribution of the intangible community wealth ..262

261 Fraticelli I orres, supra note 17 In Spain the ecclectic theory, that delineates the moral from the patiimonial or

wealth, is followed. On the subject of the tangible assets see JOSE CASI AN TOBENAS, DERECHO CNIL
ESPANOL, COMUN Y FORAL, Io. I, Vol. 2, 401-403 (14th ed .., Madrid, Ed Reus, 1987); DIEGO ESPIN CANOVAS, MANUAL DE DERECHO CIVIL ESPA,,OL, Vol. 2, 301-316 (5th ed., Madrid, Ed. Rev ..Der Privado, 1975);
JOSE PUIG BRUIAU, FUNDAMENTOS DE DERECHO CIVIL, Io, III, Vol. 2, 221-235 (3rd. ed., Madrid, Ed.
Rev. Der ..Privado, 1979); COMENIARIOS AL CODIGO CIVIL Y COMPILACIONES FORALES, Io. 5, Vol. 2,
Comentarios a los articulos 428 y 429 C6digo Civil Espaiiol (Manuel Albaladejo ed., Madrid, Ed. Rev Der Privado,
1985)
262 Regarding the regulation of this matter in other jmisdictions, see EDUARDO VAZ FERREIRA, LA SOCIEDAD
CONYUGAL (Buenos Aires). See pp. 380 (rights of the person), 381 (literary and artistic property), 390 (industrial property),
391 (civil clientele), 399 (life insurance), 406 (pensions), 408 (diplomas and titles) EDUARDO A ZANNONI, LIQUIDACION
Y CLASIFICACION DE BIENES DE LA SOCIEDAD CONYUGAL, 97 et al. (Buenos Aires, Ed Astrea, 1976); VIDAL
IAQUINI, DERECHO DE FAMILIA: REGIMEN DE BIENES EN EL MATRIMONIO 338 et al. (2nd ed., Buenos Aires, Ed
Astrea, 1978); AQUILES H. GUAGLIONONE, DISOL UCION Y LIQUIDACION DE LA SOCIEDAD CONYUGAL, 203 et al.,
especially 221-227 (Buenos Aires, EDIAR, 1965); Claro C Ducci, Las co,sas incorporale~ en nuestro Derecho (Chile), 83 REV
D. & JURISPRUDENCLA 29-35 (1986)
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In Carrero v..Santiago, 263 the Supreme Court of Pne1to Rico was receptive to "the concem that ce1tain economic schemes may represent a subte1fuge for defrauding one spouse of that
which belongs to her or him" ..The Court has repeatedly held that the "woman, who has been alienated fo1 so many centmies, must be protected against a possible manipulation of the

norms.. " 264
Many intangible properties can remain outside the protection and equitable distribution
between the man and woman who temporarily shared their lives and now wish to liquidate the
property, by much or by little, that they accumulated together. The list is extensive, but the following stand out, acconling to Haticelli Tones: "the profession or commercial practice, [.. ] the ownership shar·ed by both spouses over works, inventions, patents, and other intellectual creations
made by one of them dming the martiage; regarding the contributions and saciifices of one spouse

to petmit the other to finish a professional car·eer, the attainment of a license, the development of
business and commercial and vocational practices; regarding the additional worth, the clientele and
the potential of development that these activities generate; regarding the investments in insurance
plans of life, health and professional disability that benefit only one spouse, although the peiiodic
contributions to get these benefits

mainthe finances ofboth .."2 65

Ihe personal nature of professional licenses, the practice of a car·eer, of
moral tights of authorship and enjoyment of the intellectual creation are unquestionable, but the act of suppmt, the solitaty assumption of responsibilities
that ordinatily should have been shai·ed, the deprivations of development and
the depreciation of the value of the individual capacities to enter the workplace, are factms that should be taken into considerntion when deteimin- ing
to whom, how, and to what extent the economic value of those personal 1ights
benefit Whenever the mattiage enterptise becomes a fertile gtound for the
flourishing of the potential of only one spouse and the dissolution represents
the deprivation of sources of suppmt and loss of prestige and social status for
the other, an inequality exists that the law should rectify [.l]n the majmity of
cases the weakest patty, the woman, is the person who receives the smallest
263 93 J I.S 103, at p 10868
264 See Tappe/ v Toppel, 114 DP R 775 (1983)
265 Fraticelli I orres, supra note 17
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share. It is necessary to legislate in these matters, because the absence of law
sometimes promotes discrimination.266
On the basis of the above, the Commission concludes that:
I . The Civil Code and the special legislation that complements it still contain and recognize 1ights, actions, powers and obligations with disciiminatory effects on the basis of
gentle, ..
2. Jmidical language has incorporated the values of the patriarchal system and as a result
sexist references are to be found in the wording of jmidical laws within Family Law
that pe,petuate disc,iminatory tr·eatrnentagainst persons on the basis of gender
3. Although the situation of women has much improved since the Reform of 1976, there
ar·e still concepts, figmes, 1ights and actions that should be changed to guarantee equitable treatment in the administration and enjoyment of the community prope1ty that
men and women accmnulate jointly dming the marriage ..
4. Gender disc,imination in the comts and other legal institutions that affect the rights of
the person and the family occm in greater degree against women .. Affirmative action
for some and sensitive and irrformed professional practice for others may start the
complete eradication of unequal tr·eatrnent, discrimination, and pn,judice that keeps
one part of humanity in a disadvantaged position vis a vis the other.

Ana(ysis of Findings on Fami(y Law
In the ar·ea of Family Law, interesting and important findings were identified, through sev-

eral instruments we explain extensively in the Chapter on Methodology, that confirm many of the
appreciations and concerns that the Commission voiced in the above section Some of the findings
have been discussed in more than one part of the Report, but this has been necessary to analyze
them from different perspectives or approaches, according to the special subject or matter developed in each chapter

I

Confirming a similar finding discussed in the Chapter on Judicial Adminiitmtion, a
tendency exist, to place women judge, in the courtroom, of Family Relations, to appoint women as Solicitor, for Domestic Relations and Child Support Examiners and
to allociate women lawyer:i with the practice of family affairs. Thi, tendency is in
harmony with the habit of perceiving the practice of Family Law as a "feminine"

266 Id. (Footnote omitted)
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option and criminal and civil patrimony litigation as "masculine" options, which,
occasionally create situations oj gender discrimination. 267
Since its migins, the legal profession was considered a profession of men because the
qualities assigned to the jmist or legal professional were traditionally associated with the masculine
figure: public exposure, aggressiveness, credibility, ruts of persuasion and orntmy, strength before
danger and contact with clime, among others ..268
Indeed, histmically in all known societies male lawyers have always outnumbered women
who enter this profession.
Over the last decades, more women in Puerto Rico have been integrated into the study of
law and the active prnctice of the profession, although the total number of women admitted to the
practice of the profession is still less than males, This obse,vation of a female lawye, who pmticipated in the group interviews,2 69 is easy to confirm and is suppmted by different studies regarding
the education and prnctice of the legal profession ..270 The increase in the number of women who
enter law schools each year can be confumed tluough the admissions reports of the faculties of law
that opernte in Puerto Rico and the United States ..271 Recent statistics me provided in the Chapter

267 This finding was developed from another perpective in the chapter on Judicial Administration ..We consider it apt to present it

on this occasion from the perpective of the practice of this area of the law

268 L Teitelbaum et al., Gender, Legal Education and Legal Careers, 41 L LEGAL EDUC 443 (1991)
269 Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers: in women's affairs, at p 9
270 The statistics of the Puerto Rico Bar that are presented in Block V of the chapter on Judicial Administration reflect that year

after year the number of women who enter the profession increases, although there is still not an equitable distribution by sex
There are more male lawyers (70%) than women (30%)
271 See Ieitelbaum et al., supra note 268, for an analysis on this phenomenom In 1980 the Commission for the Study of the Bar

and Legal Education in Puerto Rico presented in its report the statistics regarding the distribution by sex in the three schools of

law of the country at that time: UPR

59.2% males and40 8% female; U CPR,

79 3% males and 20.7% females; UI PR,

69.18% males and 30 ..83% females Actually those numbers have varied considerably, although there are no specific studies in
this regard
In the year 1994-95 the distribution of males and females between the students who entered that year to the different schools

were the following: UP R., 42% male and 58% female; U CPR,

54% male and 46% females; UIPR.,

49% males and 51 %

feni.ales. At the time of writing this report, the statistics for the year 1995-96 were not available. It is evident that the number of
women who decide to continue the legal career is increasing
Ihe statistics of the American Bar Association reflect that in the schools acredited by this organization studied 72,670 males and

55,122 women for 1993 and 73,180 males and 55,808 females for 1994 (Taken from the take-off that the A.B A provides the
schools)
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on Judicial Administration on the numbe1 of male and female lawyers admitted to the legal profession,
The quantitative impact, however, is not as significant for this finding, What is really impmtant is the finding made by a female trial lawyer concerning the special tendencies that became
manifest at the strut of increased incmpmation of women into legal careers
The adversarial system that the legal prnctice promotes is made by man,,
This puts women in a doubly disadvantageous situation,, On one hand, in this
profession women must assume a behavior that is identified as masculine by

society; on the other, the "masculinization"is criticized,
That has to inhibit and affect the prnctice of law by women, especially
in trial wmk. Even those who ar'e willing to play the game are wrnng, according to society,,
This situation must be considered and covered in the law schools to
change the manner in which the male conceives the role of the women, at least
in the comts ,272
As the number of women lawyers increases, so do their professional options, but the truth
is that, as lawyers, they are expected to exhibit the traditional roles expected of them as women In
effect, women lawyers were in the majmity in some ar'eas of Law because they adjusted to a feminine perspective society accepted as adequate for then gender.. By assuming, " a specific type of
case en masse", for example, family affairs, these ar'eas began to be perceived as a field of litigation for women.273 This phenomenon not only occmred in the ar'ea of litigation, one male judge
said, but also in the ar'ea of the judiciary:
It is very I are to find a female judge hearing and presiding in a C1irninal
comtroom, They are seen more often in Civil comtrooms-if
there are no
male lawyers-in Family Relations' comtrooms and in Juvenile comtrooms
They were placed in those areas of work with the pmpose of protecting them
in a comtroom with fewer challenges ..274

2 72 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at pp. 20 and 21
273 Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers,: in women's affairs, at p 71
274 Focus Group Interview, Judges, at p. 18
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This association of women lawyers with particular work in the field of law has been perpetuated through time because, according to a female judge, "the system itself permits this to happen " 275 The generalized perception is that, tluough the years, female judges have been assigned in
greater numbers to the Family Relations courtrooms in comparison with the Civil (contentious) and
Criminal areas One female judge said that in Superior Court almost all women judges are assigned
to that ar·ea; and that "it is rare to find ourselves in a criminal courtroom." 276 Whenever this happens, explained another participating female judge of the focus group, male lawyers expect the female judge to sit in her court, not know the ar·ea of Criminal Law, not know the laws, not be prepared and that she be so weak that they can present their allegations and later boast of how they
manipulated her
In her own words, she said:
What they expect is a female judge who sits there, who probably is not
too studious, doesn't know much of criminal law, because they understand
that the ar·ea of criminal law is exclusive to men and that has always been
so ..277
In the opinion of the deponent, this behavim reflects how male lawyers have internalized
Criminal Law as a field for men exclusive!y 278 while Family Law belongs to women, whether it is
because of their sensitivity or because they can better identify with the women, who are the persons
who mainly go before the Family Relations comtrooms In her words, "as if only women ar·e prepared to handle this kind of case and the legal profession in general understands that the penal area
is for men" ..279
One female lawyer in private practice in the area of family relations explained that the assignment of a judge to a Family Relations courtroom is perceived as a lower categmy, that is, it is

Z75 Focus Group Interview, Female judges, at p 68
276 Id at p 122

277 Id at pp 55-56.
278 Id
279 Id
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not an assignment that helps distinguish a judge, since, if he or she were any good, they would be
assigned to a C1iminal Courtmom. 280 To aggravate the gender discrimination in this area, several
deponents pointed to the fact that it is openly commented that Family Relations courtmoms are the
easiest and least impmtant. 281 Dming the hearings held on June 3 and 4, 1994, one lawyer in p1ivate practice said that "the ar·ea of family relations as such is disc1iminated against within the system of justice" .282 She added that:
In the family courtmoms, which are seen as courtmoms of a lesser cate-gmy, there are many more female judges assigned than male judges . There is a
perception that those comtmoms ar·e easier and less impmtant and because of
that "can be left to the girls" 283
Any other area of the law within the system is considered more impmtant than Family
Law. 284 That which is less impmtant, then, is identified with the feminine gender.
A trial lawyer in the area of family said that the rejection of those courtrooms becomes so
extreme that judges believe that they ar·e sent there as "punishment", 285 because the assignment
does not represent prestige.. On the other hand, sever al psychologists commented that they have
heard several judges say that the judges who are assigned to the Family Relations Comtrooms are
the "weakest", incompetent, without skills or knowledge According to one male psychologist, that
same image prevails regar·ding lawyers dedicated to the area offamily law. 286 Also, as part of the
repudiation of these comtmoms, these same judges speculate that, if offered the oppmtunity to
choose, most would dislike being assigned to a Family Relations comtroom.
When joking among themselves, judges often use the perceptions that we have desc1ibed
regar·ding these courtrooms ..One of the most telling examples is the following: Whenever a judge of

280 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 40
281 focus Group Interview, Female litigation lawyers: in women's affairs, at p 71

282 Id alp. 40
283 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p 44
284 Id. at p 40
285 Focus Group Interview, Male family trial lawyers, at p 1
286 Focus Group Interview, Socio-penal officials: psychologists and counsellors
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another comtroom complains about the workload, the Family Relations comtroom judge issues an
invitation: "Let's change comtrooms" Then, the other judge answers: "No, no, no one wants that".,
Another way of joking about the comtroom is to call it "the comtroom of the orphans" or "Siberia"
and to even remark that "it is not a controversy adjudication comtroom."

287

On the other hand, according to another family trial lawyer, the judges of that ar·ea have no
specialized training and no requiI'ements exist to select them.288 This promotes selection and assignment of persons on the basis of criteria that are extraneous to the duties to be performed, Another deponent declar·ed that it is time to start demanding criteria of excellence instead of political
partisanship in the selection and assignment ofjudges He suggested that judges be selected on the
basis of the quality ,289 merit, recognition and their effort, through a confirmation process of high
principles of justice ..290 Even more so-as

one judge interviewed pointed out-it

must be remem-

bered that those officials are going to form part of the judicial system and all of the work of that
system is equally iI'nportant in terms of its social function,

291

What correlation exists between that negative perception of family affaiis, the association
of women with that branch of law and gender discriI'nination?
The Commission·believes that the devaluation and the negative perception of feminine attributes that have been assigned to those issues, legitimize and perpetuate prejudice and discriI'nination against female lawyers, judges and other officials of the system,
The Commission believes that the germ of discriI'nination is manifested whenever the social
correlation is made between the commonplace, the facile, that which does not intimidate, the absence of challenge and the feminine Discrimination becomes established in the judicial system

287 Focus Group Interview, Judges, at pp 90-91
288 Focus Group Interview, Family triallawyers, at p
289 Focus Group Interview, Male trial lawyers and prosecutors, at p 92
29 Focus Group Interview, Specialists in women's affairs, at p. 87
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291 Focus Group Interview, Judges, at pp 90-91
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when the gender of the official deternrines, then, the selection and assignment of the personnel that
will work in family matters, and in any other capacity.
The Commission was able to perceive through all the testimony received, that the prejudices and general negative image generated concerning Fanrily Relations courtrooms have brought,
as a result, disenchantment with the profession on the patt of female lawyers 292 and, even worse, a
devaluation of the work pe1f01med by women whenever they exercise their position as judge,
prosecutm, or lawyer within the judicial system. 293
Although in assigning courtrooms and resources the system responds to the srune preconceptions of what men should or can do and to what women should or can do, it pe1petuates unfair
and unequal tt·eatment of human beings with the srune skills, talents and disposition to se1ve, because it denies to some the satne oppmtunities of personal and professional development that it
gives to others ..
2

Many women lack adequate access to the courts of the country because they cannot
pay for the costs of litigation or cannot overcome the specific difficulties that they
encounter in the judicial processes in the area of family law

During its investigation, the Commission received atnple info1mation on different factors
that hinder access of women to the comts of the country and the specific difficulties that they encounter within the judicial system because of their gender or because of circumstances ordinarily
associated with theit gende1
A main factm identified by vruious deponents is that a great numbe1 of women have little
or no income to cover the costs of litigation, especially with regatd to family-related conflicts, such
as divorce, paternity, suppmt, custody or paternal visitation with theit children. Different reasons
give tise to this situation, runong them, the high level of rmemployment and the low salaties 01
sources of income, which rue not enough to cover their basic needs, those of theit children and,

292 Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers, in women's affairs, at p. 14
293 Id at p. 71
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also, to pay for litigation. Although there are vatious organizatious that offe1 legal se1vices to indigent persons, the tmth is that litigating patties in civil matters do not always have them available,
usually, because of lack of mientation or because of the absence of human resources within those
mganizations that can offer them
Other times, the procedural stage of litigation does not require the indispensable assistance
of a lawyer, leaving the woman at the mercy of the resources of the actual system, such as the
Suppmt Division, Accounts Division, the Bailiff's Office or Reciprocal Suppmt.
It is impmtant to remembe1 that, because a constitutional 1ight to claim free legal represen-

tation in civil cases does not exist, the appeatance of a patty in a civil suit without legal represeutation does not necessatily impede the continuation of the term periods and interlocutmy processes
In a latge number of actions, women assume their own defense

01

representation before the differ-

ent offices of the system
Within this context, vatious exrunples of situations in which women were evidently at a
disadvantage were presented. A female social wmker gave the exrunple of filiation cases, in which
men appeat before the comt accompanied and assisted by their lawyers, while the women appeat
alone because the prosecutors don't suppmt

01

meet with them. She also pointed out that in sup-

pmt cases, bailiffs do not serve the orders for the claim of suppmt, and it is the women who have
to find someone who will.294
Members of the Commission know for a fact that numerous women appeat before the
court in their own defense and that they diligently rep1esent their interests and that of their children.
Others do not have the necessaty skills and resources to adequately defeud their interests and that
of their children. It is also public knowledge that many judges permit women to assume theiI own

294 Hearings, June 24 and July I, 1994, at p 42
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representation in order to expedite matters, especially if minors are affected, in which case there
will always be a Family Relations Solicitor available in comt to watch out for their interests
This fact was analyzed from another perspective by a female trial lawyer who explained
that in family relations' cases the comt occasionally requires the presence of a lawyer to represent
the woman who tries to file petitions in her own defense or who requests a hearing. The hearing is

I

suspended to give her time to obtain legal representation This practice, explained the deponent,

l

I

provokes a delay in the process, which constitutes one of the most frequent complaints of Legal
Services clients ..295
Another female trial lawyer considered the excessive delay in proceedings as an additional
factm that makes women's access to the comts troublesome. She mentioned custody cases as an
example of an lengthy judicial proceeding ..She indicated that these cases, besides being prolonged,
are very emotional and the woman suffers a lot throughout the process As a consequence, she is
deprived of legal representation, because she cannot incur in the high costs of a lawyer, or because
the lawyer resigns from the case because he or she cannot handle the anxiety the client exhibits
dming the process.

I

29 6

l

Another factor that imposes additional barriers on women in custody cases is the excessive

l

cost of expert testimony, which is difficult for many women to assume. This example was given by

I

a female lawyer in p1ivate practice in the ar·ea of Family Relations:
In custody cases, judges generally follow the recommendations of social
wmkers In order to impugn those repmts, the party must contract expe1ts in
human behavior who ar·e expensive. In this sense, an economic disc1iniination
occurs because only that person who can pay for experts can impugn the reports; except those who have managed to make the comt use its own experts ..297

295 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, alp. 23
296 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 35
29 7 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 44
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!

Of all the examples mentioned, one that most attracted the Commission's attention is the
lack of knowledge of the users of the system, especially women, of the rights, processes and options that the law offers them to resolve their legal problems. A female trial lawyer in the area of
Family Relations, in one of the Focus Group Interviews, presented the problem in the following
way:
The lawyer and everyone, generally, in this judicial system, are like
doctors, they prescribe something: Take it, you will be cured .. They tell you
everything will turn out fine but they don't explain what it's about, what they
ar·e going to say, how the process works, what the steps ar·e so that she can be
more comfortable and understand what is happening 298
In support of this lawyer's position, one of the participating female judges related one of
her experiences:
There once was a judge who practiced divorce by mutual consent en
masse .. The divorce was that way that morning. I was there with my client and
went out to the hallway. Among the persons who left the courtroom was a
woman who, after having gone through the whole process and being divorced,
was asking, But what happened, what happened in there? Am I divorced, or
not? I didn't understand what happened. What happens now? And I tell her:
Madam, where is your lawyer? I don't know, he left. That woman, had been in
there, had been divorced and she didn't know what had happened, or anything,
anything. I was crushed: Yes Madam, a divorce process occurred in there and
you were there .. You said yes and everyone said yes and I don't know how
much .......
But, often we, the lawyers, fail to give advice ..299
It was pointed out that, occasionally some judges, who are either more sensitive or ar·e
ashamed of the deficient job their professional colleagues ar·e doing , call the matter to their attention. But the truth is that most of the time, mediocrity [of the lawyers Jpasses unnoticed. 300
A male lawyer who represents indigent persons, said:
The Support Unit is one of the most sensitive units of the comt and
where discrimination can most occur ..The users who come to this unit ar·e unemployed women who hardly have money or resources to move from then
homes to the court.

298 Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers: in women's affairs, at p 43
299 Id

J00/d atp.41
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The employees' treatment of them sometimes borders on abuse They
throw them the form for a petition fm their own defense: "Here, fill this out" .
The woman doesn't know what she is to fill out, nor what to write; sometimes
she even doesn't know how to write ..There is no one to advise her. You don't
have to be a lawyer for that, an employee with the proper attitude and adequate training can do it
Often women take the petition and ask neighbors or go to Pm Bono for
mientation.. They no longer go to Legal Services because the appointments
there take 3 or 4 months .. Sometimes the judge doesn't understand what the
woman wrute there, and only adds "Infmmed" .. There is no follow-up to her
request .301
Other negative elements were added to the factors ah·eady described: lawyers with little
preparntion in suppmt and custody cases, negligence in clarifying the details of the cases during the
hearings, delays in the dates of hearings, innumerable oppmtunities given suppmt provider debtors
and inefficiency in the suppmt payment procedure. 302
All these difficulties and negative aspects makes the woman's "summary,"
of the entire judicial system tenible and honid

01

impression,

303

The Corrnnission believes that women ar·e the principal users of the system in the area of
family relations ..Women usually initiate and follow-up on the affairs addressed by the Family Relations courtrooms The conditions, resources and processes provided by the system to adequately
perform their judicial function must account her specific needs into account, since indifference to
her specific circumstances may be unfair and discrirninatmy treatment
3.

Gender discrimination is manifested in the area of family relations, in an adverse way
toward women with respect to the credibility she merits as a litigant and witness in the
courts ..304

The Corrnnission, through its investigation, received information that couoborates the
finding that within the context of the Family Relations courtrooms there is a tendency to underes-

30l Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p 48
302 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p. 25
303 Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers: in women's affairs, at p 41
304 We refer to reader to the chapter on Interaction in the Courts where this finding is discussed in greater depth.
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timate women's credibility, be they parties 01 witnesses ..According to several deponents during the
hearings "the courts, through its setting, proceedings, mies and [the attitudes of several of] its employees [propitiate] the double victimization" of the users, usually women, who appear in the Family Relations courtrooms to resolve affairs of domestic violence, divorce, supp01t pensions 01 custody 305 Regar·ding the obstacles that women come up against in judicial processes, several deponents indicated the following:
[Women] suffer the impact of a system that appears to have conspired
not to see what they see, to question their credibility, to discourage them in ef~
f01ts to seek justice in this system, to silence them, to put in their mouths what
the system wishes to hear, to not allow them to express things in their own
te,ms, to confuse them in their intentions and above all to not protect them in
the exercise of their rights ..306
As we indicated in the Chapter on Interaction in the Courts, questioning the credibility of
women derives, in part, from the socially negative perception that feminine communication and
expression produce ..307 As a result, the veracity of her testimony is placed in doubt, that is, whether
her declarations are credible is based on her gender, before judgment is passed on the contents of
her declarations ..308 A clear example of this situation, pointed out by various deponents, occurs in
custody cases when "it is insinuated that the woman's claim is based on revenge and spite"

309

Within that same context, when a man expresses himself in a court, his testimony is given
more validity, that is, it is given greater weight and ciedibility compar·ed to the expressions of a
woman 310 A female lawyer commented that there are even occasions when the credibility that a
man enjoys is "absolute", irrespective of the fact that he is lying "shamefully" ..311 This prejudice

305 Representatives of the organization Coordinadora de Paz para la Mujer Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p 17
306 /d

307 See the discussion of this subject in the chapter on Interaction in the Courts
308 See testimonies in the Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers: in women's affairs, at pp 85-86; Hearings, June 10 and

11, 1994, at p. 8
3o9 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p 28
310 Focus Group Interview, Sociopenal officers: female psychologists and counsellors, at p 59
311 Focus Group Interview, Female triallawyers: in women's affairs, at p 57
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against the credibility of the woman is a factor that encourages or causes discriminatory treatment
in the judicial processes on family relations, especially if her appearance is not elegant 312 As a
consequence, she is treated as if she doesn't know what she is saying, or as if what she is saying
doesn't merit credibility, On the other hand, if the woman arrives well dressed, comments are heard
like this one: "That woman is a manipulator. She came to say that she doesn't have money and I
saw that she had a dress made of linen. She is a manipulator." 313
Another important factor that provokes the underestimation of women's credibility in family relations processes are prejudices regarding her sexuality or the manifestation of it, especially in
cases where her capacity to perform certain social roles, such as wife or mother, is being aired.
While men are not usually questioned much about then sex lives dming e judicial procedures, a
woman's reputation is commonly attacked whenever information on her sexual experiences is
permitted to be aiI·ed in the courts ..This behavior is considered a good strategy of the lawyer of the
other part to diminish her strengths as a person, mother, spouse, etc .. The result of this practice is
to prove that the woman is dishonest 314, an adulteress 315 or sexually promiscuous, therefore, her
credibility is lost, or diminished ..3 l 6
According to the foregoing, it is evident that whatever is associated with her sexuality and,
also, the consumption of alcohol, constitutes an element of shame or de1Iiment for the woman,
while for the man it represents a social "status. 317 We shall cover this point more fully when we
discuss the impact of sexuality on custody decisions
As a result of the prejudices that we have referred to, a female lawyer said that "women
really lose faith in the system and in addition to that [or as a consequence of it], don't wish to re-

312 Focus Group Interview, Sociopenal officials: female psychologists and counsellors, at p. 59

3 13 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, atp 34
3l4 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 26
315 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 2994, at pp. 7 and 28
316 Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p. 16
317 Focus Group futerview, Specialists in women's affairs, at p 44.
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peat humiliating and degrnding experiences, [because] what they say is not taken seriously." 318 The
Commission believes that the direct result of the strategies described by the deponents, should they
occur and be permitted by the courts, is that a woman will concentrate her energies on defending
herself from prejudice and not in defending her claims

01

rights as a woman, mother, spouse or

support recipient, whichever the case may be., It is up to the judges, and lawyers who participate in
the processes to evaluate the relevance, pertinence or need to bring out or describe conduct that
only contributes prejudice to the process, as long as this does not constitute grave risk, prejudice or
real injury to the outcome of the interested parties .. The examination of the evidence and, as a result, the appreciation of the truth of what is said or demonstrated by a witness must be devoid of
any prejudice, bias or social, cultural or moral preconceptions on the prut of the judge .. If judges
ar·e conscious of these human limitations, they will be able to judge every person, man or woman
who apperus before their courtrooms seeking justice with more equilibrium.
The following finding justifies and supports the same appreciation
4

In cases ofpaternal and maternal filial relations (visitation rights) and custody the
courts do not have sufficient specialists in human behavior to address the needs for
service of the parties, and some of these professionals have not received adequate
training to addrell these kinds of cases from the gender perspective. Ihi, especially
affects the women and children who appear before the judicial system as interested
parties in their processes.,

Custody and paternal or maternal filial relations (visitation rights) cases are complex The
relationship of the children with the fathers and mothers and the effects of these relations on the
general welfar·e and best interests of the children is evaluated there. This responsibility converts
Family Relations courtrooms' cases into delicate proceedings, full of emotions, tension, resentments and human reactions of all kinds, Therefore, much specialized knowledge and sensitivity is
needed by the personnel wmking there

318 Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers: in women's affairs, at p. 46
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Many of the persons who participated in the investigation processes of the Commission
expressed a serious concern with regard to the professional preparation of the personnel working in
these comtrooms and cast some light on the general perception that exists regarding what occurs
there .. Several persons were concerned about the scardty of adequately trained personnel to work
with issues of support, custody and paternal or maternal-filial relations ..
A male lawyer from Legal Services, for example, said:
Ihe personnel from the support unit is not equipped to handle the misery seen there .. There ar·e few personnel and they appear to do their job with
disgust This affects mainly women with few resources.. They Jose the day in
COUit.319
Still, another deponent complimented the w01k carried out by child support examiners, but
added that personnel is scarce In her words "there aren't enough child support examiners, although those that ar·e there ar·e efficient. The delay affects the women"

320

Deponents said that the scardty of personnel ultimately affects the wOinen who go to this
unit primarily to claim child support. A male ex ,judge of the District Comt indicated:
The employees assigned to work in the support unit [should] have a
good attitude to w01k there .. The supp01t unit is one of the most sensitive of
the comt and where discrimination can occm the most The users who go to
this unit are unemployed women who scarcely have the money or resources to
move from their home to the comt. 321
Another concern that came to light dming the investigation process was the lack of multidisciplinary personnel to handle different factors that influence family relations problems that reach
the COUltS
Our law is of a pleading character~what you do not request, you cannot get Not having a Family Code that adequately orders the judgments,
and/or a Family Court, fails to provide an articulate system that can struggle
with different points of view on family problems, of real families, often headed
by women ..A broader concept of the Family Comt could integrate its best re3 19 Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p. 9
320 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p. 46
321 Hearings, June3 and 4, 1994, alp 47
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sources. This would have to be on a par with an interdisciplinary approach
when alternatives ar·e sought.3 22
Another representative of the women's movement of the country expressed herself along
this same line of thought, by remarking:
In those cases where the controversy requires determinations of paternal-filial relations or visitation rights and custody, the courts don't have sufficient specialists in human behavior to attend to the need for services of the
women and children. The investigations and reports of the social workers and
psychologists ar·e limited, and they are overburdened with the narrative summary of biographical data and the heming dates with the investigated parties
and collaterals .. 1 o a smaller degree figure the results of an objective investigation and field work by a specialist and the analysis that allows him or her to
formulate conclusions ..323
Similarly, a male trial lawyer recommended the need for multidisciplinary personnel in
Family Relations courtrooms:
A specific Family Code is needed, a Family Court, and several judges
with a multidisciplinary staff-like the modem approach- to deal with the
family... 324

Previously mentioned mfillifestations appear to coincide in two important points that our
justice system should consider: the need to duly !Iain staff to work in the Family Relations courtrooms and the need to adopt a multidisciplinmy approach that tends toward a comprehensive understanding of the diverse problems and conflicts that impact the family and that our courts must
resolve, keeping in mind the best interests of the children.

5

Gender, or the perception that one ha, of what constitutes the appropriate behavior
of a per:wn according to their gender; is a determining factor to appreciate and adjudicate a litigant's claim with respect to patria potestas or the custody over their
children who are minors

This finding manifests itself mainly in the following points of view:

322Hearings,June 10 and ll, 1994,at p 26
323 Id. at p. 27 In their written presentation they used the ending letters os/as [in Spanish] to identify men and women In order

to facilitate this reading, we interjected the complete word that denotes gender
324 Focus Group Interview, Male family trial lawyers, at p 19
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a. In decisions regarding patria potesta, and custody, women who request them me
usually granted them on the basis of their gender; and the men who request them
are, usually denied them on the basfa of their gender.
b

Demands are imposed on women that are related to their sexuality more rigorously
than to men in order to retain custody and the patria potesta, over their children,
which provoke, many judges, male and female, to permit judicial procelles to deviate attention from the main purpo ,e-the protection of the minors-and direct it toward the intimate life of the woman and other irrelevant behavior.

c

Therefore, one may conclude that in decisions regarding the custody and paternal or
maternal-filial relations a double Mandard or unequal treatment prevails whenever
the sexual conduct of the mother is evaluated vi. a vi. that of the father; although it
is not relevant to adjudicate the petition

For the discussiou of this fiudiug aud its poiuts of view, it is uecessary to poiut out from
the strut the possible coutradictious that may arise from the differeut expressious iu which they ar·e
mauifested. A quick readiug of the two precediug paragraphs appear to suggest some coutradictiou
betweeu them, but, if they ar·e carefully examined, that contradiction does not exist. Both ar·e products of a society culturally divided iu terms of expectations based on gender whereby a womau
,usually aud priucipally, fills the role associated with the home and the custody of the children. It is
said that she is prefeired iu the awardiug of custody, but only to the degree that she does not separate from the stereotypes related to her gender. If, iudeed, she is "favored" with the custody under
the so-called "equality of conditions" vis

a vis the man, it also pressures her to live aud behave ac-

cordiug to the stereotypical expectations imposed ou her geuder, under the constaut threat that, if
she fails to do, she will lose the compauy aud rights to her children ..It should come as no surprise
that the social pressure to fulfill the stereotype of the "good woman", culturally associated with the
demauds of beiug "a good mother", inhibit some women from coucediug custody of the children to
the fathers, feruiug the social stigma of abaudonment, a factor that could even prompt unnecessary
complaints ..
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Io avoid repeating ourselves, we shall analyze the finding in general terms and later examine each point of view separately, in light of expressions made during the hearings and focus group
interviews and in other activities and methods of investigation carried out by the Commission

Gender; or the perception that one has of what constitutes the appropriate behavior of a person according to their gender; is a determining facto, to appreciate and adjudicate a litigant's claim with respect to patria potestas or the
custody over their children who are minors.
Our society considers the nuclear family as the family model that is suited for the development of human beings With regard to this concept of family, the State has developed social,
cultural and economic policies that vary according to the hist01ical moment and to new forms of
human interrelation. In today's Puerto Rico, this concept of the nuclear family-father,
children-is

mother and

not adequate enough to include innumerable non-traditional families 325 in which, as an

example, the mother is the head of household, or the family is in charge of rearing family members
who ar·e under legal age. These families ar·e more and more numerous in our society 326
The notion of the nuclear family attributes to each of its components a special appropriate
behavi01: the father is the provider who leaves the home to seek the supp01t, and the mother attends
to the home and the children,

01

should, and can attend to both after a full day of salaried w01k If

the couple separates, both keep the traditional roles of father and mother The woman is expected
to retain custody of the children, adjust her life routine to a social plan that is acceptable f01 a divorced mother: almost absolute dedication to the children and discrete in her sexuality, among other
social impositions The man is expected to be diligent in the payment of support and in abiding by
pre-established visits with his children ..The male has greater freedom to continue his sexual activ-

325 MARYA MUNOZ VAZQUEZ & EDWIN FERNANDEZ BAUZO, El DIVORCIO EN LA SOCIEDAD PUERI'ORRIQUENA (2d ed, Rio Piedras, Ediciones Huracan, 1988)
326 NILDA CURGOS & E COLBERG, MADRES SOL IERAS CON IEFAIURA DE FAMILIA CARACTERISIICAS EN El
HOGAR YEN El TRABAJO (Centro de Investigaciones Sociales, U PR., 1990)
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ity and relations with persons of the opposite sex, without any presumption of promiscuity, inlmorality or ineptitude as a father.,
The State, in cauying out its function of "pareni patriae", is recognized as the powe, that
inte1venes with the nuclear family to protect the welfare of the minors and othe, members of the
family, whenever ciitical situations requil'e it to do so, In the past, the State's inte1vention was
considered an undue inte1ference into the p1ivacy of families,. Today, the protection of the best interests and welfare of the minor is the reigning law in the country and pe1mits the State to inte1vene
in dispntes related to custody, parnntal auth01ity and paternal 01 maternal-filial relations in order to
regulate, modify and, even, te1minate these relations.,327
As for expectations of a woman's behavior after the divorce 01 break-up of a 1elationship
of affection, especially when a custody clainl comes into play, the Commission identified as a specific finding that the comts, social w01kers and ex-spouses demand that she exhibit specific behavim, and that those demands are no different from the expectations that society generally has regaiding gender. 328 A female psychologist explained it in the following manne,:
I believe that this .is all the continuation of this baggage 329 that we
have from the Judeo-Chiistian philosophies, That is, we still continue with all
these [so-called] chaiacteiistics that women are second-class citizens We've
picked that up from that philosophy that prevails in all 0111 social orde1 Ihe
patriaichy prevails thmugh all that philosophy, which although, has supposedly been eradicated and doesn't guide us, I believe it continues to guide
us , 330
On then pait, seveial deponents at the heaiings and focus group interviews-31Ilong them
two judges-said

that the perceptions of what a woman should be and how she should behave, re-

32 7 Efrain Gonzalez I ejera, Bienestar del Menor. Seiialamientos en torno a la patria potestad, custodia y adopci6n,

54 REV. TUR U ..PR, 411 (1985) Extensive jurisprudence mentioned in this Report support this doctrine

328 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at pp 35 and 40; Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p. 25
329 Figurative use of adornment or clothing of body

°

33 Focus Group Interview, Sociopenal officials: female psychologists and counsellors, at p 58
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spond to cultural bonds and stait from a very old view of the concept of family, which is perpetuated and unconsciously reflected in our actions by our upbringing and education. 331
Our country's perception of adequate behavior for a divorced woman with children is very
conservative It is not viewed favorably if a woman enjoys going out socially, 332 imbibes alcoholic
beverages, 333 has many male and female friends, 334 or a particulai male or female friend, 335 is
sexually active, 336 hands over her children to the father because she cannot take care of them, 337
and requests an increase in the support ainount. 338 If a woman voluntaiily decides to engage in one
of the activities or acts mentioned above, she may risk losing her maternal-filial relations or the
custody of her children
Whenever women struggle against the fathers for the custody of their childr·en, they are
usually accused of all these things. 339 A private social worker explained why:
If they have a profession, it's why aie they absent from the home; if
they choose to stay in the home, it's why aie they paiasites or lazy; if they remarry, it's why are they trying to substitute the true father; if they live with
another man in a consensual relationship or have relations now and then, it's
why are they giving a bad example; if they live with another woman or alone,
it's why don't they provide a masculine model for the childr·en.340

Men ai·e hardly questioned regarding their social life, 341 their drinking habits ,342 their
friends, 343 their sexual relations, 344 or if they have a paitner or not, if they pay child support or

331 Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers: in women's affairs, at p. 81; Focus Group Interview, Judges, at pp 8 and 17
332 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, pp. 35 and 40; Summary of Focus Group Interview, Male

family trial lawyers, at p. 4

333 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 36; Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 20
334 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 40
335 Id at pp 35 and 38
336 Id atp 38; Hearings, June !Oand 11, 1994, atp. 27
33 7 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 45; Focus Group Interview, Male trial lawyers in family law, at p 4

338 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 18
3 39 Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers: in women's affairs, at p 82; Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at pp 17-18
340 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at pp 17-18
341 Hearings, June 1 7 and 18, 1994, at p. 40
342 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 20
343 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 40
344 Id; Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p 27
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not, 345 because those activities and behaviors are patt of the concept of a man that prevails in society ,346
The deponents in the heatings and focus group interviews shru·ed some opinions based on
their experiences to explain the discriminatory milieu against women that permeates the cowts,
especially when it has to do with the withdrawal of custody.
Whenever the father requests custody of the minor based on allegations that the woman is
immoral (for exrunple, she goes out too much, has a "friend", drinks liquor), it is granted provisionally, or the maternal-filial relations ru·e denied, because the court considers that the mother
"does not fulfill the traditional role that society imposes on the woman .." 347 Also, social w01kers
recommend the removal of custody because the mother is not fulfilling her traditional rnle ..348
Prejudice is also evident when custody is withdrawn from the mother or when her mater-·

!I
t

l

nal-filial relations are restricted because of alcoholism, but when the alcoholic is the father the
srune does not apperu to occUI.349 To illustrate the magnitude of this discrimination, a female lawyer who patticipated in a hearing told the following anecdote that took place at the moment of adjudicating custody:
In one case in which the [Women's] Commission was present, the history of violence of the man is totally neglected, and the focus is on [a] the
woman who had been seen in the "kiosks" of Luquillo, drinking beer, categorizing her as "alcoholic" Despite the fact that the psychologist who evaluated
the case determined that the woman was not an alcoholic and was fit to have
the custody of her children, they were removed from her home while another
investigation was conducted. 350

345 Focus Group futerview, Specialists in women's affairs, at p 84.
346 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p. 27
347 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 35
348 Focus Group Interview, Sociopenal officials: female psychologists and counsellors, at pp. 36-37
349 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, atp. 20
350 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, atp 36.
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Other demands on the woman considered by the comts and social workers were: whether
she is a good employee, 351 whether she does work; whethe1 the children are well dressed and cared
for; whethe1 the house is furnished and clean and neat; 352 whether she dedicates all her free time to
he1 children, 353 If the woman neglects one of these aspects, she will be seen as an abusive mother,
"who is not a good resource", 354

If the woman passes the pr~judicial inspection on gender expectations, she is favored if the
father of her children petitions their custody This conclusion merits a separnte analysis of the first
pait of the finding

a, In decisions regarding the patria potestas and custody, women who request them are
usually granted them on the basis of their gender; and the men who request them
are, usually denied them on the basis of their gender,
In our Hispanic-rooted culture, we have assimilated the perception that the woman-the
mothe1~is the most suitable person to rnise and educate he1 children and that the man-the
the,~is

fa-

not emotionally, nm psychically equipped to assume such a responsibility, 355 A female

judge who paiticipated in the investigation desc1ibed this perception as sexist. 356
This cultural presumption has been incmporated by om comts in the Family Relations
comtrooms and is considered a dete1mining factor in adjudicating custody and patria potestas,
prompting in that way, from our perspective, disc1imination in favm of the woman and, consequently, against the man,.357 One male lawyer surnmaiized the situation in this way:
Judges see women in the traditional stereotype of mother, and the capacity of the man to be a father and to 1aise his children is not tmsted. 358

351 Focus Group Interview, Sociopenal officials: female psychologists and counsellors, at p 37.

352 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 35
353

Focus Group Interview, Male trial lawyers in family law, at p 4; Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers: in women's

affairs, at p 82
354 Focus Group Interview, Sociopenal officials: female psychologists and counsellors, at p 37
355 Focus Group Interview, Judges, at p. 51

356 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p, 17
357 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p. 41
358 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p. 44
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A female lawyer from a governmental agency made a similar statement:
In the awarding of custody, the woman has the advantage because the
cultural stereotype dictates that she should have the children 359

One female judge inte1viewed also spoke on this practice:
In the Family comtrooms the judges, itrespective of the fact that it is a
man or a woman, base theit decisions, mainly, on the basis of sex. Even when
the father is clearly the better par·ent, if the mother is not bad, she is awarded
custody of the child although she is not the best one to have the child, by the
simple fact of being a woman.360

Several deponents at the hearings, including judges, agreed that judges prefer to grant
custody to women 361because she is the person in the best position to car·e for the children. 362In
general tenns, she is "automatically awaided" 363, the children, resulting in blatant discrimination
against the man ..364
As a male ttial lawye1 in the ar·ea of family law explained, "the discrintination in the area
of custody begins with the Supreme Comt decisions that establish that undet equal conditions, the
woman is preforred." 365 Several lawyers concmred with this explanation ..366 One added that the
Supreme Comt has even declar·ed that adjudication of e custody under these citcumstances is not
discrintinatmy, but he believed it to be discrimination validated by the Supreme Comt". 367In the
following example, a female judge illusttated how discrimination operates in the detetmination of
custody:
Recently, there was a case in Carolina in which a gitl had been living
with the father for a while and, in one fell swoop, they took her away from
359Id
360Hearings,June 17and 18, 1994,at p 34
361Id at p.41; Hearings,June24 andJuly I, 1994,at p 43; Hearings,June 10and 11, 1994,at p. 23
362 Hearings, June 17 and 18, at p. 35; Focus Group Interview, Judges, at p. 51

363Hearings,June3 and4, 1994,at p..47
364 Hearings, June l7 and 18, 1994, at p. 41; Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 43; Focus Group Interview, Male trial
lawyers and prosecutors, at p 36; Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p 11
365 Focus Group Interview, Male triallawyers in family law, at p. 3.
366 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at pp. 43-44; Focus Group Interview, Male litigation lawyers and prosecutors, at p. 36;

Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 42
367 Focus Group Interview, Male trial lawyers and prosecutors, at p 36
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!rim because the judge determined that under equal conditions the child belonged with the mother because she was a woman and that makes her more
fit.368

Disc1imination against men in the adjudication of custody is manifested in different ways ..
Fm example, the specifics of a case are not considered when it would be better to awaid custody to
the father ..369Although the father presents evidence to the effect that he can have custody and the
children express their preference for him, the process of awai·ding the father custody can be uphill.370At other times, although the mother may appeai to have problems 371or is an aggressor, it is
she who is awaided custody. 372 There a,·e also cases where the mother shows that she is riegligent373and does not respond to the needs of the chilch'en and, despite positive repmts of the father,
judges resist awarding him custody.374
Coutt officials in chaige of evaluating the family also discriminate in favm of women in
custody cases. 375In illustrntion, a male judge said that in provisional custody cases, the father has
to prove to Social Se1vices beyond a reasonable doubt that he is reputable and is living with his
pai·ents, since the childrnn ai·e handed ove, to them. He added that Social Se1vices does not prepai·e
objective evaluations of men who request custody or visitation rights .376
Regai·ding social workers, a female judge said: " .Fm them, men and women aie equal for
the effects of granting custody, but they recognize that the input that they receive from collaternls
dming their investigation in the field discriminates in favor of the woman " 377A male lawyer in
private practice, however, said that because "social workers usually a,·e women that deprives them

368Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 34
369Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p 4 7
3?0 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p ..41; Focus Group Interview, judges, at p 51

371 Hearings,
372Hearings,
373 Hearings,
3 74 Hearings,
375 Hearings,
376Hearings,
3 77 Hearings,

June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 41
June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 43
June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 39
may 13 and 14, 1994, at p 17
June 17 and 18, 1994, at p.41
June 24, and July 1, 1994, at p 43
June 3 and 4, 1994, at p 46
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of the father's perspective regarding custody determinations." 378 A female judge believed that
"social workers demand more of the father when recommending paternal-filial relations and
authorizing them to keep the children for longer periods or to sleep over ."379
Certain factors aggravate the father's position when he requests visitation rights or custody. A female lawyer in private practice explained that one factor is when children are under five
years old, because the com ts do not believe the father is capable of caring for small children. 380 A
male trial lawyer in the ar·ea of Family Relations explained that: "men are not considered capable
of changing a diaper, of giving a bottle to a baby, or taking car·e of it." 381
Another factor is if the minors whose custody or paternal-filial relations he requests are
girls .. A female judge explained "it is too shocking to imagine a male father staying alone with a
female daughter.."382It is even worse, if that girl is younger than a certain age, because according
to a lawyer in private practice: "the judges find it difficult to view men as fathers, especially in relation to a girl They cannot understand that he can share with his daughter or that he can bathe her
and clean her genitals without problems or morbidity."383
A male lawyer in the area of Family Relations, said that judges presume that if a father is

between twenty and thirty years, is not married and lives alone with his mother, he will sexually
abuse his two or three-year-old daughters. 384
These obstacles have dete,red many men from even daring to request custody 385because
they believe it will never be adjudicated in their favor 386Lawyers, on their part, have adopted the

3 78 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, atp 17
379 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1944, atp. 37
380 Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p 11.
381 Focus Group Interview, Male trial lawyers in family law, at pp. 4-5
382 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, atp 37
383 Hearings, June 24 and July I, 1994, at p 44
384 Focus Group Interview, Male trial lawyers and prosecutors, at p 37
385 Focus Group Interview, Judges, at p ..51

386Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 39
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practice of notifying their clients-the

fathers of minors-that

it is the woman who has the capac-

ity387, that they should forget that". 388 Another said: " ....J tell my male clients who want to request
custody, that taking custody away from a mothe1 is equivalent to climbing Everest, barefoot, in
unde1wear and in the middle ofwinter".389
Despite the solid opinion of many of the participants regarding existing discrimination
against men concerning adjudication of custody and paternal-filial relations, a cont1ary, albeit minority, opinion was expressed by two deponents, a male and a female lawyer.. Although disc1imination exists against men in custody cases, she said, today the courts are more reasonable in this
regard 390, while he remarked that "each day there is a greate1 change in attitudes more favorable to
the man, even among wourenjudges ..Custody is being granted [on more occasions]." 391

b. Demands are imposed on women that are related to their sexuality more rigorously
than to men in order to retain the custody and patria potestas over their children,
which provokes many judges to permit judicial proce»es to divert attention away
from the main purpose -the protection of the minors-and direct it toward the intimate life of the woman and other irrelevant behaviors.
While a case on custody or maternal or paternal-filial relations is being heard, occasionally
attention is diverted away from guaranteeing the best interests and general welfare of the children
and focused on the intimate behavior of the parties, especially of women because they don't comply
with the traditional mold of the dedicated or self~saciificing mother of the once-respected nuclear
family. A male ex~judge of the Distiict Court said:
They always try to bring in the sexual history of the mother in custody cases
sometimes consider this behavior in theit decision .392

387Id atp.41
388 Focus Group Interviews, Judges, at p. 51 .

389Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994,at p. 42
390Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994,at p. 11
391Id. at p 10
392Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994,at p 48.
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Several lawyers and a female judge also agreed that the system's lack of sensitivity 393
reaches such a point that those intenogations directly attack the woman's reputation 394and place
her in embanassing 395 or humiliating 396 situations because they tty to "dig up"397 and "tear
apart" 398her intimate sexual life. These attacks ar·e atttibuted to the fact that few judges inte1vene
to ensure that inteuogations are tailored exclusively to what is relevant and necessary 399 As an
example of attacks on a woman's morals, a female judge said that the woman is routinely asked if
she associates socially with a man:
In custody cases the sexual behavior of the mother is used as a relevant
factor to dete1mine custody of the childrnn ..The mere fact that the mother has
a boyftiend or has social contact with some man [causes] her to be presumed
incapable of being a "good mothe1" and be used [that fact] to request that
custody be taken away. 400
Another deponent told of an expe1ience in the comttoom.
frequently, questions ar·e asked the mother regar·ding intimate matters
that don't have anything to do with custody Her reputation is at stake, to such
a point, that all that's left is to say that she is a prostitute ..401
Nevertheless, the woman is also routinely asked how many partners she has had or if she
was mifaithful to her husband dming the marriage .. One deponent, dming the hearings on June 24
and July 1, 1994 made severnl statements illusttating the situation:
If the woman is unfaithful in the marriage, the man immediately asks
that she not be granted custody, even though she is a ve1y good mother The
man's lawyer speaks ill of her and doesn't even want to let her see the children.402

393 Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers: in women's affairs, at p. 36.

394Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994,at p. 10;Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994,at p. 42
395Hearings, June 10and 11, 1994,at p 27
396Hearings, May 13and 14, 1994,at p. 20
397 Focus Group Interview, Male trial lawyers in family law, at pp 3-4

398Hea,ings, May 21 and 22, 1994,at p 11
399Hea,ings, June 10and 11, 1994,at p 27; Hea,ings, May 13and 14, 1994,at p 20
4ooHea,ings, June 17and 18, 1994,at p 38
401

Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p 10. Ihe deponent is judge of the District Court (today, "District Subsection")

402 Hea,ings, June 24 and July 1, at p 43
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Drning the focus group inte1views, a male judge indicated that "dming the comt proceedings, they always tty to bring out the personal aspect, that is, events in the personal life of the
woman, fot example, if she has had another boyftiend. "How many boyftiends has she had before
the relationship?"403
This situation makes the judicial processes that women tum to for justice for themselves
and their children, uncomfmtable and UIUeliable.. 1 o the conttaiy: the comts tum into a threat to
their emotional health and reputation .. This, however, does not necessruily mean that custody of
their children will always be denied, according to one female lawye1:
Dming the questioning of the woman, her love life and sexual experiences me brought up .. She is considered unstable in those cases, but the srune
crite1ion is not applied to a man ..The process is hmniliating for a woman, even
when she is awruded custody. Some judges inte1vene to protect them, but this
does not happen ve,y often. 404
The expetience does not stop being humiliating and the dishonor of these circumstances is
never justifiable. On many occasions, though, the result of the process is the unjust removal of minms from their mother's custody. 405
Cleruly, the testimony that we chose to illusttate this finding reflects a prejudice that fosters disc,irnination and unequal tteatment towruds women in conflicts on custody and maternal and
paternal-filial relations As several deponents said, the differences in expectations of each progenitor accmding to their gender in the family break-up, result in disc1iminatmy tt·eatment because the
behavim demanded of the woman authmizes the man, his lawye1 and the judges to delve into he1
intimate life and question he, adequacy as the mothe1 or gurudian of her children
Many other pruticipants in the compilation of info1mation fm this study reiterated that in
the judicial processes of custody, the attention of the comt is dive1ted to aspects of the private lives

403 Focus Group Interviews, Specialists in women's affairs, at p. 44

404 Hea1ings, May 13and 14, 1994,at pp 19-20
4o5 Heaiings, June 24, and July 1, 1994,at p. 40
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of the parties .. The Commission was able to perceive that this situation appears to become mote
acute when dealing with the private sex life of the woman.
The courts are not isolated institutions that can remain at the margin of historical-social
events ..Experiences and perceptions narrnted by the deponents show genuine concern that society's
general attitudes and prejudices are influencing the decision processes within the justice system.
Even when we believe that the persons in charge of adnrinistrating justice are impartial and follow
the law in determining what is applicable to the case, a subjective element exists which at a given
moment can surface and affect their decisions .. It is important to prevent that subjective element
from inducing unequal tr·eatrnent of the pa1ties who appear before the courts seeking equitable and
just remedies, above all in custody and paternal or material-filial relations cases where what is
truly important is the welfate of the minors, not the personal agendas of the progenitors or their
legal counsels .
This finding justifies analyzing separately the existence of a double standard in the courts
regarding the evaluation of evidence, tr·eatrnent and consideration of issues in which the comparable conduct of men and women is judged.

c.

Therefore, one may conclude that in decisions regarding the custody and patemal or
matemal-jilial relations a double standard or unequal treatment prevails whenever
the sexual conduct of the mother is evaluated vis ii vis that of the father, although it
is not relevant to adjudicate the petition.

The process of socialization to which persons in Puerto Rico are exposed, encourages the
establishment of double standards to evaluate human behavior in society .. Women ar·e educated in
one way and men in another. There exists a social expectation that women, merely by being
women, project themselves as weak, self~sacrificing, dedicated to se1ving others as if their own
nature predisposed them to it Men, on the other hand, ar·e educated or conditioned to assume positions of leadership .. They should, therefore, project control, aggressiveness and self confidence.
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This characterization is reflected in the family, and establishes a rigid division of roles and duties
within the home that also permeate the workplace and sexual conduct 406 The judicial processes
and the persons involved in them are not exempt from these influences ..
A consensus exists regar·ding the double standard that prevails in Family Relations Courtrooms whenever the sexual behavior of a mother is considered vis ' vis that of the father dming the
adjudication of custody and paternal or maternal-filial relations, even though in general terms such
behavior should not be relevant One deponent in the focus group interviews explained that, although persons appear before the comt seeking justice, the pr"judices found there ar·e the same that
exist in society because "the courts ar·e not a bubble separate from the rest of society " 407
According to manifestations made to the Commission throughout this study, double standards regar·ding sexual conduct are stricter or more repressive primarily when applied to women in
their struggle to keep or obtain cu,tody of their children One female judge expressed her opinion
on this finding as follows:
A double standard is observed with respect to the woman. If she goes
out or has a boyfiiend, she is immediately subjected to questioning about
whether she should have custody. The man is allowed to go out and to have
personal relations without any problem. In those cases, psychological or psychiatric evaluations tend to be requested of the woman, and on many occasions the man stops paying support as a means of exerting pressure .408
In addition to reflecting a double standard regarding sexual conduct-which

relevant to determine who better serves the interests of the children-the

need not be

aforementioned manifes-

tations show clearly the use of the children as an instrument to exert pressure on the decisions that
affect women. It is expected that she place the needs of the children before hers, and that she
submit to the demands of third parties, such as ex-spouses, to be truly worthy of their company and
custody

406 MUNOZ VAZQUEZ & FERNANDEZ BAUZO, supra note 325, at p 30
407 Focus Group Interview, Specialists in women's affairs, at pp 44-45
408 Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p 10.
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Several judges said that at the moment of detenninmg who will be granted custody of the
minors, the woman's sexual conduct is considered as a pertinent factor 409 by judges 410 and by social workers of the Department of Social Services 411 Said conduct is also considered in investigation units .412 One lawyer considered that type of treatment as admissible because it is "supposedly
relevant to establish the mmal character of the woman. 413
This practice is discriminatmy since it fosters unequal treatment when evaluating the sexual conduct of the mother vis

a vis that of the father .. A female

participant said that as part of the

prevailing idea of what a wonian should be and what a man should be, perfect behavior is expected
of the woman; but of the man, "it's not even brought up because he is a man and can do whatever
he wants .." 414 That is, while men ar·e rarely questioned regar·ding their sexual conduct 415, as a general practice, it is permitted to interrogate women on totally irrelevant matters 416 that ar·e related to
her.417
This double standard, used to weigh the sexual conduct of ex-spouses to determine custody, brings in its wake a series of negative effects on women .. One female judge said that these
effects include presumptions that are created about women, and how these ar·e later used against
her by associating her love life with her capacity to be the custodial mother 418 Contrary to men,
the woman is recriminated against 419 and is considered unstable 420 or immoral if she renews any

409 Heaiings,
410 Heaiings,
411 Heaiings,
412 Hearings,

June 17 and 18, 1994, at p. 38.
June 3 and 4, 1994, at pp.42 and 48
June 17 and 18, 1994, at p. 38
June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p.40.

413 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 42

414 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 27; Hea,ings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p 10
415 Focus Group Interview, Specialists in women's affairs, at p. 44

416 Hea,ings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p 15; Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 42.
417 Heaiings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at pp.42-43 and 48; hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at pp 19-20; Hea,ings, May 21 and 22,
1994, atpp 10-11
418 Heaiings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 38
419 Hea,ings, May 21 and 22, 1994, at p. 14
420Heaiings, May 13 and 14, 1994, atp. 20
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kind of sexual activity. A tendency exists to remove the children from the maternal home facilely
for these reasons ..421
A deponent concluded:
In our system, a father has almost absolute rights to associate with his
children without the imposition of major conditions and without his conduct
being an issue ..422
In other cases of family relations, the same pattern appears to occur .. With regard to the

cause of adulte1y, one female lawyer said:
Severn! female lawyers of the south region have commented that extremely unfair treatment exists in cases where there are allegations of adultery.
If the man is presumed adulterous, that doesn't cause too much commotion,
and it's seen as just another cause of divorce. But if the alleged adulterer is a
woman, an adulteress, the lawyers and the judges and even the persons in the
courtroom, magnify the matter. The attitude of denigration is easily palpable;
the rude and rough behavior toward that woman is noticeable; the looks and
attitudes change ..The judge's decisions tend to be less flexible, more negative,
and stricter toward that party and her lawyer.
What's unacceptable is that this kind of prejudice exist in a court of
law, even though the prejudice exists in society 42 3
Regarding this situation, it was also observed that a woman's infidelity overturns the presumption that exists in her favor in determining custody and that, occasionally, automatic custody
occurs in the man's favor, since it is he who uses adultery to blackmail the woman into conceding
custody

424

A judge also illustrated how the woman is affected by the fact that her infidelity is considered relevant, contrary to what occurs with men.

421 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 40
422 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 16
423 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 17
424 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at pp 43-44
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When a man is the unfaithful paity or falls in love with another, the
woman is expected to accept that behavior, It's understood that he hasn't done
anything wrong, for which he has a light to visitation lights .425
Comments were also heaid to the effect that a man's infidelity does not haim him, rnther it
gives him "status", 426 especially if the judge is a man since he identifies with the man and can accept his infidelity, but not that of a woman ..4 27
This double standaid appeais mote significant when the sexual relations of each progenitor
ai·e compai·ed to that of another person of the opposite sex. However, when the relations aie homosexual or lesbian, it appeai s that society and the com ts judge mothers and fathers with the saine
yardstick of sanction and rejection.

6

There is a tendency to use the homosexuality or lesbianism ofa party as a reason to
deprive them of custody and for the extreme regulation of the paternal or maternalfilial relations, even if other criteria of adequacy in the exercise of the litigants' prerogative, as father or mother are proven.

Sexuality has been defined as the set of biological, psychological and social chaiacte1istics
contributing to the sexual identity of the person and to his or her behavior as a sexual being.428
Different kinds of sexual orientations exist: heterosexual, homosexual, lesbian and bisexuaL429
As we have discussed in other pa.its of this Repmt, om society, as all known societies, has
established paiameters on what is acceptable as an expression of human sexuality according to
gender.
We have pointed out that our Civil Code establishes the heterosexual relation as the only
relation that can constitute a legally valid mai1iage 430 This relation is considered the model best
suited for the development of the family, even when a diversity of family styles and human rela-

425 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 43
426 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p 42; Focus Group Interview, Specialists in women's issues, at p ..44
427 Focus Group Interview, Specialists in women's affairs, at p 46
428 GLORIA MOCK & W MARTINEZ, SEXUALIDAD: SUS CONCEPIOS BASICOS 22 (Rio Piedtas, Ed Culturnl, 1995).
429 Id alp 27
430

Art 68 of the CIV. CODE defines marriage as "a civil institution pursuantto a civil contract by virtue of which a man and a
women agree to be husband and wife, and to mutually meet the obligations to each other that the law imposes on them "
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tionships, as indicated, exists in om society ..This definition excludes consensual relations between
persons of the opposite sex and between persons of the same sex (lesbian and homosexual}. This
exclusion, however, is not pmely jmidical. It is also permeated with religious and morn! values.
The conceptions established in society on this issue are observed and have their impact on the justice system.
Through different forums of expression used by the Commission, several deponents said
that the sexual orientation of the father or mother was an important factor in child custody cases .
Although, occasionally, the incident becomes a bitter experience for the litigating mother or father,
if the relations are heterosexual it would have a less negative effect on the decision than if they
were homosexual or lesbian ..That is, whenever the mother or the father have an intimate relationship with a person of their own sex, some judges strut from the premise that this relationship is not
healthy and represents a danger for the psycho-emotional development of the children ..It is the general perception that judges favor the removal or deprivation of custody with respect to the progenitor who exhibits that orientation. In the words of a female deponent:
The sexual preference of the woman, which is considered conttruy to the
order established by society, is used as a primary basis for depriving the
mother of custody and awruding it to the father .. On other occasions, if the
Deprutment of Social Services has intervened, the comt accepts the determination of the Deprutment and does not revaluate the facts, even when the comt
has the authority in law to do so. Whenever the court makes these decisions,
the capacity of the woman to be an excellent mother, irrespective of her sexual
preference, is not considered. 431
She also said the following based on her experience:
[Whenever] women [whose] sexual preference is towrud their own sex
apperu before comt, the comt focuses more on the sexual preference of the
mother than it does on the father's aggressiveness; which, frequently, comprises emotional, physical and sexual abuse .. The comt prefers to expose mi431 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 35 The deponent is a female lawyer dedicated to the practice in the public sector and to

women's work
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nors to the violent conduct [of the father] rnther than accept the sexual pieference of the mother 432
The results of the Commission's study on this issue differ slightly from this general per-

1
l

ception In evaluating the jurispmdence of the Supreme Court of Pue,to Rico, we mentioned the

I

judgment in Figueroa v. Col6n..433 In this judgment, the court considered the claim of a father to
obtain the custody of his daughter because the mother was a lesbian. The miginal decree of the
court of instance awarded the custody of the minor to the mother based on a previous agreement
between both progenitors ..When some time later the father questioned that determination, the Superior Court expressed its inclination to iemove the child from the mother's custody and to give it
to the father provisionally while the hearing to modify the miginal deciee was held on its me,its. It
left the child, however, provisionally with the mother, a decision late, confirmed by the Supreme
Court. The final decision of the justice fo,urn, 434 confamed by the Supreme Court on a second occasion, 435 favored the mother.. This case repiesents a first step of great impmtance in the ,ight direction. Since this is the only known case decided by the Supreme Court where sexual mientation is
presented as a negative factor against awar·ding custody of a minor, it represents an advanced vision and fair treatment for lesbian mothers and homosexual fathers ..
There were no relevant testimonies or references in our juridical texts about the treatment
that occurs regarding the sexual mientation of men in custody cases ..This could be due to the fact
that, in our society, feminine sexuality is more strictly controlled, or because, on the other hand, the
sexual conduct of men is not given the same attention, unless it is directed toward minors by way
of sexual abuse or conupting examples ..

432 Id. at p .. 36
433 94 J r.s 85, at p 12022. (Judgement)
434 See Resolution decreed by the Superior Court, Bayam6n (Hon. Luis Rosario Villanueva, J) July 6, 1994 in Civil

Case No. DD193-1308, at p. 24
435 See Resolution decreed by the Supreme Court on October 21, 1994 in Case No CE-94-554, at p. 2
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In many of these cases, the father or mother is gianted supervised visitation rights or restricted from showing affection toward their lovers in front of the children ..
It is important to underscore a female social worker's statement to the Commission:
Ihe reports of the social workers from the Judicial Center in San Juan
show that they are advanced, in terms of the vision of equality between men
and women and that the relevant ctiterion is the welfare of the child, irrespective of the sexual conduct and preference of the parents.
The social workers of the Judicial Center of San Juan do not take into
consideration, when preparing their reports, the sexual experience of the
mother.. It is not used because in San Juan it is a cultural pattern to have many
companions. What is considered is how that conduct affects the child.
The social services personnel of the Judicial Centet of San Juan has received trainings on the subjects of sexual preference and promiscuity .. Dr.
Gloria Mock has been a resource in those trainings ..436
The Commission recognizes these initiatives on the part of the system as a step fotward in
intproving attitudes and processes in legal areas where human behavior plays a decisive role Tolerance is cultivated thmugh knowledge and understanding.. To the extent that the officials of the
system ar·e more sensitive to the complexities of human behavior, they will be better professionals
in the service ofjustice ..

7

In child custody cases the violence manifested by the aggressor against his companion or their children is minimized or declared irrelevant to determine the aggressor', capacity for custody and parental authority and to relate with the children

In Puetto Rico many people from every social class use violence to resolve differences of
opinion. An example of this is the proliferation of news about homicides, mUiders and every kind
of aggiession published daily in the country's general circulation newspapers ..But the violence that
develops in the family nucleus, however, is much more alarming because its victims ar·e more vulnerable, more subjected to patterns of violent behavior and suffer deeper and more lasting psychic
and emotional wounds.

436 Hearings, June 24 and July I, 1994, at pp ..46-47
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Io a large extent, our country's public policy revolves around the strengthening of basic
institutions, the family among them, But, for a long time the State ignored the violence that women
were subjected to in the family core because these incidents were considered private family matters
or "marital spats," The subject of domestic violence has been extensively developed in this report,
But what is the impact of violent situations on decisions about custody, par,ental authority and paternal-maternal filiations? Are judges mindful of this conduct and its character traits as an important factor in deciding with whom or where the children will live? Is this element of judgment essential in deciding which progenitor can guarantee the welfare of the children and their best interests? This finding answers those questions in part
Some deponents dispensed expetiences, statistics and recommendations about this issue,,
With respect to marital violence, more than 14,000 cases of assaults against women of all ages
were reported in 1993 437 This kind of violence, say scholars and experts on the issue, is cyclical,
that is, the episodes tend to be successive and escalate in frequency and gravity 438 In addition,
domestic violence is seen as the male controlling women and otherfarnily members, 439We will not
repeat previous discussions on the subject, but it is essential that we reconsider it from the perspective of the child's well-being and best interests in comt custody cases,
Several deponents spoke of the need in custody cases to look into the record of violence of
the father or mother within the family, Others said that the comts and social workers in deciding
about custody ignore, 440 or fail to take into account, the effect of male violence.,44! One female
public defender had this to say:
In child custody cases the violence that the aggressor has demonstrated
towards his companion or children is minimized, denied or declared irrelevant
43 7

Statistics prepared and presented by the Women's Affairs Commission with data from the Police Department.

438RUTH Sil VA BONilLA, El MARCO SOCIAL DELA VIOLENCIA CONIRA LAS MUJERES EN LA VIDA
CONYUGAL (Centro de Investigaciones Sociales, UP R 1985)

439MUNOZ VAZQUEZ & FERNANDEZ BAUZO, supra, note 325, p. 137
440 Focalized Group Interview, experts in women's issues. p.84
441
Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p 16. See Introduction to the chapter on Domestic Violence
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in deteunining his capacity to relate with the chilcfren even when the children
have witnessed their father's violence and have testified abont it.442
A female legal advisor also said:
In establishing paternal-filial relations, the father's motivation, his manipulation and aggressive conduct are not taken into account 443

Her statement was echoed by a psychologist:
When custody is being determined, the courts do not properly consider
the effects of domestic violence on the children, Nor do the social wmkers, 444
A women's rights attorney, however, offered another version of the problem:
,,,.whenpom women are accused of abusing or neglecting their children,
the yardstick of seve,ity punishes them with impunity and taking away custody and adoption placement loom. , 445
In a society where problem solving is accomplished through violence, it's impmtant that

the judicial system remain vigilant in effectively protecting the best interests of minors,, On many
occasions, minors in violent relationships either suffer the consequences directly, through physical,
sexual or emotional abuse, oz indir'ectly, in witnessing the two most impmtant people in their lives
physically and emotionally abusing one another Two immediate effects ruise from these expe,iences: one, copying that conduct to relate to family and strangers and, two, an internal stiuggle
between love and loyalty and subsequent instability and other emotional disorders,
For this reason, it is necessary to set aside stereotypes that lead to accepting some myths

OJ

popu]a, notions as inevitable, including: nobody should get involved in mruital affaiis; violence is
between the couple, the children have nothing to do with it; the aggression of parents is not that
hrumful for the children; the mother may be aggressive but she's the mother and the person best
able to watch over them; sometimes har'sh discipline is the only way to make children respect you
442Hearings, June 17 and 18,1994,p.36
443Id
444Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994,p 16
445Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994,pp 28-29
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and a few slaps in time cmrect bad habits. These myths can no longer be socially and juridically
upheld
The judicial function has to transcend frontiers of sentimentalism and social expediency. If
the atmosphere of violence is not conducive to rnising children then other alternatives should be
sought that lead to their healthy development.
As one deponent said:
We prefer not to keep children in abusive environments but the courts
have to conside, the possible rehabilitation of a woman who may also be a
victim of abuse, of pove1ty, and lacking social and educational resources to
learn to treat he, children differently. 446
Alternatives such as treatment, rehabilitation of the aggressm and behavior modification
must be exhausted before the pe1petuation of a dangerous and socially inadequate situation fo1
children who are, as the Supreme Court has often said, wruds of the Law

8. On occasion, when custody and paternal authority are awarded the father because
the mother cannot adequately tend to the children, the decision is based on the care
of the paternal grandparents, not the father
lhere is a tendency to unjustly compare the custodial capacity of a young mother;
who is maturing and gaining experience, with that of older more experienced persons.
A tendency in Family Relations comtrooms is to take the custody of her childrnn away
from the teenage mother and, instead, awrud it to the fathe,, more so if he is an adult In justification, she is said to be too young, has no experience in child crue and, that possibly, has had no role
models to teach her These young mothers, it is also said, ru·e too negligent and crueless for the task
of mothering .44 7
Otherjudicial justifications in granting custody to the father is that the teenage,' s ability is
comprued to that of the grandmother, who naturnlly responds to a totally different mentality and

446 Jd

447 Hea1ings, May 13 and 14, 1994, pp 18-19
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time., As part of this disc1imination, the young mothe1' s morn! quality is also questioned-unlike
her ex-spouse's mother or his new wrre who will, in fact, assume the custody and formation of the
childxen.448
A female lawye1 had this story to tell about a 19-year-old mothe1 who sought legal aid at
he, agency:
The woman who requested the se1vice is young, black and poorly educated. He1 ex-husband filed for custody of their three-year- old son in the
Bayamon Court. He alleged that the mother is too young (19), that she lives in
a public housing project and said that environment was not good for his child.,
The woman was extremely anguished ..She said that he1 husband could pay for
legal representation while she could not She believed that the judge was partial to her ex-husband. She wonied that the judge would take away custody
because she lived in public housing, The case is a good one for an in-depth
hearing. The issue being aimd in court is the capacity of the mother to educate
and rnise her son. The fathe1' s allegations are based on cultural prejudice ..The
woman senses that pr~judice because she feels at a disadvantage in a setting
that historically has held that the child is better off with the fathe1 for economic reasons 449
Age, rnce and social and economic condition add insult to injury fo1 the teenage mother.
Meanwhile, it is easie1 for he1 former husband or companion to gain custody of the children. The
only requirement the court demands of the father is that he live with his par·ents-since
ones who ar·e handed the children-

450

they are the

or that he have a supportive female figure to help him with

that responsibility. She could be an aunt, his mothe1 or a sister. 451 This practice allows the man to
take advantage and ask for custody, then have another person actually take car·e of the children

452

When the man remarties no one questions the moral solvency of his new wife; she is expected to be nice to he1 husband's childxen.. But if the mother remar,ies, the presence of anothe1

448 Id

449 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, pp. 36-37 It's important to remember that in Nudelman vs. Ferrer, 107 D PR. 495 (1978),
the Supreme Court established that economic situation was not a criterion to determine child custody. If the custodian mother
lacked sufficient income, adequate child suppmt from the non-custodian father could cover their needs
450 Heariogs, June 24 and July 1, 1994, p 43

4 5 1 Focalized Group Interview, Family male trial lawyers, p.4
452 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p19
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man in the house puts the emotional and physical integ,ity of the children at 1isk, especially the
daughte, This recmrent theme, which we have already broached, should be reviewed with care and
sensibility. This is an example of larger suppositions of prejudice and unjust treatment between the
genders in te1ms of custody and paternal or maternal-filial relations.

9. lhe mother's contribution in the multiple facets of the lives of her children, attending to their medical, recreational and educational needs, among them, are not valued with due propriety and justice in custody determinations .. This show, that more
value i, given to the father', check than to the contributions of the custodial mother.

If it is tme that in om society the male figure has been identified as the family provider, it
is just as tme that in the sexual division of tasks, women have been dedicated to 1aising theiI childrnn.453This iniposition places different burdens on the father and the mothe, The father's contribution is more concrete because it comes at the end of the month in the fmm of a check, postal
money order or in cash. Meanwhile, in not being monetaiy, women's conuibutions rue often devalued 01 made invisible Moreove1, many times women's work in raising children is seen as natural,
binding and expected. The fathe1's absence from the children's educational and formative processes, from theiI cai·e, health and recreation, represents an excess of wmk fo1 custodial mothers.
One deponent, explaining this reality, said that "women a,·e ove1whelrned by the responsibilities imposed by home and child custody " 454 The responsibility fo1 raismg children that our
society has decided is a p1i01ity for women calls for additional economic, physical, emotional

et~

fmts, even professional and vocational sac1ifices ..
Apropos the value of women's work in child caie, it is impmtant to remembe1 that om Supreme Comt stated in Mundo vs.. Cervoni 455that "as much as the father suppmts the childr·en by
regulaily providing a ce1tain ainount of money, so does the mother with he1 wmk and ene1gy real-

453

This topic is discussed from another perspective in the category on the devaluation of women's work in the home in the section Analysis of legislation and jmisprndence in this chapter

454Hearings,May 20,1994,p.8
455115DP R 594 (1984)
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ize the purpose and plan of the support by preparing and serving food to the children, by keeping
the house clean and in order, by taking the child to school for education and to the doctor for a

cure"
On many occasions women's contributions in child care ar·e not economic ..If that work was taken into account in economic terms, as we pointed
out in discussing devaluation of women's work within the home, it would represent a large outlay of money for the family fund ..456Women who have custody of their children work 24 hours a day, seven days a week and judges,
lawyers and other system employees involved in these processes should place
that in proper perspective.
A female law professor agreed:

There ar·e still some legal considerations that are not included in the tables used to compute support. For example, there is no acknowledgment of the
time and effort of the custodian father only his income is considered. Usually
when a woman is employed, children connote obstacles to her professional development If the woman manages to obtain car·e fo1 the child,en without
paying for it, that is not considered. Although this does not mean additional
money for he1, it could hinder a promotion and her professional development.457
Another deponent had this to say:
Discrimination exists against the mother, especially the working mother,
when support is determined or the father's arrears in support payments is
conside,ed Her obligations as custodial mother are not considered as equity,
nor is the time she spends in child car·e valued Those elements are not conside,ed when support is detennined ..458
The situation of women, however, is worsened by frequent arTears in child support payments.

In the hearings of June 24 and July 4 of 1994, a series of statistics was presented that indicate, to a large extent, how women ar·e intpove1ished by the uncertainties of child support.

456 See the analysis of women's work in the home in DIXON, supra note 54
457Heaiings, June 24 and July I, 1994,p45

458Heaiings, May 21 and 22, 1994,p. 10
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If you calculate that after the divorce, women retain custody in 90 per
cent of the cases and that 60 per cent of the support is not paid to the satisfaction of the coUit, then logically women become impovetished ..459

Moreover, this is aggravated by aspects of process setving to collect the debt 460 A female
University of Puetto Rico professm put it this way:
In suppmt cases, the bailiffs do not se1ve the orders for suppmt claims.
It is the woman who has to anange for compliance with the order. 461
This situation keeps women pom and prevents them from suitably incmporating into the
economy. 462 But other factms also adversely influence the status of women and their children
Adjudicating responsibilities to confotm with their expenses, for example, can affect their situation.
The social and economic status of women, for example, can be a negative factor in many child
custody cases-despite

the fact that the Supreme Com! of Puetto Rico has emphatically refused to

accept this ciitetion in a judicial detetmination of that nature 463
Social repmts often evaluate negatively ce1tain aspects such as house
furniture, clothes, etc .. without taking into account the woman's level of pove1ty. Ptivileged class standards are imposed on her even in details such as 01der and cleanliness ..464
To the extent that custodial mothers do not teceive essential suppmt from judicial and
administrntive stmctures to attend to their children's needs and theiI own as well, any dete1mination based on that cdteiia is inapproptiate-unless

it can be proven that the woman has squandered

het resources at the expense of her children and theiI well-being

JO There is a mistaken impression that men are discriminated against as fathers because they are required to pay their contribution toward their chi/dn,n's expenses in
cash And when they are unable to fulfill their obligations ,the sanctions are severe,
including imprisonment for contempt, intervention with their sources of income and
459 Hearings, June 24 and July I, 1994, pp 45-46
460 Hearings, May 13 and 14,1994, p 22
461 Hearings, June 24 and July I, 1994, p42
462 Id
463 See Nudelman vs. Ferrer, 107 DP R 495 (1978)
464 Hearings, May 13 and 14, p19
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other alternatives that affect their economic and per,onal relations with third parties ..

There's anothe1 side to the coin, howeve1.. Although small in numbe1, severnl deponents
said that men are discriminated against in the process of establishing child suppmt A female attorney in plivate practice said:
Disc1inlination exists against men in child suppmt dete1rninations. It is
taken for granted that men lie about their income. As a general mle, child suppmt examiners do not take into account the father's infmmation sheet But
without specific proof, they determine that the expenses women present are
reasonable .. In general women are not required to back up their infmrnation
sheet while men are-they are requiied to prove then case beyond reasonable
doubt as if it were a clirninal case ..465
Another lawyer agreed:
There is discrimination in favm of women in child suppmt cases Before, the woman had no remedies, the man failed to comply and nothing happened .. Now, the man is at a disadvantage .. Child suppmt examiners do not
take into account the man's actual expenses when they use the guides to decide the amount of child suppmt he has to pay. 466
A female trial lawyer added:
The guidelines should not be applied mathematically. Each case should
be considered individually to determine if the guidelines apply .. Sometimes the
guidelines are applied unjustly, because the father's tme situation is not taken
into account: the debts of the community prope1ty of a previous maniage that
the male ex- spouse took ove1 .467
Interestingly, disc1iniination against men is mentioned as an effect of the system's diligence
in enforcing compliance with orders and judicial decrees on child suppmt: contempt, iinp1isonment,
attachment of property, withholding of income are seen as "unjust" penalties for the man. There
are even those who affiim that imposing high child support affects the man's second or thiid mar1iage because the debts of the new relation are not taken into consideration to reduce or fix the

465 Id. p 21
466 Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, p 9
467 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p 21
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suppott, if that were the case. These opinions apparently exclude the perspective of the woman and
he1 children ..Of course, there are isolated cases that require some flexibility in the process of canying out the sentence 01 suppott decrees. One female lawye1 in Legal Aid declarnd:
In child suppott cases indigent men ate adversely affected. Even when
there's evidence that the man is under psychiat:Iic treatment, there's no compassion, no remedies or oppottunities ..There's the case of an addict fathe1 who
cannot pay because he's in a rehabilitation progrnm. When he completes his
treatment he is jailed for suppott This happens frequently,.4 6 8

Compating these claims of disc1imination with those of women, we have to lean towatds
defending the interests of the childrnn, Their upkeep and right to life ate at stake A sense of justice, and the conviction that what is done c01responds to law and equity, should inspire judges to
evaluate each case in its proper context

11, The child support program of the courts is not effective for lack of human, physical
and economic resources to attend to the needs of its clientele, represented most of
the time by the mother, Ignorance of the law and its procedures create the impression that only men pay child supp01t and that women do not have to,
Many patticipants in the heatings and the focal group inte1views took issue with how child
suppott is enf01ced 1heir c1iticism reflected se1ious concern ove1 the credibility of the patties, the
sufficiency of the guidelines, the effectiveness of collection methods, among many other matters
Ihe first broad criticism of the system and the state of Law is that child support is almost
always imposed upon men. It is believed that men "catry" all of their childten' s expenses To a
latge extent, this appreciation can be justified from an hist01ical perspective,. Ove1 many yeats, the
man has been seen as the ptincipal provider of the family Due to the socialization process and the
st:Iict division of tasks in society, the woman stayed at home, ent:Iusted with raising their children
And mothers do not get paid for that. When these women divorce, many remain at home raising the
childten just as they did in their matriage .. Others have to res01t to salatied w01k for which they

468 Hearings, June 24 and July I, 1994, p 46
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lack competitive skills Although the mother may be employed, as genernlly happens with custodial
mothers, the law obligates the man to pay his contribution in cash so she can cover the children's
expenses .. Although the Mandatory Guidelines provide mechanisms on computing the amount the
mother has to "pay," the reality is that the mother does not pay her portion to herself Apparently,
neither the provider nor the ordinary citizen have understood this point. An orientation campaign
would be the best resomce to end this mistaken impression .. The statement of a participant at the
hearings summarizes the general perception:
The idea of the father as provider prevails and responsibility to provide
support is not imposed upon the mother.. When the father has custody of the
chilchen, support is not imposed on the mother even when she's shown no inability to work. 469
This quotation has two aspects ..We described the first iu the precediug paragraph, the second is an additional aspect. It is thought that women ar·e not required to pay child support No statistics ar·eknown iudicating how many women do pay child support in Puerto Rico. It is estimated
that the percentage is very low. But every non- custodial mother is also required to pay a portion of
the support, based on her iucome, to the custodial fathe, or the person who cares for the childrnn.
There can be no discriurination based on gender of any kind. What happens iu the gr·eat majority of
the cases is that the non- custodial mother lacks adequate economic resomces to pay support or her
portion of the children's expenses, according to the Mandatmy Guidelines, is very low because the
father earns a much higher monthly income ..Again, a good orientation program will help citizens to
better understand these situations and to correct mistaken perceptions about them
In the heariugs held May 13 and 14, 1994, a male lawyer with the Legal Services Corporation had this to say:
As for contempt for failure to comply . with the support, there is a tendency to give the provider a chance, to offer a payment plan

469 Heaiings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p 21
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Airest orders for default on suppott are not processed with due diligence
despite the fact that the necessruy infmmation is available to do so ..Sometimes
months pass Perhaps hove1ing in the background is the idea that if the man
crut't pay why rurest him?470
A female lawye1 explained:
Statistics show that despite the runendments to the Child Suppott Law
in 1988, defaults in suppmt cases keep increasing. Only ten per cent (10%) of
the cases rue resolved in three (3) months while the law has decreed that it be
ninety per cent (90%) in three months ..471
On the other hrutd non-complirutce is made even more acute by the lack of personnel in the
progrruns or divisions involved in the dete1mination, payment rutd follow-up of child suppott
Theie ru·e not enough Child Suppmt Ex3I11inersalthough those that we
do have ru·eefficient. This affects women because of the delay.472
Vruious factors, evidently, affect the child suppmt programs in a negative way. These obstacles must be diligently addressed because they intpinge upon the best interests of childten
12. The father's child support defaults and paternal-filial visits are not perceived by the
judicial system as presumable negligence, abandonment and abuse of minors

Child suppmt dete1minations rutd paternal or maternal-filial visiting hours rue two of the
more impmtrutt statutes rutd judicial measures in Frunily Law because they aim to protect the best
interests of the children. Neve1theless, the findings of a study conducted by the Commission show
that the Frunily Com! procedures rue pe1meated by social piejudice a,-idstereotypes about the male
rutd female, the father rutd mother.. Previously discussed, for example, was the mruked emphasis
given a womrut's sexual conduct in custody cases, unlike that of a mrut
Likewise, many deponents echoed the propensity of our comts to concede child custody to
women Ibis is the outcome of the social belief that women rue better thrut men at raising rutd educating the children. Ihis perception, we pointed out, places a heavy bUiden on the shoulders of

47o Id p 22
471 Hearings, June 24 and July I, 1994, p 46
472 Id.
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women who frequently have to care for the children and work outside the home to cover their expenses because of the father's default on child support. While the father fails to pay, the mother is
expected to have enough disposable income to feed and dress the children, keep them in school and
satisfy their whims Lacking sufficient resources, she turns to public welfare and the customruy
humiliations, exertion, inaction, weruiness and abuse that usually accompany those efforts.
The father, on the other hand, by complying with child support and visiting hours fulfills
society's minimum expectations ..A man who crudes out his obligations is perceived as a responsible father, a good father.. Women, on the other hand, a,·ejudged more hrushly. They are responsible
for looking out for the welfare of the children every day without fail without rega,d for their own
needs and financial pressures ..
A representative of a feminist group asse,ted:
The father's non-compliance in child support, paternal-filial visits 01
any other duty, is not seen as constituting negligence, abandonment or as any
other fo1mal concept of child abuse .. Ihis abuse, legally invisible, represents
that difference that Alda Facio talks about: it is the difference in the ya,dstick
used to measure child abuse by women when they a,·e the only figures of
authority in the home. 473
Diverse factors must be taken into account when awa,·ding child custody as well as establishing paternal and maternal-filial ,elations 'This leads to setting aside the p1esumption that children a,·e better off with the mother ..A female social worker affirmed:
There are cases where the mother is negligent and does not truly respond
to the needs of the children and, despite positive reports about the father,
judges resist granting him custody This happens most frequently with male
judges ..474
A female lawyer in p,ivate practice sha,·ed her experience:
There is a double standard for fathers and mothers rega,ding negligence
in child ca,·e The mother is required to be more attentive to child ca,e than the
473 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, p.26
474 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p 17
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father Yet his violence and aggression against her is not given the same importance.475
Her statement recalls earlier statements by two female lawyers dedicated to the defense of
women's tights:.
" . when poor women am accused of abusing or neglecting theiI children, the yardstick of seve1ity punishes them with impunity and taking away
custody and adoption placement loom ..476
This same requirement does not appeat to exist for non-custodial fathers who abandon
theiI children, do not visit them, do not take cate of theiI daily needs or pay for theiI upkeep.
Women resent these double standards They have taken on greater responsibilities and at·e judged
more harshly by the judicial system when they fail to fulfill them.
A female lawyer explained:
The clients of Legal Services feel discriminated against because they at·e
women and because they have to ask for the support, go to the heating, set the
child support, and yet, theiI difficulties continue. The payments do not atrive,
either because the provider does not pay or because he pays what he wants to,
at the wrong time, or because the payment is delayed. This cont:Iasts with the
provider's.experience Once the support is settled all he has to do is pay and is
relieved from further responsibility .477
Law No. 8 of Januaty 19, 1995 supplemented Article 166 A of the Civil Code. This atticle
establishes the ciI·cumstances, either by commission or omission, under which a person's pat·ental
authority can be withdrawn, rest:Iicted or suspended. Among the circumstances is to "t:Iansgress
duties

OJ

fail to exercise authority as stipulated in the fast paragrnph of Article 153 of the Civil

Code." Among those duties is to provide adequate food, clothes, shelter and other essentials .. Subsection 4 establishes "failing to supervise and cate for the minor under the de jure

OJ

de facto cus-

tody of another person" as cause to deny the patria potestas .. This atticle, in genernl, sanctions the

475Id p..19
476 Hearings, June 10 and 11,
477 Id p24

1994,p.28.
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failure of the father and mother to fulfill their duties and responsibilities to their children ..Moreover, it incorporates the need for continuing communication between the father and his children 478
We have already discussed our observations about this detail in the section on the new law that
denies parental authmity and custody .. Of interest now is reviewing the legislation in light of the
finding that warrants this discussion.
Ihe law seems to authmize judges to suspend or deny parental authmity and custody of
the childien if the father or mother fail to feed or visit them, in shmt, fail to attend to their basic
needs Most impmtant, the law appears to characterize those actions as abusive ..On the other hand,
an irresponsible father can not be rewarded with complete freedom from his responsibilities-a
consequence of denying him par·ental authmity-if

the minor does not have other alternatives that

guarantee his welfar·e and future.
With the prudence that each case requires, judges have an additional tool to confront delinquent providers and those fathers and mothers who fail to attend

OJ

pe,iodically ,elate to their chil-

dren If these new measures manage to balance the responsibilities of the father and mother regarding their children and prevent mistaken choices in 1aising them, the law could be effective .. In applying the law to indigent persons, judges must act carefully and be sensitive to the distinction between abuse and asphyxiating social condition that does not allow adults and minors to relate
within the family and socially, because they lack the necessary human, economic, and intellectual
resources and the frame of mind to do so. The Supreme Comt' s exhmtation that judges be creative
in designing schemes to protect minors acquires validity with this challenge.

13. Some judges are lenient or lax in sanctioning defaults on child support thereby encouraging irresponsible and delinquent behavior by providers and aggravating the
vulnerability and need of minor:s and their custodians.
Some judges place the responsibility of choosing the sanction for the delinquent father-provider on the mother's shoulders She is forced to choose between two alter478 Article 166A, clause 4 (c), stipulates that custody or parental authority can be suspended or denied" if he has not visited the

minor or maintainedcontact or regularcommunicationwith the minor or the person that has de jure or de facto custody "
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natives•· a new and nxurrent payment plan of the debt or sending the provider to
jail.

A previous finding discussed problems related to the child support program. In this finding
we will discuss the difficulties women and theiI children face in collecting child support We believe that these difficulties are related to judicial treatment of delinquent providers .
A female lawyer with Legal Se1vices said the following:
Om clients frequently complain about how the Justice System disc1iminates against them compared to the numerous chances given the providers who
cleady have records of default in support cases Payment plans for new and
old debts are both offered and accepted.4 79
This situation leads women to feel defenseless, without the institutional support they expected In turn, she presents a contradiction By claiming in court that the father-provider does not
cove, the basic needs of their children, the institution whose coercive power can enforce the obligation, prolongs the process
The sharpest criticism of the process of implementing child support orders came from a
female lawyer:
Women are placed in a quandary when they are asked to choose between a ridiculous payment plan or sending the provider to jail. We've heard
some judges place the responsibility for that decision on the woman's shoulders, and even try to persuade he,, almost order her, to "dialogue" with the
support provider to reach an agreement Most of the time the payment plan is
ridiculous and the provider makes fun of it " 480
Attaining fair child support that covers the needs of the minor, is a difficult process ..Even
more difficult is getting the provider to comply ..In this process women come up against the whole
institutional structme that at times loses sight of the fact that the prevailing doctJine in this area of
law is to protect the best interests of the children.

479 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, p.24
480 Id. p.29
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A female lawyer in public se1vice discussed how the lack of suppmt affects the custodian
mother:
When we se1ve these clients we discover that they are human beings
with many responsibilities and little suppmt. They are women with custody of
their children, who know their needs because they see them eve1y day, and
who can't count on economic suppmt from the providers who default on their
obligation, completely ignming the consequences of their action Few of them
have a relationship with their children .. Obviously, the client has to reflect the
cmshing burden of her situation .481
On the other hand, several deponents spoke about procedm al obstacles women face in obtaining the necessruy money to cover the necessities of their children:
One of the most frequent complaints of Legal Se1vices clients in Family
Comt cases is the difficulty in getting their own motions accepted or in assigning a heruing once the motion is filed .. Sometimes the comt will set a heruing
but on the condition that a lawyer be present, 01 worse yet, that a !awye1 apperu on her behalf in wiiting, which prolongs the case even more .. Yet many
women have come before the comt in their own light and have represented
their interests and their children's better than any lawyer in om jmisdiction ..482
Child suppmt was heavily criticized for the way it is established, implemented and made
effective ..Following hearings to determine suppmt, the delinquent provider may often be allowed to
offer recmrent payment plans that at times are laughable---exposing the needs of the minors and
their custodians .
A female tiial lawyer said:
They keep on giving a chance to fathers who default on their suppmt
obligations. There is a lax attitude in this respect. The suppmt units take their
time in dealing with pensions 4 83
The srune criticism was made by a female Superior Comt judge:
There are judges who ru·e very lenient in the fulfillment of child suppmt
payments. They either offer payment plans, encomage contempt 01 don't irnp1ison the person who defaults ..484

481 Id. p24
482 Id. p 23

483 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p 22
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This laxity of the court entails ciitical economic hmdship for women and children who
need fathers to cmry out their responsibilities fully. We cannot forget that these practices encourage irresponsibility and keep childrnn vulnerable if their· basic needs are not covered for long periods of time. On the other hand, these practices cause affected pmties to lose faith in the system that
must protect their rights.
The Commission understands that the judge who requires that the mother decide whether to
send the father of her children to jail or not or who allows the father to continue in unjustified a1rem·s in child support, is abdicating judicial responsibility .. This attitude worsens relationships,
creates resentment towmds the system and weakens comt authority. The administrntive process
that an organism known as ASUME will implement, to give automatic follow-up to child support
orders, should reduce the frequency of these situations .. Judicial review, however, is of vital importance in implementing the new law. The renewal of faith and l:!ust in the judicial system will depend on the diligence, certainty, integiity and justice of judicial and adminisl:!ative decisions. Our
chilchen deserve no less

14.. Most stipulation, in divorce, by mutual consent do not meet the true needs of the
woman and the children of the couple.

!

II

Many judge, accept the stipulations of the parties in mutual consent divorces without
checking to see that the stipulation; adequately protect the party with fewer economic, wcial and domestic advantage,.

I
i"

The p111poseof stipulations in divorces by mutual consent is that the pmties willingly and

I

conscientiously agree to different aspects of the divorce: pal:!ia potestas and custody of the children, support for the children and the pmties, maternal-paternal-filial relations and the division of
community prope1ty, as required by the j111ispmdencethat recognized this process as grounds for
divorce ..In this way, the welfare of the children, if there are any, and both pmties are protected.

484 Hearings, June 24 and July !, 1994, p.42.
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Generally, women are the parties most wronged in divorce suits because the woman usually remains with the children, 485 she doesn't work outside of the home or generates less income
and, in most cases, does not control the sources of income in the maniage,.
The Commission's investigation discovered that all too often the pmpose of the stipulations is not achieved and the comts do not fully comply with their obligation to assure that there
was no duress, that the agreements were voluntary and satisfied the interests of both parties and
that one party has not taken advantage of the other.. The foregoing can be attributed to different
reasons

486

According to a female lawyer, the judicial process of divorce by mutual consent affects the
woman because it forces her to "negotiate or stipulate" with a man in a hostile envirornnent, full of
resentments and suspicion. Consequently each negotiating point adds to the controversy. 48 7
Severn! participants in the hearings and focal group interviews concmred in that the man
frequently manipulates ot pressmes the woman to accept his conditions ot smrender her rights. A
female judge had this to say about that point:
The man will often refuse to sign the petition unless granted joint patria
potestas ..488
A female lawyer added:
Even though the father doesn't want to keep the children, he requests
custody in order to pressure the mother to accept the stipulation... The fact
that the father is seeking joint patria potestas in a divorce by mutual consent,
is a question of machismo ....He requests it even though he is not going to see
his children ..He wants to exercise control over his ex-wife. 489
A male judge agreed:

485 Id. pAl
486 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, pp 25, 27 and 28; Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, p.40; Hearings, lune 25 and July 1,1994,

p.41; Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p 16 and 20
487 Hearings, June 10 and II, 1994, p.25
488 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, p.38
489 Hearings, June 24 and July I, 1994, p 41
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Men use the request and granting of the custody to coerce the mothers 490
A female lawyer in p1ivate prnctice concluded:
In divorce by mutual consent cases, the woman comes off badly because
she tends to yield her tights. 4 9 1
Men want to retain control over then ex-wives The exercise of that control is manifested
in different ways .. One of the most common is utilizing children in divorce or separntion cases, A
female !Iial lawyer said that the use of the childrnn by one spouse to manipulate the other happens
all the time in divorce by mutual consent cases,
In divorce by mutual consent cases the mother usually stays with the
childl'en, Even though the father doesn't want to stay with the childmn he asks
for custody to pressme the mother to accept [the te1ms of] the stipulation.,492
On many occasions, this situation inadve1tently slips by the comts, Despite the provisions
of the Guidelines to Process Mutual Consent Cases, joint pat,ia pote,ta, is conceded without
looking into the factors that could make it function adequately to the children's benefit, 493 On the
other hand, in establishing paternal-filial relations, the com! also omits consideration of the backdrop of the divorce, Although the patties have chosen grounds that "do not crnate con!Ioversy"such as mutual consent---0ther elements, such as cmelty, adulte1y494 m abuse, may exist This
knowledge could be decisive in determinations about custody, parental authmity and maternal, paternal relations which should benefit the childrnn 495 not what the patties have agreed to,
Another ciicumstance that escapes the pmview of the comts is that the woman is usually
at a disadvantage in the division of prope1ty As one female lawye1 said: stipulations in most of the

49o Id, p 43
491 Hearings,
492 Hearings,
493 Hearings,
494 Hearings,
495 Hearings,

May 13 and
June 24 and
June 17 and
May 13 and
June 10 and

14,1994, p.20
July I, 1994, p 41
18, 1994, p 38
14,1994, p.16
11, I 994, p 28
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cases do not meet the real necessities of the woman and children not do they reflect his real income
because the man tends to hide the money." The same lawyer said that many times the cowt starts
from the premise that "dividing the community property into fifty percent for each spouse is the
most equitable, but that's not necessarily so."496
The Commission found the prevailing environment of Family Cowl to be prejudicial to
women and children .. These deficiencies can be described as follows: The woman is tt·eated impersonally. She is not otiented on the obligatmy nature of the stipulations and their irnpmtance .. Consequently she tends to accept them to get divorced on the grounds of mutual consent and to keep
her p1ivacy, without thoroughly understanding the scope of what she has signed ..497 The specific
situation of women and children are not exaniined in detail. 498 The comts do not have sufficient
human behavior specialists to meet the needs for se,vice for women and children affected by divorce An excess workload and a heavy calendar often prompt judges to accept a stipulation hastily. 499
We must remember that the duty of the comt is to ensure free and infotmed consent between the parties, especially the woman, before accepting stipulations in a divorce by mutual consent. This duty cannot be delegated or relinquished .. Mutual consent was envisioned as a more human divorce process. It has ended up being a mechanism of oppression and convenience of some
spouses over their consmts ..Only judges can return dignity and justice to this process by participating 1:11ore
actively in the comt.
The special sensibility and committnent of the enfae system can guarantee that all of its
users-men,

women and children-receive

just, equal and hmnane treattnent, mote so when the

496 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, p41
497Id p41.
498 Focus Group Interview, specialists in women's issues, p.90

499Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at pp. 27-28
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family and social structures have become dismpted and judicial detemrination the only order that is
binding and mandatmy

Recommendations
I . The Office of Comts Administration should develop a special program of continuing training
for judges, clrild support exanriners and social workers assigned to Family Comt to sensitize
them about sexist stereotypes and cultural patterns that influence family relations and deal with
specific problems in the adjudication of custody, parental authmity, support, paternal- maternal filial relations, divorce and others ..
2. The Puerto Rico Bar Association should include topics on Family Law from the perspective of
gender in its continuing education progrnms for members of the judicial profession and encomage reflection and discussion of those topics in its law review.
3.. The Justice Department should develop training programs from the perspective of gender for
family solicitors, paying special attention to the problems of litigation in the ar·ea of Family
Law
4. Law schools should promote the inclusion of the perspective of gender in courses and seminars
on Family Law and develop investigations, studies and analyses of jmispmdence to address
different aspects of gender discrinrination in Family Law that serve to sensitize and educate all
those involved in one way or another in family law litigation.
5.. Schools of social work should revise theiI curricula to include the perspective of gender in
compulsmy courses and broaden the range of serninar·s and workshops on the subject, so that
social workers are truly and effectively qualified to deal with family relations and other cases
and ar·e conscious of sexist stereotypes and cultural patterns that tend to affect them
6. In consonance with the analysis of legislation in the ar·eaof Family Law included in this report,
the Judicial Branch and the legislature itself should encomage the study and evaluation of the
valid laws in !Iris ar·ea in order to propose pertinent amendments to elinrinate every sexist element that is discriminatory in content because of gender from the letter of the law
7. The Justice Department and the Judicial Branch should make efforts to ciiculate and orient the
public about the Bill of Rights of Victims and Witnesses and existing mechanisms to file
claiins so that the justice system in general can take the necessary steps in particular case to
validate the public policy of that document
8.. The Judicial Branch should weigh the creation of specialized family comts that are clearly integ,ated with special orientation prog,ams for judges assigned to them. These comts should be
effectively coordinated with every region and be adequately staffed with suppmt professionals.
The Commission received numerous recommendations on creating a Family Comt, which
should be evaluated from the perspective of a uniform system such as exists in Puerto Rico
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9 .. The Judicial Branch should give special training to personnel in investigation units and to one-

judge comts to properly and adequately serve and mient their clientele on their rights and on
judicial procedures.
10. The Judicial Branch, Bar Association, law schools and the Legislature should encomage the

complete revision of Volume One of the Civil Code on Individual and Family Law.
11 . The Judicial Branch should contest the negative assessment that affects the area of family relations within the different spheres ofjudicial tasks: assign judges to that area on the basis of
special qualifications and prior training; encomage their tenure and establish a continuing
training program that is obligatory and serves not only the purely informative aspects but, especially the formative, in temrs of attitudes and sensitivity development
12 .. The justice system and the Puerto Rican Legislature should continue to explore alternatives to
developing systems to collect support that guarantee greater efficiency and adequate compliance by the providers. Available human, physical and economic resources in the child support
program should be increased. The Commission is aware that recent legislation has undergone
structural changes whose effects and results should be examined in due time
13 .. Appeal formrrs should be particularly alert to the perspective of gender to properly and adequately guide the comts of instance in the daily adjudication of family relations cases to develop a doctrine free of discrinrinatmy traits .. The judicial system should encomage judges to
take advantage of available specialized courses and seminars about the subject An organized
internal discussion of the subject should also be fostered.
14. Appellate forunrs, particularly the Supreme Comt, should avail themselves of every oppmtunity the appeals process provides to clarify doctrine in terms of gender perspective and establish clear guidelines about uuresolved legal aspects in the ar·ea of family relations.
15.. The justice system should take steps to facilitate access of women to the comts and to adequate
legal representation, especially in the area of family relations where women constitute the gr·eat
majmity of users .. In that respect, the Judicial Branch should expedite these cases and limit
postponements since delays have negative emotional effects and make the process more costly.
16.. The judicial system should expand its resources in the area of specialists in human behavim
and tighten requir·ements regarding their qualifications and formal training to ensure a better
work team.
17. The judicial system should consider the needs that arise in litigation of family relations cases.
For example: personnel to serve child support subpoenas.
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Chapter 7

Domestic Violence
Introduction
Domestic violence, the physical, emotional and sexual abuse that takes
place in a relationship, is one of the most se1ious and complex prnblems faced
by contempormy society and the fmuily in Puerto Rico, as well as in other
countries in the world ..An awakened consciousness about the prnblem over the
last decades has led to the passage of specific legislation and to the introduction of public policies to combat the prnblem and its consequences ..In Puerto
Rico, on Aug .. 15, 1989 om Legislature passed Act No ....54, known as the
Law to Prevent and Inte1vene with Domestic Violence. The law's statement of
motives affirms the following: "we must place emphasis on addressing the
difficulties presented by situations of domestic violence, especially to women
and minors, to prese,ve their physical and emotional integrity, procure their·
safety and save their lives " 1
The violence exhibited by men against women, as the Legislature acknowledged in the
statement of motives of the Domestic Violence Law, is a product of the social-historic construction
of gender, that is to say, of the ways different societies in diverse places and historic epochs have
structured the relations between men and women. Violence against women, especially, has been a
product of the historic placement of woman in a position of subordination and submission to man,
jmidically imposed by him, endowed by religious tradition and perpetuated by an educational system that envisions women as the "weaker sex" in multiple dimensions This vision of women remained solidly reflected in the language of many societies .. In establishing pmticulm categoriza-

1 8 LP RA sec 601 et seq
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tions of reality, that language reinforced the inte1pretation of that same reality from a male pe1spective.2
The foregoing assertions focus on two of the basic aspects of domestic violence on which
this introduction is based: that the victims of this problem are essentially women3 and children because of the social institutionalization of male dominance over them; and the dramatic reality that
the physical and emotional integrity of then ve1y lives is at 1isk in these situations .. According to
data from the Department of Social Se1vices, 18,000 incidents of domestic violence were repmted
in fiscal year 1993-94 In 93% of these incidents, the victims were women. Available data, however, do not detail how many childr·en were affected by these incidents, but if three childr·en comprise the typical Pue1to Rican fanrily, the number is easily swmised.
These statistics provide only a partial view of reality ..This type of behavim is largely seen
as a p1ivate problem, one that should not go beyond the family nucleus-which

is why a gr·eat

numbe1 of these cases do not reach the stage of legal action. The actual number of domestic violence incidents is much gr·eater than the number repmted
According to statistics from the Judicial Branch, the numbe1 of felonies presented in the
island's comts dwing fiscal year 1993-94 amounted to 37,962 .. Of these, 3,329 or 8..8% corresponded to domestic violence cases ..4 Quantitatively, this rntio represents a high propmtion if the
legion and number of other crimes included in the total are taken into account Even without conside1ing the c1iines of domestic violence that are not repmted

01

do not reach the comts, the ratio

clearly confirms the magriitude of the problem. Also wmth mentioning is the documented practice

2 See the chapter in this Report titled General Theoretical Framework
3
See, for example, Murray A. Straus, Conceptualization and Measurement of Battering: Implicatiom for Public

Policy, in WOMAN BATTERING: POUCY RESPONSES 19, 24-32 (Michael Steinman ed.,1991). The author estimates that the number of battered women annually in the United States fluctuates between three and six million);
Murray A. Straus & Richard J. Gelles, Societal Change in Family Violence from 1975 to 1985 as Revealed by Two
National Survey,, 48 J. MARRIAGE & FAM. 465,470 (1986) (The study indicated that a minimum of two million
women annually are severely abused by their male partners)
4 Source: Office of Courts Administration, Statistics Division
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of reducing crimes of domestic violence to simple aggression-which,

indeed, sways the statistics

of the system.
Paradoxically, 4 2 women were murdered in 1993 as a result of domestic violence according to Police Department statistics In 1994, the number was 30 5 These figures would probably
have been higher if not for the efforts of many protective women's institutions and organizations to
safeguard their physical security ..Those figures could also be affected had the causes for the multiple murders been individually computed in the foregoing statistics, Nonetheless, and setting aside
the above for lack of certainty, the number of murdered women cited above shows that domestic
violence is not a minor problem that should be down played or considered as a private family matter Rather, the reality is that a life-threatening seed of greater injury exists even in the most simple
act of physical or psychological violence ..
Although the Commission decided to use the term "domestic violence," it is awar·e that the
adjective "domestic" effectively sets that kind of violence apart from other manifestations of violence in society, with the result that, gene, ally, domestic violence is assigned a lesser degree of seriousness and importance ..Inversely, a generically neutral te1m obviates the fact that, according to
eve1y statistic on the problem, in most cases the abuse is leveled by the man against the woman 6
This violence is expressed physically, sexually and emotionally. Physical violence is conveyed by blows, kicks, all types of severe physical aggression against the most vulnerable ar·eas of
the body In many instances, the man will incur in sexual violence after he has physically and verbally assaulted the woman .. Battered women generally reveal an image of faces swollen and de-

5 Source: Women's Affairs Commission, according to data submitted by the Division of Statistics, Police of Puerto

Rico ..It should be pointed out that the Police Department bases its statistics on a natural year, not a fiscal year as does
the JudicialBranch
6 ANN JONES, NEXT T1ME SHE'LL BE DEAD 81-87 (1994) Ibis book serves as a basic source of what we'll
point out further on about domestic violence
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fmmed by blows, bodies cut and bmised, body bums, broken bones, head sores and bald spots as a
result of trauma, missing or broken teeth, various types of lacerations and degrees of seve1ity ..
Studies show that physical violence against a woman increases considernbly when she is
pregnant At that time, the man tends to aim his aggression at the woman's womb: punches, kicks
and eve1y kind of blow intended in many cases to that effect On occasion, he attempts other means
to provoke an abmtion.7 A United States study repmts that more babies are born with defects due
to violence against the woman dming her pregnancy, than due to the multiple illnesses that thrnaten
her at this particular time ..8
Sexual violence, on the othe1 hand, assumes the shape of rape and sodomy pe1petrated by
force and intimidation, unwelcome advances and other sexual acts such as car·esses, kisses, mastu1bation and forced oral sex and intrnducing sharp objects into the vagina ..
Emotional violence includes intimidation, offensive language, degradation, forced isolation,
enslavement and coercion .. All of these things gradually undermine the assault victim's self-esteem
and her capacity to make decisions, largely destroying he1 will .. Different studies point out the
similarities between the abused woman and the p1isoner of war: both ar·e subject to indiscriminate
and arbittary violence, both ar·e usually isolated from their families, friends and suppmt resources

.9

The abused woman is constantly !!neatened with more violence if she ta.1<:es
measmes against her
abuser. with the threat of death hovering over their lives, abused women tend to be paralyzed by
fear
According to recent studies on the subject, violence against women is not generally about
isolated acts .. Rather it is a deliberate process of intimidation which tties to force the woman to do

7 RUIHSILVABONILLAEI

Al, HAY AMORES QUE MAI AN: LA VIOLENCIACONIRALAS
LA VIDA CONYUGAL. (San Juan, Ed. Huracan, 1990).

MUJERES EN

8 SARAH M .BUEL, National College of District Attorneys, Presentation on Dynamics of Family Violence, NII A,

Rescuing the Victims of Family Violence
9 JONES, supra note 6, pages 89-92
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the battere1's bidding, known as control tactics 10 Even so, there is a tendency to justify the
abuser's actions: he lost control in a moment of anger, he's under stress, he's under the influence of
hard liqum, m he acted spontaneously provoked by something she did. The reason for this justification is that nmmally wife beaters display a different personality in public than they do at home.
Socially, he may be hard-wmking, responsible, sociable, nice, comteous and pleasant, so much so
that it is difficult to imagine that such a moderate person could incur in such violent and hmniliating behavior at home.11
Add to the above the fact that few male batterers accept that label: to the contraiy, they
minimize situations of violence. David AdaIIIS, a recognized expert in counseling aggressors has
this to say:
A recent infmmal smvey ainong the clients of EMERGE revealed that
very few men, not even the most violent abusers, could see themselves in those
terms .. I he tendency of batterers to minimize violence is similai to the patterns
of denial of alcohol and drug abusers The drinkers minimize their problem
with alcohol by favorably compaiing their own consumption with that of the
worst cases of alcoholism that is those who drink liquor in the streets (the
bums}. Likewise, many wife beaters minimize their violence when they compai·e it to the violence of the "savages that fall all over their wives every day "
Besides rejecting the label of "wife beate1" most of the batterers under repo1t
the intensity of the violence ..12
Ihe social code that justifies the violence of men against women is known as patriaichy In
contempmary themy, the te1m refers to the manifestation and institutionalization of male dominance ove, women and children in the family and the extension of this dominance to society in gene1al..This does not imply that women ai·e completely bereft of power or that they lack total access

10 Id. pages 88-92
11 Id
12 D Adams, Identifying the Wife Beater Before the Court, FORUM, Year 6, No 3, pages 6-8 (1990) Adams is
president of EMERGE, Counseling Services on Domestic Violence for Men. See, also, James Browning & Donald
Dulton, Assessment of Wife Assault witJJ,the Conflict Tactics Scale:· Using Couple Data to Quantify the Differential
Reporting Effect, 48 J MARRIAGE & FAM. 375 (1986); EN Joru:iles& KD O'Leru:y, Interpersonal Reliability of
Reports of Marital Violence, 53 l CONSUL I. & CUN PSYCHOL 419 (1985)
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to institutional power. It implies that men hold and retain power in every institution of society and
that women's access to that power is riddled with difficulties .13

l

For hundreds of years the abuse of women has been, and still is, a manifestation of male
dominance that has been expressed in terms of power and supremacy in his case, and in conditions
of inferiority, weakness and subordination in hers ..A basic premise of the patriarchal view of society is that men are especially qualified-physically,

emotionally and intellectually-to

oversee

public affairs and maintain order within the family microcosm. Women's obedience and subordination are seen as a logical consequence of an innate weakness that calls for physical protection
and material security on the part of the male .. A patriarchal society, as is ours, presupposes that
men have the duty and obligation to govern or gnide and, if necessruy, discipline women so that
family and society can function adequately. 14
These are precisely the cultural patterns that are to blame in the perception of the gravity
and severity of crimes as being less serious and less severe in the family nucleus than in society at
large .15 When a woman speaks of rape, of abortions as results of blows, of all types of injuries, of
broken bones, society tends to desc1ibe the situation in te1ms of mruital problems or fits of passion ..
Society reasons that, in keeping with the basic values that the family represents, the woman must
always be willing to sac,ifice herself; to resign herself to possible marital problems and to submit
to the "head" of the family.
Consequently, any act of mruital aggression is conceived as a private problem that should
be resolved internally, within the family. Cleruly, criminal conduct as determined by law loses that
trait when it occurs in a relationship, despite the fact that the violence in that instance is even more

13 G LERNER, IHE CREAIION OF PATRIARCHY (1986)
14 See the chapter in this Report titled General Theoretical Framework
15 David A. Ford, Wife Battery and Criminal Justice. A Study of Victim Decision-Making, 32 FAM.REL 463,465-

569, 472-474 (1983)
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seve,e than between strangers. 16 Seen as a piivate pmblem, it's not smpdsing that the customary
response to domestic violence is making a deal to maintain, at least for the sake of appearances,
family unity Counseling fot both paities is also frequent--especially fo, the woman because in he,
will and readiness to sac,ifice lay the basis for marital and fa,nily bliss .. The family asks the
woman to reconsider her decision to press cha,ges against the man; the p,iest, pasto1

01

minister

intercede in favor of fainily unity; the police tend to not lend themselves to what they consider the
woman's intemperate and contentious attitude; and, even judges attempt to save "fainily unity,"
often sending both parties to mediation pmgrains or acting as mediators themselves .. Mediation,
howeve1, is not considered an appmpiiate method of intetvention in a relationship charactetized by
an unequal balance of power and authmity that tends to exist between the two parties
The fact that many women depend economically on their male partne,s and that for the
most part, they care for their children-which

often impedes them from wmking outside the

home--present greater difficulties for them when they have to decide to abandon a relationship
marked by violence. Reality presents them with a pmtrait of futme economic distress and dependence on social welfare systems to smvive
In gene,al te,ms, most research on the causes of domestic violence have wrongly emphasized the study of women's behavior, that is, the object of the aggression and not the aggressor 17
Even today, many researchers continue that practice Nonetheless, the consensus is that it is a logical consequence of the sa,ne cultural patterns that subordinate women to men It is inte,preted to
mean that if he reacts violently, there must be a reason His reaction is usually conceived as a response to an external stimulus, and, as regards the couple's relationship, presumes to miginate

16 Compared to victims of violence at the hands of strangers, victims of domestic violence are at greater risk of re-

CUIIingvictimization. See PATRICK A. LAGAN & CHRISTOPHER A INNES, U.S DEPI OF ruSIICE, PREVENTING VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 3 (1986). (Points out that even though most domestic violence incidents
are considered misdemeanors, many assaults are genuinely serious.)
17 JONES, supm note 6, pp 129-138
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with her. For that reason, she is traditionally the primruy object of reseruch on the causes of domestic violence ..As a logical corollruy to that viewpoint, since she is the p1imruy cause of that violence, his culpability is less and he must not be subject to greater sanctions
At the moment of facing up to the problem that conception undedies, the typical question
eve1yone tends to ask, even judges, is: Why doesn't the woman leave? If the situation is as she describes it, why does she stay in the relationship? Once again, the woman is held liable, not the male
aggressor ..Her attitudes and reactions rue accentuated, not his actions ..Since it's inconceivable that
anyone can be repeatedly subjected to abuse without fleeing to avoid it, then the woman must be
lying or exaggerating in order to avenge an umelated incident or to victimize the man ..

II

lI

I
On one hand, the mere question implies that it's the woman who should give in, who

!

I

should leave. By not doing so, she is responsible for what may happen Her mere presence can set

I

off or ignite his violence ..On the other, this implies ignmance about the undedying problem and the

I

cyclical nature of violence. Len me Walker was the first scholru to propose that cyclical nature and
to identify its three stages: the accumulation of tension, outbursts of violence and reconciliation ..18
Today the so-called cycle of domestic violence is a reality accepted by every reseru·cher on
the subject. 19 The way this operates is similru to brain-washing-the

victim is subjected to succes-

sive abuse and rewruds in order to dominate her The stages of the cycle have been described as
follows:
The first stage is chruacterized by the build-up of tension insofar as the man reacts negatively to any minm frustrntion in his life..Consequently, certain episodes of violence occur in which
the man hits walls, thiows and breaks objects and mistreats animals ..He could even reach the point
of ve1bal and physical assault in response to what he considers her wrongful act, real or imagined,

18 LENORE WAL KER, THE BATTERED WOMAN (1980)
19 Among the researchers in Puerto Rico on the cycle of domestic violence see Mercedes Rodriguez, El problema de
la violencia dome5tica: Preguntas y respuestas, FORUM, Year VI, No 3, pp.14, 21 (1990)
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despite maintaining control over his reactions .. After those episodes, which are usually bdef, he
apologizes and acts complaisant In the face of this situation, the woman t:Jies to calm the man by
assuming a passive attitude .. She is deferential, quells her unease and terror and pretends to accept
his abusive behavior as a legitimate reaction to something she did. She thinks that by acting this
way she'll prevent further violence ..She'll even deny her own anger against the abuse, blaming herself for what took place. Nonetheless, she t:Jies to avoid contact with him 1 ension builds up every
time a small episode of violence occurs ..As the woman becomes more distant, the man fears she'll
abandon him which makes him more possessive, jealous and oppressive in his zeal to keep her
bound to him.. The violent episodes become harsher, more frequent and last longer.. The psychological humiliation gains greater force verging on torture.
The second stage is characterized by outbursts of physical, verbal, emotional and sexual
violence against the woman and, at times, their children. The aggressor viciously assaults the
woman. He usually thinks he has to teach her a lesson for an act he believes wrongful. Any small
detail can serve as an excuse to violate her: a hot or cold meal or hot ready on time; not being at
home when he anives; wearing clothes he doesn't like; crying children. In those cases, the man desists only when he feels she's learned the lesson Generally, the aggressors allege difficulty in remembering what took place in these situations Most women, meanwhile, consider themselves fortunate that the incidents were not worse, even though their injuries ar·e severe .. Generally they deny
the severity of their injuries and refuse to go for medical help This is the most violent stage of the
cycle and the shortest
The third and last stage, that of reconciliation, is characterized by a show of love and remorse on the part of the aggressor. Generally, the man begs for forgiveness, promises never to hit
the woman again and behaves seductively. He uses every available nick and st:Jategy to convince
her: he cries, implores, gives her all sorts of gifts, uses a third party to intercede, professes his love
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and remorse, offers different justifications for his behavior, blaming, among other things, jealousy
or alcohol, and asks her to help him change .. Usually, the battered woman wants to genuinely believe that her partner will not assault her again and drnams that his current behavior is tmly characteristic ..With this illusion and hope in the aggressor's promises and prodded by family pressure
to forgive him and give him another chance, the woman 1:Iiesto forget what happened. Sometinres
religious pressures intervene and the weight of the stereotypes that make the woman prinrarily responsible for the stability of the home and family unity ..If the woman has lodged any criminal action against the man, she opts not to go ahead with the process and withdraws the charges ..During
this stage the victimization of women becomes total From that moment, the cycle will repeat itself
indefinitely, unless it is broken in some way or ends in the death, either murder or suicide, of the
victim or he1 aggressor .
Current literature on the subject clearly explains the difficult situation in which women
find themselves: usually they ar·e enjoined to remain in the conjugal relationship for the good of
"family unity," that they be self~sacrificing, that they serve as shock absorbers for male violence-but if the woman remains and suffers the severity of that violence then she loses credibility in the
face of the question: why didn't she just leave? 20 Knowledge of this cycle is indispensable in understanding why women remain in a relationship marked by violence and to help them to get out of
it offering real and effective support from the components of the judicial system, from the institutions that aim to protect women and from the professionals who intervene in these cases: medical
doctors, psychologists, social workers, among others
Judicial system employees ar·e not in any way inrmune to the multiple stereotypes that predominate in our society regarding feminine gender identity and the male-female relationship. Io the
con1:Iary Even though many of them are sensitive to the problem they could react unconsciously,

20 JONES, supra note 6, p. 149
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conforming to entrenched patterns ..The New Jersey Advisory Committee of the United States Civil
Rights Commission in a 1982 report on domestic violence, for example, showed different ways in
which sexist attitudes and practices of judges and prosecutors filter into judicial processes The
report pointed out some of the sexist notions subsc1ibed to by judges and prosecutors:
(I) the notion that victims of domestic violence dese,ve the assaults against
them because in some way they provoked or caused them; (2) that the victims
of domestic violence should not protest the violence against them because they
receive, in tum, a good deal of benefits sic on the prut of their aggressors; (3)
that women victims of domestic violence do not deserve court assistance because a lruge percentage of women withdraw the chruges afte, filing them; (4)
that many of the victims don't permanently leave their abusive husbands and
therefore don't deserve help from the courts 21
An additional aspect of domestic violence that must be emphasized is the effect on the
children of the couple immersed in the problem. A clear correlation exists between domestic violence, child abuse and juvenile delinquency ..The statistics that prove the connection rue as depressing as they are revealing 22 In 1988 Boston City Hospital determined that in 60 pe1 cent of the
cases of child abuse, the mother was also a victim of domestic violence ..A 1985 study of the Massachusetts Depaitment of Youth Se,vices found that minors raised in homes where domestic violence is routine were more likely (74 percent more) to commit climes against a person and 26 times
more likely to commit a sex violation23
In Oregon, 68 percent of delinquent youth in treatment programs had witnessed the abuse
of their respective mothers or were themselves abused Sixty-thiee percent (63 %) of male youths
between the ages of 11 and 22 irnp,isoned for homicide in the United States had killed the aggressor of their respective mothers 24

21 Quoted in CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS, RECURSOS Y SERVICIOS A LA MUJER (CERES),

Preliminary Re-

port, Research Study on the Difficulties of the State in Implementing law 54 of August, 1989 (Center for Social Re-

search, UPR, 1993)
22 BUEL, supra note 8, page 4
23Id

24H ACKERMAN, IHE WAR AGAINST WOMEN; OVERCOMING FEMALE ABUSE 2 (1985)
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Adams, quoting several important authors, points out that "children exposed to abuse are
more insecure, more aggressive and more prone to depression." 25 Other studies indicate that these
minors are six times more exposed to suicide attempts, alcohol and drug addiction, running away,
prostitution and committing sex aggressions. 26 According to Adams, the studies suggest that early
exposure to the abuse of their mothers could be a significant indication of future wife beaters.

27

Custody and Domestic Violence
Act No .. 100 of June 2, 1976

28

amended Article 107 of the Civil Code to establish that

custody and the parental authority of minors will be granted to the mothe1 or the fathe, who, according to the comt "represents the best interests and welfar·e of the child .." In Marrero Reye, v..

Carda,

29

the Supreme Comt stated: "the following factors, among others, must be examined: the

child's preference, sex, age and mental and physical health; the love that each party in the controversy can provide the child; the ability of each party to adequately fulfill the child's real, moral and
econornic needs; the degree of adjustment of the child to the home; the child's school and community; the child's inter-relationship with the parties, siblings and other family members; and the
mental health of each party " 30 In Nudelman v.. Ferrer ,31 the Comt reaffitmed its opinion on the
matter
These factors are critical because of the it di.tee! impact on the children and the it relationships with other members of the family Howeve1, another factor ditectly related to custody is not

25 Adams, supra note 12, pages 7, 8 See also D. Kalmuss, The Intergenerational Transmission of Marital Aggres-

sion, 5 (4) I. MARRIAGE & FAM. 11 (1984); and G Hotaling & D. Sugarman, An Analysis af the Risk Markers in
Husband to Wife Violence.: The Current State of Knowledge, 2 VIOLENCE AND VICIIMS IOI (1986)
26 COMMONWEAL IH OF MASSACHUSETTS, DEPARTMENT OF YOUIH AND FAMILY VIOLENCE, A
SIUDY OF ABUSE AND NEGLECT IN IHE HOMES OF SERIOUS JUVENILE OFFENDERS 17-18 (1985)
28 33 L PRA sec .. 383
29 105 DP R 90 (1976) Before the passage oflaw 100 of 1976, the Supreme Court had declared that in determining
child custody, the comts must always be governed by the well-being and the best interests of the child. Rodriguez v
Gerena, 75 D PR 900 (1954); Camo v Melendez, 82 DP R 573 (1961)
3o Marrero, 105 DP R. p.105 (Emphasis added)
3l 107 D PR 495 (1978)
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on the list of c1ite1ia:domestic violence ..Although this is not about whether the list is conclusive OJ
not-since the Comt has pointed out that those factors would be investigated "among others"-the
fact that domestic violence is not expressly mentioned had led judges of instance to think that only
violence aimed directly at the children should be considered, concluding that past OJ present aggression between the couple is iuelevant comt social wOJkers say that the effect on the children of
this second type of violence (between the couple) does not need to be detected OJ studied in 0Jde1
for them to make their recommendations about custody and the parent-child relationship because
the supreme comt has not listed domestic violence as a factor to be considered.
Domestic violence affects children cognitively, emotionally and physically 32 In other
words, children are also its victims, even if violence is not directly aimed at them, because they
suffer acutely the aggr·ession between their parents ..Besides, children also learn from their parents
and imitate their behaviOJ: they also can behave abusively toward their mothers OJ duplicate the
pattern of violence in their own relationships ..Routine violence reinforces the idea that violence is
acceptable and an integral part of the process of becoming a man. Conversely, children who witness violence against their mothers 1isk suffe1ing psychological and behaviornl problems ..33
Before the passage of Law 100 of 1976 and the jmis prudential creation of divorce by
mutual consent, 34 violence between parents-even

indirectly-was

considered an element in de-

termining custody Grounds for divorce and child custody we1e based on the morality of the couples' behavior ..35 Thus, a plaintiff who obtained a divorce on grounds of "cruel treatment," automatically obtained the custody of her-his chilchen..36 In changing the focus of custody decisions
from the rights of parents to the best interests of the child, the relationship between the couple

32 LENORE WALKER, IRE BAITERED WOMAN SYNDROME 149 (1984)
34 Figueroa Ferrer v. ELA, 107 D PR 150 (1978)
35 Excepting divorce for reasons of separntion in which the concept of culpability does not apply
36 Civil Code Alt, 107 provides: In every divorce case minors will be placed under the care and parental authority of
the party in favor of whom a judgment has been decreed
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seemed to lose relevance. This situation became much more severe in cases of divorce by mutual
consent because, through the constitutional imperative of the right to privacy, nothing that transpired between the couple could be aired in the Comt. In addition, in those cases child custody and
parental authmity, as well as the mother-father filiation and suppmt are presented to the comt by
the stipulation of the couple .3 7
In othe1 words, in their determinations about custody the judicial system has been ignming
the negative effect of domestic violence on the children and on the post-divorce behavior between
the parents, and the relationship of each parent towards the children when violence has occmred
between the two F\rrther, how domestic violence can affect the father-mothe1 filiation is not invesligated
This attitude and behavim can even lead to granting custody to the victimizer par·ent, rewar·ding their be havim in the eyes of the child and of the victim of domestic violence. Or joint custody could very well be granted which, inevitably, will result in greate1 contact between the aggressor and the victim. That could pmlong post-divorce violence between the parties.
Nowhere is it established that the murder of a woman by her husband or ex-husband will
be taken into account to determine whether he should retain or recover custody and par·ental
authority of theil children We cannot exaggerate the grave harm produced when these children see
that the mmderer is paroled and gianted custody and parental authmity-that

is, if he had lost it-

ove1 them. The attitude society, the judicial system and agencies of executive authmity project
when this occurs is that of total indifference towards domestic violence or the viltual approval of it.
Nonetheless, we cannot conceive of a gieater destructive act against children than to deplive them
of thei1 mother by killing her..

3 7 Many women victims of domestic violence give in to their husbands' demands for control during divorce proceedings, either through fear of post-divorce violence or because they're emotionally exhausted or fearful of losing custody

of their children
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Acknowledgment of this problem of custody and domestic violence moved the U S .. Congress to propose Joint Resolution 1 72, approved by the House of Representatives Sept. 2 7, 1990
and by the Senate Oct. 25, 1990, which exhorts state courts to consider domestic violence in their
custody decisions 38 They have begun to take it into account.39
The acknowledgment by the Pue1to Rican Legislature that domestic violence has a detdmental effect on the children-to

the extent of making them victims-became

evident in the Do-

mestic Violence Law establishing a greater penalty against the aggressm when the violence is
committed in the presence of the children. 40 That fact, howeve1, has not had any effect on dete1mining custody
What has been considered is that established statutes or guidelines concerning domestic
violence as an important factor in dete1mining custody are inadequate----if they only indicate that
domestic violence is simply an added factor in detemrining the best interests of the child .41 In being
just one element among seve1al and in not indicating the relative weight it should be assigned, the
courts retain a high degiee of discretionruy power that can counte1 public policy on dete,minations
about custody, parental authority and father-mothe, filiation
Puerto Rico needs legislation

01

Supreme Court guidelines so that the traumatic reality of

domestic violence can be incmporated into custody decisions in order to adequately protect the
mothe1 who has custody over her children. Accordingly, it should also be recoguized that preventing additional violence---of eve1y vruiety-against

the mother will redound to the benefit of the

children .. I his suggests that decisions be made to giant custody to the mother, excepting the fathe1,
38HR Con Res. 172, 101st Cong., 2d Sess; 136 CONG REC. H8280 (1990)- approved by the House; 136 CONG
REC S 18,252 ( 1990) - approved by the Senate
39 SeeJ PENNINGION & E THOMAS, CUSTODY lIIIGAIION

ON BEHALF OF BATTERED WOMEN (1987)

(supp. 1988) which briefly swnmarizes how the states are handling the problem and the applicable psychological
literature; Note, Domestic Violence and Custody Litigation· The Need for Statutory Refonn, 13 HOFSTRA l REV

407 (1985); Cabn, supra note 33
40 1aw54,art 32(d),8LP
RA sec632(d)
41 American BarAsmciation's Model Joint Custody Statute, 15 FAM l REP (BNA) 1494 (1989)
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and that filial relations with the father be carefully regulated. Naturally, this requires a new and
deeper understanding on the pmt of the Legislature and the Judicimy about the realities of domestic
violence in order to dispel existing myths about it and the battered woman.

Analysis of Legislation and Jurisprudence

The Domestic Violence Act of Puerto Rico
A. Statement of Motives and Public Policy..42
With the passage in 1989 of the Law to Prevent and Intervene in Domestic Violence
(hereinafter, Domestic Violence Law

01

Law 54), Puerto Rico took an essential step towmd ad-

dressing the setious problem that physical, emotional and sexual abuse within a relationship implied for society ..In the law's statement of motives, om Legislature was elem in its assessment of
the seriousness and intensity of the problem and showed a fom and assertive will to address it
Supported by studies on the subject conducted over the last decades, the Legislature pmts
from the following conclusions in its statement of motives: "domestic violence is one of the most
complex criminal acts that our society faces;" "[even] though most incidents of domestic violence
me not reported to public secmity agencies, police statistics reflect almming tendencies;" "it is a
reality that incidents of domestic violence m·e manifested by a pattern of escalating aggrnssion, in
frequency as well as in intensity;" "chilchen who have been tmgets of domestic violence or come
from homes where incidents of domestic violence occm, cmry with them lifelong marks and patterns of violence;" "tolerance of domestic violence today contributes to the erosion of the family,
fosters criminality and undermines the values of human coexistence .."
An extremely important aspect regarding the Legislature's intention is that, although the
gender neutral language of the act implies that men as well as women can be victims of abuse, the

42 See Statement of Motives of Law 54 of Aug 15, 1989, Laws of Puerto Rico, 1989, p 22
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Legislature acknowledges and clearly expresses in its statement of motives that it is usually women
who are assaulted, emotionally abused and raped by theiI spouses. In this regard, the same statement of motives emphasizes that researchers estimate that in Puerto Rico at least 60% of married
women are victims of spousal abuse ..Faced with this quandary, the Legislature passed affomative
protective measures for victiins of abuse making the law comprehensive whereby such a civil protective measure as restraining orders co-exist with articles that typify certain manifestations of
abuse as criminal conduct and with measures aimed at education, awareness and, consequently,

the prevention of domestic violence. In addition, the law gives clear directives to the components of
the justice system about theiI functions in the prevention of and intervention with incidents of domestic violence .. It makes plain the obligation of the State to develop educational programs and
services designed to miniinize the social causes and effects of domestic violence.

B..

Definition of the Spousal Relationship

According to the law, the term couple includes a spouse, ex-spouse, mate or former mate,
a consensual partner or the progenitor of a child 43 The law thus recognizes different spousal relationships and protects these from incidents of domestic violence, further acknowledging that the
separation of the couple, or divorce, does not necessarily end the violence. However, the law does
not specify that the couple be heterosexual or whether individuals of the same sex can constitute a
couple. Nonetheless, the Commission believes that the term "couple" should include same sex relationships, especially regarding the possibility of issuing restraining orders .44 Regar·ding the penal
environment, where other iinportant factors are involved, the situation could be different

C

Restraining Orders or Civil Remedies

45

43 See Law 54, art I 3, 81 PRA. sec ..602
44 Aleida Varona Mendez, La,s 6rdene5 de protecci6n, FORUM, Year 6, No 3, p 22 (1990)
45 Law 54, ruts 21-2 8, 8 LPRA
secs 621-628
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In order to protect victims of aggression within a spousal relationship, Law 54 establishes
a civil remedy, proficient in obtaining through the Court of First Instance orders directing the aggressor to abstain from cettain actions regarding the abused person without requiting that criminal
charges be filed. Once an application fm a restraining order is petitioned, the court must issue the
parties a summons, subject to contempt, to appear within a petiod not exceeding five days .46
Nonetheless, restraining orders can also be obtained ex parte, in ce1tain circumstances:
when diligent effmts to se1ve the petitioning party with a copy of the court summons have failed;
when ptior notice would likely provoke the itreparable harm that the order intends to prevent; and
if the petitioning party shows that a substantial probability of intmediate Iisk of abuse exists.

The law stipulates that these ex parte orders be provisional. Once they ar·e issued, the
court must hold a heruing within five days ..As a consequence, an order could either lose its effect
or be extended for the runount of time the court deems necessary. 47
By the authmity confeued by law, the court can giant different kinds of restraining measures, such as orde1ing the respondent to leave the residence he shar·ed with the petitioner and forbidding him to return; ordering him to abstain from badge1ing, intimidating, thrnatening or inte1fering in any way with the petitioner or with her exercise of custody over the childten; and forbidding
him from approaching the home, school, place of busittess or employment of the petitioner..
On the other hand, itt issuing a restraining order, eve1y judge of the court of first ittstance
is equally authmized to make decisions regruding the childt·en of the pruties and their assets .. They
can award provisional custody of the childt·en to the petitionet and mder the payment of suppmt
fot them and to the petitioner as well. They can also order any provisional measure regru·ding the
possession and use of real and personal property whose use is shar·ed by the parties

4 6 law 54, art 2 4, 81 PR A sec 624

47 Law 54, art. 2,5, 81 PR A sec. 625
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In addition, the law anth01izes the comts to order payment of financial compensation for

ha,m to the petitioner as a result of spousal abuse .. That compensation could include, but is not
limited to, moving expenses, property repair, expenses for legal, medical, psychiatric, psychological, counseling and 01ientation services, expenses for accommodations and shelters and any similar
facilities, without prejudicing other civil actions to which the petitioner may have a right The law
stipulates, on the other hand, that these compensations be provided by the respondent. 48
It is impmtant to underscore that, ultimately, the law establishes penal remedies to force

compliance with restraining orders: every violation of these will be punishable as a misdemeanor or
as civil contempt 49 The law also obligates the Puerto Rico Police Department to provide adequate
protection to the party for whom the restraining order is issued, 50 and to make an arrest even when
the order is not in effect, if there is reason to believe that the mies of the restraining order have
been ignored ..51 Plainly, the law hoped to combat the general indifference of law enforcement officials in the face of domestic violence cases because they a,·e considered a private matter between
the parties ..

D.

Conduct Typified as a Crime

One of the more important points of the Domestic Violence Law is that which specifically
typifies as crimes a series of behaviors in the spousal relationship that have traditionally been seen
as intimate problems of the relationship itself Generally, as a consequence, the pertinent stipulations of the Penal Code were not applied to spouses, but were rigorously applied to persons alien to
this type of relationship behaving simila,ly. With Law 54, the Legislature wanted to make clear its
vision that domestic violence is by nature a criminal act and punishable ..Awa,e of the grave effects
of domestic violence, in the destruction of the family and in the problem of delinquency, nonethe-

48 See infra note 87 and accompanying text for an analysis of these rules.

49 Law 54, arts 2 8 and 2.6 (b), sec 628 and 626, respectively
50 Law 54, art. 2.7, 81 PRA sec. 627
51 See mpm note 49
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less, the Legislature believed that establishing harshe, penalties than those provided by the Penal
Code for similar conduct was vital, and would make a clear statement about the state's public policy regarding domestic violence ..
Aiticle 3.1 of Law 54 typifies the crime of "abuse," which sanctions the use of physical
force, psychological violence, intimidation or persecution against a person in a cUirent, or past,
spousal relationship to cause them physical or emotional hmm 01 dainage their personal prope1ty..
The penalty established for such conduct constitutes a felony: a yea,'s impiisonment subject to
mitigating circumstances (up to 9 months) or aggravating circumstances (up to 18 months}. A
penalty of restitution is also auth01ized in addition to the established p1ison tetm. 52
It is imp01tant to point out that the law recog:rrizesthe fact that psychological violence can

produce effects as se1ious, 01 worse, than physical violence.53 That understanding also constitutes
an acknowledgment that physical violence is uot the only means of control utilized in a spousal
relationship
The law defines psychological violence as "a pattern of constant behavior exercised to disgrace, discredit or degrade the value of a person, to limit access and administration of community
prope1ty, blackmail, constant vigilance, isolation, dep1ivation of access to food 01 adequate rest,
threats to dispute custody of the children, destruction of objects of sentimental value excepting
those that belong solely to the offender."
list that by nature must be open-ended-a

54

Obviously, this is a broad definition that covers-in

a

se1ies of acts that traditionally have been associated with

control tactics used by those who fall into domestic violence.
Our investigation showed that some people inte1pret Law 54 as requiiing the existence of a
pattern of behavi01 in both physical and psychological violence ..In holding this mistaken intetpre-

52 8LPRA
sec 631
53 See Esther Vicente, La Ley de Violencia Domestica y la actuaci6n politic.a de las mujeres en Puerto Ric.a, in
VIGILADAS Y CASTIGADAS 87 (CLADEM, 1993)
54 Law 54, art.1.3, 8 LPR A sec. 602
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talion reference is made to the definition of domestic violence in Article 1.3. Domestic violence
"means a pattern of consistent behavior in using physical force or psychological violence, intimidation or persecution." Some persons have liternlly 1:Iansferred this definition, without further
thought, to Article 3 1 which typifies abuse, concluding that the provision prohibiting physical
force should only be applied when the use of that force has established a consistent pattern of behavior. Consequently, a sole act of physical aggression would be outside the pmview of Law 54
and would have to be processed according to provisos of the Penal Code.
Now, as the legislative history of Law 54 shows, the intention of the legislators in typifying the c1ime of abuse was to " describe with clarity and precision behavim that constitutes domestic violence and that, through this legislative proposal, [we J wish to typify as crinrinal conduct." In that respect, it was pointed out:
Under om current penal code, most of the cases of domestic violence
contain elements of simple assault and aggravated assault typified by Articles
94 and 95 of the Puerto Rico Penal Code of 1974, as amended. In the Substitutive Proposal before our consideration the c1imes of Abuse and Aggravated
Abuse ate created which typify the behavior that constitutes domestic violence
in a specific way. This clearly arises in comparing the elements of crimes of
assault of the Penal Code to elements of the climes of abuse that ate proposed
in the Substitute Proposal.
The elements of the crime of simple assault contained in Article 94 of
the Penal Code previously cited, ate limited to the following:
(a) when a person uses force m violence against anothe1,
(b) to injme that person
The c1ime of Abuse that the Substitute Proposal proposes to typify in
Article 4 is much more specific regar·ding the conduct to be prohibited and requhes different elements of evidence that have been defined in Chapter 1 of
the measure ..To those ends, said Article 4 provides that such clime be configmed under the following circumstances:
(a) when the person uses physical force or psychological violence, intimidation or persecution;
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(b) on the person of the spouse, ex-spouse, or on any person with
whom they co-habit or have cohabited, or with whom they
sustain or have sustained a consensual relationship, or with
any person with whom they've had a child,

(c) to inflict physical harm on the person, their assets,
other, or to cause them grave emotional injury.

01

on an-

Even when some of these previously mentioned elements are present in
other crimes, the fact that according to the bill they are joined to the concept
of the spousal or consensual relationship, they especially typify a kind of behavior that so far is not sanctioned as a crime Given that the purpose of the
measure is to typify the crimes of Abuse and Aggravated Abuse, incorporating
those elements that were not contemplated in crimes of assault aheady established, the new crimes have the purpose of differentiating this kind of criminal
behavior and establishing a specific penalty for it. 55
As can be seen, in the discussion of the matter the "pattern of consistent abuse" is nowhere
mentioned as a central element in the crime of "Abuse" applicable to the index of behaviors: psychological violence, intimidation, persecution and the use of physical force On the contrary, it all
leads one to think that the intention of the Legislature was, besides adding other behaviors that
could be sanctioned as abuse, to channel every act of assault (physical violence) that takes place
within a spousal relationship which previously could be processed under Articles 94 and 95 of the
Penal Code-whether
conduct-by

the assault be one or several that could constitute a consistent pattern of

way of Articles 3 ..1 and 3 2 of the Domestic Violence Law.

Article 3..2 of Law 54 typified the crime of "aggravated abuse" with a fixed penalty of
thrne years, and with possible variations between a minimum of two and a maximum of five years.
That crime takes place when the crime of Abuse is committed and any of the following circumstances ar·e present:

55 See lnforme Conjunto del Sustitutivo a las P del 5 90 y 470 presented to the Juridical, Cultural Development and
the Social Safety Commissions of the Senate and to the Special Commission on Women's Affairs 8-19 (June 25,

1989)
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(a) When the person's dwelling or shelter is entered and abuse is
committed there in the cases of spouses or cohabitants when
they are separnted, or a restraining order is in effect ordering
one of the parties to vacate the residence; or
(b) when grave bodily harm is inflicted on the person; or
(c) when it is committed with a lethal weapon under circumstances that do not indicate the intention of murder or mutilation; 01

(d) when it is committed in the presence of minors; or
(e) when it is committed after a restraining order or resolution on
behalf of the victim of abuse has been issued against the accused; or
(f) the person is prompted, encouraged or forced to ingest controlled substances, or any other substance or means that alters
that person's judgment or to become intoxicated with alcoholic drinks; or
(g) when it is committed simultaneously with child abuse.56
As can be seen, the Legislature put more force into restraining orders conceiving abuse as
aggravated if these provisions were transgressed.
Law 54 also established the crimes of "Abuse by intimidation" and "Abuse by restricting
liberty," both as grave, with fixed penalties of 12 months and three years, respectively, which also
allow for mitigating or aggravating circumstances In both cases the possibility of restitution also
exists over and above the established prison term.

57

All that is needed to establish the crime of

abuse through intimidation is to threaten the spouse with bodily harm; the partner's valued assets,
except those that privately belong to the offender; or another's person. The second crime requires
the use of violence, intimidation or the pretext that the partner suffers from illness or mental defect
in order to restrict the victim's liberty with her knowledge.

56 Law 54, art. 3.2, 8 LPR A sec 632
57 Law 54, arts 3.3 and 3 4, 8 L PRA secs 633 and 634, respectively
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Article 3.5 on sexual assault within the maniage comprises one of the most impottant

I

contributions of the law. For the first time non-consenting sexual relations within a relationship,

I

including those between a manied couple, is typified as a crime. Regarding the latte,, it's worth

I

remembe1ing that aiticle 99 of the Penal Code of Puerto Rico penalizes "cainal access to a woman
not his own"58 and that provision has traditionally been criticized because it is based on the conventional view of mairiage in which the woman is sexually beholden to her husband, as his property, as well as the fact that it does not take in the possibility of the man being raped. 59 That confilms the validity of the stereotypes on which it is based ..The language of Article 3 5, however, is
broad enough to cover this aspect even when the law is primaiily aimed at combating domestic
violence against women, since it is more frequently the case
According to Article 3 5, non-consenting sexual relations, like the violation of Article 99 of
the Penal Code, can take different forms: through force, violence, intimidation or threat of grave
and inunediate bodily hmm; if the capacity of the victim to resist has been annulled

01

reduced

through soporifics, naicotics or means of another nature; if the person is incapable of understanding the act in the moment it occurs Also, if the victim is forced or induced, through abuse or violence, to paiticipate in or become involved in an unwanted sexual relation with third patties. As we
can see, the accused does not necessaiily have to have incurred in the sexual conduct: it is enough
to force the victim to have sexual relations with a third person.
Regaiding this c1ime, Law 54 standaidizes the penalties fo1 eve1y form of violation,

I

[

l

I
I

!
1

I

l

adopting the most severe penalty established by Article 99 of the Penal Code: a fixed penalty of 30
yeai·s, with possible vaiiations of between 20 and 50 yeais depending on extenuating and aggravating factors .. Nevertheless, the fixed penalty is doubled to 60 yeais, with vaiiations of between 40

58 33 LPR A sec .4061
59 See DORA NEV ARES-MUNIZ, COD!GO PENAL DE PUERTO RlCO 154-159 (Revised and Commentated, lnstituto para el Desarrollo del Derecho, Inc., 1993)
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and 99 years, if the fOJm in which force, violence, intimidation OJ threat of grave and immediate
bodily hatm ate involved, is committed after the protagonist has, without the victim's consent, entered her home or any other place OJbuilding where she may be, including their patios and patking
places; or when the parties ate sepatated and living in sepatate residences OJ have initiated a legal
divorce action ..

E.

Procedural Bypass

Aiticle 3 ..6 provides a bypass mechanism, available only under certain circumstances for
persons convicted of any of the crimes typified by Law 54 .. Through this mechanism, the court,

motu proprio or at the request of the prosecutor OJ the defense, can suspend every procedure following the conviction, and submit the convicted person to a conditional dischatge, subject to his
patticipation in a specialized rehabilitation progrrun that addresses the problem and that he remain
in it until its conclusion .60

F

Measures to Prevent Domestic Violence

Given the gravity of the problem that it intends to resolve, and conscious of the lack of
mechanisms to deal with it, Law 54 made the Commission for Women's Affairs responsible for
taking multiple steps to assure compliance with the public policy of the State Ainong them: to
study, investigate and publish reports; to develop sttategies that promote change in the policies and
procedures of government agencies; to promote the establishment of shelters and, above all, to
foster and develop educational programs to prevent domestic violence and orient and sensitize publie officials and professionals who, in one way or another, have to deal with the problem. 61
Unquestionably, the education process is essential because it deals, as we have seen, with a
problem that is finnly rooted in social patterns that ate difficult to change, with attitudes that re-

60 291 PR A sec..636
61 See Law 54, art 4 I, 81 PRR A. sec 651
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I
spond to stereotypes that generally operate at unconscious levels and with cultural conceptions that
are deeply rooted in society, It is also about a problem whose treatment requhes that every inte1venor have a ce1tain special knowledge of the human psyche and a high degree of sensitivity That is
one reason why the educational role should not rest solely on the Women's Affairs Commission,
but on every agency involved in implementing the law
With respect to judges, the Judicial B1anch has invested multiple effo1ts in doing that It
offered a seminar on domestic violence after a pedod of experience with the law 62 and issued various internal publications to address any doubts about the law, 63 An issue of Fomm, the judiciary' s
professional journal, was dedicated to the topic with articles produced by the Women's Affairs
Commission and by specialists on the subject

64

That issue has se1ved as a source of continuing

reference for the Judiciary and for internal education programs of the fustitute for Judicial Education,. Law 54 was included as one of the special laws singled out in mientations and training given
newly appointed judges,, Many regional mientations were coordinated with the Women's Affairs
Commission, 65 A special seminar on the topic with participating judges was coordinated with the
Department of Justice.

66

The topic was also included in mientations and seminars on judicial eth-

ics ,6 7 Judges and other officials have been encouraged to attend seminars and symposia on the
topic in the United States and other countries in order to develop internal resomces who could take
part in judicial education and mientation prog1ains for the community.,68 Judges have been encourage,d to participate in activities about the topic outside of the system. A sununruy of the second

62 Sept.21, 1990,
63 Memoranda of Sept. 24 and Oct.4, 1990, distributed to judges as special memos on the subject

64 FORUM, Year 6, No.3 (1990),
65 The dates were Oct 2,9 and 16 of 1992. In 1993 additional orientations were coordinated under the direct responsibility of the Women's Affairs Commission

66 Sept 3, 1993
67 For example, domestic violence was one of the topics discussed in session at the Judicial Conference of Puerto

Rico held in May, 1993
68 Sponsorship even included the participation of two female judges of the system at the International Congress of
Women Judges, dedicated to domestic violence and held in Rome, Italy, in May, 1994
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Report of the Women's Affairs Commission was published for the Judicia1y to reflect on the
prnblems encountered in implementing the law 69
Further, domestic violence was included as a topic of major impottance in this Commission's investigation. Precisely, the education and sensitizing of the Judicia1y about this prnblem is
one of the Commission's sh01t and long te1m goals .. Holding focus grnup interviews abont the
topic, with the pa1ticipation of judges, and discussing related aspects in the pa1ticipator investigation sessions the Commission orgairized as part of its resea1ch prncess, have also, unquestionably,
se1ved this purpose ..Finally, consonant with the objectives of this Commission, the Judicial Branch
pa1ticipated with the Women's Affairs Commission in prepa1ing a prnposal fot fede1al funds rmde1
Title IV of the Violent Crime Contrnl and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 ..The funds cotresponding
to the Judicial Branch will be ea1ma1ked for educational prngrnms about domestic violence to address specific prnblems identified by the Commission.
Despite all efforts and many additional exertions by the Women's Affairn Commission, the
response has not always been positive or the best There rue still those who refuse to accept the law
and those who have reservations about applying it. There a1·ethose who become excessively timid
in utilizing the many resources that the law offers, often with disastrnus results Unfortunately,
those who think and act that way rue not generally receptive to available alternative 01ientations:
most of the persons who benefit from them

aI

e aheady somewhat sensitized. It is essential that the

educational prncess in this a1·eawiden its radius of influence

The Federal Violence Against Women Act
On Sept 13, 1994, the Congress of the United States of America passed the Violence
Against Women Act,

70

a piece of legislation that constitutes a milestone in the struggle to eradi-

69 Violencia domistica: Status quo, FORUM, Year 8, No 4, p 3 (1992)

70 See 108 Stat 1902 et seq
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cate this grnve social ill Among other things, the law, which constitutes Title IV of the Crime Bill,
assigns funds to the states to combat violence against women,7 1 to increase security measures in
public IIansportation and parks, 72 to offer help to victims of sexual assault, to educate youth about
the problem 73 and to establish shelters 74 and community programs to prevent and address the
problem. 75 Funds ar·e also assigned to IIain judicial system personnel regarding the crimes of rape,
sexual assault and domestic violence. Subtitle B, Chapter 3, grants funds to government agencies
to foster the u·ealinent of domestic violence as a se,ious infraction (felonies) of the penal code 76
that funding implies acknowledgment of the severity of the problem of domestic violence on the
part of the u .s..congress and the fact that domestic violence is usually diiected against women.
This new legislation covers many ar·eas Among other things, it assigned funds to establish
a national hotline to help victims of domestic violence. 77 It creates categories of interstate crimes of
domestic violence 78 and interstate infractions of a resliaining order,7 9 each subject to restitution, 80
and establishes that resliaining orders issued in one state be honored in others

81

On the other hand, one of the most important conliibutions is the creation of a cause for
federal civil rights action for victims of violence motivated by gender .82 The right of every person
to be free of gender-motivated violence is acknowledged ..That violence must be indicative of grave
criminal conduct. It includes assaults, sexual violations, violence against property and the sexual

71 Subtitle A, Safe Street for Women, Chapter 2, 108 Stat 1910
72 Id. Chapter 3, 108 Stat.1916

73 Subtitle B, Safe Home for Women, Chapter 5, 108 Stat 1935
74 Id. Chapter 4, 108 Stat 1934

75 Id. Chapter 6, 108 Stat 1935
77 Id. Subtitle B, Chapter 1, 108 Stat 1925
78 Chapter 2 § 2261
79 Id.§ 2262
so Id § 2264
81 Id § 2265
82 Subtitle C, Civil Rights for Women, 108 Stat. 1941
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transmission of diseases. This action based on sexually transmitted diseases becomes even more
pertinent with the continwng growth in the spread of herpes and AIDS ..
The law specifically states that a person accused of a violent act which is cause for civil
action does not have to be declared guilty in the criminal sphere for the civil action to proceed ..
To create this civil right, the Congress grounded itself in the powers conceded by the fifth
th

section of the 14 Amendment and the eighth section of Article 1 of the US. Constitution

83

The

corresponding provision, contained in the Civil Rights Remedies for Gender-Motivated Violence
Act, states:
Any person (including a person who acts under the protection of any
statute, ordinance, regulation, custom or usage of State) who commits a crime
of violence motivated by gender and thus deprives another of the right [ to be
free from crimes of violence motivated by genderJ shall be liable to the party
injured, in an action for the recovery of compensatory and punitive damages,
injunctive and declaratory relief as a court may deem appropriate .." 84
It is convenient to clarify that conduct constituting domestic violence is the prototype of

violence motivated by gender In other words a person may sue then spouse for violating then civil
tight to live free of violence
The law confers concurrent jurisdiction to federal and state courts, including the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, regarding this cause of action In view of the concuuent jurisdiction of
local and federal district courts, a federal case for damages could be initiated against the spouse in
the Commonwealth courts

85

One of the advantages of bringing suit under the new civil tights law is that state restrictions against presenting actions for damages against the spouse, based either on spousal immunity

83 Id § 40302 (a)
84 Translated into Spanish in the original text
85 The advantage of filing suit in the federal court lies in that the suit can be aired in the presence of a civil jury,
which, usually, grants higher compensations than those allowed by state court judges
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or, as in other jUiisdictions, until the divorce is final or on other limitations, are vanquished. 86 In
other words, by not making a distinction between federnl law in those jUiisdictions where community property exists and those where there is a separation of property dUiing marriage, means the
law applies equally to all jmisdictions ..
At this point, it is fitting to analyze the implications of the action that created the federal
law and the action in damages that the Domestic Violence Law of Puerto Rico creates in those
cases in which the marriage between the victim and the aggressor is governed by the doctrine of
community property .. As previously mentioned, the local law establishes in Article 2 ..1 (i), 8 7 the
light of the petitioning party to indemnity as a result of domestic abuse, It determines the list of
expenses incUired, the sum of which must be reimbursed by the aggressor-respondent This list is
not exhaustive because the statute specifies that the indemnity is not limited to the items listed but
to all of the damages suffered, It also states that said indemnity does not prejudice other civil actions the domestic violence victim may have a right to, meaning action for damages under article
1802 of the Civil Code 88 In pointing out that said indemnity covers damages that the petitioning
party may suffer as a consequence of domestic abuse, it is understood that the suit covers damages
that stem from emotional and sexual abuse as well as from physical abuse,
Action for damages as established in the Domestic Violence Law does not exclude any
petitioning party, which means that the wife of the aggressm can also file for damages
Indemnity provided by the Domestic Violence Law of Puerto Rico, Law 54 of 1989, however, must proceed, according to the law, from the private property of the aggressor, Clearly, in

86

John Nichols, esq ,, according to James 1 Dam, Wife Beating a Civil Rights Action Under Crime Bill: Divorce
Lawyer, Will Be Affected, LA WYERS WEEKLY USA, Sep!'. 12, 1994, p, 16
Another advantage of the law is that the sentence can not be lifted in bankruptcy proceedings because it is based on
willful and malicious damages. Margaret Howard, professor at the Vanderbilt University School of law and Kathryn
Coleman, bankruptcy lawyer in San Francisco. Id
87 8 L PRA sec. 621 (i) (Suppl 1994)
88 31 LPRA sec 5141
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cases of violence between unmarried couples, between married couples governed by a separate
property regime or between married couples governed by a community property regime, although
the aggressor has private property, the petitioning victim can obtain compensation for damages
suffered ..When martied couples governed by community property law whereby the aggressor does
not own private propetty, the victim if she is not the wife ( that is, the concubine), could recover
damages also against the community property of the aggressor and his wifo.89 Under that possibility, the question arises, then, of the remedies open to the wife of the aggressor if she is the victim
It could be argued in the latter case that expenses listed in the local law are part of the re-

sponsibility of community property

90

That implies, consequently, that owing to the aggressor's

abuse, the victim not only suffers the effect of physical or emotional violence but her eventual participation in community property is also at risk. On the other hand, since generally, the man is the
aggressor in most cases, and, at the same time, controls access to community property assets, the
woman victim of domestic violence is impeded from incuuing in incidental expenses related to her
flight from the conjugal home, medical assistance, psychiatric or any other kind of help91
The provisions of Law 54 that compensation will proceed from the private property of the
petitioned party could be interpreted, however, in that the total sum of payments will be attributed
to the aggressor by dint of intentional criminal conduct, even though the community property responds in a subsidiary manner In this way, his participation in community property at the moment
of its liquidation for any reason will be reduced by the total sum paid for the danrages caused by
his violent conduct toward his spouse .. In this way, the public policy of restitution and civil action
for damages of Law 54 ar·e upheld .. Likewise the Civil Code provision that each spouse respond
individually to the fines and decisions imposed upon them. 92

89 Civil Code ait. 1310, 31 LPR A sec 3663
90 Id. ait. 1308, 311 PR A sec 3661
91 See Kantaravs Castro, 94 JI S 4, pp 11437,11440 (Judgment) (Justice Naveira de Rod6n, concwring)
92 Civil Code a,t 1310, 311 PRA sec 3663
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The Supreme Comt of Puetto Rico in cases involving parnnts and children, has established
the public policy of family immunity in the sphere of extrn-contrnctual civil responsibility The
concept of family unity applies whethet the childrnn were born within the maniage 01 out of wedlock This docttine "has changed considerably," since the initial mling 45 years ago in Guerra v.
Ortiz, 93 or at least the attitude of the Comt has been zigzagging." 94

Thus, civil action f01 damages of childrnn against their parents has been detetred, justified
on the basis of family hatmony and unity,95 except when the outlay of the compensation can be
covered by an insmance company 96 or, according to the Supreme Comt, when the family no longer
exists to protect

97

The Supreme Comt has readily faced the conttoversy-whethet

civil action for damages

can be brought by one spouse against the othet~in only one instance, Serrano v. Gonzalez, in
1948..98 At that time, the docttine established that compensation received for damages sustained by
the male or female spouse, was community propetty. Not until 20 yeats later, in rob/es ostolaza
vs u p.r .,99 did the philosophy change so that the compensation received in a civil action for dam-

ages becatne ptivate propetty ..
The state of law in 1948, up to 1976, made it incumbent upon the husband to administet
the community property. Therefore, it was up to him to decide whethet to sue even if it was the
wife who directly sustained the datnage ..In Serrano, supm, the Supreme Comt, mled against civil

The payment of ... fines and sentences imposed,, could be distributed against community property after the services
enumerated in Article 1308 are cOvered, if the debtor spouse did not have the private capital or it was insufficient;
but it will be charged to satisfy the concepts mentioned at the moment of liquidating the society

Sepulveda v. Maldonado Febo, 108 D PR 530, 532-533 (1979); Lugo Montalvo v. Gonzalez Manon, 104 D PR
372,374 (1975)
93 71 D p R 613 (1950)
94 Demetria Fernandez, Las acciones contra familiares: Amilisis de un problema claro y unajurisprudencia confundi-

dad, 2. REV DE LA ACADEMIA PUERI'ORRIQUENA DEJURJSPRUDENCIA Y LEGISLACION 1 (1990)
95 Martinez v. McDougal, 93 I IS 63 p.10648
96 Dmhus v. Nationwide Ins , 104 D .PR 60 (1975)
97 Fournier vs, Fournier, 78 D .P.R. 430 (1955) I his case is about an action for damages of a minor against her father
as a consequence of his having murdered his former wife, her mother
98 68 DPR

623 (1948)
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action for the wife, concluding that, as a manied woman, she lacked the capability to b,ing an action against community property and, therefore, the claim could not be grounds fm a suit Given
the legal stipulations and judicial interpretations of that time, it was impossible to consider a possible action fo, damages between spouses.
The Robles Ostolaza case not only established the personal character of compensation ,eceived for damages sustained by one of the spouses, but, as a sequel, since it dealt with a personal
asset, aggrieved women could now tum to the corn! to argue their rights fm damages without the
concrnrence of their husbands ..100
In Quintana v. Longoria 101 in 1982, the Supreme Corn! again faced a claim fo, extraconttactual damages of a wife against her husband, by "'.ay of a suit against a co-patty, f01 damages sustained by his fraudulent administtation of their community property .. On that occasion, the
Corn! did not state a general public policy ove, whether a damage action between spouses could
ensue ..The Cornt did, however, resolve the specific case by pointing out the following:
"Regar·ding damages experienced by the actions [of the husband] ... she
only stated that in a general way she was slightly nervous and that she took
medication .. The evidence is not convincing. Such a situation appears to be
nmmal, more a result of problems, inconveniences and anguish that a woman
goes through when her mar,iage ends in divorce after 27 yeai·s and she is
forced to go to the cornts to respond to this failure The remedy results in
costs and professional fees ."102
Even though the action for damages is not exprnssly admitted, it is not only because it
deals with an action between spouses .. In saying that " the evidence is not convincing," the Corn!
seems to insinuate that had the evidence been convincing and had it indicated an "abnmmal" situation, indemnity for damages would have been granted.

lOOId Civil Code art 93, 31 LP RA sec 286
101 112 D PR 276 (1982)
102 Id P 293 (citation omitted)
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In Aiticle 1313, 103 the Civil Code contemplates the possibility of a spouse or her heirs

bringing a suit against the other spouse for damages that he could cause the community property
by unilateral acts in acquiting

01

disposing of property dedicated to his economic activity, be it a

profession, indus1Iy or business. However, it specifically states: "This action will only be exercised
at the moment the community property regime ceases to exist " It is notable, therefore, how this
action expects to recover damages to community property (if anything remains after the dissolution
of the regime) and is mute regarding the damages sustained by the plaintiff.
More recently, in Ramos v,. Capana Dairy, 104 in the Supreme Comt's ruling to allow
the adjudication of a set-off suit that was never formally initiated between the defendant and the coplaintiff mother, accused as co-causer of the injmy suffered by the death of her son. The net effect
would be that the mother pay the father and brother of the victim a sum commensurate with her
responsibility. The defendant paid all of the judgment that cmresponded to the other plaintiffs and
sub1Iacted from the amount she had to pay the mother, a sum that propmtionately cmresponded to
her concmrent negligence ..In this manner, through the doc1Iine of set-off, the Comt indil'ectly acknowledges litigation between family members Ultimately, the final outcome is the same that a
lawsuit against a party between family members and co-plaintiffs would have produced. In this
case the mother and father were divorced and the minor plaintiff was the brother of the father of the
dead child. But the Comt did not clarify, as it did in the case of Fournier vs. Fournier, 105 that a
family constituted as such did not exist, a fact which permitted the set-off action ..It was necessary
to deduce that this leveling action would operate only in those cases in which the family remained
intact.

103 31 L PRA sec 3672
104 116 D PR 60 (1985)
105 78 D P.R 430 (1955)
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In Miranda vs ELA,

106 the Supreme Court re-established the doct:Iine that when a co-

causer and accident victim is chargeable with negligence, his OJ her concurrent culpability may be
opposed by third parties entitled to compensation for damages, that is, the co-plaintiffs who ar·e
also assignees OJrelatives of the actual victim, and have their compensation reduced proportionate
to the negligence imputed to the victim In that way, when the situation is one of concurrent negligence in which the actual victim is chargeable the defendant only has to compensate the coplaintiffs, including the victim, propOJtionate to the victim's negligence. Eliminated in these cases
is the possibility of set-off OJ compensation, and, therefore the indirect effect equivalent to extracont:Iactual litigation is not produced
However, in situations similar to Ramos vs Caparra Diary, Inc,

101

where the immediate

victim is not chargeable with negligence for age OJ mental condition, but a co-plaintiff' relative is
charged, the compensation to his parents or assignees who did not cont:Iibute to the damages will
be paid by the defendant Using the set-off factor, the defendant could lower the compensation to
the co-plaintiff co-causer party until the remaining co-plaintiffs ar·e reimbursed for what was paid
over then corresponding degree of negligence .. In othe, words, the Ramos doct:Iine remains intact,
implying, as previously mentioned, indirect acknowledgment by the Supreme Court of litigation
among relatives.
Even though, at face value, the compensation doct:Iine in concull'ent negligence cases is
ne1;1tralfrom the point of view of gender-based disc1imination, the doctrine has a dispropOJtionate
effect on women in those cases in which the actual victim is legally unqualified ( especially in the
cases of minors), and thus can not be charged yet a relative caring fOJ the victim is charged with
concurrent negligence. Due to the stereotypical pattern that holds women responsible fo1 looking
after children and other persons lacking legal capacity, in most of the cases in which concull'ent

106 94Jrs

152,p 519
107 116 D PR 60 (1985)
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negligence is imputed to the caretaker, the mother, the woman, will be held responsible fm prut of
8 Thus, it is the woman who will see her personal compensation ,educed, according
the drunages ..10

to the negligence attiibuted to her and also regruding the runciunt the defendant pays to the othe1
relatives
Nonetheless, it's wo1th asking whether the activity of eating fm a child or the disabled
benefits the community prope1ty, in which case the drunages produced by one or the othe1 spouse
by concmrent negligence is a responsibility of the community property 109 If so, compensation of

I
I

the defendant will not come from personal indemnity of either co-plaintiff spouse, which is individual, but from the community prope1ty. In this case, the net result to the spouses is equivalent to
establishing that the defendant pay the co-plaintiffs, as incfuect victims, only up to the pmtion of
his negligence, but pays total compensation to the minm

01

the disabled, as direct victims ..Payment

over and above the cmresponding pmtion of negligence can be dispensed by the defendant in equal
shru·es by setting-off the payments cmresponding to the co-plaintiff spouses

no

In any case, by either reducing the runount of personal indemnity to the mother co-plaintiff

co-causer of the injmy

01

filing a claim for compensation against the community property, the re-

sulting implication is equivalent to an extrn-contractual suit of one spouse against the other and of
the children against their mother

01

father .. If the negligence of a spouse can be imputed to com-

munity property, however, it could lead to a suit against the community prope1ty by family members ..
If the Supreme Comt insists on upholding the doctrine of family irmnunity, this action can

only occm if a person outside the family is accused as co-causer of the injmy, because by way of

lO&Jorres Pfaez v. Medina Torres, 113 D.P.R 72 (1982); Ramos Acosta v. Caparra Dairy, Inc., 113 DP R. 357

(1982); Ramos v Caparra Dairy, 116 DPR 60 (1985)
109 Lugo v Gonzalez, 104 DPR 372 (1995)
11DWe are aware that the compensation for the parents will be reduced, which is personal, when the obligation belongs to community property but this facilitates the transfer of funds to the minors because of the indemnity that is

theirs
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the direct setting-off doctrine, the co-causer father or mother indemnilies the child and the other
spouse with moneys from the defendant, not with community property funds ..111
We believe that Law 54 of 1989 impedes the establishment of the doctrine of conjugal immunity regarding extra-contractual suits that arise from domestic violence. To impose conjugal
immunity with respect to extra contractual civil actions that ensue from conduct that constitutes
domestic violence, conduct which is willful and intentional, " could be considered as a rejection of
the constitutional guarantee of equal protection before the law " 112 since the right to legal action is
acknowledged for other victims of domestic violence.
On the other hand, if an action for damages is initiated under federal law in a state comt,
local comts ar·e restrained from rejecting the suit based on the doctrine of conjugal immunity because that would constitute a violation of the supremacy clause of the Constitution of the United
States ..113 F\nthermore, to admit an action under federal law and reject the action for damages under local law would foster claims under federal law, to the detriment of and disregard for local law.
Considering the fact that the victim is a woman in nearly 93 per cent of domestic violence
cases, impeding an action for damages for intentional physical and mental aggression, could be
considered as having discriminatory impact against women since conjugal immunity in these cases
would be aimed at protecting the man .. Similarly with regard to family immunity before extracontractual civil actions in the cases of a par·ent's unfounded refusal to recognize a child born

111

In light of our realities and comparative law, the Supreme Court should revise the doctrine of family immunity
regarding extra-contractual actions Litigation between relatives is unknown. It takes place in the areas of inheritance
law, contract obligations and others. Nothing else needs to be said so that we all recognize the right to damages that,
because of its judicial creation, is probably the most modem areas of law. We cannot be blind to ow social reality
Fernandez, supra note 94, p 8.
112 Price v. Price, 732 S.W 2d 316,320 (Iex 1987)
113 That clause states:
This Constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties
made, or which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and
the Judges in every state shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or laws of any State to the Contrary
notwithstanding

U S Constitution, Art VI, Cl 2
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witltin or outside the maniage and in those cases in which the provider, male or female, without
justification fails to fulfill their obligation to feed the child.. 114 The absence of voluntary recognition of filiation is a problem exclusively caused by men. Likewise, the large majority of providers
are the fathers, since the mothers retain or are granted custody of the children. With the doctrine of
family immunity not only is the man and his assets protected but his refusal to fulfill legal responsibility and moral duty consequently increases the burden of their children on the mother. That is
another matrifestation of violence against women.
One of the limitations of Puerto Rico's legal code for action for damages against the
spouse is the prescriptive term of one year to take action because some incidents of violence could
remain outside the com!' s consideration unless the principle of continuous tort is applied to these
cases. Through this principle, repeated acts of violence occurring prior to the year the complaint
filed would be considered as part of the last injmy sustained because it deals with continuous conduct

Jurisprudence of The Supreme Court of Puerto Rico Related to the Problem of
Domestic Violence
Not until the decade of the 1980s did the term "domestic violence" appear in the jmisprudence of the Supreme Comt of Puerto Rico

115

The problem, however, had already been reflected

in innmnerable decisions involving murder, homicide and assault committed by men against their
wives, former wives, companions, lovers or concubines. 116 In 1981, a few year·s before the Law to

114 Martinez v. McDougal,93 J LS. 63, p.10648
115 In the United States, the proble:m of violence against women begins to gain importance among feminist groups in
the I970s. During this epoch the tenn "domestic violence is coined to refer to marital and spousal abuse See ANN

JONES, NEXT TIME SHE'll

BE DEAD 1-17 (1994)

116 On murders or homicides see, Pueblo v. Delgado Ramirez, 91 JI .S. 63; Pueblo v. Cepeda Rivera, 90 J.I ..S 6;

Pueblo v. Gomez Nazario, 121 D.P R 66 (1988); Pueblo v Torres Rodriguez, 119 D PR 730 (1987); Pueblo v
Montes Vega, I 18 DP R 164 (1986);Pueblo v. Castro Garcia, 110 D PR 644 (1981); Pueblo v. Guzman Toro, 107
DPR 700 (1978); Pueblo v. Belmonte Colon, 106 D PR 82 (1977); Pueblo v. Sulman, 103 D.P R. 429 (1975);
Pueblo v. Prados Garcia, 99 DPR 384 (1970); Pueblo v. Pantoja Aguayo, 97 D PR 236 (1969); Pueblo v Cruz
Pabon, 87 DP R 751 (1963); Pueblo V. Serbia Bonilla, 75 DP R 394 (1953); Pueblo v Segarra, 70 DP R. 484
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Prevent and Intervene with Domestic Violence was passed, Associate Justice Miiiam Naveiia de
Rod6n used the term for the fast time in her individual vote in Pueblo v. Esmurria Rosario .11 7
In that case the Supreme Court confirmed, through a judgment, the decision of the lower
court which declar·ed the appellant guilty of murdering his business partner and lover.. Ihe Court
did not allude in any way to the underlying problem of violence against women.. Justice Naveira, on
the contrary, dedicated most of her individual vote to a discussion of the problem, emphasizing that
domestic violence is one of the social ills that most affects Puerto Rico and that the problem transcends social classes She stressed the gravity of the problem as the basis fot denying the appellant
a suspended sentence
The opinion of Justice Naveiia in this particular case leaves no room for doubt about her
central role in our highest court regarding the discussion about violence against women. She
pointed out that the existence of an intimate relationship between the parties does not alter the seve1ity of the crime ..In this respect she said:
Ihe judgment in this present case recogriizes the high degree of violence
contained within its ciicumstance The fact that the victim was the lover of the
appellant, that the commission of the crime involved a high degree of emotional content, and that it dealt with what has been denominated a crime of
passion, should not be factors that have the effect of minimizing the nature
and gravity of the criminal act committed 118
In addition, Justice Naveiia issued a call to the justice system to respond affiimatively to
the grave situation that women in our country face and underscored the impmtance of the Judiciary
as a protagonist in the process of combating this social ill:

(1949); Pueblo v Leon Martinez, 53 D PR. 415 (1938); Pueblo v Torres 39, D. P R 605 (1929); Pueblo v. Rodriguez Dapena, 35 D PR 431 (1969), Pueblo v Torres, 34 D.P R. 651 (1925); Pueblo v Garces, 29 D.P.R. 1029
(1921); On assaults or attempted murder or homicide see, Pueblo v .. Rivera Carmona, 108 D.P.R. 866 (1979); Pueblo

v Fernandez Vazquez, 76 D PR 604 (1954); Pueblo vs Cintron, 53 D.P R 415 (1938); Pueblo v Jimenez, 48 DP R
14 (1935); Pueblo v. Ortiz, 45DP R. (1933); Pueblo vs. Colon, 39 DPR 118 (19299); Pueblo v. Conea, 34 D PR
884 (1926); Pueblo vs. Ruiz, 31 DP R 312 (1922); Pueblo v Bonelli, 19 DPR 69 (1913); Pueblo v. Garcia, 18
D PR 570 (1912)
117 117 D PR 884 (1981).
118 Jd. p.892
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If we cannot handle cases of violence, in this specific case against
women, with the appropriate judicial focus and interest, we mn the risk of
having those crimes considered as trivial and insignificant For those reasons,
we judges cannot ignore the severity of these crimes, patticularly, those
committed against women. To minimize their impmtance would be to limit the
effectiveness of intervention in these kinds of cases and would aggravate an already enmmous social problem.119
After the passage in 1989 of the Law to Prevent and Intervene with Domestic Violence,
one of the first cases to reach the Supreme Court was Pueblo vs. Lacroix Correa, 120 in which the
petitioner was charged with violating Article 3 .2 of this special law and Article 260 of the Penal
Code on disturbing the peace. His conduct was described as follows:
The petitioner Alejandro Lacroix Cmrea lived consensually for one (1)
year with the victim Lizette Malcun Valencia .. The relationship ended on September 15, 1988 because every time he became intoxicated, he assaulted and-insulted the victim, making cohabitation impossible.

I wo (2) months later, as Lizette waited for the light to change at an intersection, the petitioner physically and verbally assaulted her again. On that
occasion, he introduced his right hand through the window of the car in which
she was a passenge1, and smashed his fist under her cheek calling her a "diity
whore bitch " Immediately afterwards he challenged her neighbm Mr . Luis
Maldonado Bonilla, who rode with her in the car, to fight. 121
The accused pleaded guilty to disturbing the peace and aggravated assault to a lesser degree, as a result of a plea bargain arrangement made with the consent of the victim The Supe1im
Court, founded on the recommendations of the repmt ofihe Office of Probation Officers, sentenced
the accused to six months in jail for each c1ime, to be served consecutively, and denied him the
benefit of a suspended sentence.
By means of a sentence (which does not establish precedent) and because the petitioner had
no p1ior record, the Supreme Court modified the decision of the court of first instance, granting the
accused the benefits of a suspended sentence under certain conditions: that he abstain from irnbib-

119 Id. pp 893-894

120 90 JT S. 124, p 8215 (Sentence)
121 Id p 8217 (Justice Rebollo Lopez, dissenting)
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ing alcoholic beverages, submit to treatment for alcoholism and abstain from establishing contact
with the aggrieved woman.
Of great interest in this case is the opinion of the probation officer contained in his report
to the lower court, as cited in the Supreme Court judgment:
Regarding the case unde1 our consideration, the repo1t as presented by
the Office of Probation Officers reveals that: the petitioner Lacroix Co11ea has
no piior record, holds a bachelor's degree in accounting; he has a history of
employment, currently working as a sales representative for a car rental company earning a monthly salary of $1,580.00; he is the father of two adolescent
childrnn from a fmmer mariiage, who depend on him. Said repmt also reveals,
according to the probation officer who presented it, that the Petitioner manifests " ...adequate social conduct excepting a distorted vision of the feminine
figure as a consequence of his past marital experiences .. This incites him to
become aggr·essive toward women when he comes into contact with liquor.."122
Clearly, all of this seems to indicate that the probation officer gave little impmtance to the
"distorted vision of the feminine figure" and to the highly aggressive conduct of the petitioner since
the probation officer underscored that the petitioner observed adequate social conduct. On the other
hand, in conside1ing that the petitioner's past marital expedences caused his conduct, he gives the
impression that, possibly, the woman herself is responsible for that "distmted vision." Compounding that fact is that alcohol also seems to be held responsible fo1 anti-social conduct and not the
person who gets intoxicated and contributes to it In every respect, the aggressor is converted into a
victim who needs to be rehabilitated instead of sanctioned
Wmth noting is that on the basis of the probation officer's repmt, as the Supreme Court itself indicates, the majmity granted the benefit of the suspended sentence Although the judgment
could have been based primarily on the arguments in the first paragraph of the preceding citation,
there is no doubt that it gives the imp1ession of echoing, or of sharing, conclusions that are apparently based on stereotyped visions and disc1iminat01y cultural patterns which have been amply
identified and documented in the current liternture on the subject. The High Comt could be giving

122 Jd. PP 8216-8217 (Emphasis added)
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the impression of foste1ing or reaffoming mistaken postures on the prut of lower comts regruding
the problem of domestic violence, rooted in those srune concepts.
Justice Fede,ico Hernandez Denton issued a dissenting opinion in this case and was joined
by Justice Naveira. Both justices concmred that the petitione1 suffered from a grnve problem of
pe1petrating violence against the woman and that he must be imp1isoned because he represented a
menace to society in general, paiticulaily to women They emphasized that both the repmt of the
probation office, and the bistmy of the petitione, showed that the petitioner had previously been
repo1ted for assaults against women he lived with, a fact that the majmity paid little attention to.
The expressions of Justice Hernandez Denton, who exhmted the courts not to assume a
passive attitude towaids the situation of violence against women, demonstrated an advanced postme at the heait of the Supreme Court. Regaiding the case in question, he said:
It is evident that, besides a prison sentence, the conduct exhibited by the
petitioner requires that, additionally, he undergo psychological or psychiatric
tteattnent to address ...his aggression against women. Otherwise, to suggest
another solution will not only cause the petitione, to fail to fulfill bis social responsibility for bis criminal conduct, but he will also fail to be rehabilitated
and unfo1tunately will continue to be a tlneat to the women with whom he has
a relationship in the future ..123
On the other hand, he stt·essed the need to unde1stand that violence against women is a
problem independent of alcohol abuse which should not be seen as justification. In this respect, it is
oppmtune to emphasize that aggressors tend to explain their acts of violence as provoked by external stimulants, by which they attempt to down play their own responsibility fm their actions .. To
that end, Justice Hernandez Denton quoted the following from a study done by the Puerto Rican
sociologist Ruth Silva Bonilla:
Although men tty to excuse their behavior occasionally alluding to
"jealousy" or "drink" (Gonzalez Dfaz), in reality any aspect can be offered in
the subjective perception of men as a reason for their aggressions against
women. Ihus, food that is cold 01 "too" hot or not ready on time; or the ternpm ary absence of women from their homes when they a,1ive; that women
l23 Id. P .6220 (Justice Hernandez Denton, dissenting)
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wear clothes they don't like; or to hear the chikhen c1ying; any slight domestic
episode could be escalated in the mind of the aggressors, to the category of a
catalytic agent provoking their rage and violence." 124

Pueblo v, .. Gonzalez Roman

125

represents the first opinion in which the Supreme Court

deals with the "battered woman syndrome .." The facts are as follows: Mruina Gonzalez Roman was
accused of homicide after she killed he1 husband dUiing an rugument between them She had been
physically and emotionally assaulted by he1 husband on many occasions. The coUit of instance
blocked the defense from presenting expe1t witness testimony on the so-called "battered woman
syndrome," a novel approach within the ru·ea of legitimate defense widely discussed in North
Ame1ican docttine ..Defense for the accused turned to the Supreme CoUit which 1evoked said decision
The high coUit' s decision is of major importance since it opened the doors in om jmisdiction for the admission of expett testimony on the "battered woman syndrome," albeit within the
context and complementruy to evidence of self'defense. That is, it was admitted, but not as a defense pet se or independently.
Arguing for the Comt in this regrud, Justice Rebollo exrunined important considerations
about domestic violenc.e and the condition of the battered woman, opening up to the most recent
studies on the subject.
Regruding the "battered woman syndmme," the Comt said: "Said syndrome attempts to
desctibe a se1ies of chruacte1istics that rue common to abused women, ove1 a prolonged pe1iod of
time, by her spouse or companion .." 126 In addition, the Comt quoted D1.. Lenore Walker, a recog-

124 Id. P8219 Citation of RUTH SILVA BONILLA ;AY!, ;AY!, ;AY! AMORNOMEQUIERAS
MARCO SOCIAL DE LA VIOlENClA CONIRALAS MUJERES EN LA VIDA CONYUGAl
(Centro de Investigaciones Sociales, UP R.)
125 92 JI S 17, p.9214
126Id. p.9218
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nized authmity on the subject, on the requirement that the couple had to have gone tlnough the cycle of violence at least twice before the woman is considered abused in line with the syndrome 127
Although om highest court established the admissibility of expe1t testimony on the
"syndrome" in our jurisdiction, it limited itself to mentioning that said syndrome is a group of
characteiistics common to abused women.
The "battered woman syndrome: is based on two themies: the cycle of violence and the
themy oflearned helplessness. Accmding to D1 Lenore Walke1, who coined the te1m, the cycle of
violence is composed of tln·ee stages:
The first is characterized by small incidents of abuse that escalate over
time ..The woman remains passive even though she tries to console or limit the
abusive behavior of the oppressor ..The second phase is the actual abuse It is
characte1ized by an acute act of violence in which the aggressor loses control
and the woman feels poweiless to stop the aggression. The last phase begins
when the violence stops ..The aggressor feels remorse at his behavior and begs
his victim fo1 forgiveness ..As she forgives him, a tranquil peiiod begins If this
cycle is repeated a second time, the woman is classified as abused .. 128
The themy oflearned helplessness postulates that as a result of abuse, the woman "learns"
that her behavim is not related in any way to the abuse she is subjected to ..In other words, any action on her pait would not change the situation she's going through. She feels helpless, unable to
foresee 01 control the violence; consequently she is demmalized and deadened. 129
Expe1t evidence that is presented in these cases " has the purpose of helping the judge
comprehend the singula, perspective-consisting

of foai and character flaws-of

the battered

woman accused of killing her husband .." Regaiding this point, the Court quotes extensively from
Schneider's "Women's Self' Defense W mk and the Problem of Expe1t 1 estimony on Batte1ing ." 130
"Expe1t testimony can present a different picture by demonstrating that
the battered woman was a victim. Introduction of expe1t testimony is impmtant because a battered woman who explains a homicide as a reasonable and
127 Id. (Citing LENORE WALKER, IHE BATTERED WOMAN (1979).
128 Pueblo vs Gonzalez Roman 92 J .T..S 17, p 9221 (Justice Naveira de Rod6n, concwring)
129 Lenore Walker, et al, Beyond the Juror's Ken. Battered Women, 7 Vt 1 REV. 8-9 (1982)
130 Gonzalez Roman, 92 J LS. pp. 9218-9219
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necessary response to abnse in the home, threatens deeply held stereotypes of
appropriately submissive female conduct and of patriar'chal authority, Expe1t
testimony on the expeiiences of battered women can also answe1 specific
questions that are in the judge's and juror's minds of why the batteied woman
didn't leave her home, why she may not have reported the batte1y to the police, and, most importantly, why she believed that the danger she faced on the
particular occasion was life-threatening In short, it can show that her conduct
was reasonablel3 1
Taking as a basis the decision of many stateside comts, on the grounds of the foregoing
reason, to admit expe1t testimony on the battered woman syndrome within the context of legitimate
defense, the Supreme Comt of Puerto Rico also decided to admit it on the same te1ms, This implies, of comse, that the requisites of legitimate defense established by Article 22 of the Penal Code
on Causes to Exclude Responsibility,
L

132 have

to con cw., These are:

That the accused show evidence to believe dange1 of death or grave bodily harm are
imminent;

2, That a rational need exist fo1 the means used to impede or repel the injmy;
3,, That provocation did not exist on the part of the person invoking the defense; and
4

That no unnecessary injwy was inflicted to 1epel or avoid the aggression,

Now, for it to apply to the defense, the doctrine has traditionally demanded that it be determined whether a reasonable person in the position of the accused would believe it necessary to
kill the aggr,essor to avoid injmy, This is what has been called the requisite or objective ciiterion,
That is to say, the conduct evaluated should be what a reasonable person would have followed under the same circmustances,
In adopting the posture that the syndrome is not a defense independent of legitimate defense, the majority opinion in Pueblo vs,, Gonzalez Romdn made the objective ciiterion equally
applicable in cases of battered women accused of killing their husbands or companions, Nonethe-

l3l SCHNEIDER, WOMEN'S SELF-DEFENSE WORK AND IRE PROBLEM OF EXPERT IESIIMONY ON
BATTERING. (!986) Translation by Commission in orginal text in Spanish
132 331 PRA

sec.3095
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less, in its argument, it appears to recognize, regarding such special cases as these, the need to
consider the emotional state of the accused as an abused woman,
The above, however, was not completely clear, which was what led Justice Naveirn to issue a concuuing opinion in the case., In that opinion she explains objective criterion:
Said criterion does not permit the judge of the facts to consider any particular characteristic of the accused, Therefore, it is not adequate to apply it to
an abused woman since it doesn't permit the judge of the facts to consider the
personal experience of a woman in a relationship of repeated abuse., Since this
criterion does not take into consideration the effects of violence or the warnings or threats of future violence, the courts that have recognized the circumstances of an abused woman have adopted a criterion denominated subjective
that is broader than the objective., Accordingly, the courts should allow the
judge of the facts to determine if the circumstances are sufficient to induce the
accused to honestly and reasonably believe that she had to use force to defend
herself from inuninent harm The basis to support this is that the conduct of
the abused woman should be evaluated on the basis of a criterion that contemplates the ciicumstances that gave rise to her behavior, 133
F\uther along she adds:
In cases of abused women it is justified to apply the subjective criterion
of reasonability in determining whether legitimate defense ensues or not. Interpreting legitimate defense under this new perspective requiI'eS that we liberalize its applicability in the light of complex situations encountered by the victim of abuse., An abused woman, albeit acting in self defense, frequently does
so in a way that does not conform to the traditional elements and concepts of
that defense 134
The statements of Justice Naveira, without a doubt, summarize the most cuuent opinions
on the subject, Justice Hernandez Denton also issued a separate opinion which follows the same
diI'ection as that of Justice Naveiia.135 In affirming the iinportance of expert testiinony in these
cases, he indicated that the expert can testify about the reasonability of the accused's belief that
injury was imminent. To do that, of course, her mental state must be considered

133 Gonzalez Roman, 92 J I .S p 9221 On this point, Associate Justice Naveira de Rod6n cites W Steele and C.W
Sigman, Re-examining the Doctrine of S'eljDefense to Accommodate Battered Women, 18 AM J, CR™ L 169,170
(1991) and R. J. Willoughby, Rendering Each Woman Her Due. Can a Battered Woman Clain S'elfDefeme When She
Kill, Her Sleeping Batterer', 38 KAN 1 REV 189-191 (1989)
134 /d
135 Id, p 9222
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The case of Marina Gonzalez Romdn reached the attention of the Supreme Court again
Through an opinion of June 20, 1995, om highest comt reversed the verdict of a jmy that had
found Gonzalez Roman guilty of homicide and acquitted her.. The opinion of the Court was issued
hy Associate Justice Hernandez Denton. Associate Justices Fuster Be1linge1i and Negron Ga:rcfa
dissented in written opinions ..136 Associate Justice Rebollo Lopez dissented without an opinion.
The Court concluded:
As a manne1 of surnmruy and conclusion, we :reiterate that the proof of
the Public Ministry demonstrated that a struggle took place between Gonzalez
Roman and he1 husband unprnvoked by her and that she, perceiving he1 life
threatened with lethal weapons, a knife and a hammer, had to defend herself
The action of Gonzalez Roman falls within the traditional scheme of legitimate
defense since it fulfills the requisites of Art. 22 of our Penal Code 137 Under
these circumstances, it is not necessruy to consider the applicability... of the
battered woman syndrome as a complement to legitimate defense .138
At the beginning of its opinion, the Court discussed the use of the battered woman syndrome in the courts . It pointed out that the syndrome does not constitute an absolute defense exempt from responsibility"
Its application is circurnsciibed to those cases in which the action of the
woman victim of violence does not fall within the traditional frrunewmk of
legitimate defense, by the appruent inapplicability of the :requisites of imminence and :reasonableness that Att 22 requires ..139
1he High Coutt, in its decision, pointed out that the syndrnrne is pruticulruly applicable in
those cases where the abused woman does not kill her aggressm-cornpanion while he is abusing her
but that she does so in a period of relative calm. Likewise, it mentioned that the syndrome is also

136 Associate Justice Negr6n Garcfa dissented because he considered the majority opinion to be based "on a factual

configuration not borne out by the evidence believed by the jury," Associate Justice Fuster Berlingeri dissented because he felt conflicting versions of the facts existed ..He concluded, therefore, that the appellate corut was obliged to

respect the jury verdict since neither passion, prejudice nor manifest errorwas proven
137 33 LPRA sec. 3095
138 Pueblo
Gonzalez Roman, 95 LI S. 86, pp 983, 989-990 (Footnote omitted)
139 Id. p 987

v,
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used in those cases where the woman kills he, aggressor dming an attack whereby she was not
threatened by a lethal weapon. 140
The Comt explained that in both cases expe1t testimony should be presented jointly with

I

I

evidence of specific acts of the victim, as set out in Pueblo vs..Martfnez SoU, 141 In that case, the
Comt gave a libetal intetpretation to the statute of legitimate defense since it pennitted the presentation of evidence about specific p1i01 actions of the victim ..In that case, presenting evidence about
specific acts was aimed to prove to the jmy that the mmder victim had been the first to attack and
so conoborated the accused's version of the facts.
The decision to absolve Gonzalez Roman despite the jmy' s condemnatmy mling , was due
to the fact that the Comt believed that an eum in law had been committed that metited revocation
The jmy eII'ed in not detetmining that they faced a case in which all the requisites to prove legitimate defense were present. The Comt stressed that the Prosecution could not prove the culpability
of the accused beyond a reasonable doubt, thus het acquittal was in order.
In explaining that the evidence presented showed all of the requisites iequired to invoke

I

legitimate defense, om highest comt declared:
It was proven that a struggle ensued between Gonzalez Roman and hex
husband in which she was threatened with a lethal weapon .. She had reason to
believe that she was in imminent dange, of death or grave bodily hrum; she
also had reason to impede or repel the injmy because her life was in danger at
the hands of an rumed man who was intoxicated and whom she knew to be
violent 142
In its discussion, the Com! considered the ptim knowledge of the accused of the her com-

panion's violent chruacte, In this way, it applied the concept of broade, legitimate defense, which

140 In cases in which the abused woman kills her aggressor under confrontational circumstances in which she was not
threatened with a lethal weapon, it is necessary to take into account her knowledge regarding force and violence
shown by the aggressor on previous occasions in order to demonstrate that, at the moment she killed him, she reasonably believed that her life was in danger. Naturally, being choked, punched or kicked, among other things, can
cause death as much as being shot or knifed
141 91 J I.S. 29, p 8480

142 Gonzalez Roman II, 95 J I S p 988. (Emphasis added)
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puts aside the traditional objective critedon and moves closer toward the subjective c1ite1ionwhich

Pueblo vs Mart(nez introduced ..In adopting a more flexible c1ite1ion to inte1pret the statute of legitimate defense-a hybtid of objective and subjective c1ite1ia-the Supreme Comt of Pue1to Rico
assumed an advanced position that will help abused women obtain justice in the comts of our
countty

143

Recently, there has been a discussion over the "battered woman syndrome" and the disadvantages of expe1t testimony on that "syndrome" when abused women kill then husbands or companions, The debates have ruisen over the following points: (1) 1isks of greater victimization and
stereotyping of women, (2) concerns ove1 the exclusive application of the syndrome to a limited
numbet of abused women, (3) the limitations of this themy in view of other themies that suppmt
the capacity of abused women to take action and place them in positions of active resistance, instead of positions of progressive helplessness and passivity

.144

Ann Jones has commented on the negative effects that expe1t testimony on the battered

woman syndrome in c1iminal proceedings can have against the women themselves:
Tiying to explain to jurors why women who killed battering men hadn't
simply left, expe1ts rugued that batte1ing leaves many women with a sense of
helplessness The comts, which at fast refused to admit the expett's testimony, have now accepted the concept of "battered women's syndrome" with a
vengeance They have whittled the legal understanding of "battered woman" to
such a fine point that few living women fit the desc1iption These days, battered women who got angry, or fought back, or called the cop, or took the
batterer to comt, or bought defensive weapons, m left,-which is to say, most
women who ru·ebattered--don't qualify as "helpless.,'' Put up against the legal
definitions of the "battered women's syndrome", they seem to be impostors143

We should point out that even though the Court did not deem it necessary to apply the battered woman syndrome
to this case, since all the requisites of a legitimate defense approach were present, it based a large part of its presentation of the facts of the case on the testimony of expert Ursula Col6n who testified about the batteredwomen syndrome and the particularabusive situation of Gonzalez Roman
144 For critiques of the battered women's syndrome and its application in the courts, see, Anne M Coughlin, Excusing Women, 82 CAL. l REV. 1 (1994); Note, Developments in the Law:·Legal Response5 to Domestic Violence 106
Mihajlovich, Does Plight Make Right The Battered Women Syndrome, Expert
HARV 1. REV 1498 (1993); l\;'Iira
Testimony and the Law of Self Defense., 62 IND, l,J 1253 (1987)
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not real battered women at all, but bad girls and heartless killern.. They ar·e
punished accordingly.145
Despite the criticism that has been leveled against the battered woman syndrome, 146 the
Commission recognizes that in many cases expe1t testimony about the "syndmme" is the only
means available to familiarize the Judiciary and the jmy with the problem of domestic violence ..
The "syndrome" is also a way out for women who have gone to the extrnme in killing a companion
who has subjected her to a pattern of constant assault and abuse ..

Court ofAppeals Decisions on Domestic Violence
Dming its b1ief duration, from November 1992 to June 30, 1993, the fmmer Comt of Appeals of Puerto Rico considered various cases that dealt with domestic violence .. In its decisions,
the Comt emphasized the seve,ity of the problem of violence against women and its grave consequences fm the Puerto Rican family and for society in general. The inte,mediate appellate forum
radded the subject of domestic violence with a high degree of awareness about the gravity of the
problem.
The irnpmtance of these cases does not exactly lay in the judicial approaches considered,
but rather on their factual situation .. The decisions establish as the standard for the comt of first

145 JONES, supra note 114, pp 102-103 (Commission translation in the original text in Spanish)
146 Alan M. Dershowitz, professor at Harvard University Law School, has criticized the use of the battered women
syndrome as a defense. In his book titled 1HE ABUSE EXCUSE AND OTHER COP-OUI STORIES AND EVASION-S OF RESPONSIBILITY (1994) Dershowitz proposes that the courts have been swamped by a series of syndromes presented as defenses in murder cases and homicides, for example, the battered woman syndrome, the abused
child, traumatic and post-traumatic rape, among them
According to Dershowitz, the purpose of presenting expert evidence about these syndromes is to go beyond the responsibility of the person who committed the crime to the person who abused it or in some way caused the crime to
be committed The subliminal message is that the murder victim is the real delinquent His concern is that it encourages persons to take justice into their own hands, which increases violence
Dershowitz's proposals have been characterized as alarmist by Charles P. Ewing, psychologist and professor of law
at the New York State University at Buffalo. Ewing believes that accepting the battered woman syndrome does not
represent a relaxing of standards, rather it is an effort to rectify a situation of gender-based discrimination that occurs
in the judicial system and to incorporate new concepts into the law
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instance a view of the problem of violence against women free of the stereotypes which have trnditionally dominated considerations on the subject, clearly aware of its severity and ctiminal nature
In Pueblo vs. Victorero Pernas, 147 the appellant had been judged and found guilty of aggravated injmies and infraction of Aiticle 3 .3 of the Law to Prevent and Inte1vene with Domestic
Violence( abuse by threat). The defense requested the benefits of a suspended sentence. The probation officer turned in a report to the comt, recommending that the privilege be denied The sentencing court accepted the report's recommendation and denied the petition of the defense.
As the basis for denying the suspended sentence, it was mentioned that since the appellant
had manied the victim he had stopped working and was supported by her He physically and ve1bally abused her and consumed alcoholic beverages excessively. Despite their divorce, the appellant continued to threaten the victim with death. Later she moved to the United States where she
suffered an assault that forced her to return to Pue1to Rico She permitted him to remain in her
home until she recuperated. After a time, she asked him to leave ..The appellant began to d1ink and
to threaten her .. On the day of the episode, he threatened to kill her and destroyed the windows of
he, ca,
The Appellate Comt took into consideration the seiiousness of the facts that were reported
by the probation officer and resolved that the sentencing comt did not abuse its discretion in denying the appellant the ptivilege of a suspended sentence.
In Pueblo vs Miro Hudge, 148 the appellant, a policeman, murdered his pregnant wife using his regulation fireaim The events took place at their home in the presence of their two-yeai-old
daughter The appellant was chaiged with murde1 in the first degree and was found guilty of mmder in the second degree

14 7 SSAP 92-0004. Sentence of November 23, 1992. Panel composed of judges Antonio J Amadeo Murga

(Deponent), Angel Gonzalez Roman and Liana Fiol Matta
l48 SSAP 92-0063, Sentence of February 22, 1993 Panel composed of judges Hiram Sanchez Martinez, Jorge Segarra Olivero (Deponent) and Jeannette Ramos Buonomo
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During the 1:Iial, the defense presented evidence to establish the mental incapacity of the
accused at the moment of the incident. The defense expert described the victim's mnrder as a
"crime of passion," a product of a violent relationship and dialogue that swung between love and
hate ..Hate "'because she didn't cook for him or have clean clothes for him and would put on makeup," among other things ..
The Appellate Court confumed the sentence dictated by the court of first instance and detemrined that the evidence for the defense did not refute the presU111ptionof sanity, rather it
"demonstrated more a repeated criminal conduct of marital abuse as a response to the emotional
conditions that ended with the death of [the victim] " The Court stiessed that the conclusions of the
expert witness for the defense "responded to a stereotyped vision of gender, which stemmed from
an epoch whereby the woman victim was blamed and the male aggressor excused .." The Court proceeded to point out public policy grouped in the Law to Prevent and Intervene with Domestic Violence and to conclude that, by accepting as plausible the psychological theory of the expert witness
for the defense, it would have to then justify every domestic violence behavior, including its maximum expression: murder of a human being.
In Pueblo v,. Ayala Santana, 149 the appellant was found guilty of violating Article 3..2 of
the Law to Pr·event and Intervene with Domestic Violence .. On appeal, it was pointed out that the
application of the law was in error since the relationship between the couple was adulterous. It was
argued that the purpose of the law is to combat domestic violence which constitutes a serious
problem for the Puerto Rican family and that, under the protection of the law, an adulterous relationship which hardly contributes to Puerto Rico's family and social welfar·e should not be put on
the same level with the concept of family and home.

149 SSAP 92-0084, Sentence of May 25, 1993 Panel composed of judges Jocelyn L6pez Vilanova, Liana Fiol Matta
and Antonio J Amadeo Murga (Deponent)
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The Coutt of Appeals resolved that the Domestic Violence Law cleaily states that it is
applicable to individuals who have sustained consensual relationships, independently of their civil
status The Comt declai·ed that the law protects the family and every citizen in general who comes
up against a situation of violence caused by a person with whom they ai·e sustaining, or have sustained, an intimate relationship
In Pueblo vs Villegas Valcarcel, ISO the appellant murdered his wife at their home, while

the victim was cai,ying he, fout-yeai-old daughter and in the presence of the appellant's sister and
the mmder victim's other three young daughters. He was accused of murder in the first degree and
attempted mutder. Following a trial by jury, he was found guilty of murder in the second degree..
On appeal, the appellant alleged as an error that there was not enough proof to support a guilty
verdict for second degree murder.
The facts of the case, as summaiized by the Court of Appeals, were the following: while he
aigued with his wife in front of the children, the appellant got his revolver, prepared it, put it behind the television set and later under his belt He sent for his sister and when she ai,ived, the appellant had the victim grabbed by her hair. She was cairying her daughter at the time .. The appellant then shouted: "I'm going to kill this bitch>' The appellant himself later admitted that the victim
was unarmed, that he had the weapon and that he fired a shot An autopsy revealed that the cause
of the victim's death was the laceration and perforation of internal organs due to two bullet
wounds.
The Court of Appeals determined that the evidence before the jury would have been
enough uot only to declar·e him guilty of mmde1 in the second degree but also to sustain a verdict of
first degree mmder. The sentence imposed by the com! of first instance was confirmed

150 SNAP 93-0007, Sentence of June 4, 1993 Panel composed of judges Jeannette Ramos Buonomo (Deponent),

Hiram Sallchez Martinezand Jorge SegarraOlivero
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In Pueblo vs.. Pietri Villanueva, 151 the People of Pue1to Rico appealed a decision of the
comt of instance in which the 10-yeai sentence imposed on the respondent (Pietii) fm killing his

wife with a hammer was suspended. According to the sentence dictated by the Comt of Appeals:
The body of the [victim] was found between the bed and the dresser. It
showed blows on the face and the head. The skull was destroyed. There was
blood on the floor and the walls .. A hammer and a piece of a blade were confiscated. The hammer, bloodied, was lying on the dresser The knife blade also
had blood. A bloody mop was confiscated. The pathologist noted eighteen (18)
lacerntions shaped like a half-moon on the tight side of the face, fom (4) lacerations on the left side of the head, laceration and evacuation of the 1ight eye,
lacerntion of the 1ight eyebrow, laceration and cuts on the left cheek, ab, asions
on the neck, bmises on the stomach and the navel All produced by hamme,
blows. The brain was lacerated in those ai·eas where the bone comprnssed it
The tight eye had burst but within its 01bit. The wound could have been produced by a knife or any other shaip, pointed object The victim was facing
fmwaid. 152
It was also revealed that the respondent had said that his wife was going to leave him and
that he could not live without he,, which is why he killed her.
The respondent was accused of mmdet in the second degree and was found guilty of
homicide. The comt sentenced him to ten yeais in ptison, but suspended the sentence after a probation repmt in which the official investigatm abstained from making recommendations. In his repmt, the officer said that the respondent had not expressed remorse.
The comt of instance based its decision to suspend the sentence on diverse grounds It
mentioned that the benefits of the Law of Suspended Sentences rue applied to ctimes that do not
represent a great threat to society .. The standaid to dete1mine whethe1 the benefit is granted is
whether the convict possesses a moral defect of such magnitude as to make his imp1isonment necessaiy. It explained that the pmpose of the sentence should be rehabilitation, not vengeance. The
comt concluded that Pietii's conduct had been exemplaiy before the c1ime and therefore, deemed it

151 SSCE 93-0050, Resolution of April?, 1993. Panel composed of judges Liana Fiol Matta, Antonio J Amadeo

Murgaand Angel Gonzalez Roman
152 Id p 6
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an ideal case to suspend sentence It emphasized that the judge has the discretion to grant the
benefits of a suspended sentence.
Like Villegas Valcdrcel, in the Pietri Villanueva case the Court of Appeals found that the
evidence was sufficient to justify a murde1 verdict To that end it mled that:
Although the judge in this case generously gauged as homicide what
was clearly a murder, his dete1mination on whether to suspend sentence or not
should have considered the facts behind the description of homicide in order to
have exercised his discretion on whether to grant the suspended sentence or
not, and to consider if the facts of extreme unprovoked violence, warrants under om Law of Suspended Sentences and om public policy, suspending the
sentence, 153

Contrary to what the sentencing court understood, the Comt of Appeals, demonstrating its
awar·eness of the degree of violence used by the appellant against his wife, to the point of killing
her, and the social impact of that violent act, pointed out:
The cold, disdainful words on the part of Pietri's wife towards him do
not justify any aggression and much less the display of bmtal violence against
her .. The harm to their children and relatives is incalculable and permanent
F\uthe1, we cannot see the effects of the gravity of his acts limited solely to the
children and relatives of the deceased. The connnunity also suffers, despises
itself, is demoralized. Eve1y violent death that is not provoked generates pessimism and anguish in the connnunity ......
The violent death of [the victim] at the
hands of her spouse disregards the value and quality of life in our connnunity
and underestimates the need for connnunity safety when faced with persons
like Pietri To not react propottionately to the gravity of the act fmther mortifies the connnunity and diminishes interest in life which is the supreme value
that must be protected in every organized connnunity." 154
The Appellate Court resolved, then, that the court abused its discretion in suspending sentence and, thus, revoked the decision. Judge Fiol Matta, for her part, issued a concurrent vote in
which she emphasized the need for the courts to be fully aware of the social problem of violence
and, especially, violence against women.

153 Id. p 17 (citations omitted)
154 Id p 17-18
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Analysis of Findings
The investigation conducted by the Commission showed that disclimination on the basis of
gender is particularly significant in the application of Law 54 155 The influence of stereotypes associated with both genders, above all women, is negatively affecting the effective prosecution of
domestic violence cases.
Although the Commission's investigation focused on the sphere of the courts, the results in
the specific case of Law 54 forces consideration of the c1iminal justice system as a whole, since the
attitudes obse1ved in eve1y component ar·e mutually reinforced and are responsible for the marked
resistance against the law and the many impediments that obstmct its implementation. The criminal
justice system includes: the Police, Depaitment of Justice, the Courts and the Couections Administrntion ..It also includes lawyers who, by definition, are officers of the cornts ..
It is w01thwhile noting, however, that a numbe1 ofjudges show a commendable disposition

to validate the public policy of the law. Orn investigation revealed some judges who ai·e sensitive to
the problem and others who genuinely want to study the subject in depth. So much so that members
of the judiciary ai·e actively paiticipating as resources in seminars and 01ientations about the problem geai·ed to members of the system 01 to the general public. The Commission heaid testimony
from judge deponents genuinely inte1ested in addtessing the multiple facets of the problem.

1. Domestic violence is minimized and trivialized in the justice system
According to declaiations by numerous judges, lawyers and specialists on the subject, a
common and current attitude throughout the justice system is that of minimizing and t:Iivializing
domestic violence, of discounting its imp01tance and impact and belittling the imperative to addt·ess
this type of case ..The tendency is to see domestic violence as a ptivate matter between the couple
01 of the fainily that does not warrant the inte1vention of the justice system

155 Law No, 54 of August 15,1989, 8 LPR A sec 601 etseq
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Specialists on the subject said that some judges, prosecutors and defense lawyers see domestic violence cases as a waste of time and as a private affair of the couple that robs the justice
system of time to attend to those problems that are really important 156A deponent at the heruings
recalled having herud a male judge express himself in the following terms: " A shooting, a knifing
and a beating should be prosecuted .. But a shove that happens in every mruriage .. Sometimes I've
thought that a bullet should be forgiven."1 57
That kind of opinion obviously holds that domestic violence, as opposed to violence between strangers, should be extreme in order to judicially process the aggressor It also shows a
predisposition to consider of minor importance aggressions that could take place in a relationship ..
This could lead, of course, to the application of criteria in these cases that are not properly judicial.
For exrunple, in a heruing a male judge narrated the case of a sister who was a victim of domestic
violence .. The male prosecutor tried unsuccessfully to persuade her to drop the chruges .. The male
judge herud the evidence and determined: "He looks like a nice young man ..I'm going to give him a
chance .." 158That is to say, despite the hmm the victim may have undergone and the aggressm's
criminal conduct, he was treated leniently because he "looks like a nice young man." The comment
reflects the application of inadequate and improper standruds .. The underlying notion is that these
cases rue distinct by nature and of less importance than other criminal cases.
IIivialization leads to jokes and facetious comments about domestic violence cases. In one
of the Focus Group Interviews, a male judge said: "And, finally, in criminal courts, as they said, I
think the different treatment is palpable. When you have a woman accused in a case of domestic
violence it becomes an event, that is, everybody talks about it, makes fun of it." 159Sometimes these
cases rue normal situations, misunderstood by those who ru·e unaware of the cycle of violence and

156Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, p49
157Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, p42
158 Hearings, June 17 and 18,1994, p 58
159 Focus Group Interview, Male Judges, pp 37-38
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which lead to negative comments ..16 Fm example, commenting on domestic violence cases a
woman judge said:" Judges themselves [say] 'Ah, that's inane' and then they settle. I have also
heard my colleagues [say]: "She'll forgive him in a minute .. It's not wmth putting him in jail. Fm
what? Later they'll be crying because [the husbands] are not paying suppott because they're in
jail.''

161

Another male judge said: "And when the domestic violence cases anive, I believe everyone
makes an effmt but that's so you lower your guard. [You hear expressions like] "Another case of
domestic violence, another inconvenience .. She has aheady complained so many times against that
man"'

162

The trivialization of domestic violence is also highly frequent among the police and bailiffs. The Commission heard many comments on the subject that were similar to those offered by

the Women's Affairs Commission in its annual repmts 163 One male judge mentioned, for example,
that he heard bailiffs alluding to victims of domestic violence with such statements as "Another one
smacked around," "Anothe1 who wants to jail he1 husband, "the comt is full of women who we1e
"slapped around" over the weekend .." 164 Another male judge said a bailiff told him: "But look
judge, how can I go and get that man out of there ...of the house.. because you gave the woman a
restraining orde1, if the man continues to pay fo1 the house? That's not fair .." 165

2.

Ihe,e is resistance among the components of the judicial system to conceptualize
domestic violence as a crime

The misconception that domestic violence is a private family matter has led many to believe that the punitive powe1 of the State should not inte1fore in those kinds of situations F\nther-

l60 See Introduction to this chapter
161 Focus Group Interview, Female Judges, pp 65-66
16 2 Focus Group Interview, Male Judges, p.38

163 See COMISION DE ASUNTOS DE LA MUJER, Violencia domestica: status quo, Forum, Year 8, No 4, p 3
(1992)
164 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p 11
165 Focus Group Interview, Male Judges, p.28
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more, some justice system employees believe that domestic violence is a social, not a legal, problem and thus has no place in the comts, much less in the penal area,
The Commission heard expressions such as the following: "It deals with hmnan sentiments What can be accomplished socially can not be done as the Law," 166"The Law does not respond to social reality. We want to resolve centmies of traditions with a stroke of the pen," 167"It's
preferable to settle or shelve the case in orde1 to maintain family unity He slapped her because he
was dmnk.,,.thathappens eve1y day."168
Specialists on women's issues agreed that some prosecutors prefe1 to file charges for misdemeanors and not unde1 Law 54 ..They also avowed having heard prosecutors express the following: "Something has to be done about family violence,, I do not believe that lawyers, judges, prosecutors, ,, in shmt, the legal remedies, are the most couect The man has to be rehabilitated, not
punished, The ciiminal process worsens the family relationship, Usually, these are good citizens
who because of social pressures lose patience with then wives,,"169The subject, unquestionably, is
about an opinion that is fairly rooted in our society and has been publicly discussed in the press
and other media, an opinion that has even swayed prominent people in the community 170
The Commission believes that [the community must] break ttaditions that tend to justify
ciiminal aggression which jeopardizes the constitutional lights of human beings, in this case p1imaiily women,. Domestic violence is a c1iine and that is how it should be addressed Not to do so is
to leave persons in violent relationships bereft of protection,
Even though the Domestic Violence Law includes iinpo1tant civil mechanisms and reeducation and re-ttaining progranis to address the problem comprehensively, the Legislature con-

166Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, p44
167Id p47
168Id
169Id p 49
l 70 It was the subject of discussion, for example, on programs of broadcast journalist Carmen Jovet and a special
section of El NUEVO DIA newspaper, June 25, 1994
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sidered it essential to also typify particular ctimes ..In so doing, the Legislature made clear that domestic violence is highly undesirable and unjustifiable, to the extent of requiiing more severe penalties than usually 1equiied when physical and psychological aggression and sexual violence occur
between strangers ..1he ve1y existence of those crimes operates, in ptinciple, as a deteuent to such
conduct, but it is only truly effective when it is known that violation of the law implies consequences that the justice system is willing to impose.
Law 54 is unquestionably an advanced law as regards its seties of civil, penal, reeducation and retraining: tools that pennit dealing with the many facets of the problem and adapting:
the responses of the system to the particular cfrcumstances of each case .. Evety instrument should
be used adequately to put in practice the public policy of the Law.

l

A negative attitude exists towards the Domestic Violence Law on the part of many
lawyer:,

From the moment of its passage, Law 54 has been subjected to eve1y kind of c,iticism by
persons who feel that domestic violence should not have been c1iminalized 1 hey believe that the
problem should be plimarily attended to by specialists in family issues . There are lawyers, both
male and female, however, who give other kinds of reasons.
One female lawyer, fm example, recalled how when a commission of the Bar Association
was evaluating: the then legislative bill on domestic violence, a c1iminal lawyer said the following:
"Does this mean that ifl grab my wife's buttocks that she could accuse me of domestic violence?"
171 1his kind of statement clearly demonstrates that members of the jUiidical profession are just as

influenced by sexist stereotypes as is any other person. In fact, it has been pointed out that, in this
respect, jUiiclical education falls shmt of fulfilling its function to raise awar·eness about clisc1iniinat01y actions that violate constitutional principles and nmms of great scope and significance

171 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994,p.62
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Dming the same meeting at the Bai Association, a male law professm declared that unde1
no circumstance would he teach that "chivel" (refening to Law 54) in his class on penal law 172
This kind of attitude lends weight to what was previously noted about the deficiencies of jmidical
education in this area,
On the other hand, a female lawyer in private practice, told the Commission that on occa-

sion Law 54 is used wrongly, explaining that women use it to get even, "including for a simple
slap,," 173 This constitutes, precisely, the type of statement that reflects crass ignmance of the
problem of domestic violence and an attitude that tends to lessen its impmtance and gravity, and
unlike what occms when the violence takes place between stiangers,,
There were negative testimonies about Law 54 from a segment of persons interviewed
Some felt that the law is used to extiact vengeance or to achieve other objectives that are alien to
the public policy on which it is based,, Many of these opinions are frequently served up in the press
or in other mass media, Nonetheless, the Commission also heard testimony from nmnerous persons

in favor of Law 54., Some of the complaints or criticism regarding the law could be hue but in no
way do they constitute the rule., Io the contiary, Law 54 fulfills an impmtant function that was
explicitly recognized by the Legislature in the statement of motives of the Law: to protect the
physical and mental integrity of persons in a spousal relationship

4,

The justice system confer,, little credibility on women in ca,e, of domestic violence

As is explained in the chapter in this Repmt on interaction in the courts, generally, women
as a group are granted less credibility than men This is also an obse1vable tendency in the sphere
of domestic violence and in the whole justice system. 174
5., The justice system usually blame, women for domestic violence,

172 Id

l 73 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p.15,
174 See the chapter in this Report on Interaction in the Courts
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The latest investigations on domestic violence explain that traditional studies on the causes
of the prnblem emphasize the woman's behavior and not the actions of the aggressm

175

That is to

say that the tendency is to see the woman as having provoked the violence by her own conduct and
attitudes, putting aside the acts of the aggressm as if he were not responsible for them Obviously,
if one struts from the presumption that the woman is responsible, any version that she gives about
the facts is going to be exrunined with a certain degree of doubt. The fact that her own body berus
the mruks of the violence only serves to say: "there must be a reason for her beating .." That reasoning links up with the routine justification of the aggressors, who insist as a mle, that the women,
not themselves, ru·e the ones whose actions or omissions make them violent.

176

This situation is

similru to what occurs in sex clime cases, in which more impmtance is usually given to the conduct
and chruactetistics of the woman victim than to the criminal conduct of the aggressor ..
Specialists in women's issues offered concrete exrunples of this re-victimization of the
woman by some employees of the system. A male prosecutm explained: "Many women deserve
what they get because they'll chive anyone crazy " A male judge declru·ed: " There rue many cases
of women who mn runund with two men and ru·e beaten when theit husbands find out She provoked it." 177 In both situations, the aggressm 's conduct is not seen as impmtant, justifying his acts
on the basis of a stereotype (women chive men crazy), or a negative presumption regruding women
(if a man reacts violently to a woman it's because she must have done something to prnvoke him)
In the second exrunple one can cleruly observe the different standruds regruding the sexual conduct
of men and women at wmk. Any conduct of a woman that puts in doubt the "dignity" of the man is
enough to justify any violent act against her, no mater how grave.

175 See the Introduction to this chapter
176 ld

177 Hearings, June I 7 and I 8, 1994, p 44
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A male judge told of an incident that occUired as he presided a courtroom in a case of domestic violence .. The male prosecutor requested that the case be shelved. The judge was about to
accept the request when he noticed that the woman's arm was in a cast He asked if the cast had to
do with the aggression .. She responded in the affirmative. Her broken arm was precisely the result
of the aggression .. The judge then asked the prosecutor why, if the aggression was of such a nature,
he requested that the case be shelved. The gist of the prosecutor's reply was that she had looked for
the aggression .. The judge notified the district attorney and he did nothing about it. 178 This example, as earlier ones, shows that the problem concerns different employees of the justice system and,
in that sense, goes beyond the sphere of the courts ..
A specialist in women's issues noted: "I had a case of a woman which went to court on
five occasions On each occasion she went with blows, bruises and cut lips The last time the
women went, the female judge told her: If I see you here again I'm going to send you to [the
women's prison.]"

179

This example illustrates that not only men blame women for domestic vio-

Jenee., In this case the female judge, despite evidence of violence before her very eyes, intimidated
the victim with an appar·ently prejudiced action, negative toward the woman who had turned to the
corut for help,
Similarly, there ar·e numerous examples and anecdotes received by the Commission that
confirm the conclusions of the most recent studies in the sense that in these cases the woman is
victimized in various ways: she is a victim of aggression and later a victim of stereotypes and cultural patterns that make her responsible for the injmies she receives.,

6, Geneml ignorance exiltl among the system's employees about the cycle of domestic
violence, which impedes an in-depth understanding of what occur:s in those cases

178 Id p.58

l 79 Focus Group Interview, Specialists in women's issues, p..23
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Experts on the issue coincide that domestic violence has a cyclical nature that functions on
the basis of a periodic repetition of three basic stages: 1) the accumulation of tension; 2) an incident of acute abuse and violence; and 3) the stage of calm, tmce and reconciliation ..180 Only by
knowmg this cycle can a third party fully understand why the victims of domestic violence stay
with their aggressor, why they don't abandon that relationship, why they often drop the charges
they've filed against their aggressors.
As a result of this ignorance and lack of sensitivity, misconceptions abound about the supposed justifications for women to remain within relationships marked by domestic violence. One of
the more frequent, as the recent liternture on the subject points out, is that women "like to be
beaten .." The Commission also heard testimony in that respect For example, a female judge commented about a male judge who, facing applications for restraining orders from women who report
previous aggressions, habitually makes such comments as: "She seems to like being hit." 181
In the same inte1view, anothe1 female judge spoke about the general attitude of prosecutors, both male and female ..When women file charges, now and again prosecutors give the following explanation: " they like to be beaten, because they [later] go to court and repent because they
want to reconcile with him." Ihejudge

added: ''That is, they don't even bother to learn the cycle of

violence ...because generally they're uot interested ..They submit [the charge] because they have no
choice .."182

The foregoing implies that some prosecutors aie reluctant to present chaiges under the
mantle of Law 54 because they feel it to be a waste of time since women fairly frequently drop the
charges .. Employees and other personnel who intervene in these cases do not understand-due
ignorance of the cycle and characteristics of domestic violence-that

180 See Introduction to this chapter

181 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, p 54
182 Focus Group Interview, Female Judges, p 24
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and terrm towards their aggressors, to the stage of calm and reconciliation, also called remorse,
where their aggressm has convinced them that the situation will change On the other hand, employees often evade the fears of women who face the consequences of proceeding with the charges,
especially if they depend economically on the aggressor to suppmt them and their children There

I

are also pressures from parents, family and society, who make women responsible for family unity
Gener al ignorance about the cycle of domestic violence is why many prosecutors and
judges are bothered by women who drop the charges.,183 A female judge said that prosecutors, both
male and female, ar·e fed up with domestic violence situations, describing the habit of victims presenting and later withdrawing charges as a "relajo"

01

joke.

184

On the other hand, a female judge

interested in women's issues, told an anecdote about a woman judge who told a woman victim of
domestic violence: "The prosecutor doesn't like to take on cases of domestic violence because
women tend to withdraw them [They tell them] "If you drop the charges today don't come to me
tomonow Look for someone else to help you ,"185

7, The justice system discourages filing charges of domestic violence and encourages
their withdrawal
Obviously , if the attitude ofjustice system employees is one of armoyance and inconvenience towards persons trying to file charges of domestic violence, it is not surprising that the victims, already intimidated by ongoing situations of violence, become discouraged and opt either not
to file

01

to drop the charges, More so if a judge, whether male or female, also assumes an intimi-

dating attitude or projects it. In this respect it is impmtant that in exercising their judicial discretion
judges be vigilant and avoid inserting stereotypes and presuppositions that would affect women
who tum to the courts for remedies ..186 At a hearing a female university professor shar·ed the fol-

183 Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, p 14
184 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, p 30
185 Id p.37

l86 Focus Group Interview, specialists on women's issues, p 23
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lowing example: A female judge participating in a meeting ofjurists at the university said that she
was forced to defend the courts and herself because she had aheady seen too many domestic violence cases in which women chopped the charges. For that reason, the judge established a courtroom procedure requiting that the woman victim sign a sworn statement exempting the court and
the judge from responsibility and declaring that she, the victitn, had refused to proceed with the
c1iminal charge. The judge also told the woman: " I do not want to be held responsible if you tum
up on the front page of El Vocero" The deponent commented that the woman would not return to
the court on future occasions .18 7
On the other hand, the Commission heard testimony indicating that prosecutors tended to
manipulate victims of domestic violence, making them feel guilty .. They asked questions such as:
"Is there affection

DI

not?" which spuIS the woman to chop the charges and forget what hap-

pened ..1ss
A male judge explained that if the woman affected says in the preliminary hearing that she
wants to withchaw charges, the justice system makes no effmt to give her mientation regar·ding the
relief for her and he, family if she did just the opposite ..189
When the justice system takes an active role in proceeding with the criminal action despite
the reluctance of some employees, the situation is different. A female judge recounted an expeiience of a domestic violence case in he, courtroom The male prosecutor requested that the case be
shelved because the victim had no interest in it The judge pointed out that the reason fo, his request was not peunitted in her courtroom because it violated public policy Proceeding with the
hearing, the prosecutor's fa st question was to ask the woman if she was interested in the case. The
judge disallowed the question and told the woman that she had to relate what happened. Scar·ed and

187 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, p.38
l88 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, p 43
1s9 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, p 60
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trembling, the woman said that he, companion had assaulted he, fo1 not eating certain foods,
among otherreasons. She also told about severnl incidents of assault and of having pressed charges
in each one. All of the charges had been dropped The case being aired, for the c1ime of threats
under Law 54, was the only one that went beyond the stage of probable cause ..
The multiple stages in a c1iminal procedure can have a discouraging effect in these cases.
To a person alrnady intimidated by a relationship mruked by domestic violence, entering a comt
environment, unknown to her, can also be intimidating. Each stage in a c1iminal proceeding represents an additional source of anxiety for her.. This is compounded by having to face her aggressor,
the comt environment, the constant rotation of prosecutors, who have to nrurate the facts again.
The justice system also discourages filing chruges in other ways, The Commission frequently herud testimony about how the police, bailiffs and different employees involved in these
cases often take lightly those situations brought to their attention, They don't take these cases seriously,, Their constant allusion to women who drop chruges suggests that this is the type of conduct
they expect of them

8

Mechanism, of orientation and support for domestic violence victims are insufficient

Nmnerous deponents told the Commission that the justice system does not provide adequate mechanisms to mient victims of domestic violence, Not enough employees have the knowledge, disposition and, above all, the time to offer mientation about what the victims will face in the
process, about the comt environment and the adversruial process, runong many other aspects,,
On the other hand, there rue few advocates 190 who provide oiientation and support in the
comtroom dming the processing of the cases., F\nthermore, fairly frequently the comts raise obstacles and even prohibit the apperuance of these persons in the comt room, from the beginning,
some question the presence of advocates when they go to the comt. These advocates, who volun-

190 In Spanish, consejeras or consejeros de apoyo
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truily suppmt women victims, ru·e not allowed to accompany them in the heatings ..191 There ate
also judges, some of them female, who refuse to admit advocates in their courtrooms, believing that
their reputed feminist agenda thrnatens the court On occasion, advocates are even 1idiculed by
court employees.
It is i:rnpmtant to underscore that, according to Rule 6 of C1i:rninalProcedure, in heatings
to determine probable cause to attest, judges have discretion to pe1mit or not pe1mit the presence of
persons umelated to the procedure The same situation applies to heatings on restraining orders.
But it is precisely duting those procedures that victims of domestic violence need the suppmt and
mientation that advocates can give them. The public is allowed, howeve1, in prelimimuy heatings
and the trial process, which means that, excepting certain situations, prohibiting the presence of
advocates would violate the 1ight to public trial ..
Sometimes, judges strut from the premise that these suppmt resources ate going to intervene some way in the heatings, by taking the flom or behaving in some activist way that has little
to do with giving the psychological suppmt their presence represents fo1 the victims. Clem nmms
rue lacking regmding the role that advocates in the court must m can fulfill in the different stages
of case procedures.
In one Focus Group Inte1view, an advocate pointed out: " . sometimes a judge will let you
enter, but at othe1 times he

01

she will not. They say: You have to remain outside,' And then,

someone who has been suppmting [the victim] at all times has to remain outside " 192 According
to expressions made to the Commission, the poor woman suffers most the lack of suppmt re-sources

193

Upper class women rue generally more professionally prepru·ed and can count on other

means of suppmt including adequate legal representation. In fact, it was noted that victims a,·e

191

Hearings, June 10, 11, 1994, pp. 47 and 52. Testimony of specialists in women's issues

192 Focus Group Interview, Specialists in women's issues, p.66
193

Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p 16 Testimony of a female lawyer in private practice
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treated clifferently in the justice system when they are accompanied by a lawyer Although Law 54
serves to help the victims themselves to demand protection, specialists on the subject advise them
to use an attorney to futther guarantee that theit claitns will be addrnssed

194

9, Justice system employees frequently, and erroneously, assume mies as conciliators
in domestic violence cases
In view of the fact that the state repeatedly declares the defense of the family as the nucleus of society and responding to unconscious sexist notions and cultural patterns that hold the
woman ptitnarily responsible for maintaining family unity, many justice system employees have
adopted a policy of conciliation in cases of couples whose relationship is affected by domestic violence This is so, despite the fact that specialists on the issue say such a policy is not the most adequate, Fm judges in particular, this is similar to the wmk they must fulfill in the so-called acts of
conciliation that, by law, apply to divorce determinations,
Some judges, prosecutors and comt officials advise the parties and tell them how to reconcile with theit spouse., They believe that their ptincipal role is to "save the martiage"-when
institution is at stake-and

that

the family. For that reason they put less emphasis on protecting the

victims by prosecuting the aggressors, which leaves the victims defenseless
A male judge made the following point: "There is something of eve1ything, I could give
you thousands of examples But the attitude is a little like ,,,themariiage has to be saved, it has to
be given a chance " 195
Another male judge remarked that, in domestic violence cases, he usually tries to reconcile
the parties in order to prese1ve the marriage., He added, however, that often his attempts at reconciliation fail because although the man is willing, the woman wants to continue with the case,,
That's when the problem arises, as the man lies in wait for her in any place and at any time ..196

194 Hearings, June IO and 11, 1994, pp 41 and 52; Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, p.13
195 Focus Group Interview, Female judges p .39-40
196 Hearings, June 24 and July!, 1994, p..36
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This is precisely the danger for the victim who has decided to press cJiminal charges when the system attempts to address these cases differently, It puts the victim at 1isk as does the supposed reconciliation that is sought in many of these cases ..Generally, the aggressor is willing to reconcile, an
option giaciously put at his disposal, but this is his way of avoiding greater repercussions

Those

who know and understand the cycle of domestic violence recognize that, in most cases, this
":reconciliation" is merely an inte1val before the violence begins again, with each episode becoming
more frequent and more dangerous fm the women
The use of conciliation techniques was confirmed by many other deponents, A female psychologist remaiked that male and female judges and othe1 court officials as well assume the role of
conciliators, A male judge told the victimized sister of the psychologist to return to her husband
because he was the father of her childJ'en,19 7
A male judge referred to a colleague of his region who habitually issued retraining orders
for a maximum pe1iod of 10 or 12 days but who raiely was disposed to remove the aggiessor, The
reason: to give the mairiage a chance to smt itself out "In the end, you see he, fighting today and
tommrow they're lovey-dovey again." 198
A female social wmker related how a female judge begged an abused woman to understand
the aggi·essor and help him to improve himself At the end of the heaiing, the judge distributed
prayers of Saint Judas Thaddeus, the Roman Catholic patron saint of the impossible. 199 This kind
of reaction, however, has not been observed in those cases where the victim is a man. In those
cases, the need to save the mairiage does not prevail.

197 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p.10

19 8 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, p 55.
l99 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, p 32
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Evidently, actions of members of the justice system range from what could be the result of
a large dosage of ingenuity to an obvious lack of foresight regarding the consequences of leaving a
woman defenseless in orde1 to attain "reconciliation."
It should be elem that judges rue not the persons most apt to be mrutiage therapists, much

less within the context of a judicial heruing. If aggressors could indeed benefit from re-education
programs, these programs must not place the victims in danget in any way. These progrruns tend to
be ve1y complex and involve prolonged processes that require the intervention of specialists ..

10. Judges often avoid the altemate provision of the procedure (Article 3..6 of Law 54)
that allows the convict, under certain circumstances, to participate in a re-education
and re- training program
Aiticle 3 ..6 of Law 54 stipulates that once a petson has been convicted of any c1ime typified in that Law, the comt can order probation, subject to the condition that the person pruticipate
in a re-education and re-training progiam. 200 It is helpful to point out here, however, that in the
course of the Commission's investigation few such progiams were discovered to exist on the Island, especially outside of the capital ..In fact, only two progiams cettified by the Women's Affairs
Commission exist in vruious regional offices ..201 This situation limits the public policy of the Law
and places judges in an awkwrud position in enforcing the remedies of that disposition ..
Aprut from that, it is essential to note that the Commission was told that many times
judges ski1t the stipulations of aforementioned ruticle .. The Women's Affaits Commission, of the
Govemm 's Office, for example, brought to the attention of the Commission many instancesperhaps in light of the lack of re-education and re-training progiams or because the aggiessors also
present additional problems othet than violence-whereby

aggi·essors ru·e sent to dtug and alcohol

abuse progtams ..These progiruns ru·enot effective in breaking the cycle of domestic violence, even

2oo8 LP RA sec.636.
201

1he two programs are: Alternativas Socioeducativas, that covers the regions of Carolina, Hato Rey, Bayam6n,
Caguas, Mayagi.iez and Aguadilla; and San Juan Capestrano
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though they may be successful in attacking those other problems. Judges should take this aspect
into account
The published repmts of the Women's Affairs Commission provided this Commission with
valuable infmmation regaiding this point This infmmation was confi.tmed by our analysis of the
sentences and resolutions issued by comts in judicial regions throughout the island We found, fot
exainple, cases dismissed by the comt before the aggressor completed his sentence of a yeai' s probation, sul:,jectto a re-education program as required by law. We also found sentences in which the
com!, contraiy to the explicit mandate of the law, imposed a probation period ofless than one yeai.
Consequently, the coercive powet ovet aggr·essors to remain in re-education and re-training progt ains for the rest of the yeai is lost
In one specific case, the convict was granted the oppmtunity to opt fot an alternative progtain even though he had violated a restraining order, a situation which law 54 explicitly rejects as
an alternative in addition, the commission was able to prove that in some cases in which violation
of law 54 was the miginal chaige, pre-agreements were reached and the accused declaied themselves guilty for violating aiticles 95 or 153 of the penal code (aggravated assault and threats, respectively) In those cases, the court conceded the benefit of a suspended sentence, without including as a condition of probation attendance in a re-education progtain-since

domestic violence was

the undeilying problem
II Some judges refuse to concede remedies provided by Law 54 without any legal obstacle to do so

Law 54 provides fo1 the issuance of restraining orders in domestic violence cases and
autho1izes the courts to take a series of additional measures to protect the victims and their childien. These measures 1ange from orde1ing the aggressor to abandon the home he shai·es with the
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victim to detemrinations regarding the custody of the couple's children 202 Some judges, however,
are reluctant to concede some of these remedies,
Fm example, judges have refused to set alimony for the victim or for her children, indicating, in clear violation of the spirit of the law, that these are matters better ventilated in family relations courts ..203 A lawyer remarked that judges, both male and female, are reluctant to provide
provisional measures related to child suppmt, custody and paternal, maternal -filial relations 204 By
doing that the victims remain defenseless, especially those who come from the poorest sectors., Regarding child support, it is fitting to remember that in Puerto Rico a large percentage of women do
not wmk outside the home and their support and that of their chilch'en depend on the income of
their spouses,, In other sections of this Report, we discuss, exactly, how the econonric dependence
of women deters them from pressing charges against their aggressors 205 Contemplating the econonric pressmes ahead if they decide to press charges against their aggressors, women feel apprehensive and fearful for their future and that of their children. A female lawyer, for example, related
the case of a foreigner married to a prominent Pue,to Rican ..She requested and obtained a rest, aining order for a rnlatively long period With her th!ee-year-old daughter, she took refuge in Casa
Julia de Burgos, shelter for battered women,, The woman had no econonric resources because she
had married under a prenuptial agreement and did not work outside the home because her husband
forbade it None of the officials who intervened in the procedure-neither

the judge nor the prose-

cutm~raised the issue of child support even though they were awar·e of her financial situation ..206
Thus, the woman and her daughter were deprived of the 1ights that the law guarantees,

202

See the discussion about the remedies provided in Law 54 in the Analysis of Legislation and Jmisprndence of this

chapter
203 Hearings, June IO and 11, 1994, p 46
204 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994,, p 15
205 See, for example, the Introduction to this chapter

206 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, p.38
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Some judges, male and female, have also refused to issue orders related to community
prope1ty to avoid the aggressor squandering these assets w7 Although the Jaw stipulates coadministration of community prope1ty, the truth is that, to all practical pmposes, this is not the
case in many maniages ..
The Commission's investigation also revealed that Supe1ior Comt judges are reluctant to
issue restraining orders .. The law, howeve1, explicitly gives that authmity to all judges in the system This situation is detrimental to the victims since it delays the seeming of the orders

01

makes

women cease to request them
Fittingly, Aiticle 5 ..005 (I) (c) (4) of the Judiciruy Law of 1994 reaffamed the concmrent
competence that supe1ior and muncipal comt judges have to "know about eve1y issue stipulated in
Law No .. 54 of August 15 of 1989, known as the Law to Prevent and Intervene with Domestic
Violence .." 208 Nonetheless, administrative order No ..ID issued by the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Comt on Januruy 20, 1995, to make compliance with the Judiciruy Law of 1994 viable, stipulated
that every request for a restraining order unde1 Law 54 " should be piesented before, and considered, by a municipal judge

with tenitmial competence over the matter." That is, requests for

restraining orders would be administratively channeled to municipal judges, obviously excluding
superim comt judges .. The administrative order was motivated by the fact that, in confo1mity with
judicial reform, a lruger number of municipal comt judges would be available to consider these and
other matters .. For the srune reasons previously mentioned, the Commission believes that the possibility of superim comt judges conside1ing these issues should not be administratively limited.
Emergency situations could occur whereby a municipal judge is not available .. Furthermore, occasionally the process of obtaining a restraining order is delayed if a superior comt judge has a divorce case or another petition pending and refuses to issue the order..

207 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, p51
208 Law of July 28,1994, amending the Judiciary law of 1952 or Law No 11 of July 24 of that year
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12. Some judges erroneously require p10of that a pattern of behavior exist, in cases of
physical abuse under Law 54
Several members of the judiciary, as well as specialists who have assiduously studied the
application of the Domestic Violence Law in the coUits, said that some judges wrongly demand the
existence of a pattern of behavior in cases of physical abuse under that statute ..209 The section of
Law 54 that establishes c1nnes of domestic violence, only requires a pattern of behavim in cases of
psychological abuse. The Supreme CoUit of Pue1to Rico has not had occasion to express itself on
the matter but the Commission understands, as do most judges, that said pattern of behavim is not
required regarding c1imes of aggression

2 10

13. Some judges do not take into account the father's record of domestic violence in determinations regarding custody andfather-child relations within the framework of a
restraining order; exposing the victim and the children to prnsible violent incidents
in the future.
"The father is the father. No matter what he does, he has the right to see his children" This
is the kind of expression heard among judges in situations in which a request to intenupt paternal•filial relations is part of a petition for a restraining orde1..A judge remarked that, in general, ample
paternal-filial relations are gtanted the aggressms in these circumstances. 211 This places women at
gtave 1isk for theiI lives If one of the pUiposes of restraining orders is to place distance between
the victim of domestic violence and the aggtessor in orde1 to protect her, to deny he, specific precautions regarding paternal-filial relations opens the possibility fm the aggi·essm to approach the
victim and harm he1 once again.
A lawyer in p1ivate practice told the Commission that even when the mother and her children are sheltered in a refuge because the man battered them they ar·e summoned by the comt be-

209 See, for example, Heatings, June 10 and 11, 1994, pp 46-47 ( Iestimony of advocates for domestic violence vic-

tims); Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p.12
210 For a fuller discussion of this point see Analysis of Legislation and Jurisprudence in this chapter

211 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p.12
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cause the fathe1 wants to establish paternal-filial relations This even happened in a case where the
father had attempted to bum them a1L212
A female judge related the following case: An individual was charged with assaulting and
threatening his ex-wife with death, at the residence of the victim and her children, while carrying a
fuearm Dming he, testimony, the victim argued that she had a restraining order and the accused
had violated it when he entered her residence.. He replied that the judge had dictated the orde1
authmizing him to enter the house ..The victim noted that, effectively, the judge had stipulated that
the accused could enter the house to see his children yet, at the same time, she could be jailed if she
didn't allow him to do so. Approp1iately, in the determination of the fact, the judge had concluded
that the victim had been assaulted on various occasions ..Even so, regar·ding paternal-filial relations,
he determined that " the petitioner will have a relationship with his children at his discretion" 213
In this diarnatic case, the judge, awar·e of the dangerousness of the aggressor, ordered paternal-filial relations without taking any cautionary safety measures for the victim

01

her chi!di·en.

The idea that the father has the right to relate to his childien is so internalized that it also operates
in extreme situations such as that recounted by a social worker: In a case where the mother died at
the hands of her husband, it was recommended that paternal-filial relations with the imp1isoned
father be denied and that custody of his two sons be given to an uncle The cornt social w01ke1
questioned those recommendations, claiming that custody should not be given the uncle because he
was single ..214
The fact that a person is single or not, a subject that we discuss fully in the chapte1 on
Family Law, should not be a c1iterion to award custody or not Nonetheless, questioning the civil
status of the uncle in relation to the possibility of caring for his nephews, points to the sexist

2 12 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, p. 35
213 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, pp 54-55
214 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, p 32
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stereotypes with disciiminatory consequences for men as well as women.. Usually the merits of
single women for those ends are not questioned since they form part of the stereotypes related to
women

The Commission believes the courts should take into account the history of violence of a
father in these circumstances to detennine whether the paternal-filial relations should be denied. To
grant those relations could put children and women at risk. At the very least, judges should provide
special safety measures that govern the exercise of that right Among them, for example: that the
relations be supervised, that the father relate with his children away from the mother's residence
without his being able to establish contact with he1

14 Although restraining orders constitute an important remedy to protect victim, of
domestic violence, there are several problems that limit its effectiveness
a. Unjustified reluctance of some judges to issue them in ce1tain
circumstances ..

b. Delays in the concession of the remedy.
c. Concession of restraining orders for too short pe1iods of time
d

Unwillingness of some judges, both male and female, to issue
them ex-parte ..

e.. Concession of reciprocal restraining orders ..

f

Problems with se1ving subpoenas fo1 hearings and restraining
orders.

g. Misconceptions.
Although restraining orders in themselves, absent real and effective protections on the pait
of law enforcement agencies, do not offer safety to victims of domestic violence, unquestionably
their judicial authority serves as a deterrent Nonetheless, being able to count on a restraining order
gives victims greater credibility when asking for police protection in specific circumstances and
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should, in ptinciple, activate mote quickly police intervention when then presence is requited ..Fm
that reason these orders are an itnpmtant resource in the struggle against domestic violence. Nonetheless, many deponents before the Commission said that various circumstances reduced the effectiveness of this mechanism. We discuss them below in the same orde1 noted above ..
a.

Unjustified reluctance of wme judges to issue re,training orders in certain circumstances

Although Law 54 does not stipulate that restraining orders be iequested where the victims
live, some judges require it 215 A judge told the Commission that if a fonnal complaint is presented
and the person is not a 1esident of the cowt's cmresponding municipality, the restraining order is
denied and instructions given to go to the cmresponding cowt

216

This situation places additional obstacles in the way of domestic violence victims and
causes delays in obtaining restraining orders ..
Nonetheless, on occasion, judges are unwilling to concede restraining orders if the victim
had not fmmally complained about the aggressm earlier, although Law 54 does not require that
step be taken .. To the contrary, public policy and Article 5 J of Law 54 require the facile concession ofrestraining orders without delay At times some judges apply personal criteria that hinder the
victitn in obtaining the remedy. Fm example, a deponent remarked: "A client was denied a restraining order because he hadn't hit her in four days .." 21 7

b.. Delay, in the concession of the remedy
In addition to the delays that may be caused by requiring that restraining orders be solic-

ited where the petitioning party lives, many deponents indicated that the waiting period to obtain
the remedy was at times needlessly long. For example: A lawyer said that many times restraining

215 See, for example, Id (Testimony of a social worker and university professor)

2 16 Hearings, May 13 and 14, p.12
217 Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers and prosecutors
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orders solicited took too long to be granted, "up to 43 days,' 21 8 A swvivor of domestic violence
affirmed that three months went by before she was granted a restraining order 219 This kind of
situation could be due to problems presented in serving subpoenas on aggr-essors for hearings on
those cases ..Sometimes, the delay in serving the subpoena could be due to the fact that the order is
requested in one municipality while the aggressor lives in another further away. This entails that
the summons be processed through the Office of Bailiffs of the Judicial Center of the region to
which the municipality in question belongs. Nor is priority attention given the order that it requirns,
consequently, delays in serving the subpoena can be considerable .. The problem with citations can
also be due to the fact that, on occasion, the petitioning party does not know the whereabouts of the
petitioned party and the Court asks the petitioner to find out his address in order to subpoena him.
The Commission realizes that under these circumstances the concession of a restraining order will
take longer than usual.
As we will discuss later, because some judges ar·e reluctant to issue orders ex pa rte the
victims remain without protection until the hearing mandated by law in the presence of the assailant. This forces the victim to return to their homes without having obtained the remedy and exposes
them specifically to what ex parte orders intend to avoid: greater violence and danger. When this
happens it is difficult for women to appear again before the court for a new order..

c.

Concession ofre,tmining

orden for too ,hort periods of time

The Commission heard testimony over and over again on how some judges concede restraining orders with short-lived validity .. 220 This forces victims to turn repeatedly to the cow! to
extend the orders for an additional amount of time, with the aggravating factor of having to face
their assailants ..

219 Focus Group Interview, Victims of domestic violence, p.15.
220 See, for example, Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, p 46 (Testimony of women's issues specialists); Hearings,
May 20, 1994, p 1 (Testimony of expert in domestic violence)
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Obviously, we are uot refening here to ex parte orders, which, by their nature and by law,
mandate a hearing within five days of issuance and have to be of shmter duration.
d

Reluctance of some judges to issue restraining order, ex parte

The Domestic Violence Law authmizes the courts to issue ex- parte orders under ce1tain
circumstances
222

221

Nonetheless, it was repeatedly pointed out that some judges refuse to issue them.

As a result, the victim is left without protection.
A lawyer recalled having heard judges say that "if Casa Julia thinks that it is going to

regulate procedures for ex parte restraining orders, it is mistaken." 223 Naturally, this is a reaction
to requests fm ex parte orders presented with the advice of suppmt groups. This type of comment
clearly reflects the rejection of suppmt organizations for victims of domestic violence by some
judges who see these groups as too assertive

01

as threatening, to the degree that they believe these

groups to have feminist agendas ..It also underscores ignorance of the reality of domestic violence.
e

Concesiion of reciprocal restraining orders

Some judges, both male and female, on occasion issue restraining orders to both parties
although only one of the parties has requested it.224 Fm example, a litigant lawyer, a female, said:
"Many times mutual, bilateral restraining orders ar·e issued even when the other person has not
claimed violence against himself, but since there was an argumenL .."225 This practice reinforces
the mistaken idea that the victim is just as guilty of domestic violence as is her assailant
Another female lawyer said: " The orders don't have to include the woman.. If the woman
has not committed an act of violence why include her? That is an act of violence against her because it throws the system against he1."226

221 Law 54, art.2 5, 8 LP RA sec.625
22 2 See, for example, Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, p 35 .(I estimony of a lawyer)
22 3 Focus Group Interview, Male trial attorneys and prosecutors, p.34-35

224 See, for example, Hearings, May 2'7, 1994, p.2 (Testimony of a prosecutor)
22 5 Focus Group Interview, I rial attorneys, on women's issues, pp 49-50
126 Jd. p50
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In some state jurisdictions in the United States, legislation specifically forbids the issuing
restraining orders, 22 7

ofreciprocal

f

Problem, with ,erving subpoenas for hearing, and restraining orders,

Aiticle 24 of Law 54 stipulates that subpoenas and a copy of the petition will be se,ved
by a court bailiff or public law enforcement officer as ,oon a, pollible and take preference over

another kind of ,ubpoena,. Generally, however, municipal judges don't have bailiffs available. 228
This is especially so regarding those judges who are not assigned to a judicial center

OI

to a District

Court. 229 In orde, to serve citations, restraining orders and other legal documents, municipal judges
have to coordinate with district judges and depend on them to be willing to offer that suppmt

OI

have the potential to give it Since the municipal judges see a good part of the requests fm restraining orders, many times they find that they don't have available bailiffs to se,ve citations, etc,, once
they are issued

They also find themselves having to follow ummal pmcedme in coordinating,

which means fmther delays,, For that reason, some judges give the citations to the petitioning parties themselves so they can eithe, se,ve them or go to police headquruters for a police officer to do
it Sometimes the person has to go to several headquruters before finding a police officer willing to
help, although the law stipulates that orders must be served by bailiffs or police officers,. 230 In
many of these cases, a record of the summons having been served does not exist, which means that
if the assailant fails to appea,, the judge has no way of knowing if he was actually served,
Evidently, insufficient personnel and the lack of coordination related to this aspect of the
system , place petitioners of restraining orders, especially women, in a delicate position concerning

227 Legislated, for example, in Florida. See, INFORMAIION SERVICE OF IHE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
STAIE COURTS, SIAIUS OF GENDER BIAS IASKFORCES AND COMMISSIONS IN THE STAIE AND
FEDERAL JUDICIAl SYSTEMS 60 (2d ed 1993)
228 Ibis places the victims of violence at risk when they have to face their assailants in courts
229 Today, District Subsection by virtue of the Judiciary Law of Puerto Rico of 1994 and, until its complete elimina-

tion, programmed for a period of eight years
230 See, for example, Hearings June 24 and July 1, 1994, p.32. (Testimony of a social worker and university profes-

sor); Law 54, a.rt24 (b), 8 L PRA

sec. 624(b)
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their personal safety. In addition, it forces persons undergoing emotionally difficult moments to
carry out procedures that do not actually correspond to them and that could even affect them more

g

Mi,conceptions

A judge told the Commission that she heard judges, prosecutors and police officers say
that they would not accuse a person for violating a restrnining order because the petitioner herself
violated it These officials believe that when the victim accepts a visit from her assailant, although
the visit may be incidental, she tacitly waives the order issued in her favor or violates it
A restraining order, by legislative fiat, must have a specific timetable according to the discretion of the judge who issues it. This order can only remain without effect at its termination or by
judicial agreement. The law does not contemplate the petitioning party having to tacitly surrender
the order; only when she goes to the Court and asks that the order be set aside can the judge do so.
Even if the parties reconcile, or see each other sporadically which could constitute a violation of
the order, the order itself remains in force. But in reality, that's why these officers of the court are
reluctant to intervene in subsequent formal complaints of domestic violence presented by the same
person even when the order remains in force ..231
This evident misconception shows lack of awareness and understanding of the problem and
places victims of domestic violence in a defenseless position.

15 Ignorance about the problem of dome,tic violence take, on special overtone, for
,ome female judge,, who a, women in po,itions of authority, find it difficult to understand the attitude, and reactions of other women who have suffered domestic
violence

The Commission's investigation revealed that some female judges assume especially severe
and negative attitudes toward women victims of domestic violence. To some extent, their attitude
and their difficulty in understanding why women victims of domestic violence remain in that kind

231 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, p 56
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of relationship, could be att:Iibuted to their perspective as women in high positions in society These
inflexible attitudes, which sometimes approach incomprehension, are reflected, fot example, in accounts such as the following: "First, she denied the restraining order because [the victim] lived in a
condominium and therefore, did not need a restraining order because she could tell [the security
guard of the condominium] that he [ the aggressor] was not to come in. [ Ihe condominium] has
only one entrance to the apartment Therefore, she didn't need it [the restraining order] Second,
she told her [ the petitioner] Tm a divorced woman and we divorced women have to forget about
the men and forge ahead with our children. So stop [wonying] about that man and keep going.'
She told that specifically to a colleague 'You have to forget that man, not be at his beck and call,
because ifTve been able to raise my children alone, without looking for a man, well, you should [
be able to] raise your children too.'"232
There ar·e also women who, to be outstanding and successful in a profession usually filled
with or directed by men, have assumed the same wotking style men traditionally display in society.
Thus, they have internalized the traditional style and disposition of men in order to survive in the
profession and be considered successful by theit peers. That also happens with women lawyers and
judges.
One deponent explained: "But I also understand that part of a woman that wants to identify with the male structure ..The woman judge assumes the position in which she doesn't identify in
any way with that victim. ..What she does then is deny that victim's situation, because she is also
denying the possibility that she too could have been, or will be, a victim ...." 233

16. Discrimination toward male victim, of domestic violence exists at every level and in
every sphere of the judicial system.

232 Focus Group Interview, women's issues specialists, p 22
233ld p55
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Neruly seven (7) per cent of the victims in cases presented under Law 54 are men.234 The
Commission was told that in most of these cases men are also victims of jokes and jests regarding
their masculinity. A tendency exists to ridicule men who request a restraining order because a "real
man" supposedly does not let his wife or companion assault him. Obviously, sexist stereotypes can
also apply to men. This contrasts with what usually happens to women victims of domestic violence. In their case, de1ision is p,imruily related to the trivialization of violence and with diminishing their credibility ..On the other hand, as a result, women see themselves as subjugated by sexist
stereotypes and pressured by different sources to save the mru,iage while that doesn't usually happen in the case of men. In their case, eve1ything revolves ruound the fact that their image doesn't
jibe with that of "macho "
Undeilying these manifestations of disc1i:tnination against men is the notion that men have
to demonstrate their manhood by being strong, dominee,ing and even aggressive. A man who does
not act like that is thought to be less of a man From that point of view, patriruchal society fosters
and justifies male violence.
A bailiff underscored that point Men, he said, who request restraining orders rue not taken
cme of in the SaIIle manne, as women. They ru·e ridiculed by the police and officials of the system.
They rue told in the street that they'll be taunted. 235
A female judge also commented, as did other deponents, that a man is a victim of wisecracks, jibes and mocke1y. For that reason, a man will refrain from using the procedure. Some
male judges also assume these saIIle sexist attitudes: they consider male victims "wimps " 236 In

234 See, COMISION PARA LOS ASUNTOS DE LA MUJER, IERCER INFORME DE PROGRESO SOBRE LA
IMPLANIAC!ON EN PUERTO RICO DE LA LEY PARA LA PREVENCION E INIERVENCION CON LA VIOLENCIA DOMESTICA (1995).
235 Hea,ings, May 27, 1994, p 2
236 Id p 4
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these cases, the same sexist stereotypes about men at the palliarchal foundation of society wmk
against them and are a source of disc1iminat01y l!-eatment.
The Commission also heard testimony from men convicted fot violating the Domestic
Violence Law claiming that the courts discriminate against them because often they are not given a
chance to be heard .. Likewise, they said that many women wrongly use Law 54 to seek vengeance237, as well as for other purposes This type of statement, however, should be put into context
since aggressors tend to justify their every violent act, even holding the victim responsible .. "To be
heard" sometimes implies that the court accept their justifications
Nonetheless, judges should be exl!-emely careful that every accused be heard in conformity
with due process oflaw. By itself Law 54 does not sanction the circumvention of this constitutional
requisite. Victims can and must be protected effectively without affecting the tights of the accused
or the defendants. But that calls for competence, preparation, car·e and concenl!ation in fulfilling
judicial functions ..

17 lhe courts environment usually intimidates victims of domestic violence
Several deponents told the Commission that the comts atmosphere tends to intimidate victims of domestic violence----by the very setting of the facilities, by the inrage of authmity judges
project and by the nature of the adversarial system This is compounded by the profound overall
ignorance of Puerto Rican society about the judicial process and comt functions .. Clearly, all of
that overwhelms victims of domestic violence and their self~esteem is affected Their lack of education and poverty ar·e additional adverse factors
In domestic violence cases, the mern fact that the victims have to face their assailants in
court worsens the situation, especially in cases where aggression has taken place in the comt .238 A
deponent, a comt advocate fot victims of domestic violence, declared:

23 7 Focus Group Interview, Aggressors (domestic violence)

238Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1992,p 12
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"Criminal court is a honible experience. To spend six or seven hours in
a criminal court waiting to be called, while the assailant constantly approaches
the victim to tiy to convince her to leave, or if not, intimidating her It is a
horrible experience for the woman as it is fm the advocates .." 239
A domestic violence victim recounted the following experience:
"I had a honible experience in court. I went there for a restiaining order and I didn't realize that my assailant was pursuing me ..
"While there I was crying, ne1vous because he had hit me with a machete, 1ight here ....on my back. I was on the verge of convulsing because I'm
an epileptic and I was with my three children ...I was stI·essed out because my
children were c1ying, they were hungry because I had been [ at the court J ve1y
early and it was after three and they had not yet called me
My aggressm was following me and he dragged me out of there punching and kicking me and no one did anything ..He came into the courtioom and
gr abbed me and started hitting me ....in the court. " 240

A murder took place recently in a criminal court of a judicial center. A police officer
dressed in plain clothes managed to enter the Judicial Center with a non-regulation weapon and
fired multiple bullets at his companion, a domestic violence victim who had gone to the court for
protection. Subsequently, the assailant tiied to commit suicide there ..241
Ihis type of situation illustiates the dangers victims can face in the courts where special
facilities to keep the plaintiffs and defendants separate and aprut do not exist. The fact that the justice system also lacks tiained personnel to orient and suppmt victims of domestic violence further
aggravates the problem.

18 Some judges discriminate in different ways against homosexuals and lesbians in the
application of Law 54

239 Focus Group Interview, women's issues experts, p.\68
240 Focus Group Interview Domestic violence victims, p 11
241 See El NUEVO DIA, June 25, 1995, p.6
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Some judges consider that the Domestic Violence Law in general does not apply to homosexual and lesbian couples and even refuse to issue restraining orders

242

The Commission believes

that, in keeping with the pmpose of the law to protect eve1y victim of domestic violence in a
spousal relationship, restraining orders apply in these cases ..243 Most judges concur with this posture .244
However, severnl judges did say that homosexuals and lesbians are tidiculed and disc1iminated against by employees who inte1vene in the process .245 They have even kidded the judges who
hear this type of case
One judge stated: "The othe1 day I heard a ve1y cmious case of two lesbians .... Look, you
can't imagine how lightly even comt personnel deal with the situation. Since it is not a common
relationship and not something you see eve1y day, well, attitudes seem to be diffetent." 24 6

Recommendations
1

The Office of Comts Administration should continue to intensify its education and awarnness effmts for judges and judicial system personnel about the prnblem of domestic violence and application of the law, giving special attention to the cycle of domestic violence
and the comprehensive and effective use of the law's different penal and civil mechanisms

2

The Office of Comts Administration should offe1 special training to all judicial and nonjudicial personnel of fast contact in the comts to develop bette1 attitudes in dealing with
victims of domestic violence and in otienting them, especially in such an intimidating atmosphere as is the comt.

3

The judicial system should develop efficient mechanisms of otientation for victims of domestic violence to explain comt procedure in civil and c1iminal application of the law, the
lights that are covered and the prntection mechanisms they can request

4

The justice system must develop uniform internal regulations regarding access to judicial
procedures by advocates of victims of domestic violence.

242

Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, p 12. This topic was the subject of discussion in Participative Investigation Session for District Judges, held Sept 9, 1994
243 See Analysis of Legislation and .Jurisprudence in this chapter
244 See Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, p. 33 Focus Group Interview, Judges, p 29
245 Id
246 Focus Group Interview, Judges, P.29
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5., The Judicial Branch should foster govemmeut development and establishment of shelters
and support programs for victims of domestic violence and of re-education and re-training
programs for aggressors tlunughout the island This would allow the courts to more effectively enforce the public policy embodied in the Domestic Violence Law,

6

1 he Office of Courts Administration should study the possibility of establishing a specialized court in domestic violence in San Juan's Criminal Investigations Unit, which is justified by the volume of these kinds of cases, Meanwhile, the unit's trained personnel could
serve as a resource in mientations on island courts.,

7,, In coordination with other components of the criminal justice system, the Judicial Branch
should develop an efficient infmmation system on domestic violence cases and restraining
orders that allow specific studies and investigations about the subject to be done and to
follow up on cases and the situation of those accused so that their records are in the system,

8, Internal supervision mechanisms should be activated to attend to complaints about inadequate and discriminatmy treatment of victims and to impose the cmresponding disciplinary

I

sanctions ..

!

f

9, Interagency and internal effmts of the judicial system should be better coordinated to process domestic violence cases to address more efficiently issues such as serving subpoenas
for hearings on restraining orders, restraining orders proper and formal complaints made
outside of working hours,. The Office of Courts Administration should coordinate with the
Police of Puerto Rico so that the police serve restraining orders, especially in those towns
where bailiffs ar'e not available.,

'

I
L
I ,
!

10,, Criteria for tenitmial competence to attend to applications for restraining orders should be
clarified, Judges should be educated regarding the fact that petitions for restraining orders
must be attended by any judge of the court of first instance,

!

I

I
f
'b

'

'

I
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Chapter8

Criminal and Juvenile Justice Systems
A.

Criminal Justice System

Introduction
The impact of Penal Law in society is indisputable. It constitutes one of the p1incipal instruments for maintaining social orde1. It makes mies regarding what is pe1mitted and what is
prohibited, under penalty of Jaw that, in Pue1to Rico, fluctuate between a monetaiy penalty, that is,
a fine, to the prolonged loss of libe1ty, even for life .. Obeying or violating the penal statute, aprut
from the motives to do so, engende1 ce1tain behaviors that, in the long mn, could influence how we
see and evaluate the wmld. Like othe1 codes of behavior, however, the penal 1ule ruticulates values ..In that sense, it could have an impmtant fmmative effect
It has been pointed out, with reason,
that: Histmically, the Jaw, especially the penal Jaw, has lacked a gende1
perspective and reflected an androcentric chruacter Ihis is to say, it produces
and reproduces an image of man as a pruadigm of the human being. It promotes a perception of the society that confuses the man with the persons,
eveiy person, and perceives women as weak beings, devoid of capacity to
make decisions, whose virginity and moral integiity requires special attention. 1
That is why it is of cmcial impmtance to ,eview this impmtant dimension of the Jaw that
governs us-to detect any manifestation of bias, prejudice or disc1imination because of gende1.

1 Commission for Women's Affairs, Office of the Governor, Presentation on Bills of the Senate 1229 and
1230 to 1241 Measures associated with the Penal Code Reform of Puerto Rico (March 31, 1992)
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Every aspect and dimension of gender discrimination, however, must be examined in the
criminal justice system since whatever takes place in the courts is conditioned by a network of
rules, processes, prerogatives and acts that go beyond their authority and scope
The fundamental legal dimension of the system rests largely on the Penal Code of Puerto
Rico, whose most recent version was approved in 1974, and in special legislation that typify specific behaviors as crimes. Hence, it corresponds to the Legislative Assembly to revise and receive
any recommendation about penal law.
The structural dimension comprises a series of institutions that include the courts as well
as several agencies of the Executive Branch. Their primary duty, through the Police and Justice
Departments, is to promote penal actions .. The obligation of the courts is to judge persons accused
of crimes.
How penal cases are channeled, however, is governed by rules of criminal procedure and
evidence, whose adoption is the responsibility of the judicial and legislative branches of government, as required by the Constitution of Puerto Rico ..2
Finally, the corrections system, attached to the Executive Branch, intervenes in diverse aspects that have to do with implementing the sentence.
In each and every one of these dimensions, as the findings of this Report show, ar·e nests of

gender discrimination
The delegation of these responsibilities, however, does not exempt the Judicial Branch
from self~exarnination, and from taking the necessary measures to eradicate any trace of gender
discrimination in its proceedings, procedures, and rules of criminal procedure ..
This chapter analyzes several aspects of the criminal justice system and Penal Law in
Puerto Rico that the Commission believes pose specific problems related to gender discrimination.

2 Constitution of the Commonwealth of P.R., Art V, Sec. 6
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The issues discussed here, howeve1, are not the only ones related to the ciiminal justice
system that the Commission considered .. Several paramount issues directly tangential with the penal area are thoroughly examined in other sections of this Report. Thus, for example, the Chapter
on Domestic Violence analyzes crimes categorized in Act No, 54 of 1989, the administration of

l

.l

that law by the comts and other components of the justice system, the civil and criminal relationship of the statute and the federal Violence against Women Act, pe1tinent developments to the legitimate defense in cases of women accused of injming or killing their companions, and the admissibility of expe1t testimony on the battered woman syndmme., Disc1imination associated with the
credibility of women victims, witnesses and defendants is discussed in the Chapter on Interaction in
the Comts, C1iminal comtroom judge assignments and the lack of adequate facilities fo1 women
p1isoners are included in the chapter on Judicial Administration, All these issues could very well be
pail of this chapter Thus, readers with a specific interest in this aspect of the Report should tum to
the above-mentioned chapters fo1 a bmader picturn of the Commission's analysis on problems related to c1iminal justice and Penal Law
Still, an analysis of several pmblems associated with the juvenile justice system is included
in this chapte1, Although the prosecution of minors accused of offenses is not exactly a pa1t of the
c1iminal area, the Commission decided to investigate it along with Penal Law because it contains
safeguaids and punitive elements similai to those of criminal pmcedure and both can lead to the
loss of libe1ty ,3
Several legal pmfessionals and comt officials

4

vividly described problems in the ai·ea of

juvenile justice and insisted that it be a pait of this investigation The force and relevance of their

3 LEGAL SERVICES OF PUERTO RICO, INC, INFORME COMIIE DE PRIORIDADES EN AREA DE
MENORES 1-3, 65, 115-116, 121 (1994)
4 A female juvenile prosecutor, a director of a Legal Clinic, two social wo1kers, a lawyer dedicated to the

area of juvenile law, a superior cowtjudge assigned to Juvenile Court, and an ex-judge in the practice of law
in ProBono, Inc., through testimonies given in hearings held by the Commission on the following dates: May

13 and 14, May 21 and 22, June 3 and 4, June 24 and July I, 1994
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aiguments moved the Commission to cai,y out focus group interviews with juvenile delinquents at
the Industtial School in Ponce. A group of girls and another of boys were interviewed sepaiately to
learn of their personal experiences in court. Superior Court statistics were also compiled. SirniIaily, the Commission's findings reflect concerns expressed at the heaiings and in independent
studies.
Since so many other issues are discussed in other chapters, it should be claiified that the
findings analyzed here, excepting those pertinent to juvenile justice, focused on those problems that
surface in sex crimes where the victim is a woman, an ai·ea umemitting in revictimizing women ana
reproducing diverse stereotypes.

Anafysis of Legislation and Jurisprudence

Introduction
To the extent that penal laws contain rules and expressions that_ may result in discrimination, they actively help to perpetuate discrirnination in judicial processes. Therefore, in an investigation such as this one on gender discrimination in the courts, it is appropriate and fitting to exaiuine them. In this section, we will analyze several legal provisions that pose specific problems about
gentle, in the Penal Code, the Rules of C1iminal Procedure and the Rules of Evidence.

The Penal Code
Although there has been progr·essive awaieness in this ai·ea, the Penal Code of Pue1to Rico
still contains specific provisions that maintain discriminatory classifications based on gende1, or
that respond in one way or another to stereotypical conceptions about it What follows is an exainination of crimes that me closely linked to the subject of this Repmt.

1

Crimes against bodily integrity
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Although we refe1 specifically to seve1al c1imes included in Chapter 255 of the Penal
Code, titled "Climes against bodily integ,ity",

5

it is useful to indicate that the ve1y classification of

such crimes reflects couceptions that leave aside impmtant considerations about sexual violence as
it is understood today, and the existent view of women in our society. The title implies that the legal 1ight the legislator intended to protect is the virtue of women, that is, their pmity, their chastity,
conceived within traditional schemas ..This kind of conceptualization contributes, without doubt, to
keeping alive stereotypes that have disciiminatmy effects

a. Rape
Aiticle 99 of the Penal Code, which typifies rnpe, deems guilty of the clime "Eve1y person
who has carnal intercourse with a woman not his wife" under ce1tain situatious that, in syuthesis,
imply the lack of consent of the agg,ieved woman ..6 The pluase "woman not his wife" excludes
forced carnal intercourse of the husband with his wife .. This provision clearly reflects the notion of
the woman as the man's prope1ty in maniage and the traditional conception that the woman must
sexually yield to her husband
Not until 1989 in Puerto Rico, with the passage of the Law to Prevent and Jnte1vene with
Domestic Violence, was conjugal sexual agg,ession categmized as a c1ime apart from rape ..7 Aiticle 3 .5 of the law refers to non-consenting "sexual relations" , an expression that appears to be
much broader than the term "rnpe," which is clearly defined by law and jurispmdence, unlike the

expression "sexualrelations."
Remrukably, the new tendencies in Penal Law recognize that sexual violence is not limited
exclusively to the sexual penis-vagina relation, categmizing as c1iminal conduct any kind of penetration without consent - whethe1 copulative, digital or instrumental, tluuugh the vagina or the

5 331 PRA

secs 4061-4081'
6 331 PRA sec 4061
7 Act No 54ofAugust15, 1989,Art.35,81P.RA

sec.635
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anus.

8

Does the te1m "sexual relation", in Aiticle 35, include all these vaiiations? The answe1

could be in the affirmative since the te1m itself is broader and if the legislative intent, the foundation of Law 54 , is taken into account But we know more than that is requfred within the

a, ea

of

Penal Law. Neither Aiticle 3 5 defines what is understood by "sexual relations," nor does the comprehensive legal provision regaiding definitions of Law 54. Unquestionably, this is an aiea that
requfres court inte1pretation

b. Seduction
Aiticle 101 of the Penal Code, categ01izing the crfrne of seduction, provides in the pait that
interests us here:
Eve1y person who, under promise of mai,iage, seduces an unmai1ied
woman of good moral chaiacter, under the age of 18 yeais, and has sexual
intercourse with he1, shall be punished ...9
In the background of this penal provision is the dichotomous view of the woman that
makes a distinction between pure and chaste women and those who are not because they decide to
lead lives that set them apait from the traditional behavior society demands rn Ihat is why a
woman who does not have "a good m01al reputation" 11 and who is not single cannot be seduced
legally in Pue1to Rico .. Obviously, the ve1y definition of the ctfrne opens the door to evety type of

8 Dora Nevares-Muniz, Informe de Revisi6n de! C6digo Penal de Puerto Rico, 27 REV JUR. U.I 267 (1993).
9 33 LPRA sec 4063
10 See Linda J. Lacey, 'Introducing Feminist lurisprudenc.e. an Analysi5 of Oklahoma'5 Seduction Statute,
25 TULSA LJ. 775 (1990)
11 In Alt 261 of the Penal Code of 1902, the passive subject of the crime was defined as "an urunanied woman, until
then reputed as virtuous" In Pueblo v Mill.in, 27 D.P.R. 862 (1919), the Supreme Court resolved that it was not
necessary that a woman be a virgin at the moment of the crime, but that it was enough that she was reputed to be
chaste. In Pueblo v. Martinez, 21 D.PR. 70 (1914), it was said that to be reputed "virtuous" meant to have the reputation of previous chaste character ..According to Olga Elena Resumil, "the phrase repeatedly used in the Spanish text
is substantially equivalent to the phrase 'of previous chaste character' that was used in the text in English, since the
word pure signifies chaste, especially when used in seduction accusations, and the concept of the word "reputation",
for the pmposes of Article [261 of the PC of 1902) is equivalent to the word character" Olga Elena Resurnil, La
Mujer como objecto the tutela penal: Protecci6n legislativa o discrimen judicial? (Manuscript delivered to the Commission by the author)
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evidence that could affect the reputation of a woman who has consented to sexual contact because
of a promise of marriage
2. Breach of the peace
The third type of clime, breach of the peace, is configured when a person "uses vulgar,
profane or indecent language in the presence or within the hearing of women or children, in a loud
or noisy manner"..12

In this respect, it has been commented: This classification starts from
the premise of a paternalistic view based on the supposed weakness of the
woman ......Gross and unseemly language is as offensive to a woman's ea.rs as
it is to a man's ...This distinction is totally unreasonable, since, what the prohibition intends to avoid does as much ha.rm to a man as it does to a woman 13
Once again, law-making responded to the same stereotyped conceptions of women that
have justified disctiminatmy treatment against he,, although in this case it can be argued it wmks
in her favor Nevertheless, the vety existence of this provision reinforces social and mental schemas
at the core of gender discrimination. 14
3

Aggravated battery

Article 95 of the Penal Code, m subsection (d), considers agg,avated battety "[w]hen
committed by an adult male on the person of a woman or child"

15

Once again, as in breach of the peace, legislation places women on a par with children, a
g,oup in need of special protection ..Undoubtedly, the histmical iniage of women as more weak and
defenseless than men served as the basis of this legal provision ..The Supreme Comt of Pue1to Rico

12 Art. 266 of the PENAL CODE (PEN. C.), 33 L PRA

sec.4521

13 Rolando Emanuelli Jimenez, Analisis Constitucional del Delito de Alteraci6n a la Paz, Artfculo 260 del C6digo

Penal de Pnerto Rico, 55 REV JUR U PR 587, 603-604 (1986)
14 The legal rule that one shall not use "vulgar, profane or indecent" language in front of a woman may be

the counterpru:t
of the social norm imposed on women to refrain from using that kind of language, inappropriate even between women, but acceptable between men. Underlying it is a double standard that categorizes
stereotypes on the basis of gender. See the discussion on stereotypes and the double standard in the chapter
on General theoretical framework

l5 331 PR A sec 4032 (Supp. 1994)
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evaluated the constitutionality of subsection (d) in Pueblo v Rivera Morales ..16 As we shall later
see in om comments on Supreme Com! decisions on gender discrimination in penal law, the majmity upheld the constitutionality of that provision We will review discussion of the issue as we
analyze the Com!' s decision which poses several difficulties to consider.

Rules of Criminal Procedure
With respect to the criminal procedme, only two provisions stand out:

I.

Rule I 08.· reasons to excuse from jury duty

This rule establishes the circumstances m situations in which a candidate for jmy duty
may be excused .. In the part of the provision of interest to us, it states: "The comt must excuse
from jmy se,vice any woman who so requests because of her obligation as housewife"

17

Evidently, the rule only mentions women in relation to the obligations of the home, that is,
it does not even leave open the possibility that a man could have that responsibility. It is taken fm
gr anted that the woman is in charge of the domestic duties and of raising the children, a role histmically imposed on her and which she is presutned to take to naturally, even though the division of
labor has nothing to do with that presumption

This involves a schema cons!Iucted from a mascu-

line perspective that fits perfectly within a patiiarchal society
Once again, the stereotype operates superficially in favm of women ..But in its deepest dimension it reinforces patterns that are based on gender disc,imination

2. Rule 154 corroboration ofa woman', te,timony
Rule 154 requires cmrobmation of a woman's testimony in c,irnes of abmtion, seduction
and inducing a woman under 21 years of age into prostitution. The testimony of an aggrieved
woman, the rnle decrees, must be cmroborated by other evidence that by itself, and without taking

16 931.I.S 83, atp.10740
17 341 PRA Ap. II, R. 108
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he, testimony into considerntion, tends to establish the relation of the defendant to the offense, and
not merely prove the circumstances of the offense and whether it was committed ..18
The second parngraph of this mle also requires conobmating evidence of the aggrieved
woman's testimony regarding rape

01

attempted tape. That paragraph was declared unconstitu-

tional expressly by the Supreme Comt of Puetto Rico in Women', Commi, ,ion v, Secretary of
Ju,tice, 19 a case we will discuss fmthe, on. Subsequently, through Law 123 of November 11,
1994, the Legislative Assembly amended Rule 154 to eliminate the cmroboration requisite for rape
or attempted rape. Nonetheless, the rest of the mle remained intact so that cmroboration was still
required fot c1imes of abmtion, seduction and inducing an unmauied woman undet the age of 21
years into prostitution-situations

in which the victim or aggrieved person is a woman.. This is

s111p1isingbecause the arguments to eliminate cmroboration in the one case me the same fm the
others. 20
Note that Rule 154 requires cmrobmation of a woman's testimony in inducing a woman
under 21 yems of age into prostitution .. The existing Rules of C1iminal Procedure, as we know,
was approved in 1963..Aiticle 110 of the Penal Code of 1994, howeve,, defined an identical ctinie,
to which Rule 154 would apply, in a much broader manner: it makes ctiminal promoting and facilitating the prostitution of a person older than 18 yems even with that person's consent, to profit
from the satisfaction of another's lust

21

Obviously, the wmd person includes men as well as women But keeping c111rentand enforcing Rule 154, which only applies to the testimony of the female victim, cleruly constitutes discrimination on the basis of gender twice over.. First, it creates a disc1iminatory category since it

18341 PRA Ap 11,R 154
19 109 DP R 715 (1980)

l
f

L

20 About this subject, the Hon. Crisanta Gonzalez de Rodriguez, Superior CoUit Judge, provided the Commission with a comprehensive work that served as a base for this discussion: Ihe rule on corroboration of
testimony of the woman and instructions to the jury in cases of sexual aggression ( 1995)
21 331 PR. sec. 4072
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distinguishes between men and women, both protected by Atticle 110, in iequiiing proof of a
c1ime, demanding c01rob01ation when the victims rue women, but not when the victims ru·e men.
The rugument of Justice Antonio Negron Gruda in his concuuent vote in Pueblo v. Pagan Riv-

era,22 and later adopted by the majmity of the Supreme Court in Women's Commission v. Secretary of Justice, can also be applied to this provision:
the mle of qualified couoboration that prevails in rnpe or attempted
rape proceedings, on its face violates the constitutional prohibition of disc1imination on account of sex, since it casts doubts a priori upon the adequacy and veracity of a woman's testimony, by weakening it against the testimony of a man ..23
Siinilru problems, though not identical, ruise from an instruction that is still given to a jury
in relation to lewd and indecent acts. 24 The instruction wruns the jury of the danger involved in
convicting solely on the victim's testiinony. The pertinent prut of instruction reads as follows:

It is not essential that the testimony of the victiin be cmroborated by
other evidence if, from the complete proof, you rue convinced beyond a reasonable doubt of the guilt of the accused ..However, an accusation such as that
made against the accused, in general terms, is easily made, and once made is
difficult to refute, even if he is innocent. Because of the nature of the c1iine,
usually the only witnesses rue the aggrieved pruty and the accused Therefore,
I instruct you to examine cruefully the testimony of the victim; but the fact
that the accusation is easy to make and difficult to refute should not stop a
verdict of guilty if you ru·e convinced, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the accused is guilty .25
On the surface, that instruction does not pose a problem of gende1 discriinination .. Afte1
all, the criine of lewd and indecent acts is wiitren in neutral terms Both the person who commits
the crime as well as its victim could be a man or a woman .. But applying that instruction unde1
ce1tain ciicurnstances could be discriminatmy. Let us explain

22 105 DP R 493 (1976)
23 Id at p. 497
24 Art 105 of the PEN. C, 33 1 PRA sec 4067
25 MANUAL DE INSIRUCCIONES Al JURADO PARA El IRIBUNAL SUPERIOR DE PUERTO RICO
182 (1976). (Emphasis added)
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In the first place, it must be remembered that in many cases of lewd and indecent acts, the
victims are gills and boys ..Applied to them, the instruction picks up on a generalized myth that in
these cases boys and giils tend to exaggerate. On the othe1 hand, it could reinforce the idea that if a
boy or a girl offers contradictory testimony about this type of situations, they are necessaiily lying
or making up the story. Studies show the contraiy

26

When the victim is a woman, combined with stereotyped notions that women easily fab1icate allegations of sexual aggressions to accuse men, this instruction could be discdminatory because of gender. After all, that instruction is based on jurisprndence established at the beginning of
the centu1y, in that the determination of guilt involving an accusation of rape should not be submitted to the jury unless the court warns how dangerous, a conviction based solely on the testimony of
the accuser, would be (Pueblo v. Vidaf27 and Pueblo v. Cancel 28 ) The resonance of this belief,
frequent in rape cases, may lead the jury to similai conclusions in cases of lewd and indecent acts
whe1e a woman is aggrieved
In Pueblo v. Serrano Olivo, 29 a case rega,·ding the crime of indecency, as categorized in

the Penal Code of 193 7, and where the victim was a girl, the Supreme Court of Pue1to Rico reaffirmed the validity and need for that instruction to the jury when no proof exists to corrobmate the
victim's testimony

30

The decision was based on recurring decisions of the Supreme Court of Cali-

fomia which interpreted Aiticle 288 of that state's Penal Code which is similai to Aiticle 260 of
Pue1to Rico's Penal Code. California's state of law changed, however, in People v Rincon

26 See John GB Myers et al., Expert Testimony in Child Sexual Abuse litigation, 68 NEB 1 REV 1

(1989)
2 7 7 D PR 527 (1904)
28 13 D PR 178 (1907) See Gonzalez de Rochfguez, supra note 20
29 93 DPR. 745 (1966)
30 In tlris case the Court understood that the court of instance had not erred in not giving the instruction because corroboration testimony had been presented
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Pineda 31, which said the instruction had outlived its usefulness and that it is not obligatmy to apply it today. That same comse of action is justified in om case
For all the above considerations, the Commission recommends that this instruction be

I

I
i

I

eliminated from the Manual of Instructions to the Jmy used in the courts of Puerto Rico.

Rules of Evidence
Rule 21 · Evidence ofprior sexual conduct of the victim
Rule 21 of Evidence excludes evidence of the victim's past sexual conduct or histmy in
rape or attempted rape trials, except under ce1tain circumstances ..32 This rule was incorporated into

I

the Rules of Evidence to cmrect discrimination on the basis of gende1 against the woman that arnse

i

in those cases It originated in Act No ..6 of Februaiy I, 1979 which added Rule 154 ..1 of Criminal

t

Procedme, 33 whose text is identical to that of the Rule of Evidence. According to the law's Statement of Motives:
In the case of rape there is resistance on the pait of the victim to initiate
judicial proceedings and even to report the c1ime, since she considers that the
advantages that she will receive from om c1irninal justice system ai·e fewe1
than the disadvantages she will encounter if she reports tlte c1ime.

31 538 P2d 247 (1975)
32 Ihe rule provides the following:
In any prosecution for rape or attempt to commit rape, evidence of the victim's past sexual conduct or history or opinion or reputation, evidence regarding such sexual conduct or history is not admissible for the
purpose of attacking her credibility or establishing her consent, unless circumstances of a special nature
show that such evidence is relevant and that its probative value outweighs its defamatory or prejudicial character
If the defendant seeks to offer under such special circumstances evidence of the victim's sexual conduct or
history, or evidence of opinion or reputation regarding such sexual conduct 01 histmy, he shall follow the
following procedure:
(a) 'The defendant shall file before the court and the prosecuting attorney a Wiitten motion sworn by him
specifying the evidence he seeks to offer and stating its relevancy in attacking the victim's credibility or establishing her consent
(b) If the court detemrines that such evidence is adequate, it shall order a hearing in chambers out of the
presence of the jury In this hearing, the victim may be questioned on the evidence proposed by the defendant.
(c) If the coUit, at the conclusion of the hearing, determines that the evidence which the defendant seeks to
offer is relevant, and that the probative value of such evidence outweighs its defamatory or prejudicial char·acte1, it shall make an order specifying what evidence may be offered by the defendant, and the nature of the
questions to be permitted The defendant may then offer evidence pwsuant to the order of the court
33 341 PRA Ap. II, R 1541
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By admitting evidence on the victim's past sexual conduct or history or
on the opinion or reputation of that sexual conduct or history is to perpetuate a
situation forued by the victims as much as the rape itself, humiliation in court,
and inte1ference with her right to privacy
The prejudice that such evidence causes is elem since it disorients the
jury, diverts its attention to collateral questions and invades the 1ight to p1ivacy of the victim. Therefore, evidence of the sexual conduct or history, or the
reputation of the victim has very little evidentiruy value since it is not relevant
to her credibility as a witness nor is it material relevant to the controversy if
on the occasion of the alleged criminal facts, she consented to, or was obligated to commit the sexual act with the accused 34
Prohibiting the use of prior sexual history of the victim of rape or attempted rape was a
great step fo1wrud for women. It was commonly used either to prove the consent of the rape victim
to the sexual act if, for exrunple, she had previous sexual relations with the accused, or to diminish
her credibility, since it was thought that a woman with prior sexual expe1ience was not credible as
a witness or that she fabricated the accusation to take "revenge" on an old boyfriend. Many times it
was implied that a sexually active woman did not deserve protection from a rapist
Even though approval of the rule was positive , the law still does not protect women completely, since it left open the door to utilizing past sexual history when the court determines that
"special circumstances" rue present To make this dete,mination, a heruing must be held It should
be stated, however, that no valid reason or "special circumstance" exists to justify the presentation
of this kind of evidence Its exclusion is due not only to high public interest, but also to reasons of
relevance Whether the victim may have led a sexually active life or had prior consensual relations
with the defendant is neithe, relevant to the credibility she may dese1ve, nor leads to the inference
on whether she did or did not consent The situation becomes critical any time the law does not define the "special" circumstance but leaves the court to rubitrruily decide on the admission of evi-

34

Statement of Motives of Act No 6 of February 1, 1979, Laws of Puerto Rico, 19'79, at p. 13
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dence ..This is the moment when each judge's stereotypes and negative conceptions about women
come into play.

Jurisprudence of the Supreme Court of Puerto Rico
in Penal Law Related to the Subject of Gender
Ihe Supreme Court of Puerto Rico has expressed itself on aspects of the subject at hand in
several important cases ..
In Women's Commission v.. Secretary of Justice, it had to determine the constitutionality
of corroboration required by Rule 154 of Criminal Procedure for rape and attempted rape when
evidence exists of past friendly, amorous, intimate or similai relations between the victim and the
accused. 35
Before, in Pueblo v. Pagdn Rivera, Justice Negron Garcia had said, in a concurrent opinion, that the qualified corroboration requirement "on its face violates the constitutional prohibition
of discrimination on account of sex, since it casts doubts a priori upon the adequacy and veracity
of a woman's testimony, by weakening it against the testimony of a man's testimony." 36 There existed, then, in the Supreme Court, a degree of sensitivity about the issue heralding the rejection of
the conoboration requirement that came to pass in the case of Women's Commission.
Here, the Court cited its opinion in Zachry International v. Superior Court 37 , to affirm
once more that "the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico not only guaiantees equal
protection under the law, but also, unlike the federal Constitution, expressly prohibits sex disctimination"..38 If, indeed, it is possible to establish classifications on the basis of sex, these cannot be
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discriminatory To reach a decision on this issue, this kind of inherently suspect classification must

35 In 1974 Rule 154 on corroboration evidence was amended to the effect of limiting the requisite of cor~

roboration in cases of rape to cases where the victim had had a previous relationship with the accused 34
l.PR A Ap II, R 154, as amended by Act No. 209 ofJuly 23, 1974
36 Pagan Rivera, 105 DP R at pp. 497-498
37 104 D PR 267 (1975)
38 Const E 1 A, Art .. II, Sec 7
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be submitted to the so-called criterion of strict judicial scmtiny. This requhes that a compelling
public interest be proven to justify the classification and that it be the least drastic alternative to
attain it. The Court concluded that the State had not proven those two elements, aud therefore, declared unconstitutional the mle of cmroboration in cases of rape aud attempted rape.
The Court stated the following:
A legislative expression based on a classification that charges every
woman in the situation with the presumption of lying is inrmediately evident.
Otherwise, why requhe that her testimony be cmroborated? Accepting that
maybe some woman may lie aud falsely accuse someone of rape, it cau not be
rationally inferred that all women will do the same thing Nonetheless, the
adequacy aud presumption of truth which shelters every witness in our jurisdiction is attacked a priori as a result This is an affront to her dignity that
adds to the physical harm suffered aud helps make her the victim of two offenses, that of sexual assault aud that of society 39
The Court later concluded that this rule:
a primi casts doubts on the adequacy and veracity of a woman's testimony, by weakening it against a man's testimony whose validity in our code
of laws not only represents different, archaic aud unjustified treatruent attributed to her unique feminine condition but also au affront that constantly injures the human dignity of that being. 40
With that, the opinion of Justice Negron Garcia became the majority of the Court At last
the invalidity of a rule based on an nnfounded presumption of women's lack of women's credibility
was recognized.
fu November of 1994, the Legislative Assembly of Puerto Rico statutmily eliminated the

corrobmation iequirement 41 However, as previously mentioned, the corroboration requisite for
the crimes of abortion, seduction and inducing prostitution remained intact The same reasons that
serve as basis for the decision discussed here, demand the invalidation of the rest of the mle ..

39 Women's Commission, 109 D.PR. at p 732 (Footnote omitted)

4o Id

at p 739
41 Act No. 123 of November 11, 1994
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In Pueblo v.. Rivera Roble,

42

the Supreme Court encountered another sex-based classifi-

cation that violated equal protection under the laws, In the written opinion by Justice Antonio Negron Garcia, the Court upheld the constitutionality of Article 99(a) of the Penal Code of Pue1to
Rico that typifies statutmy rape or the carnal intercourse of a man with a woman under 14 years
old not his wife ..43
The accused-appellant had sexual relations with his daughte1, who was under 14 years of
age. Instead of being accused of incest, he was accused and convicted of statutmy rape, He alleged
sex discrimination because the statute only penalized a man and not a woman who had carnal intercourse with a man unde1 14 years not her husband ..
The Supreme Court confirmed the appellant's conviction ..Regarding his allegation that the
equal protection clause was violated, the Court decided it lacked me1it and applied the criterion of
strict judicial scrutiny to the suspect classification ..The Comt 1easoned that the compelling interest
of the State for establishing the classification was to protect a young woman from the emotional
impact of sexual relations and, especially, to protect her from pregnancies .. To suppmt its judgment, the Comt cited the decision of the federal Supreme Court in Michael M. v.. Sonoma County

Superior Court, 44 which upheld the constitutionality of a California statute, similar to that of
Pue1to Rico, which justified the sex-based classification as a compelling interest of the state to prevent pre-adolescent and adolescent pregnancies due to the profound psychological, emotional and
physical consequences of that sexual activity.
The Supreme Comt of Puerto Rico felt that the reasons of the federal Supreme Comt
equally applied to our jmisdiction under the criteiion of strict judicial scrutiny and concluded:

42 121 D PR 858 (1988)
4 3 331 PRA sec 4061
44 450 US 464 (1981)
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In this area we agree with the State that a compelling interest exists to
reduce, by way of penalty the problem of pregnancy in girls and the usual setious psychological, emotional and physical problems that it generntes45

The Com! indicated, howevet, that the solution adopted was not theoretically perfect, conveying that it had anived at its decision because of the particular circumstances of the case .46As
we previously mentioned, a case of incest was prosecuted as statutmy tape, perhaps because the
penalty fot tape is more severe than for incest Had the Comt decided that the statute was unconstitutional, the accused would have gone free, despite the evidence of carnal intercourse with his
daughtet. The foregoing suggests that the Comt was uncomfmtable with its own decision. Justices
Pons Nufiez and Rebollo Lopez dissented without opinion in the case ..47
In Pueblo v. Rivera Morales, the Supreme Comt also encountered anothe, suspect sexbased classification ..In this case the unconstitutionality of Article 95( d) of the Penal Code was alleged under the equal protection clause ..The statute reads:
Battety shall be considered aggravated, ,,when committed under any of
the following circumstances,,,

45 Rivera Robles, 121 DPR

atp 875

46

One should remember that the scrutiny to examine allegations of disc1imination by virtue of classifications based on gender at the federal level is less rigorous than that adopted by the Supreme Court of Puerto
Rico to evaluate similar classifications under the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
47
This case doesn't necessarily provide for the more difficult problem that emerges when consensual sexual
relations occUI between two minors, a male and a female, and a petition is filed against the young man under
Article 99(c) Please note that only the male is penalized in this case That immediately raises the problem of
a classification based on gender, whose analysis requires strict judicial scrutiny. This situation could be distinguished from that in which the accused is an adult man In this last case one could believe that there is a
compelling interest of the State to protect minors vis a vis adult men, among others because of the unequal
relation of power ..But, in the case of two minors, in relatively equal conditions, even when the interest continues to be to prevent pregnancies in young girls, how could it be justified constitutionally that the penal
deterrent occurs by penalizing only men? It could be argued that since women suffer greater impact in cases
of pregnancies, the difference established was justified. But that doesn't do away with the argument that
only penalizing the man is not the only way to achieve the objective of the statute On the other hand, imposing a penalty on the girl could also present problems related to her right to privacy The Supreme Cowt of
Puerto Rico had this situation before it, but handled it by rejecting the attack on the constitutionality of the
statute in these circumstances by way of a short unpublished judgment, in which it merely makes reference
to the case of Michael M v. Sonoma County, without explaining the reasons for its decision or discussing the
problems presented See Pueblo en inter[es del menor M.M. V C., judgement of January 15, 1986
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When committed by an adult male on the body of a woman or

The accused-petitioner alleged disctimination on the basis of sex in favor of the woman.
The Comt, in an opinion by Associate Justice Jaime Fuster Berlingeti, upheld the constitutionality of the stipulation arguing that, from an anatomical point of view, a woman's physique is
generally lighter and more frail than that of a man and her total strength less. On the basis of studies published by lime magazine, howevet, the Comt also concluded that, from a psychological
point of view, a man is usually more aggressive than a woman. 49 As an example, the Comt
stressed that 92% of the complaints of battety filed against minors undet 17 years dming 1990-91
had been against males, and it mentioned the serious problem of domestic violence that women suf~
fot in Puetto Rico. In light of the foregoing, it concluded:
Challenged by this devastating picture of violence against women, it is
not possible to consider Subsection (d) of Atticle 95 of the Penal Code as unconstitutional. The measure is not based on degrading concepts of women; it
does not reflect archaic or pejorative ideas of infetiority or abject "frailty" ..50
The majority opinion could cause concern for several reasons ..First, it could be inte1preted
that, despite its language, the Comt has relaxed the sliict scmtiny application in evaluating allegations of gender disctimination. This could be ve1y prejudicial as far as it opens doors to less tigorous evaluations of suspect classifications, patticulatly in the lowet comts. lTitimately, more women
could be affected than men.
Secondly, by making universal the physical weakness and psychological passivity of
women, the Comt actively helps petpetuate the image of woman as the weaker sex 5 1 Remember
that Atticle 95 itself incurs in that by putting women on the same level as children in Subsection

48 331PRA

sec.4032(d)

49 Sizing Up the Sexes, TIME, January20, 1992.

50 Rivera Morales, 93 I IS
51

atpp

10744-10745.

See Myrta Morales Cruz, Commentary, Pueblo v Rivera Robles and Pueblo v. Rivera Morales, Protecci6n a la

mujer o patemalismo?, 64 REV. JUR UP R 123 (1995)
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(d), and even women in a similar position to the eldeily as regards Subsection (c) which aggravates
the batte,y "when it is committed by a person of robust health upon one who is aged or deciepit"

52

Third,, analyzing the lawmake1's intent in establishing the aggravated circumstance is not
without problems On the one hand, the majmity opinion relied on cmrent statistics to decipher that
intent Justice Rebollo in his dissenting opinion said that judges should abstain from speculating
about legislative intent, especially in those cases where classifications are being impugned and
strict scmtiny is applicable. On the basis of cmrent statistics it is difficult to argue that the turn-of~
the-century legislatm was interested in addressing domestic violence against women.. On the othe,
hand, in a concmring opinion, Justice Naveira relied on histmical and literary sources at the end of
th

the 19 centu1y to reach the same conclusion. To a ce,tain extent, Justice Rebollo's c,iticisrn could
also be applicable. These rnajmity opinions show a clear will to save the validity of the aggravated
factor in the face of a presmnption of unconstitutionality imposed by a suspect classification,
where traditional stereotypes about men and women reside ..
The stance assumed by Justice Negron Garcfa in his dissident opinion is a frontal attack on
stereotypes ..Afte1 pointing out that the majmity rntified the target of the controversy on the basis of
"the disparity, physical supe1i01ity and psychological propensity of male aggr·ession towards
women", Justice Negr·on said:
We accept that man is usually physically supe1ior to woman. Now then,
to assume that she is always weake, than man is simply false. Notwithstanding, and without exception, the legislation 1efoued to, classifies and imposes
on the man the absolute burden of the aggravating factm, without conside,ing
that his physical condition could be the same or weaker than that of the battered woman 53
Although he held that physical batte,y against women is "despicable," Justice Negron
concludes that conceding unequal tr·eattnent without othe, gruunds is unconstitutional, especially

52 331 PR A sec 4032(c)
53 Rivera Morales·, 93 I.I .S at p 10753 (Negr6n Garcia, J., dissenting)
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when a less drastic alternative based on advantage and physical abuse can apply to both men and
women. Justice Rebollo Lopez, also dissenting, agreed that the interest of the State in approving
Aiticle 95(cl) of the Penal Code was to protect a weak victim from stronger aggressors, and that the
establishment of a sex-based classification was not, in this case, less onerous to fulfill the lawmake1's intent. He concluded, therefore, that the third requirement of strict scmtiny had not been
met,54 which made the aggravated circumstance unconstitutional. Regarding the stereotyped inlage
of women, he said:
The conception and generalization of the woman as "weak and in need
of special protection, is a paternalistic vision incompatible with the legitimate
rights of the human being. 55
The ensuing discussion within the Supreme Comt regruding the constitutionality of Aiticle
95(d) d1runatizes the complexity of an issue in which legislative solutions based on old conceptions
ru·e inte1woven with the 1ise of a new consciousness about old problems, like violence against
women, which ru·ebeginning to be interpieted with a more sensitive view about gender
Unquestionably, the pe1tinent statute histmically responds to stereotyped notions about
men and women, as the dissenting judges argued. In that sense, it poses pmblems regru·ding the text
of the Constitution that prohibits sex discrimination ..
The intense discussion of the last decades about the social condition of women, howeve1,
has led to legislation specifically tailored to remedy situations of disciimination

01

powe1 intpruity

that affect women in om society ..Most intpmtantly, the need to adopt measures to prevent overall
violence against women has been proposed in many societies At an international level, for exrunpie, the Organization of American States has approved the Inter-Ame1ican Convention to Prevent,

54 The three requisites of strict scrutiny are: (1) that there exist a compelling state interest to protect, (2) that

there exist a rational nexus between the classification and the putpose of the government and (3) that the
method selected be the less burdensome (onerous) to achieve the interest of the State See Zachary Interna-

tional v. Superior Court, 104 DP R 267, 277-778 (1975)
55 Rivera Morales, 93 I.I S at pp 10754-10755 (Rebollo Lopez, J dissenting)
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Penalize and Etadicate Violence Against Women.56 In its first article, the Convention defines violence against women as "any conduct, based on gender, that causes death, injury OJ psychological,
sexual OJ physical suffering to women, in the public sphere as well as the p1ivate" The key is that
violence is directed against her because of her gender .
In the chapter on domestic violence of this Report we analyze recent legislation approved

by the Congress of the United States that establish civil rights violations as cause for legal action
for any person who has been the object of violence because of gender..57 This includes, of course,
diverse fOJms of violence against women, because of gender, including violence in the home.
Seen in this manner, the protection of women from violence against her could legitimately
fOJm part of a legislative scheme, of a penal nature, without contiavening the constitutional scheme
of the United States

01

Pue1to Rico In fact, what happens is that violence against women is con-

sidered as one more manifestation of gender disc1imination, against which she must be protected.,58
Violence against woman has also been conceptualized as a violation of human Iights ..59
These considerations call for a legislative scheme designed specifically to prevent violence
against women, beyond the domestic scene, according to the new ciite,ia and justifications, without
reproducing tiaditional stereotypes,,

56 Resolution was adopted

by the OAS General Assembly in its Seventh Plenary Session held on June 9,
1994 in Belem do Para, Brasil
57 See the Analysis of legislation andjmisprudence of the chapter on Domestic Violence
58 In 1981 the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women entered into ef..
foct, approved by the General Assembly of the United States through Resolution 34/180. The Committee [of
the UN] for the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women has made clear that the definition of discrimination of Art 1 of the refoITed to Convention includes violence based on gender, that that, therefore,
such violence constitutes an act of discrimination Committee for the Elimination of Discrimination Against
Women, XI session period, New York, January 20 and 31, 1992, General Recommendation No 19: Violence

against woman, CEDAW/C/1992/L !/Add. 15
59 See, for example, the DECLARACION DE LA CONFERENCIA MUNDIAl DE DERECHOS HUMANOS DE VIENA (June, 1993)
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Anarysis of Findings
I

In the criminal justice system, as a result of sexist stereotypes about women and
men, a tendency exists to see rape as an act of passion, rather than a crime, provoked by the conduct of the actual victim.

A female prosecutor told the Commission the following incident that took place dming the
prelirninaiy heaiing in a case of rape:
A lawyer asked the judge to take
"pudic~judicial" [sic] knowledge that the accused is a man [he said, to
the effect, that:] You rue a man .....
and men rue men. This woman drank with
him [the accused], this woman danced with him, this woman got in the cai
with him .....Your honor, you ai·e a man, he is a man, and I am a man... 60
The lawyer's argument was clearly aimed at justifying the sexual crime as an automatic
response, supposedly understandable in a man, as someone who loses control and good judgment in
the presence of a woman whose acts rue perceived as provocative ..Smfacing on the one hand is the
stereotyped notion that the man, merely by being a man, cannot repress his sex chive, more so , that
he has to respond to a sexual provocation. Not to do so would take away from his manhood, his
masculinity.
On the other hand, the example also underscores the idea that for a rape to have occmred,
the victim must fulfill the social expectations regaiding a woman's virtue, and cannot give the
slightest suggestion that she wants to have sex and is leading the man on That is, in this type of
aigument, everything depends on the impression the man receives In the above incident, the alleged
victim took a few chinks, danced and later got into the car with him, therefore, presumably she
looked for the sexual advance ..The implication goes even further: even if she didn't want the sexual
advance, she placed herself in a situation that led the man to believe it, or react "as expected" and

°

6 Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers and prosecutors, at pp. 42-43 The prosecutor pointed out
that in this case the judge responded adequately to the lawyer
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fot that reason she is guilty. The implicit supposition is that something about the victim's behavim
forces the aggressot to commit the sexual act
That something can also be related to how she was dressed. The Commission heard many
testimonies regarding defense lawyers who allude to how rnpe victims were dressed, in order to
devaluate the accusations ..6 1
One female deponent pointed out that the existing attitude regarding sex ctimes in general
and ,ape in patticular miginates in prevailing myths, prejudices and conceptions that many justice
system representatives make manifest. 62 It was stressed, fot exrunple, that sexual assault is constantly promoted in the media ..Newspapers, television and fihns constantly allude to woman as sex
objects to such an extent that, occasionally, men act not thinking they ate committing a c1ime but
doing what is expected of them. 63
Regatding rnpe, it was affirmed that, although a violent c1irne, society does not see it as
such, but as an act of passion provoked by the victims ..64 That view is shru·ed by many judicial
system officials, including the police, prosecutms, and judges .65 The Commission received multiple
testimonies about disciiminatmy attitudes of the police, reflected by such expressions as: "You
looked for it, [it was] yow fault", aimed at women. 66 Prosecutors bat·ely show solidatity with the
victims, 67 to the extent of implying that the victims seduce their rapists ..68 The Distiict Attorneys
Office allegedly lacks basic infmmation on the problem these cases present. 69

61 See, for example, Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers and prosecutors, at pp 43-44
62 Written presentation submitted by the Rape Oisis Center for Women Victims, August 31, 1994, at p 3
63 Focus Group Interview, Counselors of women rape victims , at p 24
64 Id. A similar conclusion was reached

by the Florida Supreme Court Gender Bias Study, 42 FLA 1 REV

876 (1990)
65 See, for example, Focus Group Interview, Counselors of women rape victims, p 16
66 Jd. alp 13

67 Hearings, June 10 and Ii, 1994, at p 20
68 Focus Group Interview, Counselors of women rape victims, p 36

69 Jd atpp 18-19
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The image of tape and other sexual crimes as sexually provoked reactions, shifts the bm-

II

den of proof and places it on the shoulders of the victim, even from the initial investigation., Dming
the judicial process, the victim is tmned into the person judged; she must prove that she is innocent
rather than prove the guilt of the accused, 70
Still, this view of sex crimes, where women are the usual victims, leads to then conceptualization as of lesse1 impmtance than robbery, murder and similar crimes, which is why prosecutors and defense attorneys tend not to be well prepared, which is det1imental to the victims., 71
The lower ranking of these cases is also reflected, according to some deponents, in the
constant change of prosecutors assigned to the cases, which forces the victims to relate the incident
over and over again, despite the difficulty and smrow it entails for them, and in frequent postponements of heaiings, worsening the bmden of the proceedings., Ihe postponements force victims
to constantly relive the effects of the rape,, In view of the foregoing, the expe1ience of the comts is
as bad as the rape itself, and victims prefer not to go before the comts because they believe they
will be victimized once again 72

2

In the criminal area, especially regarding sex crimes, the credibility of women victims tends to be diminished within a pattern ojrevictimization..

Although, in the section of this Report on Comts Interaction, we discuss the diminishment
of women's credibility as a result of sexist stereotypes and discriininatmy conceptions profoundly
rooted in society, it is opportune to make a specific point about how this situation is manifested
with greater force in sex c1ime cases As we noted in the previous finding, women often become the
person on tlial in sex c1ime cases,, If the generalization is that women provoke men, then then testimony will be suspect from the beginning,

lO Id. alp 37
71 Id at pp 18-21
72 Id. atp 13
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The Commission was told that first to doubt the victims are the police, both men and
women, the prosecutors, both men and women, who often subject them to sexist re=ks

and to

aggressive and disrespectful inteuogations 73 It was said, for example, that the Distiict Attorney's
intenogations, which often start with the premise that the account is false, ar·e developed in accusatory and intimidating tones making the victim feel guilty of the acts. 74 Incidents, such as the following, were brought to the Commission's attention: A policewoman from the Sex Crimes Unit investigated only those aspects of the case that could prejudice the alleged victim. In the medical room
where the victim was present, the policewoman said, before witnesses, that the woman was a liar
and that she and the accused were lovers, 75 as if that disallowed the possibility of rape. Similarly,
in another incident a prosecutor implied during the interrogation that the victim had seduced the
rapist and that she was a friend of the accused and had invited him to her home .. The prosecutor
said that he resorted to that kind of inteuogatory to ascertain that "that girl was not a lover of the
accused"

76

There is also a tendency in incest cases to believe that the victim lies. Prosecutors, and
judges, it was said, tend to reject the idea that someone close to the victim, a grandfather, for example, could commit the crime ..77
Some judges also manifest identical discrinrinatory attitudes against women As an illustiation, the case was told of a judge who asked a female counselor of rape victims if there sexual
abuse had actually occurred in the case under his consideration He then spoke about all the cases

73 rct.atp. 13.
74 Written presentation submitted by the Rape Crisis Center for Women Victims of Rape, Autust 31, 1994,

atp 5
75 Focus Group Interview, Counselors of women victims of rape, at p 38

76 Idatp37
77 Id atp. 28
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in which he had inte,vened and had doubted the accusation 78 Evidently, the judge in question
struted from a prejudice that, from the outset, places the alleged victim in a detiimental position.
It is impmtant to remember what we previously said regruding the mle in force up until a

few yerus ago which required the couoboration of a woman's testimony in rape tiials, a mle that
the Supreme Comt says struted from the presumption that eve,y woman in a rape case lies

79

3.. A generalized impression exists that, as a coniequence of cultural patterns of a discriminatory nature against women, there is a tendency in the criminal justice system
to promote plea bargains in sex crime cases .
Plea brugaining is a common and accepted practice within the c1iminal justice system of
Pue,to Rico and widely conceived as a convenient mechanism to speed up case proceedings and
relieve the comt backlog

When the comt accepts the negotiation, as a gene,al mle the accused

pleads guilt to a lesser crime than that fm which he was accused .. This frequently happens with sex
crimes 80 and that, since the aggressors benefit by reduced penalties and a right to probation, victims distmst the system

81

They get the impression that the law is on the side of the accused and

that it is not wmthwhile to go to comt. 82
The Commission was told of a case where a prosecutor convinced a rape victim to agree to
a plea brugain by telling her that jmies rue sometimes composed of men and that to convince men
that the rape actually occmred was hrud. 83 It is not smp1ising, then, that some victims prefer that
the accused decla,·e himself guilty, even if only for a Jesse, c,ime, than to take the witness stand. 84

78 Id. alp. 54
79 See the discussion of this point in the analysis of legislation and jurisprudence of this chapter The elimi-

nation of this requisite was the result of the Supreme Court decision in the case of Women's Commission v

Secretary of Justice, 109 dPR

715 (1980).

SOFocus Group Interview, Counselors of women victims of rape, at p. 36
81 Id. at p. 58. See written paper presented by the Rape Crisis Cente1 for Women Victims of Rape, August

31, 1994, alp. 4
82 Focus Group Interview, Counselors of women victims of rape, at p 58

83 Id. at p 60
84 Id atp. 57
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Evidently, intimate matters are aired in these cases and many women, faced with situation, choose
to accept what appears to be a lesser evil

4 In the proceising of sex crime ca,ei, women victims are objects of improper interrngations that reflect discriminatory attitudes and a proceis ofrevictimization
According to a female deponent, discriminatory practices in procecuting sex crimes are
"reflected in a society that wants women to conform to ttaditional roles, especially when they experience the effects of violence and victimization on the basis of gender" ..85 Victims are constantly
being judged throughout the process .. Their conduct, sexual behavior, dress, lifestyle, and friends
are questioned, establishing compaiisons with their socially assigned stereotypical roles Women
who do not behave according to these expectations, within the notion of what it means to be a
"good" woman, me exposed to sexual attack and a,·e not seen as deserving of the protection of the
law.
The Commission was told about prosecutors who make comments such as the following:
"The victim was raped but not dishonored" ..86 What this type of expression seems to imply is that
if the victim has had previous sexual relations and thus was not deflowered, then the nuances of the
rape me less grave. Also implied, as we shall see, is that the evidence of the case will be ha,·sher
because, smely, the defense will tty to present at ttial the victim's complete sexual history
In fact, a simila, situation occurs in general practice, according to many testimonies received by the Commission. Defense lawyers tend question victims about their sex lives, as if that
weie relevant, stmtir:ig from the presumption that a sexually active woman consented to any sexual
advance or at least provokes it with her behavior, hence she should not be protected under the law.

85 Written paper presented by Coordinadora Paz para la Mujer, June 11, 1994, at ps 10-11
86 Focus Group Interview, Counselors of women victims of rape, at p 17
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If the victim has had a previous relationship with the presumed rapist, he1 situation worsens ..87 This
is so, although rape can occur even though the woman is the rapist's sentimental paitner .88
Victims feel that, in addition to having been raped, they ai·e humiliated and discredited with
impunity dming the process ..89 It has often been pointed out that this practice discourages women
from repmting assaults or following through with a case ..They fear the dainage to their reputation
because of the publicity these cases receive and the multiple impe1tinent questions they aie asked:
they see themselves as doubly victimized.

90

In addition to impe1tinent inteuogations, references weie made to imprope1 questions and
comments, and disrespect, that take place in these cases ..For exainple, a woman of 75 yeais, raped
by a 26-yeai-old man was asked if the fact that she didn't use force against the rapist meant that
she had enjoyed the rape

91

It was said that these cases elicit a ce,tain morbid, ghoulish and gloat-

ing delight about the intimate clothing of the women and details of the sex acts As a result, the
victims feel judged and nnwmthy

92

Severn! deponents affiimed that some rape victims, with regaid to intenogations, ai·e not
protected by judges who fail to apply the Bill of Rights of Victims and Witnesses .93 But, it was
also said, that some judges control hostile lawyers and even leave rape cases last on theiI calendais, when the courtrooms aie empty, to save the victims from publicity and humiliation ..94

87 Id.atp.37.
88 Law on Domestic Violence, Alt 3 5, 8 L .P .RA sec. 635
89 See, for example, Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p 20; Hearing, May 22, 1994, at p 16; Focus Group
Interview, Counselors of women victims of rape, pp. 36-38, 42 and 53
90 Written paper presented by the Rape Crisis Center for Women Victims of Rape, August 31, 1994, at p. 7;
Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p 20
91 Focus Group Interview, Female

triallawyers and prosecutors, at p. 46. With respect to this type of comment, see also, for example, Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, at p 20
92 Focus Group Interview, Counselors of women victims of rape, at p 26
93 Hearings, May 20, 1994, at p. 12; Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers and prosecutors, at p 47
94 Focus Group Interview, Female trial lawyers and prosecutors, at p 43; Focus Group Interview, Counsel-

ors of women victims of rape, at p 61
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Recommendations
I. In conformance with the analysis of legislation in Penal Law, the Judiciary and the Legislature should pmmote the examination of penal legislation and of procedurnl and evidentiary
rules (types of evidence), to amend them so as to eliminate all sexist elements in the language and any disctiminatory content from the perspective of gender.. Nonetheless, the legitimacy of cettain legal statutes that pmvide a disctiminatory treatment of women and
men should be kept in mind as an instrument to remedy historical situations of disctimination or powet impruity that affect a patticulat sex
2 . The Supreme Court should pmmote the examination of the Manual of Instructions to the
Jmy to eliminate any disctiminatmy content from the point of view of gender, giving special attention to language of a sexist nature that can affect the deterntinations of the jmy
3. Appellate forums should be alett to the gendet perspective in the interpretation of Penal
Law, taking into account the legitimacy of specific legislation gear·ed toward remedying
histmical situations of discrimination or of power imparity to guide the comts of instance
towatd an interpretation and application of Penal Law free from discrintinatmy contents
based on gender
4

The Office of Comts Administration should develop special training aimed at judges of
criminal and juvenile law, and suppmt personnel specialized in human behavior, where the
perspective of gender is discussed in general terms and, patticularly, what is applicable in
sex crime trials and to the attention of juveniles in the crintinal justice system

5

The Department of Justice should develop training seminats aimed at ctiminal pmsecutors
and juvenile prosecutms to sensitize them to the effects of stereotypes and sexist cultural
patterns in the criminal ru·eaand within the juvenile justice system

6. Law schools should include the gendet perspective in their courses on Penal Law, Criminal
Procedure and on Evidence (Law of Types of Evidence) and to promote thought and inquiry into it
7. The different components of the criminal justice system should pmmote the prepatation
and training of personnel to provide orientation and suppmt that sex crime victims need
and to avoid their double victintization.
8 . The criminal justice system should adequately disseminate the Bill of Rights of Victims
and Witnesses and facilitate access to mechartisms of presentation and processing of complaints that petmit the adequate and proper fulfillment of the document's public policy.
9

The Judiciaty Branch should crury out more in depth investigations to detetmine to what
extent stereotypes and sexist cultural patterns influence the decision-making process of
judges in criminal processes and in the imposition of measures
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B. Juvenile Justice System

Introduction
A recent study points out the genetal problems that affect minors in the judicial system 95
The Commission recognizes the impmtance of many of the problems pointed out in that repmt.
According with the mandate of the Commission, however, our analysis concentrates on whether
clifferent treatment towards gills and boys exists within the judicial system and, if so, how is it
manifested and what are the consequences ..
The Commission's findings confom that gender discrimination manifested in the courts of
Pue,to Rico is reflected, to a greater or lesser degree, in the juvenile justice system, an integral prut
of the judicial system. Just like in the rest of the Judicial Branch, juvenile issues respond to the
srune cultural and sociological patterns that govern Pue1to Rican society96 These patterns produce
disc1iminatmy practices and policies based on the ideas, conceptions and values that define
stereotypes attributed to men and to women .97 Our findings reflect the disc1iminatmy prnctices that
a,·e manifest in the judicial ruea of minors ..
Before entering fully in the discussion of our findings, we will desc,ibe several gene,al aspects of the system and offe, some data on the processing of complaints in the ruea of minors .. In
that respect, it is impmtant to point out the differences produced on the basis of sex ..
Juvenile justice matters in Puerto Rico are entmsted to the Minors Courtrnoms of the
Court of First Instance, located in those towns that head the judicial regions .. These comtrnoms

95 SERVICIOS LEGALES DE PUERTO RICO, INC , INFORME COMIIE DE PRIORIDADES EN AREA
DE MENORES (1994); and the following reports that are cited in it: U.S DEPARIMENI OF JUSIICE,
CIVIi. RIGHTS DIVISION, SUMMARY OF FINDINGS REGARDING CONDIIIONS AT THE JUVENILE
FACILITIES IN PUERTO RICO (1991); Dora Nevares-Muniz, Delincilenlia luvenil en Puerto Rico, Cohorte de Per;sonas Nacidas en 1970, Senate of Puetto Rico (Supp. 1992)
96 See the Introduction to this Report
97 See the chapter on General theoretical framework of the Report
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I

operate under the direction of an adnrinistrntor, independently of the adults system and with its own
secretaries and bailiffs
The creation of the juvenile justice system and the separation of processes ar·e based on the
themy that the State should act protectively "in the minor's interest," so that, an enor committed
during theit formation and maturation does not negatively affect theit future. 98 One starts from the
premise that boys and git ls ar·e more susceptible to re-education than adults. Although they ar·e requit·ed to be responsible and the protection of the community's order and welfar·e is aspited to,
more tolerance of juveniles is proposed because immaturity is characteristic of childhood 99 It is
believed that the juvenile justice system should curtail juvenile delinquency and protect the security
of society and the minm through fair and adequate measures that offer the boy and git I a chance to
be re-educated and to develop personally and socially

rno

The juvenile justice system of Puerto Rico only intervenes with minors, boys and gitls, accused of a "fa/ta," a term that refers to "an offense or attempt to commit an offense, by a minm
[under 18 years) of the special penal laws m municipal ordinances of Puerto Rico" 101Minors
considered undisciplined-that

is, who exhibit problems in conduct that do not violate the law-are

attended directly by the Department of Social Services, without the intervention of the court

102

Minors accused of offenses, according to the latest data, 103 tend to belong to low-income
families, whose principal source of suppmt is the Department of Social Services, 104 and generally
live with theit mothers .105

98 LEGAL SERVICES OF PUERTO RICO, INC, supra note I, at pp. 38-39
99 Id See, also, DORA NEVARES-MUNIZ, RIGHTS OF MINORS 5 (2d ed rev 1994)
lOO LEGAL SERVICES OF PUERTO RICO, INC supra note !, at p 65
lOl Art 3(1) of the Minors' Law, 34 L P RA sec 2203
102 NEV ARES-MUNIZ, supra note 5, at pp 5-11 It has been pointed out that some mcithers with unruly
minors complain that they do not receive the necessary support and supervision. The Department of Social
Services answers that it cannot do anything until a complaint is filed and the court tells them that they lack
jurisdiction. Many use as an alternative filing a complaint before the police for the intervention of court and
social workers. See Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 25
103 The Office of Courts Administration, year 1992-93
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The 1ights of minors are cnrrently governed in Pue1to Rico by Law No. 88 of July 9,

f•

1986. 106 Although this law, which replaced the one in force since 1955, 107 maintains its focus on

rehabilitation, it is less paternalistic and requfres more responsibility from the minors regruding
their offenses

108

f

The cnrrent law contains "subtleties of a punitive nature that go beyond the

merely rehabilitative and paternalistic pnrpose of the [previous lawJ " 109 The fundrunental change
in the treatment of accused minors in the justice system crune about as a result of an increase in
felonies by minors, a circumstance that led several sectors to demand more restrictive legislation.
110

Since 1986, when the cnrrent Law of Minors was approved, a significant increase in absolute te,ms is noted in the numbe1 of minors chruged with offenses and in the number of complaints
filed. See Table I, as follows:

I

i
104 43% of the minors had as their principal source the Department of Social Services; the second economic
source is the parent who works (17 .7%) Source: I able C-24 of the Office of CoUits Administration, year

1992-93
105 37.2%

of all accused minors live with the mother; 33..5% with both parents; 9.5% with mother and stepfather; 7 4% with other parents; 4 3% with the father; 1.7% with father and stepmother; and 6.4% in other
living arrangements. Source: I able C-20 of the Office of Courts Administration, year 1992-93
106 34 L .PRA secs. 2201-2238
107 Law No ..97 of June 23, 1955, 34 L ..PR A secs 2001-2015, revoked
108 LEGAL SERVICES OF PUERTO RICO, INC. supra note 1, at p 5 See, also, NEVARES-MUNIZ, supra note 5, at p 5
109 Pueblo en intere, de/ menor R G G , 123 DP R. 443 (1989)
110 LEGAL SERVICES OF PUERTO RICO, INC, supra note 1, at p 116
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Table Jlll

1986-87

3,483

6,553

1987-88

4,125

7,712

1988-89

4,407

8,411

1989-90

4,634

8,388

1990-91

4,651

8,844

1991-92

5,335

10,431

1992-93

5,859

11,859

The relative increase in the complaints filed over a period of seven years was 81 % and the
relative increase in the number of minors against whom complaints were filed was 68%
During that same period the complaints filed against minors increased in absolute terms for
girls as well as for boys, in all age groups, except for girls under 10 years. See the Table that follows

111 I ables B-15 and C-15 from the Office of Comts Administttion, years 1986-8 7 until 1992-92. The year

1992-93 is the most recent that data was available
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Table 1/112
COMPIAlNTS FILED BY AGE AND SEX
YEARS 1986-87 TO 1992-93

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

1986-87

29

2

354

69

1,550

181

3,748

252

344

12

6,025

516

6,553*

1987-88

26

2

525

79

1,834

228

4,175

294

537

12

7,097

615

7,712

1988-89

33

593

45

2,114

128

4,922

2061

354

16

8,016

395

8,411

1990-91

39

1

742

66

2,337

166

4,549

230

232

10

7,899

437

8,388*

1991-92

30

2

725

100

2,417

173

4,847

281

241

18

8,260

574

8,844*

1992-93

31

3

923

142

2,763

369

5,514

355

292

23

9,523

892

10,431

*
1992-93

37

902

168

3,082

468

6,248

535

358

28

10,627

1,200

11,859

*Includes cases where sex is not specified ..
The number of complaints filed against boys are significantly larger than those against
girls. However, total complaints filed against girls dming those years reflect a relative increase
greater than those filed against boys. Complaints against boys increased relatively dming those
seven years by 76%, equivalent to 4,602 complaints, while those presented against giils had a relative increase of a 133%,

01

684 complaints 113 Due to the large difference in absolute terms be-

tween them, however, the proportional distribution did not vary significantly. In 1986-87 the complaints filed against boys were approximately 92% of the total complaints filed, and those against

112 I ables B-21 and C-21 of the Office of Courts Administration, years 1986-87 until year 1992-93
113
The change in absolute terms fm boys was 6,025 complaints in 1986-87 to 10,627 complaints in 1992-93
and for girls from 516 complaints in 1986-87 to 1,200 complaints in 1992-93 See Table II
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girls nearly 8%. 114 Seven years later, in 1992-93, of the total number of complaints, those filed
against boys equaled approximately 90% and those filed against girls nearly 10%.115
Generally, girls ar·e not accused of committing the same offenses as boys. 116 The three
most common offenses in complaints against girls are, in order of frequency: assault, breach of
peace, and traffic violations. In the case of boys, the three most common offenses ar·e, in order of
frequency: carrying weapons, traffic violations, and robbery. Of these, the common offense to both
sexes are traffic violations; in girls it is the third most frequent, while in boys it is the second .. See
Tables III and N that follow.

Table III
ORDER OF FREQUENCY OF THE MOST COMMON OFFENSES FOR COMPLAINTS
AGAINST GIRLS ON A SCALE OF 1 TO 5, YEARS 1986 TO 1992-93 117

I

I

1

I

I

I

Breach of peace

2

2

3

2

3

2

Traffic laws

3

3

2

2

3

2

3

II Carrying arms

5

5

4

5

5

5

4

4

4

3

4

4

5

Illegal appropriation

IMalicious damages
I

Robbery
114
115
116

4
5

6,025 complaints against boys and 516 complaints against girls for a total of 6,553 See I able IT
10,627 complaints against boys and 1,200 complaints against girls for a total of 11,859 See I able II

In several reports of the Commissions for the study of gender discrimination in the state courts of the

United States, this finding is also detected, which explains that girls are attributed largely specific

"undisciplined" conduct See the reports of Florida (1990), at p. 908, and Minnesota (1989), at pp. 908-909
These reports point out that "undisciplined" offenses mainly att:Iibutedto girls are those related with the
stereotypical behavior that is expected of them, such as, for example, to leave the home of their parents
117

Source: I ables B-21 and C-21 of the Office of Courts Administration, years 1986-87 to 1992-93
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TableN
ORDER OF FREQUENCY OF IHE MOSI COMMON OFFENSES
FOR COMPLAINTS AGAINST BOYS
ON A SCALE OF I TO 5, YEARS 1986-87 TO 1992-93 118
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Carryingweapons

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

Trafficlaws

3

1

1

1

2

2

2

Breaking & Entering

2

3

3

4

3

3

3

5

4

3

4

4

4

5

5

Battery

-

1 aw of ControlledSubstances

-

-

-

-

law 8, Art. 15 &18 protection

-

-

-

-

Illegal Appropriation

5

Robbery

4

-

4

-

-

5
5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

Although offenses common to both genders was verified, it was not possible to verify in
the period examined a high frequency in violent crimes such as mnrder and homicide, which are not
among the more common offenses for either gender
Another aspect of the area of minors for which statistics were obtained is that related to
decisions in apprehension heruings. See Table V that follows

118 Id.
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Table V119
APPREHENSION HEARING BY SEX OF THE MINOR
SAN JUAN JUDICIAL CENTER
YEAR 1994

Boys

1,161

1,081

93.1

Girls

113

86

76..1

Both

1,274

1,167

91.6

Owing 1994, apprehension hearings we,e held against 1,274 minors, of which 91 % were
boys and 9% girls .. Of the total (1,247), cause was found to apprehend 1,167 minors, of which
93% (1,081) were boys and 7% (86) were girls .. On the othe1 hand, of the total boys fo, which

hearings were held (1,161), cause was found in 93% (1,081); of the total girls (113), cause was
found in 76% (86}. See the previous table.
Likewise, the info,mation related to the confinement of minors in institutions or preventive
detention centers was analyzed as a result of finding cause to apprehend ..The information compiled
shows that girls were detained less propmtionately than boys: 17% of the total number of girls for
which hearings weie held were confined, vis ' vis 42% of boys Of the total 322 minors confined,
93% , or 300, were boys and 7%, 01 22, were girls ..120 See the following table:

119 Due to time constraints, the study was limited to the heruings held in the Investigations Unit of the Judicial Center of San Juan dUiing 1994
It was necessary to use diverse sources of information for the compilation, because a register of apprehension hearings by accused minor is not kept In those cases, where a determination of no probable cause
to apprehend the minor was made, forms for complaint/suit were used; for cases in which cause was determined, transfer sheets for cases referred to the Minors' CoUitroom were used. Both forms are kept by the Investigations Unit in its archives
120 It should be noted that the three most common offenses of girls (assault and battery, breach of the peace,

and traffic law) are of lesser gravity than two of the three most common offenses among boys (carrying
weapons, traffic law, and breaking and entering), as categorized in the corresponding penal legislation.
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Table V/ 121
MINORS DETAINED IN INSTITUTIONS BY SEX
JUDICIAL CENTER OF SAN JUAN
YEAR 1994

Boys

714

300

42

Gills

129

22

17

Both

843

322

38

*Cases not specifymg sex were not included
In sum: the infmmation compiled shows, in general terms, that the number of minors
against whom complaints were filed and the number of complaints filed have increased significantly since 1986 122 and that the most significant relative increase in the number of complaints
occurs, fm both sexes, against minors in the age group of 14 years to under 16. 123 Likewise, complaints against boys are filed in significantly greater numbers than against girls 124 and that cause to
apprehend and detain them in preventive detention centers is also significantly higher than that of
girls .125 On the other hand, a relatively greater increase is observed in complaints against girls than
in those against boys and that clifferences exist between the offenses imputed to girls than those to
boys.
The specific findings are explained below:

1

The behavion of girls and of boys that prompt complaint, have a tendency to be
evaluated differently, responding to stereotypes of gender that permeate our society..

121

Files of all minors with active cases in the Minors' Court of San Juan in 1994 were used. The number of
minors presented in this table is limited to minors with active cases at the time of the study, which is the
reason why the nwnber of minors does not coincide with the number of minors for which apprehension
hearings were held in I able V
122 See supra I able I
123 See supra I able II
124 ld

125 Using data from San Juan as a sample. See supra I ables V and VI
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Attitudes and myths about attiibutes and roles of men and women in our society, extend to
behavim expected of minors The Commission was told that the same offenses are evaluated diffe1ently, depending on the sex of the accused, An example was cited to the effect that when a gid
commits simple assault, generally "sexist remruks" ru'e made, such as "that must be ove1 a male,
because she took away another [gill's] boyf,iend, , " If the accused is a boy, another, more seiious
motive, is presumed to be the reason, 126
On the other hand, the clifficulty in accepting that girls commit offenses or violate mies
was pointed out: if gills incur in that kind of behavim, they rue not considered capable ofrehabilitation,.127 It is believed that ce1tain offenses ru'e grave1 if a gid commits them because society
doesn't expect her to behave that way. Even being processed by the juvenile justice system can be
more stigmatizing fm girls than fm boys,
Minors inte1viewed showed that they themselves perceived differences in evaluations of
their behavior, In a Focus Group Inte,view boy minors explained that boys were supposed to be
more dangerous, physically stronger, and more delinquent than gills, that boys were expected to get
into more trouble and commit more offenses ..128 In a co11esponding Inte1view gill minors explained
that gills rue supposed to be better behaved than boys because women's place is in the home and
they must be on their gurud; they are expected to be obedient and different sexual conduct is demanded of them, Fm this reason, they said, gids who do not stay at home and do things that rue
only men rue expected to do, rue severely punished, They also said that boys rue at greate1 libe1ty
to do as they wish 129 One gill expressed it grnphically: "They see me as macho, because sometimes I do what I want".,130

126 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at pp 23-24
127 Id alp 23
128 Focus Group Interview, Institutionalized minors (boys) (Industrial School of Ponce), at p 5
129 Focus Group Interview, Institutionalized minors (girls), (Industrial School of Ponce), at pp 2-3

130 Id
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These stereotypical evaluations may have an effect at the moment of imposing penalties on
them. In fact, the Commission was told that gender could weigh heavily in the imposition of provisional measures .. There were contradictory statements, however, as to whether these provisional
measures are more severe with boys than with girls, or vice versa ..
Some persons, among them a male judge, stated in the hearings and focus group interviews
that boys ar·e discriminated against, since the provisional measures imposed on them ar·e more severe, the period of supervision is more extensive, and their conditional fieedom is revoked more
easily, while girls get more opportunities, are granted more conditional freedom, and a tendency
exists to gr ant their custody to family members instead of detaining them

131

Other persons, however, among them a female juvenile prosecutor, discerned that gender
discrimination is against girls because provisional measures ar·e imposed on them for longer periods of time and they remain in confinement longer, a larger percentage of girls ar·e submitted to
preventive custody, their conditional freedom is revoked more easily because moral requisites ar·e
demanded of them that are not imposed upon boys, and sexual conduct different from that of boys
is required of them

132

The Commission could not carry out a detailed investigation on the provisional measures,
however, it recommends that such an investigation be done in the future to verify if, indeed, discriminatory tr·eatrnent occurs in their imposition
From information received by the Commission during its study, the need arises to examine
at least three aspects in any future investigation: (1) If measures imposed on boys me more severe
than those imposed on girls for the same offenses, or vice versa (especially, if the girls are allowed
to remain free conditionally more frequently, while boy ar·e more frequently ordered into custody);

131 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at pp. 2-3; Herings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 26; Focus Group Interview, Institutionalized minors (boys) (Industrial School of Ponce), at pp. I and 3
132 Hearings, May 3 and 14, 1994, at p 23. Focus Group Interview, Institutionalized minor (girls)
(Industrial School of Ponce), at pp. 2-3
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(2) If gills are submitted to preventive custody in a greater propmtion than boys and if the moral
and sexual conduct required of them is not required of boys; (3) If gills leave the institutions more
quickly than boys, and if rescinding conditional fieedom tends to favor one sex over the other.
It must be taken into account, of course, that, in addition to the pertinent statistics, numerous factms can help explain the differences, among them: patterns of delinquent activity between
boys and girls, including the more common kinds of offenses; the oppmtunities of employment and
access to educational services for youth of both genders outside the cmrectional system; the existence of institutions to attend to boys and girls; the nature and effectiveness of rehabilitation programs for boys and gills; the access to family resources for assuming custody and care of the boys
and girls accused of offenses.
2

The facilitie, and many of the service; offered to minors are de,igned for boy, and
are not adequate for girl, ..

From the general statistics that we have supplied in the introduction to this section, it is
evident that histmically, the number of complaints filed against boys has been substantially gr·eate1
than those filed against girls .. This has led to the fact that facilities and se1vices of the system axe
designed around boys and that the available resources are not prepared to handle adequately the
significant increase in the number of girls irnputed.133 To a gr·eat degree the entire system is miented fundamentally aruund the boy minor defendant. This is manifested in different ways .. For example, no separate cells and baths for gills exist in any of the minors' courtrooms ..A similar situation has been noticed regarding adult female p1isoners 134 This finding regarding facilities in the
courts is a manifestation of unequal treatment based on gender, because the special needs of minors
ar·e not taken into account.

133 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 22; Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 2; Hearings, June 24 and

July 1, 1994, at p. 26
134 On this particular, see the relevant discussion in the chapter on Judicial Administration
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3.. Occupational ,egregation ba,ed on gender within the i:yitem of juvenile justice, particularly with reipect to the po,itioni of bailiff and iocial work, have discriminatory
effect, again,t minors (boys and girls) defendants.
The immense majority of bailiffs who intervene with boys and girls are men. The absence
of women bailiffs creates a se,ious and recmrent problem regarding the treatment toward girls
Severn! persons, among them a male judge, repeatedly obse,ved dming the hearings and in the focus group interviews that bailiffs frequently act improperly towards the accused girls that they
transpmt and guard.

135

Severn! male bailiffs treat giils like sex objects, making sexual remarks

and advances toward them

136

It was repmted, for example, that last year a bailiff was accused of

committing lewd and lascivious acts with a female minor under custody in a cell in the bailiffs of7 It was emphafice Another bailiff and a policeman who saw the incident were the plaintiffs .13

sized that was not the only case of undesirable intervention by bailiffs with minors under guard,
but "what happens is that they don't air it publicly" 138
Girls who participated in the focus group interview conducted by the Commission confirmed these findings ..They indicated that occasionally, the bailiff "gets the minm [under his custody) to fall in love with him", and recalled how a minor "kissed and was kissed by" the bailiff
eve1y time she went to comt under guard ..139
Minors of both genders inte1viewed by the Commission alluded in various ways to the relationship that arises between minors and bailiffs. They offered diverse inte1pretations about this
treatment
For example, several female minors indicated that the bailiffs treated them well and gave
them attention that they did not give the boys, for example, they made sure that the girls ate and

135 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at pp 22-23; Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 26
136 Id
l3 7 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p 2
138 Id. at p 5
139 Id
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were not cold, 140 Likewise, they mentioned that sometimes a bailiff would make sexual advances to
a minor under his custody. 141 Still, several female minors believed that at times, the girls "took
advantage" of the situation: "they show their teeth to the bailiffs who respond like the men they
are" ,142 Ihe girls interviewed said that bailiffs are supposed to respect minors even though they are
confined. 143
For their part, male minors in the focus group interview said that when women violate the
law, "they take advantage" of their condition as women and they make sexual advances to the officials in charge to get benefits that the men cannot get

144

hnplicit in that comment, is a complaint

of different treatment based on gende1
This whole situation clearly reflects the serious problems that arise from within the system
because of a scarcity of women bailiffs to take car·e of the girls ..In itself, this scarcity is a manifestation of gender discrimination, based on stereotypes that preclude beforehand assignment to the
functions of guar·ding and prntecting women ..Not providing women bailiffs to guard and tianspmt
accused gj1ls, on the other hand, constitutes unequal treatment toward the girls Not only ar·e their
special needs not met, but they ar·e exposed to unwanted advances on the part of bailiffs
The behavior of some bailiffs toward female minors, according to our information, also
constitutes unequal treatment based on stereotyped conceptions of the woman as sex object. This is
also reflected in the comment that the girls " take advantage" of their condition as women to obtain
benefits by prnpositioning the bailiffs.. Ihe iniage projected is that these propositions ar·e completely nmmal and that, besides the woman being a sex object, men must respond as sexual beings
to the insinuations of female minors It should be emphasized, also, that the particular attention

°

14 Focus Group Interview, Institutionalized minors (girls) (Industrial School in Ponce), at p 3
141 Id

142 Id
143 Id. The girls also pointed out that there exists a similar problem with guards and policemen who gener-

ally arrest and frisk the girls
144 Focus Group Interiew, Institutionalized minors (boys) (Industrial School of Ponce), at p 5
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that bailiffs ieportedly extend to female minors, for whatever reason or purpose, simultaneously
produces unequal treatment, or at least the perception of unequal treatment toward male minors,
who respond with open hostility and aggression

145

On the other hand, gender bias is manifested by appointing primarily women as social
wmkers and social technicians in minors courtrooms,.146 These officials are impmtant because they
prepar·e the social reports in which different aspects of the cases ar·e evaluated. The repmts ar·e
used by judges to determine ,elinquishment of jurisdiction, referral and imposition of provisional

measuTes.
The officials evaluate in their repmts the conditions of the minors such as their personality,
their character, their social environment, the degree of control and firmness needed in their supervision, the con1lols of their par·ents or guardians and the character 1laits of the persons with whom
they live, The social wmker's evaluation of the family situation is extremely impmtantbecause the
conditional freedom that is pending an adjudicative heming

01

the detention of the minor as a final

disposition depends on it. 147 If the court decides that the custodial person cannot conuol and discipline the child, the minor could remain in detention
Several deponents declared that male minors receive unequal 1leatment in cmrective measures largely due to the recommendations of female social wmkers .. They said that generally, the
result is a nominal measure in the cases of girls, while boys are institutionalized or receive the
minimum or maximum that the statute provides ..149

145

Ihe girls manifested in their Focus Group Inte1view, at p 3, that the bailiffs give them attention that
they don't the boys, and that the boys expressed in their Focus Group Interview, at p 4, that the girls benefit,
while they get mistreated Several persons have mentioned that boys are taken to the coUit with handcuffs
and shackles, irrespective of the offense, while girls are not. Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 2
146 1his situation occurs in the cmuts in general See the chapter on Judicial Administration There are, actually, 60 female social workers, 8 male social workers, 28 female social technicians. and 1 male social
technician, according to information obtained though telephone interviews with the administrators of all the
minors courtrooms
147
In the hearing for the determination of cause to present a complaint as well as in the determination of
provisional measures
149 Id
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The boys interviewed felt that female social workers give girls more opportunities and that
they can't communicate with these officials They believe that more male social workers are needed
so they can communicate. 150 Other deponents, including a male judge, agreed that more male social
workers should be appointed

15 1

Several deponents remarked that social workers manifested stereotyped mental schemas
and views regarding the mle of women in society and in the family. 152 This is important, since
these schemas have as much influence in the evaluation of the behavior of minors, boys and girls,
as on their homes. These evaluations, as previously mentioned, are pivotal in recommending provisional measures

4.

Judges and officials of the juvenile justice system tend to adjudicate to the mother
the complete responsibility, supervision and discipline of the imputed minor.

The Commission learned that the entir-esystem of juvenile justice seems to overload mothers of minors with supervising and disciplining them even when the father also lives at home 153
This is manifested in different ways
The person accompanying the minor to comt is almost always the mother, even in twopar·ent families and both work outside the home; the father tends to be marginai.154 Since it is the
mother who must face the judicial apparatus and respond to official demands of greater supervision
over the minor, the pressure on her tends to be harder and the responsibility heavier
Similarly, several deponents including a male judge, saw a tendency of social workers to
give more importance to the sex life of the mother than that of the father in judging the adequacy of

°Focus Group Interview, Institutionalized minors (boys) (Industrial School of Ponce), at pp 1,4, and 6

15

151 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 1; Hemings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p. 26

152 Hea1ings,May 13 and 14, 1994, atp. 24
153 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 24
154 /d atp.27
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the home ..155 "The father can be more promiscuous and that doesn't matte,, but one slip by the
56
mother causes a stiI"..1

The family situation of most minors is that the mothet is head of the household and the
family's only supp01t is government aid ..157 In those cases, it was said, social workers evaluate in
greate1 detail whether the mother can control and discipline the minor, female or male ..
It is known that, according to stereotype, the boy is presumably stronger and more dange,ous, it is not swp1ising that it often not recommended that the boy remain at home U1Iderthe sole
care of the mother.. This may cause additional anguish fo1 low-income women who live alone and
do not want to lose custody, but are deemed incapable of pmviding adequate supe1vision of their
male children, either because of prejudices based on the class perspective of the evaluators or because of ste1eotypes that combine elements of social class with gender, with which these mothers
cannot comp!y.
Closely related to the above, seve1al persons observed a tendency in minors cowl to favor
families from higher economic and social levels .. It was said that lawyers for accused minors belonging to those families recommend that they declare themselves liable fo1 the offense ..158 These
minors benefit because they can afford pdvate alternate and rehabilitation programs .159 This is
reflected favornbly in social workers reports because they won't have to submit to programs or
ente1 state institutions as must minors from !owe, socioeconomic levels ..160
In summary, the adjudication to the mothe1 of the total responsibility of the minor, even

when the fathe1 lives in the home, pe1petuates gende1 stereotypes that conceive the prima1y role of

155 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 27
156 Jd
157 Id
158 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 25
159 /datp

27

160 According to information compiled by the Commission, discrimination on the basis of socioeconomic
condition is manifested, in one form or another, in the whole judicial system See the chapter on Judicial
Administration and the chapter on Other Findings
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mother as exclusively in charge of the minor. Thus, that adjudication is also unequal treatment, in
this case of the mother, by relieving the fathe1 and ovedoading the mother with greater demands ..
Likewise, it constitutes disc1iminat01y treatment toward the mother of the minor in not pe1mitting
he1 to retain custody of her children as head of household, basing that decision on the notion that
by herself a woman is not strong enough to control and discipline her children ..Although these two
practices are manifestations of disc1imination against the mothe,, they also affect the minms,
mainly boys, regar·ding the provisional measrues .. Of particular interest is the alleged unfair treatment of social workers in their evaluation of the sexual conduct of the mother of the minor. This
confirms and promotes the double standard in om society about the sex lives of women and
men.161

5

Ihere is a pronounced shortage of programs and services in the system of juvenile
justice for minor, who are intervened.

Minors, male and female, ove1 which the comt assmnes jmisdiction may be refoued to an
agency, institution, 01 public or plivate agency as a consequence of an alternative program or as a
dispositive measme iniposed dming the dispositive hearing .162In conformity with the pmpose of
rehabilitation of the Minors' Law, minors who are institutionalized, by Comt orde1, must be placed
in an institution that offers them a bette1 chance at rehabilitation and that meets with reasonable
conditions of safety .163Although the operation of juvenile institutions is not the responsibility of
the Judicial B1anch, it is responsible to look out fm the rehabilitation of the minors whose custody
the comt entrusts to these institutions ..

161 See the chapter on Interaction in the Courts
162 By 1992-93 there existed 40 public and private institutions offering services to theAlternative Program
and 7 public institutions under the Administration of Juvenile Institutions LEGAL SERVICES OF PUERTO

RICO, INC supra note I, at pp. 36 and

163Jd..at p. 78

92
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It has been said that "the minors are not objects of serious rehabilitative efforts" ..164 Public
juvenile institutions, under the Administration of Juvenile Institutions, were evaluated by the Federal Department of Justice in 1991. I his agency described the conditions of these agencies as depressing, and indicated that they violated the rights of minors. The evaluation str·essed that an effective rehabilitation program did not exist and that the minors were not "adequately evaluated,
placed, attended to, or served" ..165 In 1993, the House of Representatives of Puerto Rico concluded
that the Administration of Juvenile Institutions was not meeting its responsibility to rehabilitate
minors who had incmred in offenses; that, instead, it was warehousing the minor until he completed the term imposed by the comt. 166
On the other hand, in minors' comtrooms and in juvenile institutions, components responsible for evaluating and serving that sector, have an excessive workload and few alternatives for
service for their clientele. Lack of personnel and adequate facilities lead to evaluations and recommendations carried out in limited time and under the tension of an excessive workload ..167
If indeed the conditions previously described are deplorable, even worse is the fact that
existing rehabilitation services, public and private, are primarily for boys. This constitutes unequal
tr·eatrnent for girls regar·ding rehabilitation resomces.

168

Several explanations have been given regarding this situation.
One male judge explained it as a result of existing resistance to establish services fo1 girls
because rehabilitation is considered more difficult for girls because "they ar1ive more dete,iorated",
and they are generally "more recalcitrant" He also said that the programs allege difficulties in hir-

164 1d atp 50
165 Id Not included in this evaluation were the rehabilitationprograms for minors in alternativeprograms or

in conditional liberty
166 Id. at p. 94, citing a reportrendered by the Commissions on Youth, Penal Law and of Vl/orkand Matters
of the Veteran of the House of Representatives

167 Id. at p 53; Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p. 26
168 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 24; Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p 4; Hemings, June 24 and

July 1, 1994, at p 26
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ing personnel to work with the girls because the male employee could be exposed to complaints of
sexual harassment 169 Of course the solution to that problem, if that were the case, would be to hiie
female employees
Another male judge thought that if girls anive more deteriorated to the court it is because
no prevention services are available for her. He explained that fewe1 complaints are filed against
gills, not because they have fewer problems but because [the system] inte1venes with them less By
not intervening with them in time, prevention of delinquency is affected and the girl deteriorates
more than the boy He also said that, in the absence of prevention systems, when many of the minors reach the comt, they am aheady prostituted by diug traffickers

170

A similm lack of programs and services for girls has been detected in some states of the
United States where gender discrimination has been investigated in the courts ..In Flmida 171 as well
as in Massachusetts, programs and rehabilitation se1vices for gills me scm·ce, and many me limited
exclusively to boys,. The Massachusetts report specifically pointed out the resistance to establishing
programs for girls because they m·e considered more difficult to work with than boys The report
explained that since gills have special needs such as pregnancy and a greater exposure to sexual
abuse, they m·edisqualified because of the additional problems these needs represent for the service
personnel.173 This could mean that gills me intervened with less, not because they are favored, but
because of the lack of resources and expertise ,
The situation in Puerto Rico, as in the other two states, is a diamatic demonstration of
gender-based discrimination against girls, by not providing them with basic rehabilitation services

169 Hearings, june 3 and 4, 1994, at p 4
170 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p 26
171
Report of the Florida Supreme Court Gender Bias Study Commission, 42 FLA. L REV. 909,913
(1990)
173 rd atpp 114-116
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merely because of theit gender.. Without these programs, it is not possible to fulfill the pmpose of
the Minors Law.

Recommendations
1

Seminars should be given to sensitize eve,y official who inte,venes in the juvenile justice
system so that they are more awarn of manifestations of gender disc,iinination and how
they affect Ininors and theit families.

2, Adequate facilities should be provided, such as separate public bathrooms, fo, girls, to address then pmticular needs.
3 . More women bailiffs should be hited and assigned to gua,d and transpmt inte1vened gills
4.. More male social wmkers should be hit·ed to attend to the pmticula, needs of inte,vened
boys.
5 . A system of adequate infmmation for Ininors and theit families should be installed so they
can make effective use of the system's procedures to address complaints related to sexual
hmassment and the different manifestations of discdmination ..
6. An more detailed investigation should be ca,Iied out to dete,mine if, in effect, gende, disc1imination occurs in the imposition of dispositive measures, in the orders of preventive
detention and in the processes to revoke conditional libetty
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Chapter 9

Labor Law
Introduction 1
Our society has not taken the necessaty measures to successfully incorporate women into
the labor force .. The traditional role of the woman as housekeeper has been to support the man
Most women today, even those who work outside the home, continue to catty the load of domestic
work. They also continue to be printatily responsible for the cate and development of the children, 2
This responsibility has repercussions in the workplace In most cases, it is the woman who has to
miss work when the children at·e sick or when problems related to their cat·e atise, It is also the
woman whose family responsibilities make it more difficult for het to work ove1time when her
employer requires it This socially imposed obligation is frequently cause for disctimination against
women at work. Her double duty sometimes makes it hatd for her to work with the satne libe1ty as
a man Besides, if she does manage to do so, she may be accused of neglecting her family obliga-

1 The purpose of this chapter is not to present a study on the labor problem in Pue1to Rico The mandate of the
Commission was to examine certain areas, from the perspective of gender, that impact on or are tangible with the
judicial system.
2 The domestic tasks that women do in the home, as far and as much as they have been circumscribed to them by the
socialization process, are not acknowledged as productive work in the labor market Housework is not salaried because it is not commercially categorized as an object of market exchange ..As a consequence, the insertion of women
into salaried work is not visualized in this conceptualization of economic productivity as the double duty that women
have to assume to develop their intellectual capacities in other areas that do not correspond to traditional tasks society
assigns them. Baltazara Col6n de Zalduondo, El valor econ6mico y social del trabajo de la mujer en el hogar, 10
ROMINES 32-39 (1986-87, extraordinary volume)
Ihe Women's Affairs Commission defines double duty as "that social expectation that after a long day of salaried
work, the woman comes home and does all the domestic chores of the housewife, mother and wife " This implies that
many women do double work every day See La diruimica de la doble jornada de trabajo y algunas implicaciones
(unpublished text)
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tions. On the othe1 hand, this reality is frequently used to justify treating working women differently than men, having a negative impact on her job opportunities and promotions. As long as a
woman continues to be valued in terms of fulfilling the traditional role assigned her, she will not be
able to adequately comply with this double duty tlunugh such mechanisms as flexible hours and
day care facilities .
Discrimination based on the traditional woman's role is also ieflected in the division of labor. Unlike men, most women occupy lower or middle level positions of authority and remuneration .. Some social science studies have shown that the percentage of women in a profession is inversely related to its prestige. 3 Ihis means that the more men there are in a position, the higher its
prestige and the more women there are in a profession, the lower its prestige. The debate on the
issue is very complex. Alice Col6n4 points out that the relation between the incorporntion of
women into a profession or a job and the discrediting of the profession and reduction in pay should
be examined in each profession or particularjob. According to Dr. Colon, the access of women ( or
any other traditionally excluded sector) to an occupation could lead to the lowering of its social and
economic value .. The process of detraction and lower salaries in other jobs has already begun fo1
economic, technological reasons and other demands of the market When that happens the doors to
an occupation open to women or to racial groups and ethnic mino1ities. But in others, job access
for trnditionally excluded groups is made possible because there has been, or will be, a detrncting
process and a pay decrease in that occupational field
The process of admitting women to occupations or professions that have already been

II

made less important or are in the process of becoming so, is another manifestation and consequence
of historic discrimination against women in the labor market Even when women attain relatively

3 Deborah L, Rhode, Perspectives on Professional Women, 40 STAN L. REV 1172 (1988)
4 I elephone interview with D1 Alice Col6n, researcher with the Center for Social Research at the University of
Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras campus, (July 26, 1995)
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high positions in professional or corporate structures, they are frequently found in support roles or
a.rerefe!I'ed to areas traditionally reserved for women ..In that sense, women speak of a glass ceiling
that blocks them from reaching principal positions of power in corporations ..5
Yet, more subtle kinds of discriminations are at play based on notions and different expectations about predictable or appropriate behavior of each gender in every work situation ..Behavior
expected of a woman generally has to do with the way she looks and how she relates to men in the
workplace. Unwiitten rules require that she accept a subordinate relationship to men. For example,
a female clerk is supposed to dress in a certain way and respond to sexual allusions by men about
her physical appearance along stereotypical behavioral lines based on her subordinate position .. A
man's actions, however, are measured with a different yardstick. Even though his actions are also
based on stereotypical notions and behavior, they ar·enot linked to the way he looks or to the job he
has .. 6 A woman removed from these stereotypes finds her job pe1fo1mance open to question and
she herself could be subjected to discriminatory treatment A similar pattern occurs when an employee is a lesbian or homosexual.7
Sexual harassment is another manifestation of gender-based disc1imination in the workplace .. It is noteworthy that sexual harassment reflects the imbalance of power in the workplace.
Men generally fill positions of greater authority than women

5

8

A relatively easy way of maintaining

Fm a more detailed discussion, see the Introduction in the chapter on Judicial Administration

6

Naturally, in the case of the man as well as the woman, these notions also feed upon behavioral stereotypes based
on social class. However, in this study we have not focused on that aspect of the problem. In this regard, see the

chapterGeneral TheoreticalFramework
7

According to the explanation given in General Theoretical Framework, the Commission conceives discrimination
for sexual orientation as gender-based discrimination.
8

It is important to also point out that although men can be targets of sexual harassment this rarely occurs in Puerto
Rico or the United States Statistics from the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) in 1993 indicate
that only about 9% of harassment complaints to the agency were alleged by men In many of these cases, the alleged
harasser was also a man
Statistics in Puerto Rico are similar. For 1993-94, the Anti-Discrimination Unit of the Department of Labor and Human Resources announced that in nine (9) of 117 cases of sexual harassment reported (7 7%). the victims were men
In a study of sexual harassment of female employees at their work centers, it was confumed how infrequently a
woman harasses a man. It has been calculated that this type of harassment happens in no more than 2% of the total

number of cases. LOURDES MARTINEZ & RUTH Sil. VA BONILLA, EL HOSIIGAMIENTO SEXUAL DE LAS
IRABAJADORAS EN SUS CENIROS DE EMPLEO) Center foi Social Research, U PR.., 1988)
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the balance of power which, unfmtunately, is notably accepted by society, is precisely sexual harassment

9

Sometimes sexual harassment also poses as a male reaction against female achievement

in the workplace. It becomes his mechanism to make clear that he has more power than a woman
who has reached a ce1tain position 01 has managed to be admitted in a wmk ar·ea trnditionally rese1ved for men rn
Another manifestation of gender-based disc1imination on the job is the disc1iminatmy
treatment traditionally afforded pregnant women. Even though an old law in Pue1to Rico prohibits
discrimination because of pregnancy and deems discriminatmy any unjustified decision of the employer that adversely affects a woman in that condition, 11 data indicate that the situation has not
yet been smmounted. 12

9 See Rodriguez Melendez vs. Supermercado Amigo, 90 JI S pp.7646,7653
For centuries, the conduct that today we call sexual harassment in the workplace, has been establishing itself From
the master who harassed his slaves, to the powerful landowner who abused the daughter of the "arrimao" to the sex"•
ual favor the boss required of his domestic employee -these were only some of the socially "accepted" forms under
the prism of normal and natural manifestation of our cultmal idiosyncrasy. Bloody social stmggles, the advent of our
Constitution and legislative intervention were necessary for those practices to be considered a thing of the past. Social
change has functioned. The judicial order~ until recently out of step with this new social reality, has evolved and incorporated the necessary law S'O that other types of sexual harassment on thejob-.some of them sophisticatedthat we refused to recognize as such have lo.st the aura of acc.eptable cultural manifestations,
10
According to Mercedes Rodriguez (R Alvarado), psychologist and recognized authority in the field of sexual harassment, in El Hostigamiento en el empleo, (10 ROMINES 192"196 (1986-1987 extraordinary volume) sexual approaches on the job reduce the woman to a sex object invalidating and making invisible her intellectual capacity In
the workplace, which she carries out with intelligence, dedication and merit Sexual harassment on the job is an instrument of power and oppression against women that is rooted in the foundations of a patriarchal and machista society Here, women are the o~jects of subordination for men in different instances which is justified by the saying "men
are like that," apparently of a genetic nature that is indisputable
Mercedes Rodriguez (R.Alvar·ado) points out: Sexual harassment is not a compliment, it is not flattery. Nor should it
be confused with a genuine attraction between two persons who seek a temporary or permanent intimate experience
Sexual harassment offends the dignity of women It is another form of violence against women It is an extension of
dominance, control and masculine power in the workplace It is a way of keeping women in subordinate positions on
the job, and as a last resort, outside of it
Id. p 196
11
The employer's decision would be justified only if it was based on business need, independently of the pregnancy
or decline in productivity that could result as a consequence of it. Law No 3 of March 1942, as amended, 29 L .PR A.,
sec 467-474.
12
According to the most recent data from the Anti.Discrimination Unit of the Department of labor and Human Resources, in 1992-93 a total of 75 discrimination complaints based on pregnancy were filed. That represents 29% of all
the complaints filed for sex discrimination In 1990-91, 27 sex discrimination complaints were filed or 25% of the
total number Evidently, the numbers reflect a high percentage of situations in which discrimination is alleged for
reasons of pregnancy. These same numbers can be used as an index to presume that even when discrimination for
pregnancy is illegal in Puerto Rico, this bas not been entirely surmounted
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Logically, pe1vasive disc1iminat01y attitudes and perceptions in many work environments
could reflect on and influence the adjudicative process. Infonnation gathered by the Commission
offers glimpses into the subject but an in-depth investigation is necessary to know if expectations
about approp1iate behavior based on gender indeed affect the judicial decision process .. For example, if the judge prefers a male bailiff in his comt room rather than a woman bailiff, would his decision process be affected in determining disc1imination in the recruitment of women as secmity
guards? If a judge agrees with traditional notions about passive women and aggressive men13
would his decision process in a case of unjustified dismissal for alleged insubordination be affected
? How do attitudes about gender influence a decision related to alleged excessive absenteeism because of family matters?
It is necessary to furthe1 examine whether traditional notions about women's role as sup-

pmtive of men and the stereotype that assigns her primarily to the home affect adjudicative dete1minations about the value of women's wmk outside the home. If a judge understands that the
proper place for women is the home, how does that affect his decisions on the emotional and economic impact of losing a job?
These aspects and others mentioned in this Introduction are examined in separate chapters
of this Repmt in view of their close link with different areas of investigation .. It is appropriate to
underscore that the study on Labor Law focused on specific angles of the problem of gende1-based
disc1imination preventing the Commission from anticipating ce1tain findings .. Instead, we mention
them as subjects for futme investigations .. Leaving aside a general discussion on pe1tinent Labm
Law legislation and jmisprudence, our findings concentrate primarily on litigation of sexual harassment on the job.

13 See the Introduction to the chapter on Interaction in the Courts.
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Legal Framework and Jurisprudence

A.

Constitutional Protections

Discrimination because of gender is expressly prohibited in Puerto Rico since the passage
of our Bill of Rights in 1952 .. Section I of Article II of the Constitution of the Connnonwealth of
Puerto Rico states that "discrimination of any kind for reason of. sex .... cannot be established,"
thus offe,ing the public employee protection against discrimination.

15

14

Sections I and 8 of the Bill

of Rights protect the "dignity" of the family, and the "honor, reputation and private or family life"
of Puerto Ricans ..16 These latter sections define rights that can be applied not only against the state
but against individuals

1 7,

since the rights to dignity and privacy are highly ranked in the scale of

values consecrated in om Constitution ..18
The constitutional clauses of due process of law and equal protection of the law 19 as well
as the right to receive equal pay for equal work20 also protect all government employees .. In the
latter clause, constitutional protection gains even more force in conjunction with the Equal Rights
clause 21 when an equal ,ights claim by one gender is compared to the other's rights. Nonetheless,
Article II, section 16 of the Constitution, provides protection related to health risks and personal
integrity on the job and is applicable to both private and public employees.22 Lastly, the Constitu-

14 It also stipulates that "All men are equal before the law " Art.II, Sec 1 (emphasis added). I oday, 40 years after
the drafting of our fundamental law, more neutral language regarding gender would probably be used
15 It is interesting to note, however, the complete absence of jurisprudence by the Supreme Court on the subject of
discrimination because of gender in public employment
16 These sections have been utilized as a basis to give constitutional protection in cases that expose problems of sexual harassment on the job L6pez Campos vs Garage Isla Verde, Inc 90 J.I .S 51, p. 7665
17 See Arroyo vs Rattan Specialities, Inc. 11 7 D .P R. 35 (198) in relation to the use of the polygraph in private employment as a constitutional violation of the right to privacy
18 See, fm example, PR. Telephone Co vs. Martinez, 114 D PR 328 (1983); Colon vs Romero, 112 DP R 753
(1982)
19 Commonwealth Constitution, Art. II, Sec. 7
lO Id Ait. II, Sec.16
21 Id. Art II. Sec I

22 For an interpretation of the scope of sections 16 .I 7 and 18, see Arroyo vs. Rattan Specialties, 11'7 D P .R 35
(1986) Justice Hernandez Denton, concurring and dissenting)
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tional Assembly desired to consecrate the right of all pregnant and breast-feeding women to receive
special care and assistance ..23

B. Applicable Legislation
Under the mantle of Puerto Rico's laws, job discrimination based on gender has been expressly prohibited fot decades ..This section, then, will discuss specific laws which prohibit gender
discrimination and the development ofrelated jwisprudence.24
Various laws, some promulgated before and others after the passage of the Constitution of
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, protect pregnant women before and after childbirth ..Law No .. 3
of March 13, 1942, 25 as amended, protects women employees irt the p1ivate sectm; Law No .. 117
of June 30, 1965, 26 as amended, covers pregnant teachers; and Law No. 81 of August 30, 1991, 27
the Municipal Autonomy Law, protects female government employees and its regulations 28 protect
female state government employees These laws and regulations recognize women's rights to a rest

23 See the stillborn Section 20 of Article II of the Constitution
24
It is appropriate to indicate that, despite an explicit constitutional ban against gender discrimination, there are
laws in our jurisdiction whose language manifests gender discrimination in employment. Some examples are:
Law No. 45 of April 18, 1935, as amended, known as the Workmen's Compensation Act, approved before the Commonwealth Constitution, contained some stipulations referent to "the widow or concubine' that lead to understand
that only men worked outside the home. Since then some of these stipulations have been amended to refer to "spouse,
male or female concubine." See, to that effect, law No 41, of May 30, 1984 and Law No 40 of June 3, 1988, 11
L PR A sec .3. (Suppl.1994)
Law No 260 of May 9, 1950, that authorizes a pension for the widow or children of a deceased member of the Senate or the House of Representatives, was amended in 1969 to include the widower. See Law No.118 of .June 28,1969,
21.P RA. sec 23 and 23a. Another amendment in 1991 substituted the term "widow" for "surviving spouse'' in
relation to the pension to which any surviving spouse of any legislator elected President of the Senate or Speaker of
the House has aright SeeLawNo. l ofFeb. 16, 1990,41PRA
sec. 240a
Law No 447 of May 15,1951, that established a retirement system for government personnel, was amended in 1990
to substitute ''widow" for "surviving spouse": See Law No 1 of Feb 16, 1990, 31.PR A. sec 772
Law No. 12 of Oct. 19, 1954, that established the Retirement System for the Judiciary, allows an annuity in case of
work-related death to the participant's widow 4 L.P..R A sec 240 ..However, a section added later granted a pension
to the "surviving spouse." See Law No 2, Jan.4, 1983, 4 LP.RA. sec 240a
Law No.2 of March 26, 1965, on the retirement of former governors, grants a pension to the widow of every former
governor, although the term ex-Governor is later defined as any person who has filled the position of Governor 3
L.P RA secs 23 and 24
25 29 LPR A secs.467-474
26 18 LPR A sec. 218 (a)
27 21 L PRA sec 4567
28 3
LP.RA. sec 1355 Regulations of the Central Office of Personnel Administration, sec 12 (45)
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period of four (4) weeks before and four (4) weeks after delivery. 29 Nonetheless, the laws permit
the female employee to choose between one (I) week of prenatal leave and extend up to seven (7)
weeks postnatal leave, as long as she gives her employer an accredited medical certificate that attests to her ability to work up to one (1) week before she is due to give bi.Ith
The female employee can ask to return to work before her eight (8) week leave of absence
is up when she presents an official medical certificate that confiims she is able to work
While the female employee is on leave, her employer is obliged to reserve her job. 30 Government and municipal female employees can also keep theiI jobs since the rest period is legislated
as maternity leave and employees continue to accumulate vacation days and sick leave.
Law No 3 of 1942 31 makes liable any employer who fires an employee because of pregnancy without just cause 32 -lower

productivity because of pregnancy is not considered as just

cause. Further, employers incm in a misdemeanor if they deny an employee a rest pe1iod dming her
pregnancy .33
Laws governing mothers employed in municipal governments and teachers specify that a
pregnant woman cannot be dismissed without just cause 34-lower

work productivity due to preg-

nancy is also excepted from that concept The autonomous municipality law adds that " any decision that in any way affects the pregnant woman's job permanence must be postponed until her
maternity leave is over

."3 5

29 When the employee suffers an abortion, she can claim the same benefits had she had birth.

In cases where the
employee suffers complications, she can also take vacation and sick leave, and leave without pay, but she cannot be

absent beyond a year
30291PRA
sec 468
3l 291PRA.
sec 469
32 Under the employer's civil liability the concept of double penalty, equivalent to twice the amount of the damages,
was incorporated. The double penalty was also adopted in later laws, cited further on, which are aimed at protecting
the employee against discrimination because of gender

33 29 LPRA sec. 471
34 JSLPRAsec
218(a);211PRA
sec 4567
35 211 PR A sec. 4567(g) This law also grants maternity leave for adoption of a minor, sec 4568 (g)
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Law No. 80 of May 30, 1976, in Articles 1 and 2 36 sets an indemnity to be paid eveiy
employee dismissed without just cause and lists a series of incidents that constitute just cause under
the law
Regulations of the Central Office of Personnel Administration, section 124 (5), establish
that government agencies and affiliates of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico must pay the female
employee her full salary during her eight-week maternity leave Law No ..81 of 1991,

37

establishes

an identical provision for female municipal employees.
Law No 3 of 1942, as arnended,38 howeve,, stipulates that a private employer pay only
half the salary, wage, daily pay or compensation of the female einployee dming her mate1nity
leave..The Law for Non Occupational Temporary Benefits for Disability (SINOT)3 9 was amended
in 1985 to include pregnancy as a non-occupational disability so as to increase the benefits for the
wmking woman to seventy-five per cent (75%) and thus bring them more in line with the benefits
government employees receive .40 Thus, it was established that:
the benefits for temporary disability payable for any period that the
female employee incapacitated by pregnancy receives benefits nude, the Law
to Protect Working Mothers, 29 LPRA
secs 467 to 5474, will consist of
the difference between paid benefits under that law and seventy five percent
(75%) of her weekly salary
Both laws have been interpreted in conjunction to great effect Since the Working Mothers
Act establishes a de ju,e presumption of woman's absolute incapacity from one week prior to birth
and up to two weeks after delivety, only during those three weeks can she qualify for benefits under
the Non Occupational Disability Act. The remaining eight (8) weeks is understood to be a period of

36 29 LP RA secs. 185 (a) and 185 (b)
3 7 21 LP RA. sec ..4567 (b)
38 291 PRA sec. 467 et seq
39 Law No 139 ofJune 26,1968, as amended, II LPR A sec etseq. (Sup! 1995)
40 See II LP RA sec. 202 (g) -Definitions; sec 203 (d) 2 - Benefits for pregnancy
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rest, not incapacity, thus, to obtain benefits under SINOT, the woman employee must prove,
through a doctor's certificate, that she is indeed unable to work and is not merely resting. 41
These laws balance opportunities for women and for men on the job. Since only women
become pregnant, that biological condition can place them at an disadvantage .. These laws protect
women regarding her right to work and her constitutionally protected decision to have children. 42
Without these stipulations, female employees would be forced to choose between either working or
having children, out of economic necessity, or between having children and being deprived of work
opportunities and an income .. These stipulations, however, require a woman not to work a week
before giving birth, and, a doctor's certificate to return to work before her resting period is up ..
These stipulations are constitutionally

43

questionable because of their paternalistic nature The re-

quiiements suggest that a woman is incapable of making her own decision, without state intervention or orders, as to whether she is physically and emotionally able to return to work, that is, to
protect herself and her baby. Further, it means that a woman who affirms that she's fit to work
despite her advanced pregnancy is not to be trusted, even if she consults with her doctor which,
incidentally, requires a written communication between her doctor and her boss.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 44 as amended, prohibits discrimination on the
basis of sex, among others .. This legislation applies to Puerto Rico just as any other jurisdiction in
the United States ..In 1978, Title VII was amended by the so-called Pregnancy Discrimination Act 45
to <;'Xplicitlyincorporate the stipulation that discrimination for reason of pregnancy is gender discrimination .. To that end, it establishes that the terms "because of sex" or "on the basis of sex" in
Title VII includes, but is not limited to, because of pregnancy, birth or related medical conditions ..46

41

TorresGonzalezvs.laborDepartment,91 J.T S 19,p8395
42 Skinner vs. Oklahoma, 316 US 535 (] 942)
43
Cleveland Board of Education vs LaFleur, 414 US 632 (1974)
44 42 US C. § 2000e
45 42 U.S C § 2000e-2.
46 Id §2000e-K
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Law No .. 100 of June 30, as amended, prohibits disc1imination on the job because of age,
race, color, ,ex, social or national migiu, social condition, political aud religious beliefs of the employee or job applicaut. 47 Sex discrimination was iucmporated much later iuto the law by way of
Law No .. 50 of May 30, 1972 .. Howeve1, Law 100 does not contain au explicit provision on disc1nniuation for sexual orientation, nm is there auy jwispmdence in Pue1to Rico iu this regard ..48
Law 100 imposes civil aud c1iutinal liabilities on auy employe1 who disc1iminates against
au employee or job applicaut. 49 In addition, it establishes a debatable presumption of disc1iutination against an employer when the contested action is done without just cause ..50 An "employe1" is
a piivate company

01

government agency that functions as a business or a p1ivate compauy. 51

47 291.P ..RA. secs 146-151.It is noteworthy that the language ofthis law, like other laws discussed, is not gender
neutral. That's why the term "empleados" (in Spanish) is always used. The masculine term tends to make women
employees invisible ..On the other hand, the law refers to sex discrimination and is so cited although the Commission
has preferred to use the expression discrimination because of gende1
48 Nonetheless, regarding federal jurisdiction, there is interpretative jurisprndence about Title Vll of the federal Civil
Rights Act of 1964, 42 USC §2000e that deals with the subject. The tendency has been to deny this kind of claim.
See Williamson vs AG. Edwards & Sons, Inc 876 F2nd 69 (8th Cite 1989), cert. denied 493 US. 1089 (1990); De
Cintio vs Westchester County Medical Center 807 F.2d 304 (2nd, Cir 1986), cert denied 484 U.S. 825 (1987); DeSantis vs. Pacific Tel & lei Co, 608 F. 2nd ..327 (9th Cir !979); Blum vs. Gulf Oil Corp., 597 F2d 936,938 (5th
Cir.1979); Smith vs Liberty Mut Ins Co, 569 F2d 325 (5th Cir. 1978). In Ulane vs. Eastern Airlines, Inc ,742 F.2d
1081,1084 (7th Cir 1984), cert. denied 471 US. 1017, 851 Ed. 304, 105 S Ct2023 (1985), the Seventh Circuit
Appeals CoUit said that" the Congress declared an intention to exclude homosexuals from the protection of Title
VII .The Congress never considered nor intended that the legislation of 1964 cover something other than the traditional concept of sex" See Desantis vs. Pacific Tel & Tel Co, Inc. This decision was partially based on proposed
amendments to Title VII to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and the Congress has not yet
approved any of these amendments
On the other hand in the case ofVald6s vs lumbermen's Mut. Cas. Co., 507 F Supp 10 (S.D. Fla. 1980) a female
employee sued her employer when denied a promotion when the employer erroneously believed she was a lesbian
The court denied the employer's motion to dismiss determining that an employment practice not to hire homosexuals
and not uniformly applied, only against lesbians,, was discrimination on the basis of gender and is prohibited under
Title VII. Nonetheless, the court pointed out that in this case a simple solution would have been for the employer to
discriminate equally against male and female homosexuals. In that case there would be no distinction because of gender. Valdes, p 13
This Commission has reached the opposite conclusion: discrimination because of sexual orientation is a form of gender discrimination based on concepts and expectations regarding the behavior of both sexes See the discussion in the
general theoretical framework. It is also important to note that the United States Supreme Court has prohibited actions based on gender stereotypes. See Price Waterhouse vs Hopkins, 490 US 228 (1989), in which it was decided
that evidence about sex stereotyping is admissible and pertinent with relation to the controversy over gender discrimination in which a woman was denied a partnership because she didn't seem sufficiently feminine to the other
partners
49 29 LPRA., sec.146
50 29LPRA
sec 148.
51 29 LPR. A sec 15 (2)
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Although Law 100 covers gender discrimination, the Legislative Assembly passed Law
No 69 on July 6, 1985 to prohibit job discrimination, but specifically limited it to discrimination
on the basis of ,,ex 52 and included every government agency ,53 The declaration of principles of this
special law declares the intent of the Legislative Assembly to "guarantee equal right to wmk for the
man as well as the female, prohibiting the kind of actions that promote discrimination, setting liabilities and imposing penalties 54 Law No, 69 stipulates that:
An illegal employment practice occurs if the employer:
(1}, when on the basis of sex, suspends, refuses to employ or dismisses
any person or in any other way discriminates against a person, regarding compensation, terms m conditions of employment;

(2)
when on the basis of sex, limits, divides, m classifies employees
m job applicants, in any way that deprives or tends to deprive that person
from an employment oppmtunity or in any other way that could adversely af'
feet that person's condition as an employee.,55
The only exception to the classification of employment for reason of sex that the above law
establishes is the fact that the latter part be a bona fide occupational requirement, that is, that the
person's sex has a direct relation to his or her ability to do the job, 56 A person's sex is considered a
bonafide occupational requirnment when it is necessary for authentic and legitimate pmposes,. In
addition, it states that the exception should be restrictively interpreted. The law includes some
situations in which the application of the exception is not justified, as for example denying employment on the basis of stereotypical characte1izations of the sexes ..5 7

52

291.P RA. secs 1321-1341 (Suppl 1995) Ihe Legislature makes an exception in the cited law in that the same
provisions will prevail over those of law 100 of 1959 regarding sex discrimination
53 291 P>RA

54 291 PRA

sec 1321 (2) (Sup!. 1995)
sec.1321 (Suppl 1995)

55

291 P.R. A sec. 123. It is wmth noting that this law establishes that the concept "on the basis of sex" includes
for reason of pregnancy, birth or related medical conditions See 29 L.PRA sec 1322(5) Supl 1995)
56 291.P.R A. sec. 1322(7) Ihe classic example is that of the actress or actor

57 29LPRA

sec 1328(Suppl 1995) SeeiitleVII,§703(e)
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Law No ..69 also prohibits rep1isals against any employee who files a complaint

OI

charge

or who opposes disc1iminat01y practices 01 pruticipates in an investigation or process for disc1iminat01y acts against the employee, labm mganization 01 labor-management committee.

58

Unde, any of the laws presented here, a disc,imination suit can be filed directly in the com!
or a complaint can be filed for a "conciliation" procedme at the Anti-Discriniination Unit of the
Deprutment of Labor and Human Resources, the government agency entrusted with implementing
public policy regruding disc1imination. If the plaintiff prevails in a judicial process he

OI

she has

the tight to compensation for all drunages, be they economic or morn!, and an additional equal sum
as a penalty ..59 They can also obtain other 1emedies, such as reinstatement in the job and promotions. As is typical in labor laws, the law concedes legal honorruia
Regruding public employees, Law No ..5 of Oct 14, 1975, as runended, known as the Law
of Public Se,vice Personnel, also prohibits disc,imination on the basis of gender. 60
In addition to the labm laws aimed at protecting the wmker from disc,imination, our legal
mder typifies illegal disc1imination as a c1ime. Thus, Alticle 154 of the 19 74 Penal Code sanctions
the denial of employment or the refusal to employ for political 01 religious, reasons, for reasons of
rnce, calm 01 sex, fo1 reasons of social condition or national 01igin 61
Law No. 17 of Ap1il 22, 1988 recognizes sexual hruassment in employment as a fmm of
disciimination on the basis of sex, which constitutes an illegal 01 undesirable piactice that tlneatens
human dignity 62 Aiticle 3 of Law 17 stipulates the following:

58 29 LP.RA

sec.1341 (Suppl 1995)
5929 LPR A. sec ..146; Garcia Pagan vs Shiley Caribbeau, 122 D PR 193 (1988)
60 See 3 LPRA secs 1311,1312, 1333 and 1411
61 331 PRA sec 4195, subsections (d) and (e)
62 291 PR A> secs 155-1551 (Suppl 1995). Since 1980, the federal agency known as the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission (E E O C.) has included sexual harassment within its coricept of discrimination under the mantle
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 US.C.n: 2000e et ~eq. See EE.O.C Guidelines on Sexual Haranment, 29 CF. R

1604.. 11 et ,eq Om law No. 17 la.rgely adopts the language of the E EO.C. guidelines
It is worth noting that under Law 100 of June 30, 1959, relative to incidents that took place before the adoption of
law 17, the Anti-Discrimination Unit of the Department of 1 abor and the island's courts recognized sexual harass-
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Sexual harnssment in employment consists of any kind of unwanted
sexual approach, requests for sexual favors and other physical or verbal conduct of a sexual nature, under one or more of the following circumstances:
(a)
When submission to said conduct is implicitly or explicitly
changed into a term or condition of employment for the person.
(b)
When submission to or rejection of said conduct by the person
is conve1ted into a basis to make a decision about employment that could af~
feet the person.

(c)
When that conduct has the effect or pm pose of umeasonably
inte1foiing with the job performance of that person or when it creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive wmk environment.63
Law 17 imposes two kinds of liabilities on the employer for sexual harassment in the
workplace .64 First, it imposes on the employer absolute liability for his actions [of sexual harassment] and those of his agents or supervisors "independently of whether the specific acts in controversy were authmized

01

prohibited by the employer and independently of whether the employer

knew or should have known about said conduct" 65 Second, the employer can be vicariously liable
for acts of sexual harassment between employees and of non-employees towards his employees in
the workplace, if he knew 01 should have known about said conduct and did not take immediate

ment on the job as a form of gender disc1imination ..See Rodriguez Melendez vs. Supermercado Amigo, 90 J.I S 50,

p.7646.
63 29 LP RA. sec.155b (Suppl 1995). Law 17 gathers the definitions of sexual harassment contained in the previ-

ously cited E .EO ..C. guidelines. We also mention that, according to the GUIDES FOR IMPLEMENIING PUBLIC
POlICY AND INIERNAL COMPLAINT PROCEDURES ABOUI SEXUAL HARASSMENT ON IHE JOB, published by the WOMEN'S AFFAIRS COMMISSION, OFFICE OF IHE GOVERNOR in 1988, sexual harassment
conduct constitutes:
Any type of unwanted approach or pressure of a sexual nature, physical and verbal, that arises from the job relationship and that results in a hostile work environment, an impediment to do the work or affects job opportunities for the
person
Sexual harassment can be expressed in different ways. Its most simple manifestations include coquetry, sexual insinuations, staring at different parts of the body such as breasts and buttocks, telling offensive jokes about sex Its
crudest form is manifested by pinches, rubbing against the body, kisses, hugs and sexual assaults
64
Art 2, subsection 2 of 1 aw 17 provides that:
"Employer" means any natmal or juridical person, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, including each of its three
Branches and their instrumentalities or public corporations, municipal governments and any of their instrumentalities
or municipal corporations, profit or non-profit, that employs persons by way of any kind of compensation and its
agents and supervisors It also includes labor and other organizations, groups or associations in which employees
negotiate employment terms and conditions as well as employment agencies.

29 LP RA sec .. 155a(2) (Suppl.i995)
65291 PRA sec. 155d (Suppl. 1995)
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and appropriate action to correct the situation, Here, the liability is less severe or conditioned, 66
The law also stipulates that a person prejudiced by a decision of an employer or supe1vis01 that
benefits another employee who submitted to sexual requests has cause to sue the employer for discrimination on the basis of gender

67

According to Law I 7, the employer must maintain the wmkplace free from sexual harassment, clearly state to supervisors and employees his policy against sexual harassment and guarantee that they can work safely and with dignity.GSCont,ary to the laws previously cited, which impose civil and criminal liabilities for job discrimination fo1 reasons of sex or pregnancy, Law 1 7
only imposes civil liability on the harasser, 69 Nor does it establish a presumption favming the petitioning party, unlike other laws that protect the employee, 70
One aspect not expressly covered by Law 1 7 is same-sex sexual harassment, a subject
amply debated in the federal jUiisdiction., Nmth American coUits are divided on this issue, 71

6629LPRA.
67 law 17, ait
68 29 LPRA
69 291.PRA

secs 155eand 155f(Suppl 1995)
8, 29 LP R.A. sec 155g (Suppl 1995)
sec, 155j (Suppl 1995)
sec 155j (Suppl 1995)

70 This is the result of having adopted the language of the E .E.0 C..guides about sexual harassment since I itle VII of
the Federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 neither provides a presumption in favor of the employee plaintiff nor criminal
sanctions

7l See Garcia vs. Elf Atochem North Am., 28 F.3d 446,452 (5th Cir 1994) ( sexual harassment between men is not
prohibited by Title VII); Myers vs City of El Paso, 874 F Supp 1546 (W,D Tex. 1995) (sexual haiassment of a
woman by another woman is not actionable as sexual harassment under the law); Hopkins vs. Baltimore Gas & Elec
Co 871 F Supp. 822 (D Md. 1994) (Title VII does not provide cause for action for victims of same-sex sexual har-

assment); Vandevender vs. Wabash National Corp, 867 F, Supp 790, 796 (ND Tod. 1994) ( male sexual harassment of a homosexual is cause for action); Golusezek vs. Smith, 697 F. Supp 1452, 1455-56.
On the other hand, the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia has proposed another view Since the case of
Bar bes vs Costle, 561 F 2d 983,990 (D. C. Cir. 19'77) one of the first cases on the problem of har·assment, the D C
Circuit has recognized in dictum that sexual harassment by a homosexual supervisor would be actionable under Title
VII See further Ryczek vs. Guest services, 877 F. Supp. 754 (D D .C. 1995) This is an interpretation adopted by the
federal agency in charge of discrimination cases. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission vs. Walden Book,
1995 U.S. Dist LEXIS 6049 (M.D.. Tenn May 4, 1995). The inclusion of same-sex sexual harassment as a discrimination prohibited By Title VII has been accepted by various federal courts. See Pritchett vs. Sizeler Real Estate Man-

agement Co, 1995 U,S Dist LEXIS 5565 (ED La, April 25, 1995); McCoy vs, Johnson Controls World Services,
878 F Supp 229 (S.D Ga. 1995); Polly vs. Houston lighting and Power, 825 F Supp 135 (SD. Tex. 1993); Jovner
vs AAA Cooper Transp, 597 F Supp 537 (MD Ala; 1983); confirmed without published opinion,, 749 F 2d 732
(11th Cir. 1984); Wright vs. Methodist Youth Services, 511 F. Supp 307,310 (N.D !IL 1981),
It's worth noting that in Wright and Morgan vs Massachusetts General, 901 F 2d 186, 192 (1st Cir 1990,) the
courts were correctly disposed to "protect" a person who suffered unwanted homosexual advances from a co-worker
or supervisor. However, when the situation takes place inversely, that is, when a homosexual employee is "harassed"
by other employees or his supervisor, the tendency is not to "protect" that person in an hostile work environment. See
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Nonetheless, in the area of the federal comt whose decisions are directly applicable to Pue1to Rico,
that is, the First Circuit Appeals Comt, same-sex sexual harnssment has been recognized as constituting disc1imination for reasons of sex .. See the case, Morgan vs.. Massachusetts General,
whereby a panel presided by Judge Juan R Tonuella implicitly tecognized that this type of disc1imination is covered by Title VII of the fodetal Civil Rights Act of 1964.72 In Morgan, an employee dismissed fot assaulting a follow employee initiated an action undet Title VII, alleging that
the follow employee had sexually harassed him. Basing its opinion on Meritor Savings Bank, F'SB

vs Vinson,

73

the First Circuit dete1mined that the alleged conduct was not sufficiently seveie or

intense as to altet the victim's work conditions and create an hostile atmosphere that would setiously affect the psychological well-being of a reasonable person ,74 See also Marrero-Rivera vs ..

Department of Justice, 75 in which the judge of the Federnl District Comt in Puetto Rico, the Hon.
Jose A Fuste recognized that Title VII has been applied to same-sex sexual hatassment cases.
Specifically with respect to Pue1to Rico, it is wmth pointing out that sections 1 and 8 of
the Bill of Rights 76 of our Constitution contain sevetal protections conce1ning human dignity and
the tight to p1ivacy that ate broader than the protections provided by the US. Constitution. Fmther, ours apply to eve1y employe1, public as well as p1ivate. The Commission believes these provisions protect heterosexuals, homosexuals and lesbians against sex disctimination on the job.
No jmisprudence on the subject exists in Pue1to Rico ..Nonetheless, the Commission fomly
believes that gende1-based discrimination and consequently, sexual hatassment can occur between

Samuel Marcosson, Harassment on the Basis of Sexual Orientation. A Claim of Sex Discrimination Under Title V/I,

81 GEO LJ. 1 (1992)
72 42 US C. sec 2000(e) et seq
73 477 us 57 (1986)
74 In Hanis vs. Forklift Systems, Inc. 510 U.S .._,

1261 Ed. 2d 295, 114 S. Ct 367 (1993) the Supreme Comt

clarifies that psychological damage or economic tangibles are not required in the hostile environment of sexual harassment

75 800F. Supp.1024, 1027 (D.PR 1992)
76 Commonwealth Constitution, Art. II, Sec I and 8.
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persons of the same sex Thus, under local law, a person in this situation can initiate a suit for either disc1imination or sexual hruassment on the job Contiruiwise, liue equality in employment
could not be accomplished

C.

Jurisprudence on Gender Discrimination on the Job

Despite the protective laws against discrimination, in reality few llials on the subject have
been held in our courts Between 1983 and 1992, only 118 disctimination cases, in any fotm, were
filed in the Court of First Instance of Puetto Rico Out of those, 23 were for gender-based disctimination.77 Up to 1994, our Supreme Court has expressed itself on gender-based discrimination
in employment in fewer than 10 cases ..
In Ponce Candy Industries vs. Corte, 78 which was resolved before the Commonwealth
Constitution was approved, the Supreme Comt intetpreted Law No .. 3 which protects wmking
mothers ..In that case, an employer refused to pay a w01king mother her half salruy for the rest pe1iod before and after birth she was entitled to by law. The w01ke1 filed suit to claiin that payment
The comt of instance resolved in her favot .. The employer appealed, alleging that the law deptived

hiin of property without due process, in obliging hiin to pay the wmking mother a salary for eight
weeks that she had not worked at alL Ihe Supreme Court disallowed the employer's petition,
holding that the Legislative Assembly had reasonably exercised its regulatory powers in conceding
half pay to working mothers during their rest periods, protecting their health and lives and that of
their infants The employer also benefitted since he could retain them after their rest period and
increase his production.

77 I his data was obtained, at the Commission's request, from an examination of files of discrimination cases in all of
the island's judicial regions in November of 1994

78 69 DP R. 417 (1948)
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More than twenty years after the Commonwealth Constitution was m effect, om Supreme
Com!, m Zachry International vs, Tribunal Superior, 79 expressed itself on gender disciimination
for the first time,, The Supreme Court weighed the constitutionality of a stipulation of Law No .. 105
of June 6, 1967, 80 forbidding women to wmk for more than four consecutive hours, unless they
were given a 20-mmute lunch break during any of the two periods dividing their workday,, Otherwise, the employer was obligated to pay them double time for working during the fifth hour
In this case, the Supreme Court declared that the legal provision was unconstitutional be-

cause it infimged on three constitutional clauses: prohibition of discrimination based on sex, the
guarantee of equal protection under the law and the guarantee of equal pay for equal work The
Court determined, on the one hand, that the aftereffect of this legal disposition was discriminatmy
against women since it put them at a disadvantage to men and, smce the employer found it more
attractive to hire men, the law did not restrict their wmking hours .. On the other hand, however,
discrimination against men was also configured smce the double pay compensation only applied to
women I his was precisely the end result of this paternalistic law: under the pretext of helpmg and
protecting women it put them, instead, at a disadvantage, all the while denymg men the same
benefits or rights that were granted women without any reason for unequal treatment The opimon
of the Court showed its mtention to promote equal conditions in the workplace, without any clistincdon based on gender ,
On various occasions, the Supreme Court has interpreted Law 100 of 1959, prohibiting
job discrimination on the basis of age, ,ace, color, sex, social or national migin, social condition,
political and religious beliefs of the employee or job applicant, 81 The case of Garcfa Pagdn vs

79 104 D PR 267 (1975)

80 Previously 291 PR A sec 458
81 See, for example, Olmo vs. Young & Rubicam of P.R, Inc 110 DP R. 740 (1981) (race discrimination); Ibaiiez

vs. Molinos de PR, Inc., 114 D.P.R 42 (1983) (age discrimination); Odriozola vs S Cosmetic Dist Corp, 116 D
P.R 485 (1985) (age discrimination); and recently, Soto vs Hotel Caribe Hilton, 94 LI S 128, p 308 (age discrimination)
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Shiley Caribbean, 82 which specifically deals with gender discdmination, was the first resolved by
the Supreme Court that allowed compensation for emotional harm that a discriminatory dismissal
caused an employee.. The Court specifically analyzed Law 100' s compensation plan which states
that any employer that discriminates against an employee or job applicant:
(a) will be civilly liable
( 1) for a sum that is equal to twice the amount of damages that
the act caused the employee or job applicant;
(2) or for a sum of no less than one hundred (100) dollars nor
more than one thousand (1,000) dollars, at the discretion of
the court, if the pecuniary damage can not be determined;
(3) or twice the amount of damages if this is less than the sum of
one hundred (100) dollars, ....83
The Supreme Court analyzed the legislative history of Law 100. It rejected the prevailing
tendency of the federal court in not conceding emotional damages for discriminatory dismissals, a
situation federal law does not accommodate. 84 And it pondered the concept of damages in our judicial code ..In that respect, the Court resolved:
When Law No 100, supm, stipulates that civil liability will be a sum
equal to twice the amount of damages that the act has caused, it is referring to
all the damages suffered by the victim, including damages and mental anguish, in those cases, where, of cour,e, the promoters of the suit have duly
established their existence. As distinct components of the damage, one does
not absorb the other.. 85
The Court also upheld that the postulates of equality of our Constitution, gathered in Law
100, have such pre-eminence in our code that:
their violation is not only a insult to the victim whose right has been infringed upon, but it is also an affront against the interest of the State.. The
82 122 D PR 193 (1988)
83

See 29 LP.RA. sec.146; this plan was incorporated into law No. 3, as amended, 29 1.P.R A sec. 469, and in
law No 69, 291.PRA
sec 1341 (Sup! 1995)
84 Ibis federal tendency was partially modified in 1991 with the approval of amendments to the Civil Rights Axt of
1964, in which the US Congress established a remedy for damages in these cases limited to a maximum of
$300,000 42 U.S CA tx 1981 a (b) 3(D) (West 1994)
85 Garcia Pagan, 122 D PR P 212
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State not only has the duty to abstain from infringing upon these rights but it
also must intervene to protect the citizens The State is required to act categotically to the benefit of the citizen. 86
For that reason, gender discrimination can be compensated even in the absence of proof of
damage. When this occms, the legal provision's second clause-which

sets civil liability at a sum

of no less than one hundred dollars or mme than one thousand dollars when monetary damage cannot be dete1mined-should

be applied ..Othe1wise, when there is proof of damage, including suffer-

ing and mental anguish, the provision's first clause--which concedes twice the amount of the damages caused by the act-applies

.. The Comt stressed that "after all, the moral damage,

is also

susceptible to monetruy value " 8 7
The only case in which om Supreme Comt has had the oppmtunity to discuss the federnl
law on disctimination fm reason of pregnancy is Rivera Aguila v, K-Mart de PR 88 This case
involved a female employee who claimed damages against her employet for unjustified dismissal
fo1 reason of pregnancy. The Supreme Comt used the oppmtunity to discuss federal legislation
that prohibits disctimination for reason of pregnancy It specifically indicated that the Pregnancy
Disciimination Act of 1978 amended Title VIT, ,upra, to cleruly establish that discrimination because of pregnancy is covered within discrimination because of gender. 89 The amendment came
about as a 1eaction of Congress to General Elec Co. vs Gilbert,

90

where the US. Supreme Comt

had resolved that disctimination for reason of pregnancy did not necessruily constitute gende1 discrimination within the context of Title VII

86 Id p 213 (quoting 3 JOSE IRIAS MONGE, HISI'ORIA CONSIIIUCIONAL DE PUERTO RICO, 200 (San Juan
, UPR Press, 1982)
87 Id. p 214. Interestingly, the opinion in this case was divided
88 See 42 USC A § 2000e (k) (West 1994)
89 It is standard to point out that our 1 aw 69, approved in 1985 to prohibit gender discrimination on the job, contains
a similar stipulation. 291 P RA sec. 1322 (5) (Sup! 1995)
90 429 u.s 125 (1976)
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With respect to Puerto Rico, our highest Comt pointed out that gender discrimination is
prohibited, constitutionally and statutmily, and that Law No 3 of 194291 specifically prohibits
dismissal because of pregnancy, which, in turn, constitutes a kind of gender discrimination
According to the Comt, "Law No.3, supra, fmms part of a schema devised by the State to
offer the female wmker a greate1 guarantee against job discrimination for reason of sex," by prohibiting dismissal without cause and excluding the concept of "just cause" from lower job performance because of pregnancy 92 By this law, the legislature provided the pregnant wmker greater job
protection than that offered unde1 Law No .. 100 which prohibits gender discrimination on the job,
That is, under the mantle of the first, the employer is liable fot damages if he dismisses a pregnant
wmker without just cause, while, under the mantle of the second, the employe1 could prevail even
without just cause for dismissal, if he could prove that the dismissal was not discriminatmy, In
addition, Law No, 3 of 1942 protects all pregnant wmkers in the private sector, including those on
probation., Unde1 its mantle, the employer has the bmden of proof to refute the presumption against
him that the dismissal was unjustified,
The analysis of the law by the Sup1eme Comt in this case confams its intention to give
practical validity to the law that protects the pregnant employee from her employer ,93
The Supreme Comt has also decided, indisputably, that sexual harassment is a type of
gender disc1imination forbidden by Law No 100.. In Rodriguez Melendez vs,, Supermercado

Amigo, 94the Supreme Comt considered a suit for damages for sexual harassment on the job under
Law 100 of 1959 ..95 The facts of the case were the following, The plaintiff began to wmk for Su-

9l 29 L PRA. secs ..467-474
92RiveraAguila, 123 DPR p ..609
93 Since then, our Supreme Court has reaffirmed the protection of pregnant workers in extending the doctiine of employer successor in cases of dismissal for pregnancy Bruno L6pez v Motorplan, Inc .. 93 J.I S 123 p.11050

94 90 JI S 50, p .7646
95 !his case took place before the passage of law No, 17, April 22, 1988 which declares that sexual harassment on
the job is a form of gender discrimination

ll
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permercados Amigo in mid-1984 when she was 1 7 years old ..The branch manager began to stare at
her and flirt with her, to her discomfort. Various incidents took place: In one, she was about to enter the supe1mruket' s office and the manager approached her, He touched her head and greeted her
by saying: "Ay, what a pretty little girl" On vruious occasions the manager suggested that she not
weru make-up because she looked better without it. In another incident she went to the office to
look for her pocketbook The manage, was there seated in a swivel chair and as she crone in, he
tilted the chair backwruds, placed his hands on his head and said: "Ay, Crumencita I have a headache, get rid of it for me," She told him to take an aspirin and immediately left the office ..As she
was leaving, the manager indicated that he did not like pills,, The final incident, the young woman
recounted took place as she was about to punch out her attendance crud in the supetmruket wrue-house,, She sensed that someone had opened the door and was approaching her. It was the managet
who touched het hail, her face and her neck and said "How pretty you rue! "She immediately left
the ru·ea and went to the office where she informed the assistant manager about what had occuued,
Faced with this situation, the manager met with the assistant manage1 and the plaintiff to
"apologize for any misunderstanding that may have ruisen in relation to the incident in the storage
room" Following these incidents, and despite having had excellent evaluations, the young woman
received a negative evaluation. Ultimately, the company asked for her resignation
In response to a motion for a summruy sentence filed by the defendant, the court of instance concluded that the "trivial nature" of these incidents impeded it from upholding cause for
action for sexual harassment on the job and disallowed the suit The plaintiff recurred to the Supreme Court which, absent specific legislation or Puerto Rican jurisprudence about sexual hruassment, proceeded to analyze federal legislation and jurisprudence,
The Court dete1mined that sexual hruassment on the job is a type of gentle, disc1imination
that could make itself evident in many ways Federal jurisprudence has recognized two modes: the
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"hostile environment" and the quid pm quo.96 The first is produced, in the words of the Court,
"when the sexual conduct with an individual has the effect of umeasonably intetfeting with job
petfotmance or of creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive w01k environment" 97 It is not neeessaty under this mode that the offendet' s conduct be explicitly sexual: all that is required is that
the conduct be aimed against the person only fot reason of gender.. On the other hand, the second
mode, quid pro quo, "is produced," the Court says, "when submission 01 rejection of sexual advances or demands at·e considered as a basis fot tangible benefits on the job." 98
The Court then pondered the measure of liability applicable to the employet in cases of
sexual hatassment in its mode of hostile environment created by his agents 01 supetvisors ..In deciding the case under Law 100 of 1959, our Supreme Court moves away from the intetpretation that
the US. Supreme Court insinuates but does not resolve in MetitOJ Savings Bank vs .. Vinson .. In
that case, the fedeial Court deemed the employet liable in the hostile environment mode only if he
knew OJ should have known that the harassment was taking place The Supreme Court of Pue1to
Rico states categOJically:
"It is not necessaty to incOJpornte that ctite1ion of liability.

into our
jurisdiction Law No. 100, iupm, establishes a presumption of discrimination .."

This implies that the employet 01 the plaintiff, in only proving the facts that constitute sexual hatassment, a presumption of disc1imination ensues and, therefore, the burden of proof falls on
the employer to show that the disctirnination did not occur .. The plaintiff is not obligated to show
that the employer knew OJ should have known. The atgument that the employet did not know the

96 See Harris vs. Forklift Systems, Inc510 US. __
Bank, FSB vs Vinson, 477 U.S 57 (1986)
97 Rodriguez Melendez, 901.I.S P7652

, 1261 Ed 2d 295, 114 S ..Ct 367 (1993); and Meritor Savings

98 Ihe mode of quid pro quo has a second manifostatio_n,that is, when sexual advances or demands are proposed in
exchange for tangible benefits in employment An example of an explicit advance or sexual demand that affect tangible benefits in employment:" If you sleep with me, I'll promote you if you don't I'll fire you."
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facts is not applicable under Law 100 of 1959. If the employer cannot prove that the harassment
did not occm, his liability is absolute.
By adopting, in Law 1 7 of 1988, the guidelines of the Equal Employment Opp01tnnities
Commission (E.E.O.C.) about sexual harassment, the criterion of dual liability in sexual harassment cases has been incorporated into om jmisdiction: that of absolute liability in quid pro quo
mode, but the employer responds in hostile environment cases only if he knew or should have
known about acts of harassment After upholding that the summary sentence is inadequate in sexual harassment cases, the Court returned the case to the court of instance to hold an evidentiary
hearing ..Nonetheless, the Supreme Court made important points regar·ding the use of the smnmary
sentence in those cases .. It affirmed, that in addition to dealing with an issue of compelling public
interest, "human factors relative to attitndes, conducts, motives, feelings and others ar·e involved
and are difficult to specify unless they are air·ed in a plenary trial " 99 Courts should strictly examine these cases, cardully stndying the particular facts that inform them
Associate Justice Hernandez Denton issued a concmrent opinion in the case to explain that
the Comt had to declare itself on the rule of liability applicable to the employer in sexual harassment cases. He stated in his opinion that Law 100 of 1959 prohibits an employer from setting up
conditions or privileges or any kind of restrictions that affect an employee for reasons of sex and
that, consequently, the employer is liable for any violation of the law on his part 01 on the part of
his agents, supervisors 01 representatives
More than the maj01ity opinion, of interest is the dissent of the then Chief Justice Pons
Nufiez, who had upheld the summary judgment of the court of instance for lack of controversy ove1
the factual materials. His argument involves traditional postures ..Justice Pons held that the conduct
in question did not constitute sexual harassment, even though it was in "bad taste" and showed a

99 Rodriguez

vs. Melendez, 90 J.I .S p 7653
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"lack of personal consideration " 100 On the othe1 hand, he placed great emphasis on the historic,
social and cultural reality of the Pue1to Rican people from which, he said, the comt should not cut
itself off in sexual harnssment cases Despite shaiing the desire to prosciibe and erndicate this
problem, he wained that:

In doing so we must not fall into the euor of proposing mies that interfe,e with and chill the natmal and healthy interaction and relationship between
the sexes We have to take cai·e to distinguish between normal and healthy
conduct and haiassment: to not conve1t natural infatuation into contrived conduct subject to judicial regulation .. We do not want a society of dissolutes and
satyrs but neithe1 do we want a society of misanthropes and misogynists. IOI
That is to say, Justice Pons considered that type of conduct as normal in om society and
that it does not clash with established values ..But that is precisely that conception that poses problems because it is based on schemas proper to a society dominated by men who consider it no,mal
to express then sexual desiies and interests through ffutatious remaiks, gestmes and physical advances towaid women, even though these rue unsolicited In that enviionment, women themselves
have been psychologically and cultmally conditioned to accept that kind of behavim, to the extent
that many can't even iinagine that its content could be disc,iminatory. In this sense, the dissenting
opinion did not contemplate the element of "unwanted sexual advances" that Nmth Ame1ican ju1isprudence considers basic in sexual haiassment cases 102 Nm did it contemplate the element of
control

01

power of a supervism over an employee who depends on the job fo, personal and family

smvival, above all in a case where the person involved was only I 7 yeai·s old.
The saine day the Supreme Comt resolved the case of Rodriguez vs. Melendez, it also issued a resolution, without a wiitten opinion, disallowing a writ of certiorari in Lopez Campos vs

Garage Isla Verde, Inc 103 The facts of the case were the following: The plaintiff, a young mai,ied

lDOId p ..7664
IOI Id pp ..7664-7665
102 See Meritor Savings Bank, FSB vs, Vinson, and Harris
103 90 J.I.S. 51, p.7665
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woman 19-years-old, began wmk as a receptionist in Garnge Isla Verde, Inc .. in October of 1986
She was not personally interviewed by the president since he was traveling. Before he returned to
his business, he called his office .. Hearing the voice of the receptionist he asked if she was a new
employee and then complimented her on her voice and said he hoped she was as pretty in person as
her voice ..The president, who was also married, returned to his office and tenaciously tried to befriend the plaintiff He invited her to dinner after wmk and to ride in his motmboat. When he returned from lunch he offered candies to the employees and as he approached her would ask: "
Which of these candies do you want, mine 01 these?" The plaintiff declined the president's invitations even though she never reproached his conduct The president frequently telephoned her and
constantly make flirtatious comments, On one occasion, to boot, wanting to button her blouse he
approached her from the rear and mbbed his body against hers,
By January of 1987, the plaintiff had become secretary-receptionist to the president, By
Febmary she had begun to be frequently absent from her job. Some months later she became pregnant and infmmed the president Her continued absenteeism was called to her attention several
times although she was neither suspended from he, job nor her salary docked. When the plaintiff
returned to herjob after giving birth, the president told her she had gained weight He also told her
that he liked her hair length because it made her look more sensual and " he could wait until he,
quarantine was over" The plaintiff continued being absent from wmk Finally she was fired by he,
4
boss ..10

The court of instance held that these facts configured sexual harassment on the job, The
Supreme Court obviously coincided with that position because it did not allow the writ of certiorari the defendant had petitioned, Then Chief Justice Pons Nunez issued a separate concuning

opinion to explain, that unlike in Rodr(guez Melendez, the facts of this case did indeed constitute

104

These facts have been compiled from the separate concurring vote issued in L6pez Campos by then Chief Justice
Pons Nunez, Id pp 7666-7667
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sexual harassment Although ce1tain obvious differences existed between both cases, nonetheless,
they were ve1y similar, thus a different outcome was not as cleady justified. 105
Recently, in Soto vs.. Cmibe Hilton, 106 which involved a claim for dismissal fo1 age disc1imination, the Supreme Comt reaffirmed its dete1mination in Rodrfguez Melendez about the
problems summruy judgments entail in discrjmination cases under Law No .. 100. It said, in effect,
that "our jmispmdence has been cleru in the sense that it is not advisable to use the procedural
mechanism of summruy judgment in cases wheie there ru·e subjective elements, intentions, mental
pmposes or negligence m when the credibility factor is essential .."

105 In both cases, supervisors incmred in conduct that had sexual connotations and that was directed at subordinate
female employees, who by all accounts did not desire them 1here is no doubt that in Rodriguez Melendez the manager's request to the young female employee that she take away his headache and at the same time rejecting the pills,
has a distinct sexual connotation in our culture. In fact, the majority opinion of Rodriguez Melendez rejected the
thought that sexual harassment, even in its most subtle 01 sophisticated forms, is based on acceptable cultural values
90 l1 S. p. 7653
In L6pez Campas , Chief Justice Pons also recognized the financial need of the victim while he did not do so in Rodriguez Melendez It is possible to think that in Lopez Campos the judge accepted that sexual harassment did occur
for the sole reason that the victim was married. One can not lose sight of the fact that our· society tends to treat or
perceive a manied woman differently than a single woman. That is why the proportion of harassed women varies
according to their civil status
Io that effect, professors Mufi oz V izquez and Silva Bonilla have stated that:
In a society where people ar·e trained with the ideological understanding that the woman is born to be "possessed"
eventually by a man and that to become wife, mother and housewife is the 'natwal" destiny of evety woman, it is not
rare to find the single woman, the widow, the divorcee or the woman separ·ated from her spouse appear socially represented as "nobody's land," and, thus, "teuitory " that any man can claim In these cases, the lower proportion of
harassment of married women seems to make evident the ideological "recognition" by male workers of the woman as
a "woman with an owner." She is already the property of another man The marital bond not only gathers up and
reproduces the notion of woman as property, but it also is prqjected socially as a form of ''protection" of the woman
against harassment
MARYA MUNOZ VAZQUEZ & RUTH SllVA BON!llA, EL HOSIIGAMIENI'O SEXUAL; SUS MANIFESTACIONES Y CARACTERISIICAS EN LA SOCIEDAD, EN LOS CENIROS DE EMPLEOS Y LOS CENTROS DE ESIUDIOS 11-12 (Centro de Investigaciones Sociales, UPR., 1985).
It is interesting to note, that recently, in a case of sexual harassment, a female Superior Court judge determined that
it was difficult to believe the version of the plaintiff over how she was sexually harassed, " especially when this involves a divorced woman and a mother of three children who cannot be ea.silyfooled. " See Torres vs, Puerto Rico
Telephone Company, Judgment of February 28, 1994, San Juan Superior Court, civil case no kdp-86-3300. The Supreme Court, by judgment, revoked the decision of the court of instance because it considered that the judge had
committed an error in assessing the evidence See I orres vs Puerto Rico I elephone Co., Judgment of June 30, 1995,
case no. RE-94-276

106 94 J I.S. 128, p 308
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It is necessruy to point out that in Soto, the age discrimination suit was initiated under Law
100 of 1959 and nuder the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (AD..E A.)10 7 Since

Ibanez vs Molinas de PR, Inc., 108 the Supreme Comt had comprued those two statutes., In Ibanez
it was observed that under the AD.EA,

the plaintiff had to establish a prima facie case of dis-

crimination by showing that (a) he or she fell within the age group protected by the statute; (b) he
or she was fired; (c) he or she was qualified to fill the position; and (d) that he or she was replaced
by a younger person Once the prima facie case was established, the employer is forced to
"ruticulate" a reasonable explanation, which, if believed by the judge, would support the conclusion that illicit cliscrinrination was not the cause of the employer's action. The evidence has to be
admissible, but only the employer defendant has to produce it; it holds no persuasive weight If the
evidence is produced, the presumption raised by the prima facie case is debated,, 109 Then, the
plaintiff has to convince the judge that the real reason was discriminatmy That is, the burden of
proof remains on the plaintiff
The mle followed under federal law is contrary to that stipulated by Law 100 of 1959,
which establishes a presumption of cliscrimiuation against the employer if the dismissal is cruried
out without just cause. 110 In that regrud:
Just cause for clismissal of an employee at an establishment will be understood as:
(a) That the wmker follow a pattern of improper or clisorderly conduct
(b) The attitude of the employee to not render wmk efficiently 01 to do it late or negligently or in violation of the mies of quality of the product that is produced or
managed by the establishment
107 29 U.S,CA§621 et seq
108 114 D PR 42 (1983)
109

The defendant does not have to persuade the court that, in effect, he was motivated by the reasons given. It could
happen that, although the court does not give credence to the defendant's explanations since he fulfilled the requisite
of producing some reasons, making the presumption debatable, the coUit is not obliged to decide in favor of the
plaintiff since two factors are required: one, that the reasons are false and, two, that discrimination was the real rea-

son, St, Mary's Honor Center vs. Hicks, 509 US __
110 29 LP RA sec. 148

, 113 S Ct2742 (1993)
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(c) Repeated violation by the employee ofreasonable mies and regulations that have
been instituted for the functioning of the establishment as long as a wiitten copy of
them have been given the employee in a timely manner.
(d) Total, tempOJary OJpartial shutdown of the establishment's operations
(e) Technological or re-OJganizational changes, as well as the style, design OJ nature
of the product that is produced or managed by the establishment and changes in
services performed for the public.
(f) Job cutbacks that become necessary due to a reduction in the volume of production, sales OJ earnings that are anticipated or that prevail at the moment of dismissal ..I 11
Consequently, under Law 100, once the presumption of discrimination arises, it is up to
the employer to refute it establishing, on the strength of the evidence, that the dismissal was not
discrintinatOJy..If the employer manages to prove the lack of discrintination, then the controversy is
concluded without the need for additional evidence.
Under the mantle of Law 100, and countering the provision of federal law discussed earlie1, the plaintiff is not required to prove the intention of the employer to discrintinate. 112 This,
however, contrasts with what the Supreme Court said in Soto, that, under both statutes, "the need
to establish the employer's intention is inevitable."
Possibly, because the case was submitted under both applicable laws-AD..E A and Law
100 of 1959-and because, under the federal law, the obligation of the employer to prove discrirnination was inevitable, it becomes incongruous, from the standpoint of evidentiary procedure, to
distinguish between the two

113

111 See ru:t.2of Law No 80 of May 30, 1976, as amended, 291 P.R A sec 185b; Biiez Garciavs Cooper labs, Inc.,
120 DPR 145, 155 (1987); Soto vs. Caribe Hilton, 94 J TS. 128 pp. 308,312

112 Soto v,. Caribe Hilton, Odriozola vs S Cosmetic Dist Corp, 116 D PR 485,502 (1985); Ibanez, 114 D PR
pp 51-52
113 Soto, 94 I I .S p ..313
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Fittingly, Laws Nos .. 69 of 1985 and 17 of 1988, which respectively prohibit gender disc,iinination and sexual harassment at wmk, do not include intention as an element of disc1iinination
In the public area, the standard case is Rivera Briceno vs.. Rodriguez. 114 This case in-

valves a female state government employee who sued under Law 100 of 1959 and Law 69 of 1985,
as a consequence of alleged political disc,irnination and sexual harassment at wmk. The case is
inte1esting because the Supreme Comt clruifies the scope of both laws The first, as is cleru from
the text itself, only applies to p1ivate businesses m government agencies that operate as a p1ivate
business, meaning that Rivera B,iceiio could not sue under that Jaw because she did not fit into
either of the two categmies .. On the other hand, the Supreme Comt resolved that Law 69 of 1985,
which applies to public and private employers alike, prevails ove, Law 100 in cases related to gender discriinination at wmk. Additionally, it reiterated the standrud established in Garda Pagan vs
Shiley Caribbean in the sense that a claim for drunages and mental anguish is prut of the civil rem-

edy Law 69 concedes
Regruding the remedies, in Matos Molero vs. Roche Products, Inc,

115 the

Supreme Comt

expressed itself ove, existing remedies in the state and federal sphere against gender disc1imination
in employment and about intenupting the presciibed time to file a suit unde, Law 100.. The Comt
explained that under existing local and federnl laws, a person alleging sex disc,imination by the
employer can tum either to the local fomm m to the federal fonnn under Title VII of the federnl
Civil Rights Act of 1964 or resmt to the Equal Employment Oppmtunities Commission
(E.E.O.C). Nonetheless, a procedural diffeience exists: in the local fmum, it is not necessruy to
exhaust administrative remedies before tuming to the comt, while under I itle VII it is.. Even
though states rue encouraged to inte,vene first in a discrimination case, if a person first turns to the
114 91 I.IS. 103, p.9107
115 93 J IS 6, p 10312
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EE.O.C. , the prescribed te1m of one yea, to file suit under local legislation is suspended until that
agency has completed its procedmes, pencling notification of the sponsm The reason for this, according to the Comt, is the compelling state interest to protect workers from discrimination and
that the cases be heru:d in the local fomm.
Finally, in Delgado Zayas vs Hospital Jntemme,icano de Medicina Avanzada, 116 the
point of controversy was over whether there was just cause to summru:ily dismiss an employee for
having incmred in unwanted sexual conduct towa,ds his female supe1visor, Besides discussing
Law 80 of May 30, 1976, as ru:nended,-which

prohibits dismissal without just cause 117-and

taking into account the allegations of the pru:ties, the Comt deemed necessa,y an examination of the
legal principles of sexual hru:assment in its hostile environment mode,,118
The case provided the Comt with an opportunity to make a distinction once more between
the two modes of sexual ha,assment in employment: the quid pro quo and the hostile environment
In the first, the employers condition opportunities and benefits for the employee in exchange for
sexual favors, meaning that hru:assment takes place between supervisor and supervised, In the second, however, any employee, independently of their job position, can suffe, a hostile or offensive
work environment, likewise any employee can create that hostile environment 119
The Comt resolved that the act of the employee in blocking his supervisor from leaving the
bathroom while demancling that she go out with him was so serious that it endangered the business,

116 94 I LS. 149, p495
11l 29 LP RA sec 185a-l
118 Ihe events that led to this action were the following:

Mrs. Damaris Pagan was in charge of the Diet Department of Hospital Interamericanoand supervised Mt Lino Alvarez Alvarado. Mrs. Pagan declared that while she was waiting in the kitchen area that she supervised, she was invited by Mr .Alvarez to go with him to the flower festival in Aibonito She declined Some time later, Mr. Alvarez
physically blocked her from leaving the bathroom, placing his hands on the door frames at the same time insisting
that she go out with him Mrs. Pagan let Mt Alvarez know how disgusted she was by this situation and proceeded to
notify the hospital's diet supervisor about the incident. Mrs. Pag.in's complaint started an investigation into the conduct of Mr. Alvarez which resulted in his summru:ysuspension and dismissal. 'The hospital deemed that Mr Alvarez
had incuued in sexual harassment, conduct prohibited by hospital regulations, as defined in 1 aw No 1'7 Delgado

Zaya,, 94 JI S , p499.
119 The Court based this distinction on Ellison vs Brady, 924 F 2d 872 (9th Cir 1991)
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justifying his dismissal in conformity with the regulations of the business, even though this was his
first violation .. In fact, Law 80 authorizes an employer to fire an employee for just cause, even if
only one offense is involved, if the intensity of the offense demands it 120 The Comt also resolved
that by his actions, the employee had created a hostile environment for his supe1visor, thus breaking the company's mies against sexual harassment
Associate Justice Rebollo Lopez issued a dissenting opinion in this case to explain that the
law allowed no margin to consider sexual harnssment by a subordinate employee towards an employee of higher rank, not even in the hostile envimnment mode ..Even though he agreed that a subordinate can be disrespectful towruds his supervisor by advances of a sexual nature which could be
considered just cause under Law 80 to summruily fire him, he firmly rejected the conclusion that
this conduct could ordinruily create a hostile and intimidating work environment He rogued that an
employee of higher rank always has the authority to take action against a subordinate who incms in
any kind of offensive conduct, thus preventing a hostile environment at the workplace 121 Justice
Rebollo Lopez concluded that the majority had needlessly entered into the subject of sexual hruassment when the Comt only had to resolve whether just cause existed to dismiss the employee
under Law 80, which forbids unjustified dismissals.
If this conclusion is tiue, it is no less true that the remainder of Justice Rebollo Lopez's

reasoning goes beyond the restrictions the text of the law itself requires for the hostile environment
mode of sexual hruassment in employment Law No 17 of 1988 does not specify, at any time, that
a hostile environment must originate exclusively in the actions of a superior towruds a subordinate.
On the contrruy, the text is broad and permits the interpretation that a hostile environment can also

be created by a subordinate towruds a superior .. That is so because nothing in the law obligates

120 Secretary of labor vs. I I I , 108 DP R 536,543 (1979)
121 A supervisor does not necessarily have the authority to discipline or sanction a subordinate, since that would de-

pend on who has the functions of hiring, disciplining and firing The clearest case about these different work structures involves government agencies and the judicial system
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interpreting the specific provision on the hostile environment-Article

3(c) of Law 17-under

the

same parameters that apply to other modes of sexual harassment on the job, covered by clauses (a)
and (b) of that article. These clauses, effectively, typify conduct that proceeds from the superior
rank that is directed at subordinates .122
It is a standard in labor law that legal provisions be interpreted liberally in favor of the
worker or employee Given the compelling interest of the State to combat every mode of sexual
harassment in employment, a restrictive interpretation, such as that pointed out, could deform that
general objective

Ana(ysis of Findings
1 . The manifestation of gender discrimination in employment that received the most attention
from participants in the investigation was that of sexual harassment
In Focus Group Interviews held by the Commission, as well as in the hearings in the different judicial regions of the country, it was notable that most of the comments and observations
about gender discrimination in the sphere of labor revolved around the problem of sexual harassment Similarly, when the subject of labor relations within the judicial system was dealt with, the
problem of sexual harassment was also prominent
In both group interviews, male and female lawyers who work in this field, constantly mentioned the topic But the perspectives of both groups regar·ding the reality of the litigation of these
cases were far apart
Hom the perspective of company lawyers, the alleged "wave of harassment cases" 123 was
questioned. It was said that "too many cases were being taken, especially in the courts "
lawyers believed that the law over protects women. One male exponent said:

122291.PR

A sec 155b, clauses (a), (b) aud (c) (Suppl 1995)

123 Focus Group Interview, Company lawyers, p.35
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All the woman has to say is "hostile and intimidating environment" and
then it becomes a question of credibility.. Genernlly, it's my word against
yours, but meanwhile, in the 'in between,' I am destmying a reputation .. Your
name is aheady tarnished and nothing prevents that person from unfairly
b1inging a case against you.
The woman cries, she puts on a show, she files the case. And in many
cases it is very difficult to get the employer to defend you because it is [ a
question] of credibility, because it involves your reputation, because you don't
want to go to trial You have to give in .. 125
On the other hand, labor lawyers gave a totally opposite view. As we shall see fmther on,
they brought up factors that discourage filing and litigating sexual harassment cases. They mentioned the emotional and economic impact that characterizes this type of legal dispute ..Even though
they recognized that substantive law is fair as respects the employee, they underscored the practical
difficulties they face in litigating these cases
2.

The incidence of gender discrimination in employment is greater than that perceived
by the number of ca,es of that nature under consideration in the courts, pointing to
the existence of dissuasive factors to file and proceH these case,

Every study on the subject indicates a large incidence of gender discrimination They point
out, besides, that there is a very high number of incidents of sexual harassment.

126

Statistics, how-

eve,, reflect a minimum number of cases under consideration in the courts of the country.
Between 1983 and 1992, hardy 23 cases of gender disc1imination and/or sexual harassment were filed in the courts of Puerto Rico Only three (3) sexual harassment cases have led to
Supreme Court decisions ..Data obtained from the Federal Comt in Puerto Rico, which has concm-

124 This "wave" ·Lsnot supported by statistics. The reader is referred to statistics on the number of cases filed in the
courts in the discussion on finding no. 2.
125 Focus Group Interview, Company lawyers, p 35 A company lawyer also stated the view that ''there is a very high
percentage of fabricated cases of sexual harassment" Id. p.79 Another said "there's an incentive to file that kind of
claim, there is nothing to lose and nothing to protect the accused, even though he may be acquitted" Id p 80. Lawyers fm the vktims, however, say that there's a lot to ''lose" in harassment cases and that the system discourages the
filing of those cases See infra discussion of finding 2
126 In a study done with a sample of 70 female employees in the education sector it was found that 65 had experi-

enced sexual harassment; of those 65 cases, 39 took place on the job In another sample of the same study with 45
female employees in the health services sector, it was found that 41 had experienced sexual harassment; of those 41
cases, 30 took place on the job. LOURDES MARIINEZ & RUIH Sil VA BONllLA, EL HOSIIGAMIENTO SEX-

UAL DE LAS TRABAJADORAS EN SUS CENIROS DE EMPLEO (Center for Social Research, U PR, 1988)
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rent jurisdiction in these cases, also show a dearth of cases on the subject For example, in 1990 a
total of twelve (12) discrimination cases were filed in that forurn. By 1994, that number had risen
to fifty-seven (57) cases .. It is notable, however, that those numbers are global and include every
type ofjob discrimination Out of these totals, nearly half are cases against government officials,
most of which involve political discrimination, not disc,imination because of gender
Comparing the number of cases presented at the Anti-Discrimination Unit of the Department of Labor (UAD)

with those that ar·e ptesented at the courts, one notices that the claims of

the alleged victims of discrimination ar·e resolved more frequently at that administrative agency
than in the courts In 1993-94, the agency considered a total of 259 gender disctimination cases
127

Focus group interviews of lawyers for the plaintiffs discussed obstacles that could be influencing filing disctimination cases in the courts. The following factors were mentioned: (I) the
ignorance of judges about the subject; 128 (2) intimidation of witnesses; 129 (3) the economic impact
of the dismissal and the litigation process; 130 ( 4) the emotional impact of the dismissal and the litigation process ..131

127 Although the requirement to exhaust all administrative remedies does not exist in the local agency, the practice of
U AD is to send a letter authorizing filing suit when the administrative process is completed
128 See the discussion of finding 6 in this chapter of the Report
129 A female exponent in the Focus Group Interview of labm lawyers recalled how she had to desist from a case
because the client did not wish to continue Ihe client explained that the administrator had been the hru:asser, that he
had been stalking her house and that three witnesses withdrew from testif)'ing because he told them that he was going
to tell their respective husbands Focus Group Interview, labor lawyers, p 26
130 See the discussion of finding 3 in this chapter of the Report
131 A female exponent said the following: Many times a woman who loses her job because of discrimination is discouraged, especially when gender discrimination or sexual harassment have intervened Ihat is, you have to see the
physical and emotional deterioration of yow· client to really understand how her life completely changes Focus Group
Interview, 1 abor lawyers. p .40
Another female exponent described her reaction when, for the first time, she encountered the devastating effect of a
dismissal in the life of a person who had been discriminated against:
When the first client told me that as consequence of having been fired from her job she tried to commit suicide, I
didn't believe it It was a woman
I had not litigated many job cases and to me they had alienated her until they finally dismissed her 1his involved a
married woman with two children and she tried to commit suicide because they had done that. I said to myself: "No,
no, wait a minute, this woman had an affair, something happened here "Me and my prejudices When I investigated,
I see that this was the truth, nothing else had happened" Id. p. 37-38.
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Company lawyers, however, generally do not acknowledge the existence of obstacles to
presenting this kind of case Their complaint is aimed at another aspect: substantive law, They believe that the LegislatUl'e has ovedy favored employees in labor law, For example, a male lawyer
said:
My perception ,, is that the problem does not lie in the way the comts
respond to this type of statute but in how loaded it is against the employer in
implementing it You have to separate the problems that this kind of litigation
crulies per se, by its own nature, the presumptions it creates, the disadvantage
at which it places certain employers vis a vis the customruy practice of the
transaction, the conduct of the judges and then presumed prejudices., 132
The reality is that the problem of gender discrimination is broader than the cases in the
comts indicate. The reasons for this dispruity have to be explored more deeply,

3,

The dispmportion in the socio-economic power of the parties affects the litigation of
this kind of case,,

In cases related to job discrimination, a definite stmctural aspect limits access to the judicial forll1Il: that is, the dispruity in socio-economic power of the pruties in the suit In most of the
cases, the person discriminated against is unemployed, while the opponent is a cmporation or government agency with greater economic resources ,

It was pointed out in the heruings besides, that discovery of evidence in this type of case is
usually very costly, especially since the evidence is in the hands of the employer Another economic
factm is the problem of expert repmts, which rue generally requiI,ed in discrimination cases,, A
male deponent at the heruings said that although the comt has the authmity to order that an expert
be designated and paid, this is done in very few cases,
In the Focus Gronp Inte1views of labor lawyers, the problem of lawyers fees was singled
out for comment While the employer can pay its legal agent, the employee rmely has the economic
power to do the same Fmthermore, in certain cases labor laws limit the contractual terms of law-

13 2 Focus Group Interview, Company lawyers, pp 54-55
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yers and their clients ..Fm example, Law No .. 80 of May 30, 1976, 133 as amended, forbids lawyers
from collecting theit fees dit·ectly from the client, forcing them to depend exclusively on courtimposed fees Even though applicable laws prnvide for honmaria, in discrimination cases judges
either don't impose honoraria

OI,

when they do, grant the minitnum compensation for the wmk

done. 134
Disc1imination cases are inherently complex and call for ample use of mechanisms for discovery of evidence ..As a female lawyer with the Labor Department said:
Although minimum wage cases have theit complexities, the truth is that
discritnination cases are more painstaking and requfre a little more knowledge
of the law than other cases in labm practice .. I can see five Law 80 in-depth
hearings in one week, but if I'm assigned a disc1itnination case, I need at least
a month to prepare.
Discrimination is an area whereby economic impaiity is at the base of litigation. Actually,
no mechanisms to iton out this imbalance exist

4. In harallment and gender discrimination cases a tendency is perceived to permit
defense, and discovery of evidence related to the victim's private life, a factor that
could be discouraging the filing of these case,
Labm lawyers in the Focus Group Intetviews were greatly concerned by the scope of evidence in sexual harassment cases They complained that the courts are allowing the defense discovery of evidence about aspects of the intimate lives of women plaintiffs, which would be completely
ittelevant in other contexts
One female exponent said the following:
My expetience has been that in harassment cases and even in disctimination cases, the defense always brings up the sexual element That is, I argue
that my client has been harassed and what does the defense say? That she had
an affair with so-and-so OI that she provoked so-and-so OI that she looked at
that man or that she danced with another man, or that she wear·s shmt ski1ts m
133 29 LP RA 185a et seq
134 In the Focus Group Interview of labor lawyers, one ferhale exponent recalled a labOI case in which the judge imposed fees that resulted in a compensation of $1 83 an hoUI for work done. Id, p. 60 Another said ..the problem is
that the Law does provide for the imposition on the employer, but they are not doing it That is, the basic problem is
not that the law doesn't exist, it does, it's just that the judges are not applying it"
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that she is a lesbian .. The sexual element is always present It's fascinating.
The defense, in some way, always have to b1ing it up .. It's different with a
man.. That is if you argue (c )discrimination representing a man-and I have
done that-that kind of situation is never raised 135
Another female exponent explained that such an investigation is justified based on the
damages being claimed She offered the following example: In a case in wltich the plaintiff had an
intimate relationsltip with a married man [the alleged harasser] it was alleged that her damages
were not due to her dismissal, nm to the harassment, but to her relationsltip with the married man
and his wife was summoned to be a witness., 136
To the degree that the comts allow discovery of evidence about the sexual life of an alleged
victim, access to the comts is limited in such cases The use of discove,y in the way we have descdbed could have a ve,y discomaging effect on sexual harassment cases ..13 7
In Pue1to Rico, the exclusion of that type of evidence is proltibited only in cases of rape

01

attempted rape, that is, only in the penal area (in the cases mentioned), not in the civil. 138 Strictly
speaking, the exclusion could be justified under Rule 18 on relevance and the admissibility of evidence on the victim's character could be questioned unde1 Rule 20 (A), clause 3

139

Notwithstand-

ing,, the Legislative Assembly sought to specifically exclude such evidence in Rule 21 of Evidence,
since a question of relevance justifying a more restrictive rule comes into play: ''the interest of the

135 Focus Group Interview. labor lawyers, pp. 39-40. Company lawyers present another view, which reflects stereotyped attitudes regarding gender One said:
It is very difficult to control because it is an area of sexual attraction, that is, this has nothing to do with work,, sexual
attraction and patterns of conduct of persons are deeply rooted. And you can make a big tiring about orientations and
trainings etc·• but despite all of the precautions, one escaped the stockyard .. Id p 83 (Emphasis added)
Another said that "the Latin woman dresses so that the man will at least say "how beautiful you look." Another wonders: Where does one draw the line between what is considered sexual harassment and flirting or a kind of sexual
conduct between genders that has developed into a custom and you don't know who is inciting and who is being incited?" Id p 84
136 /d p43
137 A female exponent in the Focus Group Interview with labor lawyers explained the effect this way: " as women,
that kind of attack hurts us to our core, we feel that we are being undressed right there, that we have to air ow greatest intimacies in public .. " Id. p 40.
138 Rule 21 of Evidence, 321 PR A. Ap. N, R 21
l39 321 PR A. Ap, N, R 18 and R 20 (A) (3), respectively, See also commentaries under Rule 21
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State in that victims of these crimes not refrain from denouncing the commission of the crime for
fear that intimate aspects of their sexual lives will be revealed.>'140
The tendency of the federal forum and of states in the United States has been to eliminate
this kind of evidence even in civil cases that involve sexual conduct Thus, Rule 412 of Evidence
was amended to that effect in the federal forum on December 1, 1994.. 141 In commentary on the
rule, the committee in charge of drafting it specifically made the rule apply to sexual harassment
cases ..142
The Commission recommends that the Legislative Assembly amend the corresponding
1ules of Evidence, previously cited, to extend these rules to all crinrinal and civil cases that have to
do with alleged illicit acts that involve sexual conduct
Evidence the Commission has gathered shows the likelihood of improper use of defense
and discovery in sexual harassment cases, and that this limits access to the judicial forum in this
kind of case. This situation has to be looked into more closely.. As a remedy, we recommend
changes in the rules of evidence and prosecution.
5

An efficient internal procedure does not exist in the General Court ofJu,tice to air
gender discrimination and sexual harassment complaints,· nor do effective policies
and adequate regulations regarding these modes of discrimination.

As a consequence of laws that prohibit sexual harassment at work, a large number of the
country's job centers have established internal policies on the issue, These usually include clear
definitions on what constitutes sexual harassment and procedures on how to bring legal action,
Precisely, according to the Guidelines to implement public policy and internal procedures of ,ex-

14DSee commentaries under Rule 21
141 FED R EVID 412
142 Id..Of interest is that recently a federal District Courtjudge of the District of Puerto Rico imposed a fine of$ 500
on a defense lawyer in a sexual harassment case, who asked a question in cross examination that implied that the
plaintiff had been promiscuous. The lawyer asked the plaintiff's psychologist "Did she tell you she had multiple relationships with married men?" Hon. Jose Fust€ admonished the lawyer for breaking Rule 412 and instructedthe jury
not to take that question into account. Manny Suarez, Defense attorney fined in ,;exual harassment cas'e, THE SAN
JUAN STAR, Aug 17, 1995, p.10
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ual harassment iuits, 143 distributed by the Women's Affairs Commission, Office of the Governm,
an "effective and preventive intervention" on the pait of the employe1 to combat sexual haiassment
would include a cleai policy regaiding its prohibition as well as an effective mechanism to ai:I haiassment suits. In that document, the Women's Commission gives employers several recommendations on guaianteeing a clai:Inprocess that is both effective and fair ..
The Judicial Branch of Pue1to Rico also established an internal policy about the issue
which was circulated throughout the system through a Memmandum of the Administrative Directm of the Courts, No 17 of Maich 2, 1989. Nonetheless, in the Commission Heaiings, judges, including three judge administrators, said that neither a procedure to present sexual haiassment suits
nor a procedure to handle specific suits about them, exist in the cmnts 144 Coming from judge administrators, such statements acquire greater significance and lead one to suppose that the public
policy and procedure adopted by the Judicial Branch fm sexual haiassment cases h~s not been
widely disseminated ..Fm all effects and purposes, it is as if they did not exist.
Still, even though the Office of Comts Administration published an infmmative painphlet
about sexual haiassment geai·ed towaid its staff, 145 no evidence exists that internal educational
programs about the issue, or about discrimination in genernl, have been instituted.

146

Just like

other employers, the General Comt of Justice, employe1 of 3,941 employees, 147 should invest
positive effo1ts in educating its own labor force about the problems of disc1imination. This assumes majm impmtance when considering that judges in the judicial system aie hierai·chical superiors and, at he same time, supe1visors of com! personnel.. Given the authority of the judiciaiy and

143 WOMEN'S AFFAIRS COMMISSION (1988)
144 Heruing,s, San Juan, June 10 and 11, 1994, p 4; San Juan, June 17 and 18, p.17
145 Hostigamiento Sexual (Office of Courts Administration, Division of Employee Education and Services) pamphlet
no. 3 of the Employee Orientation Service
146 Even though the Institute for Judicial Education of the Office of Courts Administration offers diverse seminars for

the judiciary in which some have covered the subject of gender discrimination, it has never offered trainings that are
specifically about the subject, much less about sexual harassment on the job .. A similar situation occurs with the
Training Division, in charge of continuing education for the rest of the system's personnel
147 Figures obtained from the Office of Courts Administration on November 30, 1994
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its special role, employees of the system are apprehensive at the likelihood of bringing suit against
a judge, which, once past the administrative process, would be considered by a member of the same
judicial class .
Dming Commission hearings, a female deponent recalled how a judge, in his office,
touched the pocket of her sweatet Disgusted by the way he touched her, she refrained from taking
action because the hierarchy, as it was, offered no remedy
On the other hand, in Focus Group Interviews with female judges, one judge said the fol-

lowing about possible sexual harassment committed by judges: "No secretary of the court

no

one ....will bring suit because no one ttusts what the administration will do with it Everyone thinks
that because the person is a judge the matter will be covered up ..." 148
Expressions such as the above suggest that the pmcedme adopted by the Office of Comts
Administration is not effective .. Precisely, since the comt is involved and arbitrates specific schemas of power, it is fundamental to establish trustwmthy operational mechanisms so that victims of
discrimination and harassment can bring suit without fear of reprisal.
Motivated by the above, the Commission examined the public policy and procedure established by the Judicial Branch and confumed the general impression that revision was required In
view of that finding, the Commission prepared a project, Rule, of Procedure for Formal and In-

formal Action in Discrimination and Sexual Harassment Case,

149

Approval of that project,

which forms part of this Report, is included as a special recommendation of the Commission

6. A general ignorance on the part of judges is perceived regarding these specialized
area, of labor law, a, much in applicable law as in the concept of discrimination
and it, implication,.

148 Focus Group Interview, Female judges, p 39
149 Hon Hiram Sanchez Martinez, Judge of the Circuit Court of Appeals,
contributed a wide-ranging work on this procedure on which the project, Reglas de Procedirniento para acciones
informales y formales en casos de Discrimen y Hostigamiento Sexual, is based
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Labor law is highly specialized.. There are few labor lawyers and few cases brought before
the courts Applicable law contains very technical mies that generally are not known by judges,
paitly because they have not received training in the subject. 150 This takes on problematic dimensions since labor statutes contain presumptions that alter the burden of proof and the way cases ai·e
presented, which rue significantly removed from the general rules that ai·e applicable in our juridical system. Evidently, then, the judiciaiy must be oriented about these matters ..
The perception of trial lawyers in this ai·ea and of some of the deponents in the heaiings
held by the Commission is that the judiciaiy does not know labor law thoroughly. In Focus Group
Interviews of lawyers for the plaintiffs, several exponents mentioned this lack of knowledge One
female lawyer went so fai as to say that "most judges do not know the field of labor law or they
know very little and they don't cai·e.." 151 According to several paiticipants, this ignorance and lack
of interest is revealed in the adjudicative process, Some judges, for exainple, pressure alleged victims of discrimination to accept the allowance or statutory compensation as total compensation in
these cases, despite the fact that the law prohibiting discrimination provides for the concession of
several remedies, including moral and monetaiy dainages, plus an equal ainount as a penalty, Obviously, there is confusion regaiding Law 80 of May 30, 1976, 152 about unjustified dismissals,
which allots an additional ainount as compensation,,
On the other hand, it was said, some judges have erroneously applied labor law, paiticulaily regai·ding the burden of evidence..This saine point was discussed by a deponent at the Commission's hearings .. He said that few judges comprehend the relationship between a prima facie
case and the burden of proof in discrimination cases,

ISO The Institute for Judicial Education of the Office of Cmuts Administration has not covered this subject in its continuing judicial education program
l51 Focus Group Interview, 1 abor lawyers, p 22

152 291 PR A sec185a
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Ignorance of these special laws in these cases is componnded by a gene1al lack of sensitivity in the judiciaiy about cultural patterns and sexist stereotypes rooted in gender disc,imination. 153
In the Focus Group Inte1views of lawyers fo1 the plaintiff, one paiticipant underscored "the great
ignorance about the concepts that constitute discrimination .." 154 Another pa1ticipant described a
case where "the judge never could understand that economic reasons [offered to justify the dismissal] could be a mere pretext [for the discrimination]

"1 55

Evidently, the lack of special training about discrimination and the lack of a elem public
policy in the system as to the prohibition of discrimination and sexual haiassment, complicate the
situation ..156

Recommendations
The following is recommended:
I

The reasons for the presentation of so few cases in coUit related to job discrimination
should be thoroughly investigated

2. Legislation should be proposed to limit the use of evidence about the sexual life of the victim of disc1imination or hai assment
3. Mechanisms should be established to promote the presentation of these cases to combat the
problems of economic dispaiity, whether through legislative changes or stmctu1al changes
in the system
4.. Effective mechanisms for disciimination and sexual haiassment suits should be established
in the justice system itself
5. Educational progrmns should be instituted fo1 judges, officials, employees about employment-related laws and social problems ielated to gender disc1imination on the job
6.. More studies should be unde1taken on the connection between disciimination and the adjudicative process in the judicial system

153 See the chapter on General Theoretical Framework.
154 Focus Group Interview, labor lawyers, p.39.
155 Id P 23
156 See om discussion of finding 5 in this chapter of the Report
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Chapter 10

Other Findings

DUiing its investigation, the Commission gathered infDlmation that allowed it to formulate
additional findings to those contained in the chapters dedicated to the central themes of this study.
Several of those findings are general in character, applicable to every legal aspect

DI

area and the

judicial system that we have previously examined .. Others border on special aspects that merit attention ..In view of their importance, the Commission has decided to make them a part of this RepD1t.They are explained below.

I.

The general opinion of the participants of the investigation is that different degrees
of gender discrimination exist within the sphere of the courts

The Commission received numerous testimonies, data and opinions regarding the existence
of gender discrimination in the coUits.. Certainly there were discrepancies in regard to the degree,
forms and manifestations of that discrimination The Commission evaluated all the infDlmation and
reached its own conclusions based on the parameters defined by the theoretical frarnewDlk that
guided the investigation, applicable principles and juridical rules, and the balance of the evidence
DI

infD1mationgiven.
Despite possible divergences of interpretation over specific aspects, the broad consensus

that arose from every intervention was that gender discrimination in the courts is manifested in diverse forms The analysis in the preceding chapters point to those multiple forms and manifesta-
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tions that, in the opinion of the Commission, sexism and gender disciirnination assume in the Judicial Branch
A dramatic example of that consensus is the result of the Paiticipatory Investigation Sessions for Judges of the Judicial System cairied out by the Commission Although paiticipating
judges did not all agree completely in conceptualizing different situations as manifestations of gender discrimination, or how these occur in the courts, the gener al opinion, after an extended discussion, was that gender discrimination existed within the Judicial Branch
It is important to emphasize that the percentage of judges admitting the existence of these
manifes'cationswas lower at the beginning of the paiticipatory investigation sessions and greater at
their conclusion, after the different progranrrned activities had been held ..This was due to the process of individual and collective reflection in which the paiticipants were absolutely free to offer
their opinions..
Some 75% of the paiticipating municipal judges believed, at the beginning of their cone-sponding session, that gender discrimination exists in the courts. At the end of the session, the affirmative response was unanimous .. Regaiding the participants from the District Court, the percentages were 66. 7% at the beginning and 75% at the end. For the Supeiior Court and the Special
Unit of Appellate Judges, who paiticipated jointly, the results were 5135% at the beginning and
9412% at the end. In this last case, as we can observe, a substantial change in opinion was registered. 1
2.

Difference, in perception exi,t between the men and women who compri,e the Judicial Branch regarding the degree and form, in which gender di,aimination i,
manife ,ted in the courts.

1 See the Report on the Participatory Investigation Session of Judges of the Judicial System At the time of the Participatory Investigation Sessions, the previous Comt of Appeals had been abolished and another created, called the
Special Unit of Appellate Judges. This last was substituted for the Circuit Court of Appeals
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A significant finding of the Commission proved that men and women tend to have different
perceptions 1egarding the nature of gende1 disc1imination and inte1pret differently the specific
practices associated with it This emerged ve,y cleruly dUiing pruticipatmy investigation sessions
the Commission cruried out. Ihus, for exa,nple, at the beginning of each session, when expressing
their opinion on whether gende1 disc1irnination existed in the courts
group, tended to answer in the affirmative

2

OI

not, mme women, as a

Only at the end of the discussions were the answers

compa,·ed...
Likewise, when inte1preting whether a specific hypothetical situation where a male judge
complimented a female lawyer in the courtroom constituted gendet disciimination, most female
judges categmized that act as disc1irninatmy, while fewer male judges agreed ..A greater proportion
of male judges showed a tendency to inte1pret the hypothetical behavim of the judge as a manifestation of Pue1to Rican culture, without any hints of gende1 disc1irnination OI prejudice ..3 On the
other hand, the male judges showed a greater tendency to analyze the element of intention as necessruy for disc1irnination to be configured, while female judges gave greate1 irnpmtance to the effect
of the behavior or act on the person affected ..4
These differences caused heated discussions between male and female judges. Most of the

female judges tended to feel disc1irninated against in the system, while the male judges showed a
tendency to perceive less the disc1imination than that alleged by theiI peers It should be noted,
howeve1, that as the discussions pmceeded, when male judges made effmts to place themselves
within the perspective of theiI female colleagues, which happened seve1al times, they ended up
conceding that what the female judges alleged was true.

2 Id.

3 Id
4 Id. As the investigation transpired, similar divergences of interpretation occurred between men and women depo-

nents or who were interviewed regarding the aspects that were the object of the study

j
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In the opinion of the Commission, all this reflects that the daily life and wmk situations of
men and women tend to condition their view of the problem of discrimination But also that, to the
degree that persons in a position of power develop empathy and put themselves in the position of
the disadvantaged they will be able to become aware of the issue and better understand the prob!em, a p1ior step toward its solution.

3

Numerous penoni hold the mistaken belief that for situations of gender discrimination to exist, there has to be an intent to discriminate.

The Commission discerned that many persons, including members of the Judicial Branch,
believe that for gender discrimination to exist, there has to be disciiminatmy intention on the part
of whoever incws in that practice

OI

behavior .. This is mistaken conception

From a sociological point of view, disc,imination can exist, apart from an agent's intentional act at a given moment Thus, for example, occupational segregation by sex-discussed
chapters on Judicial Administration and Labm Law-is

in the

produced and reproduced through social,

economic, ideological and political mechanisms that have macrosocial and structural characte1istics ..Evidently, it is also produced through intentional acts ..
Juridically, an intention is not always necessary to configure disc,imination .. Hence, for
example, sexual harassment in the wmkplace, a categmization of gender disc,imination, is configured as an illicit act, even though the harasser does not think that he or she is being discriminatmy.
It is enough that they incur in the behaviors covered by law with the effects it prohibits.
More extensive and in-depth education is required for all the components of the judicial
system regarding these issues to fully comprehend the nature of gentle, discrimination.

4

Frequently, attempts are made to justify gender discrimination by arguing that the
behaviors or practices in question are not discriminatory but manifestation, of our
culture
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The use of the culture argument to justify gender disc,imination is very frequent, as the
Commission ve1ified, Focusing the matter in this way disguises the true nature of discrimination,
its detrimental effects on its target, and the responsibility of those who incur in the practice., Prejudice, sexism, androcentrism, and the enormous range of stereotypes regarding gender, certainly, are
all cultural products But that does not justify them, in any case it just explains them Culture has
oppressive aspects and disc,imination is one of them I his is, precisely, about building a culture
free of eve,y type of prejudice and discrimination,

5,, Prejudicial attitudes against homosexuals and lesbians are manifested in the court,
Ihe,e attitudes reveal the po,sibility that within the context of the court, discrimination occurs against persons on the basis of their sexual orientation. Sexualorientation discrimination is a form of gender discrimination,
Homosexuality, lesbianism, heterosexuality and bisexuality are all concepts socially constructed to account for human forms of sexual expression and affection between persons of the opposite or same sex. Tluoughout the histmy of humanity, we have seen these sexual expressions
acquire very particular meanings, These meanings ar'e influenced by socio-histmical constructs that
occur between the genders in each society and paiticular histmical moment. Thus, heterosexuality
occupies a dominant and hegemonical place as a p1inciple or base for the pe1petuation, through
procreation, of the human race, assuming cultm al values that attempt to devalue that which is dif'
ferent, (homosexuality)

5

As indicated in the General theoretical framewmk of this Repmt, homosexuals and lesbians may be subject to disciiminatmy treatment since they question the social constmct of gender
that characte,ize societies, where only heterosexual relations ar,e considered nmmaL Disc,inrination
based on sexual mientation refers, then, to those social practices m acts that result in the unjusti-

l
l

I

I

,4

5 Edwin B Fernandez Bauz6 & Francis Pefez Cuadrado, El discrimen por orientaci6n sexual como una forma de
discrimen por genera. Homosexualidady la custodia de nifloslas ante el sistema de justic.ia (1995) (unpublished
work) 1 ext cited also in the part titled Relations between the couple: marriage, concubinage and the homosexual
relationship of the chapter on Rights of fudividuals and the Family
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tied devaluation of a person by virtue of their sexual mientation whether it comes from theiI' own
sex m
Several persons informed the Commission that negative and prejudicial attitudes are manifested in the comts against homosexuals and lesbians, 7 The following two testimonies illustrate the
subtlety of that kind of discrimination., A male superim comt judge said the following about friendships between male and female colleagues at wmk:
Secretaries tell them that in the comt friendship between colleagues of
the opposite sex is not proper, because it inunediately pose sexual connotations , If they ar'e of the same sex, then inferences and accusations that they ar'e
homosexuals ar'e made, 8
Likewise, a participant in the Focus Group Interview of male trial lawyers and prosecutors
told of a judge "accused" of being homosexual: a judge [of] whom comments were made that he
had a few inclinations,, ,Specifically, they accu,ed him of being a homosexual" 9
The use of the te1m "accuse" to refer to a homosexual

OI

lesbian carties negative connota-

tions,, Its use within this context implies that a socially reproachable offense has been committed
aIId produces the impression that a crime has been petpetiated,, By definition, "to accuse" a person
of being homosexual or lesbian means that said sexual 01ientation is in itself a ctime, 10 A person's
Jifestyle, preferences and even desires ar'e judged.,11

7 A study recently performed by a professor and various students of the Department of Political Sciences of the Social
Sciences Faculty of the Rio Piedras Campus of the University of Puerto Rico shows that intolerance against homer
sexuals and lesbians is a considerable problem in contemporruy Puerto Rico The study had the purpose of identifying
groups that are currently the focus of the most intolerance in the country .. A national smvey was canied out for the
study,

8 Hearings, May 3 and 4, 1994, p. 18. (Emphasis added)
p 39

9 Id,

10
More than half of the states of the United States have decriminalized sodomy. See Note, Behind the Facade: Understanding the Potential Extension of the Constitutional Right to Pi:ivacy to Homosexual Conduct, 64 WASH.

UL Q, 1'233, 1246-1247 (1986) (citing Bork, Neutral Principles and some Fifth Amendment Problems, 4 7 IND 1
REV !, 10 (1971),
Also, more than 40 countries have eliminated homosexuality and lesbianism from the penal law See Speaking of

Being Gay and Lesbian, LOS ANGELES TIMES, Dec. !st., 1992, p 6
11 On this subject see MICHED FOUCAUl I, V!GllAR Y CASIIGAR: NAC!M!ENTO DE LA PRISION ( Mexico,
Siglo Veintiuno, 1976)
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A male prosecutor told the Commission that the sexual orientation of a person should be
taken into account before appointing them judges or prosecutors .12 According to this deponent,
psychological screening tests to evaluate candidates could be used to avoid appointing homosexuals to judgeship. He based his opinion on the bias that, a priori, homosexuals would have in sodomy cases. This proposal illustrates how homosexuals and lesbians are frequently evaluated only in
terms of a sexual dimension The image that is presented is of sexually uncontrollable and promiscuous persons .. As long as they transgress the dominant sexual standard (heterosexuality), their
moral capacity and potential are distorted .. The male prosecutor admitted, however, that a heterosexual judge need not be automatically biased when judging a case of rape, just because he was
heterosexual. The example cited also illustrates how allusions to sexuality or aspects of it, minimize and make invisible the professional and intellectual capacity of the person, similar to the way
stereotypes that have to do about women are transmitted. This narrative exemplifies a socially
constructed stereotype about homosexuality.
The use of stereotypical phrases or concepts within the contexts of work tend to reproduce
the rejection of homosexuals. A clear and generalized manifestation of that rejection takes shape
around especially painful jokes and comments ..Insulting jokes and comments aimed at homosexuals and lesbians occur in the courts One male judge expressed it this way: "You should see how
lacking iu seriousness, even the persounel of the courtroom and others often tr·eat the situation. It's
a joke." 13
Oue male lawyer told the Commission of a disturbing and intimidating experience he had
with a judge and other officials of the court in a case where he represented a male lawyer who was
a victim of sexual harassment by his supervisor, also a male lawye1
[W]hen the case was summoned, the jokes were already going mound in
the hallways [by] the officials of the court, bailiffs, and fellow lawyers .That
12 Hearings, May 20, 1994, p. 11.
13 Focus Group Interview, Judges, pp 29-30
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is, we are before the fomm that is supposed to guruantee watching out for the
tights of individuals in this country, and there, it turned into, honestly, a
spectacle ..And what pained me most of the whole incident ...[is that Jthe judge
condoned the spectacle by saying that this was a ....-I'm going to use the language that was used in chambers- ......
that this was wmthless crnp between two
fags who had fought between themselves .. That it was likely that they had an
"affair" and those things ......
and that prut of the fight between them, the result,
was this trial ..
I even felt that [ ....J they were insinuating, -the judge- that I was also
one .......That is, I have nothing against them, but I also felt that they were even
insinuating that since. You, if you ru·e getting involved in this ......
as if .....Birds of
a feather flock together .....As if they were applying the matter to me too. And I
said: "Look, this is the last thing I need". And, let me tell you, I felt intimidated because of that situation ...
On the other hand, [I also felt intimidated) by the fact that he [the judge J
talked as if "this is wmthless crap, this should not have reached here, this
should have beeu settled before .. Look, if he is such a man, they should have
settled it like men .." In other words, a judge, the person to who we go to resolve a controversy in a civilized mrumer, was suggesting that this be settled
man to man: "Me, if they do that to me, what I'd do is that I'd shove .. If he
dru es touch my buttocks [.. .J, 1ight there I'd jump all ove1 him and finish him
off' ..Those were the words of the judge ..14

Here we see that a judge not only becrune a pruticipant in turning a ve1y se1ious mattersexual hruassment in the wmkplace---into a "spectacle" but that his words and behavim, although
in chrunbers, underestimated the credibility of the pruties, by belittling the facts and the controversy
infening that it had to do with homosexual conduct. At the srune time, he echoed the worst stereotypes about homosexuals, showing bias or disc1irnination against them based on sexual mientation,
and insulting them in the process .. The exrunple also illustrates a strategy used to dissuade lawyers
from taking sirnilru cases to comt: associating them in some way with homosexuality.
A male municipal judge spoke along the srune lines:
When a homosexual m lesbian requests a restraining order against another homosexual or lesbian, they rue the object of ridicule and discrimination
14 Focus Group Interview, Male lawyers and prosecutors, pp. 40-43
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by comt officials who intervene in those cases Also, lawyers don't want to
represent them, and the police make fun of them. 15
In the examples cited, we can observe that attributing a sexual orientation different from

heterosexuality is, in turn, an insult and a way of assming that the person conforms to the behavior
I

socially attributed to his or he, gender Thus, women who do not act according to the dominant
standard of their gender can also be pmrished and controlled by being labeled as lesbians As a female judge suggested, those who challenge the att1ibutes of established roles m the expectations
iniposed on gender regarding how men and women should interact, open themselves to rejection:
A lawyer's condition as woman is dealt with before her condition as a
professional. In that respect, her triumphs are justified fm reasons extraneous
to her capacity: She won because of her physical charms". If she does not accept funny or joking remarks, then she is labeled masculine or a lesbian ..16
Within the context of the workplace, a male lawyer in pdvate practice said that lesbians
and homosexuals ar·ediscriminated against by way of tr ansfers ..1 7
The Commission not only received examples of disc1imination against lesbians and homosexuals regarding employment opportunities, daily interaction, and tr·eatment in the comts, but it
was also proposed that the disc1imination may go beyond judicial adjudications .. For example, in
the area of Family Law it was repmted that a party's sexual orientation is used as a reason to dete1mine custody and paternal-maternal filial relations. 18 Also, we have obse1ved that occasionally
because of discriminatory attitudes, orders of protection prohibiting sexual harnssment in the
workplace, and under the Law on Domestic Violence ar·e not available fo1 homosexuals and lesbians ....On the othe1 hand, as a female lawye1 specializing in women's affairs indicated, the legal orde1 does not recognize that a pair of homosexuals or of lesbians who live together form a commu-

15 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, pp. 33-34
!6 Hearings, May 27, 1994, p. 8
17 Hearings, May 21 and 22, 1994, pp. 15-16
18 In this respect, see the chapter on Personal Rights and Family Law of this Report
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nity prope1ty 19, similar to that of the heterosexual concubIDage relationship,. By compromising the
impartiality that should prevail IDthe adjudication, these attitudes cleruly IDte1ferewith the judicial
process to the dettiment of justice,
DurIDg the Pruticipatory Investigation Sessions, judges unllllimously agreed that disc1imination on the basis of sexual orientation constitutes unequal ll'eatment to the dettiment of the individual.20 As part of the design of the activities IDcluded durIDg the sessions, judges were given a
hypothetical situation 21 to analyze, The hypothesis was that a homosexual judge, because of his
sexual orientation, cannot objectively evaluate the evidence ID criminal cases, such as sodomy,
which if llue would lead to the conclusion that homosexuals or lesbians should not be appoIDted
judges, Without distinction, each and every judge agreed that to consider a person's sexual orientation to dete1mine their suitability for a judicial position constitutes discrimination, and that, in
itself, sexual orientation - be it heterosexual, homosexual or lesbian--does not imply any limitation
ID the pe1fo1mance of duties,, They also believed that an hostile environment can be generated by
simply questioning: 01 commenting: on the sexual mientation of a candidate for judge, which would
also constitute an element of disc,imination, 22

It should be emphasized, on the othe1 hand, that the Commission's IDvestig:ationrevealed
the existence of majority suppmt, by the Judiciruy and other pruticipants, of the idea that discrimination towrud homosexuals and lesbians--discrimination

on the basis of sexual mientation-

constitutes gender discrimination
The Commission believes that this is so because it implies, in gene1al te1ms, that the pe1son chooses not to comply with roles ttaditionally assigned to men and women by viitue of their

19 Hearings, June 10 and 11, 1994, p 40
20 Superior Court and Appellate Court judges were not asked to analyze the subject of sexual orientation dming the
Pai:ticipatory Investigation Sessions
21 The principal idea of the hypothetical situation was taken from the testimony presented by a male prosecutor during the hearings; see supra note 12
22 See the Report of the Participatory Investigation Sessions for Judges of the Judicial System
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sex ..23 Homosexual relationships demonstrate or represent an alternative to the dominant model of
heterosexuality which is associated with the traditional roles of gender ..

6

Gender disaimination is often linked to discrimination on the basis of socioeconomic conditions, which especially aggravate the situation of women

Manifestations of discrimination on the basis of socioeconomic condition have been documented in Puerto Rico and in other countries by specialists in the social sciences, 24 Those manifestations affect men and women who see their possibilities of education, mobility and social interaction, access to services, employment and different kinds of benefits undergo detrimental effects, At
the same time, they are rejected underestimated and ridiculed, Their intellectual capacities and
sensitivities are under appreciated, they are the butt of pejorative jokes and even emotional and
physical abuse,
According to multiple testimonies the Commission received, the courts of the country are
not oblivious to this reality Although we have revealed several of those testimonies within other
contexts-when

speaking of credibility and dress codes, fo1 instance-it

is fitting, by way of ex-

planation, to use them once more in this context A female lawyer in private practice sununruized
the situation in the following manner:
Unequal treatment exists in the courts because of differences in the social class of the clientele. For example, a man with a good education, academic titles, and other social credentials, projects greater honesty, gains more
credibility and gets better tr·eatment on the pa1t of the personnel and other of'
ficials of the court, 25
The testimony of another female lawyer broadens this perspective:

23 For a more in-depth explanation, see the chapteron General Theoreticalframework

24 See, for example, ALICE COLON EI Al , IRAYECI'ORIA DE LA PARIICIPACION LABORAL DE LAS MUJERES EN PUERI'O RICO DE LOS ANOS 1950 A 1985: ESIUDIO SOBRE LA CALIDAD DE VIDA Y LA CRISIS ECONOMICA EN PUERTO RICO (Centro de Investigationes Sociales, UP R, 1985); Ruth Silva Bonilla, El
lenguaje como mediaci6n ideol6gica entre la experiencia y la conciencia de las mujeres trabajadoras en Puerto Rico,
23 (No 1-2) REV. CIENCIAS SOCIALES 21-50 (1981). A work on the subject of great interest in the United States
is BARBARA EHRENREICH, FEAR OF FALLING: THE INNER LIFE OF THE MIDDLE CLASS (1985). See, also,
the part titled Gender discrimination and social condition, in the General theoretical frameworkand the references
provided there
25 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p 28.
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There is a lack of consistency regarding the attire that is admissible in
comt, Women are strongly admonished regaiding the shortness of their skirts,
although the mle is applied differently if the person is a professional ,26
That is to say, according to the perception of these deponents, treatment in the coutt depends on the socioeconomic condition that one has or appears to have, and that goes for both men
and women, An obvious example of this was given dming the Focus Group Interviews A female
paiticipant recounted a case of domestic violence involving a doctor accused of battery .. The prosecutor treated the doctor with great deference and reIDaiked that Law 54 was created for people in
housing projects., This is a elem ex=ple

of a distmted view of the Domestic Violence law, This

view suggests distinctions based on class and cultmal differences,

27

Of interest is the deponent' s view that some prosecutors

regaid domestic violence

01

spousal abuse as pail of the subcultute of the slums and public housing,., This leads them, she said,
to fail to recognize the seriousness of domestic violence under those circumstances and the danger
it represents for women., Their perception is that the underclass "grab at each other, break dishes
over heads and later make up, forget it all, and the next day the saine thing happens again", because that is part of that subculture.

28

Cleaily, this perception puts low-income women at a disad-

vantage,
Another situation regaiding the substantial difference perceived in the treatment depending
on the social class of the paities, has to do with the value given p1ivacy-more
paities come from a professional class,

01

middle

01

valued when the

upper class., As the foregoing deponent pointed

out , this difference can be obse1ved in the comts, since whenever circumstances of a case involve
intimate questions, judges prefe1 the paities meet in chainbers and reach an agreement so that
shocking situations are not publicly aired ..If the heaiings must take place, then necessaiy steps aie

26 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 9
Focus Group interview, Persons interested in women's affairs, at pp. 28-31
28 Id
27
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taken for them to be held in private. However, the deponent suggested, when persons who belong to
the underclass are involved, judges don't object to public exposure of their private lives, and no
special precautions are taken to empty the courtrooms or hold the hearings in hours when fewe,
people are present

29

This is usually the predicament in cases of domestic violence, divorce, sexual

c1imes..And, as we've mentioned in other parts of this Report, it is the woman who most suffers
the consequences of pnblic exposure of intimate or personal matters in this kind of litigation,
A poor woman is often subjected to all kinds of negative or demeaning attitudes,, A female
lawyer said, for example, that in family relations courtmoms lawyers make fun of women from
poor sectors who are adequately dressed for court, 30 Another female deponent added: "The joking
and 1idicule by members of the justice system is frequent when it has to do with humble people;
more so when it is a woman." 31 A male lawyer also made a similar statement: ''The women users
of the courts, on the other hand, receive different treatment than men do, Everything becomes
harder for them Social condition is important in this regard .32

In fact, the Commission was told how difficult it is for poor women with children to appear in court because the court lacks child care centers; and how, when they do go to court with
their children, they ar·e often chastised and ar·e subjected to othe, acts that are disc,iminatory because of theit impact on them.33 Poor and uneducated women also have problems going to court
for help and services for child support or domestic violence, among other ieasons, because of the
lack of support resources to offer orientation and because of the attitudes of the personneL34

29 Id

3o Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at pp 11-12
31 Hearings, May 20, 1994, at p 4
32 Hearings, may 21 and 22, 1994, at p 4
33 Hearings, May 13 and 14, 1994, at p 5
34 Seethe section of Analysis of findings in the chapters on Domestic Violence and Personal Rights and Family Law.
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A female judge explained: "The less education and lower economic level, more evident is
the disc1imination of the man toward the woman and the woman toward the woman" ..35 This perspective is of interest because it adds to a subject brought up in many other testimonies: disc1imination between women, pruticula,ly if their socioeconomic conditions a,·e different or they hold
different positions in the power s!Iucture
As suggested by some of the foregoing testimonies and by many others not presented here
in the interest of brevity, disc1imination towrud the underclass, especially women, occ111at different
levels of the comt s!Iucture and environment: in daily interaction, provision of se1vices and even in
the adjudication of con!Ioversies One female lawyer pointed out:
Judges tend to consider women who a,·e poot ot from a lower educational background negatively.. The moie mral the community, the greater the
discrimination against women. 36
7

Discriminatory and sexist attitudes, behavior and practices are generated in law
schools that influence the formation of future law pro/es sionals.

The Commission received valuable and illustiative testimonies from lawyers, specialists in
women's affaiis, judges, university professors and law students emphasized how schools of law of
the coun!Iy produce and reproduce sexist and gender discriminatory attitudes, behaviors and practices that may have a future impact on comt procedures As one female lawyer said, "sexism in the
co111tsis intimately tied to the formation of lawyers, [which] can have serious consequences in the
practice of the profession".

37

In b1ief, according to information received by the Commission, to a greater or lesser de-

gree, sexism and gender bias or discrimination is manifested in law schools in their general atmosphere, the predominantly masculine composition of their faculties, in the fo1mal curricula and

35 Hearings, June 17 and 18, 1994, at p 22
36 Hearings, May 20, 1994, at p 5
3 7 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 1994, at p. 53
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course content, in interpersonal relations between professors and students, the character and style
of education and in the ambience engendered in the classrooms ..38
As for the general classroom ambience , it was pointed out, many female students feel uncomfortable, out of place, because they sense they are rejected, made to feel contemptible or disqualified as future law professionals ..39 They feel their capacities are less valued because they are
women. 40 A recent law school graduate, a female, desc1ibed the environment as openly hostile, as a
result, for example, of sexist jokes some professors make in their classrooms ..41 According to some
testimony, many examples used in classes and in tests tend to place women in degrading positions,
as sex objects or as intellectually inferior.
Although law schools of the country differ on this point, the composition of their faculties
continues to be piedominantly male. This holds true even though the female student body in each
school has increased considerably .42 At the University of Puerto Rico Law School, fo1 example,
more that sixty percent of new students for the academic year 1995-96 aie women ..
This disproportion, independently of its reasons, creates a prejudicial situation for female
students, "since women are excluded from the empathy and camarnde1ie created between men
(professm-student)" 43 Some professms also take caie not to relate to female students feaiing that

38

Hearings, May 21 and 22, June 3 and 4, 10 and 11, 24, and July 1, 1994; focus Group Interview, Judges, at p .. 120;
focus Group Interview, Specialists in women's affairs, at pp. 76-78; Focus Group Interview, Female litigation lawyers
and prosecutors, at pp .. 88-89 Similar allegations have been made in several studies carried out regarding the subject
in various schools of law in the United States See, for example, Janet I aber & Marguerite Grant, Gender; Legal

Education, and the Legal Profession. An Empirical Study of Stanford Law Students and Graduates, 40 STAN. 1
REV. 1209 (1988); Joan M .. Krauskopf, Touching the Elephant:· Perceptions of Gender !J.sues in nine Law Schools,
44 J. LEGAL EDUC.311 (1994); LAW SCHOOL OU1REACH SUBCOMMITI'EE OF THE GENDER BIAS FREE
JURISPRUDENCE COMMITTEE OF 11-IECHICAGO BAR ASSOCIATION'S ALLIANCE FOR WOMEN,
WOMEN STUDENT' EXPERIENCES OF GENDER BIAS IN CHICAGO AREA LAW SCHOOLS; A STEP TOW ARD A GENDER BIAS FREE JURISPRUDENCE (1995)
39 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994; Focus Group Interview, Judges, at p. 120
40 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994
41 Hearings, june 3 and 4, 1994
42
See the data in this respect that are reproduced in finding number 1 of the chapter on Personal Rights and Family
Law of this RepOit.

43 Hearings, June24 and July 1, 1994, atp 50
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it may be misinterpreted as a romantic approach ..44 Consequently, "women's possibilities and opportunities are limited while they are students as well as in the future, if they want access to the
faculty as professors, or recommendations for scholarships and postgraduate studies"..45 Thus it is
reasonable to conclude that the dearth of female professors deprives female students of benefits
that result from an analysis of jmidical problems from perspectives, experiences and expectations
of law professionals from their own gender In addition, academic and vocational departments
would be emiched with the participation of female jmists capable of orienting female students on
particular problems that they will encounter as women in the professional world .
Still, the considerable influx of female students in recent years is beginning to have an impact on law schools .. Subjects once ignored are beginning to be discussed in special activities organized by women students and in comses where female or male professors show a special interest
in these issues ..46 More remains to be done, however, according to everyone who addressed this
issue ..

Deponents boiled down the deficiencies in the cuniculum to two types: insufficient courses
analyzing the specific problems of women and, two, the lack of a gender perspective in most of the
comses 47 Regarding the first aspect, it was indicated that some schools resist creating comses on
women's rights and on feminist theories of law. 48 As for the second aspect it was noted that in
some courses of Penal Law, for example, neither the problems posed by sexual crimes, whose vietim~ are primarily women, ar·e discussed in depth, nor is the Law on Domestic Violence car·efully
thought about In some comses on Family Law, problems related to abortion, support, and gender

44 Id
45 ld
46 See Focus Group Interview, Specialists in women's affair's, at pp 76-78; and the Paper of the Organizaci6n de

Mujeres Estudiantes de Derecho of the School of Law of the University of Puerto Rico presented in the Hearings of

June 24 and July I, 1994
47 Hearings, June 3 and 4, 10 and 11; June 24 and July 1, 1994
48 Liana Fiol Matta, On Teaching Feminist Jurirprudence, 57 REV JUR. U. P. R. 253 (1988)
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stereotypes that tend to permeate the decisions on custody and paternal

01

maternal filial relations

are only supe1ficially discussed
It was also said that the character and style of education reflect traditional masculine values, emphasizing aggressiveness, the authotitarian process, and intimidating teaching prnctices
While female students are required to project a strong image, akin to that of the males, at the same
time that they must comply with established standards of femininity In one way or another, women
always end up being criticized: if they are aggressive, they have lost their femininity, if they are not
aggressive, they don't have the "right stuff' to be a lawyer. 49
Deponents insisted that law schools take affirmative steps to produce greater awareness
about gender disc1imination manifested in legal education, in the profession and the Law, and to
eliminate any traces of it.

49 Hearings, June 24 and July 1, 1994, at p ..54
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Chapter 11

General Conclusions,
Relation of Findings and Recommendations
To present an integrated pmtrait and allow the investigation results to be seen in perspective, the Connnission offers its general conclusions in this chapter and reproduces the particular
findings of each area that was part of its study, We also provide a complete set of recommendations.

A.

I

_l

General Conclusions

l,

The Judicial Branch of Puerto Rico, as the rest of society of which it forms a part, reflects the presence of sexist stereotypes and cultmal patterns that ar'e manifested in dif~
ferent ways and degr,ees, at conscious and unconscious levels The Commission's investigation revealed, further, that, to a greater or lesser extent, othe, components of the
justice system reflect the same situation: the police, prosecutors, solicitors fo1 Domestic Relations and for Juvenile Affairs, and lawyers respond to stereotyped views of
men and women, just like members of the judiciary and the rest of the system's personnel

2

Those sexist stereotypes and cultu,al patterns have, as a whole, a discdminatmy effect
on the judicial system and ar'e a somce of particular instances of disc1iminatmy treatment in daily interaction and in the direct response of the system to those who tum to
it. This holds trne especially for women, as a manifestation and consequence of a society where men have dominated the spaces of power and have structured the world
according to their view

3

from info1mation gathered by the Commission and the special findings of the investigation, enough evidence has been accumulated to conclude that sexism or discrimination on the basis of gender is manifested and influences the process of judicial decisions and the formulation of legal doctrine that affect the adjudication of real contr'oversies.

4

Stereotyped notions based on gender are also manifested in the administration of the
justice system and in the different dimensions of its very structure: occupational

GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN THE COURTS OF PUERTO RICO
st:mctrning, work distribution, available facilities and resources for the users of its
services ..

5

B,

Traditionally, the judicial system has not taken into account the gender perspective in
hiiing personnel, in job distribution, in developing educational programs, in applying
evaluation and disciplinruy systems or in structrning space and facilities to provide
services for its users Our investigation revealed, regruding certain pruticulru aspects,
that the previous conclusion applies equally to the justice system,

Relation of Findings

Judicial Administnztion
L

The phenomenon of job segregation by sex is manifested in the labor force of the judicial
system,

2

The judicial system responds to sexist steieotypes regruding recruitment of personnel, assignment of duties and responsibilities and promotions,

3

Some officials of the judicial system use possible pregnancy as a negative criterion in selecting personnel,

4, Over the last twenty-five yerus there has been an absolute and relative increase in the
number of women appointed to the judiciruy, but these still represent a small minority of
that body, especially in high ranking positions
5 ,, There is discdmination against female judges regru'ding the assignment of material, especially at the superiorjudicial level of the Court of First Instance,,
6

There are instances of unequal treatment base on gender in the assignment of courtrooms
and in judicial transfers within the system

7, The notion that unequal tr'eatment of female judges in the distribution and retention of administrative positions is prevalent,
8., Negative decisions and reactions occur in the judicial system, especially for female judges,

that aI'e based on sexist stereotypes and on the application of different standruds to women,
or that respond to conceptions on their behavior..
9, The judicial system does not adequately intervene with certain behaviors by judges that rue
discriminatory in natUI'eand distort the judicial code of ethics,
10, The layout of court facilities present certain deficiencies that pruticulruly affect women,
employees as well as visitors and users
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Interaction in the Courts
L No effort whatsoeve1 is obse1ved in the justice system to use feminine forms of language
01 neutral language from the perspective of gender in eve1yday speech, the processing of
procedures, in application fmms and in the fo1mulation of internal regulations.
2

Daily interaction in the comts is marked by sexist attitudes that eithe1 go undetected 01 are
not questioned and that generally work against women. These attitudes take on multiple
fonns: use of the familiru and info1mal treatment, the use of te1ms of enderument, the pruticulru use of ce1tain linguistic fo1ms, non-verbal language, sexist expressions and jokes,
runong others.

3.

The absence of a cleru and UIIifmm dress code in the comts has disc1iniinat01y effects
based on gender that is even reflected in the treatment of women in the comtroom.

4. The application of standruds to women that rue different from those fo1 men, based on
stereotyped notions of one and the other, occurs frequently in the comts, with results that
ru·ecleruly disc1iminat01y against women ..
5.. A detrimental attitude towruds the credibility of women that is based on gender is manifested in the justice system.
6 . The comts of Pue1to Rico reflect the general existence of a sexual harassment problem
that affects daily interaction and job pe1f01mance.

Personal Rights and Family Law
L Confitming a similru finding discussed in the chapter on Judicial Administration, a tendency is obse,ved to place women judges in comtrooms of Frunily Relations, to appoint
women as Frunily Solicitors and Child Suppmt Exaniiners and to associate women lawyers
with the practice of family law This tendency is consonant with the custom of visualizing
the practice of Family Law as a "feminine" option, and c1iniinal and civil patriniony litigation as "masculine" options which, on occasion, create situations of gender discrimina-

tion
2

Many women lack adequate access to the comts of the country because they can neithe1
assume the costs of the llial nm smmount the special problems they face in the judicial
process in the ru·eaof frunily law

3.. In the ruea of family relations, gender-based disc1imination is manifested adversely against
women regru·dingthe credibility they dese1ve as plaintiffs and witnesses in the comts
4

In maternal and paternal-filial relations (visitation 1ights) and child custody cases, the
comts lack a sufficient number of specialists in human behavim to attend to the se1vice
needs of the paities, while some of those professionals have not received adequate tiaining
541
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to attend to these cases from a gender perspective ..This especially affects women and chilch'enwho appear before the judicial system as interested patties in its processes.
5

Gender, or the perception of a person's appropriate behavior according to their gender, is a
detennining factor in the interpretation and adjudication of a plaintiff's claim to exercise
pat·ental authority (patria potestas) or custody over their minor-aged children. This finding
is manifested in the following aspects:
a. In decisions regatding pat·ental authority and custody, women who request them at·e
generally granted them on the basis of their gender; while men who request them are
generally turned down on the basis of their gender
b

Stticter demands related to sexuality at·e imposed on women than on men to retain
custody and legal authority ovet their children, which leads many judges to petmit the
judicial process to veer away from the basic end-the protection of the minors-and
steer it towatd a woman's intimate life and to other irrelevant behavior ,

c. Therefore, it conld be concluded that in the detetmination of custody and maternal or
paternal-filial relations, a double standatd or unequal treattnent prevails in evaluating
the sexual conduct of the mother compat·ed to that of the father, even though this is not
relevant to adjudicate the claim,
6

The homosexuality or lesbianism of one patty has tended to be utilized as a reason to deprive custody and sttictly regulate paternal or maternal filial relations, even thongh the
plaintiff proves other critetia of suitability to exercise their prerogatives as father or
mother.

7.. In child custody cases, the violence that the aggr·essor has manifested against his partner or
their children is minimized or declat·ed irrelevant to ·determine the capacity of the aggr·essor to exercise custody and legal authority and relate with the minors.
8

On occasion, in conceding custody and legal authotity to the father because the mother
catrnot cate for the children adequately, the decision is based on the cate that the paternal
grandpat'ents can give them, not the father.
There is a tendency to unfairly compat·e the custodial capacity of a young mother, in the
process of maturing and gaining experience, with that of older persons, who ate more ex-·
perienced in cat1ying out these tasks ..

9. At the moment of determination, a mother's conttibutions to the multiple facets of the lives
of her minor aged children ate not given proper due and value: their needs for medical attention, education and recreation, for help in school work, ainong them. This shows that
the check the father gives is of more value than the conttibutions of the custodian mother.
0

I 0 .. An erroneous perception exists that men are disctiminated against as non-custodial fathers
because they ate required to pay their conttibution to the children's upkeep in cash and because, in cases of delinquency, sanctions are very severe, including imprisonment fot con-
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tempt, attaching their sources of income and other alternatives that affect their economic
and personal relationships with others ..
11 The child support pro gr am in the comts is ineffective because of the lack of hmnan, physical and economic resources to attend to the needs of its clientele, for the most part represented by the mother. Ignorance of the law and of the procedures create the impression that
only men pay child support and that women are not obligated to pay it
12 A father's failure to pay child support and to abide by the plan for paternal-filial visits is
not perceived by the judicial system as presumptions of negligence, abandonment or child
abuse ..
13. Some judges are too lenient or lax in imposing sanctions for the failure to pay child support, thus encomaging irresponsible and delinquent conduct by the provider and worsening
the situation of neglect and need of the minors and their custodians because of that failure.
Some judges place the responsibility of selecting the sanction for the delinquent fatherprovider on the shoulders of the woman, who basically is reduced to choosing between two
alternatives: a new and recmrent plan to pay the debt or jail for the provider
14. The stipulations in most cases of divorce by mutual consent do not address the real needs
of the woman and the children of the couple ..
Many judges accept the stipulations presented by the parties in a divorce by mutual consent without investigating whether they adequately protect the party with less domestic,
social and economic advantage.

Labor Law
I

The manifestation of gender-based discrimination on the job that received the most attention from participants in the investigation was that of sexual harassment

2

The incidence of discrimination based on gender in employment is much greater than that
indicated by the number of such cases under consideration in the comts, which points to
the existence of dissuasive circumstances regarding the filing and processing of these
cases ..

3.

The disparity in the socio-economic power of the parties affects the litigation of job discrimination and sexual harassment cases

4.

In discrimination and sexual harassment cases a tendency is perceived to allow defense and
discovery of evidence related to the victim's private life, a factor that could be discouraging the filing of these cases ..
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5. An effective internal procedure to air complaints of gendersbased discrinrination and sexual harassment does not exist in the General Court of Justice; neithe1 do effective policies
nor adequate regulations regarding these kinds of disciimination.
6 . General ignorance on the part of judges is perceived regarding specialized areas in labor
law, as much as with respect to applicable law as in the concept of discrinrinatiou and its
implications

Domestic Violence
The Domestic Violence Law includes civil and criminal aspects .. Iu view of that fact, the
Commission decided to place them in a chapter separate from the one corresponding to Crinrinal
Justice System.
1.. Domestic violence is minimized and trivialized in the justice system.

2. There is resistance among the components of the justice system to conceptrialize domestic
violence as a crime.

3. A negative attitride toward the Domestic Violence Law exists on the prut of many lawyers ..
4.

The system of justice confers very little credibility on women in domestic violence cases

5. The justice system usually blames women for domestic violence ..
6

Gene, al ignorance of the cycle of domestic violence exists runoug officials of the system,
which prevents them from fully understanding what takes place in those cases.

7

The justice system discomages the filing of domestic violence chruges and encourages their
withdrawal

8

Insufficient orieutatiou and support mechanisms rue available for victims of domestic violence.

9

Justice system officials frequently mistakenly adopt conciliation stances in domestic violence cases

10 With certain frequency, judges avoid stipulations of alternate procedures (Article 3..6 of
Law 54) that allow the convict, under certain circumstances, to pruticipate in a reeducation and re-training program.
11 . Some judges refuse to concede remedies provided by Law 54 without any legal reason to

doso
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12. Other judges mistakenly require evidence of a pattern of conduct in physical abuse cases

unde1 Law 54 ..
13 . Some judges do not take into account the father-aggressor's record of domestic violence in
theit determinations on custody and paternal-filial relations within the framework of a request for a protection orde1, exposing the victim and minors to possible incidents of future
violence.
14 .. Despite the fact that protection orders constitute an inrpmtant remedy to protect domestic
violence victims, several problems limit the measUie' s effectiveness:
a) Unjustified reluctance ofjudges to grant them in certain situations
b) Delays in conceding the remedy.
c) Concession of protection orders for too short periods of time.
d) Reluctance of judges to issue them ex parte.
e) Concession of mutual protection orders .
f)

Problems with serving summons for hearings and protection orders.

g) Erroneous conceptions: It is believed that if the victim allows a visit from the aggressor, albeit incidental, the protection order is tacitly relinquished or violated.

15 Ignorance about domestic violence takes on special nuances for some female judges who,
as women in positions of authmity, find it difficult to comprehend attitudes and reactions
of women victims of domestic violence.
16 . Discrimination towards male victims of domestic violence takes place at every level and in
every sphere of the justice system
17 .. The comts environment usually intimidates domestic violence victims ..
18 In applying Law 54, some judges discrinrinate against homosexuals and lesbians in different ways ..
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Criminal and Juvenile Justice Systems
Although the system ofjuvenile justice does not fall within the area of penal law properly
speaking, fo1 the pmposes of this Repmt, and in view of the whole relationship between both concems, we ru·epresenting them in the srune section.

A.

Criminal Justice System

1 . In the system of c1iminal justice, as a 1esult of sexist stereotypes about women and
men, a tendency exists to see iape as an act of passion provoked by the conduct of
the victim herself, more than as a c1ime.
2 . A general impression exists that, as a result of cultural patterns inherently disc1iminat01y towruds women, the cdminal justice system tends to encoUiage plea
brugaining in sex crime cases
3. In the criminal area, pruticulruly regruding sex c1imes, there is a tendency to dismiss the credibility of women victims, thus creating a pattern of re-victimization
4

In the prosecution of sex clime cases, women victims rue subject to improper inteuogations that reflect discriminatmy attitudes and a process ofre-victimization

B.

Juvenile Justice System

I

The behaviors of boys and girls that give 1ise to complaints, tend to be evaluated
differently, responding to gender stereotypes that permeate om society.

2

The layout of facilities and mrury of the se1vices offered to minors ru·e aimed at
boys and rue not adequate for girls

3.

Job segregation by gender in the juvenile justice system, pruticulruly in the positions of bailiff and social wmker, have discrirninatmy effects against delinquent
boys and girls.

4

Judges and officials of the juvenile justice system tend to adjudicate the complete
responsibility, supe1vision and discipline of the imputed minm to the mothe1.

5. In the juvenile justice system, there is a pronounced lack of programs and se1vices
fm apprehended minors
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Other Findings
L The general opinion of pruticipants in the investigation is that manifestations of
gende1 discrimination take place in dive1se degrees in the environment of the
comts ..
2.. Different perceptions exist between the men and women of the Judicial Branch regru·ding the degrees and ways gender disc1imination is manifested in the comts ..
3. Numerous persons hold the mistaken belief that fm situations of gender discrimination to occm, an intent to disc1iminate must take place

I

4

Frequent attempts to justify gender disc1imination rugue that the practices or behaviors in question rue actually manifestations of om culturn

5

Prejudiced attitudes against homosexuals and lesbians rue manifested in the
comts .. These attitudes raise the possibility that, within the context of the comt, a
person is disc1iminated against for sexual mientation .. Discrimination based on
sexual mientation is a fmm of disc1imination because of gender ..

6. Gender discrimination is often tied to disc1imination for socio-economic conditions, which especially aggrnvates the situation of women.
7. Law schools generate sexist and gender-based disc1iminat01y attitudes, behaviors
and practices that influence the fo1mation of future law professionals

I

C.

Recommendations
In what follows, the Commission offers :recommendations for each ru·ea of the study .. It is

impmtant to note that an impmtant prut of these recommendations involves the development of

I
j

i

educational and sensitizing processes on gender-based discrimination in the comts and in the justice system that lead to attitudinal changes on the subject, and addtess manifestations of disc1iminat01y treattnent in the different dimensions of the institution's structure, environment and work:
daily internction in the comts, occupational structure, availability of essential rurangements for
certain se1vices, mientation of the public and provision of se1vices, prepruation of jurispmdential
standruds and the adjudication of real controversies
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Judicial Administration
l,

The Judicial Branch should foster the development of training aimed at supervisory personnel, male and female presiding judges, This training should include modules about occupational segregation by sex and discrimination in employment because of gender

2

The Office of Courts Administration must take affumative measures against occupational
segregation by sex, especially in those areas of employment that affect services to court
clientele such as the office of the bailiff,

3

The Office of Courts Administration should endeavor to prepare statistical reports on occupational segregation by sex in order to examine the patterns and existing tendencies in
diverse work categories, so that pertinent administrative and educational measmes can be
taken,,

4 , The Office of Courts Administration should issue specific directives regarding the illegality of using pregnancy or possible pregnancy as a crite1ion in hiring personnel
5, The Office of Courts Administration should emphatically circulate its public policy on
gender discrimination in employment and the availability of a procedure for such complaints and legal action,
6

The Executive Branch, thrnugh its Office of Judicial Appointments, assigned to the Governor's Office, must engage in more prnfound studies about occupational segregation by
sex, paiticulaily judicial nominations, addressing the different categories on the judicial
ladder

7

The Office of Judicial Appointments; assigned to the Governor's Office, should develop an
information system about applications for judicial positions and appointments that facilitates investigations about the subject

8,, The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court should be alert to the diverse manifestations of
gender discrimination in employment when he exercises his constitutional powers to assign
courtrooms and appoint male and female presiding judges,
9

Ihe Office of Courts Administration, all presiding judges of the system must be ale1t to the
possible manifestation of disc1iminatory tr'eatment, paiticulaily regaiding female judges in
subject matter jurisdiction

10 The system of judicial evaluation of the Judicial Branch should evaluate the performance
of all judges regai,ding diverse manifestations of gender discrimination, especially in what
is related to judicial temperainent,
11 The Office of Courts Administration should be more emphatic in investigating situations

that reflect discriminatory attitudes on the pait of members of the judiciaiy and the system's support personnel
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12. The Office of Courts Administration should study the possibility of establishing day-care
centers, at least in the largest comts with the largest influx of the public, that are open to
employees as well as the public
13. The Office of Comts Administtation should make adequate arrangements in the courts for
their female clientele, especially in the areas of criminal matters and the juvenile justice
system.

Interaction in the Courts
1 . The Office of Comts Administtation should review fmms, internal regulations, and other
docU1IIentsof the system in order to eliminate gender tarnished language.. The review
should also dete,mine to what extent they respond to stereotyped notions on gentle, and
how their inrplementation presents problems of gender discrimination for that very reason
2. For the same pmpose, the language of the codes of judicial and professional ethics should
be reviewed and amended to explicitly prohibit all manifestations of discrimination by the
Judiciary and members of the legal profession.
3. The Supreme Comt, for the same purpose, should also order the revision of language in
the Manual of Insttuctions to the Jmy ..
4.. The Office of Courts Administtation should develop educational pamphlets on the problems presented by the use of the masculine generic and on the use of neuttal language from
the standpoint of gender to awaken consciousness about the subject among the members of
the judicial system. It is inrpmtant to sensitize male and female judges about this matter,
because their position and authmity in the system have a multiplier effect of great inrpact
on othe, components of the system.

I

5

In seminar·s and mientations on judicial ethics offered by the Office of Comts Administtation, particular attention should be given to sexist manifestations reflected in daily comt
interaction: using the familiar and informality, using terms of endearment, the particular
use of certain linguistic forms, non-verbal sexist language, sexist jokes and expressions,
and flirtations, among others The example judges set in that regard should be U1Iderscored
as well as the couective function they must exercise from the bench.

6.. Employee orientation and continuing education programs of the Training Division of the
Office of Comts Administtation, should be revised to include modules, ainred at employees
and supervisors of the system, on the sexist attitudes that ar·e manifested in daily court interaction, with particular attention given to sensitizing and changing attitudes.
7

In complying with its duty to foster the education of members of the legal profession, the
Bar Association should develop workshops and seminar·s for male and female lawyers to
sensitize them to disc,iminatmy behaviors and patterns that occm in daily comt interaction, law forns and other employment centers .. The Bar should also develop manuals and
protocols of acceptable behaviors that address such aspects as language usage that recog549
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nizes the presence of women in the courts and that is neither sexist nor offensive; also
problems of behavim.
8

The system of evaluating judges and suppmt personnel should take into account different
manifestations of sexist attitudes that transpire in the courts and in the rest of the judicial
system Specific questions on the subject should be included in evaluation questionnaiI'es

9. The Judicial Branch should develop procedures that permit the gathering of information
and complaints about sexist behavim and attitudes in the system in order to guide their
strategies in eradicating the problem ..
10. The Office of Courts Administration should review the Manual of Bailiffs' Procedures to
incmpm ate nmms and protocols on the appropriate tr·eatrnent bailiffs should provide to
persons who turn to the courts, especially women.
11. The Judicial Branch should develop seminars and mientations for all the system's personnel, with special attention paid to judges and social wmkers, on stereotypical ideas that
dete1mine different standards of behavim and credibility for men and women. The Depaitrnent of Justice should do the saine for prosecutors and solicitms for Domestic Relations and for Juvenile Affair·s.
12. Judges should develop a greater awareness of different manifestations of gender discrimination and their cultural foundations, and should be more alert to ensure the cmrect and
appropriate development of the doctrine in this regaid. The judicial system should stimulate awareness that stereotypical and prejudicial ideas, particularly in cases of domestic
violence, sexual harassment, sex c1iI'nesand family relations, can cause the miscarriage of
justice ..

13. Law schools should car1y out their formative duty conscious of the histmic alienation and
subjugation of women and of the need to change attitudes and values to allow the full incmporation of women into the legal profession. 1 o do this, law schools should review the
cuniculum and, wherever possible, incmporate courses that address these needs. Further,
study and discussion of such issues that so directly concern justice as a fundainental value
should be a part of every course. This should be an object of attention of university divisions in charge of the revision and approval of cuniculum. Interaction of the different
components of the university community should also be taken into account.
14 The Judicial Branch should ainend its policy on sexual harassment to make it more clear
and forceful, and to clarify concepts and procedures. I he oppmtunity should be seized to
address the requirements of the Constitution and the laws prohibiting different manifestations of disc1irnination, so that the public policy of the Judicial Branch can be broadened to
include them
15. The Office of Courts Administration should give adequate publicity to its public policy on
sexual harassment and on the different manifestations of discrimination, including relevant
mientation for job applicants in the Judicial B1anch
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Pe,~onal Rights and Fami(y Law

!

1 . The Office of Courts Administration should develop a special program of continuing
training fm judges, child suppmt examiners and social workers assigned to Family Court
to sensitize them on sexist stereotypes and cultural patterns that influence family relations
and to deal with specific problems in the adjudication of custody, parental authority, suppmt, paternal-maternal filial relations, divorce and others ..
2. The Puerto Rico Bar Association should include topics on Family Law from the perspective of gender in its continuing education programs for members of the judicial profession
and encourage reflection and discussion of those topics in its law review.
3. The Justice Department should develop training programs from the perspective of gender
for Domestic Relations solicitms, paying special attention to the problems of litigation in
the ar·ea of Family Law.
4

Law schools should promote the inclusion of the perspective of gender in courses and
seminars on Family Law and develop investigations, studies and analyses ofjurisprudence
to address different aspects of gender discrimination in Family Law that serve to sensitize
and educate all those involved in one way or another in family law litigation.

5. Schools of social wmk should revise their curricula to include the perspective of gender in
compulsory courses and broaden the range of seminars and workshops on the subject, so
that social wmkers are truly and effectively qualified to deal with family relations and
other cases and ar·e conscious of sexist stereotypes and cultural patterns that tend to affect
them
6

In consonance with the analysis of legislation in the ar·ea of Family Law included in this
report, the Judicial Branch and the legislature itself should encourage the study and
evaluation of the valid laws in this area in order to propose pertinent amendments to eliminate every sexist element that is discriminatory in content because of gender from the letter
of the law

7

The Justice Department and the Judicial Branch should make efforts to circulate and orient
the public about the Bill of Rights of Victims and Witnesses and existing mechanisms to
file claims so that the justice system as a whole can take the necessary steps in each particular case to validate the public policy of that document.

8

The Judicial Branch should weigh the creation of specialized family courts that are clearly
integrated with special orientation pro gr ams for judges assigned to them These courts
should be effectively coordinated with every region and be adequately staffed with suppmt
professionals. The Commission received numerous recommendations on creating a Family
Court, which should be evaluated from the perspective of a unified system such as the one
we have in Puerto Rico
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9. The Judicial Branch should give special tiaining to personnel in investigation units and to
one~judge comts to properly and adequately serve and orient their clientele on their rights
and on judicial procedmes ..
10. The Judicial Branch, Bar Association, law schools and the Legislatme should encomage

the complete revision of Volume One of the Civil Code on Personal Rights and Family
Law
11 The Judicial Branch should firmly contest the negative assessment that affects the area of
family relations within the different .spheres of judicial tasks: assign judges to that area on
the basis of special qualifications and p1ior tiaining; encomage their tenure and establish a
continuing tiaining program that is obligatmy and se1ves not only the pmely infmmative
aspects but, especially the formative, in te1ms of attitudes and sensitivity development
12. The justice system and the Pue1to Rican Legislature should continue to explore alternatives to developing systems to collect suppmt that guarantee greater efficiency and adequate compliance by the providers. Available human, physical and economic resomces in
the child support program should be increased.. The Commission is aware that recent legislation has undergone stiucturnl changes whose effects and results should be examined in
due time
13. Appeal fomms should be particularly alert to the perspective of gender to properly and
adequately guide the comts of instance in the daily adjudication of faniily relations cases to
develop a doctiine free of discdminatory tiaits. The judicial system should encomage
judges to take advantage of available specialized courses and seminars about the subject
An organized internal discussion of the subject should also be fostered

14. Appellate forums, particularly the Supreme Comt, should avail themselves of every opportunity the appeals process provides to clarify doctiine in terms of gender perspective and
establish clear guidelines about umesolved legal aspects in the ar·eaof family relations.
15.. The justice system should take steps to facilitate women's access to the courts and to adequate legal representation, especially in the area of family relations where women constitute the great majority of users .. In that respect, the Judicial Branch should expedite these
cases and limit postponements since delays have negative emotional effects and make the
process more costly

16. The judicial system should expand its resources in the area of specialists in human behavior and tighten requirements regarding their qualifications and formal tiaining to ensme a
bette1 wmk team
1 7..The judicial system should consider the needs that arise in litigation of family relations
cases. For example: personnel to serve child support subpoenas
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Labor Law
1

The reasons for the presentation of so few cases in court related to job discrimination
should be thoroughly investigated

2.. Legislation should be proposed to limit the use of evidence about the sexual life of the victim of discrimination or harassment
3. Mechanisms should be established to promote the presentation of these cases to combat the
problems of economic disparity, whether through legislative changes or structural changes
in the system
4. Effective mechanisms for discrimination and sexual harassment suits should be established
in the justice system itself.
5. Educational programs should be instituted for judges, officials, employees about employment-related laws and social problems related to gender discrimination on the job.
6

More studies should be undertaken on the connection between discrimination and the adjudicative process in the judicial system

Domestic Violence
L

The Office of Courts Administration should continue and intensify its education and
awareness efforts for judges and judicial system personnel about the problem of domestic
violence and application of the law, giving special attention to the cycle of domestic violence and the comprehensive and effective use of the law's different penal and civil
mechanisms

2.. The Office of Courts Administration should offer special training to all judicial and nonjudicial personnel of first contact in the courts to develop better attitudes in dealing with
victims of domestic violence and in orienting them, especially in such an intimidating atmosphere as is the court.
3. The judicial system should develop efficient mechanisms of mientation for victims of domestic violence to explain court procedure in civil and criminal application of the law, the
rights that are covered and the protection mechanisms they can request.
4.

The justice system must develop uniform internal regulations regarding access to judicial
procedures by advocates of victims of domestic violence

5. The Judicial Branch should foste1 government development and establishment of shelters
and suppmt programs for victims of domestic violence and of re-education and re-training
programs fm aggr·essors thrnughout the island ..This would allow the courts to more effectively enforce the public policy embodied in the Domestic Violence Law.
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6. The Office of Comts Administration should study the possibility of establishing a specialized comt in domestic violence in San Juan's C1iminal Investigations Unit, which is justified by the volume of these kinds of cases Meanwhile, the unit's previously trained pe1sonnel could serve as a resomce in orienting comt personnel around the island
7. In coordination with othe1 components of the criminal justice system, the Judicial Branch
should develop an efficient info1mation system on domestic violence cases and restraining
orders that allow specific studies and investigations about the subject to be made, and to
follow up on cases and the accused so that their records are in the system.
8

Internal supe1vision mechanisms should be activated to attend to complaints about inadequate and discriminatory tr·eatrnent of victims and to impose coJiesponding disciplinary
sanctions ..

9 . Inteiagency and internal efforts of the judicial system should be better coordinated to process domestic violence cases and address more efficiently issues such as se1ving subpoenas
for hearings on restraining orders, restraining orders in themselves and addr·essing formal
complaints made outside of wmking hours and other aspects .. The Office of Comts Administration should coordinate with the Police of Pue1to Rico so that the police se1ve restraining orders, especially in those towns where bailiffs are not available.
10 Ciite1ia for territmial authmity to attend to applications for restraining orders should be
clarified. Judges should be educated regarding the fact that petitions for restraining orders
must be attended to by any judge of the comt of first instance

Criminal and Juvenile Justice Systems
A.

Criminal Justice System

1. In confmmance with the analysis of legislation in Penal Law, the Judiciary and the
Legislature should promote the examination of penal legislation and of procedmal
and evidentiary rules , to amend them so as to eliminate all sexist elements in the
language and any disciiminatmy content from the perspective of gender ..Nonetheless, the legitimacy of ce1tain legal statutes that provide a discrirninatmy treatment
of women and men should be kept in mind as an instrument to remedy histmical
situations of discrimination or powe1 impmity that affect a particular sex.

2.

The Supreme Comt should promote the exmnination of the Manual of Instructions
to the Jmy to eliminate any disciiminatmy content from the point of view of gender, giving special attention to language of a sexist nature that can affect the dete1minations of the jmy.

3

Appellate forums should be alert to the gende1 perspective in the inte1pretation of
Penal Law, taking into account the legitimacy of specific legislation gear·ed toward
remedying historical situations of discrimination OJ of power imparity to guide the
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comts of instance toward an inte1pretation and application of Penal Law free from
disc1iminatory contents based on gender.
4. The Office of Comts Administration should develop special training aimed at
judges of criminal and juvenile law, and support personnel specialized in human
behavior, where the perspective of gender is discussed in general terms and, particularly, what is applicable in sex crime trials, and to the attention ofjuveniles in
the criminal justice system
5

The Department of Justice should develop training seminar·s aimed at c1iminal
prosecutors and juvenile prosecutors to sensitize them to the effects of stereotypes
and sexist cultural patterns in the criminal ar·ea and within the juvenile justice
system.

6. Law schools should include gender perspective in their comses on Penal Law,
Criminal Procedme and on Evidence and promote thought and inquiiy into it.
7

The different components of the c1iminal justice system should promote the preparation and training of personnel to provide orientation and support that sex crime
victims need, and to avoid theiI double victimization.

8. The c1iminal justice system should adequately disseminate the Bill of Rights of
Victims and Witnesses and facilitate access to mechanisms of presentation and
processing of complaints that permit adequate and proper fulfillment of the document's public policy
9

The Judiciary Branch should carry out morn in-depth investigations to determine
to what extent stereotypes and sexist cultural patterns influence the decisionmalting process of judges in criminal processes and in the imposition of measures ..
B,.

Juvenile Justice System

1. Seminars should be given to sensitize eve1y official who inte1venes in the juvenile
justice system so that they ar·e more aware of manifestations of gende1 disc1imination and how they affect minors and theiI families ..

2

Adequate arrangements should be provided, such as separate public bathrooms,
for girls, to address theiI particular needs

3

More women bailiffs should be hiied and assigned to guard and transport giII of~
fenders ..

4

More male social workers should be hiied to attend to the particular needs of boy
offenders.
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5

A system of adequate infmmatiou fo1 minors and their families should be installed
so they can make effective use of the system's procedures to address complaints
related to sexual harnssment and the different manilestations of disc1imination.

6

A more detailed investigation should be canied out to determine if, in effect, gende1 discrimination occurs in the imposition of dispositive measures, in the orders
of preventive detention and in the processes to revoke conditional liberty.
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PROCEDURE FOR FORMAL AND INFORMAL ACTIONS
IN CASES OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT
AND DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS
OF GENDER, RACE, COLOR, BIRTH, ORIGIN,
OR SOCIAL CONDITION, OR POLITICAL OR RELIGIOUS IDEAS

I.

Legal Base
This procedure is adopted and enacted according to the provisions of Article V, Sections 7

and 11 of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Pue1to Rico, Articles 2 ..004 and 8 001 of the
Judiciary Act of Pue1to Rico of 1994, and Act No. 64 of May 31, 1973, as amended ..1 Also according to Article II, Section 1 of the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Pue1to Rico that stipulates
that the dignity of the human being is inviolable and that all men are created equal before the law

In particular, it clearly states that no disc1imination shall be established fm reasons of sex, race,
color, birth, migin

01

social conditions or political or religious belief It also states under Article II,

Section 6 of the Constitution that protection is provided against Iisks to personal integrity and
health on the job
It is also adopted according to the legislative mandate that arises from Law No. 100 of

June 30, 19592 of Law No ..69 of July 6, 1985, 3 and Law No 17 of Ap1il 22, 1988, 4 as amended
The first prohibits the employe1 from disc1iniinating in the wmkplace because of age, ,ace, color,
sex, social

01

national migin, social condition, political or religious beliefs of the employee

01

job

applicant. The second, regarding the workplace, likewise reaffhms the general constitutional mandate that sex disc1imination, also known as gende1 disc1imination, is intolerable .. The third recog-

1 4 L.P.R A. secs. 521-525. This law creates an autonomous personnel system for the Judicial Branch, establishes a
system based on the principle of merit, devoid of any kind of discrimination

2 29LPRA
sec. 146
3 291 PRA secs 1321-1341 (Supp.1994)
4 29 L P RA sec. 155(a), 155(1) (Supp 1994)

1

1
nizes sexual harassment as a manifestation of gender discrimination in the workplace and requires
of the employer affitmative action in preventing that illegal practice and investigating and processing any complaint that arises because of it

II.

Declaration of Public Policy
Disc1irnination on the basis of gender, race, color, biith, origin or social condition, political

01

ieligious ideas and sexual harassment in the workplace is injmious to the dignity of the human

being and infringes on 1ights of persons that ai·e protected by the Constitution. All persons who
work in the Judicial Branch as well as any citizen receiving public se1vices from this Branch, have
a legitimate 1ight to dignified and honmable treatment.
The joint and cooperntive effort of all members of the Branch is necessary to achieve this
o~jective..Accordingly, the Judicial B1anch:
a) Shall take affamative measmes directed towards guaranteeing a respectful, fraternal
and harmonious wmk enviionment
b) Shall guarantee confidentiality dming the course of cmrective actions and disciplinary
processes ..
c) Shall take measmes to avoid rep1isals against persons who exercise thei1 1ights and
make use of the procedure provided here to complain or to request cmrective and disciplinary actions
d) May appoint an exatnine1 with expe1tise in the legal, social and psychological aspects,
to be present dtning complaints of the forementioned disc1irninations or of sexual harassment in the workplace .. Dming the fo1mal procedmes against judges, employees,
and officials, the Judicial B1anch shall facilitate the means to appoint expe1ts with this
kind of knowledge, at the request of any of the patties ..
e) Dming the fmmal process, educational and cmrective action shall be given p1imity
ove1 the punitive action.

2

III.

Purpose
Ihe procedure established here shall be used to submit complaints or lawsuits because of

alleged acts of sexual harassment or for any other manifestation of discrimination that happens
within the General Co!Ilt of Justice, to investigate such complaints and lawsuits, and to take informal or formal action in this regard

IV.

Interpretation
The procedure shall be inte1preted according to the provisions and p!Ilposes of the laws

that confe1 authmity, as cited in Part I, and shall be applied to facilitate a fail and prompt solution
to the complaint

01

lawsuit in harmony with the tights and interests of the prejudiced parties and

with the guarantees that, according to the laws of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, protect individual defendants. This procedure does not preclude the use of other available legal remedies under
the cuuent law.

V.

Definitions of Sexual Harassment, Discrimination and Gender

A. Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment in the workplace, as defined by law, is a manifestation of gender discrimination that consists of any kind of unwanted sexual approach, request for sexual favors, and
any other verbal, gestural,

01

physical conduct of a sexual nature when one or more of the follow-

ing circumstances occur:

a

When the need to submit to such behavior becomes an intplicit or explicit term
condition of the person's employment.

01

b. When the need for the person to submit to such behavior, or if he or she rejects it, becomes a motive for making decisions in the wmkplace or regar·ding the job that affects
that person.

3

1
c.. When that behavior has the effect or pmpose of inte1fe1ingumeasonably with the person's job performance or when it creates an intimidating, offensive or hostile work
environment.
Sexual harnssment can also happen in the courts outside the employee-employer relationship. In that case, sexual hatassment is understood to mean any kind of unwanted sexual approach,
request for sexual favors, or any other verbal, gestural, or physical behavior of a sexual nature that
is inapprop1iate for a member of the judicial system, especially when one or more of the following

circumstancesocctll':
a

When submission to such behavior becomes an implicit or explicit te1m or condition to
receive the service or remedy that is requested or to cauy out the action for which the
person has turned to the judicial system.

b . When submitting to or rejecting such behavior becomes grounds to make decisions regarding the reason for which the person has turned to the judicial system.
c

When that behavior has the effect or pmpose of interfe1ing mueasonably with the job
pe1formance of persons, professional or othe1wise, working in the comts and are not
employees of the system, or when it creates an offensive, hostile and intimidating work
environment for them

Sexual harnssment may occur among persons of the same sex or of different sexes.

B. Discrimination
Disc1imination constitutes, in general te1ms, any unequal treatment of a person because of
her or his gender, race, color, birth, origin, social condition, political or religious beliefs. Such diselimination may occur in the Judicial Branch concerning individuals who are not employed by it,
and, in that case, is prohibited by the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and by the
general mies of behavior that apply to employees of the judicial system and the judiciary It may
also occur in the Judicial B1anch regarding individuals who work at the General Court of Justice as
employees, officials, and judges. This is defined as job disc1imination and may also affect indi-

4

viduals seekiug employment in the Judicial Branch, In this particular case, discrimination may also
occur when preferential treatment given to one employee adversely affects another

C,

Gender

The term gender means not only the strictly biological differences between men and
women, but the collection of attributes that are culturally and socially ascribed to one and the
other, Thus, it refers to the historical-social construct of the characteristics that are believed to define men and women and the expected behaviors of one and the other in our society, It involves the
historical assigning of qualities, tights, responsibilities and behaviors expected of women and men
For the purposes of this procedure, the term "sex discrimination" used in Law No., 69 of
July 6, 1985, is substituted by the broader term "gender disc1imination"

VI.

Definition of Terms
The following terms shall have the meanings expressed below, except when otherwise indi-

cated:

ll

l,

Per:sonnel - refers to the Human Resources area of the Office of Courts Administration,

2,

Court, Admini,tmtor, tenmed or auxiliary - the first term refers to tlte Courts Administrntor of the courts of Puerto Rico; the second to the Auxiliary Courts Administrator
of the courts of Pue1to Rico,

3

Judge - the person who by appointment or designation discharges her or his duties as
judge oftlte Judicial Branch of Puerto Rico, except the judges of the Supreme Court,

4,

Chief lu,tice - refers to tlte Chief Justice of tlte Supreme Court of Puerto Rico.,

5

Corrective measures - non-disciplinary measmes used to correct a situation or disciplinary measures that the Regulation of the Personnel Administration delegates to
Presiding Judges and to the Area or Office Chiefs: verbal reprimand, written reprimand, and wiitten rep1imand with a copy to the personnel file,

5

T
6

Legal Affairs Office - the Office of Legal Affairs of the Office of Courts Administration or that office in charge of the initial investigation of a complaint and petitions for
separation,

7, Promote, Party - person who files an unswom complaint against another employee,
official orjudge of the judicial system of Puerto Rico,
8

Promoted Party - employee, official or judge of the judicial system of Pue1to Rico
against whom an unswom complaint is filed

9

Complainant Party - person who files a sworn complaint against an employee, official
or judge of the judicial system.

10. Defendant Party - employee, official or judge of the judicial system against whom a

sworn complaint is filed,
11 , Unsworn Complaint - a ve,bal

OJ wtitten unswom petition for an informal procedure
to be initiated against an employee, official or judge of the judicial system as a result
of an alleged behavior constituting sexual harassment OJ any other manifestation of
discrimination,

12, Sworn Complaint - a sworn statement filed requesting that a formal procedure be ini-

tiated against an employee, official, or judge of the judicial system as a result of an
alleged behavior constituting sexual harassment or any other manifestation of discrimination that, after a preliminary study, merits an in-depth investigation for that
purpose,,
13, Supervisor - any individual who exercises any level of control over one or more employees, 01 whose recommendation is considered for the hiting, promotion, transfer,
dismissal, OJ fixing of wmk conditions of employees; or any individual who must
guard that employees, officials or judges of the judicial system meet with theit duties
and obligations,
14 Examiner - any individual who can be an official of the Judicial System and has mediation, social and psychological skills, who may be designated to carry out the informal complaint procedure
15 Rules for the Investigation ofAc.cusations and Complaints against Officials of the
Judicial Branch - Rules for the Investigation of Accusations and Complaints against
Officials of the Judicial Branch approved by the Comts Administrator on December 1,
1980,
16, Rules of Procedure for Disciplinary Actions of1udges - Rules of Procedure for Disciplinary Actions and of Separation from Service due to Health Reasons of Judges of
the Fit st Instance Comt and Citcuit Comt of Appeals of November 24, 1992,

6

17 Court of First Instance - means the Court of First Instance including the Dist:Iict
Court through the process of its abolition

VII.

General Provisions

A.

Circulation of Institutional and Procedural Policies

The Judicial Branch shall adequately circulate its institirtional policy on sexual harassment
and discrimination on the basis of age, iace, color, sex, social or national origin, social condition,
political or religious beliefs in the workplace and shall disseminate the procedures established here ..
As part of its responsibility, it shall develop and disseminate educational documents or pamphlets
on sexual harassment and discrimination on the job and shall ascertain that each new employee
ieceives copies This shall be the obligation of the Personnel Division. Likewise, ample disclosure
shall be given in the workplace to the prohibition of sexual harassment and disc1irnination based on
age, race, color, sex, social or national origin, social condition, political or religious beliefs in the
selection of job applicants so that they nnderstand their rights and the protections afforded them by
law. The Personnel Division shall coordinate the preparation and subsequent dist:Iibution of the
pamphlets to job applicants with the necessary information about these issues.

B.. In any Procedure, Whether Informal or Formal, the Following Rights
Shall Be Safeguarded:
a) Right to the timely notification of all complaints against a party.
b) Right to present evidence and to refute the evidence of the opposing party.
c) Right to an impartial adjudication.
d) Right to be notified of the decision and that it be based on the record.

7

C.

The Responsibility of Supervisors

Every supervisor of the General Comt of Justice shall be responsible for notifying his OJ
he1 supe1visor, and through her OJ him OJ directly when approp1iate, the Comts Adnrinistrator, of
any situation of sexual hruassment or disc1imination in the wOJkplace that they should become
awru·eof, or regarding any complaint that is filed in this respect
In the case that the sexual hruassment

OI

discrimination is related with the Comts Adnrinis-

1:Iator,tenured OJauxiliruy, the notification shall be made to the Chief Justice

D. Confidentiality
The Judicial Branch shall guruantee, coirespondingly, confidentiality dming the entire
process, in the infOJmal procedures established here, to protect he rights and interests of the complainants or defendants

E. Importance of the Educational and Corrective Aspects
Dming fo1mal procedures, educational and conective aspects, over and above its punitive
aspect, shall be considered impOJtant
Dming informal procedures, the Judicial Branch shall not take any cOJrective measures
that have any additional prejudicial effect on the injured pruty

F. Direct procedure Before the Courts
According to Article 13 of Act No 17 of Ap1il 22, 1988, and with the inte1pretation given
to Act No .. 100 of June 30, 1959 and Act No 69 of July 6, 1985, victims of sexual hruassment

OI

of disciimination rue not obliged to exhaust the administrative remedies established here to initiate
ajudicial procedure before the comts.

8

T
G.

Complaints of sexual harassment and of discrimination extraneouYto the
job relationship

In view of complaints of sexual harassment and other manifestations of disc1imination
within the judicial system presented by persons who are not a part of its persoIDiel, meaning that
Laws 17 of Ap1il 22, 1988 and 69 of July 6, 1985 do not apply, the Judicial Branch shall investi-

I

I
I

I

gate the matter and apply to it the same disciplinary provisions of the judiciary and Judicial Branch
pe1soIDiel,according to the fmmal Procedure in Section IX of this Procedure.

VIII. Informal Complaints' Procedure
1. Individuals authmized to initiate procedure

a) Any person who is a part of the Gene1al Comts of Justice, whether an employee, official or judge, and any individual who is an applicant for employment with the judicial
system, 01 any person who alleges sexual harassment or any other manifestation of
disclimination car,ied out by any person who is a part of the General Comt of Justice
may present a complaint, as provided below, and request that, through the informal
process of conflict resolution, an investigation be cauied out and the corresponding
action be taken by the Judicial Branch ..

I

ij
'

b) Dming the process, the complainant shall be advised as to his 01 he, 1ight to request
and to appeal the fo1mal process at any time if she or he is not satisfied with the development of the informal process, in which case it shall end inimediately
2

Marrner and place of filing
The complaint may be filed, in wiiting, duly signed or may be filed verbally in the Office

of the Director of any of the Conflict Resolution Centers located in the Judicial Centers of the
country In the alternative, the promoter may file the complaint before the cmresponding Regional
Presiding Judge, the chiefs of the coiresponding Area or Office, or the Comts Administrator when
it involves a Presiding Judge or Chief of an Area ..If the complaint is filed verbally, the official who
receives it shall wiite it down and have the document signed by the promoter party.

9

T
If the complaint is filed against the Comt Administratm, tenured or auxiliaiy, it shall be

channeled to the Office of the Chief Justice.
3

Complaint, infmmation required
The complaint shall indicate the naine of the pmmoted defendant paity, his or her place of

wmk and also briefly relate the events that motivate the complaint
4

Initial determination
Once the facts that give rise to the complaint aie filed, the established procedwe shall be

followed, in the case of officials as provided in Section II of the Rules for the Investigation of

Complaints Against Officials of the Judicial Branch ofl980,

OJ

in the case ofjudges, as provided

in Rule 11 of the Rules of Procedures for Disciplinary Actions, and Separation from Service due

to Reasons of Health of Judges of the Court of First Instance and of the Court of Appeals of
Puerto Rico of November; 1992, in order to reach the initial determination as to whether these
constitute

01

could constitute discrimination m sexual haiassment

If it should be determined that the complaint does not, in any way, present a case of dis-

crimination m of sexual haiassment, the person who filed the complaint shall receive mientation as
to other possible violations of regulations or laws that the behavim for which the complaint was
filed could imply,

01

under which regulation or law additional remedies could exist No inquities

regaiding the complainant's prior sexual histmy or behavior shall be made during the investigation,
nor shall this information be taken into account for any pmpose during the procedme ..
The initial determination shall not take more than two work days from the date that the
person filed the verbal 01 Wiitten complaint
5. Notification
The cmresponding official who, as previously mentioned, receives the complaint, or other
person authorized to do so by the Chief Justice, shall notify the defendant employee, official

01

T
judge in writing that a complaint has been filed and shall summon him OJ he1 to the infOJmal procedure that is to be held, If the procedure is not held in a Mediation Center, an Examiner shall be
appointed who may be an official of the judicial system with mediation, social or psychological
skills and who may be present dming the infOJmal procedme
Info1mal proceedings shall be strictly confidential, The interests, concerns and desires expressed by the complainant shall be given p1i0Jity dming these processes,
6, Procedme
The Examine, or the Official of the Mediation Cente1 in charge of this procedure shall
hear the version of the complainant and shall give the defendant ample oppmtunity to present his OJ
her position and defenses,,
All evidence presented by the parties shall be considered, and witnesses, who can contribute infmmation to clarify the incident, shall be heard, A record of the event shall be prepared, The

!

Rules of Evidence do not apply to this procedure,,
Anyone in the Judicial Branch has a duty to cooperate with the investigation and procedme
provided in the info1mal proceeding established here, OJ, othe1wise, be subject to the cmresponding
penalty,,
7

Final dete1mination
Within a peiiod no longer than twenty (20) work days, the examiner

01

official in charge of

the proceeding shall evaluate the evidence submitted, produce and deliver a repOJt directed to the
Comts Administratm The repOJt shall contain the determinations of fact and recommendations to
solve the conflict. The Comts Administrator or the Supreme Comt, whichever cOJresponds, shall
issue the final decision of the complaint no later than ten (10) wmk days from the date of delive1y
of the repmt The Comts AdministratOJ, the Chief Justice or the Associate Judge to whom the
matter is delegated, may adopt, modify or revoke the iecommendations of the repmt The com-

11

I
plainant and the defendant will be immediately notified in writing of the decision, and be advised of
their right, should any of them not be satisfied with the decision, to request a reconsideration before
the Courts Administratm, m Chief Justice, in writing within fifteen (15) days from the date the
decision was issued
If it is decided that a complaint should be filed to impose disciplinary sanctions, the formal

procedure shall be initiated ..

IX.

Formal Procedure
Whenever the injured party chooses not to initiate the informal procedure, or when the de-

fendant party of a complaint does not meet the cmrective and educational measures imposed within
an infmmal procedure, the formal procedure shall be initiated according to the specific guidelines
that follow.
Upon initiating the formal procedure, the record produced during the informal procedure,
should this have occmred, shall be transferred to the forum of the formal procedure .. The conesponding Examiner or Official who intervened dming the informal procedure or the complainant
party of the complaint shall notify the Legal Affairs Office of the Comts Administration when the
defendant party has not fulfilled the corrective measures imposed dming the infmmal procedure. If
this is the case, the Legal Affairs Office shall be responsible for initiating the procedure
1

Who may initiate the procedure
Any employee, official, judge or employment applicant or any person who alleges dis-

crimination or sexual harassment in the Judicial Branch can initiate a formal procedure of complaint
2

Manner and place of filing

12

The complaint shall be filed in wtiting and sworn, and shall include a nanative of the
events constituting sexual harassment or discrintinatory treatutent. The complaint may be filed personally or mailed to the Office of the CoUits Administrator . If mailed, it shall be addressed to the
Office of CoUits Administration, Box 190917, Hato Rey, Puetto Rico 00919-0917 .. If the complaint is filed against any official of the Legal Affairs Office, the CoUits Administratm shall detennine the investigative procedme to be followed in the case

If the complaint is against the CoUits Administrator, tenmed or auxiliruy, it may be mailed
to the Chief Justice, Supreme CoUit, Box 2392, San Juan, Pue1to Rico, 00902-2392, who will dete1mine the investigative procedme to be followed in the case.
If the alleged injured individual prefers to file the complaint personally, he or she should go

directly to the Directm of the Legal Affairs Office of the Office of CoUits Administration, located
on Vela Str·eet, Stop 35 ½, Hato Rey, Puerto Rico.

If the complaint is against the CoUits Administratm, tenured or auxiliruy, it should be presented personally to the Secretruy General of the Supreme Court
3. Procedme
The processing of the complaints filed in this manner against any judge of the CoUit of
First Instance and the Circuit Court of Appeals of Pue1to Rico shall be canied out according to the

Rule, of Procedure for Disciplinary Actions and of Separation from Service due to Reasons of
Health of Judges of the Court of Fir:st Instance and of the Circuit Court of Appeals of Puerto
Rico, approved on November 24, 1992.
The Supreme Court shall make the final determination on the action to be taken and shall
notify the complainant patty according to the Rules ofDisciplinruy Action of 1992.
The processing of complaints against any non~judicial employee or official shall be cruried
out according to the "Rules for the Investigation of Actions and Complaints against Officials of the

13

Judicial B1anch," approved by the Cowts Admmistrator on Decembe1 1, 1980, and with any other
requiiements established by law or jwispmdence regarding due process of law.
The Comts Adnrinistrntor shall make the final dete1mination regarding the requfred action
within thilty (30) days of filing it, and shall notify the complainant pruty within that te1m.
The investigation of complaints against the Comts Adnrinistrator, ten med 01 auxiliruy, 01
against an official of the Legal Affairs Office shall be cru1ied out according to inst:mctions of the
Chief Justice, and the proceeding shall take place in the Supreme Comt.

X

Corrective and Disciplinary Measures
1.

Any employee or official of the Judicial Branch against who, as a result of this

procedme, is proven to have incmred in behavi01 that constitutes disc1imination 01 sexual hruassment in employment, or who has refused to cooperate 01 has obstmcted an investigation of this
kind, shall be subject to the disciplinruy measmes provided in the Regulation of the Personnel
System Administration of the Judicial Branch, 01 in any other applicable regulation.
2.

Any judge against who, as a result of this procedme, is proven to have incmred in

behavior that constitutes disc1imination 01 sexual hruassment in employment or who has refused to
cooperate or has obstructed an investigation of this kind, shall be subject to the disciplinruy measures provided in the Rules Of Procedure f01 Disciplinruy Actions and of Sepruation from Se1vice
due to Health Reasons of Judges of the Com! of First Instance and the Circuit Comt of Appeals or
in any other application regulation.
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PROPOSAL OF AMENDMENTS
TO THE CANONS OF JUDICIAL ETHICS
AND THE CODE OF PROFESSIONAL ETHICS

Introduction
Canon I of the Canons of Tudicial Ethics establishes the gene, al p1inciple that should mle
the conduct of the members of the Tudiciaiy: 'The faith of the people in justice, an essential value
of democracy, should be prese1ved by the comts at the highest levels of public responsibility"

5

For

this to occm, it is indispensable that those who have the responsibility of administeting justice act
and so demonstrate that they act free from prejudice and of discriminatmy conceptions that violate
the dignity of the human being. In fact, the judiciaiy, as all members of the legal profession, have
the responsibility, individually and collectively, of "seeing that the different legal procedures of
society embody and consecrate effectively and adequately the p1inciples of democratic living and of
respect fm the inviolable dignity of the human being" ..6
Neithe, gentle, disc1imination, nm any other kind of disc1imination, has a place, then, in
the lives of those who have such a high calling, even less in their professional pe1fmmance .. Notwithstanding, neithe1 the Canons of Judicial Ethics nm the Code of Professional Ethics contain
specific provisions on this matter .. On the other hand, that both docU1IIentsaie diafted in the masculine genetic, and exclude the feminine fo1ms of language, contributes towaid strengthening the
masculine vision that prevails in society in gene1al and, with it, accentuates disc1iniinatmy patterns
based on gendet

5 CANONS OF JUDIC!Al ETHICS OF PUERTO RJCO (1977), 41 PRA
6 CODE OF PROFESSIONAL ETHICS, General Criteria (1970), 4 LPRA

1

I

ill

App. N-A
App. IX

l
The Special Judicial Commission to Investigate Gender Discrimination in the Co111tsof
Pue1to Rico believes that these deficiencies should be corrected. In view of the foregoing, it proposes the following amendments:

Amendments
I ..A general revision of the Canons of Judicial Ethics and the Code of Professional Ethics
is proposed, so as to use the feminine forms of language together with the masculine and, to the
degree possible, use neutral language from the perspective of gender
2 ..An amendment is proposed as an addition to Canon XI of the Canons of Judicial Ethics
to provide the following:
Judges should perfo,m their judicial duties free from disc1imination and
prejudice .. In the exercise of their judicial duties, they shall not inc111in disc1imination, through words or behavior, based on race, color, birth, origin,
socio- economic condition, political or religious beliefs, physical condition,
age, socioeconomic condition, gender or sexual orientation. They shall gurud
that their words and behavior ru·e not interpreted in any way as manifestations
of discrimination or prejudice for such motives, and shall not permit such
manifestations by the personnel, officials of the court or other persons who act
under their· supervision and control
Judges must require that those individuals who are a prut of the legal
profession during judicial proceedings, abstain from manifesting, through
words or behavior, any discrimination or prejudice based on race, color, birth,
origin, socioeconomic condition, political or religious beliefs, physical condition, age, gender or sexual orientation, with respect to pruties, witnesses, lawyers and other individuals .. This section does not prohibit allusions to such
conditions or factors and to others of a similru nature when they refer to a
matter that is legitimately in contrnversy.
Judges must not allow that members of the legal profession who act in
their co111trooms,as also other officials of the court, harass or intimidate any
individual on the basis of the foregoing conditions ..3

3 The Commission based its amendment, in part, on the MODEL CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT of the American

Bar Association, Canons 3B(5) and 3B(6) (1990)

2

3 ..An amendment is proposed as an addition to the general Ciiterion of Part I of the Code
of Professional Ethics to the effect of providing the following:
No member of the legal professional shall, in the practice of Iris professional activities, incur in discrimination on the basis of race, color, birth, origin, socio-economic condition, political or religious beliefs, physical condition,
age, gender or sexual orientation with respect to clients, litigants, witnesses,
members of the Judiciary and legal professional, jurors, and court personnel
No lawyer shall incur in behavior that thrnatens, harasses, intimidates or
denigrates any individual on the basis of the foregoing conditions or factors.

3
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PARTICIPATORY INVESTIGATION SESSIONS
FOR JUDGES IN THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM

REPORT

I.

Introduction
The main pnrpose of the Paiticipatmy Investigation Sessions for Judges was to incmporate

the judiciary directly into the investigative process .. An investigation session of one day was
planned in order to receive the maximnrn expetiences and opinions of the judges on the subject of
this study, and fot which the following objectives were identified:
L

Share the meaning of gendet disc1imination in the cowts of Puerto Rico.

2..

Analyze specific situations to deteimine if they constitute gender disc1irnination in

the cowts
3.

Explore how situations of gende1 discrimination, from the position of judge, may

be prevented in the comts ..
Three activities were designed taking into account those objectives.

II.

Procedure
Iluee Participatmy Investigation Sessions were held, one for each level of the comt, Mu-

nicipal, District, Superim and the Special Unit of Appeals

T
A.

Selection of the Sample

Of the 284 judicial positions, a sample of 113 judges was chosen An official list of judges
by judicial region and comtroom was used, which was provided by the Office of Comts Administration, from which the following were eliminated:
•

vacant positions

•

judges with expired tetms

•

judges relieved from their duties

•

judges who had aheady participated in the investigation, by making presentations dming the heatings or by patticipating in the Focus Group Intetviews

•

judges members of the Commission

Simple random sampling 8 was used fox choosing the sample,. The key nmnber to select the
number of the first judge was chosen by chance., The sample was of 50% of the judges These were
chosen from the list in an alternate manner struting with the key number until reaching the predete1mined amonnt
Io guruantee the patticipation in the Pruticipatmy Investigation Session of the judges chosen, the Chief Justice, the Hon Jose A Andreu Gruda, issued individual administrative orders to
each individual (see Attachment A).
Of the 113 individuals who comptised the sample, there was a total of 82 pruticipants
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73%. Participants who were unable to attend were excused for valid reasons for their judicial
functions, such as trials by jmy and civil trials in process, municipal judges who had no one to replace them in their courtrooms, and district judges with multiple case appointments in their calendat on the day of the session.

8

Simple random sampling is based on chance. It implies that all the elements have the same possibilities of being
selected and, therefore, a statistically representative sample is obtained. DICCIONARJO DE CIENCIAS SOCIALES
(Instituto de Estudios Politicos, Madrid, 1976)
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Table 1, that follows, presents the distribution of the sample, by com! and sex of the individual participants. By using the procedure of simple tandom sampling, it should be pointed out,
the total men and women indicated here reflects the propmtion that actually exists between men
and women judges in the judicial system.

Table L Distribution of the sample by court and sex

B.

Municipal

8

8

16

District

6

21

27

Superior and
Appellate

10

29

39

TOTAL

24

58

82

Design ofActivities

At the beginning of each session, as patt of the introduction of the wmk of the day, Judge
Jeannette Ramos Buonomo explained to the audience the migin of the Commission and the pmposes and objectives of the investigation. Dr. Efren Rivera Ramos, a member of the Commission,
briefly explained the diffe1ence between the social investigation and the dete1mination of facts of
the judicial procedme
Later, the patticipants introduced themselves and gave: ( 1) theit name, (2) theit length of
time in the judiciary, (3) the judicial region to which they belong and (4) theit opinion as to whethet
gender disc1iminat01y prnctices exist or not in the comts of Puetto Rico (see Attachment B).

An activity was designed fot each one of the three objectives For these activities, all the
judges wete grnuped by sex into small groups of between five and twelve persons. In fable 2, that
follows, the number of subgroups by comt is desctibed:
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1
Table 2: Number of iubgroups

Municipal

2

Disttict

4

Supeiior and Appellate

5

TOTAL

11

There was a facilitator and a reporter for each small group 9 Each group elected a spokesperson to take notes of the internal discussion to later share it with the rest of the judges.

III.

Results

A.. Activity I
Objective.

Share the meaning of gender discrimination in the Courts of Puerto Rico

The judges reflected individually and put in writing what the terms "sex", "gender" and
"gender discrimination" meant to them. The meanings were shared in the small groups and a
spokesperson informed the rest of the participants (large group) of the diverse meanings.
In general terms, the meanings provided by the judges were the following:

9 The facilitators and reporters were trained to perform the following functions:
Facilitator - to explain in detail the pUipose of each activity and to give the instructions, distribute the necessary
material for each activity, direct the work of each group, control the time and make sure of everyone's participation
Reporters - to observe and listen attentively to the participants during the group discussions, take notes on the discussion and non-verbal communication of the participants
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Sex
Biological element of identity, Biological identity or physical chruacteristics rue emphasized, The biological condition, anatomical and physiological of the human being differentiates a
man from a woman by natural order This includes the innate capacity to reproduce,,

Gender
Goes beyond the physical OJbiological quality, and includes ways of being and thinking as
a man or woman, attributes that can be changed They rue concepts constructed or developed and,
therefore, may cause confusion, They rue the peculiru chruacteristics of personality, behavior,
character and social conceptions of the man and the woman Type or class; species of classification
that is made of the natural or social reality, It includes the aspects of sexual preference or OJientation,

Gender discrimination
Unequal or preferential l!'eatrnent is an attitude whereby one person is benefited and another prejudiced because of gender OJ because of the differences in chruacteristics, traits or behaviOJ pattems expected of each gender.. There is no valid or recognized reason for the social community to establish that difference or unequal tr'eatrnent.
Preferential tr'eatment excludes or favors individuals, whether it is because of their sex,
race, beliefs, ideas, OJigin, social condition, political OJientation, or physical apperuance,. It includes distinctions between men and women, widows and minors and differentiation in tr'eatrnent
against sectors OJgroups because of their sexual preferences,
1.

Observations ofreporten

5

1
As previously indicated, for each small group repotter produced a repott of the discussion ..
Various obsetvations included in seveial of their repmts ar·e presented below; their commentaries
are relevant to the investigation.
In a group ofjudges it was explained that most meanings defined gender as a classification

of groups by their particular characteiistics .. It was also said that the term gender is synonymous
with the term species ..If something falls under gender it is because it possesses characteristics that
distinguish it from another gender, but are common to the components of that same gender..
The group said they understood gender to be a broader concept than sex.. Some judges,
however, said that gender is based precisely on sex Others said the concept is much broader and
includes any classification (old and young, rich and poot, etc.}. No agreement between the two
positions was reached in this debate.
Still, in another group of judges there were comments about homosexuality. This term was
not included in the previous definitions; some judges narrated expetiences in their courtrooms with
homosexuals (men and women). Although one judge pointed out that he would not know whether to
place homosexuality under sex
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gender, a brief discussion led many , including the judge who

made the commentary, to affirm that homosexuality is a subdivision of gender.
In a group of female judges, the point was raised that gender is also defined as type or

class . One female judge understood that gender refened to social classes within the comt, who do
not receive equal treatment. That is, heterogeneity exists within the same gender.
Finally, in another group of female judges, the diverse meanings of "gender" were grouped
under three types of conceptualization:
a.

"Gender" broadens the concept of man and woman because it allows other options.

b

It refers to species; classification

c. It refers to forms of being, beyond the physical; to what is socially constmcted; the
cultural in the ways of being.
6

2.,

Summary

After sharing the meanings given of gender discrimination with the whole gronp of judges,
Dr, Marya Munoz Vazquez, a member of the Commission and facilitator in the sessions, summarized the meanings provided by the groups and, whenever necessary, clarified the Commission's
policy regarding these terms, The highlights of the snmmary, by court, is presented,,

Municipal Court
The meanings provided by the judges of the Municipal Court demonstrate understanding of
difference between the terms sex and gender,
Sex refers to the biological aspects ("the way we ar'e") and gender to those aspects that are
socially constructed or culturally developed,
"Sex" also refers to identity, what one is sexually, whether a man or woman By entailing
biological aspects, basically it is not something we can easily change
Regarding the term "gender" they indicated that it refers to the forms of being that are adjudicated to the person for being a man or a woman,, These forms of being include sexual orientation, ways of thinking, of seeing the world and ideological matters, All this denotes aspects that can
be changed and transformed over time., Female judges said that "man" and "woman" refer to the
person, whereas "feminine" and "masculine" ar'e changeable attributes,
Using the term gender can cause confusion, a female judge said, since the concept has a
history dating from when Aristotle classified the world to stndy it Gender refers to category, Another female judge emphasized that the term gender is euphemistic because it is not used to speak
of things or sitnations not as they ar'e,,
Regar'ding the meaning of "gender discrimination" the male and female judges said the
term entails unequal or unjustified tr'eatrnent; the latter because it lacks a basis, It includes gender-
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based behaviors and attitudes, that may come from a man or a woman .. Gender discrimination
blocks a person's intellectual, personal and emotional development to perpetuate privileges.

Di5trict Court
The meanings provided demonstrate that District Court judges also understand that there is
a difference between the terms sex and gender. "Sex" refers to the biological reality or to the physical differences between men and women, while "gender" refers to the social (political, economic,
etc aspects) and transcends the physical
"Gender" also refers to the characteristics of what it means to be a woman and be a man in
our society, which ar·e products of a social construction, subject to a specific period

01

time in his-

t01y.. This also includes sexual preference or 01ientation toward the same or opposite sex. The
definition of gender can be confusing because the term has more than one meaning, among these,
type 01 class, and species of classification that is made of the natural or social reality ..
Regar·ding the meaning of "gender discrimination", judges pointed out that it involves pref'
erential or unequal tr·eatment, in excluding

01

fav01ing, that is detrimental 01 prejudicial to othe1

individual or group on the basis of a particular characteristic, in this case gender, for unjustified
reasons

Superior Court and Appellate Unit
Superior Court and Appellate Unit judges also recognized a difference between the terms
"sex" and "gender" Regarding the first, they said it refers to the physiological, anatomical and
biological differences between male and female, This includes the innate capacity to reproduce and
sexual identity for reasons of biology,

8
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"Gender" refers to the socially constructed aspects of what it means to be a man

a

01

woman in society: the feminine, the masculine, what is attributed to the man or the woman in te,ms
of actions, attitudes, and sexual mientation. "Gender" also has a broad classification
"Gende, disctimination" means unequal

01

preferential tr·eatrnent; the attitude by which

one individual gains and another loses because of gende1 01 differences in charncte,istics, trnits

01

behavim patterns that are expected of each gender. There is no valid or acknowledged reason fot
the social community to establish that diffe1ence 01 unequal tr·eatrnent
On the othe1 hand, it was questioned whether an isolated incident or manifestation of a
prejudicial attitude constitutes an act of disc1iinination. A female judge said that by itself, the attitude entails

01

results in a pattern of conduct and, to that extent, the attitude and the disc,irninatmy

act aie closely linked.

B.. Activiry II
Objective:

Analyze situations to determine if they constitute gender discrimination
in the courts of Puerto Rico.

The judges evaluated, individually, two situations to dete1mine if they constituted gende1
discrimination in the Courts of Pue,to Rico rnThey then shared their thoughts in small groups and
a spokesperson from each group infmmed the rest of the pruticipants (lruge group) about the diversity of opinions

1

Situation 1
A judge opens comt, the case is called, and the lawyers representing the pruties rue
present

Judge. "It is a real piivilege to heru· the sweet voice of the distinguished colleague in my comt".. And addmssing the male attorney adds, "don't you agree?".
Lawyer: "I run in total agreement, yom Honor. The comtroom shines, thanks to
the presence of the elegant colleague".
lO Ihe members of the Superior Court and the Appellate Unit on1y evaluated the first situation ("the flirtatious comment")
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Following is a surnmruy of the reasons given by female and male judges over whether the
above situation presented a case of gender discrimination,

IT IS DISCRIMINATORY
FEMALE JUDGES
•
•
•
•
•
•

I he judge's comment undetmines the professional capacity and dignity of women.
The conduct is inapprop1iate because an image of objectivity and imprutiality should prevail in
the comt
Although the intention is not discriminatmy, the effect or result is ..
It constitutes unequal treatment on the basis of being a woman; the comment is sexist
As to "shines", it refers to us as the light in the drulcness, but we only shine in the way we drnss
01 in om elegance, not in our intellectual capacity.
"Sweet" is associated with women and frailty.

MALEJUDGES
•
•
•

•
•

It is disc1iniinat01y, depending on the intention
It is disc1iminat01y because it places the man at a disadvantage
It is disc1iminat01y against both; against the woman, because attention is not being called to
hex professional capacity but to her physical attiibutes, and against the man because he is being put aside because of his sex and is asked to pruticipate in the disc1iniination.
The disc1imination will depend on the effect the comment has on the female lawyer, whethe1 it
affects her or she likes it.
Preference is insinuated by the mere fact of being a woman ..Prejudice against the other pruty.

FEMALE AND MALE JUDGES
•

It establishes a situation of disadvantage for the man with respect to the outcome of the case,
because it may give the inipression beforehand that the judge favors women lawyers.

IT IS NOT DISCRIMINATORY
FEMALE JUDGES
•

It is not inapprop1iate, it is a gentlemanly and elegant comment, even more so when the male
lawye1 agrees with the judge

•

Ffutatious (piropoi) comments rue not disc1imination, they rue an expression of our culture. In
a comt, however, it is unethical on the prut of the lawyer and the judge.
It is flattety, comtesy, but iniprope1 conduct on the patt of the judge for sociological and cultural reasons ..If the decision were in the woman's favm, it would be discrimination
You should be careful with flhtatious comments. Times have changed .. Before, a flhtatious
comment was considered appropiiate of good gentlemen; today, it is disc1iminat01y and unethical.
In order for disciimination to occur, there must be an element of intention ..

MALE JUDGES

•
•

•
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FEMALE AND MALE JUDGES
•
•

Isolated acts do not create pattems of discriminatory behavior The attitude is what reflects or
involves a pattern of discrimination ..
It is inappropriate, but it depends on the context It may give the appearance of favoritism, but
it is not discriminatory.

Summary
After sharing the reasons with the entire group of male and female judges, in each session
Dr Efren Ramos, a member of the Commission and facilitator, summarized the reasons given by
the participants, emphasizing some differences in the perspectives of men and women. Highlights
of his summary ar·eas follows.

Municipal Court
The reasons given by the male and female judges of the Municipal Court confirm how different the perceptions between men and women can be Female judges said that, even though the
situation may be an isolated incident, it has an unfavorable effect on many women. Aside from the
impact that it may have on the outcome of the case, if the immediate effect on the woman is that
she feels less appreciated, in terms of her intellectual capacity, and that she is treated as a mere
woman-sex object and not as an attorney, that in itself is discriminatory.
According to the male judges, the situation constitutes discrimination if it affects the outcome of the case If it does not, then it could illustrate an act of courtesy and deference, that is the
result of a cultural expression. Notwithstanding, this kind of behavior was also considered inappropriate and unethical

District Court
The reasons given by the male and female judges of the District Court also confirm how
different the perceptions among men and women can be. For the female judges, contrary to that
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expressed by the males, the intention behind the flattering remark is not the criterion that dete1mines whethe1 the situation is discriminatmy; what is impmtant for them is the effect that the
comment has on the female lawyer. They pointed out that women tend to have their physical features singled out, which devalues other attributes such as their professional capacity as female
lawyers
Male judges understood the comment to be one of flattery, which is culturally acceptable
in Puerto Rican society..Although some recognized it as inappropriate, they did not consider it discriminatmy toward the woman because, in any case, complimenting her physical attributes favors
her ..

Superior Cou,t and Appellate Unit
Contrary to the participating judges of the Municipal and District Comts, the male and
female judges of the Superim Court and Apellate Unit coincided in regarding the situation as discriminatmy I hey pointed out that the situation should be evaluated within the context of changing
values, which implies that the interpretation of what is acceptable m not, is not fixed, but variable.
Each group started with the premise that the effect is irnpmtant; not the intention. What is
impmtant is how it affects the person ... Also, two kinds of considerations were made: (1) that independently of whether the situation was discriminatmy, it is inappropriate and if the behavior exists,
it should be eliminated; and (2) that independently of the inappropriate behavior, an element of
gender discrimination was present.
Among other things, the discussion also disclosed that male and female judges were gr·eatly
concerned with the image that must always prevail in a court. It was stated that this kind of situation is inappropriate in any context of the comt: in the open comtroom, for the record, in the comt,
off the record, in the hallway, and in chambers. Finally, the possibility was raised of discriminatmy
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conduct against men and women at the same time, an analysis that involves an important theoretical consideration that has not been adequately contemplated by the Commission.
2

Situation 2 11
A male and female lawyet are at the entrance of the Court talking
MALE LAWYER:

You know, I'm setiously concerned with the appointment
of attorney XXX to a judgeship ..

FEMALE LAWYER:

What's your concern?

MALE LAWYER:

I've heatd he's a closet homosexual. That's why I think
that psychological testing should also be petformed along
with his evaluation fot the appointment to detennine his
sexual orientation as to whether he is homosexual or heterosexual.

FEMALE LAWYER:

Why do you say that?

MALELAWYER:

Well, because in c1iminal cases, such as sodomy, the
sexual pieference of an individual such as that can influence in the dete1mination of evidence. That's why I believe he should not be appointed judge.

All the patticipants, both male and female judges, believed that the situation revealed disc1imination. The reasons given were the following:
•
•

It constitutes unequal tr·eatmentin detriment to the person.
It takes into considetation the sexual preference of an person to detennine his suitability

•
•
•

for hiting him.
Sexual preferences do not disqualify a person from petfonning ce1tain duties.
This comment creates a hostile environment, which is an element of disctimination.
The intent may not be to disctinrinate, but the result could be, by denying him the opportunity of being considered fot the position.

Summary
Following ai·e highlights of summaties by Dr. Efren Rivern Ramos:

11

The members of the Superior Comt and Appellate Unit were not asked to evaluate this situation
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i
Municipal Court
There was a consensus among male and female judges to regard the situation as disc,iminatoty on the basis of gender. Two reasons explain the foregoing: (1) that the sexual preference of
a person does not disqualify him or he, from pe1fonning the duties of judge and (2) that the comment itself fosters an hostile environment, which constitutes a kind of hruassment against that pe1son.

District Court
Among the male and female judges of the District Comt there was consensus to regrud this
kind of situation as disciiminatmy, although a group of judges said that it could also reflect prejudiced thought without being a disc1iminatmy act Notwithstanding, whethe1 a discrirninatmy act ot
a prejudiced attitude, it is clearly because of gender, whether one thinks there are two basic genders
or three The majmity understood that sexual mientation is not related to the capacity to judge.
from a legal point of view, on the othe1 hand, it was questioned whether making the comment itself constitutes a disc1iminatmy act. Some were inclined to believe so, since the mere act of
commenting could be detrimental to the person. If the comment is repeated over and over, it becomes detrimental.
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C. Activity Ill
Objective:

Explore how, from the position of the judgeship, situations of gender
discrimination in the courts may be prevented.

Judges had the opportunity to reflect, individually, on an experience or situation known to
them in the courts that, in their opinion, was gende1 disc1iminatory. They later sharnd the situation
or expe1ience in small groups .. Of those sharnd expe1iences, severnl were selected and possible alternatives for treatment were discussed. Late,, a spokesperson fo1 the group info1med the rest of
the pmticipants ..
The different situations, divided by subject, court and sex of the pmticipant, m·e numbered
below. Severn! of the situations me followed by alternatives fo1 treatment prnvided by the judges.

L

Domestic Violence

Municipal Judges (Women)
1

In petitions for restraining orders, in gene1al, whenever the petitioned pmty is summoned and he lemns that the judge is a female, a disc1iniinatory prejudice occurs to the
effect that the petition will be granted because the judge is a woman and she favors the
female petitione,.

2. Police agents disc1iniinate against a woman who file domestic violence accusations.
Instead of filing a ciiminal case, they refer it to civil comt, for a protection order..
These cases me negotiated.
3 . In domestic violence cases where the battered person is man, he is ridiculed. The comt
does not treat the case with the sa,ne seriousness ..The bailiffs laugh out loud.. On one
occasion, they trooped into the office of a female judge to tell her about a man who
testified that he was threatened by a woman who insisted on having sex or she would
cut off his penis.
4

One pmty (male) who was in court said that women always win in comt He said:
:Judge, you decide."

Alternatives·-Situations

1,2, 3 and 4
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a.

Encourage the police to participate in trainings and seminars on the management
of domestic violence cases

b . Speak with area commanding officers on how to train their police officers on this
matte, so that they file criminal cases. Advise them of their duties, independently
of the result of the case ..(If charges are later withdrawn).
c.. Judges should be more alert, unlike robots in the comtroom, to signs of requests
for help ..
d. Educate the community more, through speeches and conferences, regar·ding their
1ights and Law 54
e

Explain to the community the Judge's wmk, duties and irnpaitiality

f

The Judge should reflect on his or her objectivity and neutrality Judges should
pe1iodically meet, fm example, to shar·e expe1iences

g. Explore the problem of men and protection orders through seminars.

Municipal Court Judges (Men)
5 . A female judge told a male judge that she had been the victim of domestic violence and
that because of that tenible expeiience, she decided that a man would have to prove
his irmocence in eve1y domestic violence case she saw If an issue of custody was involved, she would giant it to the woman 99 per cent of the time and set ve1y high bail
fo1 men

Alternatives - Situation 5
a

Suggest that the judge inhibit herself in cases of domestic violence

b. Use a personal expe1ience that illustrates how a judge could smmount a sirnilai
traumatic expe1iences without it affecting his or her judgment
c

In a conversation with the judge, make her aware that we ar·e all products of om
expe1iences, and that these must not be conclusive.

d. Point out to the judge that one catUiot punish others because of one's own negative
expeiience. It would be similar to expecting others to pay fo1 something they rue
responsible for.
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T
e.. A general mientation should be given judges on how to manage these types of
situations.

f.

Make the judge see that she is disc,iminating and that this is not the way to resolve
controversies.

g. One judge said that he would make the judge believe that he had taken her comment as a joke, in that way she'd realize that it was not cmrect to say it. If someone says something like that, he takes it as a joke because he doesn't believe that it
is possible fo, it to happen ..
h. AnotheI judge said that he would tell her that it is impmtant to separate the per-·
son al from her role of doing justice.
6 . A judge commented on the time a man consulted him regarding domestic violence (
protection orde, }. The man found his wife in bed with a mutual friend .. The wife left
the home with his children and asked for a protection order. The comt ordered the man
to vacate the home and adjudicated the custody of the children to the moth et, although
the children wanted to be with their fatheI

Alternative,-Situation

6

a

The man should consult a lawyer.

b

Several judges said that there was not enough infmmation to offer more alternatives. Ihe action to vacate, in itself, could not be considered disc1iminat01y; they
did not know the woman's ve1sion

Di,trict Court Judge, (Women)
7. A female judge said that in cases unde1 Law 54 of domestic violence, often the victim
is not interested in pmsuing the case, but the judge insists on continuing it The woman
feels disc,iminated against. The Women's Affairs Commission goes to comt only
when the victim has an interest in the case; in this sense, it also disctiminates since it
doesn't go before the comt to suppmt the woman who is not interested in pursuing the
case
8

Another female judge expressed a similar concern as to Law 54, patticulruly regruding
the continuous "wish" of the victims to withdraw chruges of assault and psychological
abuse against their male aggressors out of fear or fo1 economic reasons ..This pruticulru judge admitted that she does not file the case without heating evidence; not to do so
would tum the comt into a fruce.
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Alternatives-Situation,

7 and 8

a. Regarding Law 54 and the Women's Affairs Commission, women should b infmmed about the domestic cycle and the law. Women victims should be referred to
special programs
b. Law 54 should also be amended so that the alternative program is used before
probable cause to arrest is decided ..

District Court Judge, (Men)
9. A man's request for protection order was denied because an order had been issued by
another judge in favm of his wife .. The petitione1 alleged that he was denied the protection order because he was a man The judge who heard his plea verified the facts
with the first judge and, after considering the situation, issued the order.

Alternatives-Situation
a

9

A group of judges understood that to not issue the order would be disc1irn.inatmy.

b. Law 54 was discussed and it was pointed out that its application is problematic
To make their position more believable, they invited Prof. Rivera Ramos to question female judges, secretaries and prosecutors regar·ding the law Their opinion,
they said, would confirm theirs. The pressure c,eated by the Law is such that
judges ar·e urged to apply it for fear of "what others would say", even though a
petition may be absurd ( as they sometimes ar·e).. They used the example of a divorcee who wanted her husband out of the house and requested a protection order
Women use the Law to avoid the regular pmcedure, which distmts its purpose.
However, social pressure hinders judges from making their decisions based on the
Law. One judge desc1ibed the Law as a "law of fear on the part of officials who
deal with it " Another pmblem found with the Law was that of women who desist
from pursing a case, even when the judge is interested in hearing it
c.

In the case of women, a pmtection mde1 is issued with only her testimony, and
later he is summoned for a warning. Why, it was asked, is the same thing not done
when a man asks fo1 a protection order?

d

Procedures should be mechanized m more rigid criteria established. Judges should
receive mientation and unifo,m guidelines

e.. The 1ight of the couple to obtain pmtection orders should be recognized.
f

A similar question arose ,egarding pmtection orders for same- sex couples who
live together..
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1
Cu.tody

2.

Municipal Court Judges (Women)
1 . A female judge confronted her own prejudices when she had to resolve a case in which
a lesbian and he1 prutner requested the custody of the son of the f01mer. The judge
realized that the boy would be better off with the mother and he1 prutner, runong othe1
reasons because the fathe1 was an aleoholic and did not take care of the boy. The judge
decided in the mother's favor but not before having doubts ove1 the lesbianism of the

women
2 .. A doctor 1equested a protection order against a woman with whom he had lived and
had a child .. The comt, under Law 140 of Provisional States of Law, adjudicated the
custody to the mother. However, she voluntruily ceded the custody of the boy to his
father. Nonetheless, he continued to pay supp01t for the boy. Urged to request permanent custody, he said: "How run I going to ask for custody, when the judges always
believe that the mother should have custody. It would be a waste of time .. The comt
always favors the mother .."
3. It was pointed out that in custody cases, the Department of Social Services, as well as
the courts, disc1iminates against the male in its investigations.
Sometimes the mother fails to deliver the children to the father on weekends If the father
goes to the police, they do not help him.
4. It was also said that in custody retention cases, the comt has to communicate directly
with the police sergeant because the woman is not helped if she goes to the police on
he1 own. The police do not assume their corresponding role ..

Alternative-Situations
•

1,2, 3 and 4

Provide 01ientation to the effect that the determination of custody is based on the
evidence that is presented, not on disciimination against the father as custodian.

Municipal Court Judges (Men)
5. A paternal grandmother had custody of her grandson (8-9 year·s old). The mother of
the child claimed custody. The boy looked "effeminate." In a meeting with the judge in
chrunbers, the mothe1' s lawye1 recommended that she withdraw her claim and let the
grandmother retain custody, since the boy's evident marmeiisms showed homosexual
tendencies and that the mothe1 should not bear the blrune for the drunage wrought by
the grandmother..

District Court Judges ( Women)

20

6.. A female judge said that mothers feel that their motherhood allows them to possess all

rights over their children. 1his is often the case in custody and filial relation disputes ..
They pretend that fathers are discriminated against for being men The man goes to
comt with the belief that he will lose because he is a man.

Alternative-Situation
•

6

The mle of the judge, particularly in custody and filial relation cases, is to educate the
parties that the welfare of the child is of primary importance.
Superior Court and Appellate Court Judges (Men)
7 . A judge recalled a personal experience while presiding a case to determine custody of
a boy in which it was revealed that the mother was a lesbian. A lawyer requested that
the case be ttansferred to another comt because the dir·ector of the Family Relations
Division was a lesbian and would not render au impartial report.

3.

Pena/Law

Municipal Cou,t Judges (Women)
L A female judge said while she was acting as a District Judge at a preliminary hearing,
she was assigned a sodomy case (six fishermen accused) where the victim was a
seven-year-old boy.
Before starting the hearing, the defense requested that the judge inhibit herself since it
planned to show the genitals of the accused so the minor could identify the accused by
the markings and tattoos on their organs .
The defense also alleged that one of the accused was clinically impotent, which had to be
pmven through physical and clinical evidence, and that having a female judge visually
inspect their bodies would intimidate them.

Alternatives - Situation 1
a.. Request photographic evidence
b. Bring in medical experts to testify to the physical condition of impotence.
c.

Not to inhibit herself just for being female.

Municipal Court Judges (Men)
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j

T
2

A judge recalled how, as a lawyer, several men were accused of violating the weapons
law. When the judge in the case set bail, he ordered that the woman, who had been accused with the same crime along with the others, to pay 10 per cent of the bail in cash ..
The judges justified his decision by saying that since the accused was a woman and a
mother, he could allow bail at 10 pet cent of the amount.

Alternative-Situation
•

2

The group was unanimous in saying that it is the ciicumstance that should be
considered in setting bail, not whether the accused is a woman or a man. That the
woman was a mother, for example, is a circumstance that could influence the reduction of bail.

District Court Judge, (Women)
3

A judge brought up the case of a woman of about 65 who slashed the face of another
woman neatly half her age. Duiing presentation of evidence, it was revealed that the
victim had an intimate relationship with the husband of the accused That relationship
had ended because the husband could not decide with which woman he wanted to stay.
The accused retained a pmminent lawye, .. He alleged that the mutilation was nonexistent because it could be remedied by plastic surge1y.. He requested additional time
to b1ing in an expe1t witness to testify to that allegation .. Time was g,anted but the
lawyer did not b1ing the witness .. Cause for mutilation was found .. The female judge
who recounted the episode told the lawye1 that a legal study had shown that mutilation
was culpable even if plastic smgery could erase the wound. The lawyer responded:
"Judge, all I need to pmve my point is twelve mruzied women on the jury."

4. Intemction and Courts Administmtion
I . A female judge recalled an experience while she was pregnant A fellow judge told her
that "women who can still have children should not be appointed as judges " The judge
was refening to women in their repmductive years According to the female judge,
male judges believe that special favms rue g,anted pregnant women. Their shifts and
cases rue changed and males rue assigned to them. Male judges, however, don't understand that such treatnient is justified.

Alternative-Situation
•

1

The policy of the Courts Adrninistrntion should be to not assign shifts to female
judges in their seventh month of pregnancy.

22

'i'

2

One female judge obse1ved that female lawyers often have to go over their male colleagues' heads for their shills and many rue unsuccessful. Ihe grune is between male
and female lawyers, especially between promirient males and inexpe1ienced females ..
The women lower their gurud and let themselves become intimidated

Alternative-Situation
•

2

Female lawyers should not allow male lawyers to underestimate them; they should
avoid disc1irnination.

Diitrict Court Judge, (Men)
3

One female judge reportedly does not allow women bailiffs to be assigned to her comtroom, allegedly because she does not feel safe.

Alternatives-Situation
a.

3

The judges understood that the situation is discriminatmy because gentle, does not
impede performance of a bailiff's duties.

b. Explain to the judge the qualifications the system requir·es of bailiffs ..
c

Ask the presiding judge to inte1vene d .. Use the mechanism of judge of tmst e.
Speak to the chief bailiff.

Superior and Appeals Court Judge, (Women)
4. Denigrating remruks were repmted when a judicial decision is issued by a female judge
and it affects a male
A paiticipant recalled how she once had to make a controversial decision and someone
from the fomm, a male lawyer, remaiked: "She is qualified, but what bothers us is that a
woman leaves a man without a job.."
5.. It was also reported that if a male judge dances a lot at a pruty where judges ru·e present, it is iemruked "How much he's enjoying himself" But if a woman judge dances a
lot it is said that "She is crazy "
6

A female pruticipant said that at a Christmas paity, , she always had a glass in he,
hand, like he1 male colleagues. (She was chinking Penie1 wate1 and they were chinking
haid liquor). Comments herud after the pruty was that "she didn't put the glass down.
that she was smashed "

23

7

It was pointed out that remruks have been made from the forum on the prutiality of a
female judge of a family division in favor of the woman and against the man as, fm
exrunple, "Don't wony, this judge does not forgive men."

8

A situation was recalled in wlrich a male judge asked a female judge for a ride in front
of other judges and invited her to Iris office after 5 p m. to decide the route they would
take.

9

It was pointed out that what is expected of a female judge's private and social life visa-vis a male judge is very different

10 Some male judges visit the offices of female judges to make flirtatious remruks

1L Some male judges don't acknowledge 01 resent the intellectual capacity of a woman
judge and when discussing law they ignore her...
12. In meetings of judges, a female judge can make a contiibution but is ignored; not until
a male judge has repeated what she had said is credit given to the idea, but as miginating with the male judge.

13. A female judge noted that the administiation is more indulgent with the male judge
who goes out with a mruried woman than with the female judge who goes out with a
mruried man ..The female judge is asked to resign.
14 A female judge rematked that some judges are known as "chatmers ." When the State
wants to obtain a conviction in a cdminal case, the distiict attorney's office usually
assigns a pretty prosecutor to manipulate the judge .. The judge is more pemrissive in
favm of the People in the presentation and admission of evidence, for exrunple, because of the woman prosecutor These women prosecutors sometimes weru low-cut
necklines and very short skiits
15. It was mentioned that male judges ate assigned the personnel of theiI preference and
female judges get whoever remains, the worst courtroom personnel. Fmther, personnel
is tiansferred without consulting the female judge

16 A female judge spoke about child support cases when contempt heatings were held In
one courtioom, when the man is summoned, the male judge prevents !rim from explaining why Iris payments are in aireai s. The support provide1 feels humiliated and at a
disadvantage

Alternative ,-Situation

16

a.. The lights of the suppmt provider to explain Iris reasons for not meeting clrild
suppmt payments should be recognized.

24

b . Awareness among judges must be created; that the different components of the
system must be made aware that people perceive that the comt favors the woman
I 7 Anothe, female judge discussed the stereotyped roles of the positions within the system Women hold positions that ar·e not as highly paid .. Positions that involve authmity, the position of bailiff, for example, are almost always filled by men ..The criteiion
of physical strength is utilized. Masculine and feminine attiibutes are set apart.

Alternatives-Situation

17

In the case ofjob dispruity, it was asked, why does this constitute disciimination? It
was pointed out that, histoiically, job oppmtunities for men and women have not been
the same .. Some improvement, howeve,, was recognized. The following alternatives
were offered:
a

A study undertaken by specialists in personnel; the different job classifications
should be revised.

b. Judges should set an example in hiring personnel of ttust (fm example, they should
be open to hiring male secretaries, etc.)
18. There ru·e male bailiffs at the monitors who, when female judges walk by, sing songs
with double meanings ..
19 . A female judge can implement guidelines and the personnel will resent them and not
accept them. A male judge, howeve,, can give the same guidelines and the personnel
will pay attention.

Alternatives-Situations
a

18 and 19

Receptive presiding judges, open to listening to, and not avoiding, this type of
situation.

b. Design awrueness activities on the problem.
c.. Making the administration sensitive and receptive to identifying suitable personnel.
d. Fostering self~cdticism by the institution, the system, and paying adequate attention to the situations that are created ..
e

f

Following up on the educational role, becoming awrue
Once a receptive presiding judge is identified, taking adequate disciplinruy measures

25

g

Receiving the suppmt of the Office of Courts Administration,

h

If a regional presiding judge is involved in this type of problem, taking the problem directly to the Comts Administrator.

1.

Holding meetings to confront and discuss.

J

Creating sub-commissions in the different comts to receive, repmt and resolve
complaints (similar to an Ombudsman).

k

Holding periodic meetings with support personnel. Superior Comt and Appeals
Units (Men) 20. It was pointed out that, occasionally, a qualified woman is not
appointed to a position in the courts because she is pregnant

20 .. It was pointed out that sometimes a woman fitted for a possition in comt would not be
appointed to it because she was pregnant
21 A judge mentioned the case of a female judge who did not allow women wearing pants
to appear before her ,
22. A judge explained that some cases do not constitute discrimination, rather they involve
cultrn al issues . He affirmed that " we are men of our times," As an example he said
that he would prefer a male, rather than a woman, as bailiff in his criminal comtroom.
Anotherjudge added that "a woman with a 38 on her waist makes us feel uncomfmtable .." Another judge retorted" And what if she claims her right to be there?" The fust
judge replied, "Of comse, she has a right, but many of those elements identified as discriminatory are more absolute outside of San Juan."
23 A judge brought up the inclination to select women as judges for family divisions and
juvenile comtrooms.
24 Another judge said that he had not had any particular experience of bias, but noted in
trnn, that he had not seen any male secretaries, not even men applying for those jobs.
25. The lack of holding cells for delinquent female minors was also brought up
26. A judge stated that a relation of discrimination exists among comt employees. They
make statements and assume prejudiced attitudes.. These attitudes are evident in the
relationship of bailiffs and the comt secretaries .. He explained that the bailiffs refer to
the secretaries as "good-looking broads" and that when elegant women on occasion
enter the comtroom, " the bailiffs go berserk"
27. This same judge explained the need for women bailiffs to sear·ch women and in eviction cases to "attend to the evicted woman."

26

On this occasion a judge explained that there is no disc1imination when a man is
needed fm a pruticulru situation .., such as an uproru in the corntroom He asked: "How
can a woman get the convict to obey?" He said that the physical strength of a man,
compru·ed to that of a woman, justifies the preference for males for those positions
28. The need for cells fm women was also raised. Also mentioned was the disc1imination a
father may suffer in custody cases. An exrunple was presented of a situation where the
woman could be more dangerous than the man but the cornt grants custody to the
mother because allegedly the mothe1 loves the children more, It was explained how, in
this way, the reproductive role of the mothe1 is favored,
29 It was pointed out that lawyers with beruds ru·e not allowed in the cornts,
Someone explained that some pretty women expect favms and rue not efficient at their
jobs because they ru·e flattered Another judge obse1ved that the lower the man is in
rank, the more free he feels to ffut with women ..It was said that those situations cannot
be supe1vised,

In view of the entire discussion, a judge explained that the root of the problem is in the
"monolithic" institution that struts in San Juan and that was established 40 yeru·s ago
and that the situation has not changed excepting the fact that the Chief Justice nruned a
woman as Cornts Admmistrator He said many of these things ru·e culturnl and ru·e
deeply rooted in our tradition,, He also said that" this is more of a cultmal situation"
than disc1imination against women
30. One judge stated that he had been appointed at the srune time as a group of women, He
said that the male judges were assigned comtrooms out on the island, outside of the
metropolitan area, while the female judges were assigned comtrooms in the metropolitan ruea, neru their homes, When the judge questioned this prnctice, he was told that
the women were not going to travel and the men could do so,

Alternatives-Situation

30

a

A raffle unde1 equal conditions should be cru1ied out A person's gender should
not be taken into account to dete1mine corntroom assignments or appointments,

b,

Clem crite1ia should be established based on the necessities of the system and the
ability and expe1ience of the judges to be appointed

31 One judge herud of a judge who only nruned male law cle1ks That was how he expressed it in private, but not officially,

Alternatives-Situation
a

31

The selection of law cle1ks is at the discretion of the judge,, Perhaps the best way
to resolve this kind of situation is through mientation and education of judges,

27

b, A colleague should approach the judge to indicate that a disc1iminatory action is
involved and that he must correct it
32, An acceptable prnctice at the central level is that men, not women, am assigned to investigation units.,

Alternative-Situation

32

Since this situation is similai to numbe1 30, above, the saine alternatives aI'e proposed,
33., One judge admitted that he once selected a woman bailiff over other male candidates
who were better qualified, The judge based his action on the need fo1 a woman bailiff
to guard and seaich women, A problem could aiise with male bailiffs,,

Alternative ,-Situation
a,

33

Some judges believed that selecting women bailiffs over bette1 qualified male
candidates does not constitute an act of discrimination, They based their position
on the fact that a valid and reasonable motive existed to choose the women even
though the male candidates were better qualified, A woman was need to guaid
women

b,

A solution to the problem proposed encmnaging a laige1 numbe, of women to apply for the position of bailiff, a position traditionally filled by men

34, Some judges said they could not recall, or simply did not know of, any cleai disc1imination in the comts of Pue1to Rico,

28

IV. Evaluation
Once the activities of each session were concluded, an evaluation sheet (see Attachment C)
was disl!ibuted to the participating judges Their results, grouped by court and by the sex of the
participants, are presented below.

QUESTION 1 ·· To what extent did the developed activities achieve the propo,ed objectives?

Municipal Court
To a great extent

To no extent

Iota!

Avg.

1---:2---~---4---'.>-----tJ---7
women

1

6

7

6.86

4

8

613

15

647

men

1

3

Subtotal

1

4

Disl!ict Court
To a great extent

To no extent

Total

Avg

6.2

1---2---~---4---,e--___j'l---7
women

1

2

2

5

men

1

1

3

2

2

2

6

17

4 ..94

Subtotal

1

1

3

4

3

4

8

22

5 ..23

Supe1ior Court and Appellate Unit
To a great extent

To no extent

1

Total

Avg.

7

2

women

1

1

4

4

10

6.1

men

1

5

5

11

4

26

546

Subtotal

1

6

6

15

8

36

5 ..64
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QUESTION 2 Please comment on what you most enjoyed about participating in this
investigation s-ession.

L Most productive meetings
of small groups

3

2 .. Exchange of ideas with
colleagues

2

2

3 ..The active and spontaneous
patticipation, and the group
discussion

1

4 .. Being able to discove1 the
problem of disc,imination in
the judiciruy that I was unawrue existed

1

5

3

10

5

3

5

1

10

1

3

1

9

2

1

3

1

4

6

5 . The opp01tunity to speak
openly about the subject
6 .. The last pat! of the session
(exchange of expe1iences)

2

1

1

4

3

5

1-

7 The way in which the study
was done

1

1

1

8.. The initial position of colleagues that there wasn't any
disc1imination and how it
changed at the end of the ses-

4

2

2

1

2

SlOil

9.. The good organization and
adequate resources

1

10. To obse1ve the diffe,ences
in analysis and the classificalion of gende1 discrimination

1

11 . The diversity of situaresented and the spon-

1

tions
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
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taneity and ease with which
the subject matte, was discussed

12.. Awru:eness of the group of
what constitutes disc1imination, of its presence in the
multiple facets of om work

>

-

·•··•.:

'.;·;

."

·.·

-

-

2

;·,

Ll
2

-

I

-

I

-

-

-2

-

14. They enjoyed the activity

--

-

2

-

-

-2

-

15. The first activity of defining sex, gender and gende1
disc1imination

-

-

-

16.. The attitude of the advisors

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

17.. The fo1mal and cordial
relationship that fmmed between the pru:ticipants

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

18 Clru:ifying concepts and
doubts regru:·ding the subject
Receiving cleru: explanations ..

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

-

13 .. The issues discussed and
their solutions

19 Individual pru:ticipation

20. Learn the situation that
exists in Pue1to Rico.

I
-

1

-

I
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1

-

1

2

-

1

-

1
QUESTION 3: Please comment on what you lea,t enjoyed from participating in this investigative ses·sion.

1. I enjoyed eve1ything

4

3

2. Too intense fm one day

4

1

5

3

3 ..Too personal exp1essions
by some colleagues

6

3

4 ..Time was too shmt

1

5. It was predirected and dete1mined before it was staited

2

1

3

15

8

4

1

3

1

3

1

2

2

6 The attitude of the male
judges and their reaction on
leatning of the existence of
gendet disc1imination

2

2

7..Eve1ything

1

1

8. Paiticulai cases

1

1

9. To continue with thetask of
eradicating gender disc1imination

1

1

10..Expose personal problems
with presiding judges that
have nothing to do with discrintination

I

1

11 Patticipants who were
always on the defensive

1

I

12. Persons who expressed
exatnples of disc1imination
that were only in their minds

1

I

13 New situations could have
been used that could be disctiminatmy

I

I
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14..More information is
needed fo1 work that is pending

-

-

-

-

15 Paiticipants' intenuptions
dming presentations by othe1s

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

16. Some complexes manifested

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

1 7..Too little receptivityon the
pa,t of severnl colleagues rega,ding the subject's discussion

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

18. Too little se,iousnesson
the pa,t of some paiticipants
when dealing with the subject

-

-

·-

-

-

1

-

1

19..More opportunities should
have been given judges to present situations where they
have felt disciimination

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

20. Feminist stance of several
female judges

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

2 L That they ended the saine
way, women are not o~jective

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

22 The subject matte1 should

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

23 The subject is difficult to
identify and define

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

24 The distance of the place
for some regions

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

25 ..Level of inteiaction on 1
the pail of some female participants

-

-

-

-

1

-
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1

-

QUESTION 4, How important do you consider it would be for the judicial system to
work on the subject of gender discrimination?
Municipal Comt

Tono extent

To a great extent

Total

Avg.

7

7

7

1--2:--~~----4----~---0----7
women

I

men

I

I

6

8

6.13

Subtotal

I

I

13

15

6.53

Distiict Comt
Tono extent
I

To a great extent

Total

2

Avg.

7

women

I

4

5

6.6

men

2

I

4

6

I

2

3

19

4 ..11

Subtotal

2

I

4

6

2

2

7

24

4.63

Superior Comt and Appellate Unit
Tono extent
I

To a great extent

2

Total

Avg.

7

women

2

8

10

6.8

men

I

2

3

5

2

13

26

5.65,

Subtotal

I

2

3

5

4

21

36

6

34

CONT'..QUE:<iTION4 Comments regarding the answer to the question "How important
do you consider it would befor the judicial system to work on the subject
ofgender discrimination?"
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L It is indisputably necessary,
because of the nature itself of
the judicial function as mirror
and car·etaker of hope, to keep
at a minimum any discrimination and to safeguard all persons rights .
2 ..I don't believe it is the chief
priority of the system, but it
me1its in-depth study.

-

-

3..It's a problem that should
be addressed

-

-

4. To create awareness on the
existing problem.

-

5 To conclude the study, receive recommendations, and
!Iy to find solutions to the
situations of discrimination.

-

2

-

1

1

1

6. Identify the nests of diselimination and to eradicate
them.

2

2

-

1

-
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5

5

5

-

3

3

-

2

1

-

2

1

-

2

3

-

I
1

7 ..The need to provide orientations and to educate the
support personnel is iniperative

-

-

-

-

8 . Because of the 1epercussions of the decisions that will
affect the whole system and
people

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

9 ..In om ever changing society, of constant evaluation,

-

-

-

-

I

-

1

-
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-

-

l
self- examination and
awarenessare necessru:y

10..It is imperative that the
comts be the standardbeare1 in the snuggle against
gender discrimination

1

1

11. It is not a seiious problem

1

1

12. Injustices are committed
and it is om responsibility to
correct them.

1

1

13..It will depend on the resuits of this study

1

1

14..If the scientific findings on
extent of the problem were
known it could change my

1

1

1

1

answer

15 Many situations can be
identified where disc1imination can occm
16. Recommend a pe1manent
commission for filing complaints

1

17. Only in that way can sigmficant changes be achieved

1

18. To avoid greater enms
19 The adjudication of cases
would be faire, and more objective

1

1

1

1

1

1

20. Revision oflaws (Law 54,
Family Relations)

1

2L Gender disc1imination
exists. uality of the enders

1

36
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should be promoted and this
study may shed light on this
issue
22. No, thank you.

1

1

23 ..The way things are going,
man is an extinct being

1

1

24 ..I don't think discrimination was defined clearly

1

I

25 ..Because it's discrimination, it doesn't manifest itself
openly.

1

1

37
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QUESTION 5:· How interested would you be in participating in other
tivities on this subject?

educational ac-

Municipal Court
To no extent

To a great extent

Total

Avg.

1---2---.:,---'l----:i-----n----7
women

6

7

6.71

1

6

8

6.25

1

12

15

6.47

1

men

1

Subtotal

1

1

District Court
To no extent

1

Total

To a gl'eat extent

Avg.

7

2
1

women

men

5

2

4

1

Subtotal

5

2

4

2

1

1

6.4

3

5

6

18

3 78

9

23

4.35

Superior Court and Appellate Unit
To no extent

1

Total

To a great extent

2

Avg

7

women

1

2

7

10

6..6

men

3

2

5

4

12

26

5..77

Subtotal

3

2

6

6

19

36

6
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Suggestions and Comments

I Offer similru seminrus

2

2

2 ..Repeat the activity with more
judges and include support personnel from the comt

2

3 ..Perform a greater number of
activities of this kind (confront

1

I

I

4

I

I

2

2

1

problems, situations, and rec-

ommendations)
4 .. I ake into account the hours
of the personnel from the island

1

I

I

5 .. The investigation session was

2

1

I

I

I

I

excellent The selection of the
place and the attention was ap-

propriate
6 ..In a future meeting after re-

I

I

ceiving more reliable infOrma-

tion on the magnitude of the
problem, and work intensely to
seek couective solutions

7 Simila, meetings with judges
to address other problems in the
judicial branch. ie administta-

I

tive

8 The final result of this work
should reach othe1 sectors of om
community with authmity in the

development and formation of
our people, so that we can

change those cultural patterns
that promotediscrimination
9 ..Include in seminrus the discussion of legal rules on discrimination

10 It is possible that many im-

I
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pressions of possiblediscrimination are due to the lack of a clear
p1ior directive

11 It should be repeated

-

-

-

-

12. The Commission should be
permanent and investigatespecific cases

-

-

-

-

13 Persons in charge of the
activity appeared to bevery capable and motivatedto contribute
to the definition of the problem
m1dprovide serious alternatives

-

-

-

1

-

14 ..After this investigative
stage, followup should begiven
so that the SupremeCourt expresses itself on thismatter so
that this investigation is not
stillborn

-

-

-

1

15 ..Amend Law 54 (Alternative
Program may be developedat the
level of detenniningcause to
airest)

-

-

-

1

16.. Excellent Seminru

-

-

l

17 It's impmtant that an enuneous image of the situation is

-

-

-

19 Good luck to the Commission on its mission

20. Notify activities with enough
time to make an angements

1

-

1

-

--

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

I

-

-

1

to eradicategender discrimina·non

not given

I 18. Very good speakers
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ATTACHMENT A
MODEL OF ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER SENT
TO MEMBERS OF THE DISTRICT COURT

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF JUSTICE
SUPREME COURT OF PUERTO RICO

Special
assignment
for effects
of attendance
to activity of the Special
Judicial
Commission
to Investigate
Gender Discrimination
in the Courts
of
Puerto
Rico
Hon.

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER

ORDER

In

San

Juan,

The

tion

in

Puerto

Special

the

of

the

tion

that

is

prior

cate

to

one

for

chosen

promoting
to

Report

each

judicial

Rico

for

at

, Three

to

Investigate

soon

:receiving

study
and

Judicial

sessions

category

the

a
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several

is

be

persons

held

perpec-

of

informa-

carried

:reflexion

Confe:rence

and

a source

being

collective

Discrimina-

participatory

viewpoints

as

that

shall
Those

Gende:r

hold

discrimination

the

the

1994.

shall

individual

celebrating

this

through

Puerto

on gender

fundamental

17,

Commission

aimed

judiciary

for

ject
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sessions,
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on August

Judicial

Courts

investigation

a means

Rico,

out
on

which

we

on

different

participating

the

shall

and

as

subdedidates,

have

been

l
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random

to

procedu:t:e

contribute
You

to

have

of

is
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Court,

Bo,

you

beforehand
Decreed

a

of

in

4:00

are

and

way,
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judicial
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be
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For
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See
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be

a problem
to
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the
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other

date.
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study
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ATTACHMENT B

Consultation
Before slatting the activities of each session, and as patt of the presentation of the patticipating judges, they were asked their opinion regarding the existence of gender discrimination in the
comts They had the following alternatives for their response:

•

it exists

•
•
•

it doesn't exist
I don't know
I don't want to answer
Upon concluding the activities, the same question was asked, with the same alternatives

The distribution of the answers, by court, is presented in the following tables., The compruison of
the initial results, obtained in the morning (AM), with those of the afternoon (PM) permit an
analysis of the degree of change in the opinions expressed by the judges, that could well represent a
change in perception on gender discrinrination, as a result of their pruticipation in the session
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Findings by Court
Table 1. Municipal Court

Yes, it exists

6

75..0

6

It does not exist

1

12 5

I don't know

0

I don't want to answer

75..0

12

75..0

0

1

625

1

125

1

625

1

12.5

1

12.5

2

12.5

8

100.0

8

100.0

16

100.0

It does not exist

0

0

0

I don't know

0

0

0

I don't want to answer

0

0

0

8

100..0

8

100.0

16

100.0

TOTAL

Seventy-five percent of the members of the Municipal Court who participated in the session believed, at the start of the session, that gender discrimination exists in the courts There was
no difference perceived on the basis of sex ..At the end of the session, the response was unanimous,
all of the judges of the Municipal Court believed that gender discrimination exists in the courts.
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Table 2. District Court

14

6667

4

66.66

18

16 67

It doesn't exist

6

2857

1

16.,67

7

25.93

I don't know

0

1

16..67

1

3,7

I don't want to answer

1

1

3.,7

21

80.77

It exists

4,76

0

100,0

15

75.,0

6

It doesn't exist

4

200

0

4

15..38

I don't know

1

0

1

3.85

I don't want to answer

0

It exists

TOTAL

20

5.,0

0
100,0

6

100,,0

0
26

100,,0

At the strut of the session, 66 .7% of the district court judges who pruticipated in the session believed that gende1 discrimination exists in the courts. The difference in sex was insignificant. At the end of the session, all judges aff'itmed that discrimination exists. Among the men, the
change was from 66. 7% to 75%.,
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Table 3 ··Superior Court and Appellate Unit

It exists
It doesn't exist

I don't know
I don't want to answer

It exists

12

44 ..0

7

4

15..0

0

16.67

11

41.0

3

30 ..0

0

22

51 35

4

10..81

14

37 ..84

0

0

9167

19

10

100.0

0

2

32

It doesn't exist

2

I don't know

0

0

0

I don't want to answe,

0

0

0

TOTAL

24

8..33

100..0

10

100.0

5..88

34

94.12
1538

100.0

Of the judges of the Supe1ior Comt and the Appellate Unit who participated in the session,
a significantly higher percentage of women (70%) than men (44%) believed at the start of thesession that gende1 disciimination exists in the comts ..In the second consultation, 100% of women and
91.67% of men affitmed that such disc,imination exists. The increase or change expressed by the
men was ample, because out of the 24 judges, only 2 denied the existence of disc1itnination..

General Conclusions
If the answers are compar·ed, by comt, it may be obse1ved that in the fast consultation
(AM) there is a ce1tain relation between the men's answers and the level of the comt to which they
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belong: the higber the level of the comt, fewer the men who affirm from the start that discrimination exists (75% municipal; 66.67% district; 44% superior and appellate). Among the women, such
a relation does not appear to occur At the three levels, almost 2/3 of the women believed from the
start that discrimination exists (75% municipal; 66.67 district; 70% superior and appellate unit)
Notwithstanding, if the results of men and women are seen together, a relation can be observed between the level of the comt and the perception of discrimination That is, the higber the
level of the comt, the lower the percentage of total persons who found discrimination at the start of
the session ..
If the percentages of the first (AM) and second consultation (PM) are compar·ed, it is ob-

served that the percentage of persons who believed there was gender discrimination in the comts at
the end of the session increases significantly. Thus, it could be interpreted that: (1) those who answered the question affirmatively from the start, reaffirmed then position and (2) many of those
who did not answer affumatively at the start, did so at the end of the session's activities.
If the above is analyzed, by comt, it is observed that the change or increase was greater

among the judges of the Superior Comt and the Appellate Unit (from 5135% to 94.12%).
If the answers ar·e analyzed by sex, it is observed that at the end of the session all the

women, at every level of the comt, affirmed that gender discrimination exists in the comts. Among
the men, this occmred among the judges of the Municipal Comt, all of whom answered in the affirmative at the end of the session ..Nonetheless, the change is most noticeable among judges of the
Superior Court and Appellate Unit, who demonstrated an increase in affirmative answers from
44% to 9167%.
Ihe comt whose judges reflected less change is that of the district The results of this consultation, as well as the evaluation of the activity, showed that the opinions of the members of this
comt were the most varied regar·ding the existence of gender discrimination in the comts ..
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ATTACHMENT C
Special Juclicial Commission
to Investigate Gender Discrimination
in the Courts of Puerto Rico

Participatmy Investigation Session
for Judges of the Superior arrd Appellate Courts

EVALUATIONSHEET
SEX:
__ woman
__
1..

marr

2..

To what extent clidthe developed activities achieve the proposed objectives?
1--2
7
Tono
Toa
extent
great extent
Please infmm what you enjoyed most about participating in this investigative session:

3..

Please inform what you least enjo~

from participating in this investigative session.

4 . How inrportarrt do you consider it would be for the juclicial system to work on the
of gender cliscrinrination? (Please mark on the scale provided)

l---2

___

,_______

Not
Importarrt

subject

0-----0----7
Very
Important

Comment:

5..

How interested would you be in participating in other educational activities on this subject?

l---2---,__--'1------:1-----0----7
Not
Interested

Very
Interested

SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS:
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APPENDIXD

REPORT

COURT WATCHING

By Efren Rivera Ramos

1.

Introduction
As part of its investigation the Commission decided to conduct an exercise of direct obser-

vation in the courtroom ( Court Watching) to detect possible instances of sexist actions or discrimination based on gender Ihe exercise was carried out by a group of seventeen law students in
the course Sociology of Law of Professm Efren Rivera Ramos, of the University of Puerto Rico
Law School, during the second semester of academic year 1993-94 .. Participating students we1e:
Carmen E. Anaiza Gonzalez, Jose Carreras, Angel M. Cuevas T1istan, Norah Fernandez Vallejo,
Edwin Montanez Melecio, Vivian L Neptune Rivera, Ivonne Olmo, Jose Olmo Rodifguez, Maria
de! Mar Ortiz Riveia, Gabriel Pefiagarfcano, Alfonso Ramos Tones, Karen Rivera, Ftancisco Sabat Carmona, Sigfredo Steidel Figueroa, Miiiam Toledo David, Marfa Eugenia 1 ones Gregmy
and Teresita Zamora..12

II.

Explanation of Method
Court watching is a technique of investigation that consists in observing the procedures

that occur in some courtrooms, previously selected, by a team of persons duly uained to identify
and inte1pret the piactices to be studied ..13
The techniques allow for the appraisal of individual conduct as it develops in real situations. Usually the participants are not informed of the purpose of the observation, so that their behavim is not influenced by the awar·eness that they ar·e being observed. This technique is particularly viable in the obse1vation of public events, as judicial processes ar·e normally, that do not require the consent of participants to either be obse1ved or be informed of the observation.

12

13 LYNN HECHI SCHAFRAN AND NORMA JULIET WIKLER, OPERATING A IASK FORCE ON GENDER
BLAS IN THE COURIS: A MANUAL FOR ACTION 37 (Women Judges Fund for Justice, 1986)

1

...

1
On the other hand, this technique of investigation is much more susceptible than others of

being affected by the completely subjective appreciation of the observers

14

Therefore, it is neces-

sary to take measures that reduce this danger to the maximum. In the following section the precautions taken in this study to reduce this limitation as much as possible will be explained

1 o study gender bias using this technique, a team composed of a minimum of two persons
of both sexes is recommended to benefit from the different perspectives on the observed actions ..
The court watchers note down what they perceive; later compare notes and make a joint
report pointing out common appreciations and those in which they differ.

III. The Procedure Followed
The following procedure was followed for this exercise ..
Before the beginning of comt watching, the group prepar·ed itself regarding what constitutes gender bias .. For several weeks, they studied readings on the subject and discussed them in
class. They also exanrined seve1al similar reports from the United States ..Each meeting lasted two
hours Dming the discussion, a common understanding was reached about the theoretical frame-work that would guide the investigation Its elements ar·e the same that were gathered in the general
theoretical framework adopted by the Commission ..The technique of comt watching was also discussed, pointing out its advantages and limitations ..
A paiI of students, a woman and a man, designed the discussion exercise that consisted in
the preparation of a list of hypothetical discdlninatory situations in the context of comt proceedings ..The entire group extensively discussed each one of the hypothetical situations to dete1mine if,
indeed, it could be taken as a manifestation of gender-based discrilnination. The pmpose was to

2

1

shrupen the perception of the court watchers and resolve beforehand, as far as was possible, probable differences in interpretation.
It was decided not to conduct the court watching on the basis of pre-preprued chruts, as is

usually done in this type of exercise .. It was understood that the chruts would probably limit the
capacity of observation and that it was better to let the teams concentrate on observing and freely
taking notes while they were capturing the situations that merited being recorded Their annotations
would be made on blank sheets of paper ..
The teruns were constituted of couples comprising a male and a female Ihe composition
of the pair was also alternated so that each court watcher paired up with more than one person. It
was expected that the strategy would contribute to a greater combination of similru opinions in the
analysis of the situations ..
Six courtrooms at the San Juan Judicial Center were selected: two criminal, two civil and
two family relations ..Included were courtrooms presided by male and female judges ..Court watchers were instructed that, if a designated court was not in session, they were to move to previouslychosen alternate courtrooms .. If these courtrooms were also not in session during their assigned
shift, then the comt watchers were to move to any courtroom that was in session. If those situations
occurred, they were instructed to say so in their reports.
A calendar for the comtroom visits was prepru·ed. An attempt was made to court watch
dming consecutive days and, as far as possible, the whole day The purpose was to observe each
courtroom for a considerable period to avoid reaching conclusions based on isolated actions picked
up in too short a time. Each comtroom, in addition, was to be observed by different teams to obtain
diverse interpretations.

3

A total of 30 hours was dedicated to observing family, ciiminal and civil courtrooms. Procedures were observed in 11 courtrooms because six courtrooms originally selected were not always in session.
Nearly halfway tluough the process, the class met to discuss the observations of each team
to evaluate the exercise up to that moment and incorporate suggestions that could make their observations more precise After each evaluation, the students continued theiI visits to the courti

r

rooms ..

At the end of theh observation sessions, each team compared notes. Each rendered a joint
report. The reports were discussed in two sessions of two hours each Some members of the
Commission also participated iu this discussion
This repmt gathers the sununary of each team's report and the fruits of the discussion by
the whole group

IV.

Summary of Findings
In the relatively brief lapse of tiine that the exercises lasted, it was possible to observe

some incidents or situations that reflect sexist or gender-based discrimination attitudes and practices. Notably, however, these incidents of situations did not necessarily occur in every courtroom

In some courtrooms, in observation periods of two or tlu·ee hours, no incident was observed that
could be cataloged as discriminatory. In others, at analogous periods, more than one incident was
registered. Some of those incidents or situations reported were more indicative of subtle prejudicial
attitudes than openly discriminatmy practices
The manifestations of sexism or gender-based discriminations that were identified are as
follows:

4
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1 . In most of the comtrooms visited, an unequal distribution of functions based on gender
could be observed: for example, secretaries tended to be female and bailiffs, male
2 .. The usage of sexist language persists in the procedures, especially in the forms used to
read instructions to different participants, such as the accused or members of the jmy.
3 ..Some incidents of sexist expressions were observed to the detriment of women and reaf~
firming stereotypical roles .
4 .. The comt suffers the impact of subordination and inequality that affect women in society in general. These conditions are reflected in some of the situations that are created in the comtrooms.
5 .. Impoverished women with children face particular problems to go to court. Several
cases were observed, especially in the family relations comtroom, of poor women who go to comt
with their small children
6. Some teams reported having observed behavior, that they qualified as "aggressive," on
the part of some female lawyers .

V. Support and Explanation of the Findings

A .. Unequal Distribution of Functions
In every comtroom observed, secretaries were women In nearly every comtroom, the
bailiffs were men; only in one courtroom was a woman a bailiff The distribution of male and female lawyers who intervened in the procedures tended to be more proportionate

B..Persistence of Sexist Language
Three cases were observed where the reference to members of the jmy was in masculine
terms: "gentleman of the jury," "gentlemen of the panel."

5

One case involved a process of jury selection that took a whole morning., The terms used to
refer to persons who were to be selected fm the jury included: "gentlemen of the panel,"
"gentlemen of the jury," although women formed part of the group,,
Also observed in the courtroom was a guilty plea and waiver of the right to a trial by jury
on the part of the accused. In informing the accused of the right he was relinquishing, the female
presiding judge explained that "the gentlemen of the jury were selected from citizens of the community."

In the third case, court watchers witnessed the reading of the jury's verdict to the accused,,

The jury was composed of seven women and five men, The secretary read each charge and indicated the verdict It seemed that she was reading a pre-printed form. In about each charge, the secretary read:" .we, the gentlemen of the jmy, find the accused not guilty,," This was repeated for
each charge, nearly twenty times,
In the judgment of the group this responded to the ongoing thinking of the primary figures

in the judicial process as male figures., The language used in the official forms and formulas that
officials use in their explanations reflect that conception

C. Sexist Expressions and Reproduction of Stereotyped Views
In one case, a defense attorney refetred to the People's representatives as "the young ladies

of the prosecutm's office>' Both protested vehemently, Latet, when an obse1ve1 approached one of
them about the incident, the female prosecutor complained of the "passivity" of the judge, a male,
at the lawye1's behavior that she qualified as "improper."
In anothet case, a jury was being selected, comp1ising a group of candidates of five women
and nine men A female judge presided the comtroom The prosecutor was a woman and the de-
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fense attorney a male .. Ihe accused was a man. The bailiff was a male and the secretruy and stenographer were women
The defense attorney began to question the women first When he finished with them he
said "They call us the ugly ones, now we'll question the men, the ugly ones "
It was obvious that the defense attorney's decision to strut off with the women was a
choice based on sex, although the reasons for doing so were not evident The two observers asked
themselves whether the remruk, that men are called the ugly ones, implied that the attorney had
been interrogating "the beauties .."
In a third case, a sentence was pronounced for aggravated assault and Weapons Law violations against a woman for assaulting the woman who lived with the accused's ex-husband .. Ihe
female judge reproached both women, and according to the court watcher's report, made the following statements: "It is unbelievable that two women with children fight like this for jealousy over
a man." She described their conduct as "intolerable" and "shameful"

She asked them to think

about their children " who rue the greatest thing a woman has" " and they have to come first" In
the observer's opinion, those comments tended to reaffirm stereotypes related to the role of women
as mothers and in her report she wondered if the judge would have made sirnilru remruks if two
men had been involved ..
In a custody case, both pruties, the man and the woman, were represented by women lawyers The man, the defendant in the case, sat next to his lawyer The bailiff, a man, was taking attendance, before the judge entered the courtroom. The bailiff approached the defendant and asked if
he was the lawyer in the case .. Immediately, the woman seated next to him stood up and clruified
that she was the lawyer . According to the two court watchers, male and female, as well as the enfae group, the incident reflected stereotypes that unconsciously guide the conduct of many persons:
in this case, the bailiff presumed that the lawyer had to be the male and the woman his client
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D.

Impact on the Court of Situations of Subordination and Inequality that
Are Prevalent in Society as a Whole

Several instances verified that comt procedures are affected by unequal and subordinate
situations that women are subjected to in society as a whole, without necessarily interceding actions that could be attributed to officials of the Judicial Branch ..What occms in these cases is the
consequence of pre-existing situations that are reflected in what transpires in the comtrooms.
The repmt of one of the comt watching teruns gives a drrunatic exrunple of the foregoing.
In a hearing for lascivious acts allegedly committed by a stepfather against his step daughter, a 17-

year-old adolescent, the mother of the girl testified that she did not believe her daughter. Questioned by the female prosecutor, the mother defended her husband because he provided for the
home .. According to the com! watchers, male and female, and to the entire group, this situation
makes evident the subordinate condition and economic dependence of many women on their husbands or partners .
Ihe comt watchers repmted that in eve1y family relations comtroom they visited, the
claimants fo1 suppmt were women ..If this is a pattern sustained in the comts, it could be concluded
that the women in om society ar·e bearing most of the responsibility to care for and feed their children afte1 the separation and the divorce On the othe1 hand, it is obvious that the role of men and
women in relation to their children has been constructed on grounds that the mother is the car·etake1
and the fathe1, the provide1
In a divorce case the woman plaintiff did not request child suppmt because, she said, her

husband was in jail The group inte1preted the incident as indicative of a budding phenomenon in
Pue1to Rican society .. Those convicted of a c1ime in Puerto Rico are p1imarily men (which was
conoborated by the fact repmted by the comt watchers that in criminal comtrooms most of the
accused were men). When the father is convicted, the mothe1 usually remains with the bmden of
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supporting their children .. The group suggested that this observation be used as a working hypothesis for future investigations.

E.

Particular Problems of Poor Women
Various reports pointed out the presence of obviously poor women in the courts, accom-

panied by their minor-aged children. That fact suggests the lack of resources to provide needed
child care services when they have to go to court In one case it was observed how the need to attend to several small children in the courtroom made the mother tense and distracted her from the
efforts she had to undertake ..

F.

The "Aggressive" Behavior of Female Lawyers
More than one team said they had observed some female lawyers and prosecutors exhibit

court behavior that the court watchers described as "aggressive." This observation generated intense discussion in the group, They made the following points, among others:
1 The description of "aggressive," concerning the behavioi of female lawyers, could reflect the stereotyped views over behavior expected of women by the court watchers themselves If
the behavior at issue were observed in male lawyers, possibly it would not be described that way, It
was pointed out that much depends on perceptions and evaluations that form part of the wodd view
of the court watchers themselves., Thus, for example, one female observer preferred to describe the
conduct of some female lawyers, primarily prosecutors, as ""energetic," rejecting the characterization of "aggressive,,"
2 ..It is also possible that the behavior observed responded to the need for female lawyers in
legal disputes to adopt characteristic male patterns of behavior to be respected, paid attention to,
taken seriously or considered as equal to men ..An hypothesis was proposed that, if this were true,
we would be facing a profound dimension of gender bias: the imposition on women of traditionally
9

male patterns of conduct, which would result in self'sacrifice as the price of admission into work
spaces historically reserved for men ..
It was suggested that this aspect be subjected to broader empirical study and deeper interpretative analysis.
3 .. Any study of this aspect requites the formulation of an operational definition of
"aggressive" conduct to avoid wholly subjective appreciations.

VI.

Limitations of the Study
The group agreed that the study undertaken was prone to the following limitations:

1 . The duration of the study did not allow for prolonged obse1vation that would permit the
identification of recurrent patterns of conduct. Because the courtrooms are not in continuous session, since a good part of the work of the courts takes place outside the courtroom, a larger amount
of time would be requited in each one ..
2. The study was only carded out in the Judicial Center of San Juan .. Court watching in
othe1 ar·eas of the country is indispensable in obtaining complete information about the entire system.
3 The study was limited, almost exclusively, to the observation of courtroom procedures
This fact did allow observers to concentrate on conditions in offices of judges and work spaces in
the court. It is possible that the formality of the procedures helps lessen the probability of obvious
incidents of gender bias Certain manifestations of sexism and bias could flourish more easily in
more info1mal scenarios that ar·e less exposed to the public .. On the other hand, in limiting itself to
observing conduct, this technique does not allow fo1 queries into inte1pretations and meanings that
pa1ticipants in the observation process give to their own conduct and to that of the persons with
whom they interact. In only one case did one of the court watchers interview a person affected by

sexist remarks ("the young ladies of the prosecution") The prosecutor's interpretation of the incident added a broader perspective to the situation, which shows the need to always incorporate this
dimension in every study on human behavior.

VII

Conclusions and Recommendations
Despite the limitations pointed out in the previous section, the exercise has been of great

value. It has permitted the identification of problematic areas related to gender bias in the cowls.
By itself, the result of this exercise could not serve as a basis to reach definitive conclusions about
this question .. But the findings can be useful in two ways: (a) as starting points to more exhaustively explore the aspects noted, with the help of other investigative tools, or (b) to add examples
that uphold the findings that arise as a result of public hearings, focus group interviews and the
participatory investigation sessions the Commission car,ied out
Therefore, it is recommended that the findings of this study be considered by the Commission, insofar as they are useful.
If other court observation sessions are undertaken, it is recommended that they be cartied

out for prolonged petiods of tinte in courtrooms throughout the country. If possible, court watching
should be complemented by interviews with the persons involved to obtain their interpretation of
the incidents and situations that were observed.
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